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OVERSI ji HEARINGS 'ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

'1(

Administration's 1980 Budget of Child Nutrition
Programs

TUESDitY, MARCH 13, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE'S,
11 SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECOADARY,

AND VOCATIONAlf EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.0
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:25 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, H4r. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding:

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Ford, Miller, Kildee,
Kogovsek, Goodlirig, Buchanan, Erdahl, and Hinson.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, mrkjority counsel; Charles Rad-
cliffe, minority counsel.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quoym
s present.

On behalf of the members of the Subcbmmittee .on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, I want to take this opportu-
nity to welcome all of you here today for an owsight hearing on
the President's proposed budget for the child nutrition programs
for fiscal year 1980.

We are honored to have as a spokesperson for the administra-
tion, Ms. Carol Tuckqr Foreman, Assistant Secretary for Food and
Consumer Services fot the Department of Agriculture.

Ms. Foreman will be jollied on a panel by Mr. Henry Eschwege,
Director of Community and Economic Division of the General Ac-
counting Office and by re resentatives of four organizations whose
dxpertise in the field of c
subcommittee during ou'

d nutrition has been invaluable to this
consideratipn of iild nutrition legisla-

tion in the past.
Ladies .and gentlemen, we are looking forward to hearing all of

you this morning. Perhaps we may have to ask you to summarize
your statements, bdt we will include all of your written remarks in
the record.

Before I call upon Ms. Foreman, I would first like to mention tile
1- purpose of this hearing. As you are all aware, the President is

. recommending that a number of legislative changes be'made in the
existing 'law in, order to reduce Federal spending for child nutri-
tion.

11"
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The Department_ .haa,_ estimated that this sayigs will be in the
neighborhopd of $587 Million, a 15-percent decrease, in 'the Federal
support of these programg. It is our purpose today to examine these
,legislative proposals and determine what. impact they wtil have on
the child nutrition programs.

I would like to state at this tifne that since the inception of' the
school lunch program in 1947, Congress has beeti firni in its com-
mitment to the objectives of the child nutrition programs. The fact
that there are some 26 million children participating in the school
lunch program is a record that We are all proud of'.

To my way of thinking, if we re,ere to turn aroimd now and
legislate measures that woutd eliminate needy children from these
programs, we would be losing the precious ground that. we have
worked hard for all of these years., .

I am not opposed to curtailing Federal speniling, but vrrthe other
hand, I am inclinffl to be against any legislation that may poten-
tially undermine any FOeral program that enables chiliden to
have the nourishment that they might ptherwise go without.

I think that we shott1d also keep in mind that the programs that
we will be discussing today have 'the advantage of being entitle-
ments. This weans that unless the law is amended by Congress, the
Appropriations Committee must fully fund all benefits as they are
written into the law.

I think that it is important that when we,consider today's testi-
mony, we should remember that fact. We on this committee Avast
amend the law first before the Appropriatibns Committee can cut-,
back on any funding for these programs.

So with that background, I would like to turn to my distinl-
guished colleague from Alabama, for a statement.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me strongly associate myself with your statement and your

tob position in this matter, and thank you for your leadership. We
cannot cut back this funding. It is absolutely unacceptable that
there should be malnutrition in the wealthiest country the world
lias ever kpown, and .one of the most advanced. I shudder to think
what would be the case with our Nation's children if we did not
have these pitgrams. I certainly hate.to think what the situation
would be in the. United States.

We do not need to cut back from the needy to move forward, and
I will join you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Our first witness this morning is Carol
Tucker Ftmeman, Assistant SecretElty for Food,and Consumer Serv-
ces, Department of Agriculture.

Without objection, the statement of Ms. Foreman will be includ-
ed in the record in its optirety, and you may proceed in any
manner you prefer. (,

[The statement of Carol Tucker Foreman follows:1

PREPARED TATEMENT Or CAROL TUCKER FOREMAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR

FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, I am pleased to be here today to
discuss the 1980 budget for the Food and Nutrition Service and the Administration's
proposed amendments to the child nutrition legislation.

We have, over a period of months, heen reassessing the financial needs of our food
assistance programs for 1980. Economic copditions are driving up the costs of the



food programs Similling food price inflation alone, projected to he S pprcnt Ill
1.980. lid& over $800 million to the 19M) I('NS budget Projected incieases in unein
ployment odd further costs

'h) help eolitrol infliition the Administriit am is determined to reduce the fedpiiil
deficit As a result . close scrutiny (II all Kederal pr(Canis, includin) our food
issIstiiini plograms. is necessary Th( 1)4(part meth conducted this reassessment
with several principles in mind

1 PNS programs all' a 1/11511' IOC 111111 11111 111 iorttI slIPPOE1 fot millions of limo ill
Ane, To11 itgQ. res,,archers 1111(1 Members of C011grytiM dIsVoy1`1.1'11
that Iningei uitiil n111111(1(1 num \veil. fat 111(41. Wall'splead 11111011g A1111.111.11.M pisa

111111 had 1,15.11 111111/P(1
Ntiny Hat !mud lenders have pledged to work to lid iittop. Iill1011) Aolmco's

poor Our basic principle is not to turn the clock bark on this vital work It is true
that m times of inflation few families call easily afford to lose part of :I government
benefit but we, hove attmopted. where possible. to avoid 1451uc1 ions in basic benefits
for those most in 11(551

2 Those programs with the inost substontudatutritional 1,111)41(.1 On poor lonnfies
should be supported and maintained lii partnadal. vve should continue our strong
support 14 the WI(' program and the loud stamp program This principle underlay
the President's decision to sign 11111/111. Law 95 127 and thereby set in motion major
growth Ill OW WI(' program

-4411

3 Major efforts should 1,?e made to reduce excess expenditures due to 19-1 , W11511.

Or fraud
'With these principles in mind. the PNIS budget contains over $700 tillIlt011 in,

:educed expenditures in(1980 Yet. at the same tote. it protects basic benefits tor
th poor aAd expands th WI(' progracril

(171 1(1 urg...ItIon wog/yr/us
t I nder exist ing legislat 11111 t he child nut rit ion programs wilipcost about $:t

lullion Ill l9so TIns level of exncnditure reflects the experience of the past decade,
in which sCiall'1111% paCV5 of legishition expanding child MO lit loll Pr010-111115 haVe
been enact cd VIII int v every Slagle year 'illy Admlimuronoic,'Iwoposid, would
leave intact HMI-4 Of tit MOUE(' created by this legislntion Four major changes
would be sought

Reimbursement for paid school lunches
Tho reimbursement rate for timid school lunches would be reduced by five cents

I. Indi.r 1'0111911 legislation. this would affect families of four with incomes over
$13.850 a year during the 1979 MO school year (Wheil combined with other pro-
posals otreritig. 1.11mila., or tour with ineonies over $1 3,2In would be offeeted )

These ohildren would still receive a federal subsidy of 27 3 cents in cash and
commodities for (Null lunch served, plus oddit knurl State and local subsidies ill most
areas Our proposal would simply set the level of federal suppor/ for these meals at
27 3 cents per lunch in 1980. instedd of 32.3 cents. The-reduction would be wholly in
cash. There would In' Ito dlttlillith 1011 WIIIIISIKVij I)VE SIII)1)011.

the Department would actually increase its commodity support. Last year,
we instituted II new policy of donating "bonus" comm(xdities to States above and
1)4%yolid the conimoditv support levels reqUired by IA. We provided $51i tiiillioii
extrn iii commodities last year. We expect to provide $05 million extra in commod-
ities in 1980. When averaged nationwide, this adds about another 1 5 cents to the
subsidy for ench school lunch, bringing the total to about 29 cents in federal support
for each Itinch.

Thv result of our proposal would likely be an increase of about a nickel in tlw
price charged to payi0 students. This mewls thnt children from middle and upper
income bundles would have to puy alum( $9 more per year for their lunch at school
This provision alone reduces lederid eigiendit ores by $1.10 million. We believe it is
preferable to cutting the WI(' program or reducing food stamp benefits for elderly
persons, poor children, the unemployed, or others trying to survive on far less
income.

Moreover, flderal sehool 111C111 sapix)rt fOr these non-poor children would still
continUe bInver $600 million per year certainly n substnntial amount.

A question has been raised as to what impact this proposnl would have on
participation. bv payhig stydents in the school lunch progrniii. There hrlye a

number or st tidies conducted in Elwell( yenrs in different parts of the country that
shed light on this issue. linsed on these studies, we project thnt 91i percent of 1111
students now purchnsing paid lunches would continue to do so, and only .1 percent
would drop out of the program Tlw Congressiortal Budget Office has provided a

1
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range for its projAUn of the reduction in participation, and the midPoint of Ow
range is a .1 1 percent dropout rate, almost exactly the same as ours

We have no reason to believe that these .1 itercent of the middle and upper income
children who ceaise to purchase a ichool lunch would go hungry They -would
generally Anther purchase food a la carte or bring a bag lunch from home

in eligihi It tv !arab: lar free and retluird prwe meals
A secohd change would be a modest downward revisnm in tlw eligibility standards

for free and reduced price meals Currently these income limits arts 125 is.rcent of
tlw poverty line for free meals and 195 percent of the poverty line for reduced.price
meals. We are proposing to set the free meal income Unlit at 100 itercent of the
poverty line plus a monthly standard &Auction (the same level standard deduction
as the food stamp program) That level is (Intently $65 per month. The reduced-
price income limit %could be Het at 175 percent of ixwerty plus the fosl stamp
standard deduction. The cumbersome and sledom used itemized deductionii that are

-"now part of child nutrition programs would be elirninated, thus simplifying the
program.

These reductions are riot drastic. In 1980, the eligibility Unlit lOr free meals would
be $7,880 for a family of four instead of $8,8811. The Inuit fiw n family of four for
reduced price meals would be $13,210 instead of $13,850.

These modest adjustments provide a total savings of $165 million. Most of the.,
savings come from /owering the free meal income limit. It is imix)rtant to note that
all children losing eligibility for free meals will qualify kir reduced-price nwals
instead, mid that most schools plan to charge nly 10 cents for a reduced-price meal
startinpinext year. The impact of our proposal would be that most children whose
families are in the $7,880- $8,880 bracket would pay ill cents it day for a lunch
instead of getting it free.

Reduced-price lunch eligibility would extend up to $13,210 a year Children from
families in these income brackets would receive a federal per meal subsidy of 90
refits per lunch. By contrast, the average food stamp family with about $4,400
inixmie receives about 30 to 35 cents per person per meal- in food stamp benefits.

Sonie people have;raise41 questions about the impact of the changes in eligibility
levels on the other Child Nutrition Programs and WIC. School Briaiklast Progratn
participation is not expected to'decline next year, despite those- slight reduCtions in
income eligibility and we are expecting major growth in the Child Care Food
Program. In fact the Wading level for the Child Car;' Food Program- in MO is 40
percent above- the mnount budgered for 1979. Unlike the other child nutrition
programs, WIC has a specified amount of money to Apend each year. For fiscal 19gO,
the Administration is requesting $750 million which is $200 million more than fiscal
1979. The only impact of the change in eligilleity standards, from 195 percent of
poverty to 175 percent plus a standard deductioTi, will be to target the prograki to a
needier clientele. In other words, the case load will be the same, but the program
will reach lower income people.

In recent testimony, the General Accounting Office generally concurred with our
position that tke overall impact of our proposed school lunch changes on the
agricultural economy would be minimal. However, AO raises a question about
whether there might be adverse impacts on certain commodities or in certain
geographk areas. We estimate that our proposals would reduce food purchases by
only a few hundret. of 1 percent in aggregate, which is very, very small cmnpared
to the usual ups and downs of food markets. This tiny decrease would tx, nearly
offset by increased food purchases generated by the expansion AMR'.

GAO's 'Contention that certain commodity Markets or certain gewaphic areas
might suffer significantly presumes that, the impacts of otir proposals would not be
spread relatively evenly armind the country. 111 reality, the impacts most likely
would be spread evenly. But even if they are heavily concentrated in some markets
or areas mpre than others, the chances of significant adverse impacts an. still
exceedingly remote. Fm example, in the. extreniel4y unlikely event that all the
impacts were concentrated in just one State, tlw State of South Dakota, the. de-
yrease in farm revenues would still be less than 3 percent of that State's 'total farm
revenues. The same is also true for 2.1 other States.

Publu. lAny 94 -627 and the administration's proposal
Two further points lore in order. First, Public I,aw 91).627 changedhe method ()I'

iiguring the poverty line for use in child nutrition programs. Previously, the Secre-
tary's poverty 'guidelines were used, Public I AM 95-627 brought these progelims into
libe with virfaally all other federal programs by prescribing use of the OMB
isiverty lines.

1 2'
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-The OMB- pove-cty ittiv whtch is schesfuled to. go Info use in child nutrition.
Rrograms on July I. is higher for ltvge households than the old USDA poverty tm
As 2 result the reductions in eligibihtv limits we are. preiPosing iie partially offSet
by the impact of impleMenting the poverty line The following chart shows the
income liniitr Ill efWit right now, the income- limits that_ would be used -if Public
'Law 95 627 tidev effect without our proposal being enactd, and the income limits
that would take effect under oyr proposal.
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Moreovrnthe new income limits we are. itroposing would. he(' a US(' (A the standard
deductions, act willy total inure than IOU 15.11't'llt Of 1 he' povertyhne few free meals,
and rimrt. titan, 175 percent of the poverty line fOr red uced-pr ice nienb4.
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Filially, the last chart shows the overall impact on eligibility for free and redumd-
price meals.'Under the. Admini Ai-plata proposal, over :i8 percent of 'all school
children would still fa: eligible fo Tree or reduced-price nals.
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1dr free meal% 21 83 18 58
Eligible 'tor reduced price 19 9E, 19 1?

Iola) II 79 38 30

By contrast, hbuut 12 percent of all Americans aro eligible for food stamps
(Congressional Beidget Office estimates of eligibles for school lunch ten. slightly

loWeil than Ours and.estimates bitsed on data from another survey are. also sour-
what. lower. However. in all cases, the percentage of students eligible for free and
reduced 'price meals is mOre thhn double the percentage of the. U.S. population.
.eligible few Food Stamps )
!j It is impoilant to note that these proposals will not result in reduction of enni-

.

modifies used in school feeding progranis. Tu the. extent that the two propos1ds (the.
5 'cent reduction fbr paying students and the chpnge the eligibility limits) will
reduce the number of lunches served, there will be a reductilm of about $28 million
in the total level of commodities purchased under section Ute) of the National Sc;hool
Lunch Act..
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However due to flit' $6.-. million in bonus commodities wt expct to distribute: We
will provide ItilIfll )1H)i( lit Col1111101111IVS lIhlIi iititiietl if no Ions III thi
!4t11001 1(111(11 pt ograin were made tinder our proposed legislAllon. we expect to
prnv,de about $ti9t1 ordinal in commoditles for distribution to the ch-4 nutrition
programs In 11.N). more than ever before in these Kograms- history'

Even though some students Ore expecte(l It) the program. we still expect
milhon children to parficipide In the lunch program This Is a yet\ health. level ol
participation Indeed, it is OW particrpation that wrrs attained in 197-2

' t hr ough 1,417.)

SUM MCI Ire& to.;
INeare also proposWg legislirtron to strengthen the management ol thy.. Stiffillier

food program Ot all FINS prograins, thIC Stli11111Cr program has 110(1 the most trouble it
Boni waste and frau(I 1). local Operators Over the post two years Ise have substal
trail.. tightened admlikistrativi. controls in all levels which has also resulted in a
reduction of $25 million in annual program expenditures However. significa it
problems still remain, thy Office of Inspector General has consrstently found tliat
most of Filo problems center on private spt nsortt. who contract with prwate vendors
tOr tlw delivery, of meals Unfortunately. the' errors and waste involving such.
sponsors run ipttesubstantral sums of money

ye are "proposingr,to. eliminate most such pivate sponsors from participation III
1 he MIIIIIIIVI" prOgrIIIII ,All public sponstirs such as SO1001:4. ati Well Os private spon
stos who Trepan. their own intents on-site, would continue to participate in the
progrnm, Wt. l'toOe this will (.ncourage more sckools, and more on site pr('paration.

. in the program rnw, 1)epaipm,%nt has already taken steps to encourage more such
spernsons to prit'fiein9te in the progrrow by V:Iismg reimbursement rates for ndminis
trolly(' eostl, lactirta'd'by.those sponsors who prepare then. own meals or %lib serve
rural areas I The propOsal would permit a few private sponsors who obtain me:Ils
from food !iervice management companies to participate in the program. SpOIISOI'S

' serving primardy migrant children, 1and those which serve a maximum of :)00
chddren daily at not more than three sites would retain their eligibility. Our figures
show that these sponsors account hir oilly about one percent of the summer pr0 .

i gram funds expended in recent years, :Ind the problems of fraud :Ind abuses (.ndetnic
to larger privnte sponsors have not characterked smaller Operations where tight
numagenlent and control are more easily achieved.

Our legislative Kopeisk! would reduce the number of meals reimbursed under the A

program by nearly :iir percent, an,d could save $.16 milhok It would not, however.
reduce the number of.children served by :15 percent_ First, we have paid in the tiast
for some meals t fiat were% never set ved. to pr children. Audits conducted by t he
Inspector General show that a significant number of meals for which we are billed
by private sponsors who have contracted with private vendors are excess meals Or

Y ineligible meals:and do not go. to serve-needy children. Second, the bill would
require Stines to conduct outreach in those ilrens where 50 irercent or more of the

.households have incomes below the OMB poverty guidelines. This should result in
increased availability. of services in those areas where needy children :Ire concen-
trated

' Specuil mak progrum ,

The P180 FNS budget also contains a propelled to limit the Special Milk Frogram
-. o schools that ( o not have a federally subsidized meal program ln those schools

and institutions mrticipating in one or more of the child nutrition programs, milk
is served along with other foods as part of t be meal. Complete meals provide more
nutritionat benefits to chddreik than just milk alone.

Moreover, pilot children can receive Bee milk as part of a free school meal, awl
near-poor children receive their entire lunch. including milk, at a reduced-price of
10 cents . or at most 20 cents. Middle and upper-income children also receive% n

,..-iizable subsidy for school lunches Itnd breakfasts that include milk., We estimate
that Ihe child nutrition program:y:6H include purchases of more than $110 million
in milk in 1980 as part of regularineal service in the programs.

There will be some reduction in the total level of milk served in schools under our
proposal. However, most of the children now participating in the Special Milk
Program would continue to pure.'hase. milkthey would simply pay about 7 cents
per half-pint more than befort.. Studies demonstrate that at least (12 percent of this
milk will still be consumed in schools by children who iivill pay an overage.of 1 5_vents per half-pint instead of cents.

The impact on the dairy industry is also expected to be rdnimal, with a maxi-
' mum reduction in milk .pi`ices of tine-half pf 1 percent or about (1 cents per hundred--

.weight. Milk prices over the past -six months have been more than 50 cents per
,
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hundredweight above supipoi and in January 1979 wore tif) cont-s-ahove
support levels Projpctions !Or fiscal year 19s0 call for milk prices generally to
remain above support levels Thus. the Special Milk Program ehango should not
result in significant additionaLCommoday Credit Corporation purchases

Finally, even this imminal price impact should he Offset by the expansion in the
\VW program l'he 19N) budget calls for a $21.H1 million increase in WI(' funding
over 1)79 levels Over half of the MC foods are doectly related to the dairy
industry . nalk an*cheese) We expect most it not all of the impact on dairy
prices resulting fr7n our proposed Special Milk reduction to he counteracted.hy the
growth in WIC

This change in the milk program would save $1 1.1)

FOINI p1Clg111111
,1.Although the Food Staiiiiiikiwritin does noi fall under the ittritidict Ion of I nis

Commlttee! it is important to understand the status of this program in the USDA
budget ol order to assess our proposed revisions of the child mill-item programs The
Department looked carefully at the food stamp program as part of our overall
assessment of FNS food programs. In conducting this assessInent leen, were several
key. considerations

1, We do not believe food stamp benefits or eligihifity criteria should be reduced
Fiii)d stamps serve the poor and needy of our fellow Antericans. Our last survey of
total stainp families found that the average food stamp tinnily had gross income of
only $3,00 It year This average fOrnily also receives an aver( ige food stamp benefit
of only 3t) to It cents per person mi. meal.

The 1977 Act contains no provisions to "grandfather or "hold harmless" people
who.are being terminated or reduced tand we,do not think the bill should have
contained (tny such provisions). This makes it, distinctly mon) conservative than
Much welfare legislation enacted in recent years.

3 The Fisal Stamp Act of 1977 ii Is. contains provisions to eliminate households
that may own luxury cars, to tighten substantially provisions dealing with students,
to increase the Federal matching rate for fraud investigations and prosecutions and
to disqualify persons found to have conimitted fraud, and a number of' other tighten-
ing provisions.

When you balance an annual increase to middfr and'iwper income families of $9
for school lunches against reducing a 3t) to 35 cent per ineal food'stantp benefit for a
poor we believe the only acceptable choice is to maintain food stamp benefits
for the poor family.

, Similarly, we believe that a modest reduction in eligibility from $13,850 to $13,210
/ for the 90 cent per lunch Federal subsidy for reduced-price meals is far pr&rable to

reducing fOod stamp henefits for poorer food stamp families.
Nevertheless, let me make it clear that we do feel major reductions in the food

stamp program can be madereductions that can save $1,1ifi:million in 1980 and
larger' amouRts in succeeding.years. We can make these savirigs without depriving
those truly need. We can accomplish these savings by actiinw vigorously to reduce
overpayments. Our Igislt ion will contain major efforts to dAN down food iTtamp
error rates by making t e States with high error rates that 1141 to reduce them
below a prescribed targe accountable for a portion of the cost 'of-kfrfit0-...:We would
also provide Sitates with dre tools wiTh which to lower their error.:xatos,upd more
tools for anti-fraud activities.

Imhroring prograth operations' -

Since the inception of the National School Lunch Program, decades ago, the Child
Nutrition Programs have expanded to provide 'relatively comprehensive system of

nutrition services that span childhood from tboearliest years through high school.
Thrse services include meals and supplements to children enrolled in schools, child
care institutions, and summer recreation programs. As with many other cooperative
grant programs, the Federal goVernment makes available the resources to carry Out
the programs. The bask federal contribution, in the Child Nutrition Programs
consists of ftqferal funds and donated foods; technical asAistance and guidance are
also available. But as Iith other cooPerative grant programs, the States are expect-
ed to implement the programs through the service delivery outlets in each locality.
In the normal course of kderal-state relationships, direct federal ofwation of' pro-
grams within' a State is extremely rare. However, in the case of child nutrition, the
number of' programs administered directly by the Secretary has increased steadily
over the past several years.

The number of States in which the Secretary directly adaninisters Child Nutrition
Programs is outlined below:

V 1 5



11 Stat.' Natunal School Liicb, 1ool Ilreaktai:a and Special Milk Pro
A.? grams in mote Schools

fi St, s National School ,LunchlWogram. School Breakfast and Special Milk
Progr ns in Puldic Residential Ch. Care Institutions

1: 'totes National School L ch, School Itivakfast and Special Milk Pro
gr us in Private Residential Ct d Cart. Institutions

-I States --Nutrition Educe, on. and Training Program in Private Schools
IS States-- Summer Food. rvice Program
12 StatesChild Care I Program

Under our propotfal the _retary will continue to iulminister lhe School Lunch.
School Breakfast. Speern lJ4l k, mid Nutrition Education as nd Training Preigrams in
Private Schools and Re. ential Child Care Institutions. However, our proposal
would not permit the S Tetary to administer the Summer Feast Service and Child
Care Food Programs. Vivre are several reasons for this protiosal.

As as have increas,e'd the managemeni requirenwnts for the sumnwr program, to
improve.services and reduce program-abuses, more and more States have turned the

-programs back to the Secretary. .1(0 a week ago. California notified us it was
_turning the program back to the Department, and we are now engaged in an effart
to nego te with the State to retain i he program. A massive job- implementing the
second l rgest summer program iir-ithe country on 3 months noticeawaits us if
these Itgotiat ions FAL

IIMMer, our proposal to eliminate froni the program most private sponsoni that
purchase meals (nail food service Management companjes will streamline the ad-
ministration of the summer prograin, and make it easier for states to fold the
progran into their ongoing service's to children. Moreover, with tlw increased em-
phasis on public sponsorship of summer food programs, it islessential fhat states use
their existing networks of child nutrition program cooperators to expand the partici-
pation of public sponsors in the program. The Child Care Food Prkram would also
be St rengt hened by.state odmiRistration. The majority of states already establish
standards for' licensing child care ,cvnters, and state. administration of the Child
Care Food Program would result in greater uniformity and consistency in child care
;iervices within a state.

We now believe the Secretary can no longer continue to olxrate these programs,
and that it must be the responsilility of the States to use the. federal resources
available to ensure that the nutritiim benefits of these two programs are available
to 5.ihildren in child care ;lettings and summer recreation programs. Accordingly, we
are proposing that in order to receive National School Lunch funds under sections -I
aad 11 of the Nitional S-L4loor Lunch Act, States shall assume administration of the
summer fixid service and child cote food programs. The, legislation emphasizes t hal
the programs need not be administered by the State education agency, but that
States should choose the proper focus of responsibility for thesetwo programs
within the overall context of the State's health, educational, social, and recreational
services to children. After Octob& 1, 1980, the Secretary would not be authorized to
operate the summer food service program, child care food program, Or public schodl
lunch programs. States with biennial legislative sessions would receive an extension
for one year.

We feel it is essential to take this step now. It is impossibh to maintain program
quality, accountability, and controlled expansion when programs are administered
not by the States where the children live and the sponsoring organizations are
located, but by federal rektional offices, often distant from the States invqlved. The
federal staff available to conduct direct pr gram operation is far fronNadequate, and
cannot be enlarged to meet increasing de Inds because of f.ongress' mandate in
last year's Civil 'Service Reform Act that fe Im,iii agencies reduce employment by
September 30, 1979, to their jxksqnnel ceiling levelk of Septem .r 30, 1977-.

The cost of our other, truly federal, responsibilities of' program and financial
nanitoring, and the cost to the programs themselves has become too great. Direct

Ii operation of the child care and summer programs is a burden we can no longer
sustain. Federal employment ceilings .have continued to decline while program
funds -and State administrative funds have steadily increased. The responsibility for
delivering basic nutrition services to childron must be returned to the States, wher
it belongs. .

.

We have Chosen to link the adminiNtration of the child care and summer lood
progrhais to the availability of' National School Lunch Program funds, because we
believe tttlis route provides the strongest incentive to States to operate all programs,
and wili result in the most comprehensive availability of services to children. We
considered, ant rejected, the mere removal of' the Secretary's authority to operate
the suthmer ahd child care programs directly, thereby leaving open the possibility
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hi% I 1.(11111 )11 It) 1111 ell interchangeable stalf taleal solely to a specific program This
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IIIIIIb11' lu .leeM1111 1111' fund usage In a given program This is consistent \vitt] our
i:oal tu pilione the illialit and 1111(14111y ill plaWN1111 :1111111111A rill 1M1

\VI ,II I. illNI) pr0V111111I1 101' increased amounts of administrative expellw funds for
the suminei .11111 C111111 care programs 1\21(4.%. formulas will provide ;1 hasp grant to
each State. lo \Ouch the cut rent statutory ha mula \could be ridded, limited oilIN. by .

a ,cap designed tu maintain administrative funds as a iteasonahle proportion of
pragrain ftinds Those additional funds vcill be allocrited from administrative ex-
pense hind- alieady available to the Secretary, and tve \visit to distribute these
adolitional il-,ources to States to support the IIIIIIIIIgt'llll'111 01 1 lle l'1111(1 Cala' :Mt]
+A11111114'1 IthIll III llgIIII)Is . . I

.1n4. remaining funds in the ...itatt. Admulistrative Expense riteount \4.'otabe'tist(1
tu improle program management of the Food 1hstr11)411 1o11'. School Lunch. and
f:,cliool Breakfast Programs Through the Food Ihstrihution, 'program States re.c(ave
11 um USDA and distribute to schirls about :i.;7:itt million worth of donated food each

...year The, represents 20 percent (If all food used by schools and otherlotitlets in the
Child Nutrition Programs

State adinineAration of the Food Distribution Program is carried out by the Stith:
i(Inc:Ilion department in Gil percent of th( States The other In percent of die Stales
firect the distribution of donated !nod through other 1)(partilitiits such ;is 46(111

hue. vellart.. general services or finance Staffs of tlit Statt distributing agtIicies
all' generally *mill t4)nip1lrtt1 to the jolt to he performed The Ihpartilient recog
lill,vs that ..,:eriolis accountab?lity problems exist in the receipt. use an(1 disposition,
id donated foods. Vtit have identified some instances ill vhich donated foods were
sold to CO1111114.911/11 outlets. (xcliiingtt1 for commer aril builds in processor itivtntories
or ro'uld not be physically identified in the 1111.1' tortes In at least orit instance
commercially purchased ground lit(I was substitutt( NvIlich had a Ilightr fat content
than the donated product In otlitr cases systenis 'ere not in ',dace or adequate to
assure that donated foods could 11e1 11/111}' 1:*1101 Olt' recipient riv,encies .Snine distrib
wing agencies do not hove a sufficient staff of qualife personnel to effectively
exectity contracts 1111(1 rely heavily on contractors to sit iniltractual rtquiretilents

These problellui clearly indicate the beneficiaries. the children eating school
lunch, arl' all' losers in terms of product quality and nutrition where these practices ,
operate and contintn unclacke(I The 1)(prirtintrit will be hiking steps to tighten the
controls on processing contracts We have been working with State distributing ,

agents ti(fIetth\i'(lop appropriate contracts to correct deficiencit4i and the asstirt proces-
sors and Merit agencies understand each others' rtsponsibilities. increased moni-
toring of product substitutability, yield factors and local riNvar('ntss by the 1)(part-

,

merit and the States should reduce the occurrenct of current problems The Depart, /
merit is near completion of 7 seminars across the Il S directed at food procurement .. /
in \cinch inspection and grading st-rvicts, buying practices, market news strvices. . ,
Federal trade requirements, and processing contracts art discussed with State .1indk .

local officials involved in purchasing foot1 for sthools.
In addition to the administrative attions Ave are hiking to improv(' thtt Food

1)istribution .I'rograni Nvt itte reconinanding that some State Administrative
ptsrise fu Tidy be ma(1e aviii1111)1( ftir the specific use by States to carry 'ft the:
distributing agency rtspotisibilitits. States have requested this. Authority is' Con/
tamed in titt current Itgishition for States tel use. Stafe Administrative Expelate
funds for food distribution activitief.abut generally this' has 1101 154'11 &Ill'. Wi!.W0111 .
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all Agencies flail dminister the child nutrition prolanis. including food dist:
hon. to share Iii the idloC:d lOir 1d. OW State administrative expense funds Our
proposal does this :11111 assures funds will la. 111 loy:00 and used for loud dist rilad
act ivities

There is increasing, concern namng the Cialgress, the executive hi anch. and the
piddlc at large that the quality of prNrains and arCOuntqbility for program kinds he
improved The General Accounting Office has found Catieti kvhen. fraud. abuse and

:iste of piogralll Art' undermining efficient delivery of program henefits The
public has expressed concern that Government programs are wasteful, out of control
and benefiting people who don't need them Our own Office of Inspector th-neral
has discovered admiaist rat ive problems, including

school meals that do not comply with Type A lunch requirements,
schools in which free and reduced price Meal applications are not cheOted for

completeness or eligibility of the applicants,
selmols which claim free and reduced price mnal hunibursements according to

the !mintier of applications op file. rather than the actual number of children
receiving such n1(911s.

schools in which meals are chinned for reimburseinent even though they have
not been consunied by children; and

school districts that do not vary reimbursement rates according to Meal cost,
or that lack accounting records to show that meal cost equals or exceeds
reimburseMent.

Thesv findings place the continued public support for the child ..ittitritien pro.
grains in jeopardy. We are committed to iinproving program integrity and reducing
administrative waste and error. We are taking several steps to increase both the
Secretary's and the States authority to deal with these problems.

First, we are undertaking Ii major initiative to tighten the administrat,ion of the
school meal prwrains through the establishment of a new accountabilitiv system in
all States. Tlw States will be directed to investigate and uncover weaknesses in
program management ,by the school districts and to correct these deficiencies.
Actions will be taken where approprnite, to ensure:

t hat the number of free and tedliCed-priCV Meals claimed does not exceed
either Ow number o fret. and reduced-price meals served or the number of
valid free or reduced-price applications on file;

that controls have been established on reimhursements to the individual
schools so that reimbursements do not exceed the mina! cost of. prodpcing the
meals; and .

that thts meals claimed for reimbursement are in compliance with the Federal
meal pattern requirements.

If systematic state reviews of local school food authorities disclose significant
violations of these standards, and the violations are not corrected within a reason-
able period of thins, we will collect reimbursements improperly paid.

In addition, we are seeking out hOrity to withhold all or part of a State's admidis-
trative expense funds if serious deficiencies in a State s administration of the
programs are revealed by the new accountability system, or by our own managt-
ment evaluations. Of course, before we took such vet ioti, a State-would be permitted
sufficient ,time.to correct the deficiencies observed. If tilts deficiencies were later
corrected, under some circumstances sona, or- all.of the funds which had been
withheld from the State would be returned. Such authority has existed in the Food
Stainp Program for many years, and was added to the Special Supplemental Food
Program for Women's Intants, and Cliildren, by last 'year's amendments to thts Child
Nutrition Act. In thts Food Stamp Program the,,Secivtary is mandated to withhold
funds upon. certain findings, but in the WIC and Child Nutrition Programs we
believe greater flexibility is appropriate, so lhe withholding will be permissive.

WI(' invgrum
The 1.980 budget also contains $750 miNion for the WIC program the level that

Congressional leaders and the President agreed to priof-lo thts signing of Public Law
95-627:

Since we last oppeared Nfore this Committee, several new studies have been
catnpleted that emonstrate even mom dramatically than before the enormous
value of the WI(' rogram.

A study ii ed at the Harvard School of Public Ikaltkin four WIC projects in
Massachusett found that the incidence of low-birth weighi ammig infants whose
mothers pa wipated in the WIC program during the prenatal period was markedly
less than ainong infants whose mothers, although eligible, did nte participate in.t he
program. This reduction in incidence of low-birth weight had a dramatic effect on
hospitalization costs. The studY found that each dollar y.pent in tho:-.WIC program

.de
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rilkultPit in h thr dollar reiturtiim m haspitnlintion costs. since 1411, number nt low
birth weight infants who hnd to he hospitalized was significantly reduced

Meanwhile. a study conducted by the Waterbury, Connecticut Ilealth Department
in conjunction with Vale Medical School. fOund dramatic reductions in'infant mor,
tidily rates :maim.; WI(' participants as opposed to liersons in control groups

Mimy of our proposals to make reductions in child nutrition programs were
formulated in conjunction with the decision to sign Public I AM' 9.") 127, and tlwreby
expand the WIC program There is httle question in our Minds that ttlez heffith and
nutritional impacts of reaching more women and children in the WI( program are
far in excess of those achieved by subsidizing nuddleincome school huiches at :i2
cents per l'unch,rat her than at the 27 cents pet- lunch we are proposing, by continu-
ing the 7 cent subsidy for milk where subsidized milk is already available.as part of
a school meal, and by keeping the eligibility limits for free and reduced-price meals
at their current levels

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Subcianmitt ee
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STATEMENT OF CAROL.TUCKER FOREMAN, ASSISTANT SECRE-.
TART FOR FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES, DEPARTMRNT
OF AGRICULTURE, ACCOMPANIED BY BOB GREENSTEIN,
ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND. NUTRITION SERVICE;
GENE DICKEY, DEPUTY ADMINNTRATOR, CHILD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS; AND DR. DAVID DE FERRANTI, POLICY PLAN-
NING AND EVALUATION STAFF
Ms. FOROMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to summarize my 'statement. There are parts of it

that I will deal -with in some detail, atyl then I will try to summa-
rize other parts of

We are here befo you today because spiraling food price infla-
tion is going to ad , all by itself, about $800 million to tthe 1980
Food and Nutrition Service budget. Projected increases in unem-
ployment through the 'coming year will increase those costs even
more:

I.

1 9
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As a result of that, we had to reamsess the funding fort he Food
and Nutrition Service, and we spent the last several months doing
that. We have kept in mind several basic principles as we have
done it.

, One, the food and nutrition service programs are a basic life and
nutriti6nal support for millions of low-income lamilies. Congress

, .pledged, several years ago, to try to end hunger in this country,
.:and we are anxious not to turn the" clock hack on that commit-

ment.
Two, Vie tried to give continued support to those programs with

the greatest nutritional impact on low-inconw Americans; to sup-
port those programs a maintain them.1

I reduce excess expenditures that come as. a restilt bf waste, .error,
Three, we think th it is important to make a major effbrt to

and fraud, and we will do so.
Therefore, we proposed about $700 million in reduced exPendi-

tures in fisca,1 year 1980, while protecting the basic benefits to the
poor, and while expanding the WIC program.

I would like to give you in some detail the proposed reductions
that We would like .to make in the thild nutrition progrhms, and
which we hope this committee will support. .

Under existing legislation, the child nutrition program will cost.
about $3.5'billion in fiscal year 1980. We have reached this level of
expenditures as a result of legislation passed by the Congress to
expand those programs, legislation enacted virtually every year of
the last decade.

We have several changes that we would propose. First of all, we
would propose to reduce the reimbursement rate f'or paid school
lunches by about. 5 cents each. These children would still continue'
to receive a very substantial Federal subsidy, a subsidy of 27.3

. cents in cash and commodities for each lunch served. That is in
4 addition to various State and local stibsidies in most areas.

2.
However, we would simply set the Federal supportral price for

these meals at 27.3 cents per lunch instead of the 3 cents .per
lunch. We would not have, a reduction in commodities doing that.
In fact, as a result of the new bonus commodity program that we
have., instituted over the4paSt, year, our spending for commodities
.would increase from $56 million irLextra commodities over azd)
above entitlements, to $65 million m extra commodities in 198!
That adds another 1.5 cents-to the subsidy for each school lunch,
bringing the total to about 29 cents in Federal support. for each
lunch.

The result of our proposal would be an increase in cost of about 5
cents per lunch for middle and upper-income children. This means
that children would have to pay just about $9 more per year .for
their school lunch. But that $9 each fbr each child would add up to
$146,million in savings to the Federal taxpayer. Of courseI point
this out again, this is a reduction.only for middle and upper-income
children. Thlisupport for these nonpoor children would continue to

. be over $61110 million per yearcertainly a substantial athount.
A question has been raised as to what i'mpact this proPosal mould

ave on p4ticipation in the school lunch prbgram. Both the Con-
ressionalCudget Office figures and our own figures are in agree-
ent that 96 percent of the children presently in the program

29
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would cont in ue't o piltt icipith' in the program, and there would be,a
drop of only about-1 percent:Those ,1 percent are oot likely to go
hurigry. They are very likely to either bring bag lunches from
home, or to participate in the a la carte line at the school.

Our second proposal would be a modest downward revision in the
eligibility rate for the free and reduced price meals. At the prernt
time. Teduced price meals are available to children from families
whose income is 195 percent-of poverty. We would suggest reducing
that to families with incomes at 175 percent of poverty, a very.
small reduct ion .

In addition, we would suggest reducing the eligibility for free
.100. meals frdin 125 percent of poverty to 100 percent of peArerty. In

addition, in both cases, there would be a standard $65 a month
deduction which would replace the very cumbersome and frequent-
ly not used itemized dIductions that now est.

Those reductions ar7t really not drastic at all. In 1980, the eligi-
bility limit for a free lunch would be $7,880 for-a camily of four
itstead of' $8,880 a year. Chi ren who are no longer eligible for a

free meal would become eligi e for a reduced price meal.
The reduced price meal eli tiftlity would be.$13,2J0 a year instead

of $13,850 a year. Those are verOnodest adjustments, and yet their
total, because of the size of this program, will be very substantial.
There is a total savings to the American taxpayer of $165 million.
Most of: thos# come from lowerink the free meal income limit. Once
again, thosi; Aildren would become eligible for a reduced -price
meal, whichillsWered in most schools for only. 10 cente.

The reduced price eligibility would continue up to- $13,210 a year.
Children from families in those income brackets would receive a
Federal per meal subsidy'of 90 cents per lunch. By contrast, the

v

'average food stamp family has an e of abouit $4,000 a year,
and gets a Federal subsidy of onl 35 cents per person per
meal.

'At a lime when you have to balance Federal expenditures, ani:(
attempt to make them as efficient and effective as possible, we
think.that seeking these very modest reductions,is quite justifiable.

In recent testimony, t_.4.6 General Accounting Office generally
concurred with our position that the overall impact of the proposed
school lunch changes on the agricultural economy would be mini-
mal. However, GAO raises the questionlabout.whether there Might
be adverse impacts on certain commodities or in certain geographic
areas.

We estimate that our proposals wrodd reduce food purchases by
only.a few hundredths,of 1 percent.i aggregate, an amount that is

'very, very small coMpared to the usual ups'and down. of the. food
.rnaric.et.

This tiny decrease coming out of the school lunch program and
the school breakfast progi-am would be more than offset by the
yery substantial increases that We are making5ko lhe women,
infant, and children supplriten feeding program.

GAO's contention that cer commodity markets or certain
geographic areas might suffer ificantlY presumes that the im-
Racts of our proposals woula not e spread relativelY evenly around
the country% In reality, the impacts would be spread relatively
evenly. But even if they are heavily concentrated in some markets

21
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u 1.
or- in,--some -areas-Adore -than -other-is, the chances of significant
adverse impacts are still exccedingly remote.

For example, in the extremely unlikely event that all the im-
pacts were concentrated in just one State, the State of South
Dakota, the decrease in farm revenues would still be Aess than 3
percent of that State's total farm revenues. The same is also true
for 24 bther States.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that it is just inconceivable that we
would have that kind of pinpointing. N

I would like to explain throukh the use of a chart the overall'")
impact of our proposals on eligibility for free and reduced price
meals. .p

Under the administration's proposal, as you will see here, over
38 percent of all schoolchildren would still be eligible for free or
Oeduced 'Price meals. By contrast, about 12 percent of all Americans
are eligible for food stamps. It is important once again to note dot
our recommendations will not result in a reduction of commodities
used in the school feeding programs.

To the extent that the two proposals will reduce the number of
lunches served, there would be a reduction of about $28 million in
the total level of commodities purchased under section 6(3) of the
National School Lunch Act. However, as a result of the $65 million
in extra bontis commodities' that we expect to provide, we will be
actually distributing $37 million more money in commodities than
required if no reductions in the school lunch program were made.

Under our prgposed 'legislation, we expect to provide about $696
million in connfodities for distribution to the child nutrition pro-
grams in 1980, more than ever before in the progra history.

Even though some children may leave the program, ar:3116\esult of
these cuts, we still expect over 25 .million children to participate in
the school lunch program. That is a siery healthy level of participa-'
tion, indeed, the same level of participaticiff that was attained from
1972 through 1975. -

I woujd like to describe, toothe changes that live would propose
in the management of the summer feeding program. Of all the food
and nutrition service programs that we have, this one has btin
mo§t troubled with fraud, waste, and abuse.

Over the past 2 years we. have tried to tighten the administratiit
controls, an4cf those tightening actions that we 'have taken have
resulted in a reduction of $25 million in annual program expencli-
tures. However, we still have significant programs,

Our Office of Inspector General has consistently found that most
of.the problems center on one group of programs, on private spon-.- SOTS who contract *rith private vendors for the delivery of meals.
Unfortunately, the errors and. waste involving such sponsors has
run into very substantial sums of money. .

We are proposjng to eliminate 'such sponsors from participation
in the summer feedipg program. All public sponsors, such as
schools, as well as private sponsors who prepare their meals onsite,
would continue to participate in this program. We hope that this
will encourage more schools to participate, and we hope that it will
encourage more onsite participation.

The proposal would peritht ii.few private sPonsors who obtain
meals from food seryice management companies to participate.in

,?2
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the program, particularly those serving migrant children, and
-thoSe Which serve- the. iriainnum MO children daily.

Our legislative proposal would reduce the number of meals reim-
bursed under the prograr by nearly 35 percent, and could saw $46
million. But you must hot think that that 35 percent reduction
means that 35 percent fewer children would be served bY this
program': That is not the case.

We have determined. through oucOffice of' Inspector General
that many of the meals served and reimbursed for having been
served to private sponsors without onsite preparation, were meals
that simply never got tochildren in the first place. If they did not
)4et therm they certainly are not being denied now.

I w9uld like ttk deal next with the special milk program, bealuse
our budget contains a proposal to,limit that program to schools
that do not have a federally subsiOzed program. In those schools
and institutions participating in one or more of the child nutrition
programs; milic is served along with ot.her foOds as part of the
meal. Complete meals provide more nutritional benefits than just.
milk alone.

'Moreover, poor children can receive free milk as part of the free
school meal, and near-poor children receive their entire lunch,
including milk, at a reduced price of 1 cents or at most 20 cents.
Middle and upper income children al ceive a sizable subsidy for
school lunches and breakfasts that inc.ude milk. -

Wo, estimate that the chfld nutrition program will jnclude pur-
chases of more, than $640 million in milk in 1980 as part of the
regular meal se)w-ice in the programs. There could be some reduc-
tioa in the total of milk served in the schools, but most of the
children now participating would.continue to pujchase milk, they
would simply pay about' 7 cents per half pint more than before.,

The impact on the daily industry is expected to be minimal, with
a maximum reduction in milk prices of one-half of r percent, or
about 6 cents per hundredweight. Milk prices over the past if
months have been more than 50 cents per hundredweight above
suppOrt levels, and in January of 1979, were 86 cents above support
levels.

.Projections for fiscal year 1980 are that they will continue to be
substantially above support levels. Therefore, this reduction would
not substantially affect the Cortimodity Credit COrporation pur-
chases. .

Perhaps mostimportantly, once again, even this reduction would'
be offset by the expansion in the women, children and infant
supplemental feeding program. The 1980 budget calls' for a .$200

, million increase in WIC funding levels over 1979. Over half of the
foods used in the WIC feeding program are related to the dairy
indUstry. Foods such as milk and cheese. We expect that most, if
not every bit, of the impact on dairy prices resulting from our
proposed special milk reduction would be cOunteracted by the
.growth in the WIC. program. Yet that change in the special milk
program could save the b'ederal taxpayer $15 Million in 1980.

I know that the food stamp program does not fall under the
jurisdiction of this committee, bt.q.it is important for you to under-
stand the status of this program in the USDA budget, in order to

1
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assess the revisions that we hAe suggested for the child nutrition

PlAeralkpartment looked carefully at the food stamp program as
s.

part of our overall assessment of FNS food programs. There were
several key considerations as we did that. We don't believe that
food stamp eligibility, or food stamp benefits should be cut.

Food stamps serve the poor and the needy. Our last survey
indicated that the average food stamp family had a gross income of
only $3,600 a year, and that they received an average benefited!'
only 30 to 35 cents per person per meal, and this at a time when \
food prices themselves are going up month after month, atter
month.

When one conaiders that the overwhelming bulk of our food
stamp recipients are the elderly, the disabled, and children in one-
parent families, and the remainder are almost entirely the unein-
ployed and the working poor, we believe it would be a grave error
.in national policy to reduce those benefits.

The Food Stamp Act of t1.977, passed by the Congress, already
results in significant benefit cuts for several million persons, while
hundreds of thousands of others now on the program are going to
be completely eliminated.

We began to geto(f)ifures just last week. from States that are
implementing f stamp program. Fifty-eight percent of the
recipients in. the State of Florida either had reduced benefits,as a
result of the new law, or were completely terminated from the
program.

in New Hani hire, 80 percent of the recipients had either re-
duced benefits or. were terminate<go the. Congress I+ acted to -,

reduce eligibility in the food stamp program. isw.

The Food Stamp Act of 197 also contained a number of provi-
sions that eliminate households that should Inot be eligible. House-
holds that owri luxury cars, for example. Congress acted td tighten
substantially provisions dealing with students, and Congress acted
tberease the Federal Matching rate for fraud investigations, and
pr seCutions,and made it easier to disqualify persons found to
have committed fraud.

When, you balance an annual -increase to middle and upper
inoome families of $9 dollars for school lunches against reducing a 't

30- to 35-cent-per-meal food stamp benefit for a poor family, we
believe the only acceptable choice is to maintain food stamp bene-
fits for the poor families. .

We believe the modest reduction in eligibility for that reduced
price lunch is far preferable to reducing food ,staivp, benefits for
poor foed stamp families.

I do believe, and I would like to make clear, we think we can
save more money in the food stamp program, and we will be
bringing to Congress propoAals which we anticipate by reducing
error and fraud, and -eliminating ineligibles from the program, will
save up to $150 million in fiscal year 1980.

Let me deal briefly with some improvements that we would like
to make, Mr. Chairman, in program operations. Since the inception
of the 'achool lunch program, over 30 years ago, there have been
expansions to provide a relatively corfiprehensible system of nutri-
tion services that span childhood from the earliest years through

24
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high school. In the nermal course of It'ederal-State relationships.
direct Federal operation of a program within a State is extremely
rare. -

However, in the case of child nutrition, the number of programs
administered directly by the Secretary has increased steadily ovei:
the past few years to the point where we believe that it is a serious
problem that hat to be dealt with.

The number of States in which the Secretary directly adminis-
terswhere the Federal Government directly administers child
nutrition programs is outlined belch', and you see it reflected on
this chart.

In 14 States, the Secretary of Agriculture directly administers
the national school lunch, school breakfast, and special milk pro-
grams in private. schools. In six States, he directly administers the4

school lunch program, school breakfast program, and special milk
program in public residential Child Care centeis.

In 13 States, the Secretary directly administers the national
schoel lunch, sclyrol breakfast, and special milk program in private
residential child care institutions. In *tour States, he adminikers
the nutrition education and training program in private schools.

In 18'States, he administers the summer feeding program, and 12
States he administers the child care feeding program.

Now id a country t'hat seems to be very concerned about reduc--
itig the Federal involvement in the State=and local activities, this
would seem to be something that would warrant congressional
attention.

Under our program, the Secretary will continue to administer
the lunch, breakfast, special milk and nutrition education and
training programs in private sChooll and residential child care
institutions. Flowever, our proposal would not permit the Secretary
to administer the summer feeding program, and the child care food
programs. There are several reasons for this.

As we have increased the malagement requirements for the
summer programs to improve services and reduce program abuses,
more and more States have simply turned the programs back to us.
As we have tried at congressional insistence to improve the ac-
countability of these programs, the 1.esponse of the States have
been to say: "We don't think that we would like to run it. You run

PPit.
Just last week, the State of California said they think they would

not like to run the summer feeding program in California any
more. If California children are to benefit from that program, the
Federal Government should run the summer feeding program in
talifornia.

We are attempting to negotiate with the State of California, and
try to get them to run that program this summer, but if the
negotiations fall through, we are going to be forced to run that
program this summer.

Our proposal to eliminate from the program most private spon-
sors that purchase meals from food service management companies
will streamline the achninistration of the summer feeding program,
and make it easier for States to fold the program into their ongoing
services to children. But with the increased emphasis on public
sponsorship of summer food programs, it is essential that States
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row their (xisting networks of dii Id ikutrit ion program coordinators
to expand tit. participation (if public( sponsors in the program.

The child care food program",vould also be strengt hemod by State
administ ration.

We how believe that the Secretary of' Agriculture can no longer
continue to Operate these programs, and that it must be the respon-
sibility of Ow States to use" Federal resources available to insure
that nutrition benefits of child care and summer feeding programs
are available to children in child care settings and sumnwr receea-
t ion programs.

Aiccordingly, we lire going to propose that in order to twelve
National School Lunch Act funds under sections 4 and 11 of the

411. National School Lunch Act, States shall assume administration of
the summer food program and uhild care food programs.

The. legislation emphasizes that programs need not. be adminis-

S,
tered by the State education agency, but that States could choose,
as they desire, the proper focus of responsibility. We feel that a is
essential to thke this step now. It is impossible for us to niaintain
program quality, accountability, and controlled expankion, when
programs are administered not by the State where the children
live, and tile sr)onsOring organizations are located, but by Federal
'regional 'pflices which may be located hundreds of miles away.

.- 'The Fedfral staff available to conduct direct program operation
" -is flit from adequate, and we cannot enlaw our stafT to run these

progranls, as the States turn them back, beeause Congress last year
mandated in 'the Civil:Service Reform Act'that the Federal agen-
cies reduce employment by September 30, 1979, to their personnel
ceiling levels of Septembtr 30, 1977. ..

The cost of our other truly Federal responsibilities for program
and linancial monitoring, and the cost of the programs themselves
have simply become too great._ I just don't think that we can

iir4.16\
continue to sustain direct operatigh of these programs.

We have chosen to limit the administration of the child care and
summer food pr rams to the availOility of the school lunch pro-
gram funds bec use we believe thaiite provides the strongest
incentive to Sta es to operate 611 programs, and will result in ire
.most comprehensive availability of services to children.

We considered and rejected the mere removal of; the Secretary's
authority to operate the summer and child care programs directly,
thereby leaving open the .possibility that in some States one or both
programs might not be available at all.

We chose not to permit the availability of these basic programs
tobe determined by the amount of political support.that child care
anti summer program interests could muster within a State. While
we'have chosen to propose legislation thril'would tie the availabil-
ity of school lunch program funds to the operation-of the child care
and summer programs, it is the goal of returning the responsihility
for these programs to the States, more than the means of achieving
that goal, which we wish to emphasize with you.today.

To provide States with incentives and assiktance to &Try out
their responsibilities under the proftams, the bill-proposes legisla-
tive changes in State administrative expense funds, and we will
provide Much greater flexibility in using those funds under our
new program.
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We are also providing for increased amounts of administrative
expense funds for the summer and child care programs. New for-
mulas will provide a base grant to each State, to which the current
statutory formula would be added, limited only by a cap designed
to -maintain administrative funds as a reasonable proportion of
funds.

There i an increasing concern among the Congress, the execu-
tive.' bratfch, and the public at large that the quality of programs
and accountability for Federal. program funds be improved.

The General Accounting Office has found cases where fraud,
abuse, and waste.of program funds are undermining efficient\deliv-
ery of program benefits. The public has continuously expressed
concern that Government programs are wasteful, out of control,
and benefiting people who do not need them.

Our own office of Inspector General has discovered administra-
tive programs including school meals that do not comply with the
type A lunch requirements; schools in which reduced and free meal
applications are not checked for completeness or eligibility of the
aMicants; schools which claim free and reduced price meal reim-
bursement according to the number of apphcations on file, rather
than the actual number of children receiving such meals; schools
in which meals are claimed for reimbursement even though they
have ipot been consumed; school districts thatcio not vary reim-
bursetnent rates according to meal cost, or that lack accounting
records to show that meal costs equal or exceed the reimburse-
ment.

, These findings, we'think, Place continued support for these pro-
grams in jeopardy, and we are committed to improvingprogram
integrity, and reducing the administrative waste and error. We are
taking severpl.steps to increase both the Secretary's and the States'
authority to ckfal with these problems.

First, we are undertaking a major initiative to tighten the ad-
ministration of school metil programs through the establishment of
a new accountability system in the States. The States will be
directed to investigate and uncover weaknesses in program man-
agemept by the school districts, and to correct these deficiencies.
Actions will be taken where appropriate, to insure that the number
of free and reduced price meals claimed does not exceed either the
number, of free and-reduced price meals served, or the number of
valid free and reduced price meal applications on file.

We will take steps to insure that controls have been established
on reimbursement to individual schools so that reimbursements do
not exceed the actual cost of producing the meals, and INQ will take
steps 'to see that the meals claimed for reimbursement are in
compliance with the Federal meal pattern requirements.

If a syStematic State review reveals abase of local school .food
authority, disclost significant violations of these standards, and the
violations are not correctild within a reasonable period of' time, we
will collect those reimbuMments that were improperly paid.

In addition, we are seeking authority to withhold all or OA of a
State's administrative expense funds if( serious deficiencies in a
State's administration of the program are revealed by our new
accountability system, or by' our own management evaluation.
Before we took such action, a State would, of course, be permitted



sufficient time to correct the de:il:lencies observed If the deficien
cies were lafer corrected under sonieircunist ances, some OF all of
the funds which had been withheld from a State would be re
t u rned.

That kind Of authority has existed within the food stamp pro .
gram for yezirs, and it was added by the Congress to the special
supplemental feeding program for women, infants, zund children
last year.

In the food stamp program, the Secretary is mandated to with-
hold funds upon certain findings, but in the WI( nutrition pro-
gram, we believe greater flexibilit;, is approKiate, so the withhold-
ing would be permissive.

Before I close, Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee, I
would just like to-take a couple of minutes to review with you the
program of the WIC program.

The 1981) budget includes $750 million for the WIC program, that
is the level that congressional leaders and the President agreed to
prior to the President signing Public Law 95-627. Since we last
appeared before this committee, several new studies have heen
comrieted that demonstrate even more dramatically than before
the enormous value of' that program.

A study conducted at the Harvard School of Public Health in
four WIC projects in Massachusetts, found that the incidence of
low-birth-weight babies among infants whose mothers participated
in the WIC program was markedly less than among infants whose
mothers, although they were eligible for the program, did not
participate in it.

The reduction in the incidence of low-birth weight-babies had a
dramAtic efkct on hospitalization costs. The study found th4t fc.!_r

'each dollar spent in the WIC program, there was a $3 reduction in
hospitalization costs, because the number of low-birth-weight in-
fants who had to be hospitalized was significantly reduced.

At the same time, a study conducted by the Waterbury, Conn.,
Health Department in conjunction with Xale Medical School, found
.dramatic reductions in infant mortality rates among WI(7 partici-
pants,as opposed to persons in control groups.

Many of' our proposals to make reductions in child nutritign
programs were formoioted in conjunction with the decision to sign
eublic Law 95-627, and thereby expand the WIC prograin.

The Congi*ss went substantially beyond the funding that the
administration had intended for the WIC program when it passed
that law, and we have had .to look at, and adjusr our total spending
programs, so that we can pinpoint our funds where we think thiNy
will be most efficiefil. and 'effective in deahng with hunger, and
with dealing with inadequate nutrition as we prepared our- 1980
budget.

There is little question in our mind that the. health and nutri-
tional impacts of rttaching more women and children in the, WIC
program are far in excess of those achieved by subsidizing middle,/
income school lunches, school lunches for your children and mine,
at 32 cents per kunch rather than 27 cents per lunch, which is what
we are'proposing. By continuing the 7-cent subsidy for milk, where
subsidized milk is already available under another program, and by



keeping the eligibility lanits for free- and reduced-price meals at
their current level.

1 appreciate you letting me take so much time, Mr. Chairmaji. 1
think that it was-important for us to have gie opportunity to spell
out to fhe committee the reasoning behind N.h.tr. various proposals
that we have sent to you.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Foreman, if you wouit r.emain there, we
' will defer our questions until we hear from Mr.--Henry Eschwege,

Director, Community Economic Development Diviiiion of the Gen-
eral Accounting Office. . r.

Wo welcome you to this proceeding. Please go tilled.
[The prepared statement of' Henry Eschwege folk.kvsl

1's EmAitE0 STATEMENT or HENRY EscuwEue, Din Krum. CommtiNrry AND
'47-1.. ECONOMIC DE14:1.01MENT Divispl/FLOENEHAI. ArrOtINTI4t: OFFICE

4-'''
. Acr'Vbairman and members of the snbcommittee, N7e al' here today to discuss

., tIrc proposed cuts to the child nutrition. programs administered by the ih'partelent
of agricultufe We reviewed existing evaluation studies of thesCprograi& and the

/ fiscal year 1950 budget."Our purpose was to examine the administration's basis for
deterntining what effect these proposed budget cuts will have on program beiwlicia/ l'IPS and t he. agricult ural economy

Allhough many Of our comments Ore applicable. to the entire range of child
nutrition prograNs. our work centered on the school lunch ifrogram. the suinnier
feeding program. and the special milk program. Thye progr.uns have tvio common
legislative. objectiv('s. II) to safeguard or promote nutritional health And well-being
of children, and 12) to encourage t lie use of agricultural commodities Over the years
a third Objective of, incnine supping has been tacitly addeld..

We reached three basic conclusions during the ('ourse of our worle
(1) ln most C1Isint t he Depart melit cannot presently pleasure whether the programs

are meeting thege legislative objectives. lhe Department is. therefore, limited in
estimating tlik impact of budget changesboth of program participation levels and* the change in nutritional and agricultural benefits.

(2) The Department has recently increased its eapacity to evaluate the impact of
feeding programs on target populations and individuals. The Depamilent only has
prelhninary plans 14 such studies which, if' implemented, offer hope that program
effectiveness can be measured.

(3) In proposing budget cuts in the child nutrition programs, the Department tried
not to affect the most needy. As we sec it, however,' it was constrained when
considering alteniatives by -a Illek of information On progli1111 participants and by
limited evaluation results usi program performance.

* Promised budget cuts .
,

The Department is proDosing new )egislation which will cut $357.6 million (rom
the child nutrition progrimis (exclusive of the special milk program). An additional
$110 million eut in the special milk program is being sought through both the
budgetary and legislative procem.

Briefly suinmarized the school lunch program would be cut by $261.8 million (12.3
percent), the breakfast program by $12 million (5.3 percent), the 4iiinnwr feeding
program by $47 million (34.6 percent), the child care program by $9 million (4.2
percent), and commodity support for child nutrition programs by $p, million (4.
pe

1

rcent). The special milk program budget would go from $142 in' lion to $32
million, a 77.5 percent drop. .

The Department believed that cuts could best be made in the child nutrition
programs'where benefits were going to children from families having comparatively
hi h incomes, such as the school lunch program, or where program benefits were
dii uteci by potential fraud or duplication, 8Lic as the summer feeding program and
the special milk program.

Tfie Department did not cut back, howev r, on the special supplemental feeding
program for wopoen, iftfants, and children ( IC) because it believes recent studies'
indicated silk correlation between program benefits and a reduction in health care
costs. Likewlse, agency officials did not want to cut the food 'stamp program because
according to them these benefits were primarily directed toward low-inconw groups.
Foro both of these programs the Department is proposing budget increases. WI('
would increase by $201) million and food stamps by $737.9 million.

ill
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Prowilm
The Pond and Nutritioh admintqterr4 over 7.0.) b1111011 itt ttPC}01j7 program.,

The date these programs have Mit al0;11ceI tee 11119 11101e W.1111111.1 11Ic 111!1,1.1

11%T object! es ale tieing met It is genet alh. limvee.i. that the feeding
progrinis oiler positive benefits to their paitie.ipants

lii ..;:%e.ial eports. we liae called rrrr the e.N.ani.,110,1 tel ;ill fepeillit;
rolipr:li and #111 1111 milool lunch pruglani ill 1)11111111:0 Iii a PG:, I epoi I 10 tlii .
Collgi'ess vt . identified ovei laps among Federal feeding prow ams that Noiaild result
in households ieceiving 2:10 peicent ol the ;militint needed to purchase . a

thrift% food plan diet We recommended that in light of tills large potential ha
overlap that ;in evaleint Rill 01 411 Fe'lleral 100e1 atisIstallee t;t1Orts be Made

At I bp most recent I:Sr outlook conference. a Department consultant and
export III program ey.aluati !eilviiie.ei lip the, Department's existing work in evalu
ating feeding progrims. as lollovs -Although the breadth and magnitude of the.
agency's nutrition iffugnims expanded ileinendenisly. evaluation 01 the,;e.

torts has not I.:%:iltiation has seriously lagged n.limel program grovt hi Tlw
(it sy!,teniatic and thorough program evaluation leaves policymaking on tenuous
grounds We do not know how well we are doing nen whether we e.ould lie doing it
in het ter ways

1)epartment officials hove recoginieel the. need -for better evaluation. both in
discussions with us and in nsponding to our repot recommendations Evaluation
proposals have been proplised hut have nen yet been completely developml

The Food and Nutritnin Service has crcently created ail Wier of policy. planning.
and evaluation which has increased the evaluation staff from to 19 inolessionals
capoble of-conducting the needed evaluation studies- l)epart ment staff put forth two
objectives ojohiture pfograni evaluations III to assess program impact on partici-
pants nun:lent intake and health and (2) to determine whether existing levels of
benefits are appropriate for existing needs If these objectives were nelopted t'he
Ilepartineni and carried out, many of \the basic questions cont.( riling the success or
failure ot the child nutrition programs in meeting program Objectives e.ould hit

allsyered

Schopl lunch pmgrum
ln a 1977 report to the Congevss, we smtvd that -1 the Department of

-Agricultsre Ins not obtained a. comprehensive evaluation of the school lunch pro
' gram The program's goals notwithstanding, " public fen?tis are spent each year

without any objective evidence that the program is, 41 fqt . safeguarding school
children's health ln that same report we found little had liven done to determine
the program's impact on the agricultural "economy. although we concluded that the
program probably strengthened the overall demand for farm prodticts

The proposed $2,fi2 million cut ill. the school lunch program will affect cluldret1 in
all categories For paying children, the Federal subsidy will be eetluced 0 cents down
to 12 1.4 cents The total hderal subsidy including commodities would then be about
IF; L.ents Reduced price lunches will in availnble to children from families at no

than 17, percent of the OMB poverty income guideline's compared t(i the
present hiuit of PK) percent Free lunches will go to children .from families at nu
more than 1111) percent of the guideline compnred to the present limit of 12:i percent
A standard deductiem of $7.80 from annual income will be available for the first time
tu families applying for free or reduced priced meals These families presently can
itemize certain deductions IVIost do not.

The Depart.mvnt rstimates thut these revisions midi resell( in about I I MilliOn.of
the 241 1 million inirticipaith%droi ping tint of the program a 1.2 percent reduction.
Of th estimined 1.1 million children who will move from free lunch eligibility to
reduced price eligibility, :150,000 will drop out. Anothr :179,000 children will move
from reduced price eligibility in paying status, but li:-01110 in this category will drop
out Another :1)80,000 st udentA will d'iNkp out because of the .)-cent cut. These
Department figures assume certain economic conditions based on estimates derived
in part from projections provided hy the Council of 1,1..cononin. Advisors.

The. Department sought to cut buck on benefits at the middle and upper inconfe
levels However, the results show that :11 iTercent 4if the estimated dropout will be
from students formerly eligible for free lunches. Another 17 percent of those drop
ping out will be froni those fornu.rly eligible. for reduced price lunches, and the
remaining 52 pertent of the children dropping out will be those affecte;41 solely by
the ircent cut,

OMB assumes tliat the 5-cent reduction will not pnrticularly affect those children
previously but no longer eligible for a reduced price lunch because. the, 27.cent
subsidy slundd still make 11w school lunch less expensive, than compurable
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II Drit.11 I Went (MI( Ed,. 110 V \ 11.1\1. 1111 \ ill \4i 11 \ 111r 11111 .1-`.111111)111)11, ;Ind
j)iititt 11.11 ill 11%;,1 (MC hall of th(P.e nevdv chwhIc. till plicc studvoR. %% II lir-
dropping out

TIn Depat talents beheAs that hut al dropout ill he highet than tIn
estimates The Depstirtinent ako belnyes. howeven that alter the price incicAse and
change ill guidelines. program participation will 1,14. up until the levels shim n
above are reached This should ak 2 to :t months:- only the vstiniuttes kir OW
(ICCI ('AM 111 1)1111e1A10t1011 itt 111/11114/ 1(1 I lii .) (1111 )V(111(11011 :11i Ititti liii I l;1',011;111111

C011elll!,1 V(' analvsrs Thi diapout rate due to changes in the income guidelmys is not
so hi in. and I lit ti't tial nitv could be much Inglni- ai lower

Little conclusive evidence exist;.PA.-Incli demanst tales what. d anything, will
happen to those children dropping out at tlw prowitm There has been no compre
liensive, stvinatic reyivw of the school lunch progiam which demonstrates the
1111(10 1011a1 and 111C01110 'support effects the pi ogram low on 11111(Irt11 Own-
families

The Department prepared two teports iii Prif and Itr;;; winch umm.iilvd
ill101111101011 ()II 1)1012.1;1111 1111paCt 011 Although much ol this information is
luniti41 because of narrow geographic (-average oi scope ot study. one cPn ,;(ali
indicators of program 11111)11d

01141,:tudy showed that a school lunch is 111011' 11101.111011S t 111111 Ot ay1111111)1('

Illt(111:Ntit, including hag lunches and eating offq-ampus Another study indicate(
that the school lunch made a pgsdivt, contribution to nutrient intake at (111 incom
levels, although it was propaNionately largr at tIn lower end A lveynt analysis al
data from II KW first health oink nutrition examination survey inilicates that low
income children benefit nmsi frpm the :;chool lunclyprogram. primarily as a result
of milk served with the iwogram Wv do not lielitor6 that the data base and analysis
are sufficiently developed to make policy changes. but we do feel that the conclusion
warrants fui-thy- study by the Department No study yet completed can relate
actual nutritional status of children with participat/km in the program, 1111101 les.;
those children di-opping out of t he program

The Department estimates the total impact Of these cuts on the agricultural
'economy to be $90 to $93 million or 0.1 percent of farm sales. Compared with the
oventll contriladion of toile program and the proposed additional commodity usage
through increased WI(' funding of $200 nflion, this amount may not significantly
'affect the agriculttiral !WOO only Itowevil, commodity by cominodity or region,/
analyses are not available, so a deRrminat ion cannot Ift` Its to N'All't her it May
impact a partimlar commodity or region

Very little information has been published on the rolt, of the school lunch pro
gram in providing illcoOle support to families.of participants Obviously s(Itiw litpdy
fimiilies will be affected 11+ sonie amount over the. course of a Se hooll year Likewise.
hilly is known about how well the prognim acts in providilw nutrition eduratnm to
children Because this function varies.so widely by schoold" district, it is unlikely
that any such measurement could be made with data currently collected

mnier Pelting
Both Department and OMB officials told us that the primary basis for the cuts in

the summer feeding program is the high level of fraud and abuse reimrted by GAO
and the Department's inspector general Both congludtml that Iiilud and abuse were
a nthjor problem with private sponsors employing private ftiod vendors. Such spon-
sors would be generally excluded under the proposed legislation.

llsing the assuniption that 35 percent of meals served in the 1977 prograni were
served by private sVonsors using private vendors, the Department proposes to eut
back the summer feeding program by 35 percent to $8/1.8 frOm the projected
I9S0 level of $135.8 million. Meals served would also declint` by 3:i percent to about
92 million.

The Department does not know the ,actual number of children to In' eut from dill
program_ In fact, program officials have had difFitulty in predicting participathfn
rates in previous years. For example, in I97/1, th7k Department estimated that .1

million children would be in tlit prog,ram, but only 24i million actually participated.
The Department also does not know at what locations thiARits will take place; or

what, if ady, effect the cuts will have on the nutritional status of the children.
Berause of the high percentage of ineligible meals claimed for reimbursement by
sponsors which would not be eliminated front the program. the 1)ep4rtment believes
the actual number of children dlircted should be less than the 35 peRent reduction
in program payments. llowever, the Delrtment agrees that lime children who
would lie eligible will not be served.

Our report on the 1976 summer feeding program discussed serious criminal and
administrative abuse of the program among private sponsors. In our review of tlw

111
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13103:1.011 100:14.3. 31. \kr 1114111d :-.11;111111;1111

13141 loll', %oar, ,o1(1 1 4014 111(14id !hilt 141;Pd:1111 4.
413111 4 11131111. 431 1112-3 1 4-3$1131111411g 10 otaimil...

1 I1111, 1 1011' III 1 113 11.11:1;1111 ,11311,1 01

;11131 :1111111111,1 1.11 13.1 .13 1 11111, 3 011111 11( 11

.1. 11' 111!"1/VC101 (;(.111:U11 Iva(if. teconitni.ndatiolis sitiiihir to mos ;ill I'I ;Wili11111; t hi'
11.1.1-viliiint., progiant )tv.reconiftielidt.41 that the Depattinent continue Ii) solicit
the patticipation ()I sctiools and other public entities and not :ipprove in 1(.414. unit,.
:is tri.miiiv sit, iiiitihss it is necessary to do 50 10 :141113.)31. 111011;1111 0111141 Is."3, WhIll.
prohibiting priViele spoINOts (VIII help ieduce the ploglatil's PI UM l'ittl'. ;ill (1111(101 ot
OW 111'00.CtOr General's office ill a February, 1979 letter to GAO noted that the ke%
to eliminating fraud and abuse and inctr.asing the probability that 1(.11111)m-sable
meals )vill bil consumed 1)) needy children is in improvilig the management of the
adm inistering agencies

The Inspector General's office believer. that il prudent management is established
such as undertaking deloor,Taploc studies to find out where the needy children are,
&tin-mining where children will be affected by the budget cuts, and taking action to
help school cafeterias open in the summer, teal program costs could be redu('ed liv
2.-) to -.1.-) percent.

i

Q Spectra milk pronoun .
The spi.cial milk program wits dsigned to encourage the consumption of milk by

school children The program reitithurses part of thy cost of milk consumed by
students eligible for reduced price and full price lunches, 1li1l)..,141(. full cost of the
milk provided b.) children iligible for a 'rel. 11111011 Sixty-six' percent of the milk
!provided under thy program isLserved or ti a la carte basis (hiring lun(h hi the
current budget request, the 1)epartilient iioiosos to restrict thy special milk pro
gram to those schools and institutions here there are no other Federal child
nutrition progrimis This is expected to result in a. MO million savings and is
designed to reduce Overlap with other h.deral programs prcividing riiilk

Last suityler we reported that millions of half pints of milk were served free to
tu.edy 01111411 who also ritialified for available free lunches and breakfasts We
ritconiniended that the t'ongress evaluate the need IM. Federal reimbursement ()I'
free milk under the special milk program for outlets already participating in Fe(tr-
al programs irroviding milk. Almost .90 percent of schools having thy special nfilk
rirogr11111 also participate Ili- the school lunch program, which requires milk vk ith
each lunch A smallr number of special milk program schools offer the school
breakfast program, tvhich also rt.quires milk.

A Department study shows that only :111 percent of the tiiilk consumed in the
sifecial milk prwrain is consumed by students participating in the school lunch
program The study does not show how the removal of the special milk pri/grani
\youlli affect milk consumption among participants eating a III (Till(' (0' blIg
ithiCill'S Willther till'y WOUId tiNVIll'il tO lltitit)i)SidiZed 11 la carte milk, sch(sil lunches,
or tr) no milk at all

As fOr nutritional. inipaCt, the Ih.partnient's study does not discuss the issue of
nutritional status associated with the spe('ial milk progiam l)epartnient officials
believe that, due to the considerable overlap of benefits, any adverse nutritional
impact will be minimal They. believe that the nutrients provided by milk are
already provided for in sufficient quantities by thy school lunch and breakfast
programs However, this reasoning applies only to the -extent thrills overlap in

. participation exists and (?.i consimmtion by those not participating in the school
lunch or breakfast program is replaced by either purchase of unsubsidized ;i la carte, mill,- or participation in these programs. .

Department officials believo that at least (i2 percent of thy milk consumed in the
special milk program %Viand continue to Ire consumed by child)-mi lit school in the
libst.tice of the program. If this estimate is ac('urate, the 1)epartment believes that
farm milk prices would decrease by ti-cents per hundre(lweight The 1)epartment
belie Veti that most, if' ma all, of this prtcy decrease would III. offset by the propirsed
increase in WI(' funding, over ont.-Ila !fol. which isrdirectly related to consumption of
dairy prodocts-

A a.

Concluslims (Ind recinntnenolations
Th(. Ih.partment made an elliirt to limit program cuts to children who would by

least affi.c..ted by till. cuts The lack of program information a ill evaluation liraterial
severely restrained both us apd that Department from fully ; ssessing the impict ()I'
the cuts rind tin. viability of alternative proposals. Ttl, I epartment had little
convincing evidence to support tlwir proposed modification. in-the school !until
program. Similidy, little evidence was available for rationale in increases in the
cash subsidy and for iiwreases ill tIn. income guidelines that took place in prior
3:Yin-N.:flu. IN.partment has some basis for cutting back oti the special milk program

...
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nnd n rntinnnle for reducing the summer feeding program budget.. altholigh. even
here, it seems that the Department did not fully consider available options for
decreasing costs without eliminating eligible children from the program. Unques.
tioinibly, the Deriart ment's proposed Cuts will slIve monek They will also remove
many children from these programs. Unfortunately we are Inablesto measure the
trade off between budget cutssome or all of which could be well taken and
cutting children off from program benefits.

Prior GAO recommendations to make comprehensive evaluations of child nutri.
lion programs liave not been acted upon. The congress sfm ki require the Secretary
of Agriculture to conduct a comprehensive evaluation o I the child nutrition
programs. Such evaluations should consider the interaction o all Federal feeding
programs in meeting legislative objectives.

This concludes my statement. 1 will be pleased to respond to your questa IS.

(Attachment II%

GAO REP)RTS PERTINENT TO TI,STIMO"NY

1. Future of the National Nutrition Intelligence Sys ni WED-779-5, 11/7/78).
2. Federal Domestic Food Assistance Programs-r Tit . for Asessinent and

l'hangr WED-78-113, 6/ 13/78).
3. liitionwide Food (onsumption Survey: Need for improvement and Expansion

WED- 77-56, 3/25/77).
1 The Sumnwr Feeding Program for Children: Reforms Begun Many More

Urgently Needrd WE1)-78-90, 3/31/78),
5. The $unither Feeding Vrogram--Ilow to Feed the Children and Stop Program

Abuses (CED-77 -59, .1/ 15/771.
6. Tlw National School Lunch Program--Is It Working'? IPAD--77-6, 7/26/77).
7. Progress and Problems in Achieving,Objectives Of the School Lunch Program

c 11-178561, 6/29/731,
8. How Good Are School unches? WED-78- 22, 2/3/78).
9. Letter report to the Teton/ of Agrii'ulture on noncompliance with Type A

lunch pattern in New York 7ity WED-77-89, 6/1V77).
10. The Impact Federal Commodity Donatfons on the School Lunch Program

WED-77-32, 1/31/7 I.

lAt tachment 21

PROPOSED BUDGET CHANGES IN THE FISCAL YEAR 1980 CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS

fun thomamisodo,,,ILL

School howh

tr,IN P,(410.041

Section 4 $134.100 ta$586, $148,000

Section I 1 1,388,400 1.214,600 113,800

Breakfast 774.800 717,800 12 000

Summer feeding 135.800 88.800 41,000

Child care 213.800 204.800 9,000

Commodities 68.5,100 651.400 7/.800

iota( 3,382,100 3,025.100 351.600

p

56-650 0 - SD - 3
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tachment II

STIMATED If FECiopf PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS ON PARTICIPATION LEVELS IN THE NATIONAL

SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

ift

Sluilvnts wowit

At teguIN At (vilified
Imr Itf4,

e
1101

Participation under existing legislation 14 600 2 100 9 400 26 100

Change,, wiper proposed legislation

ligitulity Oat

(an
tr,,, r 1

t

400

3/0
i

1 400

,110
1 //0

10131 370 1 030 1 400 0

Dropout due Jo.

11101111y Sthult 185 350 535

) cent suitmty Cul 580 580

total /65 350 0 1 115

Participation WHIM brOIXIStlf 40;11100 14 205 '; 1 780 8 000 14 985

sTATEMENT OF' HENRY ESCIIWEGE, DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY
AND ECONOMIC DEVEIA)PhyiNT' GENERAL AC-
COUNTINC OF'F'ICE
Mr. Esc:mm(1E. 'Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my

colleagues here this morning, Mr. Hirschhorn, Deputy Director of
our division; and Mr. Jack Brock, program analyst of our division.

'If it is all right with you, I will just go through the statembnt,
but ndt read it all; and summarize it to the best of my ability.

Chairman PERKINS. It will be inserted in the jecord in its
eptiret.i. .. ,

Mr. ESCHINEGE. nignt,
.

Chairman PERKINS. Go right ahead.
Mr. ESCHWEGE. Although many of our comments are applicable

to thv entire range of child nutrition programs, our work centered
on thb school lunch program., .the summer feeding program, and
the special milk program.

f' These programs have two common legislative objectives: (I) To
safeguard or promote nutritional health and well-being of children;

and to encourake the use of agricaltural commodities.
Over the years a third objective of income support has lebn

tacitly added.
We reached three .basic' conclusions during the course of our

work. In most cases, the Department cannot presently measure
whether the programs are meeting these legislative objectives. The
Department is, therefore, limited in estimating the impact of
!midget changes, both op program participatton levels, and, the
change in nutritional and agricultural benefits.

Second, the Deportment has recently increased its capacity to
evaluate the impact of feeding programs on target populations and
individuals...The Department only has preliminary plans for such a
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_ _ studies which, if .impleinented, offer hope that program eRective-
ness can be measured.

Third, in proposing budget cuts in the child nutrition programs,
. the Department tried not to affect the most needy. As we see it,

however, it. was constrained when considering alternatives by a
lack bf information on program participants and by limited evalua-
tion results on prbgram performance.

As you have heard, the Department is proposing new legi tion
which will cut $357.6 million from the child nutrition pr rams,
exclusive of the special milk program. An additional $110 illion
cut in the special milk program is being sought through both the
budgetary and legislative process.

The Food and Nutrition Service achninisters over $9 billion in
feeding programs. To date these programs have not been evaluated
to determine whether the legislative objectives are.being met. It is
generally. assumed, Pwever, that the feeding programs offer posi-
tive benefits to theii pNticipants.

Department officials have recognized.the need for better evalua-
tion, both in discussions with us and in responding to our report
recommendations. Evaluation proposals have been promised but
have not yet been completely developed.

Getting to the school lunch programin a 1977 report to the'
Congress, we stated that:

The Departvent of Agricul ure has not obtained a comprehensive evaluation of.
the SchOolA7ffirch Program. e prograni's goals notwithstanding, public funds are

.sperft each year without 4n objective evidence that the program is, in faet, safe-
guarding school children's h lth. -

In that same report, we found little had been done to determine
the program's impact on the agricultural economy, although we
concluded that the program probably strengthened the overall
demand for farm products.

The propoied $262 million cut in the school lunch program will
affect children in all categories. The Department estimates that the
revjns will result in about 1.1 million of the 26.1 million partici-
pan dropping out of the programa 4.2 percent reduction.

Of the estimated 1.4 million children who will move from free
eligibility to reduced price eligibility, 350,000 will drop out. An-
other 370,000 children will move from reduced price eligibility to
paying status, ISut 185,000 in this category will drop out. Another
580,000 'paying students will drop out because of the 5-cent cut.

The Department sought to cut back on benefits at the middle-
and upper-income levels. However, the Asults show that 31 percent
of the estimated dropout will be from students fornierly gligible for
free lunches. Another 17 percent of those dropping out will he film
those formerly eligible for reduced price lunches, and the remain-
ing 52 percent of the children dropping out will be those affected
solely by the 5-cent cut.

Turning now to page 9 of my statement to the summer feeding
program, both the Department and OMB officials told, us that the
primary basis for the cuts in the summer feedin4program is the
high level of fraud and abuse reported by GAO and the Depart-
ment's Inspector .General. Both concluded that fraud and abuse
were metjor problems with privette sponsors employing private food
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vendors. such sponsors would be generailY excluded under the
proposed leg is Int ion.

The Department does not know the actual number of children to
be cut from the program, and at what locations hose cuts will
occur. Our rekort on the 1976 summer keding program discussed
serious crimilral and administrative abuse of the program among
private sponsors. In our review of the 1977 program, however, we
founksignificant reductions in the flagrant abuses of previous
years, and coriclU ed that legislative and administrative actions
could overcome in y of the remaining problems.

The Inspector General's office believes that if prudent m nage-
meat is established, such as undertaking demographic studies to
find out where the needy chijdren are, determining where chi ren
will be affected by the budget cuts, and taking action to help sc ool
cafeterias open in the-summer; real program costs could be reduced
by 25 to 35 percent.

The special milk program was designed to encourage the con-
sumption of milk by school children. The program reimburses part
of the cost of milk consumed by students eligible for reduced price
and full price lunches, and the full cost of the milk provided to
children eligible for a free lunch. Sixty-six percent of the milk As

provided under the program is served on an a la carte basis during
lunch.

In the current.budget request, the Department proposes to re-
.. strict the special milk program to those schools and institutions

where thete are no other Federal child nutrition programs. This is
expected to result in a $110 million savings and is designed to
reduce overlap with other Federal programs providing milk.

Department 'officials believe that, due to the considerable overlap
of benefits, any adverse nutritional impact will be minimal. They
believe that the nutrients provided by milk are already provided
for in sufficient quantities by the school lunch and breakfast pro-
grams.

flowever, this reasoning applies only to the extent that: (1).0er-
lap in participation exists, and (2) consumption by those not partici-
pating in the school lunch or breakfast program is replaced by
either purchase of unsubsidized a la carte milk or participatior\ in
these programs.

In conclbsion, Mr. Chairman:the Department made an effort/ to
.by , he

te(rial
ess-
als.
eir

arly,
cash

limit program ,cuts to children who would be least affecte
. cuts. The lack of program informatMn and evaluation m

severely restrained both us and the Department from fully a
ing the impact of the cuts and the viability of alternative prop

The Department had little convincing evidence to upport
proposed modificalons 'in the school lunch program. Simi
little evidence was available for rationale in increases in the
subsidy and for upward revisions of the income guidelines.

The Department has some basis for cutting back on the special
milk program and a ration e for reducing the summer feedingat
program budget, althou0, en there, it seems that the Depart-
ment did not fully conside. available optiogs for decreasing costs
without eliminating eligible children from the 'prbgram.

Unquestionably, the Department's proposed cuts will save
money. They will also remove many children from these programs.

k
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_Unfortunately, w..e are umibie to measure the .trade-off between
,budget cutssome or all of which could be well takenand cutting
children off from program benefits.

Prior GAO recomniendations to make comprehensive evaluations
of child nutrition progrdms have not been acted upon. The Con-
gress should require the Secretary of' Agricultureto conduct com-
prehensive evaluation of. all the child nutrition progrws. Such
evaluations should consider the interaction of all Federal feeding
programs in meeting legislative objectives.1

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that on Makh 5, 1979, Senate Reso-
lution 90 was introduced by SOator McGovern and Senator Dole,
which would, in effect, provide ror such comprehensive evaluation.

This concludes my summary, and I will be pleased to respond to
your questions.

Chairman PERKINS. First, question ,Ms. Foreman, and I will
not take over my 5 minutes.

Under your proposed change in eligibility, Ms. Foreman, an esti-
mated 1.6 million children will no longer be eligible to receiye free
meajs, and an estimated 1.2 million children will no longer be
eli&le to receive reduced price meals.

Under your proPosal, how many of these children will continue
to participate in the school lunch program, and what is the basis
for your assumption?

Ms. FOREMAN. Mr. Chairman, could I introduce the people at the
table with me, because I would like to refer some of those questions
to them.

On my immediate right is Bob Greewtein, the 'Acting Adminis-
trator of the Food and Nutrition Service. Next to him is Gene
Dickey, who is the Deputy Administrator for the child nutrition
programs, and at the end of the table is Dr., David de Ferranti, who
is the head of our Policy Planning and Evaluation staff, and I
weilld like to refer that question to Dr. de Ferranti.

C airman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Dr. DE FERRANTI. We will be happy to pro vide for the record a

detailed discussion of the assumptions and calculations. The proce-
dure essentially involved analysis of a data base that is in consider-
able use throughout the Government. We examined the income
distribution of families with children in school, and assessed from
that how many were eligible.

[The information referred to above follows:]

CHILD NUTRITION BUDGET SAVINGS, FISCAL YEAR 11)80

The subsequent paragraphs describe our assessment of the impacts of the pro-
posed ghanges in the Child Nutrition Programs on participation iind costs. Current
projections for numbers of meals by type, average daily participation by type, the
coot of each type and the total cost of the NSLP are shown in Chart I. These figures
include the effect; of the planned child nutrition accountability system, which is
estimated to save $60 million in fiscal year 1980.
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CHART I

1t311"9701% vattiK)114tpx,
l'ost

Irvel tori ineai
(mmom) mk(ilim)

Keil%)

free 1.540 9 4 106 46/ 11.640

Reduced Once 341 2 1 86 467 295

Pant ., 1.394 14 6 31 41/ 154

1 Total 4,175 26 1 7.689

Adjustment IReduce cash reimbursement.(Section 4) for all paid meals by
cents.

Impacts:
(1) The reimbursement (cash plus commodities) would decrease by 5 cents ..

from 31.477' cents to 26.477 centagenerating a savings of $120 million.
(2) Paid participation in the NSLP would 'decrease by approximately 4 percent

due td 5 cents price increase generating an additional savings of $26 million.
The new projections of meals, rates and costs resulting from Adjustment I are

shown in Chart II below.

CHART II

Total *114s Darly

tot ITN 'ttaittcpatron
(mations)

Cash and
commdtly Cost

lettl pet meal (millions)
(cents)

Free 1.540 9 4 106 46/ $1,640

Reduced price 341 2 1 86 467 295

Paid 2.298
. _ .

14 0 26 4/7 608

Total 4.179 25 5 2.543

Savings from Adjustment I equals $146 million.
Adjustment ILChange income eligibility thresholds for free and reduced price

meals to 100 percent and 175 percent of poverty, respectively, but allow each family
a standard deduction of $65 per month.

Chart III below shows the percentages of children in the population eligible for
free, reduced price and paid meals under existing and proposed income eligibility
standards. The percentates ware derived, by using data from the Consumer Expendi-
ture Survey.

CHART III

lI pescentl

Eligible lot
hee meals

Ihrble t Betreeen
ot

and 1/5
reduced PKe

petcenl otos
meals

S D

Ilipth let
pad meals

Current program

$65 slapetard deductoon ..

21 83

. 18 58

19 96

19 /2
41_1_6_.. . .

58 21

61 70

Under this optioju the eligible population for free meals would be reduc t 85.11
percent of those curl.ently eligible. This is based on the relationship of the rcent-
a es of free eli ibles between the existin proposed eligibility limits from Chart
111 Log, 18.5' 1.83=.8511). By applying is the number of free meals anticipat-
ed for the current program, a reduction of 23 million free meals may be projected
(i.e., 1,540 x .8511,-. 1,310; 1,540 1,310 230).

Of the 230 million meals eliminated from t e free category, it is assumed that 75
percent or 172 million would transNr to the iduced price category and 25 percent
or /A million would be eliminated from the program.
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Thus tat. the analysis accounts for all children between 0 and isucent III

poverty To determine reduced price meals, the rebstionslup titthe percentages ol
children between I percent of poverty and the reduced 'nice eligibility thresholds
m the current program mid tills proposal must be compitied Based on Chart III.
reduced price menls under the proposnl wo.uld be 82 :w2 percent of those in the
current program I Iii 17 19 91 i W2.52I Ity applying this iiercentage to the number of,
reduced price melds ant iciplited in the Qirrent p1 ogram. and adding the 17'2 million
meals transferred from the free cntegory reduced price meals may 40 projected as
-15:1 million. In liii IllereMie Oi I 12 i111111011 over the current program I I e ,

341 sn2 172 :111 112)
When the 82 percent toctor was appliEd to the Ll I million reduced price meals

in the current program. the remaining I .18 percent of CM iuiilluoti were removed
!Mill the reduced price category It is as...tinned tlmt 50 percent of the children
n.ceiving these meals would continue particilmtion in the paid category and :10

percent would drop mit of Ow program Thus, L0 nulhon invids Woffid 114. added to
t ht plod category

The new projections of rates, meals and costs resulting art. shown in ( 'hart IV

CHART IV

I NI'

Rtmlot 1)111e

toni

10.11 mr.11,
101 1,131 Vat

1.180
vutit

A

1 HO 110 101 4111 $1 314

4'11 1 8 lb 414 19;

14 ; .1) 411 bib

4.091 150 /.402

Savings equal $141 million
Additional savings in the Sclasil Breakfast and Child Care Food Programs may be

expected under these changes in eligibility Totgi savnigs from Adjustment II are
shown in Chart V.

CHART V

Program:
NSLP tcash and commodities) $141

SHP 12

9

Conmaxiit ies

Total savings 1(15

Adjustment M.Exclusion of Private Sponsors employing private food vendors
a from participation in the Summer Food Service Program.

There are no existing data which specifically quantify the proportion of the SKS!'
which is accounted for by private sponsors employing private fixxi vendors. Howev-
er, data from the summer of 1977 suggest that approximately 50 percent of the
meals were provided by vendors and that uilder 15 percent of the SFS!' meals were
provided by schools functioning as vendors. On the basis of this information, it is
reasonable to assume that at kast 35 percent of %SP meals (and costs) would kw
eliminated by prohibiting private sponsors who use privine vendors. The 35 percent
reduction,in program size and cost, would result in a $47 million savings in fiscal
1980 based on a projected program level of $135.8 million.

Savings from Adjustment III equal $47 million.
NomTo the extent that public spOiltiors and vendors (e.g. schools) begin partici-

.

paling or expand their current coverage, savings could he reduced. This is more
likely to occur in years beyond fiscal 1980. Also, the Department is considering
exempting the followinglpinor categories of sponsors in its legislative proposal in
recognition of their good past performance on special needs al the childrep they
serve: (t) private schools emplying private vendors, (2) sponsors serving migrant
children employing private ven ors, and 1:31 single site sponsors employing private
vendors.
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Dr. OF: FEHR A NTI . We would like to point out that the Congres-.
Bimini Budget Office independently did estimates of their own,
using a different data base, and their results agreed with ours
quite closely.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Foreman, -aren't you really proposing
these cutbacks in the school lunch program because you wanted to
increase the WIC program, and because the cost of the food stamp
program has skyrocketed, OMB did not give you enough money to
make both increases ih WIC and food stamps, and to continue the
lunch program at its current level. Isn't that the real reason?

MS. FOREMAN . Mr. Chairman, let me point OLII that the child
nutrition programs are just as subject to the pressures of food price
inflation as the food stamp program is. The t9tal amount of' money-
expended for the child nutrition programs in fiscal year 1980 will
be silbstantially above what it is in fiscal year 1979.

I will admit that we were under Substantial pressure from the
Office of Management and Budget, and from the President himself'.
and from everything I can tell, from the newspapers, under great
pressure to reduce Federal spending. We were required to look at
all of the programs.

What we did was to try to go to those that provide the greatest
amount Of nutritional well-being, and those that provide basic sup-
Ira systems to poor people. We tried not,to those programs.

The WIC program, every study indicates, has a substantial payoff
in teems of physical apd mental well-being of young children,
which may increase enormousjy in terms of its value in the years
to come. The child that is born free of mental retardation Mows to
be an adult. without that problem. We think that all the money
that wempt into the WIC program is terribly important.

Under the food stamp program, at the present time, thq-benelits
are so low, they are made in accordance with the thrifty food plan,
and our studies slaw that. fewer than 10 percent of the families
living off ther thriftOrood- plan get 100 percent of their recommend-
ed daily allowance in nutrients.

Given that, on-balance; yes, we went to the child nutrition pro-
grams, particularly to the middle- and upper-income children, and
said! "On balance, it seems worthwhile to increase their cost TO per
child per year, rather than to reduce these basic nutrition support
sylIems."

The studies we have from the Congressional Budget Office mdi-
catj that there is virtually no nutritional impaOt to nil-dale- luid

er-income children as a rehiult of the child nutritimi programs.
Aven if my children are not going to gok a federally subsidized

lunch, they are going to eat anyway.
Chairman PERKINS. l-am a friend of the WIC pl-ogram, and the

food stamp program, ut I don't think that the school lunch pro-
gram should bear the brunt of,the ceilings that OMB put on you. I
am going tO do all I can to resilt it, and. I think that we will
succeed in this Congress.

The GAO seems to_feel that you did not conSider all thealterna-
fives when you made these decisions, and that you did not have
solid data to make these decisions. Ilow would you respond to those
criticisths'?
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M. FOREMAN. Sir, let me say Mit we have to start cutting the
Federal budget somewhere, and everybody seems to want to go to
the back of the line when it comes their time to do that. Everybody
wants to cut the budget, but everybolly wants it to start with
someone else's program. It seems that7we are 'going to be faced
with that for every budget proposal that we bring before the Con-
gress.

I, would like, in terms of response to the General Accounting
'Office, to turn once again tO Dr. de Ferranti.

Dr. DE FERRANTI. While we agree with and in fact welcome the
General Accounting Office's recommendation that prOgram evalua-
tion efforts be continued and expanded as expeditiously as possible,
we think the General Accounting Office has unwarrantedly over-
stated the extent and seriousness olthe current uncertainty associ-
ated with our ci.irent budget cuts.

We think that some of the GAO's points are theoretical will-o'-
the-wisp, things that are conceivable in theory, but widely improb-
able in practice. I would like to cite, as an example of that, to Ms.
Foreman's point in her testimony about the agricultural impact of
these cuts. -

In aggregate, these cuts would reduce farm sales by a few hun-
dredths of 1 percent, and the GAO is saying: "Might this possibly
have important regional impacts?" We think that this is extremely
implausible. As Ms. Foreman noted, even if..the cuts were concen-,
trated in one State, which is very unlikely, the impacts on farm
sales would still be very minimal.

Chairman PERKINS. Le4me ask the GAO to respond briefly. In
the past, the subcommit has received testimony from a number
of witnesses stating the significant relationship between the par-
ticipation of the paying student, and the konomic stability of the
school lunch program.

It seems that with every. 5-cent increase in the cost of the pro-
gram to the paying student, there is a corresponding decline in the
participation of those students. In your opinion, how (to you' think
the proposed 5-cent cutback of thee paying reimbursernent will
impact the stability of the program?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. We agree, we have no reasorrto disagree with the
Department's assessment of the impact. The 5-cent increase, as
they point out, will drop 580,000 students from the program, and I
think this is correct. We disagree with Dr.'de Ferranti's remarks
that we have overstated the uncertainty associated with the budget
cuts. His only example deals with the reduction in commodity
benefits, Dr. de Ferranti misquotes us as stating tbat the agricul-
tural impact of the budget cuts might have important regional
impacts. We simply stated a fact, that "commodity by commodity'
or regional analysis r e not available, so a determination cannot be
made as- to whether it may" impact .a particular commodity or
region." VSDA is able to address only the aggregate impact of the
various child nutrition programs on the agricultural economy.
Bey.Ond this aggregate number, USDA cannot determine the impor-
tance of the child nutrition programs on local and regional econo-
mies'or upon different corumodities.

Chairman PERKINS. Back in 1976, the GAO, the Department of
Commerce and the Congress .devoted a great deal Of time and effort
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in dialling legislation that would put a stop to the flagrant abuses
that were plaguing the sUmMer feedidg program. Do you feel that
we have allowed enough time for these remedial measures to take
effect, in order to justify the President's proposa110 exclyde private
sponsors and xendors from participating in the program?

Mr. ESCHWEGE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we did testify before your
committee, as you recall, on rhe summer feeding program, .and as a
result of that, Public Law 95-1611 was enacted. This was back in
November 1977, I believe, and since then considerable time has
passed.

I would say thtit the Department did make some improvements
in the summer feeding prograps, and when we looked at the
results of the 197S revieW by the'Office of Inspector General, there
Were improvements. There was less abuse and fraud by, the private
sponsors, but there were still some major problems which have not
been overcome, and these involved the preprogram activities to
geufup the programs, poorly, traitied ittkple to run the programs,
lack of supervision, ineffective control over the meal ordering; and
ineligible meals being claimed.
According to the Inspector General, .the problems were more
prevalent in those areas where there were vendor purchaAed nwals
as opposed to self-prepared meals, which were done largely in the
school system.

However, I do want to emphasize that there has been improve-
ments. The regulations were kit earlier. There is a revised method
of providing for administrative funds to States. But I do sympathize
with what Ms. Foreman said, there are still administrative prob-
lems and the States are turning back to4,the Federal Government
some of these programs.

We would have liked to see more flexikdlity available to the
Department of Agriculture to .provide enough administrative funds
to the States, so that in those cases where,they can make the case
for the need of additional funds, they can' be given those over and
beyond what the current statute now provides.

Chairrmfn PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like the-chairman, I am a 'strong supporter of' the WIC program,

and I support the food stamp program. So you will understand that
I make my statement from that general view.

It does seem to me that the child 4ilutrition program is the
whipping boy here, and really it is quite distressing.

Let me ask you, on the food stamp program, if you limited the
availability of. fbod stamps to .the strikers, who hardly are an
impoverished category of' people in this society, how much would

. you save?
4Mr. GIMENSTEIN. Mr. Buchanan, although there is a lot of' public-

ity About this, various studies have found that strikers are about
two-tenths, of' 1 percent of the food stamp recipients. If you elimi-
aated all strikers in an average year% you might 41)e talking about -
$5 million, or so.

Mr, BUCHANAN. OK. Let me say, first of all, that I doubt that
this figure is really that low. Just from my personal knowledge, I
doubt that it is that low.
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The food stamp program can be looked upon as one progrilm that
renches -the poorest, find it MI/NOS() be looked upon as a subsidy

mprogram to mo-and-pop groc ry stores that charge entirely too
much for food: Ilave you done any inrstigation of th prices
charged by the stores in which stamps are used, and the con( tra-
tion of the use of stamps'?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. We are.--in fact. planning such a study right
now. I. until now, I believe, ()Iie has not been done, but the
problem that this creates is that with the flight of supermarkets or
the lack of supermarkets iiirertain areas, nmny poor people are
voncentrated in urban areas where they do not have liccess tct the
Ninds of stores that are in the other parts of' cities and suburbs.

Mr. BUCHANAN. The answer is, no, aind you made your recom-
mendations without any ,knowledge of what is happening with the
food stamp money. I will tell you, without your study, that what is
happening is that this is a subsidy to grocery -store owners and
substandard stores in many cases, selling substandard foods in
many cases, at an exhorbitant price in many cases.

hope that you will study this, because I am confident that you
will find that out when you make such a study.

Ms. FOREMAN. Sir, we think that there may be a problem illere,
that -is why we are studying it. But, obviously, the benefit. level is
not all'ected by that. People are getting less food than they should,
if that is the case, )ut the benefit level is still 30 to 35 cents per
person per meal, het her you get them at a supermarket at a
discount price, or hether at h higher price. So that tacit will not
have an impact on the total amount of dollars that goes into the
food stamp program.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Let me pursue my questions, because I have to
go to another committee. I will be back and I will be glad to discuss
it with you at length when I come back.

You indicate that you already have the authority under the law
where there is fraud and abuse in the food stamp program, and I
know that there are those Who say that food stamp .fraud, waste,
and abuse have been exaggerated. I almost never go Imme without
seeing horror stories about abuses of' the food stamp program.

Have you ever taken any action.in this a and, if so, what and
when?

Ms. FOREMAN. Yes, ir, rather frequently: LastAranwe filed a
gross negligence suit against the State of Massajriusetts,. and we
have collected $1.8 million fi-om,the reimbursement rate, or their
Federal funding rate as a result or this.

It is not at all uncommon to ta(te action against individuals. One
or the problems that we have haiL is that food stamp frnhd is not
very sexy stuff for prosecutors, unless it is real b(iifirlaud an'd this
tends to be rather small fraud. Therefore, we rec ended to the
Congress in 1977, and you accepted our recommendation, to allow
an administrative hearing, and to allow us to disqualify food stamp
recipients as a result of an administrative hearing, and you ap-
proved 75 percept Federal reimbursement for the cost of investiga-
tion and prosecrrtion of' food stamp fraud.

The Congress has taken those steps. It was late 1977, and we are
just beginning to operate thp program, but you have taken those
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steps in orderj to remedy the problems that made it difficult .to
prosecute food stamp fraud.

Mr. BOMA N. it is now a year iater.
Mr. Chairm 1, my time is up, and I have to go. But I would love

to ask you about the importance of nutrition education. Somehow
we don't seem to have that element mentioned in your consider-
ations. I don't know tvhether you think there is any value in
nutrition education or not.

Ms. FOREMAN. YOU approved as part of Public Law 95-166 a
major nutrition education and training program. It is underway
now. We spent $24.6 of the $27 million that was appropriated for
that program last year, and virtually evry State now has a pro-
gram underway. But they are just beginning. Oittie again that is
action you took in the fall of 1977.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just a statement,

and not any questions.
Ms, Foreman, you have been a very great advocate of nutrition

proglims, and I am very .aware of that. So you must iot feel very
.comfdrtable defending these cuts. I intend to make y( feel nmre
comfortable by opposing them.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.'
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was intrigued, Ms. Foreman, by .one of your resp9nses to ale

one of the chairman's questions in nhich you said, mfd rightly so,
that everyone wants to cut the budget(,. but everyond wants to go to,.
the back of the line..

In light of that response, I just wonder if you are on the Hill
today representing an administration whoAants the school chil-
dren to go to the front of the line, the front of the budget-cutting
line.

Ms. FOREMAN. Sir, we looked at all of our programs very careful-
lay, and the Departme4 of Agriculture, across the board, has a lot
of people standing at the front of the line. We are cutting the food
stamp program by being more effective, with cuts on eligibility. We
are proposing cuts in our extension program, and we are proposing
cuts in our soil conservation program.

For years and years, the most sacrosanct program in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture has been for meat and poultry, and we have
cut 240. jobs in the meat and poultry inspection. No; we are not
putting the school children at the 'front of the line.

Mr. WILLIdeds..Thank you.
Perhaps Atf, Ms. Foreman, or someone else, could appropriately

reskond' to this. 'How many millions pounds of beef does USDA
inMid to purcuase this year for use in the school lunch program?

Ms. FOREMAN'. About 109 million pounds.
Mr. WILLIAMS. What was it last, year'?
Ms. FOREMAN. About 119 million pounds, I believe.
Mr. WILLIAMS. What is the reason for the reduction in the pur-

. chase of beef?
Ms. FORI.MAN: It is costieig us more m oney to buy 109 million

pounds than it cost us last year to buy 119 million pounds of beef'.

4 4
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\ Irr . WILLIA Nis;, Thank you.
The difficulty with this is that thowill cost the school children a

\ku,great deal in receiving all of' the eight essential aminoacids which
I think are'iinherent in animal protein, and zire not inher t in
other proteins. It may cost them a proper amount of iron, zinc, and
other minerals in Iheir diet if enough beef is not consumed.

As you know,; and have eloquently stated many times, tbe meat
that many thousands of Ainrican children consume at school is
the only meat that they will have al y: I would encourage you to
inereatiO the amount of meat, deop he cost, which is relatively
minor, on which to feed,our childre

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. EROAIII.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . ..,

. I have a couple of' observations, if I might. I-woul(1 commend the
administration and the President for moving in directions of' trying
to balance the budget, and cut. expenditures. But I think Mot
many of' us on this committee, and many of us in the count)y
question is priorities.

Ilere we sit. on this committee today figurin&hat we can save
some_ money by cuttink a nickel off' a lunch, and ',cents off a half a
pint of milk, and right 'arounti the hall, we have the same adminis-
tration advocating billions and billions of' increased, expenditures
for weapons of destruction. Maybe that is more of' an indictmcmt on
our whole society than it is on our President, but this is something
thiit we, as a, committee, and we, as Congress, must. consider, and
also to put into perspective.

If your figures are right, you estimate that we could save $146
million,,yorirr by 7changes in the school lunch program, and $110
million in changes in the .special milk program. li'Ot e realize,/ , and I admit that what yoy are trying to get at is this fiat onal debt..
The administration projeets that the interest on this nati mal debt,
which does not comefrom subsidizing lunches, or providing 7 rents
for milk, will be $156 million a day. .

So I. thipk that in some ways we are puking the wrdpg villain.
\Another thing that was mentioned in the GAO study, and I
uote from The gentleman's paper, "The special milk program

would go from $142 million to $32 million, a 77.5 percent drop,"
and the other phrase that caught my eye: 'Me Department esti-

1 mates that the revisions jWresult in about 1.1 million of' the 26.1
million participants ping out of the program..

Mt Foreman, in your presentation todayI commend you for
being candid and directyou talked about, I caught some key
phrases, modest reductions, tiny decreases, and I suppose on a
percentage basis it is 4.2 percent, But*I think it does affect a
significant number of children, and if it affects one child adversely,
this should not escape our attention.

I think that other 'members of the committee have some' reserva-
tions, and 'I .jtin them. I would urge the administration to be
looting at the entire budget, and not be picking on-this one area.

I have just one comment, if I might, Mr.,Chairman.
It was. mentioned by the .GAO study that the two objectives of

this nutrition program, the milk program, and the others, was for
nutritional and agricultural benefits..
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I happen to be a farmer, and represent a dairy regtm. Perhaps)l
am the only one on the committee .who has milked a few cipws, oria
lot of cows. I would hope that we would put it ill the proper
perspective, and say that the objective of these subsidies would be
for nutritional benefits. If there are some benefits that flow to
agriculture, it would be byproducts and not our main objective.

Monk you very mdch for giving me the opportunity to make
those few observations, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to thank the:gentleman for his re-
marks, because we worked many years to build and construct what
we thought was a solid foundation for the school lunch program.
We have a few programs that will expire, but we do not have to
renew them until next year, and we are nqt going to renew them
until next year because we want thq, people that are interested in,
the school lunch program in this country to/educate Carl Perkins
and other Congressmen on the value of these programs throughout
this country.

YOu arel going to have time to sot around, and 'talk to your
Congressmen before we take final action on this program next
year. I just don't want to see something cut. back when there is no
necessity, even though the expenditures are great, they are 34
percent greater in the foreign fields this year than ever before.

jtist think that it is unjhst to let the school lunch program bear
the whole brunt of this ceiling insofnr as the Department of Agri-
culture is concerned; and we are going to do our best to protect the
program.

-Mr. Hinson'?
gr. HINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Forman, my question has to do with the so-called formulated

grain food products. Some people call them S'Tipet doughnuts, or
such items.

Section 6(d) of the Child Nutrition Amendments cif 1978 post-
poned for 'this schoqa year any action by the Secretary to limit or
prohibit the use of thse products. They arecurrently approved for
use in the breakfast school program. It further directs the Secre-
tary, and I am quoting now:

To commit experts in child nutrition, industry representatives, and, school food
service personnel, and school 'administtators including personnel, and administra-
tors in schools using such products with resiket to .their continued use.

Where are you in the process of these consultationg, and can you
supply the committee with a list of the individuals who are being
consulted together with the manufacturers, and so forth, that they
represent?

Ms. FOREMAN. We received, in addition to direction from Con-
gress, a report from the General 'Accounting Office, which made
some recommendations about formulated grain food products. We
have both of those under consideration as we attempt to draft the
flew proposed regulations in that field.

Mr. HINSON. I don't believe that you answered my questan, Ms.
Foreman.

I am concerned with who. Is the list avaiiah)e, or fir the Depart-
ment PrOvide us with la list?

Ms. FOREMAN. The consultation will take place- before we take
any action, Congressman. We have taken no action.
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Mr. HINSON. Thank you,
There has heen nu consultation 'as required by the act. Is that

correct?
Ms. FOREMAN. I would want tip check that with the agency, and if

there has been, we will submit it. for the record.
Mr. GREENSTEIN. Could I add briefly .to that?
I had sonic:discussion with minority counsel during the drafting

of thiS provision. As I understand it, -the provision required that
before any final regulations would be issued, there would be consul-
tation. Our 'plan is to go farther than that, to withdraw the pro-
posed regulation that-is now out there, and to entirely repropose a
new regulation, and to have :entirely full ode consultations in
cmjunction with that.

Mr. HINSON. Thank you.
I would like to tress to you.the mandate of the law, that genu-

ine consultations conducted, and a complete restudy of this
issue.

Mr. GREENSTF.IN. This will be done.
Mr. HiNsoN. This is an urgent matter, and. I think you should

make a decision very soon relating to it, or reassuring the schools
that they can use, the product for another year. This is a particular
problem when relating to such things as innercity schools, where
preparation problems are great.

I have one other question, and this is also. Tor Ms. Toreman.
The gentlemin from the GAO talked a little while ago, and

quoting very biterly, he said: "Prior recommendations to make
comprehensive evaluations of child, nutrition programs have nQt
been acted upon."

It seems to me that simple good management .mandates a contin-
ued evaluation of these programs, to determine their effectiveness,
.and whether the benefits intended are reaching the children for
whom they are intended.

Why hasn't this evaluation been conducted? I think you indicat-
ed earlier that the figures that you based your remarks on are not
entirely reliable. You cannot, verify them in the detail that they
should be verified.

Can you give4 me a reason why this evaluation has not been
conducted?

Ms. FOREMAN. Sir, I would like to tell you that virtually the first
thing that we did when we came to the Department of Agriculture,
we found tha was no systematic program in the Food and
Nutrition Ser for program evaluation. That there had never
been adequat aff there, despite the fact that the budget was
quite large.

We have created stIch a staff, and built it. Dr. de Ferranti is now
with us, and has begun many of the evaluations which we agree
with you desperately need to be done, and have been ignored over
the past several years, as these programs grew.

Wd do run into some diffickilties in conducting some of tbre
evaluations, and I would like f Dr. de Ferranti to delfribe to you
tvhat some of those difficUlti s that we run into are, because I
think that they are of import ce to this committee.
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Dr. DE FERRANTI. First, I would 1 iO'f441ily that Congress directed
the Department in 197',{ to do Studies evaluating the child nutrition
programs. Those studies were done, and transmitted to Congress.

I think some of the concerns that the General Accounting Office
is raising about those studies, and program evaluation efforts gen-
erally, ari:* out or-two main problems: One is the t.ime it takes to
do a proper evaluation. I think if you consult with members of the
acmfemic communities, the.authorities that have experience in this
area, they will say you just cannot do an evaluation of the nutri-
tional impact and other aspects of these programs in. a matter of' (>
months.

The Department has been limited in the past, by the congression-
al directives mandating due dates for the studies to thpis frames
that were too short. There was simply not enough tinw out
there, collect the data, analyze it carefully, and hence do this-kind
of study that I think Congress and everyone, would like to see done.

Furthermore, time is a concern nbt just 11-om the analysis stand-
point, but also from the standpoint of the schools participating in
the studies. Tlwy need time to enpble the eValuators to come in
and cM441-et data, and identify who should be responding, what
kinds of questions should be aske& and so on.

So we have to allow time for State apd local officials to make
adequate preparatioris.

The other major constraint is money. It is just not. possible to do
a good quality study when there is no money available to do it. In
some CAses, in the past, when we had a directive to do tl study, but
no money, the effort could not achieve as much as was intended.

I am certainly committed personally, and we have a number of
new people in our staff now, who are also committed rof'essionally.
I hope we will be able to work to get both of' the e constraints
t ime ami mo eyto be no longer problems.

Chairman MONS. Let. me thank the panel. You have been very
helpful to the committee. We thank all of' you. .

Our next witneAes are Johanna McCabe, president, American
School Food Service Association; Jane Wynn, chairman, Legislation
and iLegislative Policy Development Committee, American School
Food Service Association; T. G. Smith, chairman of the State direc-
tors, American School Food Service Association; Margaret Lorber,

-director, sthool food advocacy project, the Children's Foundation;
Grace Baisinger, president, Parents Teachers Associatio ; Susan
Fridy, direqtor, consumer and nutrition programs, Nation, l Milk
Producers Association.

We will start with Ms. McCabe.

STATEMENT OF JOHANNA MeCABE, PRESIDENT. AMERICAN
FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Mrs. MCCABK. Mr. Chairman, I am Johanna McCabe, president
of the School Food Services Administration, and a supervisor of'
food service for the city of Patterson, N.J. .

,The American School Food Service Association Has 70,000 mem-
bers who represent all facets of' school food service operations--
Federal, State and local.

At the butset, I would like to express my appreciation for this
opportunity to. testify before the !louse Education Committee, and
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to thank you for your longstanding support for child nutrition and
--for- your _leadership -in this field.

I am here today to testify on the administration's proposed fiscal
year 1980 budget for the national school lunch and child nutrition
programs. The administration proposes legislative changes and ap-
propriations reductions which would cut funding of the programs
by $528 million through decreasing the level of Federal support
and decreasing the number of children participating in the pro-
grams.

Mr. h an, the child nutrition and school feeding programs
have been very successful over the years. This is due to the solid
commitment of Congress since the inception of the national school
lunch program in 1946 which has enabled us to expand the pro-
grams and to serve more children the nutritious meals they need
to do their best work in school. -

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all of the prepared state-
ments of the witnesses will be inserted in the record as though
delivered in full, and to conserve time, let me ask you to please
sup-imarize your stapements.

Go ahead.
Ms. MCCABE. The educational and social philosophy which forms

tilt foundation for our country's investment in the programs has
been and continues to be the protection and promotion of the
health of the Nation's futureit is our school children.

This has come about because of the increasing awareness of the
relationship between proper nutrition and educational achievement
in the school setting, and because or the e)?pansion of the programs
whici6provide equal access to all children.

American School Food Service Association is deeply concerned
that the administration's budget cutbacks Would endanger the solid
foundation which haa.carefully been built over the past 33 years. ,

We recognize the need ttl review programs which are'supponted\.
with Federal funds, particularly luring tight budget times. We
understand, both as an association knd as individual taxpayers, the
need to economize in Federal spending and to reduce the Fe4ral
deficit. But we are very concerned that anything that -it ,detie
should enhance and improve the programs apd not redude the

111 num r of children who can participate and,'itherefore, benefit
from m. - .

It is"1uç position that any substantial program changes shbuld be
carefully 'reviewed to determine their impgct before being imple-
mented. The GAO report has substantiate4 this feeling that there
is still not. enough information available which would make it
possible to assess fully what the overall effects would be.

It is important to keep in mind that we are talkkog about pro-
-- grams which are by no means only federally supportM. The school

lunch program particularly is the pExhict of a unique Federal,'
State, and local cooperative effort wilE far better local support,
than most Federal programs ever achieve.

In most areas, the State and local sUpport exceeds-50 percent of
the total, with a large portion coming from the paying child. It is
an investment which shad be encouraged, not discouraged. .

Mr. Chairman, we viva to reiterate that it has been our.long-
standing position, everything else King equal, that it is in the
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Nation's best interest to expand school lunch and other child feed-
ing programs because they are one of the best investments in
education and health that we have ever made or ever will npke.

Obviously, this is not the right time to seek a significantly' higher
expenditure of Federal funds, but.neither do we believe that it is
the time to take steps backward which is what we feel will happen
if the budget cuts suggested by the administration are made.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation which you have introduced in tlyis
Congress, UR 27, is the kind of responsible, positive step forw0A
which is most welcome in the charged armosphere of the adminis-
tration's attempts to cut funding aiTtl participation in the child
nut rit ion programs.

We believe that H.R. 27 is a very important piecy of legislation.
It places child nutrition programs on a workable iTiew schedule
fbr the first time. This will allow the opportunity fbr broadbased
congressional rtview which can,4 plannt,d hind coordinated well in
ad,v_ance, and it will allow program administrators to concentrate
on program .managemeut rather than im_plementing new regula-
tions each year. ........

In additiont at a time when many people are taking only avshortsighted view, it demonstrates the kind of long-rae commit-
(

Tent to the progrhms and to the Nation's children,thich is so
iimportaift to Averica's future. . ..

The Americifh School. Food Service Association fully suppor4s
H.R. 27, and applauds yotir efforts.

I would now like to turn our testimon3;kover to Mrs. Jane Wynn,
and to-Mr. T. G. Smith, who will address a number of specific
issues raised by the adrninistration's budget proposals. v.Mr. Chaihnan, thafik you for.affording us the opportunity to
testify on these matters of. great concern.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
....

STATEMENT OF JANE WYNN, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATION AND
POLICY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE, AMERICAN SCHOOL....
MOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION .-

Ms. WYNN. Mr. Chairman, I am Jade Wynif, chairman of the
legislation and legislative polii;y Oevelopment committee of the
American School Food Service Ao(sociation,- and program analyst

, for Broward County, Fla.
., As Ms. McCabe has told you, we are very concerned about the

possible adverse effects which the President's child nutrition cuts
could have on the operation of' the programs. T. G. Smith aud I will
briefly outline some of those effects, which we fear the President's
proposals could have. .

First, the administration propoSes new legislation which would
cut the rate of reimbursement% for lunches served to paying chil-
dren by 5 cents per lunch----a slash of almost one-third of the
current level of support.

1/4,
,

The administratiln projects savOgs of' $146 million through this,
reduction. Reports from our members indicate that the immediate
effect of this cut would be an increase in the price of the paying
child's lunch of at least 5 cents. .

.

States and school districts would simply be unable to absorb this
reduction and would have to pass if, along to the school children..
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And, because of inflation,, and particularly the rising cost of food
and increating labor costs, many operators and State -directors
report that there would have to be an increase in the price of a
lunch by at least 10 cents.

We have received these reports from all types of operations, from
suburban communities such as Broken Arrow, Okla., to large in-
dustrial cities such as Rochester and Newark, and States such as
Kansas and Missouri. °so

The State of Georgia anticipates the result would be an increase
of 13 cents, reflecting a 9-percent increase for inflation plus offset-
ting the reimbursement reduction. Iowa anticipates it would be
even more.

What would this mean? Current studies and experience in the
_field indicate that as prices increase, participation decreases.
USDA projects that a participation decrease of 4 percent would
result from the 5-cent reimbursement reduction. But theirs is a
projection made without the benefit of the careful, large-scale
price-participation studies which such an important policy change
demands.

Reports of our members, based on experience with the program,
project even greater participation dropoffs. Rochester, N.Y. for
example, estimates a 15-percent reduction in its paying student
participation, or about 1,000 students each day. Denver, Colo., an-
ticipates a reduction of 25 'percent, based on its historical exiierh
ence.

USDA's assumptions could be right, but they could be wrong. If
they are wrong, cutting back on serving nutritious meals to school
children and curtailing the school lunch program would be.a terri-
ble way to find out.

The people who would feel this squegze the most are the -fiTi4
collar families who are already hardept hit by the ravages ,of infla-
tion and the impact of local, State, and Federal taxes. Th6.4,ipper-
income Welly could absorb a price increase of 5 cents or more.
They would not drop out of the program. But for working-class
families, and I am referring to families with incomes between
$12,000 and $25,000, it would be another matter.

They would face the no-win situation of having to pay higher
prices for lunches for each child in school, and cutback elsewhere
in their budgets, or else drop out of the program and provide their
children with bag lunches in the face of food prices expected to rise
by 13 percent this year. These are the same families who pay the
bulitc of taxes to the GovernS.

Our efforts have been to eliminate any identification or discrimi-
nation of needy studentibut sale price increases will eventually
result in paying students bringing lunthes from home, or purchas-
ing from an a la carte line, while 'needy students receive their
lunch from the type A line.

0

I flo not believe these dropouts from the hinch program will
necessarily receive a nutritional adequate substitute. We know
from studies conducted, that nutrition and health problems are
present in some children regardless of income levels.

Participation decreases could also have other serious long-range
effects. It is important to realize that there is a point at which
many school districts may close down their lunch programs alto-
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get her if the part icipat ion of t he. paying child declines Significant ly.
Only a few States have laws requiring lunch programs. If programs
were to close, all children and particularly the most needy children
would truly lose out.

We also have tb recognize that decreases in participation will
mean.that many food service workers will almost surely lose their
jobs...Just to give a few examples, Milwaukee and Oklahoma City
pryject that as many as 1(() employees would be laid off as a result
of the 5-eent reimbursement reduction and the President's other
cuts.

Mobile County, Ala., estimates that about 115 employees would
lose their jobs, ankPrince Georges County, Md., reports that as
many as 150 employeZ!rThight be forced out of work.

Mr. Chairman, allow me to say-that the administration's propos-
als might appear to provide short-lerm benefits nowbut they may
prove to be seriously detrimental only a short way down the road.

BefOre turning the testimony over to Mr. T. G. Smith, I wourd
also like to express my appreciation for H.R. 27. Those of us who
administer programs at the local and State level Wekome the
opportunity to have some degree of stability that we could achieve
if we were not constantly receiving revised regulations, or new
regulations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF T. C. SMITH, CHAIRMAN, STATE DIRECTORS
SECTION, AMERICAN SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION,
AND COORDINATOR (H.' SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES FOR THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Mr. SMITH. I am T. G. Smith, chairman of dre State directors
section of the American School Food Service Association; and coor-
dinator ofjehool food services for the State of Alabama.

Mrs. Wynn has discussed the potential impact of the President's
proposal to cut reimbursement of Lunches served to the paying
child by 5 cents. I would like to comment briefly on other proposed
administratidn cuts in the child nutrition programs. -

The administration proposes new legislation which would tighten
eligibility requirements for free and reduced-priced meals in the
lunch, breakfast, and child-care food programs. These would be
rolled back frpm 125 percent of income poverty guidelines to 100
percent for free meaIs and from 195 percent to 175 percent for
reducpd-priced meals./The administration projects that this would
save $165 million through reduced Federal Cash and commodity
support, and thrOughldecreases in program particiPation.

We simply askat/what cost?
If USDA projections are accurate, the effects of these changes. on

the participation of/. needy children could be-devastation. USDA
estimates that one,fdurth of those ih the 100-125 percent category
will droVout of the lunch program, and one-half of those in the
175-195 pezcent range will drop out.

The StatZ of Oleavia projects that the tightened standards would
eliminate at least 20,000 pupils daily from the lunch program.
Many city and county school districts anticjipate total free and
reduced-priced participation to decline by 25 percent. or more.
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These are children for whom a nutritious lunch cannot be consid-
a disposable -Many children liwrilLsIte eating what
_bee the only truly nutritious meal th all day. Their

chool work could suffer.'Who would be hurt the most?
As seems to be the rage so often these days, it would be the

lower income working family which is least able to bear the
burden.

Actually, the administration does -not really know what the
effect would be. Its dropout projections are pure guesswork. The
reality might be even worse. Additionally, participation ,decreases
could have serious spinoff effects.

The administration does not projecttecreases in breakfast pro-
gram participation as a result of these cu . Breakfast program
expansion and outreach have been imiwta t g Is of this adminis-
tration, and rightly so. But it is important to r ognize that the
administration's efforts to cut back on, Federal support for the&ld
nutrition programs can only discourage school districts from lfiiti-
ating a new breakfast program. The investment simply appears too
risk .

r. Chairman, we are also conce
proposal to cut funding for nutri
percent of current leveli.* is par,
administration proposes t-t`o do th
results of its current nutrition ed
pr ects.

ned about the administratio03
on and training by nearly 25
icularly disappointing that the
without even waiting for the

ation studies and demons4ration

Vhis indicates a lack of. appreeiation for the importance of tl*
issue. Our future health is inextricab ed to nutrition. It is
imperative that we maintain a strong if:mitment in this area,
and that we utilize the living laboratory of the school lunchroom to
bring this crucial component of education to the Nation's children.

Another area I would like to comment on is the summer feeding
program. The administration proposes new legislation which would
result in program cutbacks of $47 million and participation de-
creases of some 900,000 childrenabout one-third of those'current-,
ly served.

We recognize that the program has been beset by serious prob-
letns. In some places, significant fraud and abuse have been report-
ed. But we feel that the administration's drast_jc proposal w'ould be
counterproductive. We support the feeding achildren who need
nutritious meals. It does noi make sense to make them pay for
other people's failures and mistake

Not enough nefidy kids are g served now; 11.5 million chil-
dren eive free or reduced-price school lunches, but only 2.6
mililo eive meals in the summer.

Th a inistration proposes to cut an already cut progwm. It
would c ate serious pressure for public schools to fill the void, bdt

ublic hools as a rule are currently unable to pick up the slack.
e do not feel that this is the proper way to get at the problem of

fraud and abuse. Strict enforcement of tough regulations is a better
rfieans.

Testimony presented to the Senate Nutrition Subcommittee on
the administration's fiscal year 1980 budget propmal on February
27, 1979, on behalf of the General Accounting Office, indicated that
the,primary basis for the proposed budget cuts in thtSummer food
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Jilltorogram is the high level of frauds and progrant abuse. The
summer feeding program Is, withödt dOubt, the triord diffleitit rim-
gram to administer at.the State level. `..We concur with the Department's efforts to encourage mare
schools to participate in the summer food program. Tht 1ncentive'--

-j raising reimbursement rates for administrative' costs incurrsd by
those sponsors sho prepare their own meals or who service rural
areasis highl commendable. This is a basic concept that could be
used to impry all child feeding programs.

fore' concluding, Mr. Chairman, I would like to inform you
that XSFSA opposes the admi .stration's proposal to repuce the
appropriation for equipment ass e ding by' 17 percent to
$20 million. Again, this is a cut-from an already cut program, and
can hardly serve to encourage program expansion.

We also think that the administration's proposal to cut appropri-
ations for the special milk program by $110 million should be

: carefully evaluated. There are legitimate questions about the ne-
cessity for current coverage, and it may make sense to set up
criteria for4he continued availability of special milk.

However, we are concerned that the full impact of such a mtkjor
program reduction as that proposed by the administration should
be carefully ascertained before full implementation.

Mr. Chairman,.ASFSA sup H.R. 27, to extend authorization
for appropriationi throu h cal year 1985, for the summer foci

. program, the conimodity ribution program, food serVice equip-
ment assistance program, aid and administrative expense, WIC,
and the nutrition education and training program. We applaud
you, Congressman Perkins, for your farsighted efforts ta place
these programs on an intelligent review schedule, similar to that
applied to other programs. This will allow the opportunity for
broad-based congressional review which can be placed and coordi-
nated well in advance. This will take the child nutrition program
out Of the year-in and year-out haggling we have been going
through in recent years.

The administration and the General Acco nting Med presented
testimony to the Senate Nutrition Subcommittee on February 27,
1979, stating that they d-O not kntw how the proposed budget cuts
will afTeciAbe child feeding programs.

I submit to you today that the heakth and well-being of our
. Nation's children should not be jeopardized until such time that

the Department of .Agriculture can prodfice hard data for Congress
to consider very carefully. It is a 1Shown fact that expenditures in
child nutrition.prbgrams are an investment in the future.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes , our testittiony. Let me billkdit you
for the opportunity 1hat you have given us to come before the
subcommittee and e press the views of the American School Food
Service Association./
%We would be glad to answer any questions that you may have.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. .

... Go ahead, M. Lober.
[The prepad'tAtement of Margaret Lorber follows:]
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Si %II \II-% i oi NlAlo.zoiri t.ouniii. DuocTon. Si'lliiiii ['ono AnvoimY Plourcl.
ri i r ( 1111 ro,trN's---Vni*NrwrtnN .

N1 I Chao-man and Members 01 the Committee Nly name is Margaret 1,or1)el. 1
mil tilea,ed to ho herc today representing The Children's Foundation. a national
ant I hanwa advucar organizat lonr5hat IMMII(W.S tVderal fi)ad nrOgralll 10I' Cillidt111
We h:i% o v,orked L'h)-41% %%It h In WIWI., III ygur committee in the p:14 to shape
legislAtion that best, meets the needs 01 Aineta's children \Vo fool cotnpelled to
communicate with you at I hl!- time regar,ding lIrsidi.nt Carter's proposed budget for
fiscal %cal 1 9',0 :Ind its disastious linphcationit tor the child nutrition programs

A-, Dnector of the Foundation's School Food Aiivocacy Projet. I am particularl
disturhed by the proposed lowering of the Free and Reduced Price Eligibility Coo&
lines from 12:i percilit to 100 ptrcent of poverty and' from 195 percent to 17.

pcicent. respectively. as well as by the proposed :( cent reduction in tin federal
relinhutse%tat for the paying child I am opposed to these measures rOr hri)
I'0.1,u115 ril.`-a. I ill'y St 1--01114111VII an already unfortunate tendiney to view the school

, ....

r loud programs as welfare programs having nothing to do with :I Child's Clint:al Inn
and doVIdoinlIVIII SVCOIld, they exclude millions Of ponntial participants from the
tree and recuced price categories

.1t flu.. I one. although pqrhaps as many as 7 million children live in families with
incomes between 12:i an(l 19:) percent ol poverty. less than I milhon are taking
ink:nit:Igo. of the redueed price lunch program-at school The\ is because not enough
care 1.. taken to protect the ideneity of_the free and reduced Oral, participants, and
these children ilon't want to be labelood as -needy." So instead of paying 10 to 20
cents 1O'r a nutritious hot lunch. tiley spend 2.-i -cents for candy Or potato'chips

'I'he thiligei .1%.1.1, force of Ohio is studying this problem in their state. Many
.,..choofs in Olno have separate lines ono for the t +SIM approved lunch and another
tor snack foods As they explain it

It is the 'in thing to be seen standing in the snack hoe and actually putting
,-( down money ler food Students in the Type A line :ivcepting the free lunches are
isuluect to ralande of follow st udents -

/ -One laige ininf citv high school with an enrollment of I.-kW< serving ti.5 free
lunches, and no reduced price lunches. daily. (;ivon the p))verty profile of- the
community from which this schuol draws its st(tdents. It is sale to assume that 8)
in91.0.pt al those enrolled are eligibk fOr free lunches and the rest woukk be eligible
for reduced prieiV. 1 ,.

11w findings of our recent study. "Barriers to School Breakfast,- wore similar he
State School Food Director in Minitana told our investigator that less' than h f of

Montana's eligible farm children applied for free or reduced price nuals at'school
because they didn't want to be identified :Is -needy.- Tilt' SChool Fond Director in
Phoenix. At ilona. estimated that 1,700 children who were eligible fOr free and
reduced price meals in 1976, didn't apply for till Samo reason

.13ii believe that this situation is not peculiar to Ohio, Montana and Arizona, bIll
t'XISIs all over the country :111(1 is especially effective at keeping reduced price
participation very low Thus, we would tecommend that insteadol looking for ways
to cut back eligibility. LISDi\ needs to spend sow time working out new procedures

-
that encourage those who are eligible to participate.

If the new guidelines go into effect, 1 estimate on the basis of the Current
. Copulation Survey of 1976 I t I .S. Census Bureau) that nround 2.5 million children

will lose free meal (ligihilitys and tinuthor 2 ..-i million will knis reduced price efigibil
ity. 1 zun talking about potentially (71i.gible children which includes tImse who are
(not currently taking advantage of the programs.

Families losing free bemfits will be -able to.get the reduced price ine1l15 .ost111g -..,..,
them. :,'';',.. per child per year for brenklast and lunch. Those leading the reducN1
price benefits would be harder hit especially with the additional 5 cent price hike
caused by the 5 cent reducton in the federal reimbursement fOr the paying child
These families will haVe to !my an additional $121; per child per year to participate
ill t he 51111101 lunch anil.breakfast program. .

Let's look at what this means for a family of four living''at 195 percent of poverty
'This: family wo.ulq.be earning $12,660 a year. Accordiug to the cost of living (ata

from the U.S. 1)epartment of Labor, a family of four with that income would speml
its entire earnings,on necessities, as shown below., and would having nothing left for

.
savings. q.
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Food
!lousing

$3.798
2,532

Medical "

Clothing
Transport at ion (no cart

11,(11i1117.,12i1

Furniture ii 620
sOther family items ay g.. insuratwet

Personal care. .

i;g:

Social security and disa 759bility
Inconit tax 860

Total 12,606

If we look at the figures for things like clothing and furniture we can see that this
family will be buying very littly given today's prices. That.savings of $1241 per child
or $252 for two children in this case, is a third of the year's furniture budget and a
fourth of the year's clothing budget. Why should this fannly b.e asked to pay the
regular price for school meals when it so dbviously needs to pny less?

It is hard to believe that the hardships these proposals will cause are worth the
$283 million in proketed savings. When we consider that $283 million represents
about 171/2 hours worth of Carter's recommended military budget, it seems even
more ridiculous.

Wc recognize the need to search for wayS to oconomize and eliminate waste. We
would suggest that in order to tackle these problena- in the school meals prograins,
the Department of Agriculture needs to monitor the states more closely than it has
done in the past. President ('arter's attempt to econtimize and cut out waste by
heightening discrimination and reducing services is reprelvisible and immoral and
contradicts the goals that your comnlittee has been woravg toward for the past
several deciides.

STATEMENT OF' MARGARET IA)RBER. DIRECTOR, SCHOOL
MOD ADVOCACY'PROJECT, THE CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION
Ms. LORBER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and good morning,

m'embers of the committee: I am Margaret I,orber, and I am the
director' of the school food advocacy project Vf the Children's Foun-
dation, and I'am very grateful to have been invited to testify before
you bn behalf of President Carter's budget cuts on the child nutri-
tion programs.

I have submitted written testimony to .the committee. Therefore,
I Will summarize it as briefly as possible, and highlight some of the
points that I have made in tbe testimony.

As director of the foundation's school foed advocacy project, my
chief concerns about Mr. Carter's cuts have to do wiVi the reduced
eligibility standards, and the nickel redubtion for the reimburse-
ment to the paying child. I ,would like to point out that the Chil-
dren's Foundation has been giving technical assistance to cimmu-

vity groups around the country for the past 10 years, and in this
time we have visited many, many communities around the States,
and particularly .during the last year, I made several trips to-the
Midwest and the Southeast, Observing programs, and seeing how
they operate.

The two things that disturb us the most', about the eligibility
guideline reduction and the reduction of' Federal reimbursement
are, first of all, the strengthening of' the already unfortunate
ency that exists to view the schobl fpod programs as welfare Pro-
grams, having nothing to do with the education and development
of children.

I thinR that one thing that people don:t often think about is the
pbtential that the school feeding program has for offering food and
sustenance and education in a eotally welfare free setting, where
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children cam, he with their peers and not identified in any wa y. as
au AFIX' iigfipient qr food stamp _recipient, but thiii.is et always
taken advantage of.

Now, the fact that we are going to make it necessary to be poorer-
to receive this food, is going to have the effect of identifying those
children who are receiving welfare benefits.

We often tl ink that because 90 percent of the schools amund the
country offer the sc1io6l lunch program that, in fact, it is a far

4 tINiching pr%, .am, but if we look at tlw statistics, we. see that out
.,Al 90 percent of the sChools that offer the school lunch program,

only 50 or 60 percent of the students4 are participating in that.
progra. .

If we look closer at the free and reduced price participation, we
See that, in fact, perhaps only 5 or 6 millign children that would be
eligible for the reduced price participation, only. around 1 million
children are taking advantage of that prograM. We have to ask

41 ourselves, why is this? .

If I can give you a few examples of why .we think this is taking
place. In the State of Ohio, the hunger task force has done a study
throughout the Stat g to examine what is going on in the

e school, and wheth it is couraging from participating in the
free or reduced-price lunch.

In one inner-city school in Columbus, they found that,. 1,700 stu-
dents from a very high poverty area, where they estimated that
perhaps as Amy ts 85 percent of the students would be eligible for

. free meals, and 15 percent would be eligible for reduced price. Out.
of 1,700 students, 65 are taking advantage of the free lunch.

Why is this? It is because in many schools in Ohio, they have
., USDA type A meal served in one line, and snack foods, or a la

carte foods serv6t1-Th another line. It becomes a question of prestige
to put your money down for a nice piece of cake; as opposed ton
getting a hot nutritious lunch, but being pointed ,out as a needy
kid.

This is the type of thing that is taking place. .

In Montana, we were told by the State school food director a .

,

year ago, when we were carrying out a survey that we did, that he'
estimated that perhaps as many as half of the children Who live on
farms in rural Montana, who would be eligible for the free .and
reduced price meals Would not apply for those meals because they
do not want to be labeled as needy children. The same thing was

. told to us by the school food director in Phoenix, Ariz. Rh* figured
out that as many as 4,700 children in the City of Phoenix were not
taking advantage of the program becauS they were afraid to be
labeled as needy children.

The point that I would lj,ke to make out oI all this is that I think
it is really unfortunate that at thin time, e are looking for ways

ao cut children out of the program, when, In fact, we should be
'looking for ways to make sure that all of those ehildren, who are

eligible, are participating in the program.
What this means is that the Department of Agriculture has to

look for ways to safeguard the anonymity of the children who want
to participate in the free and reduced price meal program.

The second point that I would like to make has got to do with
the number of children'that will no longer be eligible for the school
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food program 11 the free and reduced price meal standards are
lowerod

'Me estimates that I have sNsn so far about the numbers of
children losing benefits tend not to look at the millions-of children
who don't yet take advantage of the program. What they tend to do
is say, "Well. we estimates that 1 million children who now have
benefits, will loses benefits, or will get reduced benefits.-

But as I am pointing out, in Ohio, Montana, Arizona, and many
other States as well, there are children that haves not yet begun to
take advantages of these benefits.

The data that I had was not tile best. i Called the Census Bureau,
zind got the most recent statistics they could gives me from the
current Npulation survey of 1976, and On the basis of that, I

figured out how liany children were living in families of 195 per-
cent of poverty, and 175 percent, and so on. I calculated that
approximately 2.5.million children would no longer be eligible for
the reduced-price meal, if the new guidelines went into effect, and
another 2.5 million children would no longer be eligible for the kee
meals.

Now, as we all know, the child who is getting the free meal, who
will be getting a reduced price meal, will only have to pay perhaps
10 cents for a meal as opposed to nothing. But for the family, it
will mean an additional $27 a year.

But for those families that were getting a reduced price meal,
and now must go to the full price, we are talking mores in the
neighborhood of $125.or $130 a year.

I started thinking about thiS, c thinking, well, who are these
wealthy families that we think Are so well off that they have to
tighten their belt and Shell out $125 a year. So I called the Labor
Department, and Lisked them if' they had any breakout on income
and expenditures, ind. just. what would a family earnitig between
$12,000 and $13,0( ) a year spend in a year's time on household
expenses, et cetera..

The facts they gave me. indicate that at. the end of the year, the
entire salary will be spent on necessities. There will be no savings
whatsoever. If you look at the $125 for, let us say, a family of four,
that is $250, and fit that, and see where that fits in their budget,
you.will see that this is one-third of' their furniture budget for Pe
year; it is one-fourth of their clothing budget for the whole year7So
this is clearly a sizable chunk of money that a family of' four
earning between $12,000 and $13,000 a year would pot. like to give
up, if they don't have to.

So, once again, I think that it. is an unfortunate time when we
are asking 'people to tighten their belt., when they are pill_ dy

mtightening them just about as tight as they will go.
Those are toy major two points. I would like to say that we have

.worked wjth this committee for the past 10 years, and we know the
goals of' the committee have tven very much in common with the
goals of the Children's Foundation.

The kinds of savings that we, are talking abwit here are in the
neighborhood of $300 million. Witen you think about that in terms
of' thy budgetals a Whole---Jin exaniple that I would like to use, the
portion that would be spernt ,9n the military machine, the defense
kfudget. To me it seems illogical.
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It seems to go against all the goals of the committee as they have
been expre,c.sed ver the years, and we aro pretty confident that
you are going to agree with us on this.

Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Ladies and gentlemen, you are all here this

nforning telling the !louse Committee on Education and Labor
What a great program you have got, and it is a great program If I
were you. I would see every Member of-the U.S. Congress and -tell
them what a great program it is. lApplausel

Out next witness is Grace Baisinger, 1wesident, Parents 'I'eachers
Associat ion.

STATEMENT OF MADELYN WILLS, CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION ON
11E:11111. AND WELEMW, NATIONAL CONCRESS l'AREN'I'S
.AND TEACHERS

Ms". Mr. Chairtnan, and nwmbers of the committee: I am
Madelyn Wills, chairman of the health and welfare commission of
the National vrA, speaking today fbr the president of the National
PTA, Grace Baisinger. I have with me Dr. David Strat man, the
-lirs,ctor of our governmental relations office here in Washington,
who will be glad to answer any questions at any time.

I am pleased at the opportunity to appear before this subcommit-
tee, and particularly, Mr. Chairman, to express to you On behalf' of
the parents of the Nation's children.our thanks for your continued
support in the area of' child nutrition. We are most gratefUl to you,
sir ,

Chairman PERKINS. You must tell your Parent and Teachers
Association what a good program you have got, and help to sell it.

Ms. Wilms. We intend to do it.
I want to express on behalf' of the PTA and it.s 0.5 million

members our opposition to certain legislative changes which the
administration has proposed for child nutrition programs in its
1980 budget.

The administration s food and nutrition service 1980 bu ,et pro-
poses cuts of $527 million from the child nutrition program. ow at
the very time inflation is hurting families the most, the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture would make school lunches more costly or
les available to students in need through:

One, lowering eligibility for free and reduced price meals; two,
lowering reimbursement for paid school lunches; three, reducing
the special milk program; and four, other additional cuts.

Weikunderstand the strictures under which the USDA is operat-
ing, as the administration strives to balance the budget. But the

...very argument which the food and nutrition service has rAised in
justifying its cost-cutting measures are the arguments which re-
quire that nourishing school lunches riot be made more expensive
or less available to students.

As Mrs. Carol Tucker Foreman, Assistant Secretary of the De-
partment of Agriculture, recently testified before the Senate Sub-

. committee on Nutrition:
Economic conditions are driving up t he costs of t he food programs. Rapidly

escalating food prices alone, projected to be.8 to 10 percent in 1980, and add over.
$800 minima to the 1980 P'N'S budget. Projected increases in unemployment add
in rt her costs.
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(>1 the mon.% oleos of tonal price 11,1-, in the prescni inn:01(0101.v
ecimonly,,the costs tif' basw foodstuffs' ore virrumil the mriFt
Since loon costs.represent ;I far higher proporhon Of expenditures
in the budget!, of poor families and families with_mode!-A income,
these families are...thy hardest hit by rising food cosy

are also the fmmilles .whose children ore the principal
heneficiorie of free and reduced cost school hatches ;ind t4 her

nutition prugraIns In other !words, precisely al t hi,

wilen chorrging economic comfit lulls an' ennt Ing a gFe;itet. need for
these child nutrition programs, they will be taken out of the teacli
of those children who need them.

Nationid PTA opposes lowering the eligibility for free and
reduced prier meals l'he proposed FNS budget for fiscal year 1980

would lower I 11(' lanAly income at whicti children ore eligible for
free school nivals From 125 percent!'of poverty to 100 perFent of
poverty, and woold set eligibility for reduced price Ipea!s at 175

percent of poverty instead of' 195 per(Put of' poverty.
According to LISDA, these changes would deprive about IA mil

lion children of free school lunches, and about 700,000 children
would lose their reduced price lunches and either pay full price or
mit eat o school,luni!li at all.

FNS has reffirred to these eligibility changes as a "modest down-
ward revision.", The downward chimge wlvich offects the greatest
number of children in 'this case, tho4 who subsist just above the
poverty line, could hardly be called modest, however.

The (tangy from 125 percent to 100 peftent of poverty is a
chiinge of 20 percent. If-an inflation rate .of 8 to 10 percent is

factored in, the mcylest revision, becomes a drastic change of' nearly
;ID percent, directlil at children.

It is estimated that, if' those children who are presently eligible
for free lunches but are not now part iciliating in the program are
included, approximately. 2.5 million needy children will lose t Heir
eligibility for free school lunches by this ?measure.

The second area of ['TA concerwsis the lowering of reimburse-
ment of paid school lunches..The administration budge( would cut
5 cents from the reimbursement paid to schools for lunches served
to nonneedy students, thus driving up the cost to schools and
presumably to students for these lunches.

This change would come at about 'the same time that the cost of'

school lunches would be increased by a 50-percent,increase in this
amount of protein required to be served in type A lunches, from 2
to 3 ounces. The American Schpol Food Service Associat lop pre-/
diets a 5-cent to 10-cent price rise, fOr stuknts and a 25-perceni
drop in participation from the roimbursemeni change. alone.

The National PTA is further concerned with the proposed" !Auc-
tions in.the special milk program of $110 million. The FINS Widget
proposes to limit the special milk prpgram to scbook that, do nOt
have a federally subsidized meal program.

This change would amount to a cut of' 77 percent in.fhe special
milk program. This affects largely 'the children whVbring their
lunch from home and buy only milk.. ThEir milk ,Was subsidiwd
under this program.

According to FNS studies, mot of the children/Ow participating
in the special milk program would continue to vorchase milk. They/
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would simply have to pay about. 7 cents more per half pint. But the
studies indicate a loss, of about 38 percent, measured in milk con-
sumption, from-this program if the guideline is adopted.

Since, presumably, the main factor preventing the purchase Of
r-4' this amount of milk is ttu: 7-cent increase in cost, indications are

that again it. is the families with the most limited resources Witt)
will suffer most under this change.

. Ten years ago, medical researchers and Members-of ingress
iscovered that hunger and malnutritiun were far more wide pread

among America's poor than had been realized. Since then, w4 have.
made substantial progress to improve those conditions.

Our basic principle should not be to turn the clock back on this,.
vital work. Those programs with the most substai ial nutritional
impact should not. be cut. but. be supported and n intained, -since
there is a, significant correlation between good utrition, sound
physical and mental health, and the ability ot. children to perform
their school work.

Mr. Chairman, the school lunch program has been in existence
for three decades. These programs are an important part of the
daily nourishment for many children. National PTA worked hard
to help bring these programs into being, and continues to work for
their improvement.

Even where the proposed cuts are modest, we do not wish to see
these programs chipped away at. Now ig the least suitable time to
make adequate nutrition more expensive or less available to chil-
dren or families.

If spirally food costs have become a problev for the Department
of Agriculture, what must they.be for the /billions of American
families whose children benefit f/14 m these programs? We ask that
this committee oppose the proposed changes which we have dis-
cussed today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman RERKINS. Thank you veu much.
Our next witness is Su-san Fridy, director, consumer -and nutri-

tion programs, National Milk Producers Federation.
(The prepared statement of Susan Fridy followal

STATEMENT OF SUSAN HUM', OIRECTOR, CONSUMED AND NVPIVrioN PROIIRAM:3,
LATivE REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL MII,K PRODUCERS FEDERATION.

Mr. Chairman, I am Susan Fridy, Director of Consumer and Nutrition Progranm
and Legislative lispresentative for the NatiCrnal- Milk Producers Federation. The
Federation represents the American dairy -Winer marketing milk through his
cooperative." Our membership is comprised of (Wry cooperatives doing businestr in
every state in the nation.

We are pleased to come belbre you today in support of MI ilmding for the child
nutrition programs. The Federation has supported the Child Nutrition programs
since their inception. We havesupported the expansion and growth of the National
&hold Lunch Program as well as the introduction of the Breakfast; Summer Feed-
ing; Women, lnfanth and Oikiren; and Child Care food programs. We are particu-
larly proud of our role in the development of the Special Milk Program to provide
school children a half-pint of milk at Feduced prices, free to needy childfen, to
encourage their consumption of this nutritious food. Among other issues, we have
supported equipment assistance, commodity donation, nutrition education, onsite
preparation of meals, and the maintenamite of the traditional nutritional excellence
of these programs.

All of theAprograms have been designed to promote the nutritional well-being of
the nation's children. In addition to providing a valuable portion of a child's Atairy
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nutrient ititakethe e-hihl.teeding pieigrains servo les an education:el tool in provid
Mg. a 1.11(.81e1 ot lood eating lutists. to stimulate a lifetime of pi.oper uhf I ohm We
wish to,stress as wen that the nutrition programs are all important contralti
lion to the agricultural economy The elkild froling programs began econona.d.o'
stimulants to fallertag commodity pricei Commodity donation's Qrovah. aut outlet
ha- food stocks purchased through price support prognuns The Special Milk Pro
gram was,(44tablis1ted to support dairy prices by providing for increased nun] milk
consumption Shortly atter originating the program. Congress receigni/ed specifically
the need for improved nutrition among childrep and directed that thv..amounts Of
federal money expended under j he program timid& no longer' be considered as
amounts expended ter the price support prewrain Nevertheless, thr impact of the
child nutrition programs on the agricultural economy is great The Department of
Agriculture's authority to purchase commodities on the open marketoto provide
needd hind beyond dint available through. the Cpmmodity Credit Corporation can
A.sult in beneficial price increases to farmers

We walize tluit no group favors budget cuts in program areas where the;y have a
special intel'est Certainly. the nation is concerned over our mit halal budget deficit .
nut cutting back in th child nutrition programs is an action which is penny-wise
:ind pound foolish. The nutritional well being ()I' our nation's children must be of' the
highest priority The Federal government should place itself in the position of
providing every possible incentive, rather than every possible cutback, to the child
nut r it ion programs

The Administration's plans to lower the income eligibility ceiling for free school
meals from 125 percent of povrty to just 100 percent, and tlmt for reduced-price
meals from 195 percent to 175 percent, will have a devastating effect on poor and

- low-income families More than One million childrn would be dropped from
ity from the free lunch program alone. A large percentage of the hundreds of
thousands of children from working poor hOlOhe's who woOld be forced to pay 111041'
ria' their mals will most likely drop participation in the' meal programs entirelsv.
USDA estimates a 'saving' of $2fi2 million in the school 1 nch program, $12 million
in the school breakfast program,-and $9 million in the t'YiiltI care progra n through
change's in the' eligibility for free and reduced price meals and by it proposed
reduction of theFedend 5-cent meal subsidy few middle and upper incon e children.

The proposed price increases to school children ter meals will have a dramatic
impact on participation in the programs. Past similes Imre shown that every 5c
increase in nieal prices to iniying children results in a 5 percent declim. in participa-
tion in the program Poor and low-income families have already berm hard hit by
inflation in very other family budget dein. A large number of children from these
families \vill turn to the 'a la carte line for an incomplete meal or bring brown-bag
lunches from home which may or may not measure up the the carefully guided
nutrition in a federally supported meal. Some children will simply go without

Lo1.,..1"r participation in the meal prwrilms will result in Nigher per/meal costs ler
the school and lead to higher Federal subsidization to needy participants Very
likely, we would soon witness the school Itilich program as solely a welfare program
with soaring costs and increased embarassnient by participating children marked as
poor The proposed cutback of' $.1 millkm ter equipment assistance will be an
additional bloW.

flit' iilleged "saving- of $27 8 million ler commodity assistance is a fake. Why
should good fOod sit hugovernment warehouses when we have hungry children'? The
governtnent expenditure for the (VC punbased commodities has already been
made_ Let's pat the food to its best otsy nation's yiaing.
,We arv especially concorned regiirdiOg the cutbacks planned Cm the Special Milk

ll'ogrnm and will, the'VelOre,.spend the bulk of our time discussing this program.
Thp administration has theorized that children in schgols which serve One Or more
meak through the child nutrition programs have no need fOr Special Milk and that,
therefon., $410 million representing the Special Milk Subsidy in those schools is
unnece;ssary.4 We 010001144e you to take a close look with us at this proposal.

Spacial milk is Federally subsidized milk served in schools, other than milk which
is rovided through each of the meal programs. The Special Milk Program has been
po ihir. I n November of' 1978, 8.1,557 schools and institutions provided 209.7 million
half pints' of milk, 17-.6 percent of which wan served free. The Special Milk rrogram
does4ittl ,Vybvide for a reduced-price category. A INDA study conducted in 1975
states that' Special Milk constitutes 1.8 percent of the total fluid inilk consumption
in the United States. This is hI significant economic impact upon Class I itiilk sales
directly realived by farmers themselves.

The current Feaeral subsidy to the child for Special Milk is 63/4 cents. The USDA
Special Milk Study, hereafter referred to as the Milk Study, showed that when
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schools (I ropped the Special Milk Program, but continued to offer unsubsidized milk
through-a-In cprtr service, 'per rapitarmilk-sales decreased by 35 percent tp. 23). We
can safely assume that milk not consumed at Khool is milk not consumed There-
fore, the, Spenal Milk Program has served as a stimulus to milk consumption The
Milk Study furtiwr emphasized,

"Free milk served under the SMP does appear to help in putting needy children
on a par with non-needy children in terms of total milk consumption. III SIV I'
schools, children eligible fin free milk consumed aproximately the same amount of
milk on a 2-i-hour basis as non-needy childreA7 Children eligible for free milk,
however, received'on the average -13 percent more milk at school and 22 percent less
milk away from school than non-eligibles. Forty-one percent of children eligible for
free milk reported consuming more than one carton of' milk at school, compared to
16 percent of noneligibles who reported drinking more than one carton of milk" (p.
.11.

Let's take a closer look at the breakdown of who consumes Special Milk.
0 :10 percent of SMP milk is consunwd by students who eat Type A lunches.

12 percent of SMP milk is consumed by students who eat a la carte lunches
13 percent of SMP milk is consumed b, students 'who ea: bag lunches.

.

9 pereent of SMP milk is consumed by s dents who eat lunch away from scbool.
6 percent of SMP milk is consumed by students who report eating no lunch..
If we look at current USDA statistics, November 1978, we find that :17.5 percent

of school lunches are served free. This means that less than 20 percent of Special
Milk (Program milk is served to low-income or paying children who are already
receiving milk with lunch. That totals over 80 percent of all Special Milk to
children who would otherwise be unquestionably discriminated against if Special
Milk were elinnnated -from their school. Why should only those students choosing a
full meal be eligible for government subsidy?.

And what about the 16 percent of children not eligible for free milk who reported
getting more than one carton of milk at school'? The Special Milk Progrum served as
an incentive to them to spend; their ex oney on a highly nutritious food rather
than candy, soda pop, or gulp. W nno think of' a better way for the /tmerican
taxpayer to spend his Federal budget dollar.

Opponents of Special Milk contend that children are bombarded with milk at
school, yet the Milk Study shows that all students in threc-program schools (schools
with breakfast, lunch, and Special Milk PrograMs) average only 1.23 cartons of milk
a day at school. Students eligible for free milk report barely more milk consumption
at school than the "all student" figureonly 1.52. cartons. Total daily consumption
by all stuptents in three-progom schools is 2.82 cartonsthis is less than the four
glasses recommended for growing children by most leading nutritionists! Further-
more, ttu(lents eligible for free milk and therefore eligible Tor free breakfast and
free lunch report an average daily consumption of 2.99 cartons, an average of' half of'
which was consumed at school. These figures assure us that children are not glutted
by federally subsidized milk (p. 42). r -

Some more statistics from the Milk Study show that 56 percent of Special Milk .

served in elem6ntary schools is consumed by students who eat bag lunches. Twelve
'percent of' Special Milk served in secondary schools is consumed by studentS' who
report eating no lunch at all! At least these children were' wise enough to drink
milk and the Federal government can take pride in providing an incentive to those
children to consume something nutritious!

The Milk Study goes on to say:
"One further finding of interest in examining milk consumption by Nee eligibles

... is that while 13 percent of children not eligible for free SMP milk reported bringing
milk from home to school at some point during the school year, only 3 percent of
free milk eligibles reported bringing milk to school." .

If we project upon this/finding, We can assume that needy children continuing to
reject the full lunch program preferring a brown bag from home, would be less
likely to bring milk from home if the Special Milk subsidy were dropped in his
school. Moreover, the 3 percent figure could also point to a likelihood that needy
homes.were less likely to have milk available at home at' all.

.

There may be those who may try to ace,use the milk prOgram of contribUting to
waste. We saw this sort of argument in proposals by USDA to reduce milk offered to
young children in school lunches from 8 ounces to 6. Because the children didn't
care RI their lunches but would drink their milk (studies show milk is jhe least
wasted Of all foods offered through the school lunch program) that proviiiing less
milk would force children to eat food they didn't'care for. The Milk Study states:
". no additional lunchtime milk waste Was found'in NS1,13 schools (i.e. lunch
schools) which participated in the SMP over that found in NSLP schools without the-

6
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SNIP- ip. 2:0 Tht. mok Study !era ts dun almost 75 percent of all holt pints served
were copapletply consumed. About 40 percnt of the -wasted" cartons had Iletiti than

perceht milk waste It is iinportant to' note, in addition, that the Milk Study
deternuned that "Milk from unopened cartons was considerett wasted milk, regard
less of the fact that it was recycled back into the lunch Iiiii. (pp 52, 521 In making
"milk WIte determinations. no effort was made hy USDA" to measure the quality
o temperature of the nulk served to the students factors which would affect
consunipt ion

No Federal funds are allocated to schools to administer the Special Milk Program
Administration costs at the federal and state level are minimal This means that
FedeAral funds for Special Milk are utmost entirely costeffective in stimulating milk
consumption. There is no Federal money spent for labor cysts. straws. napkins Or
other such non-food expenditures.

Milk is especially important in the diet of growing children Leading nutritnansts
recommend fOur glasses 'cartons) a day for this age group During childhood lend .

adolescence, proper growth amid developnient of basic body structures require an
pple supply of essential nutrients. The bones and teeth continue to develop.

requiring protein. calcium. phosphorus, and vitamin D. Milk is one of the few foods
which assure adequate availability of these needed nutrients Abundant quantities
of protein, vitamins and minerals are also needed for soft tissue growth and for the
development and maintenance of blood supply. The Special Milk Program in its role
of stimulating milk consumption, is one of the most important governnwnt pro
grams to assure basic needed nutrition bv the youth of oupnat ion

.

Good nutrition iv\essential to our children. Report, froFei large-scale surveys, such
as the TetState NOtrition Survey and. the 1965 USDA Ilousehold Food ( 'onsurnp
tion Survey. show low ,intakes of vitamins A. riboflavin and .calciuin foi boys and
girls Milk is rich in these nutrients .

Other surveys showed that disadvantaged preschool children had intakes of' vita
min I), thiamino niacin, pyridoxine and folic acid which fell lelow the RDA values
fOr this age group Many Grade .1 to 6 students from the lower socioecompnic status
schools had intakes less than two.thirds of the I96X RDA fOr Vitamin A. calcium
and thiamin. These children unquestionaldy would profit from increased milk con-
sumption The federal government should seek ways to improve milk consumption
among these childrennot de.creeffie it

Preliminary USDA data show that in 197, dairy fOods, excludirig butter, provided
only I I percent of the calories but 75 percent of the calcium it,iiilable fOr civilian
consumption, :19 percent of the riboflavin. 35 nercen1 of the phosphorus, 22 percent
of the protein, 22 percent of the magnesium, 20 percent of the vitamin 11., 13

IWRVIlt or the Vitamin A value, 10.percent of the vitamin IL, and 9 percent of the
thiamin In addition, dairy foods supplied significant amounts of Vitamin I) and .
Niacin equivalents .

On a inure specific scale, 3 cups of milk supply about one-half or better of the
RDA for protein. calcuini, phosphorus, riboflavin and vitamin 11,, liir 7-10-10 year-
olds and 11-to-1-1-yeur-eild inples. Thus the below recommended levels of Vitamin A,
calcium, riboflavin, pyridoxiiV,-Tiilicin equivalents and thiamin are provided iii good
to excellent amounts by milk There is no question that milk is one of the high-
nut rient density items in the American diet. --

It is not easy to obtain an adequate dietary calcium intake from foods traditional-
ily eaten without milk and dairy products. For example. whereas 23/1 glas:,es 01,milk
provide 1,200 mg calcium (R)A 44 11.to l8-year-olds); to equ il this amount of '
calcium withour dairy products, one would have to consume 16 '.! pounds of tuna
fish. or :121.,.. pounds of chicken, or :t pounds of bread, or .1 pounds eanut butter,
or II eggs, or 11/2 pound collards, or :1 pounds of broccoli, or 20 minds of tonititoes,
or 6 pounds of cabbage.. 1

Milk consumption during the growing years elm have important lonerange
health benefits. For instance, while several hypotheses have. been advanced to
explain the cause0-0 of osteoporosis, a very disabling bone disorder which usually
appears in middle or old age, milk consumption can he. a .beflPficial deterrent
Although there Is no unanimity as to the underlying mechanism involved' III ()AV()
p)rosis, it appears thaf flu. best preventative is ,to have a denser bone mass to begin
with. This dense hone mass win he attained only if the, appropriate raw materials
nutrients such as calcium, phosphorous, vitamin I), and protein are -consistently
supplied in ample amounts:..espe.ciahy during the growth and developmental stages
of childhood and adeil escence.

The rarity of rick ts among infants in the,. United States has been credited to the
practically universal fortification of fluid and evaporated milk with Vitamin D_
NYhile rickets is an area We el111 directly lanpoint as an example of the. health



benefit of milk. Other more general statenwnts can be made regarding the contribu
two of milk to the long.innge health profile of the people of our nation We cannot
begin to measure the co.si savings in &liars and iii personal Well.being that good
health through good nutrition provides

There is a common saying tImt Mere can be no nutrition without ingestion In
other words food is no) goixt until it's eaten. Studies reveal that milk is one of the
most liked items in child nutrition programs and is ason'iated with the least plate
waste Thus. milk performs a very important function ill OW child nutrition po
grains because of its two attributes milk is an excvllent source of autrients and is
one of the most liked items of children

The Special Milk Program is olwiously cost effective in providing this highly
bioavailable food which has a nutrient profile which is nearly complete ill providing
essential elements necessary to the human Inetabolic system. In other words. The
Specnil Milk Program is a cheap way to assure that kids are well-fool Now let's look
al the Special Milk Program and its economic impact to the agricultural commum.
ty. In other words. Special Milk is good for farm family income.

The FI'deral Special Milk subsidy pays for a little less than half the cost Of a
carton of milk to a child. So a $1 10 million reduction in Special Milk funds at the
h.deral level could nwan a $220 million reduction in retail sales of class I milk. The
Appendix to the Budget for fiscal year 1980 reports that the administration's pro-
ponSd cut for Special Milk would result in a reduction of total number of half-pints
served in 1975 from 2.012 million to :1.95 million in 1984. This is a reduction of 1,607
million half-pints of milk Two half-pints of milk equal mw pound. Therebn:e, the
proposed budget cut would result in 803.5 million pounds of milk not consumed as
class one milk This figures to $17 million due to loss in class one sales to dairy
farmers If the Department of Agriculture were to purchase the 803.5 nillioml
pounds of milk as butter and nonfat dry milk through the Commodity Credit
Corporation, the Federal government would spend $86.5 million as a part of the
Dairy Price Support Program. This is not a hypothetical example. While milk
production is currently in balance with consumption in this nation. purchases of
nonfat dry milk have been made in the past year by CCC. While we cannot assume
that loss of the Federal subsidy to) Special Milk will mean a 100 percent loss of
consumption, we can assume a substantial, loss in milk consumption. Our figure's are
not far wrong. nw U.S. Department of Agriculture reported in July of 1978 in a
letter to a Senator who is a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee that
the then proposed $20 to $25 million reduction in Federal subsidy to children
participating in Special Milk would result in a reduction in the use of fluid milk by
children and states:

'The Department estimates diet the reduction in the use of fluid milk womld
increase Commodity Credit Corporation acquisition costs between $5.9 and $8.2
million."

The letter goes on to explain why the $5.9 to) $8.2 figure is "less" than the $20
million figure. We consider their estiniate to be considerably oil the low side. Even
it it weren't low, it represents approximately a third of the alTiount o JAhe Federal
subsidy. One-third of the proposed $1 10 million reduction in the "scal year 1980
budget would represent $27 million, a direct application of USDA's own figures, of
exceptimml nutrients locked up in government warehouses instead of being fed to
growing children. It doesn't make sense.

I would, like to emphasize at this time that the Nationa-1-\@k Producers' Feder-
ation) has always supported reasonable changes to the Special Milk Program, even
when it could mean less in milk sales. Two years ago we supported this Committee's
amendment to the Child Nutrition programs which eliminated the mandatory
second half-pint through the Special Milk Program to the needy child receiving a
free lunch. Evidently, local schwls found it difficult to administyr the mandatory
second dialf-pint and maintain the needy child's anonymity. The/mandatory second
half pint was intended to get good nutrition where .it. was most neededin the
stomachs of needy children. It didn't work. So, MO, farmers chose to lose milk
sales rather than force needy children to face the -taunting ot their classmates
because the two-.milk kids ivere the "poor" kids.

Yes.. The Special Milk Prograti means money to dairy farmers. Yes. We want to
sell milk. No. We are not merely lining our.poCkets in self service.

The Department of Agriculture yoonted to offer low fat and skim milk to) children
through the r.hild feeding. programs. We did not oppose this chatige. We do oppose,
however, USDA's consideration of permitting milkshakes to count as a component
of a 'type A lunch. A milkshake is unquestionably 16fis nutrient dense than unfla-
vored fluid milk. We will not support the chance for more milk sales in the face of
the nutritional evidence. Milkshakes are fun, they are delicious, and they are

56-650 0 7 80 - 5 6
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unquestionably nutritious Hut they lire not a model of Optimum nutritnal to serve
as an educational tool. They do not belong in the Type A pattern Milkshakes are
morv fablig.thonfluid milkthrw would undoubtedly eontribute.toAncreased plate
waste! Milkshakes are snacks Milkshakes do not belong I IS a part of the Type.A
meal pattern

'The National Milk Producers Federation is committed to nitional empllence in
our schools. We support full funding of all the child nutrition programs to prtivide
e;very possible nwentive for schools to serve appealing nutritious meals and snacks
fo diildren We know that this committee also recognims the importance of the
economic stimul0115 that. these programs can and do Iirovide a farm economy We
seek your affirmative support of all the child nutrition programs as the appropriat-
ing procedure to assure the iweded funding of theife programs moves./hrough
rongressi and on to the needed Presidenlial signature.

Good nutrition for the people of our nation is the finest investment we can make
through the federal fiscal system

STATEMENT OF' SUSAN F'RIDY, DIRECTOR, CONSUMER AND NU-
TRITION PROCRAMS, NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCI-
ATION

MS. FRIDY. I am Susan Fridy, director of' the consumer and
nutrition programs and legislative representative fa the National
Milk Producers Federation. The federation represents the Ameri-
can dairy farmer marketing milk through his cooperative. Our
membeirship is comprised of dairy cooperatives doing business in
every State in the Nation.

I would first like to commend this committee for your commit-
ment to the child nutrition programs. They are important to agri-
culture, and they are important to children. I have submitted my
statement for the record. You havefieen listening 'for a long time
to us, and I would like to very bridlly highlight some of the argu-
ments that we have made in our statement to support this special
milk program.

We are, of course, quite committed to all the programs. We
recommend full funding for every child nutrition program, but we
have a special love for the special milk program.

First of all, we have been facing the argument of: Children get
enough milk, and they certainly don't need any more.

The Department of Agriculture seems to ignore the fact that the
special milk Erogram, by and large, serves a different child than
those children served by breakfast or by lunch programs.

If we look at the statistics, we find that only 30 percent of those
children who eat a type A lunch also get special milk; that at least
70 percent of the children who are not served. Twelve. percent of
the children buy milk in the a la carte line. FOrty-three percent of
those children buy the milk to supplement their bag lunch. Nine
percent of the children are going away from the school grounds for
lunch--goodness knows what they are eating. Six percent of the
children report that thtex eat no lunch. So the special milk program
has an impact on their nutritional meal pattern.

If we look at the 30 percent of the children who are also getting
milk with lunch, we find that at least a third .of' hem, or more
than -one-thi r hem ace very needy children ho are getting
free lunc o if we loo again at the statiatics, can see that
80 percent of the children eceive milk trough t speoial milk
program, and are in unque tionable need of this ny ition.

Again, milk, milk, milklet's look at the statis cs. The schools
that serve breakfast, lunch, and with special mil when you look
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at tliZ all-student average, these children are receiving only 1.23
-cartons-of-milk-at- -school,-That is-hardly milk, milk, milk. . .

If you look at the children who are- elialble for free lunches and
milk, they average 1.52 cartons of milk at school. If we look at
what nutritionists aKree is the recommended milk allowance for

-L..< growing children, which is 4 cartons or 4 glasses of milk a day,
they are certainly not getting too much milk at school.

If we look at the all-child figure, the average for children in
three-program schools is 2.82 cartons of milk all day long, and-for
the Child eligible fbr free lunches and milk, they are getting 2.99
cartons all day long.

USDA in a study that was rased last ftill stated that the
special milk program was significant in bringing needy children up
to par with the nonneedy in milk consumption.

I am sure you all know that milk is just an incredibly nutritious
ood, and the price of it for the mitrition received is an Intrt-dible

bargain. The special milk program has very low administrative
costs, absolutely no Federal funds go for administrative costs. .

There is very low *taste in the program. USDA reports that Milk
is the least wasted food offered through fAerally subsidized .pro-
grams. ,

My last statement that I would like to summarize is: If we
reduce the special milk program by $110 niillion, it means that the
Commodity Credit Corporation will be buying milk, and it just does
not make sense to have such a valuable nutritional item locked up
in Government warehouses.

Thank you very much. .

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment this distinguislied panel
for excellent testimony. You have boen most helpful. W.9. jiave a job
of selling this program tcythe rest of the Congress, anit-we will do
our best, if you give us your support, to try to see that that is done.

Mr. Ford? ..,...,

Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say how sorry I am
that I was not here earlier to deal with the Department of Agricul-
ture because-I think their proposals are the most outrageous I have
seen in the 15 yearSI have been in,congress, I ashamed they
are.coming froin a Democratic administration.

-It seems to me this effort by the administr ton to try to scale
back the child nutrition programs is both ver ill-timed an short-
sighted. For years 1-.have taken the. unpopult stand in my c ngres-
sional district .of trying to convince hesitti school admin. trators
that their schools should participate in the chool lunch d break-
fast programs. I .

Indicative of the administrators' attitu was the fa that one of
the lowest items on the priority list i building sch ols in the
1950's and 1960'sLwhen districts in area were doubliqg and
tripling their population every few y rswas the school lunch-
thom.

Reluctantly I have, come to the conclusion thai installing the
facilities and developing the program n has been a problem for
schools operating on marginal budget, with very tig t strictures
and local taxpayers as ing.for accounting of every penny.

It is ludicrous that he Department of Agriculture would reas-
sure the farmers that ereewill be no reduction in the commodity

16 .
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501)1)011 part of the child nutrition program, :Ind that the Deparv
ment chooses instead to .reduce the cash .pind to the schools. As a
mattt,r of fact, they intend to increase the commodities purclmsed

. for the schools,. It s ironic beca-Re the commodiat ,s are probably
the primary reason for the waste in thu type lunch across the
country. because the Depart ment. of Agriculture thinks that every-
body eats like them, and has the same preferences fOr food. Them.'
is only so much peanut butter that you can shove into any kid ip
any given perioctof time. There is only a limited amount of spitmch
that they will thke after it has been laying aroumi on the steam-
table all day.

It is my hunch that we are, in many schools, at sort of a break-
even to losing proposition in providing school lunch facilities in the
program Although a -nickel does not look like a whole lot, it- you
take the nickel away, and reduce the payments to the s§hools, it
may very well tip them out of' the program, which leads me to
wonder who the Department thinks it is helping by talking piously
about helping poor people.

. If 30.percent of the children in the school qual4 for free lunch,
the other 70 percent of' thechildren are not going to necessarily
support a program that only takes care of the other children and
not. them. If is terribly shortsighted to expect that the kind of
support we've been receiving is going to continue. I question wheth-
er.Aor not this is what is likely to happen to us if wo cut back.

Are we in danger of' having schools back out of the progriim, so
that not only do we not feed the middleclass, which-botherfd Ms.
Foreman badly, but neither do we feed the disadvantage& Sho
lowered the definition of poverty, incidentally, for a family of' four
down to $8,000. If I tried to tell the people in Detroit that a family
of' four with $8,200 was not poor, they would chase me out of the
State. 4 t

..

The Department of Labor says t.hat it costs $16,000 a year to be
poor in Detroit, almost double what the Department of Agriculture
determines itb costs to be poor.

I. would like this panel to be aware that I am concetned the
Dtpartment of Agriculture by this approach is endangering the
continued existence in a substantial number of schoolg of ehe
school lunch program. a,

Ms. WYNN. If A may answer, Congressma . I think there is no
doubt that you aiC right in your assum

We, the American School Food Service Associaton, sent a sutey ar
to the membership at the time the administration's budget ,Rits ..

were coming out, and we had the same philosophy reinfOrced at
the conference that we were having here.'

As we price paying children out of the program, it becomit
impossible to rUn efficient and effective p )grarns. The school ,
boank are faced with the dilemma of having to subsidize, and at
this particular point in-time, they do not hav the funds..8o you '
are absdlutely right. e

Now, there are some States that do have laws that say you wiif
provide lunches in every school. I come from ono,. of those states.
But the laws can be changed, too, with pressure from local school,
districts that they can no longer afford this prograth.

I think that this is definitely a reality that co come about.
411
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Chi-11E41MB PERKINS. Any, further questionA, Mk Buchanan?
Mr. BucilANAN. Mr. Chairman. lel 1110 belatedly, but quite sin

cerely express.the pride of all of us in oiw member of the panel
here today, 'I'. (;. Smith, why is a leader ill Our State and in the
United States of whom we are ext reinely p rou d

inw-1 apologize to vou and to 00,11:Orman, but another C0111
WhiCh I al11 ;a. 11H'ITIIR'1' IS Vol 111/.. 011 1(1;1Si:011in OBI of the

subcomipittee on which I am ranking member, so I have to be back
and fort h.

I want to lolow how strongly I slmre the concerns you have
expressed hee today.

In Ally Department of Agriculture's testimony today, the point
was inade that they wanted to go where the need was greatest, and
to cut back on middleincome children. I note thin Ms. hirenian
stated that she could afford the full price for her kids' lunch. I

think -that it is very nice of Ms. Foremfm that she can afford it,
and with a salary arO'qnd $50.000 a yea, I guess .)e cmild, am) I
guess that I could, too.

She made it clear that this is not the category that is being hit
'hardest by this program cut. I want to ask the paner about the ,

impact tuxin the 'overall prograM, where you have this change'
resulting in a decline in the paying children. Does that not have a
significant impact upon the economies of' scale, the capabilities of'
schools to provide the free and reduced price Itiabe§. I wonder if'
you would comment on that.

Ms. MCCABE. I think I can. We had two price inue' s s, One in
September and one in January just from inilatio tile rising
cost of operating the program. rhe last one,was.e Voiluary
2, and we did experience a 9-percent decrease in parikipation. At
the same tirne, we experienced a backlash from addle-income
people, and I am referring to schoolteachers, those people who
called.and'said: "What are.you doing to us. We Cannot affprd this
constant increase in sale prices."

We 'have 1.50 schools in our district, ond we do not have 5 schools
that could operate with just the free and reduce price meal partici-
pation. I don't know what we will do if we have to continue to raise
the sale prices. It is a renl problem.

Mr. SMITH. Congressman Buchanan, I agree probably that Ms.
Foreman can provide funds for her children's lunches, and there
are not many people in the State of' Alabama with the salary that
sh0 probably receives.

I 'have found "that as Q, paying child leaves the food service
program, the quality of the program deteriorates. We found also
that the programs,,wheth4 it be the lunch program, the breakfast
program, or whatever, are dependent upon the paying child for a
major portion of the support.

So I agree with you that it would have a very detrime'rital effect.
Mr. BUCHANAN. It is a fact that there are a number of' children

'1.that 'do not participate in the free and reduced price lunches. There
is alarge number of children who do not. participate. Would it be
rational to assuine that not withstanding- all our budget troubles,
that this is actually an area where GoyernmIebt costs ought to be
increasing because if'. we are to meet the nutiltion problans of
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these children, we are going to increasa the number of chiklren vt,ho
IR)articipate. Therefore, we ought to spend more money.

Mr. SMITH. I agree with you.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I must state that this is a sim-

plistic approach. -I don't know how much responsibility Secretary
Foreman has personally, given the whole Department of Agricul-
ture, in this matter, but I nAist say that the simplistic approach of
the Office of Management and Budget and the administration in
such matters as this is, indeed, an outrage.

This is an area where they ought to be spending more money,
and not less, because we are not yet nweting critibal human needs.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller'.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say that I have a number of cOncerns about the program.

I don't. think that I have to take a backseat to anyone in my
support of nutrition-^programs in the time that I have been in
public life. But I hear some statements here today that I don't.
think really. go to the intent of this program, and that is that
somehow we have got to be concerned with whether or not people
who earn $15,000 to $25,000, as one of the witnesses said, are going
to participate in the prograt. because I think that it is fallacious
thintLing that you are going to bave any impact on theltutrition of
those children througji one meal a day.

thibk that we have tried to expand this program by increasing
the percentages on the theory that local school districts would'not
support a program that was for only poor chfldren, for black chil-
dren onlyd or far Chicano children, or any other minorities, and
that middle-class parents would rebel.

Therefore, we have increased it, and now we come back and say
that too nlany of those children 'from the upper levels still are not
participating.

I am also interested in saving. the $165, million. I think Sat I
have eaten my share of school hinch program, and the children

e,talk about hiding behind their luneh sacks, so they would not have
to look at the food on the table, becaust it made them ill. I thought
that they could not be telling the truth, but they were telling the
truth.

There was a whOle group`of thbse kids, and I said, "Now you are
,going to make self-conscious if this is' their-only, meal." They said:

"They feel the same way about the-food."
We can get into those old arguments that everybody on this

committee has heard, but I think that there are a number of
phrases that were used in testimony today that Ilam afraid are a'
little rhetorical, and do not gO to the problems.

I think if' we have to make a decision, I think it is much tougher
to Make a decision to feed poor kids where you can have positive
impact on nutrition,.because you know what is going onabout the
household, It is much tougher for this committee, and for this
House of Representativesito support that funding. ir

If those programs camiot survive to feed poor children in our
country, maybe we had better bake that $300 million and put in in
for three meals and upgrade the quality of what..pze are serving
them. r don't think that it is a measurement of' a program that

N
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pw.elly ell! kb Vii ;11(.' 0.MSIIIII I Di; t he .S;1111e ninntlin ()I inn. I dun't
think that we might to measure the progrzims that way.

I think we ought to measure t IN Rrograms in terms of ntitrit ion
;il impact, :fild I (bar(' say that there is a fair mnnber on t hi'
Cl<11111t tee %.010 might suggest that all that consumption of milk
may not he all that good for you when you are at that age, and we
an argue ahmit that and ol her things in this committee for

!limit 115 on t`IHI. 'I

I think that we had better take a very healthy look at this
program, .because I think the credibility of this program is an all-

' time low. Once ymi get out of this committee room, I think that
those of us who have fought for these anumdnlents, fOught to go to
Vh-, percent of poverty, fought to go to 125 percent of poverty, and
have fought for the WI(' program, are finding that there are fewer
and ft:wer allies, because 1 think that there are more and more
complaints froM the consumers of' this program.

The suggestion thit somehow we have to feed everybody, so that.
we can attack the nutritional. problems of ii few, I think that this is
the fallacy that is going to save this program in, and I have very,
very serious concerns.

I am not endorsing the cuts of the administration, because I

don't t t ink that the simple savings of 'money, because we-Iike to*
think, Mr. Buchanan points out, that this program is an invest-
ment . I.am not so certain that all of' the evidence points to the fact
that the investment is made in the best fashion possible.

To artificially support a constituency for this program that is thot
interested in this program, does not participate on a regular basis,
1 think is to ki,o diminish the very integral partof' the program that
if, designed to have a positive nutritional effect on the children,
that you are threatening Vie whoje program by that attitude.

Mr. FORD. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLEIL I Will be deliAhted to yield.
Mr. FORD. Very rarely .do I have the Occasion to disagree v\r,ith

the gentleman from California, but I could not disagree with .you
,more as I do with you now. ,

The first thing tat I would like tooclalef'y on tjle record is that
this is not.. a program that started out fof free and reduced price

. lunches. It has beemiepanded to middle class. .
, This is a program that started out blindly to feed kids who were

going to school without regard to whether they were poor, or
unpoor. My former colleague from Michigan, Mr. James O'Hara, in
1963 created theetew category of free lunch, based on a poverty
standard.

As a totter 61. fact, until that time, ait program wa never
designed-to feed kids. It was an agriculturtd support program--

Mr. MILLER. I am well aware of that.
-e" Mr. FORD [continuing]. From the old commodity distribution, at

the finTh that I was going to school, they used to bring in cases of
grapefruit and things of that kind to the school, and that was the

'.Agr culture. Department's contribution to good nutrition on the
, side of Detroit.

his was also the beginning of' the milk program, which ulti-
.mately got to be part of the school lunch pNgram. They buy
certain commodities to firm up prices, and that is why the selec-

. ,
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trolls are made the way they are. Most of what they still buy is
going to help the current market conditions for the producers.

Tlw program went along for a long timj, mid was building very
rapidly, and there is no real evidence that the inclusion of the first
reduced price and then the free lunch had any effectyClie way or
the other in t(4:nis of the growth, and spreading of' the program

Proportionately, the program fell behind most rapidly. If you
look at the years Of the most rapid growth of the elementary
grades, it wa§ when- werkipd the babyboom hitting the'schools. We
were just putting children in the schools so fast that we had a hard
time acconunodating the schoolchildren in good physical facilities.

I think that it is very important to note that we pyrticipated in a
debate with the Departnient of' Agriculture last year. They had
allies in this committee,- who helped them defeat us, On the ques-
tion of giving school districts cash in lieu of commodities.- I think
that .we are supposed to have some pilot studies throughout the
country to determine the feasibility of doing this in a more wide
spread manner

- Big school districts told us that they would prqer to do it that
--\34'ay. I can recall former Congressman Al Quie trOtt ing about the

*Hem in his part of Minnesota, w.71lere they delrvered 50-pound
blocks of kunburger to his litter local school. They would have to
ship'it bo another location and have it thawed down, and turned
into patties.

- If there are complaints about the program, most of' them come
from the parents whose kids come home, and say: "I don't iike to
eat that stuff they give us at school.- Part of' that is bad nutrition
training in the home, and the eating habits in the home. But that
il-; not limited to poor people. That is found throughout society. But
a major reason children complain about the rood is because the-
commodities program does not vipply scl4ols with foods children
like to eat.

I hae( talked toftlucators across the country, and y0u find
middle-class kids ciirifing to school with an empty bblly in the
morning because their !mother is off working or doing something,
and not feeding them. Then 'there are poor kids, and the chances
are that they are from good-sized family, where there iis, a little
more care and consideration fora small child.than there is in the

4one- or two-child family.
But to generalize as we do with other programs that there isra

correlation betwee 'amily income and child nutrition during the
middle of a schm y of' learning experience, it is4iiust wholly

ilk
wrong. I have never been convinced by anyone that thexorrelation
that we accept with respect to poverty levels and participation is a
valid one.

I would like to believe that we could pu.t the school lunch back
where it was, and pay what is necessary so that 110 child has to
walk through a line and get stalpved with an invisible stamp that
every other kid sees him get: What is wrong with thinking about
helping poor, kids. We are not helping them by branding them as
poor. ] Applause.]

Mr. KILLER. If I might reclaim my time.
I am not-going:to be painted into thiit box. I 0111 0 cosponsor of'

the universal school lip" program. I virote the first school lunch
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program in CalifOrnia. I have sponsored the WIC pogam. I am
not going to be painted in that box.

What 4 am saying is, let's us not forget what this riRiOam is. It

is to make up-for a lack of income in American families, because if
they all had enough income, they wouler pack their children's

' lunches, or they wouldn't, but they would he able to make that
determination. That is a determMation that the family should
make. ,

My concern is that we have lost sight in trying to keep the
program in such broad participation, we.'1--have cut the quality, avd
that may very well be the fault of' the (!ongress. But we have,. cut
the qqality to where the participation is not the great adventure in
your life as a young child. .

I think that we have to be concerned about that effort, because if
you create something that everyone wants to participate in, you
will have participants. It follows. It is a truism. We have not
created that, yet, whether. it is the far..st that we have not put
enough money into it, or we have not rrovikd the best- means.by
which nutrition can be translated into the Family's daily activity.

il'he school lunch program may no longer be that vehicle. It may
be cash. It may be food stamps, or it. may be a combination of'
those, but to suggest that families somehow do not have the right
to determine as towhether or not they want to feed their children,
or whether that mother who can't wake up -early, or if' the father
cankiot get up, if' he happens to be in the home, and make_ the
lunch: to suggest that somehow we bave to take care of' that in
order to raise the quality o9 this program. I think that those
questions have got to be aske .

I refuse to be painted in tie box of someone who somehow does
not understand the histqr of this program, or does not concern,
himself with it, or does not want to see it expand. But there are
limits, I think, to pull this program before it starts to fall apart in
the middle. I think that we have reached tilat point, particularly in
this Congress.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hinson?
Mr. HINSON. 1 have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chailan.,
I would like to commend the witnesses o precise and meaning-c r

ful statements, Mr. Chairman. I partici. arly want to associate
myself with the statement of' the director \of the school food advoca-
cy project, Margaret Lorber, and.continui\ig the dial4 of' the gen-
tlemen, both on my right and left, I should like to state that she is
right. I....

The State food service director in my home State of Montana
has, indqed, said that only hall of' the fhrm children in Montana
apply for the reduced price meal because they 'don't want 1..o be
listed as needy. This program does, indeed, stigmatize as it now
exists. It stigmatizes, and it does that for many reasons, including
the needs test that Congressman Ford mentioned, but 'along with
the needs test, it does not in any way atteopt, as a practical
matter, to guard the anonymity of those child7im participating in
fhe reduced or free program, -'
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Now the IISIM ought to be involved in id( ntifying ways to
t 110:4' Chlidren who are eligible' to pi rticipate, and in

stead they have come up this morning to ask us to do the precise
Opposite, and I draw again the committee's at I &'nl ion to page 2 of
Ms. Lorber's testimony, and page 1, the final paragraph; when, she
notes (hail there 81I perhaps 7 million potential participants for
this program among the children of Anwra.a, but only 1 million
want to be. listed as needy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
C.hairman (hank all of you.

Me compliment the witnesses wlio are here this !mulling for
t heir excellent test itnony.

The conunittee is adjourned. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, it 1205 p.m., t he subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of' the Chairl
!Additional materUt I submitted for the record follows:I
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[WARN1R CHAIRNIAN rtiporOk to your letter March '20, which you
requested that the Depottinent seveial questions regarding the President's
Budgvi lor fiscal yeat 9s11 Our responses to these questions ale enclosed for your
considerat nib

e appreciated the opportunity to appear before otir Subcommittee to discuss
our child nutrition budget proposals

Sincerely,

ASsiNtant Secrehin- /)/- /11
CAROL TOCKI.".R FOREMAN.

am/ l'onsumer Services
Enclosures

Quest ton 1 (For each of the plograms COW what alternatives did you consider
when making the proposed budget cuts" What ore the costs and number of children
affected under ench option'

Answer A largo number of diverse alternatives were considered AO initial .

screening analysis ruled out ntnny on the grouno, or administrative. infeasibility
Also, we did not want to propose changes that would be so obviously unacceiPable
the majority of th Congtess ;is to have no prospect of passage. In other words, we
did not want to needlessly take up thy Congress' time with "phony cuts" that would
get nowhere

Alternatives that survived the screenipg analysis wero then subjected to 'detailed
further assessment involving estimation of the impacts On participatioo..and pro
gram cost TheSe alternatives were ns billows. broken down by program

National gultool lunch pnwnim k
The alternatives examined can be grouped under two hendings (a) those courern

nig Itwel of cash reimbursement for paid lunches, and 110 thos coneerning the
levels .for income eligibility standaMs fOr free and,reduced price lunches .

On (a), the primary altermitives evaluated and then- cost and pailicipati'on.impli
cations are shown below INo :1 is the one ultimately selected):

'1111.1.
I 1011,01

..h,.,r. ,f

1 RiNluieil ca%ii repilliury.mmit for paid lunches 111 10 1:1911% 11111 iflu, July

8 coo, (eduction S1'18 1881 Ono 800 1100

Reduce c,r,li lemibuismuent IIII pant Ituirlie% ny i (ow, owl make iii noe.he
lir the 1,lie (liiong !Nal. 1 Y8I 1¶19.(100.0 00 h50.0(10
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thfaell

1 Red LIU I 3',111 INInhorwillent 101 paid lot by «911., hul conniuu, to uu

rah. II) telhst I hoI plicemlu(ion 46.0011 000 (oil 'No

On (1)) the is tie of the level lar the income iiligibility standards three alterna
Oyes \vele studii 1 The one eventually selected was to lower the standards for free
meals from 12:"» 100 percent of poverty and for reduced price me Is from 19.-) to
17:, percent of pi) .erty At the same time, however, the current `tie zed deductions
would be rephice by a standard reduction consistent with the « used in food
stamps (currently liri per month/ This proposal is anticipated to save $16:, million
and result in a ile line in participation of approximately i00,000 children, which is
only 2 percent of t (al participation

.

A second option was to lower the standards as proposed but without adoption of a
standard deduction Our analysfound that this option would save $2.10 million and
reduce participation by 800,000. A third option was to lower the income eligibility
standards as proposed and adopt a standard deduction. but set Ole deduction at $100
pei month This we estimated would yield savings of approximately $95 million with
a reduction in participation of about"' 300,000.

.

An important consideration in our final decision was that with the alternative
eventually selected, all children from families below the proposed reduced price
idigibility (which wi,11 be approximately $1:1,210 in school year l!ri9 ili will have
ilCcf-di to !Wailes wh'ich ore either free or cost only 10 to 20 cents

Special milk priwnim
Ile:iides Ow option finally chosen, we also examined two others One was to

elinunPfte the program entirely The otlar was to limit service of the Special Milk
Program to time when other h.derally subsidized meals (which include milk) were
not being served Thy savings and the reduction in the number of half-pints of milk
that would be served under these options, nicluding-th (lne selected (No 3), are
discribed below

tod Jon,. 16,ttli hal 1,1111-, pl

11).11.,

I hnuudhou inuglani $11 1.0110.000 1.900.000.400

2 1 ond Iii mnineal limps 04 000 Ott I 25!).(100.1100

j hind Iii SCIinok and 111%11100ns without Meals 11 0(1.00 I 505.000.0011

. .timmer Moil serviev priviim. (.:

TWa 'alternatives to the pmposal contained in the budget were considered. The
first was to leve the program intact, .which would not result in any savjngs and
would not affect any children. Thy second was to discontinue the entire pnigram,
which would save $13() million and would affect a total of approximately 2..1 million
children. ' ).

Question 2. Why were thi budget cuts lacessary? If" pm were not ,foced with
budget constrabjts, would you still make such cuts'?

Answer. 0-liar( of the Administration's efforts to:control inflation, all Depart-
ments were asked to exercise restri 'nt in the 1980 budget in an effort to limit thi
overall deficit to 329 billion. for lisc I 1980. This however, was not the only factor.
Qui. conanuing concern that all at programs lie administered as efThctively as
possible, with a minimum of waste or duplication, led us to take a hard look at the
overall mix of child nutrition programs, with a view to seeing that resources ore
targeted to those most in need of assistance. For examply, reducing duplication
between the Special Milk Program and the National School Lunch Program seenied
to us a worthy goal, especially in view of the fact that the savings thus gemrated
conk] better enable us to aid the natlini's lowest income children iir serve more
women, infants and children in the WI(' program. .

r If there had been no budget constraints wit might still have proposed Aline of the
cuts in the 1980 budget in one form or another, in the interests of efficivt manage-
ment and eftectlive use of taxpayers' dollars. In reality, of course, budkreislare always
constrained by competing demands on available scarce resources. We cannot escape
thiseither in 1980 or any future year. Our goal is to provide the best aid posaible
to program participants within the resources.available.

le
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It on. ot re.41. Ill 1,141. imii;ict ION%

WttV ,A7,n111 Vttn 7iltH.1- Iii intikt-' t.til. in lin' NiThi' W110/4-4 .1111141..4 (1111-4.114111 ut &.

1 IltNe till .11 t Ill Ille Hee III reduced pl (*Mew)!
change.. in the Nation:II School 1.tincli ItT Iii lull III OW l'./11

111411)41N:41, /13%e 1111111111A! 11111/.1(1, MI (1111(111'11 1141111 1;1111111e'. behh.
ilmw 1% line. pile, 1lle delill(111/11 11;1Ve Ih'upomil Iii rISCill 119:41,

1;111111%' h! 141111 :1...111 ("<;1111ple. ;Ill C1111111011 From IliTiliIitS Nvith incomes ht.low
'sill /1.1%4' 1., !While!. 1/1,11 Ce....1 I1 cent!. ler ;if 1110:-.1 .211

_1.4'111,1 liii 1110/111e ellgIlh111 I111111 liii teilleed ii lel, !While!" ell! 1e91 1 I11W WI11

.1111/14(\ 1111.11ei% 'Hill,. 1 Ile 4)111 childr('n %Om V. ill haV(' It) 1);1% '.LlliStitIlIlill

101 1 hell !While!. :lie 110111 fill111111'S V. It 11 111C01111'S ;It tOp tit tht
cin I ent foi ridueed price meals u g betv,ven $13,210 and $1:I.S50
loi a family of lout It is impoitant to note Ilint Oa. currtnit ti i il>il it v Inuit for
iidut-ed pi ice meals no ,t °I lour Is (MI.% $E2.1;IIII Even t he children :iffected
II% the di:cit.:v.(' .iltlt to purchast school lunches which will carry a Federal
subsidy of :!7 cents in fiscal yeal 19SO untltr our proposal

Childien twin families %%Atli inc(imes 11111114; between 1:!..-) percent of poverty itiol
pelcellf Phis ;1 ,4;111d11'd deduction %%All be expected to pay If) cents for in some

cir.es 2.11 cents' for then school linichts initead ol rtcinving free luntlies This
a Very -.mall price wlitni collipartdflno tht cost of prothicing a school lunch

%%Inch litA% %yell weer one dollar Also. tht Income elnzillility limits in the child
main plogrimi. undo! our proposal. will still be much more libtral than inconw

Apphed in some otlitr domestic social programs .

1,)//ectioir, ; What v.,Is ,41111 base, 101' eS111111i1111.?, Ile pilli1C11/111 1011 drop off result
mg hum the ,hilt in the income povqvity

Ans%1 tiitlies coilducted th 1)epartment of the effects of price chaligts tit
Pitt-Thurgh And Fairfax ( \itinty provide useful evidenwe on the relationship betwten
price ieNel :rid participation level. Additional studies by others. such as those by It
II Nicholson on North ( 'arolitiri and 1) A West on \Viishington State. contain
similat mita-illation These studies exammed data reflecting lio%v piirticipation
changes %%lien :-chool lunch prices are altered Although the data do not correspond
to precisely'the clrettinstances posed by our proposals. the price range inialyzed is
nonetheless roughly comparable to the range encompassed by our proposed rovision
til the reduced price eligihiltty limit from 197 to 175 liercent of povtrty The data
are les:- helpful for ilit revision in the free lunch elli.obility limit from 125 to 100
percrnt of. poverty 1 lovever. iisiii411iitii;restiiii.; that the l'olli.tressional Budget ()dice,
Nvorking, entirel independently ith separate but similar data sources. cattle to
final results very close to ours

(,Nostion The 1)epartinent has proposed hinch pattern requirements for the
school hilich.prograin \Vhat arc the advantages of !the proposal and the timeline's
for its implem('ntation'

Ans%%er The 1)epartnient has issued Interim ltegulations %%Inch perntit testing
;Jul tvoliiiit ion ol changes to the meal pattern used in the National School Luncli
Program These changes are designed to vary portion sizes for childreii in various
age groups to hetter meet their specific nutritional needs The changes were intentti-
et! to make school lunches ntore closely coi.rtspond to one third of Ille ltecommended
Dietary Allowances iltDA'si for various age groups children Traditionally, the

meal pattern has linen designed for tht IO to 12 year old child kith a
recominent:fition that portion sizts be varad to meet tht needs of younger ancl older
children The interim meal patterns that we are testing ft:finalize tht net.d to vary
portion ,ares, and inal-e thtyschool hinch meal piitterns more in accordance with the
P17 1 ltDA's

The timelines fOr implementation of these chani.tes are not, as yet, finalized Wt.
art curren' ly consider:in; public comments on Ow interim regulations and awaiting
results uul I Witt testing of' the meal patterns_ llpon completionlif otir reviews of tlw
comintnts and the lied,' results. decisions about if' and wlit:A to implenwnt all or
part of meal !macre c.hzinges will he made We expect that these decisions will be
made within the ntql two months.

CO1'.11VION 1.TH
DI-TAM/M-7.NT EDUL'ATION,

Mimi:fort. Malt I. 1.'11.'1.

I 1 on ( 'ARL I). EERKIINs.
S !louse of 1?(invs111(11111,5.

Washington, 11.('
lAna 1Vht PritKiNs. 'At: purpose of this letter is to express my concuali fOr

tISDA.1... projected implementation date of Septemlwr 1979 lot. the new lunch pattern
us mitlined in interintirole 210 1)1 t I National Scho91 Lunch Program. .
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For your informati am enclosing a copy of he conmients I mailed to Maigai el
flh Maviii, Acting -ailit-or-,:gehiiiii-Pr.(igralir: Division, -USDA, FNS, Washington,
D(' 20250, concerning tlw above-mentioned interim rule I particulally wouldiike
to solicit your help in i.ominunienting to USDA. ENS that their timetable tor
mandating this major program change is ill advised I offer for your consideration
the following points to substantiate Inv position:

1 The projected implementation date does not allow sufficient time. IA Stain-
stallS to be trained so that they will he able to effect ively\ work with local school
districts for a systematic implementation of the new regulotions My understanding
is that USDA hopes to II1IVO 611111 regulations out by June 1, 11179 There simply is
not enotigh time between this date and the beginning of school to properly tram the
school food service perminnet. in 1,619 schools in Kentucky.

2 From Ille. school's point of view, this chanty represents a dramatic one and if
not properly communicated niany school food service workers will panic 1111(1 estab
lished school.food programs will suffer

tt. The -good will" of the. inwrani earned Over a 33 vOlo pDriisi could be jeopor.
dized if local educational agencies feel that 11 major change suck ais this is benn;
(Arced upon them without sufficient lead tiine to properly coniply.

1. Amothei' program change coming in such close proximity to the advent of cost
base iiccounting seems bad philosophically.

As in the past, I thank you fOr the conscientious way you have worked on twin&
of the school children in Kentucky ipld ill particular for their nuti.litional needs
while they are at school.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

REDwoun TAyLoa,
Djlertor. D11.151011 of School Food erruvs

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,AIM

FranklOrt. 9,

'l'o: Margaret O'K tdavin, Acting Director, 11SDA School Progranl Director.
From: Redwood Taylor, Director, Division of School Food Services
Subject: Interim Rule 210, National Schoo Lunch Program, Nutritional Require-

nients.
The Divisi9n of School Food Services, Kentucky Department of Education, would

like to submit the following recommendations and comments in relation to Interim
Rule 210, National School Lunch ProgramNutritional Requirements and specifi-
cally 210.191y-held Testing and Interim Lunch Patterns.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES

I. Age- Grade level design(Ilkon 210.1.91) tek4)(5)
Change.--Reconanend that grades 7-.8 (age 12-.131 be placed in group INA rather

than group V.
Rationale /Or change.This recommendation is offered based from a management

point of view since many school districts have grades 1-8 in one riicility. This
change would facilitate menu planning and food purchasing and production for such
schools; is concurrently- recognized that local school districts always. have the
option tolxceed the minimum requirements if they believe it is in the best interest
of some or alt of their sttidents.

This reyommendation is further emphasized by the fact that the Recom ed
Daily Allowance r(RDA) oprotein for children ages 12-13 is ten grams le rhan fo
ages 45--I8, therefore, larger meat/meat alternate port' would not s necessary
for this age group to fulfill the nutritional goal of on ird the RDA for protein.

. Designating grades 7-8 as part of group IV would also help to offset the increased
cost of the larger portioliThf meat/meat alternate for group V and still meet the
school lunch program nutritional goal of one-third of the RDA .1br, protein for
children in group.V.

I. Second sitting requirenwnt for groups I and II-210.19W)
Recommendation.Allow for the ex&ption of children age 4 locked-111 a school

tuation to have one sitting for lunch, for examptt, a HeRdstart program sponsored
°cal Erchool district.

Rationale for ehange.A second silting requiretnent for children.age 4 located in-
n school situation would cause okerational difficulties and may also discoUrage
stthoo' l breakfast program expansion and/or outretteh efforts. Due to many schools
operating schedules, breakfast and two sittings for lunch may fall in such close

7 7
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proxunits that excess_%c plate wastc ineey tesult . la akidittoil, II Is felt 01m Iwo
seat tugs in flu school !moat ions couid advereely affect I lie continuity of the lost itic
t lona! program

III Bread bread alternate regarrements' .'1 0 1 91) Page 9 school lunch patent re
quir,,menis unimmam amounts of foods hsted In /0041 ominmenis I

Recommendation It Is fee01111111'111IVd 0110 I he bread bread 2dt Urnal l I eillIIIVN
ment for group V be decieased from ten to eight wirings pet- week

iinfromeh for change It is felt that the nutritional content of the additional
bread bread alte4rnatP would not IX' II dOICIT11111Ing factor as to whether a group V
child would recent' all ItQA's Mr the week, but could be if fac,tor in excess calm lc
intake. expecially for kaiak's in this age group since recommenthd caloric intake
decreases

Since the RDA for iron i reases for group X', the increased meat portion and
planning for iron-rich fruits and vrgetables would hi' a better iiWalls of increasing
iron intake than increlised t cad/ bread altertiate requirements.

0 The tviw A pattern norm llv provides 42 grams of carbolivdriite. but with 2 1 n

additional secving of bread/bread efiternatt' iwr day would provide approximately :i7
grams which !would constitute one-half of the day's requirement for carbohydraite
rather than one-third as is the nutritional goal ot the school lunch program On a
weekly basis this could result in all CXertiltiive intake of l'illrbollydrate foods

Due to the proposed crediting of rice and pasta products in the bread/bread
alternate' group, it is recognized that tlwil". is a need to increase meal pattern_

Ni,of(quir-ements: however, it is felt that increasing the bread/bread alternate require
mein for group V by 100 percent is excessive.

4. Additional serving of brelid/bread alternate . a ebov e4ight serxings cpuld be made
aviiilallk by the School Food Authority if it was deemed in the bost interest of the
st talents

IV Milk wqmrement-- 210.1.91)- Page .9 -School lunch pattern regarmnents. Mill/
MUM (WM/M/S Of fixxls Ilsted b food component . . .)

.

Change. --Change the statemen "Two types of milk must De of fered. one of which
musf be unflavored fluid low fi ,rnilk or skim milk or buttermilk," to read as
follows:

RecimimendaVais. An unflavored fluid low fat milk or skim milk or buttermilk
must be offered; in addition, it is recommended thin another type of milk be offer('d
which may be an unflavored or flavored fluid whole milk, low fat milk, skim milk or
buttermilk.

Rationale Pr change.---Due. to the wording of the milk requirement, it is felt that
the majority of school administrators will autoiiiat icj4y lissume that requiring two
types of milk means offering unflavored and fla red (chocolate) milk daily.. 'Ph,
ofTering of flavored milk daily is inconsistent with the USDA's -recommendation on
redircing sugar in the school lunch program. According to a so rie of professionals
in the field of nutrition in Kentucky, a Mil)/ offering of flavored in" k in the school
lupch program would be inadvisable. In order to discourage offerilig lavored milk
daily, the rewording of this requirement is recommendee

V. Reimbursement.aites
,Recommendation.It is remnimended that the cost o implementing new meal

requirements for age/grade group V be gpviewed to determine if increases in reim-
bunwinent rates and/or USDA donated Itod allocations are indicated.

Rationale Mr thange.If data collected in field testing of Interim Itule 10.1 9b
indicates that meal costa for group V increased primarily dile to consistently serving
three ounce portion of meat/Meat alternate, investigate feasibility of increasing
reimbursement via section 4 and 1 1 rates and/or increased allocations of USDA
donated foods. This*" orgreater concern if the larger meat/meat alternate portion
results in higher cost to the paying child. This incNased cost may result in de-
creased participation by the paying child if' reimbursement rates pndbor USDA
donated foods arrot increased.

VI. Seeld helpingsInterim rule 21 0, p.56110ther concernsSecond helpings
.Recommemlation.It is recommended that regulations and/or requirenwnts con.

erningitiecond helpings be deleted from the final regulations.
RatitThale for change.It is felt that time is needed to Measure the

increased porkion sips prior to addressing second helpings and/or lunches. It is
furtl3er believed that an acceptable accounting method would be very difficult to
monitor, partic arty in the category of free and reduced price meals since assur-
ances must gufwanteed that the total number of free and reduced price nteals
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si, rye( I d wing a gReli ihty dao, thai e \c`t-srit the atimhyr III dnid. (1,,,,,rilfrd ,,,,

eligible io rec-eive.siwb nwidS-hasigT on aPproved ;ipplical ions

17/ Student it/twice/new J10 L'Ilnip
Reeopanenda 1 am. Change the statement -school food authorities must involve

students-.10 mid as follows
Change School jood motto ittes aro encouraged to involve students in the pro

gram through activities such ; menu planning. enhancement of the eating environ
.juent, program promnt ton am related student -conifilunity support activities

Rationale for change There are a number of vvilyti. formal mat informal. that
school hxxl servaT personnel receive studont feedlmck al food service operations
Therefore. to requitl. such silecirte activitios to lw in1014lemented may impair an
existing activity which is providing excellent feedback It is also felt tht involvement

41)f students would yield better results . both for school food service and for students,
if the involvement is voluntary rather than required
Mt Time frame

Omirnertt.- It is understood that USDA is currently projecting September I. 1979.
as the iniplementation date for the In'w meal pattern requirements Tlw Kentucky
State Agency believs that this is an unrealistic target date since extensive training
will. need to be cotnpleted both by the State stalT as well as loCail district is.rsonnel if
the regulations are to he implemented in a systematic way. therelnre, assuring

...
program c(impliallee An effective date prior to the beginning ()f school p.ar 1980 81
is deemed unrealistic

Thank you for considerani all of the above recommembit ions: we look forward to
ant icipat ing I hese changes in the final regulations ..

Moutli 19, 1979.
Mr. REDWoon TAYIAat,
Du-error nunston of School Food Serval's,
Pepartment of Etim.ottott. Frankfort, Ky.

DKAR IlEnwoon: Thank you very much for your letter in which you kxpress you
concerns with regiird to the Departtnent 4.1-Agriculture's proposed wh pattern
requirements for Me school lunch program.

It had been my hope to address your concerns during the Departnwnt's appear-
ance before the gubcommittee on March I:tfh. Unfortunately, however, time did not
allow. us to focus upon this issue on that day. Tlwrefor, 1 am draftipg a letter to the
Departnwnt relating your concerns and as soon as I receive a reply. I shall send it
onto you for youtbinforniation.

I enjoyed seeing you last Tuesday and 1 look forward to working with you on chi d
nutritiov in the future.

Sincerely,
Cmo. B. PERKINS, Chalrmun.

%.$
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tvERSIGHT HEARING* ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Section 7 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966

TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building.; Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkin's, Erdahl, Kildee,
Hinson, and GOodling.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, committee counsel; and Richard
Di Eugenio, minority legislative associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
Today, th Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-%

tional Educa is beginning its oversight of the child nutrition
programs. Altho h we hope to coVer a wide range of issues during
this oversight, our primary focus will be on those programs whose
author4atjons expire at the end of fiscal year 1980. These pro-
grarndinclude the summer feeding program, the set-aside for equip-
ment assistance, State administrative expenses, and nutrition edu-
cation.

Today, the subconimittee will be looking specifically at section 7
of the Child Nutrition Act Of 196a This section provides Federal
funds to States for their administration of the child nutrition pro-
grams.

During the 95th Congress, I sponsored a number of amendments
designed ,to strengthen the adminiaration of the child nutrition
programs on the State leve he most significant is the revision in
the allocation formula fo the distribution of funds to the States.

As amended, the new ormula not only increaseg the percentage
of funds entitled to the-States, but'also insures that this apportion-
ment is equitable in terms of economies of scale.

.

A reallocation of unused funds is abso Oailable to those Statee
that require additional funding in order to expand their programs.
In addition, the sum r fq,ding program and the child care food
program now have sep tite funding mechanisms in order to facili-
tate the.States' admini ration of these programs. a

We Life fortunute W have with us today a distinguished panel of
witnesses. We have Mrs. Gene White, director of school food serv-

56-00 0 - 80 - 6
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ices, State_ of California, and_ Mr. T. smith, cliroctor. of school
food services, State of Alabama.

We are glad to hear from you. Mr. Smith.

STATEMENTS OF"r. c. smITII, DIREcrolt OF' S(711001. FOOD
SERVICES, STATE OF' ALABAMA, AND MRS, GENE WHITE, DI-
RECTOR, SCHOOL MOH SERVICES, S'rATE OF CALIFOKNIA

41
1

STATEMENT OF' f. c . SMITH, imitErroit OF' SCTO(H. FOOD
SERVICES, STATE OF ALARAMA

Mr. SMITH. I am pleased to be invited to testify before the sub-
committee at the beginning of' its/oversight hearings on the child
nutrition programs and H.R.' 27. I also think it is appropriate tbat
the first hearing is dealing with 'the question of State administra-
tive 'expenses.

.
Prosaic as the issue of' funds for administration may tippear oft

the surface, we believe that thisNissue probably has more bearing'
on the quality of school fee ing programs than any other facing us
today.

As you welrknow, Mr. C a, the number and scope of'
federally funded child nutrition progrs s has expanded enormous-
ly over the past decade. This expa has,. in large part, been due
to the leadership.provided by you and this subcommittee.

In addition to the regular school lunch asogram ttegun shortly
after World War II, we have seen an enormous expansion in the
past decade of the free and reduced-price lunch program; we have
seen the breakfast program become permanent and begin to grow;
we have also seen the addition of the summer lunch, child care,
and nutrition education programs. . .

For Most of this time, th ileat emphasis has been on new
legislative initiatives; adequat unding, and program implementa-
tion. This emphasis has succee ed in ptating in place programs'all
over thg country and bringing food to millions of.'needy children.

Put, as with any effort that seems to be working good in purpose
and intent, there are inevitable problemsproblems of insuring
adequate and accurate accountability for the expenditure of vast
sums of money and problems of insuring that the end prodtictthe
food and meansis delivering the -nUtritional quality with mini-
mum waste that is desired.

Believe me, Mr. Chairman, and other subcommittee members, we
have heard you lOud and clear tver the past several years regard-
ing your : ong desire for .good management and high quality in
the natio . - hool lunch and other child nutrition programs.

We eve that is what, our membership is seeking td deliver.
But it important to keep in mind that we are running the largest
daily institutional feviing program on Earth-26 mi lion school-
children in ttie national school lunch prograni, 180 days every
school 'year. It is a massive unrdertaking. When you add the other
programs, it probably becomes the most complicated nutrition
effort in history. .

We applaud the programs and their objectil.*s. They are the life's
work of the American School Food Service: Association. We are
putting our hearts and souls into themfrom State-level people

8 1
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like- ourselves to district supervisors, right down te the men and
women who work in local kitchens. .

There has btben a recognition in recent legislation that the pro-
'gram size and administrative component have not kept pace with
,each other. lndervit- until the past several years, there was no
specific and` assured funding level for States to perform the admin-
istrative tasks that are required.

It was with this problem in mind that we urged the Congress
several years ago to establish in the law that State administrative
expense funds should be set at no less than 1 percent nor more
than 11/2 percent of the funds spent the second previous fiscal year
on school food programs.

This level permitted States for 'the first time to plan on an
assured basis: We would like to emphasize, at this time, how-impor-
tant assurance and regularity are in administering programs at the
State level. We are not independent actors. Most: of us Work within
State deparlments of education, responsible to our own superinten-
dents of ed cation, Governor, and legislature of each State.

We must prepare our budgets and plans on an annual basis
years in advance, which must be submitted to one or more higher
authorities, which ultimately must fit with the overall State budget
and plans. Oftentimesi it requires as much as 9 months to use
additional funds after they have been allocated. As you can imag-
ine, everything we do requires exact knowledge regarding what
(undig will be available from the Federal level.

It ir especially important when you are building a professional
staff to be able to attract good people, to have adequate time to
find qualified individuals, and to keep them on staff over a period
of time, for them to become-effective. Most States have some type
of merit system which precludes hiring or dismissing staff indis-
criminately.

Clearly, as the result of the assured 1-percent funding, we are
. now building the kinds of staffs that are imperative to improve

both the fiscal management and nutritional quality of our pro-
grams. But there are still problems.

Prior to Public Law 95-627, the Secretary had authority to re-
quest up tO 11/2 percent for SAE funds. Last year, we expressed our
disappointment that the adininistration had only requestsed the
minimum appropriation of 1 putrcent rather than the maximum 11/2
percent. As a result, ASFSA and State directors asked and the
administration supported committee action to,make the SAE fund-

(---ing level a fixed 11/2 percent in Public. Law 95-627. / .

At that time, we believed that .the increased one-half percent
would be -distributed to the States on the same basis as the 1

percent: However, section 7(4) 'gave discretion to the Secretary to
allocate the additio al one-half percent `to those States that he
determined needed 4lditional asliistance inbut not limited to
improving program i tegrity and the quality of meals served to'
children. Unfortunately, this does not take into account the need of
all States to receive the additional funds on the regular formula
basis to deal with inflation, program growth, and other program,

expansion.
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State are to receive. to implement their discretionary program
Subsequent tv the 1egislt4,ion last year. States becanw extremel

con0't4110.d wall the adminMtrat ion's plan:-: regarding the one hail
peretiOt The administ rat 0)11 had deyetoped a program adimnistra
11(M re \ :..zvt

used to withhold the previous ),,tiaranteed 1 percent in SAE funds if
State agencies farled to meet certain USD:\ management .require
merits. rilder till's system. liADA FNS was essentially using the
one-hall iwrcent in disccetionary funds to define for the States
what I !icy should be doing ill administo.nag thi progrum. :Is wel I as
threatening to withdraw funds ii local progrni operations did not
meet the piocly defined performance standards.

aresuft of meetings between USDA / FNS,. ASFSA, avd repro
sentative State directors, PAUS was pulled back tind is being re-
placed by an alternative system assessment, improvement, and
monitoring system better kliown as".-AIMS. While AIMS discards
the mathematic:II formula, it still Ascribes for States detailf; of
program management that theyniust .hike to insure Orogram in-
tegrity.

Frankly. Mr Chairman, we desire to ikuprove the administration
and quality of the programs. We do not qt4)prrel with this intention
or objective, it is everybody's objective. Thin is why.we consistently
fought for adequate SAE funding. But we \1 ,0 not think AIMS is an
effective way to go alam4-i4,<-2----

In a nutshell, Mr. CI-airman, th n fo. is appropriate for
IISDA-FINS to spell out standards pursuan ;-la V resultS, hut
we thiuk States should have the rigt I , :A11110 means of
twhieving those results, includinw, sta, n aiiagenient tech-,
Mimes that are necessary. We are wil aiy.. to meet clearly defined
standards, but we need till. people and assured funds to do the c

FNS in Washington, or regional offices.
We believe our approach is mow consiMent with the Pl'esident's

and Congress desire to,decentralize administration of Federal 'plo-
grams to the State and local.level as much as possible. The succ,i,ss
and durability tif this program for 3:3 years is due to the initiative,
dedication, and creativity of people al the local level. If' the full I

percent SAE funds were mandatory to all States, as is the t per-
cent, then we could spend t hose funds in the most efficient

411anner.
In addition to our belief that the full 11/2 percent Nil be best

used at the State level on the samt basis as thtwo I. percent, we also
wOtild like to make the funding lofillula more flexible for several
reasons.

-First, the use of the second previous year as the baseline to
calculate SAE funds on program performance means we are alway-;
2,t7ears behind the thnes. Program growth around the country ts
running about 8 to 9 percent annuallY, meaning that we are lt; -18 e,
percent behind on our SAE funds during the year we actually
receive them. There should be some way to build this growth facto!'
alto the alloc4lion.

Second, fh are some years when- unusual ircumstances - a
natural disaster such as snow or flooding, or a prolonge(1 shutdown

't
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of schools due to a strike.or enegy shortage might reduce the size
of a program ternporarily. Yet, 2 year later, State:4' would not
receive SAE fun(1s cymmensurate with normal operations. Perhaps
there should be some appeal process to account for unusual circum-
stances like this.

()ne last point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman, hal4co do
With the provision for carrying Allan SAE lunch+ that expire at the
end of' fiscal year 1979. This carryover was put in the law becatise
we were Moving to tilt. full 1 pereent during this school- y(T'dr. Ytt,
as we explained previousk, it is in the nature of' Npanding admin-
istrative capacity that things move slowly. States must have fixed
and hard Moneys from year to year on which they can rely t,o build
and maintain staff End facilities to do an effective job:- For in-
stance. it usually takl>s a minimutrP or 9 months to establish a new
staff 1 sition at the State level. We believe it would be extremely
helpfu o have a permanent carryover proviion, theyeby giving us
the op rtunity td make full use of the funds that have been made
avaihOlt to us, as is the practice with other educational programs.

Thi:4', Fompletes my tqstimony. Mr. CThairman. Once again, I

thank you r. the opportiinity to speak before fhe subcommittee.
Chrrra4 'Hittclrqs. Thank you very much. This wasgood testic,.....,,,,,

c.,

mohx. W fia'!"-you are there, Mrs. White. we will hear fro I you, at
this tinw. - W

.,

STh'EMENT OF MRS. CENE WHITE, .DIRECFOR, SCII001, FOOR7SERVICES, STATE 0 'ALIFORNIA

Mrs. WHITE. Thank you, Mr. Chairn an.-
Mr. Chainialm and nwmbers of the subcommittee:
Thank .you for the opp.ortur4ty to appear here today to share

with you my perspectives .on \he State Administrative Expense
(SAE) funding available for chil:1 nutrVion programs. I would like
to pause intappreciation for your leick;rstap in providing! these
oversight hekings. We in California face substrAial adminiara-
tivD, problems in child nut-rition programs which, I believe, indicate
'a-need for-administrative changes. These changes would henefit rrot
only this State, but p6rhaps other States as well. t

My coraments will address the following issues:"
One: Funding levelIs the current level of SAE funding ade-

quate for effective State administration? r /
' Two: ,Funding allocationShould SAE funds be -allocated to.,
States on a .straight percentage basis or on a basis of a USDA-
devised assessment of each State's need?

Three: Funding formulaShould SAE allocations be -based on
progann expenditures in the second )recedng fis'cal year as cur-
rently authorized. or upon a realistic .projection.of current prI4ram _.4)

expenditures and needs? .. .

As a starting point, let us address the first questioia: Is the
current level .of SAE funding adequate fin. efThctiw S ate adminis- .

tration? NV believe it. is not. We are particularly e cernqd about if
the USQA's allocation of funds to the States w we .believe is
not consistent with legislativt intent. We believe that no less than ".

1d/9 percent. must be appropriated and ahocated to the Statcs if' we :
are to have adequate, responsible atiministration of child niNtritiop
preg'rams, ..

7-
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Public- Law 95 4127 provided that the appropriation for State

administrative expenses be not less than'' i i! percent of' Fedeval
funds expended under sections .1, II, and 17 of the National School
Lunch Act and 2, .1. and 5 .9f the Child Nutrition Act or 19t.
However. because the ipproin'intions bill for fiscal year 1979 was
enacted prior to Public I,aw 95 027, sufficient funds liave not been
iivitilable to fully fund the overall l'.?-pe.rcent mandate. Allocation
formula for the child care food program and the summer food
program are etablished byFitatute at a minimum of' 2'':! percent.

T\,vo basic. problems have developed (1) Although trie current
appropriation is based upon Il.:! percent of' program expenditures,
USDA has chosen to allocate only approxi,mattdy 1 percent of' this
amount to the States.v2) The child care food program zinc! siiminer
food program Have nmndated allocations at the 2';2-percent level.
Actually. the administrative expenses for those programs far

r exceed this 2'2-percent level, thereby requiring t he use - of the
allowed 10 percent SAE fund that maybe transferred from school
lunch and school breakfast programs. Lunch and breakfast are,
therefore. iidministered with whatever funding is left and that is
insufficient. We believe a similarly adequate mandate for these
programs is also necessary'.

1,et me explaln further w4 existing luirding. levels are inad-
equate. Rapid program growth, particularly in the private sector, ./
Ims greatl- 'increased the need for State agency assistance and

e
monitorien .a need which 4its not., heing idequately met (hie t 0
inadeqOate SAE Rinds. For I. ample, the.child care food program in
California has grown by over 100 percent in tile 05144 years. Wl
.find many of' Our 600 program spoaors are small nonprolii private
ogencies whith need extensive technical assistance and nf mitoring
if they are to operate good:quality, fulty 'accountable progra
consistent with the.legislative intent. In the past. the ma'jorit of
our child nutrition Reograms were operated by school. districts
which usually h,ad ade(Nate adminiAtrative and managemenj capa-
bilities..Now, with many small private agencies entering t.he pr6-

..1. grams, State personnel Tmist perform administrative tasks which in
the paM could be partially shared bgtween State agency and local
sponsorS. We find it virtually imppssible to meet this increased
need for technical assistance' and program revjew_. .

Next, recent changes in Federal law and regulations hive great-
ly increased the-complexity and kcope of the State agency responsi-
bilities for program administration:Tunding is simple not adequate
to Meet these neWdemands. For example; thcr new reg lations for
food managemenbt coMpimy operations place major 'i'eti onsibilities
on State agencies for minual contract review, registration of man-
agement companies and onsite mpnitoning. In CalitOrnia, we need
tlWee additional staff members just to handle just these new alio-
latory requirements. Although we (Lilly support these regulations,
we are deeply concerned about 'the .unfunded'additional staffing
needs. ,, . \As a further example, we find the 'inalliit' requit;ement and ad-, t
vance fundin'g mandate fOr the child care locid proKram r cluires

101"additionai-staff,_coniputer program' rewriie and other adm ;a-
tive costs which are not adequatelysfunded under the existing SN.E
a I loca t ion. ...4
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I hi' ,11111111(.1 humf k-wl vicv program is still ;mother exaMph.
III I he till);i1A1 y iil'IWCisll -1;11f1111', !Wt.& :Old ilV illLtblis !Willi-, 1V-; pill
WA% klhM . C ilhi()rnla rceontl transh,rred the adinnustratn'n of

, 1111s program to the Depart ment of. Agricult tn.(' \Ve took this a lion
reluctantly. hut felt we had no other alternative in view of the
majoi adilimisti;ito.e problems ot the peugr;ini Inadequati I tillifing

'cf ii)r ',1ilit \.N. ;1', lildll'd (WC Of t hl'Sl' prUbiellIS I ISM ilpparelll IV hillk
a -,iinilat. need It is our undeistanding USD/1 has augmented its
resources substantially above what California was provided fin. the
-.wile administrative tasks AN'hereas l'alifornia had 6IX. hill-hint'
staff members assigned to the program, it is our understanding the
I. ISDA has now assigned l'..i full time persons. Also, in 197 Califor
fink was ;dile to provide. I; i part time imiployees for sue monitoring
on a statewide basis. I ISDA has substantially increased this staff as
well So. it appears quits. clear that funds allocated lo States simply
art. not adequate to do the job.
' In Calgrniii, Wi. have identified the need for a minimum of' 30
;Milo iona'rstaff positions if we are to adequately administer-the- ..

programs this ye'ar This needs assessment was imide by otv inde-
peatient management analysis unit within the Department of Edu-
caliiii. The, study shows these :t0 positions could hav(\ been pro-,
yided this year if' the full .1'y percent SAE appropetat ions had been
allocated to the Stat CS. VS1 C find these posi,t ions 11-e absolutely.

., ;. essential to i wide good-vality, fully accountable programiC, in'
. ..

3,1,, this State whi -has Oyer :i,000 program sponsors serving approxi-
1 "Armkte 2' y millnio meals dailVjt l5,000 sites. 1

,
1 - !laving iildresed the need for increased levels of fundg, let us i4
\ proceod HMV (I) the next issue: .

..g

4, Should SAE funds be allocated on a straight iisercentage basis or
`.'";lon I he basis of a USDA-devised Mrnessmcnt of each State's needs'?

NVe believe these funds slueltil be allocated On a strict percentage
basis. Public 1,a'w_95 027 st'atev 'that all States shall receive 1

pffeent with the remainder to be allocatoil by the S(Tret any of
i)griculture -in .amounts the Secretary determines nect.ssary for
Ivt 1.$ improvement in the States of the administration of). the pro-

gi ms.'' We would argue that it is very difficult for the Secretary
..... kilt ermine-the real needs of each of 50 States wit hou't detililed

an; .. Vsis ofj he administrt lye systems and structures used in each
State./Ileirce, the major real world effect of' this provision pl. law is'
ainc'ertainty uncertainty as to each State's iriAliorrcatiktn, uncer-
tainty reg.arding how to plan, uncertainty regarding how many
staff to employ, uncertpinty regarding the services to be provided
syonsorin schools and 'rtgenciys. States must know well in advance/ of the fiscaLlyar the :iiecific ZImmint of SAE funds to lie allocated
if' realistic and effective manay;einent plani4 are to lx developed ana
implemented. And so the Stivtes clip then develop :i realistic admin-
istrative plan. ..
' l'he third and 'final issue to be addressed concerns the forwula

,.

for determining St ari allocatitms: Should SAE fuliding allocations
`be based two!, 2-year-old- program. expendit ure dPita-ol% upon reafts-
t ieNprojiet ions of current program expenditures?

.

Current 'law requires that all SAE allocations shall be a percent-
age of the Un'al pi;ogram expenditure in the.second preceding fiscal
year. In 'reality, t lkis inea.rts't hat we, the Stat,es, are always 2. yearsArtio"'"7



behind In programs rapid grovth, this means \Are are operating
programs today witIolnwstaff necessary hir the smaller program
size 2 years :Igo

117 may be presumptuous- in again usinp, tialifornin exapi.
plc. 001 clAild.,nutrition programs have experienced an overall
growth ol appixillmtely III percent each year for the past several
years Using fiscal year 1977 prograrn expenditures as the basis I'm'
es111)lishing,?ritical Veal' 1979 administrative needs and costs, is
totally unriTilistic Obviously, this *reales a 20-percent deliclicy
for our current,ueeds. and its sponsors.

I would urgt/ Congress to base aimuld allot.:at ions on realis-
tic, limply projections for eatli State's current program participa
lion anti expehditures. This will enable States to keep pace,With
current program trends and complexities.

In suipinary, my recommendations can he -7;tated quite simply: I

believe SAE funds should be appropriated at, no less. than H:2
kercent of tlIr'projected curt.ent ,year's expenditures-10r Chdd

'Orlon prOg rains, and t hal t hOSe funds be directly allocated to each
State1.0 not less t han this.11/2-percent level.

Thank yvii fOr the opportunity to discuss these issues wjth you
todny.

ChiOrman PERKINS. MrS. White, I agree vholeheat.tedly with
your festimOny. I am doing my dead level best to try to keep Ow
sAool lunch program from being cut back in general, and I am
sure you reali.4e whal a difficult tat;k. many of us are having trying
to gee additional funding fin programs such i5 title 1,t hat impacts
the student assistance programs, vocational education., and nunirr-
ous other 'educational programs which are ifnle or less running
into a stoin. wall.

I am just W01 -how have you used your increased funding
during the pa 2 or years'? !lave .you used it in t be way of'
employing a itional people to administer the school lunch pro-
grains and so forth'?

Mrs. WitrrE. Yes, sir. We have been able to take the 1-percent
funding base and to translate those dollars into-addeitional stalling

, posit ions.
inive particularly placed these positions in the field and 0;

the-areas of heavy program'coeentration. We .have found this has
certainly helped our poogram concentration.,

Chairman PERKINS.' What comnwnCdo yon care to make'?
Mr. STArrii. We haYe employed additional staff, Congressman

Perkins. We bave also developed an auditing !tall' to conduct the
audits.

airman PERK1Ns. Would you mind' telling us the dollar
iiiiNints that you received the last 2 years, Mr. Smith?

M r We are to receive roughly $61,1,000 this year; last
year it ICZO$120,000 less.

A: Chairman PERKINS. Last year it was $120,000 loss. YOur school
lunch program is growing so.you received more this year?

,Srsirrii.- That is correct.
Cl-miritilan PERKINS. That 1 percent 'riniounted -to inure. And the

year before last, hOw much did you receive?
Mr. SMITH. I do not remember exactly. .

,Chairman PERKINS. What about you, Mrs. White'?

4
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Mrs WHITE. I was prepared to answer for this !Ikiar; 1 would have '
to do some checking on the preceding years. This current flsnI
year our current allocation is approximately $2.1 million for ad-
ministration of all programs, the child care program and the audit
program, but esaentially $2.1 million.

Chairman PERKINS. I have one other qugy ion here. The national
appropriation has increased from $11 millio in 19771to $25 miHion
in 1978, and $34 million in 1979.

Am I correct? You do not know that?
Mr. Smrrn. No.
Chairman PERKINS. But the natitAnal appropriation has in:

creased.
Mrs. WHITE. Definitely.' -Oho
Chairman PERKINS. According .to the records it was $14 million

in 1977, $25 million in 1978, $31 million in-1979.
Thank you very much for your testimony. You have been most

Mr. KILDEE.
Mr. Kiuw.E. I have no questions.
ChairltlaJI PERKINS.. Mr. ii.;ix1Ohl.
Mr. ERDAHl.. I d000t Wive any questions, but I vianted to pass on

a personal greetinv-from'Mr. Buchanan to Mr.- "Nnith. lie regrets
he'cannot be here because of another meeting he had to attend. '
Congressman Buchanan is one of our active Members.

..)Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mrs. White and Mr.

Smith.
Our next witneys is .Mr. RQbert Greenstein, Acting Administra-

tor, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
We welcome you here. .

Without objection your prepared statement. will beinserted in
the 'record. Proceed anyway in which you like.

(The prepared statement of Rolpert Greenstein fotlows:1

PREPARE!) STATEMENT Otz ROBERT IN HEE N STE1 N. N(; AnnoNISTAATOR, r001) A ND
NuTitITION SERvid:, 1151)A

Mr. Chairman and inemlnrs a the Animittee, I am pleased to be here tmlny
response to your request to diticuss State Administrative Expense Rinds. These
funds are authorizi.11 under Section 7 of the Child Nutrition Act. The amount of'
funds provided by Congreks for ;;AE has grown from a modei4t amount in 1969 to
about $35 million fin- 1980 Recent amendments to Section 7 havc_provided mikjor
cjianges ill tbe.antliorizlition levels and .hiethods for allocating funds uniong the
States. I. wouild like to being yon up to date on the beckg'roond a101 status of the
program *. "

liarkpround and htslory .

Congress first autboriod the use O.f 'funds for State administrative expense in
Vtiiin 7 of the Child Nat ritiOn Act of' 1966. However', funds were not appropriated

the Congress for this purpmle until fiscal year 1969. Two separate appropria
were made that yea1- for SKE nit first provided $751000 for use by the St; es in

. administering the new Special Food Servite Program fur C'hildren Jolt horize( under
Public I,aw 90 302 At that time the Special Food Service Program for ('hiildreii
included both the ,Child Care and Summer Pyrigrams. secoultl nppropriotion
Provided for the unie 0. 4) to $1 million of Section 32 funds 14 State administrative
exrfises to . 001 meal service. k

These appropriations of $1.75 million provided significant support to State erforts
to expand the availabili0 of free and reduced price lunches to ncydy children; to
initiate brealifast progranii in schools; 011(1 to in.augurate both the Suninwr and

.
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I I Hai

CtifijAtt,,,, in .ins%tei li t Stilte,' iequest ha an ie....mance ii t level' of hiliding
toi e.ed Sett '; 01 Ow Child Null anal .\ct moth Public 9
No% embe%111

Tone. otlie: thing, Public I 41%.. 9 pill\ !lied toi t lie allocatI011 1>1 lint& tii i
lilt' ,1114101 .111(1 AI(' 1111111, 010

,44 l';11 VOI t II.I vedi 19 the SAE ;Inmant was based on 1

percent of the pi agLaill funds The onloinit loi fiscal vears 1979 pis° w;v:, be
(III 11(41 IC', 1 116111 11).1C4411 .11111 11411 1:14%111.1 1 hall 1 114.14 1.111

1.111, C111111:4' 1114.14.1:"441 1111,11 .;11114' ;141111111VA 1;111V4. 4.X1/4'11!,4. 11111415. 1/111 1111110(11d
hi' Stall' ,1110C:11 1011 II/1111111a %V415 (t) 11/111:111il ate' 111(1(11 lit tilt'

Int IVt ina)oi States recei vet. I close to half of die Inercose Ii
hill& The I 11111(1's WVIA' 111,1 t i)1uted among tIn hei States ;11111 lIltli

,111.1Lii Slate:, I VeCIVI'd hit II' It ail \ 1111.11.`11i,t Zit all kit 111(11:1
ly,phill,1%l ((I 11).141, id lilt' 11111(1 !Cud prOgraiii Tills pi Ogr,1111 has 1111M'
II1,1 01111011's VII ;111d ill(' COsi iti ;IIIIIIIIII5t01111); illS
pi oei.11.11 git.,;tei than mi the School Lunch ,

I'1,,i1 e,11 1 9.'') 1,111;:el lerpli'SI

()III Il1ilit'.0 I 1.1111(51 liii liscaJ al 19...) \va!, fot $1!:4 million and includtsd $:).1
n11111011 (o -;..\ I.: 1);(se.(1 on 1 percent of Stale program expenditures ail mg the second
pi eceding f "scat %cal The, $:).1 million represented an ilicre,ise ot appioximately $2
notion no:el tile fiscal veal I97ti level

In .111(111 ion. t lie liscal vein. 1979 request included $.1 1111111(111 to he allocated by the
Secretar to the States ha management Improvement These funds would hi' 111:1(11'

.1V:)ihIbir il 1 he Secret:11'y to State4 for the ident ilicat ion and correction ill. problettis
.1,,ociated t all ;iccountability ip the Child Nutrition Program 4

The total ot ::+':.:) n111111)11 riquested w;I:...; aim: 01:(if Vy the Congress in the Appropri."atom .\ct on Octobei 1 1,, 197,6, i
, At the (ial of. le,cal yiar 197S linobligat(41 SAE 1°1111(1s at the Stale level i1111mint((1

to $:1 0 million thiblic Law ..)., 166 rilso allowed states to em-ry ;wt.l unused ti,;(10
%car 11.Gs SAE hinds tor lose in fiscal year 1979 The total amount ol SAE (mills
,INailahle in 19-,-9. Iron] ;ippropriated funds and corryovei , stood at $2s illilhon prior
to t he enactment of Public Law 9.-, i'>2.7

I.

PlibItt 1,enu (1.-, li.','
,.

On November 10, 1 97S. one month rote!. the r\pproituatioll Ail, congressyllacted
Pliblii. 1.:INv 9:, 627. Nvhich changed the autliorizod 1(.'el ol hinds tOr use illyler
Section 7 mid the allticat ion formulas for providing thes( (units to t he States

T11( Act provided lo) an auttioritatioir level of I 1.. percent, wit li a manlier of
allocation formulas 14 dist Hiatt ing the fundssimiong the States First and foremost
Ilit Aot provided that!' not less than 1 percent, bilsrit 1111 School. Program expendi
tines, wan to lie proYided to the States. 'Second an iilloeat ion fOrmula to provtde
funds for t he adilliniAi.at ion of the Child Care Program WilS VtilabliShCli. Third I iii'
Secretary vvii. ierlitith,d discretion in t he allocation of the r.eilialimig funds

These elliinges fiked tile level of ;Issts(ance at not 110S,; I11:111 f 1.... pvIolt of
program expenditures during the second preceding fiscal year lia fiscal yeat s 1979
and 19, . 'Illis requirof the appropriation of additional funds for fic;i1 year Ilri9'42
\Vali th enactment ot l'uhlic Law 94 627, and tht required atithoviiatton level of
$31.! million, the. fismil Year 1979 SAE :ippropriot ion of $:.!:, million \vas '4+7 million
less I lian the t'tllitied iliblioritat ion

tYcir4rtin/tr1i.; ri.:(//wsr '
fro.

Iii order to illevt I liul 541(411;114l, awl prolde tile States \S ill] fjpds in a timely
Niti;illtler, 1 he Department stiblilkted a request to the Agriculture Approiwiat ions
Subcommittees in February to fIllowtil l secretary to reprogram $7 million in
available funds !Or t his purpose Subsequently t he Subcommittees informed the
Dispartment that a reprograilimilig of funds for SAE would not be legal, and. that
thi 1111111.honal $7 110111011 cituld only be provided through a supplemental appropri"on .to .The 1)epartinent has ilevelped and submitted to 01\ill :1 request for supplemental
hood,' fOr SAI.:



Reg/J/1,ton action ....

The Depnrunent is present ly dievelop , a number of regulatory proposals affect
ing State Administrative Exlahse. lands rhese proposals are desigiwd to strengthen
program administration by target iig SA ,;11.11nA.to particular prokrilm !reds. .

To provide States with advatil^ infoMatMn on the way we plan to use the
remaining SAl . funds. we expa't uo propoiw these regulations shortly By tlw time
Congress appropriates the kioppleitiental Rinds, we will have final regulations on
which the supplementol funatoiiill be allocated!'"

Theset regulations would firsi be stnwtured for distributing SAE funds to States
on gey basis of' the statutory formulns provided in Public Law 95 4i27

Certain provisions of the new law are non-discretionary in ñciture Otw of these
included a change in the allo-cat ion fOrmuln. For school programs. State agencies are
guaranteed one riercent of the funds expended for tht progrnms in the second
preceding fiscal year as a NISP inlynwnt. Each State is fin-tiler guaranteed a mini-
mum amount For the Child 4'are Food Program, State agencies earn funds based on
a formula spiTified in the law.

The law allow's 4he Secretnry to use some fonds at his Own discretion la.cause of
serious management problems the Secretary would use this discretionary nut hority
to target these funds on specific program areas which need increased monitoring
and impnived management systems.
yirst, we plan to ollocate some SAE fiinds specifically for Pond Distribution

1 hrough the rood Distribution Program, Mites receive from I. and distribute
to schools about $701 million worth of donnteciffiaxl each year. This rppresents 20
percent or ull bod used by .schools and other outlets in the Child Nutrition Pro.
grains
.. State admlnist rtttion of the Food Distribution Program is carr.ied out by the State
educlition department in GO percent of the States. The other .10 percent of the States
direct the distribution of donated food through other DepaLtments such as.ngricul-
lure. welfore. general services or finance. Stalk of the State distributing agencies
a IV generally simill compared to the job to be performed. .

The. school 11.11101 Cp m mod i t y distribution 'program has conic' under considerable
scrutiny in recent nront, hs, through a comprehensive audit a State commislity
proce4sing contracts. The agency requested the OR; to undertake this audit because
of the seranis i)ole.ntiill for roisuse and diversion in the syMeinof 'processing con-
tracts. PrOCVSSi II g contracts between State ngencies and private commercial firms .

are used to convert donated "foods into difli.ment end prod cts or to repackagit.
donated l'oods alto snialler units such as flour into baked pn ucts-or bulk grounJ
beef into. beef patties. About 27 State Distributing Agencies h ve processing con*
till ne"arly 400 food companies are involved in processinedonatedpods. .

'I 10 audit fismd that serious accountability problems exist in.the receipt, test.
and i piisition of' do lated foods. In "one case IISDA choice Immlairger with 30
percent.' . r to n processor. However, thy schools received hambur-
ger patties naide from imported,beet that .was 30 liercent fat. In another instance
there were 12 processors who Aoki donated foods to commercial outlets, exchanged
donated foods with their Own commercial inventories and could not physically
account for abbut $4..1 million of" donotad foods that shoUld have been in their
inventory. .

These problems charly indicate the. benvficiaries, the children eating school
lunch, are the losers in terms of product (nullity and nutrition where thse practices
operate and continue unchecked. The Ikpart ment will be taking steps to tighten t he
cont rols on processilig contracts. We -have been working with- State diltribution
agents twdevelop apprriate contracts to correct deficiencies and to fissure proces-
sors and ipcipientagen ws understarid each Inhers' responsibilitie. Increasedlooni--
toring of product substitutability, yield' factors and_ local awarenelis by the-Depart-
mein and the States sluaild reduce the occurrenci of current problems. 'Me' Depprt-
mein has completed 7 seminars across the U.S. directed at rim& procurement in
which Insiaction mid' grading. services, buying prnctices, nuirket iiiws survives,
federal trade requirements, and processing contracts were discussed with State and
local oftkillis hi wilved in purchasing food fin. schools. .

Some State ndministrative expense funds will be made nv1iilable for the specific
ou5 t. of titt.,es to carry out the distributing agent responsibilities. States have" request-
ed this. Ailthority is contained in the current legislatiom for States to use State
administrative expense funds for fowl distribution activities but generally this has
not been done. Wi, want to assure' that some SAE funds will he aflocatedrand used
for food distribution activities, particularly timso Suites where the. Distributiug
Agency is not the State Educational Agency. 7

1, .-----`
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Theie has 1)144:IR inute.14-1114, coin-elm 1)% the Conriess. the 14\ ectitive branch. mid the
p1il1111 ; at Tat 1:e tii,it the (1111111 of plow atw, acciatfitnlalit v plograni hind.. be
11111ot;\ (41 .\ccotilin 1% to distribute hinds to States.h.) suppol t then
.iniplenie 11.11 ion id 0.% s meld ptoglichi management impio,%.einellt
01,11 %%,4 le now (144%eloping Itecause iht need ha On, s%.shali is so gle.11. and
14(.4:111W S. 111111k \VIII 1/1:1 CFO 1(;11 I 1/11' 111 implennaitation. 1 %%mild like to

oss the h!i(.14.1t0uli4ldpf on! terlikitla 1.4, 4)1)444.11 .441114. detail
lii tet.ent Audits, frfi 1),,1.0,.. (,,sep,. of 1,),Iti.i.foi diseov,..(1

:;.iffolo.,,f,.1flo.), pioldiqns -lit 111, 1114.411 111,.:11

5411001 (list (11`,t"hr,i'd, liii cx:1111plu.
411111t11 10 percitft (11 tree lunch :ir1"11(.111 ion 10 have not liven (-flecked by local
.iiiiliiii Ow, 1(11 41/1111/11.1 oi lift the (11gIbilit% of the 1ipp11,.,Ints ear,.1(4,11/4.,:,
in H.\ Icy, mg 1,10(.11 api)11(;104)11,4, pn.yalent .1 hi ou(hoilt, the 1.4)11111 IN, 111 .111

of 1 ht. 14iirge:,t Pt 0).1111111 St ales. It WAN (41 *111 prIt"l'111 11 I Ill'
1 "h 11( /01 1(10 1111 1101 11 IP', 1111(10111 luid m.0)4)11110 (.1111A0, 111(.4) . vcd ot ill

This deal 1%. losults in the ivi.ttient of ex.ct filltairsel5imets to those school food
iedilced lit ice stud(alt4- ho '%vir.-441,14()1)(9.1.,%,(.stablish,.(1 the re,01-&;

lilt Ilia Ines
lit ,ilddit V( I' are 1111(1111(4 increasingly Inat '4(.1lools do not keep adequate ;lc-

count nig I(4(.(1rds to substantlate tht teinibursen 'Ills till' \ I 041'1V0 lltr:-.(11(11)1 111C:115

S111111' ',ChM /1 (11,1 IRIS, 11S(1 fill 1 to vai.v r(aniburs( tient ran-. accotiling to meal i0,t,

4,41 that total lelphurstalients may regularly ("evil meal cost uttkoown
amount 1.101;ited InIchngs have Idetuthed school Inca that do not compl. with frype

... A lunch tegultelnents ,.....

. S0114)(41 lunch progtom audits hare also (1)51t(1 111:1(1(quacles In the systems local
-.chunk and school food authorltns use to reco the actual numbers of free. reduced
;a 11..4' and 11:11(1 nit:als s4a.%.4(1 to 0111(1re/1,4'1f these records are inad(qpulte Or 111(.0111
()lett., this also can result In sehools districts ree(Iving larger amounts of reimburse-
ment than their in(4;11 :zei%.1(.( warrants. We lla%e found sigtll'icact abuse in tills
area A common discrtpancy Is to 1111(1 that a school with one hundred children
cell 41 led for five meals chilills one Inuldr((1 free meals (.very day On any giv(al day -,
only ninety of the om hundred childr(91 actualf%. attend school and oniy (ighty of
them decide to take their 1.1.0e 1(111011 The Federal reimbursement lOr the two!
Hee Ilit.al, 4.1:11111(.41 Ian not :ictuall. ser%.(.(1 fi.l.l. is ti8l.(1 to t.eduee tla overall cost
the food servi(.(. program or used as a hidden subsidy for a 1:i calrt( hold or. men
purchased byladults or students r(((utred to pay.t he full price

A lid 1 t findIngs such as thtst place tht continued publa support hir the child '
nut rkt ion programs In jtopardy. Wl must take pcteps/to incr(ase both the Secretary'kts ,
mid the States' authority to deal with thtse probledis We art,conkilinteti to inlinUV-
ing. program integrity and reducing thi,s administrative wast(4- and (1.1,..p1 in the

/
1sch iol meal programs ..uordingly, wt ar( proposing to tig ten the administration cof tht school meal

progr. s through the eglablishillent c gi 110W areollIlt al/11 it Y system in all States
TI)is system, called the Assessment. Improvement, and Monitoring Systems, or
A'kMS, will reijuire State:. to monitor clostly those points at which the school tmill
programs are most ,susceptible to MAIM' arid tins, nnet*. The .systeni will take
into ac(( int'tht. fact that the greattlit savings on f re

reduced )11 e Imals served. . 1-
largest ntunti)(7( s 1())11:if(2leeellilill'lildl

Mr
claims c: ) be obtained in the school di4ricts with the

T14. . t t wIll beeditected to invest igate and idleover weak nesses ill program
managemen by the Sch(r)l districts und to correct these deficiencies Arnow; will In .
taken where a propriate, to ensure .

that the nutriber of free and reduceil-price meals claimed dots not exceed the
numher of free and reduced ptice meals served or tht iluinix(-v44144.4).(( or
reducedprice application's on filo..

t hat vont ri;ls have been est abl 'shed on reimbursements to t he individual

. t meals;
schools so tehat.reinihtill(.ments do not exclItte,(1 tia actual cost of producing Ow

. ,,..,.
t hilt t Ile meals clainnll for ieindifirsement' are in (.1n/1.1)1i:owe with th 1:11

.'.1
,- ineul pattern rerplireintnts.
If systematic State reviews of loyal scItooI food authorities discloi:ad swill cant, it

violations of these standards, we will cmllect it.inlburse nents impioperIV paid.
,

This new system mll require that Stath itgencie. rease thun ?inovitoripg of -
local school, food ainflorities. We eccognize Unit t s inreased ihOilitoting will
tie((ssitate additional resources in State age \

-
.

,.
Workload iticreases will not 'be ..klentical inal States, owever, hecause the AIM

,vstein will lOcus additional 11101100rin1 011 t ill' S('hthil 1.011 :11101()rit 'WS Will'IV Pit l'll.
I., .
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itial losses from mismanagement and abuse are the greatest For this reasi I. a )
straight iwrcentage distribution of SAE funds applied equally to all States ould
not distribute resources in accordance with need.

The Secretary's discretionary authority is tinxvehicle needed to develop an alloca-
tion formula that will closely track the increased workload generated by the AIM
systion The formula we are developing would take into account the number of
school food authorities, the number of free and reduced price meals, and number of
school food authorities with an enrollment of Over 40,040 student.s. We have already
held some discussions with State agencias on-the method of distributing these funds.

We believe this approach irr using discretionary .funds most appropriate and a
%fed complement to the_n6n-discretionary funA provided State alapcies.

Legis !atm-, promicar'
On March VIA appeared before this Committee til present the major provisions

of the administration s legislative proposal for this year. Several sections of that
proposal would affect State administrative expense funds, and I wiltsumrluirize -
those briefly.

First, we recommended that all State administrative expert funds be available to
States for use as needed in meeting, the cost of administration .of the School Pro-k
grains and the Child Care, Food Program. Currently the law requires States to use
administrative fun s exclusively for the program'designated in the allocations. This
restricts a State's administrative latitude. Our recommendation would peovide
School. and Child ( e administrative funds in a jump HUM to the Stitte agencies
that administer dore than Ale of' theatt foog service programs, and would permit
State agencies to apply resources where the needs are greatest. States "would no
longer be required to direct interchangeable staff talent solely to a specific progrbm.
This will allow the State flexibility to develop staff resources for several.programs
and when necessaryt retarget those resoures to problem areas .without the Lear of
being unable to account for fund usage in given progra 1. This js codistent with
our goal to improve the quality and integ y of progrpin a minist ition.

Seconj, we recommend increased anio ts of admiitistratkle expense funds for ihe .
summe7and iild care program. New f mules would provide a base win to each
State, to,whi the current statutory fo inda would be added,limitednly by a cap
designed to maintain administrative nds as a reasonable proporti n of program
funds. These additional funds will be allocated from administrative expense funds .

already available to the Seeretary, and we wish to distribute t ese additional*
res6urces to States to support the management of th.lihild care and sununer food .

pregrams. .

Finally, we are seeking authority to withhold alf or4p art of' a State's administra- .
tive expense funds if serious deficiencies in a State's administration of the programs
are revealed by the new ame,untability sygem, or by,our own management evalua-
tiogs. Of csvrse, before we took such actilm, a State would be permitted sufficient
time to correct the deficiencies observed. If the defi?tencies were later corrected,
some or all of the funds which had been withheld from the State coidd be returned.
Such.authority has existed in the Faxi Stamp Program For many years, and was
added to the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children,
by last year's amendment.* to the Child Nutrition,Ack In the Food 'staimp Program.
the Secretary is mandated to withhold Minds ttlipn certein findings, but ttie WIC and
the Child Nutrition Programs we believe greater flexibility is appropriate, so th4
withholding would be permissive. - ,

The Inspecter General supports our proposal to withhold administrative expense
funds in- the event of serious program deficiencies. In recent testimony before the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee for Agriculture, Inspector General McBride
endorsed our commitment to a management system that will set standards for State
and local prograin adnilvistration. To insure accountability we need the authorityoto

, withhold acfministrativeNPUnds_ . .. -

. The basis fort strong Child Nutrition Programs in future years lies an Avid
admin. trative controls that establish the parameters within which Stilles may
ma e the programs with °maximum flexibility to meet local fleet* Our legislative
proposal this year would shape our system of Satte administrative expense funds to-
pro'v'hle Stites with both incentives imtl assistance to carry out theirVsponsibflities
under the School and Child Care Meal'Programs. 4. 1,Thank you for the opportunity to appear b9fore the Committee today:
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STATEMENT OF' R4cRERT GIWENSTFIN , MAW' ADM1NISTRA-
. ToR. Fool) AND NIA RITION SERVICE, DEPARTMENZ-- OF'

ACRICULTUREs

GREgNSTEIN. Mr. Chairman and n mbers of the subcbrnmit-
tee, I am pleased to be her Lay in sponse,--to.yourrequest to.

. discuss State administrative xpense çunds. Tjgese funds iv au-
thorized under section 7 of' e Child Ntrition Act:iIte ame nt of .

funds provided by, Congres for 8AE has grown from aImdlligt
amount in 1969 to bout $35 million,for 1980. We have a dhkrt oVer

howing the State expenditure fund. The middle 6aluffin only
%starts n 1976 because .it was as a result of legislatidn pa'ssed by
this committee and Senate Agripltt qnmittee that trew catego-
ries for child, care programs. and oumm, feeding were- created.
Recent,amendments to eection 7 Jvë provided major changts in
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. the authorization levels and methods for alfo6iting funds among
_the States. .

_ -

Chairman PERKINS. &JIMMY feeding retrresents the middle
column?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. fes.
Congress in answer to the States' request for an assurance Oa the

level of funding for SAE, revispd section 7 of the Child Nutrition
Act throuKh Public Law 95-166 on Novembbr 10, 1977.

Among other things. Public Law 95-166 provided for the alloca-\ tion of funds to the States on the basis of school and child care
program funds expended. during the second preceding fiscal year.
For fiscal year 1978 the SAE apount was based on 1 percent of the

program funds. The amount for-fiscal years 1979 and 1980 was to
be ,baped on not less than .1 percent and not greater than 11/2
percent. f

This ange increased total State administrative expense. funds,
but an nintended consequence of the State allocation formula was
to concelitilitk much of the increase in ,a few -States, Six mckjo'r

siStates received close to half of the incraase in SAE funds. The
- remaining funds were distributed among. the-_ other States and

many small States received,little if anx,. increase at all. Moreoyer,
the formula was hot responsive to- needs of the child care food
program-. ThiS program heik many institutions serving small num-
bers of childr.en.and the cost of -administering this program is
greater than fel- the school lunch prograni r Since child care centers

'1,tend -to be small, the percent of ftiids needed to administer child
are is higher than the proportio in the 'school feeding program

-.\\vhere an individual school mafhave 500 or 1,000 students. Since -4
most of the money is in schools it-would penalize those States with
large child,care programs and benefit those large populous States
with small Plograms.
Xhairman PERKINS. I warlawlike for yoq to submit for, the record,

a breakdown of the last .3 years of the allocations State by State.
Would you do that?

Mr. GRF,P4.NSTEIN, We.woul&be htfPpy ttrao'thNt.
[The information fOlMws:l )71

- 4

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENVIU-NtZL IONS; FISCAL YEAR 19/9'
3.

NeN I ngland

Connecticut

Marne

Massachuseth

Nw Hanipsture
Rhode Islan0

Vermont

Mid Atlantic

Delaware

District ol Columbia

Maryland

New Jersey

New York

Pennsylvania .

Puerto Rico

Virginia

Virgin Islands

4

stare

%OP

School '

$202.988

110.761

44394
100.000

100.000ii \ 10,000 .

.c,hilil.uriiii

$44.003

34.852

84)64
30.10/ p
36,538

24.381

lot3I J

$246.991

145.613

-570.158

130.107

136,538

174.389

100,000 34,728 134,728

151,515 -,35,340 186,885

314.609 4'9.034 363.643

631.100 134.661 s 766.361

1,57507 1,575.667

199,282 144,46 943,608

5R1,542 5817
450.082 450 82
100,000 15.309 115.309

94
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STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE 6.1ND AL UCATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 19/9 Continued

Stare

West Virginia

Suuthext

Alabama

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

*Iwo

2011/

511 /31

831.130

/29,251

441.638

35.481

134 92')

161.504

/3,154

241)04

646,651,

993 634

129.151

514,192

Mississippi 4 18.168 1/1 5// 589./45
North Carolina 814124 125 489 940,113

South Carolina 436.300 436.300
Illtlennessee 485,811 48.5.811

Midwest

Moos 8 /6.310 118.521 %994.831
Indiana 338.419 /0.656. 409,0 /5
Michigan 560,738 103.386 663,624
Minnesota 300.622 48.009 348.631

Ohio /11.999 91.5/0 813.569

Wisconsin 79/.68/ 54.272 351.909
Southwest

Arkansas 241.665 241.665

10t1Nalla 611.50? 89,416 110 918

New Mexico 113.498 44.349 711,841

Oklahoma 156.592 11110 379.311
Texas ID 1.298,3// 1.298.31I
Texas H 164.636 164.636

Mountairi.Plains

Colorado 171.118 59,546 130,114

low 111,311 0 45.662 251,989
Kansas 169.405 43.118 113,183
Missouri 386.180 386.180

Montana ED 100.000 100.00 0

Nebraska 100.000 100,000

North Dakota 100.000 10(000
South Dakota 108.555 19,895 138.4 50

Utah 111,615 73.867 145.4/7
Wyonung 100.000 20,346 120.346

Montaaa H 58.664 30-961 89,631

Western H

Alaska 100.060 13.191 113,191

American Samoa 100.000 100,00 0

Arizona 189.056 49.105. 738.161

Cahlornia 1,195.1 /0 115.155 1 010,T15

100.000 . 100.00 0

Hawaii 100,000 100,000

!dab° 107,569 18.118 11118 1

Nevada 100.000 73,685 123,68 5

Oregon 146.43, 146,43 2

Trust Ten dory 100.000 16.119 116.179

Wasfunglon 719.381 119,381

Total 21.053,081 2.£128,311 13.881.403

' Schools hilstil On I peicenl 'school lunch wail milk
fiscal year 1911

Child care based un child care pulpy' expendiluies vi hsi al year 19/1

school breakfasl . aird rood %mite ryiugia'ni v.1)(400,110

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE FUNDS dliOCATION, FISCAL YEAR 017-78

New England:

Copnectoot

Mitie
M*sachusetts

State rival year Nu

8131.61Q
54.80,3

/13.990

Iscm pal 19/8
e .

$716.593
110,760

491,654

9
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STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE FUNDS ALLOCATION, FISCAL YEAR 19/7, 78- Continual

SI,ilv I IK,11 yt..11 19 ! yv,il 19

New Hampshire 4601 1 21,365

Rhodt Nand 41.196 93.443

Volition! 81.3/1 101./3/

Mid Atlantic

Delaware 86.436 86.436

District ot Columbia 11.118 1 51,544

Maryland 238.40? 346.130

New !may 276.519 4 18,619

New York 704.215 1,366.873

Pennsylvania 4853/3 /31,054

Puerto Rico ,i49,069 516.526

Virginia 69.735 4 22,806

Virgin Islands / 19.51/ 75,000

West Virgmia 177.340 206.211

Southeast

Mabama 358,535 4 94,623

Ilornia 409.732 753)23

Georgia 184.481 648.034

Kentucky 339.058 440.209

Mississippi ,.. 165,634 418.161

North Cambria 478,881 /51.663

South Carolina ,.. 102,899 , 4 15,114

Tennessee 151,751 4 35,493

Midwest

Illinois 331.210 781,413

Indiana 178.958 338,250

Michigan 225,562 503,544

Minnesota 121,428 285,8

Ohio 278.015 . 60

Wisconsin 119,474 779.884

Southwest

Arkansas 126.100 244)5/

Louisiana 451,890 602.251

Ow Mexico 89,266 1 10,001

Oklahoma 210,512 738,454

Texas ED 201.405 877 ,377

'Texas II 12? ,774

Motintain Plains.

Colorado ,56-4 182.020

iowa .
178,577 794.589

Kansas 10 1,448 149.406

Missiouri 12,614 349,020

Moidana ED 4 5 514 85,918

Nebraska 116,391

North Oakota '45,598 75.000

South Dakota 841a1 108.556

Utah 95A,\ 121.614

Wyoming 35,000 65,000

Montarfa H 5.448 58,663

Western

Alaska 13.719 90.333

American Samoa 11.915 75,000

A1.170113

California
1

14 5 5/9

968.411

181,394

l.535.8O0

Guam, 18,411 8247

Hawaii. '75,112 /5.113

Idaho 11.500 10.2,569

Nevada 10.469 90.704

Oregon, 339,692 128,749

Trust Territory 69.063 83.696

- Washington 69,186 196,614

Total 10.511,654 19.186,733
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siiin ADMINISTRATIVE' EXPENSE FUNDS, SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM

Stile

New England

hsai yem 1911 }Nal yem 19/8 liul

Connecticut $20.406 SI 7,992 $49.200

Maine 1.685 22.210 33./00

Massachusetts 51.938 11101 84.000

New Hampshire 4,768 14,933 14.500

Rhode Island 10.000 24.567 34.300

Vermont 9.998 10.824 9.100

MidAtlantic

Delaware . . 10.000 21.355 23.301

Nitric! of Columbia 7.469 25,050 26,401

Maryland 33.991 46.225 62.926

New Jersey 158.000 162.083 238.206

New York 1.302.000

Pennsylvania 166.256 192,946 300.000

Puertb Rico 61.320 59.985 102,477

Virginia RO .

Virgin Islands 1 Moo 3.750 17,051

West Virginia 10.000 33.786

Southeast

Alabama 44.100 29,105 90.104

Flooda 12.032 114A68 94.500

Georgia

Kentucky 12,841 3044 45.198

Mississippi 31,259 60,220 13.131

North Carolina.. . 59.260 52,714 , 58.495

South Carolina RO .

Tennessee RO.. .

Midwest.

Minos .. 91.011 92.514 119.391

Indiana 36.003 40.880 45.115

Michigan 43,198 119.000 118.009

Minnesota RO .

Ohio RO- (1911-78) SA-(1919) 13.218

Wisconsin. . . Io.boe 23.532 _ 29,738 .

Southwest

,Arkansas RO . . . .

Louisiana 5 5.899 ' 12,051 80,215

New Mexico . 4,228 1 l,808 11.681

Oklahoma .. ...... 10 14,599 36,157 \._ 45,153

Texas RO 151.071 ---1 29,900
.Mountain Plains: .

,Colorado 19,350 24,054 35,739

Iowa RO

Kansas 10,000 15.061

'Missouri RC,

Montana RO.

Nebraska RO .

NOfq1 DakotiR0

South Dakota 10.000 15,641 22,974

Irlah 498 12,713- 14,539

1,807 .Wyoming

'Western RO-(1919): ,

Alaski SA2(1911-78) 471 6,300 .

American Samoa

Arizona 9,999 31,892 75,158

"CajVnia 362,950 292,646

Guam
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STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE RINDS, SUMMER fd0D SERVICE PROGRAM -.Continual

Sla le !mai HI p)/1 II \l.1111..11 P/8 liV.11 ye.11

Idaho RO (1911) SA (1918 19) ti,339 8 481

Nevada ?.043 16.086

Oregon .

Trust Territory 836 4.143

Washington

Total 4 2)66.420 1.938.4/3 2.211.599

' 113%ell e\litnale% iwoRlarn "vv.

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE FUNDS,*CHILD CARE F D PROGRAM, 2-PERCENT AUDIT FUNDS

Stale

. New 1 nglarid

Connediot

Marne

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Rhode Island

Vermont .

Mid.Atlantic

Delaware .

District of Columbia

Maryland .

New Jersey

New Ydrk RO

Pennsylvania

Puerto Aco

Virginia RO

Virgin Islands

. WeAt Virginia

Southeast

Alabama

Honda

Georgia RO

Kentucky

Mississippi .

,North Carolina ..... ..
South Carolina RO

. Tennessee RO.

*ewes!
..

Warm .

Miertesdi
ONO RO (1Y1978) SA (FY1979) .....

Wisonsin ,

.S4fljwrest
Arkansas RO

Louisiana .

New Mexico

a Oklahoma.

Texas .

Mountain Mains:

Cad°.

4Cansas

4 fiscal year 1911
Public taw 95 114)

1(.431 yeat 1)/8 1v,tal yea! 1919 /

$10,284 $1/.202

5.674 9.882

k34,233

5 .268

49,811

/.043
4,460 11.230

3.090 4,155

7,054 9.783

1,834 10 212

19.128 21.228

46,151 89,729

(') 58,720 9/.460

4

1.636 2,062

8.826 10,390

50.399 89,940

84,187 111,203

29,806 40,523

(') 97,158 119,261

56,049 82,392

54,124

30,917

76,817,
38,525

(I) 28,910 64,708

15.747 20.407
55,256,

21,339 25,378

36,669 53,541

12,567 17:480

(I) 29,134 40,176
72,692 113,708

`t 15,793 29,637

13,799 18,529

11,017 17,023
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STATE ADMINISTRAJIVE EXPENSE FUNDS, CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM. 2-PERCENT AUDIT FUNDS--

Continued

Stale

Missouri

Montana

hrixaska RO

North Dakota RO

South Dakota

Utah

Wyoming

Western ,

Alaska

American Samoa.

Arizona :

Caldania

Guam

Hawaii RO

Idaho

Nevada

Ofegon

Trust Territorf
Washiniton RO

Total

' Not apottcobk,

-Chairman PERKINS.
Mr. GREENSTEIN. 0

$25 million and inclu
State program ex
year. This $21 mill n
million over the fia

I would like t qtto
, follows:

flu al real 191
!VC+ low 9s 166

year 1178 yeal

5.165 AN* 1.381
. ....

5.140 6.958

2.975 4.545

2.414 3.138

4.057 4.516

16,897 21,284

76.137 154.124

3.068 2.744

3.877 4,474

2.293 2.226

995,167 1,566,747

#
A/ll right. !J'hank you very much. Go ahead.
t budget request for fiscal year 1979 was for
ed $grnialion for SAE based on 1 percent of
stutes /during the second preceding fiscal

nted ari increase of approximately $2
978 level.

iefly, the report specifically' directs ,as

4 *million oft& fundirappropriated for State admin-
trition programs will be allocate() and used for activi-
y and toke whatever corrective action is needed in the

as noncompliance with School standards and eligibility
imbursement claims.

,tepr
yeaa

The committee e "is that
istrative expenses or )thild n
lies including aud ident.
school feeding p rtun sud
criteria and su of

In no sen is the, administratiowacting contrary ,t.o congression-
al intent. All they are doing is acting as the Senate Appropriations
Committee hils' directed us and it is consistent with the law passed

14 by this c intrirtteelas well.
, In adylitkrn, the fiscal year 1079 requeit included $4 million to be

allocated by the Secretary to the States for management improve-
mer1t These funds would be made available by the Secretary to
Stat for the identification and correction of problemb associated
witl apcountability in the child nutrition program.

e tntal of $26 milliorr requested was approved by the Congress
i the approtriation act on October 11,-1978.
/ At the en of fistid year 1978 undbligated SAE funds at the State

Jevel amounted to $3 million. Public Law 95-166 also allowed
/States to carry over unused fiscal year 1978 SAE funds Kw us* in
fiscal year 1979. The total amount of SAE funds available in 1979
from appropriated funds and carryover stood at $28 million prior



the enactment of Public Law 95-627. In most recent years,-some of
the SAE funds allocated to some Ottates have -remained ,unused.

Public Law 95-627 was enacted on November 10, 1978, 1 month
after the appropriation act. This act changed the authorized level
of_ funds for use u,nder section 7 and the allocation formulas ibr
providing these funds to the States. Again this contrasts as you
have noted with roughly $14 million in 1977; so it is about double
what it was in 1977. .

The act provided for an authoriiatibn level of 11/2 percent, with a
number of allociation formulas for distributing the funds among the
States. First: and foremost the act provided tha,t not less than 1

percent, based op school firogram expenditures, was to be provided
to the States. Second, an allocation formula to provide funds for
the atiministration of the child care program was established.
Third, the Secretary was provided diAcretion in the allocation of
the remaining funds.

That is not one-half percent discretionary funds that the Secre-
tary has. The funds we are talking about using.are the $4 million.
As directed by the Senate Appropriations Committee, this will
amount to one-eighth of the to,tal SAE fund and .about one-fifth of 1
percent; not one-half of 1 percent hs was stated earlier.

These changes fixed the level of assistance at not less than 11/2
percent of program expenditures during the-sedond preceding fiscal
year for fiscal years 1979 and 1980. This required the appropriation
of additional funds for fiscal year 1979.

We promptly thereafter sent to the appropriatio4s committee nf
.both the House and the Senate, a fortmil request Rigned 'by Secré-
-tary Bergland to reprogram funds intb the SAE act\to providelhe
additional $7 million 'immediately. That request was rejected by
both appropriations committees of the House. and Senate. They
ruled since SAE funds are mentioned and proyided for in the
language of tlie statute, that reprograming is illegal for SAE funds
and dnly-a supplemental appropriation could legally provide the $7
million.

We are now, as I believe Mrs. White stated, reques n n addi-
tional sualemental for the additional $7 million.

We are putting out every penny that.has been appropriated, Mr.
Chairman, We are.puttingsit out above the 1-percent level. We are
pUtting out the full child-care formul,a; we are putting out the child
care audit money, the feeding money. The total of All these put
together is in excess of 1 percent.

Frankly, I do not believe We currently evon have all "the money
we need to put out .the fourth-quarter allocation due on July 1,
although we hope 'to get that fror a supplemental appropriation.

WhEit about the question of thi money? It is said we have held
back for discretionary funds. DAT. hairman, we have not held back
a penny for discretionary funds. We have not held back. The discre-
tionary money will only come hen supplemental money comes
through. We have made the deci on to give States all the money
.we can which we have under the formulas, and it ik fully consist-
ent with the law. We might be cr ticized by the Senate Appropri-
ations Committee in othat we hay' not put out the $4 million in
discretionary funds and are holding out for the supplemental.

00
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I would like to turn now to the regulatory action. Statetleed to
know what funds they are getting.

.

The Department is presently develotting a number of regulatory
pro : .18 affecting State adnfinistrative expense funds. These pro-
s are designed to strengthen program administration by tar-
get' SAE funds to particular program needs. r

To provide States with advance information on the waY we plan
touse the remaining SAE funds, vie expect to propose these regula-
tions shortly. By the time Congress appropiiates, the supplemental'
funds, we will have final regulations on which the supplemental
funds will be allocated. Funds by formula would .be a system in

,t which everyone knows in advance and can plan exactly the
1 amounts they arif getting. These regulations would first be struc-

- . tured for distributing SAE funds to StStes on the bads of the
statutory formulas provided in Public Law 627

Certatn provisions of the new law are nondiscretionary in
. nature. One of these included a. change in the allocation formula.

For school programs, State agencies are guaranteed 1 percent of
the funds expended for the programs in the second preceding fiscal
year as a _base _phyment. Each State is further guaranteed a mini-'
mum amount. For the chikl care food program, State agencies earn
funds based on alormilla specified in the law. .

The law allo 8 the, Secretary to use some funds at his ownrie
discretion. Beta of seriouil management problems the Secretarr
would use this iscretionary authority to target these funds on
specific program areas which need increased monitoring and im-
proved nonagement systems.

First, *e plan to Allocate some SAE funds specifically for 'food ,

distribution. Through the food distribution program, States mceive
from USDA and distribute to schools about $750 million Worth of
donated food each year. This represents 20 percent of all food used

. by schools "and other' outlets in the child nutrition programs. We
strongly believe in the commodity program .and want it to run as. ,well as it possibly can.

State administration of the food distribution program is carried
out by the State education department in 60 percent of the States.
Th4 other 40 percent of the States direct the distribution of donat-

. ed food through other departinents such as agriculture, welfare,
general services or finance. Ste% of the State distributing agencies
are generally small compared to the job to be performed.

The school lunch cOmmodity ,distribution program has come
under considerable scrutiny in recent months, through a compre-

% hensive audit of State commodity processing contracts. The agency
requested the OIG to undertake _this audit because of the serious
potential for mipuse and diversion in the system of processing
contracts; Processing contracts.between State agencies and private
commercial firms are\1 used. to convert donated foods into different
end prqducts or to repackage dond foods into smaller units suoh
as flour ,into baked products or bulk ground beef into beef patties.

..
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Abotit 27 State distributing agencies have these processing con-.. tracts. Nearly 440 food companies are involved in processing donat-
ed foods.

Mr. Chairman, khave here today and I would like to sibmit for
'the record, the reck.ntly released audit report.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it will be put into the
record.

[The information follows:I

IN

0
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FOOD AND WUTRITION SERVICE
FOOD D1STRIBUTliq PROGRAM

CONTRACTS FOR PROGESSING.DONATFO Mons
WASHINGTON, D.

. AS OF FEBRUARY /6, 1979
AUDIT REPORT NO. 2799!52-Ch 7

- INTRODUCTION

A. AUDIT SCOPE

This report presents the results of our audit of the
Food and'Nutrition Service.(FNS) dnd State DistribUtion $

Agencies' management.of donated food processing activities.
We undertook this audit at,the request of the Food Dfs.tri-,

bution Divisioh of FNS to assess program activities. Ve ,

-gave primary emphasis to Fiscal Year (FY) 1978 activities

to determine 'if :

contratual provisions comply with program regula-
tions and meet the objectives of the'Food Distri-
tion program and ole various nutrition prOgrams
using donatid foods,

1
- inventories of donated food placed with-food proc-

% essors are properly accounted for and managed
in an ecopomical and efficient manner,

e4
- food processors are passing maximum benefits to

recipient agOnciee,

Rrogram weaknesses exist %Mich could allow fraud-
ulent or wa,stefuI practices to occur or otherwiwe

result in program.abuse. ,

Our audit included ailkeview at the Fte'ileadquarters,

Of the 7 FNS Regional Offices, 10 StateDistributing
Agenciet and audits at.18 food processing comtoanievwhich
have contracts to process donated food commodities. During

FY 1978, 15 of.these fowl processors ftvnished processed /
products to schools ancrInstitutions which contained

It donated foods that the processors yalued at. about $6

\ million. The other three processors did not mlintain
required records; therefore, we could 'riot determine the

amounts of.foods processed durins, the'year. At the end

of FY 1978, 16 of the fbod processors.had inventory
liabillties for donated foods of hout $4 mill4on. The

other two processors did not have adequate records to
show.their inventory liabilities:' Exhibit A shows the
FNS Rigional.Officeeand State Distributing Agencies',
included in our review.

4
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B. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

FNS, through the 1-ood'Distribuiion Peogram, hac re.ponsi-
bility for-distribUting foods it acquires under legislative
Authorities controlling price support, surplus removal
-and market price activi,ties. During FY 1978, FNS distri-
buted about $660 million of such foods. FNS donates
tLese foods-to State Distributing-Amcies for distribution
to vitious federallylassfsted food service programs, Th
principal recipients of the donated foods are schools
participating, in Child Nutrition Programs, such as th
Natipnal School Lunch Program. State Distributing Age cies
are responsible for distributing donated foods totorecipient
agencies in accordance with program requirements. .

Federal regulations provide that elstributing Agencies
and Recipient Agencies (hereafter also referred to as
Contracting Agepcies) may enter into contracts with,private
commercial firms to convert the donated foods into 'dif-
ferent end products (-flour to cookies; vegetable oil
to mayonnaise); or to repackage donated foods into.smaller
unit'sizes (bulk ground beef into.beef patties). About
27 §tateDistribut4ng Agencies have processing contracts
an4 about 40D food companies rfe involved in processing
donated foods.

II - HIGHLIG,HTS

Food pCocessinilactivities carried out under the Food RhstriL
bution/Program, a $660 million program, were not,being admin-
tattered in a manner that assured the processors were properly
using donated,fpods and that recipient agencies were receiving
maximum benelits.from those donated foods. FNS,headquarters
has furnished little guidance to Regional Offices regarding
processing contracts and Regional Offices have done little

to monitor processing activities in their respective States.
This lack of guidance and supervision has contributed to .

a nearly cohiplete breakdown in ye accountability over the

receipt, use and dfsposition of donated foods, valued at
about $6 million, Oaced with the 18 processorldincluded

in our review. f e

FNS Headquarters must immediately strengthen regulations
and provide Regional Offices and dismibuting agenc.ies addi-
tional guiaanee and supervfsion for enteripg into cpntracts
for processing donated foods. This.is illustrated by the
conditions noted in our review at 10 State Distributing

'---ftencies and 18 processors under'contract to process donated

foods.

2



- Twelve processors believed they were accountable not
4 for the physical inventory of donated foods but only

for the book value of the donated foods furnished by
contracting agencies. Accordingly, they sold donated
foods to commercial outlets, exchanged dopated foods
with their ovn commercial inventories, and could not
physically *count for about $3.4 million of donated
foods that should have been in their inventory.

*

- Two.processors substituted about $250,000eot donated
ground beef for.their own commercially purchased beef
which either had a higher fat content'or was imported.
FNS and the diatributing agencies were unable to detect
the substitution becausetthe processors labeled the
products ln such a manner that tht ingredients were
ngipti fully disclosed on either the product-lalleis or
tiCe'label specification sheets. Also, the libeling
prevented a thorough Federal inspection of:the products.

The requirement that processors submit monthly reports
to contracting agencies was totally ineffective'becauie
neither the distribbting agencies nor the processors
complied-with the requirements. Therefore processors
..,ere unable to account for the reCril)t, use nd diposition
of about 44 million of donated foods.

Thirt'een processors using indepen,dent commercial-distri-
tors did not have a means of ensuring that about

$ 7 million 'of donated.foods received during FY 1978.
wou d acivallx reach eligible recipient agencies.
These independent commercial distributors did not account
ful* for the donated foods, guarantee that the processed
products end related values were returned to recipient
agencies, always provide the most economical delfVeri '
(some State Distributing Agencies, had cheaper methods)
or insure equitable distribution of donated foods among
recipient agencies.

Dist;ibuting agencies furnished donated foods to proc- .

ssors without regard to inventory needs or to the
processors' current inveatory'status. This allowed
four processors to accumulate inventories that exceeded
one year's need by about $3S8,000; while three other
processors operated with negative inventories valued
at about $197,000.

- 3 -
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4
The 'processing contvitts either did not contain all
the minimum program requirements or else contained
provisions contrary to regulations. Distributing

agencies entered into processing contracts without
having an adequate ataff to executc contrart efPec-
tively and relied heavily on processors to set contrac-

tual requirements. Thus contracts allowed improper
substitution nd exchange of donated foods, did not
always 'state a final cost to the recipient agencies;
did not reflect the actual value of donated foods in
end products, did not specify the nutritional contents
of end produsts, and did not allow for full rights of
audit and inspection by distributing agencies and the ,

Department.

Processors using cash rebate and price discount systems
to return the value of donated foods pntained in end
products were not equipped to implement hrue rebate
or discount systems. Processorscould not control
product piicing to recipient agencies because inAependent
commercial distributots,.who were not A party to the
processing contracti-.and were not accountpble to the -

processor and contracting'agencies, set the price of

end products. As result, there was no assurance that
recipient'agencies riceived price reductions or credits
for the value of the donated foods contained,in the
end products received. For example, one processor had
not returned rebates totalifig over $43,000 to recipient

4 agencies. Still another pfocessor delayed returning
rebates to recipient agencies for up to 10 months after
delivering the end products.

The above conditions indicate some-processors may have used
the donated foods An ways prohibited by'liegulations. Because

title to the donated foods passes to the related distributi4
agencies at the time FNS delivers the donated foods to them
or their processors, the Depaytment normally'only takes claim

action against the agencies and does not pursue legal action

4 Against processort who misused donatedlcods. Currently,

Food Distribution Regulations do not coniain penalty provisions
for the theft or misuse of these donated foods. However,

Publid'Lew 95-627, dated November 10, 197197`tfttains such
provision1 but the FNS had not yet added At to the Food -

Distribution Reguletions.

- 4 -
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111 - RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION WTTII MANAGEMENT
,

A. RECOMMENDATIONS TO Tnr ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AJLNU1iiiiioN

1

SERVICE

1 Provide'additional guidance and supervision to
Regional Offices regarding processing contracts
by strengthening and revising regulattons to give
Regional Offices responsibility for assisting in
[waging inventories and monitoring processors
to/see that donated foods are properly used,
accounted for and returned to recipient agencies
in an end product equal to tie quantity, quality,
and yalue YJ the donated fhod processed. Assign
Regional Orfices responsibility for monitoring
processing activities, which iiieddition to moni-
toring distributing agencies aaginistration of
processing contracts', will inulude responsibility
for monitoring multi-state processors. Design
a systei which would allow FNS to determine the
total quantities of dopated foods placed with
processors. (See Audit Results - 1)

2. Notify all distributing agencies and processors
that donated foods must be physically accounted
for and that donated foods may not be sold, exchanged
or otherwise disposed of without the approval of
the Department. Explain the intent of regulations
regarding substitution of donated foods and under
what circumstances donated foods may be substituted.
Recover the vatue of donated foods which have been
improperly sold, exchanged, or misused. (See Addit

Rsults - 2)

3. Revise regulations and existipg conaacts for proc-
essing donated ground beef to specify that it must
be used in the production of the-end.products,
and that it must not be substituted for other beef.
Work with FSQS to design suitable labels for end
products to ensure that the processors actually
use the donated ground beef. Revile regulations
to provide if donated grdund beef is to be blended
with other meats during processing, quantities
and ingredients.should be stated clearly in the
contract nd the inventory should be reieced,only
by the quantit9 of donated ground beef used/in

5 _
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the blended product. Further, consider requiring
mandatory continuous FSQS inspection or acceptance
services during the processing. (See Audit

Reltults - 3)

4. Instruct distributing agencies to'requi4real1
processors to submit monthly performance reports
as reqUired by instructions and to review and analyze

the reports for accuracy. Revise regulation% for
performanct reports to require physical inventoriec
and a finished goods inventory. Instruct distri-
but-ing agencies to revise dr terminate any contracts
'which do not require processors to report performance
end to terminate contracts with any processors
who do not comply -with the reporting requirements.
(See...Audit Results - 4)

5. Evaluate each distributlng agency's system for
distributing processed donated foods. Instruct

these agencies to use their distribution systems
to the fullest extent possible. Permit commerciil
distribution only in cases where it mould be mor.e
efficient and conomical anti wbere quitable diseri-
b-utkon would be maintained. Require processing

contracts when commercial distributors are used

to include; a final delivered cost to the recipient

agencies,.the dlstributor as an accountable party
to the contract and requitements for distributor

reporx s of activity. (See Audit Results - 5)

6. Amend rgulations to ittcorporate the penalty provi-
sions contained;in Public Law 95-627 for the willful

misuse or theft of property donated by the Depart-

ment. Review all contracts to illOntify those which

do comply with the minimum requiremnts of current

regulations. TermAnate and rnegotiate all contracts

which do not meet minimum utquirements. Revisit

current regulations to define more clearly all

minimum contractual requirements, giving special

emphasis to substitution of donated foodi, nutri-

tional appects of nd products, cost of end products

to recipiat agencies, processor record maintenance

and the availability of records for audit dd inspec-

tAon by distributing agenCies and the Department.

Also, consider revising regulations concerning
nd product labeling, performance bonding and

contract addendum. Provide training to all distri-

butin, gencies about the minimum Contractual

- 6 -
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nequirements outlined in the.revised 'regulations.
4ee Audit Results - 6)
1

7. Peovide distriOuting,agencie.s with guidance for
managing inventories placed with processqrs by
instructing agencies to limit the inventories to

reas'onable amounts. Inform distributing agencies
and processors.that negative inventorjes are only
permigsabrb in those cases where substitution is
due to depleted donated'food inventories that, would
otherwise hold up the production eequired under .

'a.proCessing Contract. Require distributing agencies
to review the inventories currently placed with
processofsFto identify excessive or negative inven-

tories. Terminate shipments to processors With
exCessive.fnventories until the inventories are
reduced to reasonable levels. Correct.negatfve
inventories and prevent the processors from.entering
negati4e inventory position without authorizatizon.'

4".(See Audit Results - 7)
6 l;

8. 'Revise regulations to address the yse of rebafre,
discount and processifig fees and to,help implemAnt
these systems to assure that recipient agencies
promptly receive the-full value of the donated
fyods used in the end products. (See:Audit

.Resulti - 8)

B. DISCUSSION WITH MANAGEMENT

On February 26, 1979, We discussed the results of this

audit with the following FNS officials":

, Gene P. Dickey Deputy Administrator
for Special Nutrition
Programs

William G. Boling Deputy Administrator,
Regional Operations

Orval Kerchner Assistant Deputy
-Administrator for
,Special Nutrition Programs

Neill W. Freeman Assistant to the"Deputy
"Administrator for'Special
Nutrition Programs

1 O 9
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Albert6 Frost

Darrel t. Cray

Lynn Howe

103 -

1

Director, Regional'Program
Operations Staff

Director:Food Distribution
Division

Assistant IP) the Director, -

Fon' Distribution D1vi5ion

They agreed With the audit resulty and recommendation,.
presentea. They advised us that they had already taken
steps to corrert some of the problem areas disclosed
'by the audit. On March 14, 1979, thr Food Distribution
Division furrkished us with a memora#dum addressing
the significant Audit issues and thi corrective measares
they have initiated or plan to take. The memorandum
is attached ''es Exhibit B to ,this report.

The Office of the'lnspector General - Auditing was
r.epresented by:

D. F. Reynolds

Jo66J. JacksOn

V.

ActijIg Director,
Marketing and Consumer ,

Program Division

Assistant Regtonal
Inspector General -

% Auditing

Edwin D. Linderman Supervisory Auditor

Raymond G. Poland

<

Auditor-in-Charge
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IV - AUDIT RESULTS

PROGRAN SUPERVISION

1. The food precessing activities carried out under the ..

Food Distribution _Program, $660 million program, weip
not being effectively administered by FNS and the State
Distributing Agencies. The.need for FNS Headquarters
to strengthen rigulations and provide- Regional Offices
nd distributinragencies additional guidance fpr enterilg
into contracts for processing donate& food§ istillustrated
by;

- Twelve of the 18 processors reviewed eieher sold
donated foods to coNmercial outlets or exchanged
the donated foods with their own commercial inven-
tories Old could not physically account for approxi-
mately $3.4 million dollars of donated foods.

- Two processors substituted about $250,000 of donatid
ground beef for their commprcially purchased beef
which either had a higher'fat content or was imported.

- About $4-mi11ion of donated foods were unaccounted
for because of distributing agencies' and processors'
non-compliande with performance reporting requirements.

- 'Thirteen of the piocessors usidg independent com-
mercial distributors could not assure that the
$5.7 millionsof donated foods received during FY 1978
would actually get to eligible recipient agencies.

- The ineffective management of inventories of donated
foods placed with processors allowed inventories
for four processors to eveed one year's need by
about $358000 while three other processors operated
with negative inventories'valued at about $197,001:4

- Distributing agencies relied heavily on the processors
to set centractual requirements and, as a result,
the contracts did not contain all of the minimum.
requirements or else contained provisions contrary
to regulations.

e
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(NOTE: The dollar values shown above will total more
than the $10 million shown in the Audit Scope section
of this report becAuse the dollar values for a rarticular
commodity and.procAsor may be associated with one or
more of the above listed conditions.) .4

We found that Headquarters had furnished very little:
guidance to Regional Offices regarding processing
tracts, and Regional Offices haddone Pittle tO monitor
processing activities in their respective States. The
need for greater-involvement by FNS at both headquarters
and Regional.levels became.apparent .hec.ause-State_Distri-
buting Agencie4 haVe no effective way of.iponitOrinik those
processors located ingpne,State buiTroqessi.ng-donated
foods for two or more At.her States. Wrili FNS could not

readily detprmine how much of the $660 million of food
donated in Fiacal Year 197a had been shipped to processOrs,..

Federal Regulations/ Part 250.10 (e) require FNS Regional
'---"bfficrs to retain dopies. of processing contracts and

provide that they may review them for the purpose of
advising and counseling distributing.agencies. However,

.regulations do not give Regional Offices any direct
responsibility for issuing instruction& or providing
guidance to distributing agencies. Regulations (Part
250.6 (o)) obligatdistributing agencies to provide

,-,adequate personnel to assure that their food distribution
program is carried out properly. However, distributing
agencies-were not adequately staffed to monitor processing
activitiei effectively.

We visitid five of the seven FNS Regional Offices to
determine how much guidance they provided to distributing
agencies and if they monitored processing contract activi-

o ries.' We found that each Regional Office's role varied
from yery little Lpvolvamint to a more ictive but limited fi

role. None of the Regional OffiCes actively assisted. /74

distributing agencies in the solicAtation and approyal,/
of processing contracts. Some Regional Offices did not/
have up-to-date, files of all existing contracts or had/

not reviewed the contiacts to see if their terms'met '

the requirements of regulations. Regional Ofipses

not effectively use their
Services Staffs in evaluating end duct yilds and
nutritional aspects of end products. one xception,

- 10-
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the Regional Offiees' administrative assessments of'Statv
4 Distributing Agencies-diii not address progessing contra(ts.

Our reviews at the 10 State Distributing Agencies showed
that they were not administering the processing contraLts
effectively. The distributing agencies weCe entering
into processing ciintracts without having an adequate
staff to ecute /ontrafts. or to monitor processors'
perfor e. They relied hew/fly on the processors to
establish contractual proVisions, prices and yields,
monitor product quality and distribute processed foods. I/
They could not guarantee that processors properly accounted
for, wsed end distributed donated foods. Further, distri-
buting agencies:did not use the technical assistance
of the State agenc.ies administering the Child Nutrition
Programs to evaluate the nutritional aspects of the proc-
essed'product's or to analyze the products made by proc-
essorsALThis tack of control alfOwed processing firms
to misuseNclonated fodds, to furnish recipient agencies
kess desired end prodUcts and to return less than the
fual va WI the donated foods to recipient agencies.

In addition, we found that distributing agencies could
not Monitor the performance of processors whose facilities
were located outside theit State: Even in those cases
where a multi-state-processor was located in the the
distributing agency's Stated,the distributing'agenc4.,_
could not determine if the Monated foods were properly ...
used and acCounted for without also knowing the processor's
dealings with other States. We believe FNS would have

fprocessor and would be more 'able to assess performancy
etter access to all the pertinent records of a multi-state

than an individual distributing agency.

Current1Y, FNS does not review processor activities as
a part of its assessments of the Food Distribution Program
at ehe various diatributing Agencies. We elieve FNS
Regional.Offices need to become more invol ed in the
monitoring of the activities of processors, particularly
those processors having Contracts with more than one
State. . . . . ..,--....

Although our audit scope did not include USDA's acquisiiiOn
and transportation-of donated foods, we did note that-°
FNS had no mefhod to stablish the quantities of dopated
foods Vat had been shipped to individual processors.
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This was particularly'true fn Eases of multi-state proc-
essors where thei processor's source of donated ,foods

may be a combination of direct shipments from USDA and
shiPments from distributing agencies' or recipient agenc:es'

'inventories. We noted that FNS record keeping systems
at beadquarters, regional offices, and the Kansas City
Commodity Offioe (KCCO) were designed to account for
quantities and value of foods donated on a per State
basis. These systems were designed primarily to account
for each State's entitlement of donated food; they do
not 'account for all the quantities of donated foods shipped

to processors. We found that it would be possi.ble to

detergine the direct shipmtnts from.supplying vendors
to processors either manually, or through reprogremming
the KCCO data systems. But no central record exists
that could provide shipbents from distrThutin* agencies

,
and recipient agencies 'to processors.

A

During our audit, we accessed the KCCO data system and
tracked by destination point direct shipments to processors

--from supplying vendors. However, we couLd not determine

the 'quantities of donated foods furnishetrfrom distributing
and recipient agencies' inventories because the performance

reports submitted by processors were generally unreliable.

As a result, we could not always determine°the quantities

of donatpd food thiv a processor should account for.

We believe the Regional Officet' lack of involvement

has contributed to the conditions noted in the Audit
Results about contractual provisions, accountability
for donated foods, performance repotting by processors,

'-\substitution of donated foods, management of inventories,

and pricing.

FNS should revise the regulations regarding Processing

contracts and should provide additional guidance and

supervision to the Regional Offices by assigning responsi-
bifity for monitoring processing activities: monitoring

distributing agencies' administration of processing con-

tracts and monitoring multi-state4Processors. A system

should be designee which would allow FNS- to determine
the total quantities of ilonated foods placed with proc-

essors. This system would enable them to manage inventories
and monitor processors to ensure that donated foods are
properly used, accounted for and returned to recipient
&wigs Xn an nd product equal to the original quantity,

quirlity, and value.

- 12-
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4--

SUBSTIrOTION

2. Our reviews Poi 18 processors found that 12 processors
interchanged donated foods with their own commercial
inventories and did not physically maintain the donated
foods for processing. These processors could not physi-
cally account for approximately $3.4 million of donated
foods that ihey- should have had in inventory. The proc-
essors and iome distributing agencies maintained that
the subsEitution or interchange of some donated foods
is permissible under Part 250.6 (m) (3) of Lhe regulation's.
The processors considered they were not accountable for
theyhysical 441pventory of donated foods but only for
the value of the donated foods furnished to them. As

a result, they used the donated foods for their commercial
operations, sold the donated foods, or exchanged the
donated foods in commercial markets. This is contrary
to Food Distribution Program regulations and alto defeats
the purposes of the various price support programs under
.which the foods were donated. Hisunderstaqding of the
(provisions for substituting donated foods-.seemed to be
the primary cause of the problems we found regarding
processing contracts.

Part 250.6 (m) (3) permits substitution of donated foods
in certain circumstances. It states "the processing
contract may provide that the processor may substitute 4

for the commodities a like quantity of the same foods
of equal or better qualiv whenever depleted inventories
of commodities would otherwise hold up production. The

contract shalt specify the commodities which may be substi-
tuted. Only butter, flour, rice, rolled oats, rolled
wheat, nonfat dry milk, shortening, cornmeal, dried peas,
lentils, dried beans, cheese, orange juice,'pepnut butter,
raisins, and other such foods as FNS specifically approves
may be substituted."

The processors and some distributing agencies furthei
defined the donated food listed in Part 250.6 (m) (3)
as "fungible" and other donated foods.as "non-fungible."
Fungible donated fabds were those which could be commingled
with a processor's normel inventory. They maintained
that the same physical tommodity received for processing
into an nd product neod not be returned Co the schools,
but that the dbllar value of the donatyd commodity must

115
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be returned as a part of the product sold to the school,

They also maintained that non-fungible foods (such as
donated ground beef) may not be commingled with a proc-
essor's normal inventory, and Chat non-fungible commodltle
must be returned to the school on a pound-for-pound basis.

: There were other,processors who believed that all donated

.foods could be interchanged or 'substituted indiscrimi-

nately.

We believe Part 250.6 (m) (3) permits scAstitution of
donated commodities only when depleted donated inventorie,,
would hold up production that is required under the proc-
essing contract and does not permit diverting donated

commodities to the processor's owp use. Also, Part 250.4

(a) limits the uses of donated foods stating that ". . .

Commodities not so distributed or used (for any reason)
shall not be sold, exchanged or otherwise disposed of
without approval of the Department."

;2

Examples of the various interpretations of the provisions
for substituting donated foods, together with examples

of the conditions we noted, follow:
- .

a. .The processors believed that they were accountable
only for the value-of the donated forods and, therefore,

could divert the donated foods to their own use
(including selling or exchanging the donated foods). .

One processor sold about 752,000 pounds of donated
cheese on the commercial market which distributing
agencies had furnished the processor to process pizzas.

The processor sold this donated cheese for over
$898,000 or $1.195 per pound, which represented about

* $23,380 more than the allowance the processor would

1
give the recipient agencies jri the form of disco nt

for the value of the donated cheese. This proces or

began producing pizza products using commercially
purchised cheese and selling the products at a discount
for the value of the cheese even though he had not
received donated commodity cheese from any di.stributing

agencies. Further, at the time 4,11e processor received

the donated cheese and sold it on the commercial

market, hiserecords showed that distributing agencies
had received pizza products which vould contain about .

103,000 pounds of cheise. The processor stated that

the other 697,600 pouRds of cheese represented pizza

products produced with the processor's commercially
purchased cheese and sold to distributors at a discount

-.14 -
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For the value of donated cheese which had not yet'
been delivered to'recipient agencies.

Still another processor had diveited 11,800 pounds
of donated turkey rolls and 75,000 pounds of donated
cheese to his own use for commercial sales. The
total value 6f these foods was about $93,000. The
processor intendt to replace these foods through
commercial purchases to fulfill the needs of the
contracting agencies. 'However, the contract agencies
have no assurance that the processor will replace
kbe donated foods with foods of an equal quality.

Another processor sold or exchanged donaed foods

N-v...
valued ac more than $350,000. For example, he-ex-
changed some of the donated nonfat dry milk for mozza-
rella cheese rather than using it to produce the

1 .

cheese as provided for in tte contract. This processor
- also sold donated nonfat dr6, milk to finance'his\

businels Arations. In adartlon, he exchanged
57,090 pounds of .domated buttet"with the company
supplying the cheese to reduce the cost of the cheese.
The biltter wts not used to manufacture cheese but
entered commercial chanhels. The processor also
exchanged aonated flour with another company for '

pizza crusts which he uied to fulfill his obligations
to contracting agencies. This processor.doei not
appear to be able to fulfill his financial obligations
to the contracting agencps.

k. Our reviiws of four other process rs/under contract
c-QNto process flour into cookie and rcke wducts

and of two who processed duruM flour in pasta prod-
pcts disclosed that they commingled the donated flour
with their own inventories. These processors main-
teined book inventories of the amounts pf flopr owed
to the various contracting agencies, but actually
processed the flour,into end-products that were sold .

commercially. As of September 30, 1978, the boq,
inventories of donated flour at these six prodesnrs
represented about 12.8 million pounds of flour valued
at approximately $1.2 million.

These processors commingled donated f ur along with
their own flour tO produce end produ s made available
fot commercial use

t
as well as for sa e to recipient

a
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agencies. The book inveneories of donated flour
owed to contracting agencies were reduced only by
the amount of flour in the commercial products distri-
buted to recipient agencies. These flour processors
could not physicallraccoupt for all of the donated
flour furnished to them. For example, one processor
had a book inventory of about 1.5 million pounds
of donated flour while the storage capacity at the"6 /

processor's plant racility wag only about 1 million-

pounds. Other flour processors had book inventories
of donated flour that, based on the amounts of donated
flour used in the end products distributed to recipient
agencies, representedfive or six years' supply.

Also, gor reviews found that three processors who
converted soybean oil into mayonnaise and salad dress-
ings, convertetthe oil into end products upon receipt
of the commodity, without regard to the amount of
oil needed to fill orders from contracting agencies.
These processors sold someend products prodned
with donated oil commercially end substituted, or
planued to substitute, &mmercially purcha&ed oil
to fulfill the needs of the contracting agencies.
The majority Of the 1.9 million pound,book inventory
of donated oil, valued at about $670,000, owed to
contras,ting agencies citd not physigilly exist as

oil orrend pioduct. One of these processors.had
a book inventory of about 1.3 million pounds which
was more than twice the processor's storage capacity.
Another processor with a book inventory of 309,000
pounds did not have stoiage facilities but precessed
directly from railroad tank carkt_Sionilar conditions
existed on a smaller scale in othW-cases.

The methods used by these processors in the receipt,
handling and disposal of 'donated:3 foods is al within
the, intent ot regulations and may dversAy affect the
con.tracting agencies and other Federal programs. Tilie

objective of price support programs to remove surplus
foods from tohe market is hampereV because the surplm,
foods are being returned to commercial channers by the

processors. In adgAtion, the contracting agencies have

no assurance that the processor will replace food com-
modities with foods of a like quality or he will be
'financially able to fulfill contract requirements,

4
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FNS should notify all distributing agencies and processors
that donated foods must physically exist as raw material
or finished product and may nOt be sold,-exchanged or I

otherwise tlisposed of without the approval of the Depart-
ment. 4FNS should also explain the intent o; regulations
regarding substitution of donated foods and,under what
circumstInce donated foods may be sulaStjtuted. FRS should
%recover the value of those donated foods whith have been.
improperly sold, exChanged or misused. '

GROUNDJIEEF

3 Our review'of t ee processors who processed about $722,000
of donated grou d 4)eef intS frozen meat products disclosed
that two of the processors had substituted their commer-
cially purchased beef* for 'the donated ground beef. Some
of the commercially purchased beef had a higher fat
content than that donated and, in one case, the processoe
used importeeteef as a substitute. The substituted
beef had allower market valuelhan the donated ground
beef. The third.processor rerGied to give us access to
production recoAls; therefore, we could not determine
if the donati'd ground beef had been used properly.

FNS and the distributing agencies had not detected this
substitution. The 'processiks labeled the products in
such a manner that the ingredients were not fully disclosed
on either the product label or the label specifica-'
cion sheet and precluded completa. Federal inspections.
F2rther, the processing contracts did not specify that
an end product made from donated ground beef would be
returned to the contracting agencies but rather they
implied that the end product would be one of the proc-
essor's existing products with donated ground beef uied
in its formulation.

iiecause the processors substituted beef of a lesser value
for the donated ground beef, they could have made substan-
tial profits. Also, the products returned to thecontract-
ing agencies contaiged a greater amount of fat then FNS

. intended when they purchased grougd beer for donation.
In addition, the use of frmportW beef as a substitute
may "defeat the pprpotela the surplus removal program
under which the ground beef was.purchased,
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Federal Regulation 7 CFR, Part 250.6 (m) (5) states "When
donated meat or poultry products are processed, all of
the processing shall be performed in a plant or vlants
under continuous Federal meat or poultry inspection,
Or continuous State meat or poultry inspection in States
certified to have Programs at least equal to vhe Federal
inspection program." Part 250.6 (m).(3) permits substir
tution of some donated foods under certain circumstances
approved by FNS. Hooever, FNS has not approved the substitu-

, tion of donated ground beef.

ihe requirement for Federal inspection during donated
meat processing does guarantee that the) products are
wholesome but doeirviot guarantee that processors use
the donated meats alr intended.

FNS could have greater assurance that the end products
contained donated ground beef if the contracts required
this, and if processors were required to use labels specify-
ing the ingredients and snowing complete Federal inspee
tion during the production pro,cess.

Our discussion with Food'Safety and Quality Service (FSQS)
1 .

Meat Inspection personnel disclosed that meat products

.4

are produced unde labels referred to as specific labels

or non-specific bels. A specific label lists all product
ingiredients by or cent: for example, 78 percent ground
beef (not acre than 30 percent fat), 9 percent water,
6 percent textured vegetable protiln, etc. Federal inspec-
tors monitor production io assure that, in addition to
being wholesome, the product is formulated according -

to the percentages of ingredients,ehown on specific labels
nd, in this example, that the ground beef contained
not more'than 30 percent fat.

A non- specific label lists the ingredients in order of .

their predominance: for example, beef, beef hearts,
water, textured vegetable protein,. etc. Federal inspectors
monitor production to insure wholesomeness and that the
quantities of ingredients are mixed in order of their
predominance,as shown on the label. They'do not monitor
the actual makt-upsf the beef ingredients,. The majority
of the beef end products being furnished to the .contracting
agencies had labels of a non-specific nature.

.4
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Also, FNS developed an approved school lunch label which,
in addition to the specific label listing all product
ingredients by percent, contained a statement that the .

product "Provided 2.0 oz. of Lean Meat for Type A Pattern
Requirements." Federal inspectors monitored all phase!.
of production to see that the specific label and approved
school luncli label requirement4 were met. These labels
do guarantee.that the tat content of the ground beef
Used conforms to the'desired perceneage; however, they
do not specify that donated ground beef is us6d in products
returned to schools.

During Fiscal Year 1978, FNS purchaied ground beef for
donation that had an approximate.fat content of 26 percent.
Previous years' purchases of ground beef had an approximate
fat content of 30 percent. FNS purchased the lower fat
Antent product to provide better diets for school child-
ren,. This goalAs not being achieved because the majority
of products being furnished to schools'have non-specific
labels, /

During our reviews we found that:

a. One processor substituted commercially Purchased
beef for $120,000 of donated ground beef. According
to the description on the processor's formula sheets,
the substitute beef was either impoited or had a
fat contnt greater than 26 pircent. The difference-
in value betwen Of donated ground beef and the
substituted beef indicated that the processor may
hav profited in exCsi of $44,000.

The processor told us that, generally, the pToducts
furnished to the contracting agencies contained com-
mercial beef (84 percelft lesn).and donated ground
beef (76 percent lean) mixed on a 80/20 ratio, and
ither beef navels (50 percent lean), beef hearts
(77 percent lean), or beef.(85 percent lean) depending
on the end product.

According to FSQS personnel, the trms on the proc-
ssor's formula shets for the first item (84 percent
lean) and the last item (85 percent lean) wre those
used to describe imported beef and wre not domestic
descriptions. During our visit to the procssor's

4
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plant, we observed that the proceissor had imported
bee4 on inventory.

Following is an example of a 300 Kund batch fot
one end product:

Ingredient Pound,.
;

Donated Ground Beef 22

\

Commercial Beef (84 percent Ilean) 88

Comme'rcial Beef Navels (50 p rcent lean) 120

Commercial Beef Hearts (77 percent lean) 70

Total-Beef Blend 300

The fat content of this product would approximate
\\\

32 percent.

In this example, the processor would reduce the con-
. tracting agencies' donated ground beef irkventbry.

- .v by 300 pounds even though only 22 pounds may have
.been used for the end products. The processor could
then convert, the other 278 pounds_Lor use in commercial
products.; r

/

I.processorsYecords of shipments to schools, for
*Fikscal Year..1978'sNowed that die processor utilized
about 175,000 pounds of donate4mground beef. However,

from various product formulatiai, we calculated
that.the actual products deltvered consisted of:

Ingredient Pounds

;'7 ''''

"

Donated Ground Beef 14,953

Commerciat-Beef (84 perCent lean) 59,810

Commeial Boef Navels (SO percent leAn) 95,755

Commercial Beef Hearts (77 percent lean) 891

".4Commercial Beef (85 percent lean)

-20-,
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Using market prices as of September 15., 1978, thy

difference in value between the donated ground beef
and the blended irtredients exceeded $ 44,000. All

but five of the blended prpitftts were prolluced under
non-specific rabels. Of ne five products with spv-
cific labels, three products had FNS approved Type A

labels. However, the processor had produced only
small quantities of the'products and had not used
donated gnound beef.

b. During Fiscal Year 1978, another processor utilized
about 160,000.pounds of donated ground beef, valued
at about $119,000, fon, unitized meals furnished to

schoolS. The processor blended the donated ground,
beef with commercially purchased beef with a fat
content exceeding 26 percent in a product designed

,.exclusi.vely for schools.

As an example, a 1,000 pound production batch for
one end product may call for a blend of:

Beef, tnimmings, 65 percent lean

Beef, trimmings, 80 percent lean

Beef 1/

Total Beef Blend'

500 pounds

400 pounds

100 pounds

1'000 pounds

1/ The processor did not furnish us with the percent
of lean' for ingredient "Beef.P HoWever, by F414.

produAdefinition, it could be as little as frpercent
lean.

. r -

The processor told ts that the "Beef, Trimmings,
80 paguent lean" were comparable to the donated ground
beef and were interchanged in. the formula. The proc-

essor said that whenever dohated ground beef was

used in school products; it was substituted for the

80 percent lean ingredient. The processor would
tieduct 1,000 'pounds of donated ground beef from the
.inventory of the agency furnishing the beef, even
thoUgh o,nly 400 pounds,. may have been used. The other

2 3
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h00 pounds were similarly blundvd in products turn)shed
to other schoolb. The agency furnishinl.; tlw donntcd
beef was giveri credit (price discount on purchase.
for the value of thu 1,00c pounds. Thu 'agen, rus

purchased end products at full cost. Under this
system, the agency furnishing the donated beef may
not receive any of it in return, but would receive.

credit for its value.

These products were produced under non-specific ',Owls.

The processing contracts did not specify that a product
made from donated ground beef would be returned to
the contracting agency.

c. The third processor we visited received at least

$470,000 of donated ground beef for processing during
Fiscal Year 1978. The processor refused us access
to product labels, specification and make up sheets

. for the non-specific labeled products in which donated
/ground beef was to be used. As a result, we could
not determine if the donated ground beef had been
used properly.

This processor's record keeping did not account fully
for the donated foods furnished by the contracting
agencies,-"The performance reports did not state
actual yields, usage or inventories; they were computed
based on established contract yields. We did note
that his contract yields were different for different
contracting agencies. The processor would not furnish
us any production records. He told us th%t he pooled
the inventories of the various contracting agencies,
and that the'inventory of one agency may be ced

to produce end products for another agency. b.der

. this system, one contracting agency may receive "ess

than the quantity of donated foods it \furnished to
the processor, while another contracting agency may
receive more.

Regulations 'and contrActs should speciip that donated
ground beef must be tffled in the production of the end
products and that it must not be substituted by other
beef. FNS and FSQS should develop labels which'will
be suitable for end products Produced from don4ted ground
beef and ensure that the processors use the donafed ground
beef without substitution. Regulations and instructions

-22 -
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should %pc( If that if the donated giound beef is 1,

be blended with other meats during piotessing, suth blind-
ing (quantities, ingredients, etL) must 11A. clearly statcd
in elle contratt and the donated ground beeK.inventoty
should only be reduced by the quantity of d+ted beet
actually used.

ACCOUNTABILITY

4. 'Our reviews of 18 processors disclosed that dfs
agencies and processors could not fully accountlfor about
$4 million of donated foods. The primary reason ior
,Lbis stems directly from inefpctive performance reportio
iiquirements. The.performaaiefeporting system was totally
lleffective because: (1) processors did not always submit
reports of performance, (2) .reports submitted by other
processors were either incomplete or contained ilbrisufficrent
information, and (3) contracting agencies di'd not always.
review reports in enough depth to know whether reports
were complete and correct, or whether processors met
contract specifications.

These deficiencies can be attributed tt; the distribution'
methods of some processors who did not know when, or
the quantity,processed products were delivered to recipient
agencies by commercial distributors. Other processors
did not gave production records and did not know the

Also, since most processors did not maintain a physical
quantities of commodities used during a reporting perio

inventory of donated foods, they reDorteda computed
ending book inventory usually based on yields staled
in the contract. As a result, the distributing agencies
and/or contracting agencies could not determine if the
processors were actually meeting contract specifications
and if the donated foods were being returned to the recipi-
ent agencies. Inhgeneral', the processors could not fully
account for the oronated foods received or the end products
returned.to Ole recipient,agencieS.

Regulations stite,that contracts should require processors
to account fully for donated commodities through the
production of an appropriate number of end products and
to maintain records and submit performance reports. Regula-

tions further provide that distributing agencies shall

-23
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review and analyze these reports to ensur(' that contid(t

requirements are met. FNS (FD) Instruction 7054 IV 1.,
states that processors shall fully,account eor donated
foods and end product's by keeping records -of: (1) donated

food commodities received, (2) quantities used for process-

ing, (3) number of end products produced, (4) number
of end products delivered to the contracting agency
and (5) quantities of don ted food commodities in inven-
tory. Part'IV C of the nstruction states th)it processors
shall submit monthly re orts.of performance under the
contract that inclkudet (1).a list of agencies under
agreement and the number of ndproducts delivered to
each agency during the reporting period, (2) the total
number of end products delivered and the yield obtained
during the reporting period, (3) the donated food invent.ory
at start of reporting period, (4) the donated food commodi-
ties received during reporting period, (5) the donated
food commodities used during reporting period, and (6)
the donated food inventory at endof reporting period.

If processoss kubmitted performance reports containing
this infortEation, the contracting agencies could monitor

the proceesor's activity. However; the methods used
by processors. to report performaqce precluded such monitor-
ing and the contracting agencies reviews were not in

enough cle,K.,h to disclose errors.

Our reViews of the 18 processors showed that the reports
submittsil were not based on actual perfoimanCe. The

processors computed usage and inventories based on yields

stated in the conirect rather than on actual amountA

of donated foods used and on hand at the end of the report-
ing period. They calculated the amounts of donated foods
used by multiplying the nuMber of units delivered by
the contract yield specifications (100 pounds of nonfat
dry milk produces 95 pounds of mozzarella cheese).
Tbe processor then used the computed amount of donated
food used to compute the ending inventory (nonfat dry

milk invintory would be reduced by 100 pounds for each
95 pounds of mozzarella cheese delivered). If the proc-

essor did not attain the yield ispecified in the contract,

the actual physical invtery.,,Ilould either be greater
or less than the computed book inventory.

- 24-
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Here are some exavples of the above conditions:

a. One processor's physical inventory of donated
ground beef was about 5,000 pound's greater than the
compuv'ed book inventory reported to the contratting
agency. Also, the processor had 600 pounds'of chitken
more than was reported on hand. Another processor
had a physical inventory of nodfat dry milk that
exceeded thl amdunt reported as on hand by about

.130,000 poufids. These processors did not maintain
pioduction records so we could not 'fully determine
how they accumulated the excessive amounts of donated
foo.ds. However, the perfotmapce reports could shoe
thrit.they had fulfilled their obligations to contract-
ing agencies while still having donated foods on
hand. The processors could then divert the donated
foods to their,paq use without the contracting agen-
cies' knowledge. Conversely, another processor's
contract specifications called for a 100 percent
yield for shredded cheese used to make pizza. The
processor's physical inventory of the.cheese was
abou; 3,400 pounds less than the amount reported
on the performance reports. The processor did not
maintain any production records and we could not
determine why the'difference existed. The processor
told us that the Actual yield was less than 100 per-
cent. If so, that could account for the difference.

b. Coniracting agenties continued to furnish donated
foods, even though the processors did not submit
performance reports. For example, one processor
used donated.nonfat dry milk.to make mozzarella chee*e
but did not submit required monthly performance reports
until the end of the contract year. As iskresult,

neither the processor nor the contracting agencies'
knew if he had fulfilled his obligation. The end-of-
year performance reports dfsclosed that the processor
had a "negative inventory" for one contracting agency
of about 160,000 pounds of nonfat dry milk (the proc-
essor had delivered cheese representing 160,000 pounds
of nonfat dfry milk more than he had been furnished).
He borrowed nonfat dry milk from other contracting
agencies to fill the orders for the initiating contract-
ing agentcy. The agency terminated the contract with
this processor for the current year. Howiever, other

- 25-
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contracting agencies have continued to contract with
this processor elen though he still does not comply
with performance reporting requirements. Thus far,
for Fiscal Year 1979, this processor has received
almost 1.4 million pounds of nonfat drY milk powdt
valued at over $985,000. To date, he has not accounted
for its processing or distribution.

c. Another processor did not submit performance
reports for all its contracting agencies. He submitted
repprts.for donated 'peanut butter received by direct
bulk shipment from the State Distributing Agency.
But he did not submit reports for shipments received
from ihdividual school districts he had contracts
with. This Processor did not keep reCords of receipts
by source (State or schools), and we could not deter-
mine the amount of peanut butter in inventory belopeng
to each contracting agency. However, we did note

,that in some instances, end product shipments to
individual school districts'were used to reduce both
the school district inventory and that of the State
Distributing Agency.

d. . A pA\cfssor converted peanut and soybean oil
into mayonnaise and salad.dressings but did not report
the number of end products delivered to recipient
agencies. The processor's performance reports showed
units produced and delivered to independent commercial
distributors. The ending inventory reflected only
a computed amount of the oil not processed into end
products. The processor told us that he sold the
end products to commercial distributors at a discoupt
to allow for the value of the donated oil; he relied-
6n the distributors to sell yhe products as a discount
to'the recipient agencies. He did not- require the
commercial.d6tributors to account for the products
because he.believed he was not accountable for the
end product after he sold them. We visited two of
the distributors who handled the.processor's products
and found that they did not maintain full records
of sales to recipient agencies and could not account
for all of the products. In this case, the contracting
agency, the processor and distributors could not
account for donated foods valued at $28,610 (82,334 -

lbs. 0 $.3475).

11.

96-650 0 - $O 7 9.

a
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e. Distiihuting agencies had not always reviewed
performance reports to assure that pl-ocesssors propetiv
accounted for all shipments. For egample4 one slistii-
buting agency had not received performance repoits
from one processor since 1974 and did not know the
processor had not recorded flour shipments of about
299,000 pounds ($22,000). Another distr buting agency
haddinot detected the omission of a 100,0 ound

flour 'shipment ($7,360) from a processor's port.

The distributing agencies were partly responsible for
the breakdown in the performance repyrting system: the\
did not review reports submitted, did not require
accountability from the processors and continued to furnish
donated foods to processors who failed to sykfilit

klreports. The processors maintained they we e accOuntable
onlY for the value of the donated foods turn Shed toc
&hem. They did not believe that they should report actual
beginning and ending inventories, yields and amounts
of donated foods used. Further, because of their delivery .

methods, the proc'essors puld not accurately report the
number f end products delivered. In order for the
processors to accotint fully for the donated foods, the},
would heed to maintain a finished goods inventory.

FNS should instruct distributing agencies to require
all processors to submit monthly performance reports.
FNS should considli requiring both physical inventories
and finished goods inventories. Distributing'agenties
should be structed to revise or t4rminate any contracts
which do not require processors to report performance
and to terml4iate all contracts with processors who do
not comply with reporting requirements. .

,

DISTRIBUTORS

5. Thirteen of the 18 processors used independent commercial
distributors to deliver processed donated foods to recipi-
ent agencies inst ad of using the States' distribution
systems. We founfi that the ust of independent cpmercial
distributors did oc4. (1) allow full accountability
for the donated f as, (2) give full assurance that the
processed products and their.values were returned to
eligible recipient agencies, (3) always provide the most
economical method of delivery, and (4) ensure the equitable
distribution of donated foods among recipient agencies.

- 27 -
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Processors preferred to use their normal compercial (115-
tributors rather than handle processed donat'd foock
separately. Some told us that if they bypassed their
commercial distributors to deliver donated foods, thir

--...
distributors may be reluctant to handle their comulivr-
cial products. Alio, processors believed that the food
industry Irs best equipped to distribute the foods.

Although the use of commercial distribuks was the most
common method of distributing processed donated foock,
regulations and FNS instructions do not provide for this
Instead, regulations place full responsibility on the
distribu ing agencies. We noted that in all cases where
process s use independen,t commercial distributors, the
process ng contracts did not provide aifinal cost Lo
the contracting agencies, as required by regulations,
because distribution costs were not known. Also, the
processoing contracts did not address the delivery method,
make the distributor a party to the processing contracl,
or make the distributor responsible for accounting for
the donated foods. In the absence of any contractual
terms,these commercial distributors could act independentf
ly from the processors. As a result, processors could
xercise little control over the handling of donated
foods after they reached the distributors.

Six processors whd used indepe94ent commercial disti-ibutors
did not have an accurate systen.toidetermine Wend prod-
ucts actually reached recipient ag5nties. In FY-1978,
these six procellsors received about'$5.7 million in donated
Ioods. They sold the end products to commercial distri-
butors at their regular wholesale price less the value /

P,of the donated food contained in the end products. The

processors thtn nelied on the distributors to sell the
end.products to recipient agehcies at a discounted price
for'thla value of the donated foods. However, the distri-
butors were unfer no contractual obllgation to pass the

'discount on to the recipient agencies or to account..for
the disillosal of the end products..

IV these cafes, the processors reported that, the donated
fdbds had been used in the production of:end products
and delivered to reeipient agencies although, at the

e
Aims, they had actually old the end products to the
distributors. Some of the processors actually reduced
their inventort obligations to the eentracting agency

1/4

1
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even though-ii-Oir-w oi th -n-d products had been delivered
to an eligible recipient agency. Other processors believed
their reSponsibility for donated foods ended when they
sold the end products to the distributors.

Some processors who also sold processed donated foods
to commercial distributors used a rebate system rather
than a discount system to reduce the end product price
to recipient agencies.

For example, five processors sold processed donated foods
to their commercial distributors at their regular wholesalv
price. The distributors then sold these products to
recipient agencies at the regular price. The agencies
could then apply to the processor for a cash, rebate for
the value'of the donated foods contained in the products.
'Generally, the processor would reduce the contracting
agendies' book inyentory of dAated foods when a rebate
was paid. In these cases, the distributor was under
no contractual obligation to sell products to eligib)e
recipient agencies only, nor were distributors restricted
in the price they charged for the produots. Under this
pethod of distribution some recipient agencies did not
apply for cash rebates to which they were entitled.
In another case, one processor who used independent distri-
butors (through a broker) both to pick up the raw donated
foods at Che contracting agencies and to deliver end
products to the agencies could not account fully for
donated foods received, prbceised or delivered. This
processor relied on the distributor to maintain records
accounting for the foods; however, our review showed
that neither the processor nor the distributor had complete
records.

We visited distributors to ascertain how the processed
donated foods had been disposed of. 'InLgeneral, becausie
the distributors were not under any contractual obligation
to account for the donated foods, they did not maintain.
records. Therefor*, neither we nor .the distributing
agencies could determine if all the end products had
been distributed to eligible recipient agencies.

,1 .

For example, two of the distributors provided us with
records which accounted for a part of the.ond products

29
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they had received. These records showed that some of
the prdducts had-been sold to commercial outlets rather
than to eligible recipient agencies. These two distri-

. butors had sold pizza products for one processor to at
least 35 commercial outlets or ineligible agencies.- The
donated cheese in these pizza products had a value of
over4 $2,600. These sales included about $470 of donated
cheese that Eh* distributor sold to schools in a State
that did not have a processing contract with this proc-
essor. We noted another instance where a distributor
for another pizza processor had sold 58 cases of pizza
products with a donated food value of $550 to ineligible
outlets.

At five distributors,.we compared the quantities of end
products furnished them with the quantities shown on
their records as being delivered tp eligible retipient
agancies. These'five distributors could not account
for over 3,590 cases of pizza products containing donated

- foods valued at about $24,000. They did not have'complete
records; however, they told us that the processors allowed

_them to sell the end products to both eligible agencies
and commercial outlets because cash 'rebates would only
be paid to eligible recipients.

Regardless of whether the processors used cash rebates
or pricf discounts, the use of independent commercial
distributors sometimes resulted in higher costs to the
recipient agencies. For example, one processor operated
with broker and tndependent commercial distributors.
The processor paid a 5 or 6 percentitommiSsion to the
broker and the distributor added costs of 20 to 30 percent
foi the distribution. Several distributing agencies
had contracts with this processor to produce mozzarella
cheese from donated nonfat dry milk for a processing
fee of about $.50 per pound. For one distributing agency,.
the processor delivered the cheese through a broker who
arranged distributkon to recipient agencies. The processor
paid the broker * six percent commission. The broker
sold the cheese to rec4pient agencies for a cost of about
$.76 per popnd. After shipping costs, the recipient
agencies were paying about $.20 a pound more for the
cheese than othqg recipient agencies not using brokers
or distributors. The use of this broker and distributors
added about $60,000 in cost to the recipient agencies
for the 274,000 pounds of cheese received in FY-1978. For
PY 79 to date, the additional costs to recipient agencies,
exceeds $100,000. 6;
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Another recipient agency paid added costs of about $3,100
for a distributor's fee for 2,4610-tases of pizza. The

processor shipped the pftza directly from the processing
plant 'to the recipient agenCy and the commercial distri-
butor was not involved in the transaction.

Also, dtstributors' lack oestandard prices resulted
in recipient agencies paying higher prices for the same
end products. For exaMple one processor who converted
donated soybean oil into mayonnaise and salad dressing
sold the end products to commercial distributors at a
discount for the value of the donated oil. The processor
required the distributors to report their sales of the
edd products to the recipient agencies but hid not control
the price the distributors charged for the end products..

We mailed questionnaires to 50 of the recipient agencies
to determine if they received the full discount for the
value of the donated oil in the end products. Of.the

31 responses, 13 recipient agenciea did not know the
regu*r wholesale price of the end proCluct and therefore
did not know if the distributor had allowed them the
full discount. Eighteen of the recipient-Irsencies reported
knowing the regular wholesale price. Of these, 17 reported

paying prices for the end products that showed they had
not received the full discount for the value of the donated

oil. The processing contract established a value of
$.38 per pound for the donated oil; these 17 recipient
agencies received a discount of from $.20 to $.35 per
pound for the donated oil.

In other instances, we noted distributors charged recipient
agencies from $6.65 to $7.95 per case for the.same salad

dressing products mode by one processor. And a distributor

for a pizza processor charged recipient agencies from
$15 to $24 per case Tor the same item.

In addition to poor accountability for donated foods
and added costs, the use of commercial distributors did

not always result in an equitable distribution of donated

foods among recipient agencies. For example,. one distri-

buting agency monitored the distribution of donated foods
to recipient agencies based on the feeding population,

except in cases where processed donated foods were returned

1
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Chrough commercial distributors. The --cOmmerciil djictri-

butors could sell any quantity of processed products
to any ligible recipient agency without regard to the
recipient agency's feeding population.

5

In many cases, the distributing agencies distribution
systems could be used to distribute processed donated
foods at a lesser cost to recipient agencies. They would
provide better accountability for processed donated foods,
ensure more equitable distribution of the-donated foods,
and ensure that only eligible recipient agencies receive
the processed donated foods.

FNS should evaluate the potential of each distributing
agency4 system for distributing processed Aonated foods.
The distributing agencies should be instructed to use
their systems to the fullest eXkent possible. The use
of commercial distributor: should be permitted only in
those cases where it would be more efficient, economical,
and would maintain equitable distribution. If commercial
distributors are to be used, regulations should be revised
to include: (1) a final delivered cost to the recipient
agencies, (2) the distributor as an aligountable party
to the contract and (3) requirements Tof distributor
reports.

CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

6. In general, process ng contracts either did not contain
lieall of the minimum quirements set forth in regulations
or else they.contained provisions contrary to regulations.
We found that contracts (a) allowed improper substitution
and exchange of donated foods, (b) did not always state
a final cost to the recipient agencies, (c) did not reflect
the actual value of donated foods in the end products,
(d) did not specify the nutritional contents of the end
products, and (e) did not allow for full rights of audit
and inspection by distributpg agencies or the'Department.

The lack of contracting expertise at the distributing
agencies and of guidance from FNS, caused the distiibuting
agencies to rodf on the food industry toOset the contrac-
tual requirments for processing donatta foods. Weaknesses
in the contractual provisions allowed processors to operate
outside of- xequirements and intent of the regulations,

otsys
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iwd -reilitAtions and FNS- Instructions -did not specTfy

contract requirements accurately enough to ensure processor
performance or to allow the distributing agencies and
the Department to enforce the requirements.

Current regulations provide that title to commodities
passes to distributing agencies upon their acceptance
of the commodities at the time and place of delivery.
Because the donated foods become property of the distribut-
ing agencies, the Department noivally takes only claim
action against the distributing agencies and normally
does not pursue legal action against processors or others
who willfully misuse, steal or obtain donated foods 4y
fraud for their own use or gain. On Novemker 10, 1978,
Congress enacted legislation (Public Law 93-627) which
provides for penalttes for such misuse, theft and fraudu-
lent acts. At the time of our audit FNS had not acted
to amend Food Distribution Regulations to include these
provisions.

During our reviews we noted the following: A

a. Processing contracA allowed processors to com-
mingle, exchange and substitute some donated foods
with the processor's.normal commercial inventory
indiscriminately. IV some cases, distributing agencies
entered into contractsAhat defined sone donated
foods as fungible. They believed that processors
could commingle and substitute for any USDA donated
food designated as fungible, provided alikeequantity
of equal or better food replaced the donated
food. However, von when contracts contained
this provisto distributing (mills had-no assurance
that process s substituted fo s of an equal quantity
and quality. Regulations provide at donated foods
may be substituted only when depleted donated foods
would otherwieelhold:up production. Also, this contrac-
tual provision is contrary to Part 250.4 (a) which
states "...Commodities...shall not be sold, exchanged
or otherwisi disposed of without the approval of
the Department."

Y
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As shown ip Audit Results - 2 of this repott, we
considered the distributing agencies and processors'
misinterpretation of regulations gogerning substitution
and exchange of donated foods to be:the major cause
of improper distribution and misuse Of donated foods.

b. Distributing agencies entered intoontracts
which did not state a final cosr of the processed
donated foods to the recipient agenciesi as required
by Part 250.4 (m) (2) of the regulations, In these
cases, processors used independent commercial distri-
butors to deliver the processed end products. Becaust
the commercial distributors were not a party to the
processing contract and operated independently from
the processor, recipient'agencies did not know if
the distributors' prices were reasonable. Ai a result,
the distributing and recipient agencies difi not know
if the processor returned the full value of the donated
foods. Our reviews showed ,that,, in general, when
the contracts did not provide final cost, the recipi-
ent agencies did not receive the full value of the
donated foods but instead paid inflated prices.

c. Processing-cisntracts established a_Ontract value
4 for the donated foods contained in the end products

that did not always reflect their true value. In
most cases, the contrikt values were based on the
price the processor quoted as paying for the same
kind and quality of product at the time the contract
Was executed. However, distributing agencies had
no apediance that the price the processor quoted
represented the salve kind and,quality of product.
Since contract values of the donated foods were used
as a basis for the amounts of contractual cash rebates
and discou:ts, r ient agencies may not hive- received
full monetary val A.

Processing contracts contained provisions that the
value allowed for donated foods would be either the
USDA purchase price at the time the contract wis

.executed or the price the processor was paying for
,4ohe same kind and quality of food at the time the
contract was executed. In most cases where the proc-
essors used cash rebates and price discounts, the).
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processor's price rather than the USDA purcha,se price.
The.processor's price was usually less than. the USDA
purchse price. Distributing agencies entered into
these contracts without having full knowledge of
how 0100 processors determined the price.

We noted three_instances where the processor'sprice
was not based on the same kind,and quality of prodwt.
Two ground beef processors based the value of products
on their purchases of lesser quality meats or unground
beef trimmings. The price for their products was
$.65 per pound for one processor and varied from
$.365 to $.65 for the other processor compared to

4the averar USDA purchase cost of ground beef of
$.7474. Consequently, the recipient agencies received
about $11,000 fess than USDA paid for the donated
ground beef. Another processor stated a rebate value
of $.3342 per pound for peanut butter when uspA pur-
chase price was $.4650 per pound. The processor
told us his ptice represented the.cost of making
peanut butter flom peanut splits (split peanut seeds)
which had less'value than the' whole peanuts USDA
purchased. .The difference in these values resulted
in the recipient agencies receiving about $1,580
less dqrfng Fiscal Year 1978 thap if the USDA value
had been used.

d. Processing contracts allowed the production of
,end products not meeting the nutritional requirements
of the Child Nutrition Program (CNP) even though
the end products'were to be used as meal' components
under one of the programs. In these cases, the con-
tracts provided for end products which were the proc-
es.sor's existing commercial line rather than ones ,

designed to meet specific. pUtritional standards.
For example, some meat patties and.chtese piazas
used ,.es the meat/meat alternate, component of Type
A lunches did not meet the minimum protein requfrements
of CNP regulations.

Part 250.6 (m) (7) of the regulations require distribut-
ing agencies to collaborate with the fgencies adminis-
tering the,CNP to determine if the end products to
be provided"under the contract meet the nutritional

S.r
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rftrutTem,ents- of.thrCNP-Teguiat-iun: Only 1 of 10

distributing agencies we reviewed actually consulted
the nutritionists of the State agency administering
the CNP. Though regulatrons imply that the'end pro,d-
ucts should meet the CNP nutritional requirements,
they do not prohibit distributing 4,encies from enter-
ing into .contracts forProducts that do not.

e. Contracts for processing donated foods do nut
describe the rights of the distributing agencies
and the lartment in enOugh detail to allow indepth
audits an inspections of the procegsor's operation,.
and records or state fully what records the proces,,ois
mast maintain and make available. One distributing
agency's contracts did not contain any provision,
for audit and inspection. Regulations (Part 250..6

(q) and (s)) require processors tp keep records with
respect to the receipt, disiftsal.100 inventory of
donated foods. They rt.quire processors to keep formu-
lae, recipes, load out sheets, bills of lading, and
other processing and shipping records to substantiate
the use and disposition of donated.foods including
related finaw_ial re:ords.

In general, the contracts only refer to the processdT
maintaining and making available for review those
records which relate tocple reoeipt, use and disposi-
tion of the donated fooas, but do not address the
processor's responsibility regarding financial records,
formulae and recipes. All records are necessary
to substantiate that donated foods were used according
to regulations and to evaluate product make-up, product
costs and pteocessing fees.

--

During our reviews, we experienced difficulty in
.obtaining the Processors'.financial records related
to the costs of processing and their formulae and
recipes that described the make-up of the end prod-

ucts. Some processors refused us access to such
records, pointing out that they'were under no contrac-
tual obligation to keep such records or to make them
available for review.. They considered information
regarding their costs and formulae to be confidental.

We also noted differing contractual pAvisions ainong
the 10 distributing agencies. Some, of these provisions
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----weTT-tirrefIrTal ToTITT 15-FugFii- , ul.6therS weakened-its
integrity. For example, although regulations requile
all contracts to be reviewed and approved by the distribdT
ing agencies, we noted one instance where the distributing
agency gave a post approval only.. This distributing
agency allowed recipient agencies to enter into slimed .,

and binding contracts prior to its review of the contia(ts.
This post approval was meapingless because there was
no contract provision statio that the distributing
agency could disapprove thPOICOntract or change any ot
the contractual provisions.

\
FNS labeling instructions were not conshstently followed
by distributing agencies. Some required that processors
label the end products Is containing donated foods.
Others did not require such labeling of end products
that contained "fungible" donated foods. Similarly,
performamce bonds were reiluired as a standard contractual
provision by some distributing agencies while others
did not require them.

,Some distributing agencies simply made all eligible recipi-
ent agencies a party to the statewide contract. Others
required the processors to obtain contract addenda to

establish a contractual relationship between each eligible
recipient agency and the processor. We considered tl)e
contract addendum system to be an ineffective method
of contracting. In addition to creating volumes of addeeda
to be maintained by Processors and distributing agencies,
this system did not assure that each eligible recipient
agency signed an addendum and had the opportunity to
benefit from the processing contract.

With these contractual differences among distributing
agencies, a processor with contracts with more than one
distributing agency could be required to label end products
for some distributing agencies and not for others, to
provide a performance bond for some distributing agencies
and not for the others and to obtain Contra addenda
for some distributing agencies and not for thers.

. FNS should amend regulations to incorporate the penalty
provisions contained in Public Law 95-627 for the willful

- misuse or theft of property donated by the Depaxtment.
Also, FNS should review all contracts to identify those
that do not comply with the minimum requirements of current
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rispilatit c. Thn.crTonrracrr. lakinc. all egenrial
OV I 1 i on shou 1 d be tei flit Tilt ed and T elle got at ed. toil ent

egulat to should by revised to dot ine more (lea 1 I

MI1111110111 coiit rat. t (1.11 requi rement s and g i ve spy( ill emph.c, i `.

to substitution of donated foods, nutrItIonal aspekt',
of end prodults, co,,t of end produits to-re(ipient agencic,
d Ti d pro( VStiot, recot ni.1 I lit C111111( I and J Vi I I .i 'I lit V of

ot ii s I or audi t and inspect ion. Al so, FIV; should
ievising iurrent regulations to addres.t. end prodint lalm 1-

lng, performance bonding, and contract addenda mote iluativ.
FNS tiain all distributing wpm( ies a', to the
III I II I MUM cow rat t ua I titii rem(' lit S out I i tied iii

fo< T cv
egul 1°115. .

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT '

7. ntstr ibuting agen, ies al lowed processors to tic( LilTiLil at

either excessive inventories or to operate with negative
invent ory ba lances . They did not mon i t or the pro( essors '

t,i.v i es c lose ly enough to know t he st at us of the i r

ekirx.enc irwent or les and to ship donated foods OLCOI dinglv;
nor did they furnish new processors donated foods in
t tine to st art a school year's produc ti on.. This inu f f ect lye
inventory management allowed 4 of the 18 processors to
accumulat'e excessive flour inventories exceeding 4 million
pounds with a value of $358,000. These processor,s were
able to decrease their operat ing Costs by using donajed
foods for their coninerc jal produch. They returnerrthe
excessive invent or i es to comme ia ) channe 1 s , thgreby
defeating the purpose of the pricJ support program.

Also* three processors had negative invenpories repre-
senting about 251,000 pounds of flour veued at $19,800;
153,000 pounds of nonfat dry milk powder valued at
$110,000; and 63,000 pounds of cheese valued at $68,000.
In some cases, these negative inventories occurred without
the distributing agencies' knowledge because processors
had not submitted performance reports. The distributing
agencies allowed the processors to continue to distribute
end products to recipient agencies even though they had
depleted their donated food inventories. Also, other
distributing agencies allowed one processor to begin
distributing end products at a discount for the value
of donated foods betore he actually received.donated
food commodities. As a result, recipient agencies acquired,
liabilitiei!Aller over $197,000 for, food commodity values.

A

I/
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kIN-u--;--pmffFisors h/d used. some donaWl Tood inventories
in products distributed to other disaibuting agencies
that had a zwo or negative donated food inventory balance.

Federal Aegulations, Par/ 250.6 (f) state that the distri-
buting agencies shall request and distribute commodities
only in quantities which can consumed without waste
and impose similar restrictions on recipient agencies.
However, regulations do not define acceptable quantities
which distributing agencies should.imaintain with proc.
essors.

Of the 18 processors of donated food items, 17 had donatoii
food inventory balances as of September 30, 1,978, valued
in excess of $4 million. The other processor dig" not
Neve adequat.e records to show its donated foods inventory
balance. Seven Of the 17 processors'had excessive and/or
negative inventory bilances. The-donated foods processed
were cheese, flour, and nonfat,dry milk. The processors
using flour had the largest excessive inventories. Details
of these conditions follow:

-
.a. Distributing agenOes continued to furnish bulk
shipmes even though the processor's book inventories
exceeded their cui.rent usage-or heeds. For example;
two processots who used flour to produce cookie and
cracker products, and two processors who.tused flour

, to produce pasta products had book inventories of
donaled flour on September 30, 1978, totaling 7.2
million pounds, representing a value of about $711,000.
These,peocessdrs only used 3.2 million pounds of
flour Auring the 1978 Fiscal Year. The difference
of 4 million pounds of flour, valued at about $358, (çit).

?
represente

I

excessive inventories ranging from 1.5
to 10.8 yea 's supply. A processor who used flour
to make cookie and cracker products had a book inven-
tory balance on September 30, 1978, of 4million
pounds,valued at about $305,000. From th processor's
records, we detetinined that he furnished recipient
agencies with end products containing only 671,284
pounds of flour during FY 1978. According to the

.

FY 197110bsage, the processor's book inventory represent-
ed a six-year supply of flour.

igite distributing agency was aware that it had large
rnventories of donated foods at the processors, but

-39 -
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believed the excess'inVintlei iotad be binerrel-il

to the Department in case of a price increase: it

prices for the samefoods increased the followini.

year, the'Department would not have to pay the extra

cost. The distributing agent stated if it did noc

accept all donated foods offered, it would receive

adverse public reactions.

Distributing agencies should not order elônated food%
according to price speculation but according to thei;

needs. Excessive inventories permit the processors

to reduce their commercial production cost because .

they use the donated foods in commercial. products.
Thus, it was to the advantage of the processors to
accumulate as much of the donatel foods a? possible.

The excessive inventories defeat the purpbse of the

price support program which was designed to take
products that are in excess out of commercial channels.
Theseprocessors were in effect seturning the donated

foods to commercial channels.

The system of shipping donated foods to the processors

in bulk lots also contributed to the excessive'inven-

tories. For xample, processors of flour received

shipments in 100,000 pound air-slide freight cars

or trucks, and,soybean oil processors received the

oil in 80,000 pound tank cars. We found thit although

bulk shipm4nti may be the most economical, processors
could not always use donated foods in such quantities
for each distributing agency. However, each distri-

buting agercy ordered donated foods in these bulk

lots rather than splitting the lot with one or %ore

other distributing agenties.

In several ihstinces distributing agencies shipped

processors a bulls, shipment unexpectedly% These proc-

essors told us that'even if they had an adequate

supply of donated foods on hand, some distributing

agencies continued to send shipments without prior

notification and without determinipg if the processor:5

inventory balance of the emitted food were adequate.-

b. Distributing agencies allowed some processors-

to operate with negative book inventories. Some

of these negative inventories occurredAtithout the
distributing agencies' knowledge because the processors

- 40 -
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had-not---subm-it-t.d -pe-r-formine report e. 1-11 oth.r

Oistributing agenciei knowingly allowed proc-
essors to enter negative inventory pos.itions. When
the processors did not furnish performance reports,
distributing agencies had no idea of the quantity
of donated,foods used; at a result, Ehey allowed
the processors to continue to distribute end products
to'recipient agencies after the donated food inventory
was depleted. Distributin4 agencies allowed one
processom nto the program by allowing commodity
value di unts qn its product prices, oven though
the proce or had not yet receivcl donated f2od corn-

,

modities. Thus, distributin4 agencies hadoaquired
liabilities of over $197,000 to processors.

Specifically, ws found that cone processor started
selling its pis products with 'discounts for the
value of the ch se and flour Ontained in the products
before actually receiv4ng donated commodities. As
of September 30, 1978,' this processor had negative
flour inventories totaling 202,000 pounds with four
distributing agencies, and negetive cheese inventories
totaling over 0,000 pounds with two others. These
negative inventories represented. a liability for
the distributing agencies of about $84,000 to the
processor.

In oeher insirs, processor* had not'reported their
donated food sags, and distributing agencies alloWed
them to distribute end producits to recipient agencies.

example, one processor had accumulated *. negative
flour inventory of about 49,000 pounds with one distri-
biking agency. The-processpf had not .4pmitted
performance reports since NoVember 1974, and the
distributing agency was una art that the processor's
donated food inventory was epleted or that the proc-
essor tad continued eo dist ibute products to recipient
agencies. Nevertheless, t distributing agency
renewed his contract with he processor and replenished
the negative inventory in ecember 1977. As of our
audit, this processor sti1I had not furnishécl any
performance reports.

Still another processor who used nonfat tIty mirk
powder to make sserella cheese for eight distributing
agencies ha bmitted performance reports during
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----rhe--entire-cort..ract-Tsr-i-o4-;---The-preecosonvpropared
the performance reports at the end of the contract

period. These nd-of-year performance reports showed
that the processor had a negative nonfat dry milk
inuntory of over 153,000 pounds for one distributing
agificy. The distributing agency cancelled the proc-
essing contract but still furnished the processor
160,000 pounds of milk powder from his next year's
donated food ,entitlement to offset the negptive inven-
tory.

Also, processors used one distributing agency's inven-
tories to produce and return end products to other
distributing gencies with sero or negative donated
food inventories.

dn. processor who utilised dpnated cIrddar cheese

had negative inventory balance for four of the p
six distributinvagencies he had contracts with.
For example, on March 31, 1978, the two distributing
agencies had positive inventory balances of 119,706
pounds of cheese. But the`other four distribyting
agencies had negative inventory balances totaling
about 45,000 pounds of cheese with a value of about

$48,500. The processor coneinued distributing end
products for all stx distributing agencies, even .
though four of them had negative balances. Therefore,

the processor used the inventories of two distributing
agencies to supply all six distributiniagencies
with end products.

FNS should provide distributing agencies with gui ance7
,

for inventories placed with processors. Distri-

buting ncies should be instructed to limit the inven-
tories of donated goods placed with processors to amounts
which are reasonable according to current usage. Further,

distributing agencies end processors should be informed
theit negative inventories are only permisisable in thoie

eases where authorised substitution has been permitted

Au. to depleted donated food inventories that would other-

wise hold up production required Under a processing con-
tract: Distributing agencies should be required to review
current inventories to identify those which are xcessive

or negative. Shipments to prtocessors with excessive
inventoris should be terminatd until the inventories

'
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_are rirduc_e_cl_t.a.rwonable_ Levels. SekkaLive ivvent.ollet.

should be corrected and processors should be prevented
from entering a negative inventory position without authori-
sation. 4

COSTS OF PROCESSING

8 The 18 processors included in our re iew used either
1

cash rebate system, a price discoun system, or a proc-
essing fee to recover their cost of processing. We and-
lyeed the actual applications of these methods, compartng
them with FNS instructions, to see if prices paid by

....

recipient agencies actually reflected a.proper price
ceduction on purchases containing donated foods.

-..

In most instances processors were not equipped to implement
a true rebate or discount system and did not give recipient
agencies full rebates or discounts. Once the end product
left the processing plants, processors could not control
product pricing blrause distribution to recipient agencies
was carried out by independent commercial distribuors.
These distributors were not a part of the.tprocessing
contract, and were not aCcountable to either the processor
)br contracting agencies; there was no assurance the distri-
butor passed on price reductions to the recipient agencies.
In effect, discobn;s were determined by the independent
commercial distributors, whereas rebates were handled
by processors aftlr the end products werelourchased by
recipiene agencies from the independent.tommercial distri-
bull's. In either case, recipient agencies did not always
know if the discount was applied MI processors' lowest
whqlesale price, or were unfamiliar with the requirements
for obtaining a rebate.

, O ,

Second, our review of processing
Ap

f s disclosed that

II
FNS d distributing agenCies wou have difficulty in
evaluating such fees without knowi g ihe processors's
costs Ond pricing strutture. The only way to ensure ,

a reasonable processing"fel would be through competitive

lb
bidding where more than one processor could quote a fee
for floe end products. Most of the processing fee systems

.- did J reflect the processor's Actual pest butêrepresenteds
4.** se designed to obtain a desired profit or to remain ,

competitive 'in the market.
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Regulations (Part 250.6 (m)) provide that distributing
agencies or recipient agencies may pay the processor I i

for the cost of prOcessing but do not establish any method
for determining the cost of processing. FNS (FD) Instruc-
tion 705-4, IV, K, provides the contract shall itIclude
the cost to the contracting agency. This cost may be
in the form pf a charge for services or a charge for
additional ingredients and services s6pplied by the proc-
essor. In lieu of such charges, the proces'sor may use
his lowest current wholesale price (w,igth usual volume

. discounts) for the end product unit less the estimated
value of the donated food commodities'wh'ich were either
utilized or substituted for in the end product. 4' 1

- i
Cash Rebatkilli

4
. r

a. We found that processors we're4not equiplied to use
cash rebate.systems because they had no conprol over
the cost of end products to recipient agmairles and could
pot provide Amy a surance that all eligible recipient
agencies receivedilrebates. The prices recipiept agencies
paid for the same products,yaried by as much al 58 percipt
and not/all recipient agencies applied for rebates theyi
were eltitled io. Further, processoa' using cash rebate
systems ould lelay paying the rebates to the recipient

1agencies extended periods oe time (up to 10 months
in one ins nce) and earned rebates of about $43,000
may nave': be paid by o processor. -

,.. 0 EIP

,
Seven of the processos we'visite0 used the cash rebate

...

system. Six processor sold the end products to their
independent commercial distributors at their regular
wholesale price, the d1itributors in turn sold the products
to recipient agencieslat various prices. The other proc-
essor dealt directly with the recipient agencies. .In *

40. order for recipient agencieroo receive cash rebates
from these six processors, they had first to purchase
the foods containing donated commoditiessfrom the proc-
essors distributors, at the distributers' quotab prices.

The recipient agencies then had toApply for a rebate,
either directly from the processor/or through the distri-

butors where the products :fere purchased.

We found sthat the distributors were charging different
prices to the rcipient agencies for the same end product;

I.
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however, the rebates the agencies received were eh-e same-.
Therefore, because of the difference in prices charged'
by the distributors, the net benefits under the rebate
system were different for all recipient agencies.
The following shows the price ranges paid by recipient
agencies for various products:

aa

.Product Price Range (Case) percent Variance

Pizza $15.30 to

Crackers 4.50 to

- Cookies 9.05 to

Salad Dressing 6.90 to

$24.25 58

5.50
11111

22

10.56 17

7.95 15

In addition to distributors charging different prices,
some recipient Agencies were not aware_of the rebate
system, and, therefore, could not benefit from the donated
fooda, Other recipient agenciei found it too troublesome
and time consuming to apply for rebates and t erefore,
did not take advantage of the program. We sen estion-
naires to 50 eligible recipient agencies that had not
applied for rebates to determine if they had purchased
products containing donated foods from one processor.
Three recipient agencies reported they had purchased
products from the processor. Of these, two did not know
they. were elipible for a rebate and the other did not
apply for the rebate. This demonstrated that not all
recipient agencies are receiving the intended program
benefits. In another case, an eligiblemrecipient agency

/was entitled to a rebate of over $3,400 but did not apply
for it. The processor told us that he was aware he owed
the rebate, but would not pay it until the agency applied
for it.

Also, the rebate system is not geIred to making prompt
rebate payments to recipient agencies. Some recipient
agencies either do not apply or do not apply promptly
for rebates, and processors do not make rebate payments
immediately after receipt of rebate applications. We

noted one prbcessor who delayed up to 10 months before
making rebate payments. Another processor withheld over
0,400 in rebates which recipient agencies had a plied

-45-
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Tne processor sir-fa-he hid not paid some of fht
agencies because he had not received contract addendi
'from them and in other cases he just delayed making tht
payments. This same protessor also reduced the distri-
buting agencies donated food Inventories before the recipi-
ent agencies received a rebate for the; value of the donattd
food. For Fiscal Year 1978, he reduced the inventories
by over $43,000 mare than the amount he paid to.agencie!
in rebates. There is no assurance the agencies will
ever receive the benefit of the $43,000 of donated foodr,.

Price Discounts

b. Three of the 18,ererssors used a price discount
system to reflect the value of the donated commodities
included in the end products purchased by recipient agen-
cies. We found that since the peocestors did not deal
directly with recipient agencies, there was no assurance
that the recipient agencies actually received a true
discount.

As under the rebate system, protestors sold the end prod-
ucts to commercial distributors at the regUlar wholesale
price. Under the discount system, the processor also
gave the distributor a discount off the regular wholesale
price for.the value of the donated commodities in the
products. From here on., the processor had no control
over the pricing, discount and distribution of the end
products that ultimately reached recipient agencies. He

relied on his independent commercial distributor to pass
the discounts on to recipient agencies. While we ilipur;d

that distributors gave discounts to recipients agencies,
we also found that ineligible recipients received similar'
discounts. Because they acted indeptndently from the
contractiOr agencies and the processors, distributor's
were in a position to adjust prices and the amount of
discount for the same end product. In addition, most
recipient swirls, such as schools, were in no position
Ap know whethdt discounts received were applied to the
processor'e lowest wholesale price for the products pur-
chased.

For example, one promisor sold processed pizza to a
distributor at a discowirted price of $13 per case. Each

/

I.

/
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Of,pizza contaifia--donaCid tommulities
. A

established by the processing contract, and a regular
wholesale price of $22. The distributors sold these
cases of pizza to eligible recipient agencies and ineligible
recipients. The following illustrates the sales and
prices charged recipients purcRasing the pizza during'
4%tober and November 1978:

Ineligible
Recipients

Cases .1

Purchased
, Per S

Case

-11--
A 36 320.0o
B 10

C ' 10 16.00
D 2 16.00

. E 1 27.00

/-

Eligible
Recipients

/

A 42 $15.00
B 16.00
C 17.00
D 1 24.00

In no case could it be determined ,that the prices charged
to recipient agencies took into aCcount the value ($9.00)
of the doneted commodities in the end pro00571V 10.effect,
the processor gave the distributor a discount allowance

.0401
for the value of the donated commodities, but the distri7
butors, being independent from the processor'could and
did selhend products at various discount prices to anyone .

wishing to purchase them.- PI
. Ull A

..,4

Processing Fees

c. The remaining eight processors included in our review
were charging a processing fee. In most instances, this ,

meant a charge forioervices and other ingredients in
- the product. However, our reviews disclosed that distri-
buting agencies would have difficulty in detormC114ng
the reasonableness of processing fees. In.order to evalu-
ate a processing fee, fhe contracting agencies would
have to know the processor's Costs and pricing structure.
We found that these records were not readily available

r-vas
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Tor review, and sonic procesSfirs reTused'ui acceis fc
such records. Wv believe the only way distributing
agencies could be assured of a reasonable processinr.
fee would be through comk tive bidding for idcymt.ical
end products.

'We noted me of the processors we charging a processinr
fee but 1 ading the distributing nclets to believe
a disc t method was being use In tKese instances,

e,r thv processors would manipulate their wholesale plices
kin order Co receive the processing fee they desired.. The%
would start with the de.sired processing fee and would
aOls..reasonable value for_the donaLed foods. The pioces,,-

ing contract implied this total was the processor's regulal
wholesale price. We found cases where it was not. For

example, the processing fee established for one processor's
contracts allowed him to realize a greater profit from
the end products distributed to recipient agencies [ban
from the same product sold commercially. Conversely,
another processor would understate his regular wholesale

/ pricr*so that his net.price would be lower than that
of competitors. Therefore, this processor was realizing
a lower profit on end products distributed to recipient
agencies than on the same produtts sold commercially.

CThese examples show rocessing feel do not reflect
the processor's nor cost and profix structure.

FNS should revise regulations to address specifically
the use of rebate, discount and processing fees and it
shoyld provide guidance to implement these systems to
assure that recipient agencies promptly receive the full
value of the donated foods contained in the end products.

A

Reio1al Inspector General
ibr Auditing

Audit PerfOrmed4Y:

Edwin D. Limderman, Supervisory Auditor

Ilaymond G: Poland, Aticiiior-in-Charge' A,
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UNITED 57,,ATE-S_DEPARIMENT OF. AGRICITETUR.E

FOOD AND NUTRI:tION SERVICE

WASHINGTON DC 2C1!-(.. ,

MAR 1 4 1979

suujtcr Draft Audit Report No. 2799-52-Ch
Contracts For Processing Donated Foods

To Frank Reynolds, Acting Director
.,Marketing and Consumer Programs

Divimion
Office of Audit

Thank you for forwarding copies of the Draft Audit Report No. 2799-
52-Ch, "Contracts for Processing Donated Foods." lie have reviewed

the draft report and want to share with you some of the corrective
measures that have been implemented by the Food Distribution Division
Theie inelude ;he following:

1. The Food Discribution Division recently surveyed each State
Distributing Agency to obtain the following information:

a. A list of Food Processors that have processing contracts
within the State;

b. The average monthly usage of donated foods by each processor;

and

c. Th amount of USDA food being held in inventory by each

processor .

As result of this survey, processors with xce
USDA donated foods were identified. Regional Off

buting Agencies were notified that because of the
additional hipments of donated foods to these pr
suspended until uch ties as their inventories w
levels. In addition . the processors that held a
of donated foods, were notified of our concerns and invited to stet
with us to determine ways of reducing their inventories. As result,

the excessive inventories of donated foods in processing plants are
being reduced to acceptable levels. The Food Distribution Division
plans to continue this type of inventory reporting in the future. \

ive inventories of
cos and State Distri-
xcessive inventories,
cessors would be
rtducad to acceptable

cessive invntories

2. The processing contract portion of the Adeinistrafte Analysis
guidelines has been expanded. As a reult, FNS Regional Office
personnel will be conducting in-depth revieWS of each State's processing
contract program. Th sador aras that are inclUded in' these allb-Oal

xeviows include substitution of donated foods, large and negative
inventorise, accountability, perforsance reporting, acceptability of
end products, contract 'Specifications, value of donated food in
processing contracts end distributors.

rem fitS-1100 11421
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. .

3. Thie Food Distribution Division has developed a processing contt.nLt
checklist to be uierby YNS Regional Offices'and State Distributing
Agencies during the review of processing contracts. This checklist

identifies the major areas that should be included in the agreement
and verified prior to Spproval of any processing contract.

it

4. The ood Distributing Regulations are being amended to incorporate

the pane y provisioni contained in Public Lav 95-627 for the willful
misuse or theft of' property donated by theaDepartment.

1

5. During the weel of FebrUary 12, 1979, the Food Distribution
Diwision met with epresentatives of the State Distributing Agencies
and FNS Regional Offices to review the drakireport and reconmend
corrective actiOns for the delclerecies llafi'd in the audit. An a

result of this meeting, we are preparing position p!seers, for Agency
and Department approval, on the following ubjects

AA
1. Substitution of USDA donated foods
2. Use of USDA acceptance services
3. Performance and surety bonding

4, Large and e inventories

5. Staffin *quire
6. End products that do not contribute or meet

Type A meal requirements
7. Mininum requirements for all processing contracts

In additilen, theFood Distribution Division plans to amend and
strengthett that section of the regulations pertaining to processing

contracts.

DARREL . GRAY
Director
Fonoi Distribution Division

1 5
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Chairman PERKINS. But I would like for you, to tell the commit-
* whether you know of .any- abuses of the summer -feeding pr.-
gram and if so, to what extent and what needs to be done to correct
the situation. We' tried to clean this matter up 2 or 3 years ago and
enact severe penalties. I think we have sufficient law, but it is
being rumored, nobody has come up with any names, that there
are scandals in the country today. .

Do you know anything about that?
Mr. GREENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, this really covers the school

lunch program, some problems we haye that are very serious as to
misuse of commodities in the sumther school lunch programs.
There are investigations and indictments underway in several
Statgs. There have been convictions.in some areas. We have tight-
ened legislation to improve our program.

The OIG audit found that serious accountability problerns exist
in the receipt, .use, and disposition of donated foods. In one case
USDA choice hamburger with 20 percent fat was turned over to a
'processor. However, the schools -received hamburger patties made
from imported beef that was 30 percent fat. In another instance
there were 12 processors who sold donated foods to commercial
outlets, exchangedtionated foods with their own commercial inven-
tories, and could ritt physically account for about $3.4 million of
donated foods that should have been in their inventory. When
these things happen, it is the Schtoo ls and schoolchildren who get

.:.
shortchanged.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I was thocke4, to hear of this, and this
audit was a bombshell. We are trying VO develop sufficient proce-
dures to clean it up.

Chairman PERKINS. You have sufficient law to clean it up, do you,
not?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. We d , arid we do not. In order to do that, there
needs to be added work the State distributing agencies in moni-
toring and tracking these comOiodities. In order for us to direct the
State agencies to do this work, they need, the funds and the stamp
of authority to do it. In those instances where the agency is the
same organization as the State, education funds they are getting
are SAE funds. But in .40 percent of the States Ahere the State
distributing agency is entirely different, they may not be getting
even a dollar of the -SAE funds. For us to. put requirements on
them without providing the money,. it probably would not work.

In the discretionary money the Secretary has one of the prime
things we are looking at doing is 'proposing that a certain amount
of those funds . be earmarked for food distribution. .That would
asAre, in those 40 percent of the States where a different agency
runs the commodity program, they would get a modest proportion
to fund their activities in cleaning up. these contracts so the indi-
viduat Schools and ihdividual schoolchildren can get the true com-
modities ConEgess intends.

Chairmah &mum. In 411 the instances where it has come to
iour attention that the schoolchildren have been, shortchanged,
have you called that to the attention of the Justice Department?

Mr. GREkNSTEIN. "Mr. Chair%ah, we have just in recent weeks
receivdd this audit froth the Officevof the Inspector General. It is
my understanding the Office of the Inspector General, in any in-
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stances where they find fraud, will be communicating directly with
tho--Dopartment; of Justice.- There are some investigations currently
underway. Obviously I cannot prejudge them. It is possible they
may lead to indictments. But what we have here is not. a situation
of a few isolated incidents. This is a situation where there is a lack
of controls and monitoring as to what happens to the food when it
goes to processors. There is a potential for abuse that is disturbing,
and all of us want to move on it.

We thave had discussions with some of the State school food
people, an4 they are concerned. A number of the States have
specifically requested to us that some State administrative funds be
used for this purpose.

Chairman PERKINS. You have numerous laws on the books which
will enable the Justice Department to act where the schoolchildren
are defrauded in this country. That was our intent, and we think
we have done that. But if you find any instances where you feel
the Justice Department tells you they do not have the legislative

-authority, I will ask you to call that to 'our attention. Will you do
that'?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I would be happy to, Mr. Chairman. But the
point is we want to clean this up on the front end. It is very
difficult to take everything all the wsy through, get the evidence.
What-we would like is a system with controls and monitors on the
front.end to assure this does not happen. -

Chairman PERKINS. That is what we tried to do last year, you
khOw, and year before.

PREENSTEIN. It is true, you attempted to do that.in section 7,
w.here this committee specifically provided that SAE funds could be
used for distribution.

Chairman PERKINS. We worked on it for 2 years to give you.all
the authority necessary to stop this defrauding all over the coun-
try. .

Mr. GREENSTEIN. We believe this would be severely undercut if
the proposal to give each State education program a flat 11/2 per-
cent is-adopted.. That would mean in some States, where the agency
Is separate from the Department of Education, there would be, no
assurance the State distributing agency would receive funds to
institute regulatory procedures.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. This audit is very serious, because we see it 103

misuse of public funds.'As you, Mr. Chair'man, indicated, the shOrt-
changittg of children is very serioas.

In these States where you talked about distributing agencies and
processor5, do you mean commercial firms and distributing agen-
cies'? Could you clarify that for my information, please?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. Certainly. In 60 percent of the Skites the dis-
tributing agency is part of the State Education Depaftment; in 40
percent it ismot. It could be the State Agriculture Department, or
in some States ?he equivalent:of the State General Services. Office.

- The commercial processors would be the ones who get the ham-
burger and turn it into patties, or flour into lasagna shells. That
could be helpful. But as you can imagine, if there is a large amount
of ground beef .going into a processor, most of which is not USDA
commodity ground b eef, if the proper controls on inventories are

155 ,
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not kept, the ground beef can be changed. If there is a lower
quality ground beef -being btherwise -pu rehased then. the quality we
provide to the Schools, it may be mixed and exchanged. And there
could be extra profitability in moving that ground beef around.

That is what we are talking about. A

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Kildee, no questions?
Mr. Hinson.
Mr. HINSON. 4ko questions.
Chairman PONINS. Any further comments you care to make?
Mr. GREENSTEIN. There is one other area in addition to the food

processing contracts in which we are looking at using some of' the
money not specifically covered by mandatory forrpulas right now.

In recent audits Department's Office of Inspector General
has discovered y of administrative problems tied to the
meal 'reimb meg ts paid to local school 'districts. Audits by our
In13pecto eneral 'have disclosed, for examnple, that about 10 per-
cent of free lunch application forms have not been checked by local
authorities for completeness or for the eligibility of the applicants.
This carelessness in reviewing free lunch applications is prevalent
throughout the country; in an audit of the 11 largest program
States, it was discovered that over 80 percent of the 186 school food
authorities audited had submitted claims for meals served free or
at reduced price to students whose eligibility was not properly
established in the records. This clearly results in the payment of'

excess reimbursements to those school food authorities. We are
talking about large numbers of meals for which there are no appli-
cations on file, or for which some of the applications on file are
invalid on their face aril have never been checked. In one audit in
the District of Columbid, it was discovered that something like 50

<

percent of the meals served for free or..reduced price had no appli-
,

cation to back them up. -

In addition, we are finding increasingly that Schools do not keep
adequate accounting records to substaritiate the reimbursements
they receive for school meals. Some school. distriels also fail to vary
reimbursement rates according to meal cost, so that total reim-
bursements may regularly -exceed meal cost by an unknown
amount. Related findings 'have identified school meals that do not
comply with type A school lunch requirements. There have been
ome recent audits in New York finding a large proportion of
eals not meeting.requirements..
School lunch program audits have also''disclosed inadequa-cies in

tis Systems local schools and school food authorities use to record
the actual numbers of free, reduced price, and paid'ineals served to
children. -If these records are inadequate or incomplete, this also
can result in school districts receiving larger amounts of eeim-
bursement than their meal service warrants. We have found sig-
nificant abuse in this area. One type of discrepancy is to find that
a school with 100 children certified for free meals claims 100 free
meals a day. On any given day only 90 of the 100 children are
actually attending school and only 80 of them decide to take their.
free lunch. Die Federal reimbursement for the 20 free meals
claimed but not actually served free js used to reduce the overall
cost of the food service program or used as a hidden subsidy for a

5
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la carte food or meals purchasNl by adults or students required to
pay the full price. _ .

.

We strongly believe audit findings such as these place the eolith)-
tied public support ibr the child nutrition programs in jeopardy.

10,4eir The Inspector General of the Department of Agriculture plans to
focus attention on this as one of the major sources of waste and
abuse in the entire Department of Agriculture. We must take steps
jo increase both the Secretary's and-the States authority to deal
, with these problems. We .are committed to improving program
integrity and reducing this administrative waste and error in the
school meal programs.

.

Accordingly, we are proposing to tighten the administration of.
the school meal programs through the establish ient of a new
accountabihty system in all States. This is not. ie same as the
system sometimes called as" PARS. There have een substantial
changes in the system. This system, called .the assessment, im-
pronment, and monitoring systems, or AIMS, will require States
to monitor closely those points at which' the school meal prograins
are most susceptible to abuse and mismanagement. l'he system will
take into account the fact that the greatest savings on free and
-reduced price meal claims can be ohtained in the school districts

*with the largest numbers of free and reduced price meals served.
The States will be directed to investigate ahd uncover weakness-

es in program management by the school districts and to cOrrect
these deficiencies. Actions will be taken whete appropriate, to

* insure:
That the number of free and reduced prik meals claimed does

not exceed the number of free mod reduced price meals served or
the number of valid free or reduced price applications on file---we 4
want td be sure we do not have areas where 100 percent of the
eligible children are not receiving free meals.

That controls have been established on reimbursements to the
individual selrools so thatpreimbursements do not exceed the actual
cost of producing the meal's. .

That the meals claimed iiir reimbursement are in compliance
with the Federal meal pattern requirements. Our point is we want
to help States to (10 thejob and provide State Administrative funds
to direct the system as a whole. We .do not believeyroviding funds
on a straight percentage basis-irill do the job because the workload

-." to do the job will vary depending on.the size of the State or other
factors. We carefully want to tailor the_$4 million direct.

In the Senate report the amount is lesiOhan one-fourth of 1

percent, not one-half of 1 percent, to go wher6The-workload needs
to go in order for States to do the job that the final regulations will
require to clean up these management problems.

It is for this reason in order to provide those funds to State
distributing agencies and possibly to provide additional funds in
the child development program, those are the things we are look-
ing at doing with that proportion of the funds not actually manda-
tory.

With those pieces put together, the full overall 0.5 percent will
be fully provided. No fund§ are being held back and these funds
will be provided as soon as the supplemental appropriation cothes
through.

105 'i
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If systematic 9tate reviews of local school food authorities dis-
close significant-violationa of these standards, we will collect reim-

.bursements improperly paid.
. This new system Will require that State agencies increase their
monitoring of. local school food authorities and we fully recognize

,that this incteased monitoring will necessitate additional resources
in State agencies.

The key point, though, is that the workliad increases will not be
identical in all States, however, because the AIM system will focus
additional monitoring on the school food aulkorities where poten-
tial losses from mismanagement and abuseEre the grqatest. For
this reason, a straight percentage distribution of SAE fudds applied
equally to all States would not distribute resources in accordance
with need.

On March 13 we appeared before this committee to present the
major provisions of the administration's legislative proposal for
this year. Several sections of that proposal would affect State ad-
ministrative expense funds, and I will summarize those briefly.

First, we recommended that all State administrative expense
funds be available to States for use as needed in meeting the cost
of administration of the school programs and the child care food
program. Currently the law requires States to use administrative

T
funds exclusively for the program designated iniithe allocations.

his restricts a State's administrative latitude. 0 r recommenda-
tion would provide school and child care administrative funds-in a
lump sum to the .State agencies that administer more than one of
these food service programs, and would permit State agencies to
apply resources where the needs are greatest. States would no
longer be required to direct interchangeable staff talent solely to a
specific program. This will allow the State flexibility to develop
staff resources' for several programs and when necessary, retarget
those resources to problem areas without the fear of being unable
to account for fund usage in a given program. This is consistent
with oui- goal to improve th:e quality and integrtty of program
admi nistration.

Second, we recommended increased amounts of administrative
expense funds for the summer and child care programs. Again, we
think Mrs. White. made a good point there. New formulas would
provide a babe' grant to each State, to which, the current statutory
formula would be added, limited only by a cap designed to main-
tain adminastrative funds as a reasonable-proportion of iirogram
funds. TheE4 additional funds will be allocated froth administrative
eXpense funds already available to the Secretary, and we wish to
distribute these additional reoources to States t6 support the man-
agement of the child care and summer food programs.

Finally, we are seekink authority to withhold all or part of a
State's administrative eipense funds if serious deficiencies in a
State': .dministration of- the programs are revealed by the new
accoun ilik..system, or by our own _Management evaluations. Of
'course, el ** we- took such action, a &lite would be permitted
sufficient time to correct the defciencies observed. If the deficien-
des were later corrected, some or all of the funds which had been
withheld from the State could be returned. This authority has
existed in the, food stamp program for many years, and was added

M
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to the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and
--children by last year's amendiMM -to the Child -Nrit-fitiori Act. ta t
the food stamp program the Secretary is mandated to withhold
funds upon ceutain findings, but in the 'WIC and the child nutrition
Erograms we believe greater flexibility is appropriate, so the with-
olding would be Oermissive.
If we put out regulations to monitors- food processors and an

individual State on an isolated instance does not comply with the
regulations, we currently have no mechanism whatever to direct
compliance other than to terminate all child nutrition programs in
the State. That atom bomb approach did not work and it means the
Pepartment of Agriculture has no enforcement whatever over pro-
grams in which there are $3 billion of Federal funds out there.

The Inspector General supports our proposal..to withhold admin-
istrative expense funds in the evelt.t of serious program deficien-
cies. In recent testimony before the Senate Appropriations Subconi-
mittee for Agriculture, Inspector General McBride endorsed our
commitment to a management system that will set standards for
State and local program administration. ,To insure accountability
we need the authority to withhold administrative funds.

The basis for strong child nutrition programs in future years lies
in sound administrative controls that establish the parameters
within which States may manage the programs with maximum
flexibility to meet local needs. Oj,i.r.1egislative proposal this year
would .shape our system of Sbet a ministrative expense furl& to
provide States with both incentives and assistance to carry Out
their responsibilities under the school and child care meal pro-
grams.

That covers all the areas we wanted to touch upon, Mr. Chair-
man. Thank you for the opportunity to appear here today. 4

Chairmtth PERKINS. In view of the fact 19 States have turned
back the responsibility of running the summer feeding program to
the Department, what efforts are you making to insure your re-
gional offices are equipped to absorb those responsibilities in ordei-
to run the summer program effectively? And why have the States
turned it back?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I think there are several reasons, and in fact' I
think maybe Mrs. White could speak as well as anyone, since the
State of California just turned it back in March.

- I think a number of States feel themselves.enught-M the middle.
They feel there are a substantial number of regulatory require-
ments Which directly flow from the statute which this committee
and Congress has put on the program to clear up abuses, but those
impose substantial burdens.

I think States get inlo the situation as in the case of California
and other States where beCause o&inVestigations which are ptO-
ceeding, payments to a particular sponsor are held up, the vendony
do not get the money. The vendors and/or sponsors sue for 'the
payment. The Justice Department 'does pot want the, payments
released but. will not release information as to why, for fear of
jeopardfiing possible indictMents. The States get caught in the
middle of this kintLoLactivity.

We feel restricting the number of sponsors to schools and private
sponsors preparing mealg onsite would go a long way toward

,
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making the program far more administratable and would make the
prog-rath bnce again more attTaetive fbr a number of States to
administer.

In terms of what we are doing, we are undertaking efforts to pick
up responsibilities in those States. We had a clolk call last week.
The State of Pennsylvania at one point turned the program back.
They have now, agreed to run it this sutnmer but there are serious
risks that they will not run it next summer. A Federal agency
simply cannot directly administer programs in 20 States, pick up
States like New York, California, Pennsylvania, a,nd also run the
child care program in 14 States. We cannot do it and cannot do as
good a job Lls the States can.

We have 2,300 permanent full-time employees at national and
locak level, and we cannot continue to run this agency in a proper
fashion if we have to run all those programs.

Chairman PERKINS. Your regional offices are taking steps to
make sure the programs are operated efficiently and effectively; is
that right?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. Yes, Mr. Chairm'an, but incthe long run, we
believe the statute-should be changed to require if these programs
are to be run, that States should run them, but that the Federal
Government should not increasingly pick up and run them.

Chairman PERKINS. Can you update the subcommittee as to what
provisions of Public Lpw 95-627 have been promulghted into regu-
lations and the timeliness as to when they will go into effect?

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I Will be happy to do that, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:I

MPLEMENTATION CARE FOOD PROtht A M

Section 2 of Public Law 95-627 revises the Child Care Feud Prograin and autho-
rizes tlw Program on a permanent basis. Implementing regulati?ns are now in the
final stages of clearance and som will be published as a proposed rule for a 45 day
comment period. The proposal calls for implementation within 120 days after final
regulations are isnucd: however, the basic financial benefits authoriwd by the
statute tthe new methods of assigniog payment rates) must bq implenwnted on ior
retroactive to) October 1, 1979.

Section Mal) of the statuteNpr.uides a definition of' "children" applicable to the
Child Care Food Program. This definition will be incorporated in the implementing
regulations for the Program.

Section 10(dX2) amends thv definition of children for the Summer FoA Service
Proyiram for Children. This change has been reflected in the 1979 final regulations.

Section 10 (b) and (c) defines school year to meait the annual period from July 1

through June :10: Sajne as present regulationsRequired no change.
Section 4 changes the differential between free and reduced price lunch rate Of

rehnbursement from 10 cents to 20 cents except in those States which have estab-
lished a uniform charge in n11 schools of less than 20 cents: Final regUlati2ns
imvlementing this provision were issued January 5, 1979.

Section 1)(b) changes the index on which the commodity assistance rate is adjusted
to use the "Price Index for Food Used in Schools and Institutions."

Section 5 (c) and (d) will index the changes in rates of reimbursements for lunches
and breakfasts to the "Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers.-

'Section bases the Incotne Poverty Guidelines for determining eligibility for
free and reduced price meals on the non-farm pbverty guidelines proscribe(I by
OMB: Will be reflected in new rates and guideliiws effective July 1, 1979.

Section 5la) changes the index on which the reimbursement rate for 'talk in the
Special Milk Program is adjusted to use the "Producers Price for Fresh Processed

ilk" as well as to allovoschools the option of providing free milk to needy children.
Section 6(b) increases the authorization for the Food Service Equipment Assist-

ance Program and revises the formula for the allocation of reserved funds.

56-650 0 - 80 -
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Section NO defines "especiatly needy standards" for the breakfast program to
include echools in w.hithAhe service of a breakfast is required pursuant to State law
and those schools in which over 40 percent of the lunches served in the most recent
preceding school year were free or at a' reduced price.

Section 7(aX1)2X3) provides funds for State administrative expenses These provi-
dims are non-discretionary and revise Part 235. The provisions are as Ibllows:

(1) Is the authority for appropriation; N.

(2) EstabHshes formula for lunch, breakfast. milk, and food serviee equipment
assistance administration; and .-

(3) Establishes formula for child care.
Section 7(aX6) provides for the use of funds for State administrative expenses by

the Regional Offices in the administration of the programs for private schools and
institutions.

Section (8X2) establishee eligibility for free meals at 125 percent of the income
poverty guideline

Section 10(042) provides for a Fraud Statement.
Section 10(d) defines child and children to include mentally or physically handi-

capped persons attending schools and institutions regardless of 'age: Regulatory
amendments implementing( all these provisions are ih the final clearance stage.

SectiolOal pr6vides for the elimination of the requirements on the allocation of
costa beMen the lunch and breakfast programs.

Section 7(0(5) is a new paragraph providiag transfer authority of up to 10 percent
of the amounts authorized for State administrative expenses between programs:
These provisions are discretionary and require public participation in the develop-
nient of regulations. The provisions are presently under discussion with State
agency directors.

Section 10(a)(1) allows for increased rates of reimbursement for outlying areas to
reflect the differences between the coots of providing meals in those areas and the
cost of providing meals in all other States: 'This provision is presently under study.

Section 7(aX4) provides for the Secretary to allocate SAE funds remaining after
allocations based on the formulae to States for management improvement: Proposed
regulations implementing these provisions are presently dearing.the agency.

'
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hinson, any questions
Mr. HINSON. No questions.rh ;..a.rman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, gentlemen, for your ap-

pearance here this morning. You have been Most helpful. The
subcommittee will soon take action. Thank you very muth.

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I would like to leave for the record- the audit
report and testimony before the Senate Appropriations Committee
of the Inspector General of the Department.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection.
[The information followsj

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. mcpRIDK, INSPECTOR GKNERAL, DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, BEFORE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE,
RURAL DEVELOPMENT, AND RELATED AGENCIES"

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I, appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you today. I have been asked to assess some of.the major programs in
the Department of Agridulture. My statement will touch eh seven program areae.
Since the statement does not cover all of the Department's programs, I will .be
happy. to respond to any specifi ques,tions. I should also mention that our semi-
annual report, required by th Inspector General 'Act of 1978, will be sent to
Congress in about a month and report, required by the U.S. Grain Standards Act,
as amended, on grail? inspection in this e untry will be sent to Congress on May 20.

DOMESTIC rood ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

The Department has requested over $11 billion, on a program level basis, for the
operation of the domestic food aseistance programs in fiscal year 1980. Because of
the. magnitude of the Federal expenditures in this area, the number and complexity
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-of Liar programs, und.tha porsistenceof.substantial problems we devole.more of our
stair resources to the Fisid and Nutrition Service programs thji to those of any
other+agency-over twice the amount for the Farmers Home Mlininistration, the
next ranking agency.

Food storap.program
The Food Stamp Program is the la rgest, of the Departnwnt's food assist once

programs. In fiscal year 1978, $8.3 billion in fissi stamps were issued to about 5.1
million participating households. Of the $8.1 billion, abouj $r).2 billion represented
"bonus- food stamps. The other $3.1 billion represented food stamps purchased by
recipients The Food Stamp Act of 1977 eliminated the cash purchase requirement
for food stamps: lt also made substantial changes in the way eligibility is deter-
mined in order to simpl4 administration and concentrate assistance on the persons
most in need. The purchase requirement was eliminated January 1, 1979. Between
March 1 and June 30. the States are required to recertify all new and current
participants under the new eligibility rules.

Monitoring the implementation of the new legislation is the number one priority
of ou office. We are trying to deWrmine problems in the States and local projects as
they arise and recommend action to the Food and Nutrition Service. We are espe-
cially concerned Ath whether the States will be able to accomplish conversion
correctly and on time,. whether administrative fraud hearings will be used effec-
tiYely by the States; and whether elimination of the purchase r'equirement will have
an effect On food stanip trafficking.

While i t if4 still too early to make an overall assessment of' the new legislation,
(here is one area that is becoming a matter of' concernevidence of' intased 'food
stamp trafficking.

In many parts"of the country, Authorization to Participate (ATP) cards are issued
trough the mail. The household turns 'the ATI' card in for food stamps at a

r siemption center. Since many States and local projects do not reconcile issued and
redeemed ATP cards as quickly as regulatitins require, we have always had some
trouble dealing with mail theft or households neliorting their ATP cardivas lost in
order to have a new card issued, then redeeming both cards. The elimination of the
purchase requirement has a potential for exacerbating this problem since the thief
or household would not have to come up with any cash to redesth the ATP card.

In at least one large city, the number of ATP cards reported lost or stolen has
increased inure rapidly than the number of food stamp recipients since the elimina-
tion Of the purchase requirement. At the same time, the number of ATP cards
returned each month because of death, change of address, etc., has declined.. In
several large cities we are are trying to determine whether this is a tuitional
problem or confined to a handful of metropolitan areas_ In those area§ where we
already have evidence of a problem we have investigators on the scene.

A similar problem is that elimination of the purchase requirement has made the
direct mailing of food stamps themselves an attractive option. At lease-one city that
has gone to this means of issuance is Aperiencing a rapid increase in mail theft.
We are investigating that situation and also looking at procedures used in other

s cities where ATP cards or food Stamps have been mailed without causing major
theft problems./I

The most effective remedies to these problems seem to be use of photo I.D. cards,
now an optional procedure, close monitoring and security precautions in !nailing
systems, and alternative issuance systems to mailing which, while more expensive
for the government and less .convenient.for the_participant, offer more security!

Although we are concentrating on the immediate problems of implementing some
major program changes, we also have a number of longstanding concerns about the
Food Stamp Program. .

The first is the inadequate verification of recipient eligibility information and the

0 related problem of recipient fraud. This results in ineligible households participat-
ing in the pro ram and eligible households receiving too high or too low a level of
program bone its.

It is difficult to e how Iuch fraud, waste and abuse there is in the
program. At on renle, if only ac al fraud convictions are considered, program
losses are ruoning -less than $8 mill n per year. At the other extreme, i every
error resulting in excessive benefi that was attributable to an individual was
considered probable fraud, losiei wOuld exceed WO million per yettr. .

I am not satisfied with so broad a range. While I dm not prepared to make a
specific estimate of Food Stamp fraud, I would like to point out several indices that
suggest we have a problem Of sighificant dimensions. I would alsolike to say a few
words about what might be done to obtain more precise. information in the future.

11*%k
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Current13 the Food and Nutrition Service quality control _data tlw most valua
hI indicatot of fraud, waste. and abuse for the Food Swap hogram This data is
collected through a statistical sample of the' records of ft Kf stamp recipients in each
State A careful review is made to determine whetlwit tlw information provided by
the recipient is accurate and w)wther it was processed correctly by the caseworker
tinkirtunatelv, the latest quality control data is (WM a year old The system was
suspended 'wilding issuance of tlw regulations implementing tlw new legislation

quality control data that we have now would indicate errors of approximidely
$600 million in overissuances alat..t1 10 million in underissuances On a yearly basis
In addition, decisions to deny Iwneitts to approximately 301000 households were"
invalid The overissuances represent close to 12 percent of the bonus value of Ow
food stamps issued. Analysis of theyrrors indicate that 26.5 percent of the overis-
suance was caused by mistakes made by ceztifying agencies, thile 7:1 5 percent of
Ilw overissuance is attributable to errors noieiby recipients.

Recipient errors are not categorized by the quality control system. They include
such things as minor transpositions of numbers which are probably not fraudulent,
failure to report an income change which could be, intentional, or due to honest
ov ight, and stating that another member of .the household has no income when

fact, the individual is fully employed. This last example would almost certainly
fraud.

In the Inuit year we have initiated a number of projects involving matching wage
data from various State and jocal sources with the information provided by recipi-
ents on their food stamp applications. In every place that we have conducted such
imitches we have !Omni numerous cases of: underrelmrted income which strongly
suggests recipient fraud. These are some of the more common situations:

A fully employed recipient reports zero earned income on the initial application
and during successive recertification interviews There Iwo be as many as three or
four certifications a year for several years The person also signs successive work
tegist ration Inrms as required.

An applicant itk working on more than one job, reports the income for one of them
and conceals the income from the others.

The head of household reports zero income for the spouse on the application and
in successive recertifications, although the spouse is fully employed.

The applicant certifies in successive cert I fica t ions that fully eniployed adult
household members are unemployed. In some cagt's the adult members hgve signed
successive work registration forms or have been improperly certified AS students.

An hourly worker presents one weekly check stub to document income and
represents it as normal earnings. Actually, other checks.pr the month are substan-
tially higher than the one provided and the employer's rnings records show the
higher inconw is normal.

A fully employed applicant claims he or ilte is unemployed, has ao income, is
living on borrowed money, and presents signed statements purportedly documenting
the loans.

A fully employed applicant receives a salary imd supplen ntal income from
commissions or bonuses. The applicant reports only the solar nconw anti conceals
the additional income although it is regulady received and odes very little from
mont h to month.
. Our projects were designed to illustrate, the utility of col puler matching of' sage
and' application datil as a means of detecting' fraud a d verifying inform ion
supplied by applicant who are not yet certified. Most of' o r samples were sant and
some were not picked on a random basis. They were imarily conclude n one
geographical area of the country and they concentrate on fixid stamp omseholds
that were already reporting at lepst one person with ea ned I neonie' Oi y one food
stamp househoki iii five has earned income. The other I useholds heade by recipi-
ents who are aged, blind, disabled, or receiving most f their income from other
Welfare, programs would be less likely to have.tins sor if abuse. Thus, no natignal
projections can be made for the entire food stamp cas oad. However, the fact fhat
we found 10 to .10 percent of the Sampled household had unreported or underre-
ported inconw is an indication that significant local pr lents do exist-.

The General Accounting Office has also looked intp he question of the proportion
of food stamp overissuances resulting from recipient fraud and misrepresentations.
They looked at the classification of cases. of overissuances in five local foal stamp
offices. They found that about 55 percent of the dollar value of all the claims,
resulting from the overissum cos, estiiblished duringh a 30-month period involved
suspected recipient fraud. Alp n, this eibtta cannot be projecied nationally. The five
offices represented large eirba areas Ccluding some of, the more poorly run pro-
grams. As USDA pointed out 14 responding to the report, claims may not have been
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-retablishq overirettenters that-eeeurred and the olossificatione were made lv
caseworkers whose own performance would look worse if the overissuances were
astribed to administrative rather than recipient error.

While there is ample evidence of significant retipient fraud tected due to
inadequate verification of eligibility information, we ritlize the Is need for more
complete data on fraud We have talked with the Food and Nutrition Service about
the development of error prone profiles which would indicate the type of food stamp
cases that are likely to have ji problem and sheuld be reviewed more careftilly.by
caseworkers. We have also nad discussions with the agency about the totality
control system that willebe used after the conversion to the new eligibility rules is
completed. We are also looking into the feasibility of expanding our computer
matching projects into a national.sample to find out just how pervakive the more
blatant forms of income underreporting are.

I have diseussed income underreporting at some length because there are several
thkgs that can be done through legislation to bring greater integrity to the 'Food
Stamp Program. We have made a number of Jecommendations to the Food and
Nutrition &rvice and have received excellent cooperation from them in including
our ideas in the USDA food stamp legislative proposal now awaiting cleartince at
the office of Management and Budget. Our recommendations are:

Require the .use o9 social security numbers on food stanni application forms. This
will facilitate computer matching of wage data.

Make soca') security wage data availnble for use by State aget1eit4 in the verifica-
tion of eligibility Information. Appropriate safeguards would be required to ensure
that the information is not mieufted.

Give the States the option of using the prior menth's actual income rather than a
forecast of the future months' probable income in determining eligibility and bene-
fits for certain types of households.

These three changes will give food stamp ndministrittors additional tools to ac-
complish front end verification of recipient wage data.

Every year, this Committee hears testimony about how hard it is to get State
prosevutors to take action on food stamp recipient fraud CHEWS. Prosecutiqn is
expensive and the loss to the Govermnent in any individual case is usually relalive-
ly small compared to other matters awaiting prosecetion. I am afraid that the same
may be true for the administrative fraud hearings authorized by thevew Food
Stamp Act. We will not be able tb evaluate the efThet of administretive feaud
hearings for some time, Right now States are devoting substantially all of their
resources to implementing the new eligibility rules. R'egulations goeierning the
FederalAtayment of 75 percent of the cost for investigations and prosecutions have
not yet been eublished. Oer understanding is that both administrative and judicial
fraud cases will be covered by. 75'percent filnding. If this should prove an effective
incentive for State actiOn we may recommend a higher matching rate in the future,
perhape 100 percent. Ip any event, it is easier to keep cheaters out of the prograM
to begin withthan to ferret then+ out and prosecute them once they are pafticipat-
ing. That is why it is imperative that we have an adequate system of income_
verification.

Another problem that we have expressed concern about is the fact that when agru
fraud claim is established, nothing is done about it. Two st could be taken. Fit'at
we should allow States t# keep a portion of fraud c aims t ey recover. This would
give them a positive ineentive to activery pursue the . Second, in most eas
a-household participating in the program through fraud is totallx ineligible becau
its unreported income or resources" exceedS the program limitations. However,
some cases the household is still technically eligible .to participate. In these in-
stances the individual committing the fraud' is disqualified for three months while
the rest of the household continues to participatea maximum loss pf ibout $150 in
benefits. States should be authorized to recoup the Value of the overissued food
stamps from the househald's allotment if it continues to pa icipate. Both of these
recommendations require new legislation.

Child nutrition programs
Most of ou; concern has centered on the National Schott' Ich, School Breakfast

and Summer Feeding Programs. The lunch and breakfast programs are adminiti-
tered by State education agencies. The actual meal service is provided by the local
school system which is usually,gontrolled by an independently elected school board.
The Summer Feeding Prograni is.designed to feed needy children when school is hot,
in session. On a program level basis, over $3 billion is included in the fiscal year
1980 USDA for'all of the Child Nutrition Programs.

Both the National achool Lunch and School Breakfast program a three
tiered system of benefIta. A minimum level pf Federal cash and commodity assist-
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ance per-Tiwid is.Provided fer all inala served. Childnsn from families With incomes
between 125 percent and 195 percent of the Inconw Poverty Guidelines pay a
reduced price, 110 to 20 cents) for each meal. Children from families with incomes
below 125 percent of the guidelines eeceive their meals free. Our reviews have
indicated that the system frequently breaks down at three points.

First, in order to categorize children by fiimily income, it is necessary for the
'unity to submit an applicatiun lo ft. free or reduced price meals. This form is

latively siniple. It asks the household to state its income and any of the specialk

. hardship costs, e.g. high medical costs, listed on the form. The form is sent to the
1

school where it is supposed to be reviewed to see if the family qualifies for a free or
reduced price meal. No verification of the information is to be undertaken unless
he school official has some substantive reason to doubt its validity. The very nature

of this application proems would lead one to expect a ceitain amount of recipient

other hand, the benefits accure directly to children. While they may free up other
aud since it is so easy to lie on the application form and get away with it. On the

family resources, they cannot tie easily converted to cash as is the case with food
stamps. What we have discovered is that most schools do not wish to play welfare
(;aseworker and look over the applicatons. Both 016' and the Food and Nutrition
Service have freqUently foun0 to 10 percent of the applications on file in schools
are invalid on their face because they are unsigned, have no stateniiiipt of income, or
have an income above the cutoff for the type or meal that the chifilliis receiving. To
a lesser extent we have found schools where applications were never sent out on the
supposition that everyone in the neighborhood is poor. While there is sortie anecdot-
al evidence of some. forms being challenged fizIP cause, the general practice seems to
lw not to verify the data on the form.

Second, for the system to work properly it is necessary for the school to count
,liccurately the meals actually served each day by type of mealfully, paid, reduced
price, or free. We frequently find abuse in this area. A common' discrepancy is to
find that a school with one hundred children certified for free met s claims one
hundred free meals every day. What often happens is that on any giv ay only 90
of the 100 children actually attend school and only eighty of them de to take
their free lunch. The Federal reimbursement for the twenty free imed but
not actually serviced free to any child is used reduce tIT overti Abe food
service program or used as a hidden subsidy for paid meals or alctarte food.

Third, many school districts have inadequate accounting systems for txxl service.
It is sometimes impossible to determine the exact cost of a meal. Where we have
been able to determine the cost we have found that school districts have claimed the
.maximum Fedeiial per meal reimbursethent for a free meal even though the actual
cost was leas. Again, the excess reimbursement is normally used for the fOodi3ervice
progrmn, thus indirectly paying for food served to children who are not needy.

As with'the Food Stamp Program it is quite difficult to estimate the amount of
fraud, waste and abuse in the school food service programs. Three studies have
indicated that the number of free meals being claimed for Fedekal reimbursement is
excessive given demographic information about the number of children who could
possible be eligible. The first study was done by the Economics,' Statistics and
Cooperative Service using 1970 census data. The second vAis done by Mathematica
Policy Research under contract to the Food and Nutrition Service. It used data from
(he Current Populaton Survey. The third study was also done by Mathematica. It
used the 1075 Survey of Income and Ecuation. This last study was based on more
extensiv data than the, first two. In addition numerous adjustments were made to
take into account any possible biases. Even when the data were analyzed giving the
program evrery benefit of the doubt, it still indicated that on a national basis, we
are paying for at least 10 percent more free lunches each day than could be justified,
by the number of eligible children. .

We are not in a position to say how much ofuthe problem in the school luncy.-
progc.Aun is due to Individual fraud on the part of families and how mucti is due to
negligent management on the part of school districts. We did undertalat a recent

. :Atperiment to ask families to justify the data on their approved free meal applica-
'1.10)fts. This .was done in a city having an excellent reputation for checking applica-

tipns to ensure that they are valid on their face. We found that about one applica-
tion- in tell was probably invalid but ghat most of these were actually eligible for
redticed price rather than free meals. Our other audit activicy over the years clearly
indicates that there is a major problem with program administration at the school
district level, especially-in large metropolitan areas.

.

In thi area, we have been working with the..Food ,and Nutrition Service to
expand, the detection of program abuse by the direction jf some State administra-.
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iive expense Fundsinlo.mmiittiring liy the Stale apnehls and- auditing by inthpend-
ent State auditors and CPA firms.

We have also 'been looking at two other areas of school fOod service. hrst, a
4ubstantial amount of the Federal support for the schoid lunch program, about $700
million ip fiscal year 1980, is provided in the form of donated commodities. After
these commodities are given to the State education agencies. substantial amounts of
them are turned over to processorseho then give the schools a discount on a
finislwd product e.g hamburger is turned into patties, flour into rollk etc. We have
faund cases where processors have built up excessive inventories Of donated coin-
modities or have substituted lower quality food in the final prodict. For example,.
tISDA choice hamburger with 20 percent fat was turned over to a processor The
schools got in return patties made fromimported beef that was AO percent fat. The
Food and Nutrition Service has responded,ouickly and cooperatively to our findings.
They art. reviewing their regulations to see if they need to be strengthened, looking
into the possibility of directing more child nutrition state administrative expense
grants to State commodity distributing agencies aml.preparing to give more techni
cal assistance to State and local school offices!

WEe are. also looking at the impact food service management companies are
having on school food serviemeNk may schools go from on site preparation to the use
of frozen preplated meals purchased from high volume vendors, it becomes essential
that the local authorities exercise adequate management control to ensure that the
food served meets USDA nwal pattern requirements.

We have had substantial assistance from the Food and Nulrition Service dieti-
tians and nutritionists in conducting this review. There is some preliminary evi.

, dence from ongoing audits that locaistricts are not always getting meals that
meet USDA requirements.

411.

Su m m ei- Peds ag pnwra m i
OIG, the General Accounting Office and the Food and Nutrition Service have all

:testified to the endemic problems of the Summer Feeding Program. Local program
management is often in the hands of' ad hoc groups who have no continuing
accountability. The predictable result is inadequate planning and supervision, fraud-
ulent bidding rd contracting, excess Ordering of' meals, meals given ,to adults or
taken away frail the site, and excessive reimbursement chains.

We think that the best long range solution is to require that the program be run
through gChool systems,or other local institutions participating in a year round
feeding program. We strongly endorse.th Administration's Midget and legislative
proposal to eliminate large private sponsor/private vendor combinations as a majbr
step in the right direction. ..

We also think that more extensive use of statistical sampling in monitoring large
programs could bring -big dividends. To be really effective, it must be used to

. establiWi claims not just as a management too,l for assessing problems.
" I would like to make some general observations about Federal management of the
food assistance programs. First, these programs a&run through State agencies and
local government units. Correcting a problem is not siniply a matter of ordering a
USDA employee in a county office to change a ,procedure. Rather, Federal manage-
ment involves bringing to bear a variety.of pressures ranging from jawboning to
positive ancl negative financial incentives. Effective corrective action depends in no
Mall degree on the range of tools at the ,partment's disposal. More tools are
needed.

. In. the last year we have received excellent cooperation from Assistant Secretary
. Foreman and Acting Administra.tor Greenstein in dealing ,with deficiencies in the

food anistance programs. They lire strongly committed to a system of management,
that involves setting standards for State and local program aditinistrators to meet
and holding them accountable to th4e standards. Holding theln accountable will
require some additional authority to impose sanctions.

-In .the Food Stamp Program we find that while some States are running good
programs, the worst run programs border on the scandalous. Since there is no State
matching of benefits asthere is for some other welfare programsAhe States do not
have the same investm,ent in assuring good management. Consequently, we often
find the most inuperienced or sast competent caseworkers

m:
assigned to the pro-

gra If administrative errors lei to a high level of ovbrissuance of' benefits, it isa
drain on the Federal not the State treasury, For that reason, we strongly, recone
Mend that States be required to pay /for the cost of errors in the Food Stamp
Program that exceed national standards set by the Food and 'Nutrition Service.

In the Child Nutrition Programs there is no current authoritrlia withhold State
adunnistrative expense funds in cases where the programs are not administered
efficiently and effective! . That authority exists for bqth the Fowl Siam,p and WIC
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programs. In addition,'t he htod and Nutrition Servier is foreed to take over admm
istration of the Child Care and Sumnwr Feeding Prograffis if q State decides it no
longer wants to operate the program. On at frost two occinesions large States have
elected to drop Out of the Sumnier Feeding Program well after the January 1 cutoff
date established .tty the law. Taking over direct program operations spreads the
agencies resources thin. It also gives States a powerful weapon to resist taking
corrective action On deficiencies since they can always threiiten to turn Over adinin.
ist rat ion of the programs to k1SDA.

We strongly endorse the p.ovisions in the Administration's Child Nutrition legiki-
lative croposals that would permit thy Department tot withhold administrative funds
from State education agencies that do not meet performance standards We also
think that it is essential that States be required to administer the Child Care and
Summer Feeding Programs

If the Congress will give us these additional tools fm managing thy Food Stamp
and (thild Nutrition Programs, we should tx. able to report smne major improve-
ments this tnne next year

ROHM. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

In this area, we Have concentrated on programs administered priinarily by the
Farnwrs Home Administration. At the beginning id this-fiscal year, the agency was
servicing Ove one million individual and group accounts, with a principal indebted-
ness of $28.7 billam. The. programs are delivered through .12 State otlices and almost
1,800 county offices.

At the end of fiscal :year 197g, the agency had about 7,600 full-time permanent
employees. ,Most of odr audit and investigative findings are closely related to the
imbalanee ltween the size mid complexity of' the agency's programs and the
number and kraining of its staff. quite frequently we have. made recoinmendations
that the aigency has concurred with but has not been able to carry out due to staff
limitations. Several actions'are being taken to try to resolve.t his problem. First, the
agency is hiring certain kinds of specialists, e.g. building inspectors on a "whet,
adually employed" basis. This use of part-time assistance avoids some personnel
ceiling limitation problems while giving local office's access to badly needed exper-
tise.. Second, at the district level the agency is hiring personnel with trainin* in the.

.skillneeded to handle the nmre complex programs such as Business and Industrial
and Rural Rental Housing loans. Finally, the agency's unified management infiw-
motion system may eventually permit more sophisticated analyses of what problems
are being experienced and their location.

Rural houst ng program
Rural housing loans are made to individuals who lives in rural areas or in towns of

not more than 10,(}00 population. Loans may also bt. made to individuals who live in
towns of 10,000 to 20,000 population that are not located within standard metropoli-
tun" statistical areas. To be. eligible, the individuals niiist have low to moderate
income., be unable to seeure regular financing. Loans arr made tefbuild new homes
or to repair or improve. dwellings to make them safe and sanitary and to remove
health hazards to the famiritweind the community.

During fiscal year 1478 the agency made. over one hundred thousand single-fmnily
rural housing loans totaling $2.7 billion. Our audits and investigations have indicat-
ed a number of problems:

Loans have been approved for houses located in subdivisions with inadequate
sewer or water facilitietMexcess water runoff, or inadequate community serAces
_such as fire protection. FinilA instructions clearly define the characteristics that
must exist befoak, SU lxi v iteion is eligible for loan making./

Construct iottlepeetions have not always been made, or1when made. they have not
disclosed defectS which lead to borrower dissatisfaction after occupying the dwelling.
Borrowers often abandon tlwir residence vi/hen cometruction deficiencies are severe.
Ties has contributed to a rise in the inventory of acquired houses and subsequent
loss on- disp&aition. The agency is considering a home owner's warranty itrogram
which would require builders to contribute to a .itool to cover the repair of coastruc;
tion defects. -

Intere credit agreements iiipproval of' a lower interest rate renewable at two-
. Iyear vals, few especially low income borrowersi are not adjusted few a borrowew

w hos come increases during the. agreement peraxl. Our 1976 audit of a nation-
wide.statistical sample' projected excess interest credit of about 420 million due to
income changes (luring the life of the agreements. The figure- would probably be
higher today since there are more interest credit borrowers, and there is 0 reason
to believe that tH'e payment of excessive subsidies has diminished. We r Innmend
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that the t'xCesslye St he repaid to the government or at least recouped it the
PT:operty islater so at a-profit

.

One problem which affects all direct loans, but is most prevalent in Rural !hats
mg loans, is the failure to graduate borrowers to commercial institutOns when
warranted by improved finitqcial status. The benefit of graduation is it(savings in
intewst emits due to reduced borrowing. The Fariners Home Administrthion has not
emphasized graduation due to the work involved and because the agency believes
that the financial sttitus of m any borrowers who would quality lOr graduation would
be materially weakened if t hey were forced to napt commercial terms We dO hot
agreti with this position It is inequitable, for example, to deny a loan to one
applicant whose inclome is just aIsTve thu laconic eligibility level while continuing to
lend money to a LA-rower who now has a greater income than the denied applicant.

Rum( rental housing
These loans are made to provide moderate cost rental and relItted facilities in

rural areas fOr elderly persons and personk of low or moderate income In fiscal year
1978 about 1,:ina Rural Rental Ifousing loans totaling $fit4a million were disbursed.
As' of October 39, 1978, there were about 5,000 outstanding Rund Rental Housing
loans with outstanding principal totaling $1.5 billion. Our recent audits and investi-
gations have disclosed serious problems with some of these loans. As a result we are
exponding our coverage. Some of our findings art:

Borrowers have inflated the value of land or Ttuve manipulated cash accounts to
actually paying the borrower s share (usually 5 perceiN of the cost of a

p ect (hie partnership borrower who recently received lotinsahr four projects ...I
avoided making a required contribution of $17P40 by such manipulations,

Borrowers who build Rural Rental !lousing projects utilizing contracts with them-
selves or subsidiary companies as the.cotistrUctioll contractors have made unreason-
able prtilits One partnership which received four loans totaling about $1.5 million,
niade a profit on construction of about $400,000 on these projects. There are possi-
bilities 14 unreasonable profits through inflated architectural fees, subcontractor
costs, and building material costs. There is no specific percent of profit' cited by
program regulations,..but the guidance to keep the resulting rental costs at a
reasatiable level does say't he profit margin should be comparable with that for
similar 11toject5.

Borrowers who manage the projects after construction have charged larger num-
agoment fees than those charged by private management ritnupanies fin- similar
services to similar-size rental- projects.

Tenants are encouraged by the borroweror his representative, to understate their
incomes to qual ify fOr a lower rent. The bIrrower is able to obtain and keep more
tenants whip at the same me receiving full market rental rates through subsi
dized interood credits from a ency.

Borrowers who do not ac I ly screen tenants and,consequently have occupants
whose incmne surpasses the maximum allowable. While this doos not give the
borrower any excessive profits, it does harni the program because it allows ineligible
tenants to occupy housing which was specifically funded for needy clients.

ins/is:mit mot:RAMS

Both the Farmers (Joint, AdminiStration and the Agricultural Stabilization and
-Conservation Service have disaster programs for farmers Other Federal agencies .
such as the Small Busine dministrat ion and the Bureau of Reclamation also get
involved in specific disast ttutt ions.

In minty of the disaster programs that we have reviewed, three lilioblems are
often present. First, since overlapping programs within and between Federal depart-
ments are available, farmer s. often apply for multiple benefits. However, when one
qpplication is accepted, the others are not alwitys withdrawn. Agencies do not share
information 9n applicants and loans granted or reach agreement on who will handle,
what type of problem. Second, in any disaster there is, understandably, strong
pressure onthe agency to get money out fast to the victims. This often results in a
failure to manage progranis properly. For example there is oftfat no verification'of
losses. Although specific disasters are, unpredictable, there will be sonic disasters
almost 'every ye,ar. Better contingency planning in advance coulel be far more'
effective than the'ad hoc managament we often see at the time of urgency. Finally,
once a disaster program goes into opertttion, there is seldom any meaningfid evalua-
tion of the'ueed for continued assistance once the initial crisis stage is passed.

!len, are mum! examples of our recent findings:
We found that the payment rates establislml 14 the Agricultural Stabilization

nmi Conservation Service for the 1977 Ilay Transportation Program allowed farmers
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and truckers to reality excess profits irIld permitted some hav dealers and larnwrs
16 easil,' falsify shipping recordS. to 'reap evea higher prords; the IOW finding
resulted in a number of indictnwnts.

In 1978 we found that the Agricultutal Stabilization and Conservation Service's
Drought and Flood Conservation Program was not davantinued in areas where
improved crop and moisture conditions alleviated drought problems. Further, many
of the conservation practices for which program funds were exis.nded provided
minimal relief from the immediate drought problems

We have recently obtained atTesti to the Bureau of Reclamation's records of
. payments resulting from the Teton Dam disaster. We found that many farmers

received payments from both the Bureau and the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service through its Emergency Cons'brvation Measures Program
While there is nothing intrinsically wrong in this particular situation with receiving
funds from both agencies, we have found that some claims for losses in the USIM
cost sharing program were overstated. This may have a.11owed Our 80 percent
payment to cover the entire loss. When it becamv known that the Bureau of
Reclamation had a program to recompensate fiw full losses, some participants in the
80 percent USDA program picked up the remaining 20 percent of their loss from
Interior. Where the initial claim had been inflated to 100 percent to begin with, a
farmer could have received 120 percent compensation. Several suspected cases are
under investigation. This points up the need ler tir coordination between the

^ various Departments involved in disasier relief.
We have found that questionable Farmers Ilome Administration Emergency

1.01111S bearing three percent interest have been made Applicants have overstated
the acreage affected and the yield from the affected crops is understated. Further,
assist:ince from other disaster assistance programs or payments from crop insurance
is not taken into account.

We are currently conducting a joint review with the Small Business Administra-
tion's Inspector General of potential duplicate claims at subsidized interest rates
provided by the Farmers Home Administration and SBA. Computer tape matches
have targeted a large number of individuals who have received loans from both
agenciesrrhe next step will be to see if benefits were duplicated.

In general, we have found both the Ag icultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service and the Farmers Home Admin' ration to be cooperative in acting on
individual problems disclosed by our au s or investigations. In the future we hope
to do more .with both agencies in the ea of early evaluation of disaster program
administration. We Will also be worki g with Inspectors General from other Depart-
ments to help assure that these disaster programs are closely coordinated.

PRICE STABILIZATION PROGRAMS

'hie Department of Agriculture administers a number of price stabilization pro-
grams Which have been developed in an effort to smooth out rAical fluctuations in
the prices of agricultural conunodities. These programs include direct payments to
farmers, commodity loans, and the direct purchase of some commodities by the
Federal government as a means 61 supporting prices. They are administered
through over :1,000 county connnittees and 50 State yommittees of the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service. At the end dlirliscalyea r 1978 over $4 billion
in coin modity loans were outstanding. During fiscal ye(-1978 over $1.4 billion in
deficiency payments to farmers were made.

Normal cmp acreage
If the set-aside and deficiency payment system is to Work, it is neceikiary that a

"normal Crop acreage" be established for each participating rarrn so that decisions
can be Made in formulating a program for each eligible crop.

Reviews by OR; have indicated that in some cases thr normal crop acreage was
greater'than the acreage an individual farmer had ever devoted to the covered crops
in any one year. This occurred because the highest acreage for each crop over. a
three-year period wa used to make the determination. In this way a farm operator
could meet set-aside requirements while maintaining normal production. The
agency has resptmded to our audit by providing more specific guidance to the State
and county offices on the procedures they should employ in determining normal
crop acreage. As a result, normal crop acreage has been reduced by ahnost 11/2
million acres in fifteen States.

Sugar program
The Department operated both a price support payment program ond later ,a

price support loan program for the 1977 sugar crop.
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Our most important finding to date is that $1.1:, nu'llion iii lonns was made on
sugar which apparently was from tlw 1971i crop and thus ineligible for tlw 1977 loan
program We estimate that the Vommodity Credit' Corporatqap incurred interest
hisses of Over $272.000 through June I97S on thse loans -We have. relerrrd
number Of issues raised by this audit to the Ceneral Counsel for legal determination
and are continuing our audit of this program

I.00n and pmee upport activities
Recent favorable crop conditnlie; have resulted in a resurgence of heavy loan

activity following a four-year lull ami placed a sham on the agency's resources
Office staffs have been hastily expanded and new program leature,, such as deficiep
cy payments and extension of loans under the ilrain Reserve Program have com,
pounded administrative problems If government held commodities continue to
mount. we anticipate finding many of the same storage, processing, transportation
and disposal pioldems that tISDA experienced several years ago Indissi, some have
already apisared

In tile case. of farm-stored grain, we are beginning to find cases of missing loan
collateral Frequently this involves grain fed to livestock during the winter and
spring months There are also problems with improperly stored commodities going
mit of condition The Agricultural StiMlization and Conservation Syrynee is HMV m

*t hi. pnwess Of checking all farmstotqd loan collateral not inspected since Jul). I.
197. We have also noted instances where lien waivers were not requested when
commodities used to secure commercial loans wert later pledged Os collateral to the
Commodity Credit Corporation

As/se:awn it (moicrotnent held stocks
Once large quantities of commodities are taken into governme.nt ownership, in

ventory 4nanagement, transportation and sales activitleti begin to involve multi
million dollar decisions that affect the commodity markets. These decisions ailed
the taxpayer as well since any losses due to spoilage or bargain sales are made up
with appropriated lands used to reimburse the Commodity Credit Corlowation for
net realiied losses While then are no new "Russian grain deals- to report. we have
questioned some judgment calls in sales of peanut oil and nonfat dry milk We are
currently looking into some mcent sales of rice.and butter. We are pleased to note
that a study of USDA dairy programs is now being comlucted within the Office of
the Secretary. One goal of the study is to develop an effective allalytimni framework
for making decisions about the sale of government-held nonfat dry milk, butter:and
cheese

INTERNATIONAL eitouitAms

While the. Department has a variety on international programs, the one which in
recent years has caused inv offict; the most concern has been the Public Law -180.
Food. bir Pence Program. tins iirogram, under the Office of General Sales Manager,
pmvides for long-tenn, low-jnterest financing and donation of agricultural conimod-
ities to developing and underdeveloped countries in order to assist Olefin in, their
economic development, eximnd their export markets, provide humanitarian Keliel
and combat malnutrition. In 1978 sales under this program resulted in shipnwnts of
about it mu il I ion metric hills of commodities valued at $7:16 million. The donation
program resulted in shipments of' approximately I iii iii on metric tons vlitIK'd at
$337 million. Tlw Department also paid ocean freight for both programil: at a

combined cost of $22.1 million.
00 major concern with the program is its vulnerability to fraud and abuse and

our inability to enforce'the program provisions. Tlw large dollar level of the pro-
gram offPrs opportunities for substnntial profits to commodity suppliers.::.ocelin
carriers,. brokers, and agents. "nw kgislotion and regulations s pvc i flea lly prohibit
fees and conimissiOns related to commodities sold or donated under the prOgram.
Although certifications of cotnpliance are required, our office is constantly confront-
ed with allegations and rumors and asked to investignte the integrity of yurinus
commodity sales. While we have conducted numerous investigations, our eftiort 5 to
uncover instances of fraud have genernlly been hindered by the multi-national
nature of the activities and our limited access to relevant records. Thus, my con-
cerns are not nece.ssarily with program requirements lot with enlinTement capabili-
ties.

For example, the program legislation prohibits the payment of commissions to
hgents for food connnodity sales. Regulations have been isiiued prohibiting

shipping or Purchasing agents or any of .their affiliates to act as ship's broker,
shipper,.commodity supplier, Or selling agent in connection 'with any commodity

tis 0
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sole However. since selling agent commissions are a normal business practice fnr
commeichil sales ;111(1 since commerciol sales tecinds ;ire not avail:dile to OW. it
would IS I VI;111Vel V t'asV to IIICIMIV prOhlbiled I' I. ISO ',:iICS eMIIIIIISSSSIS or I' \ 01'
bubery pa% merits to foreign officials in commercial accounts The% could ako he
included in the geniiial !nice of the commodity that is financed by 1 ISDA We have
been hunted in 41111 ability to determine whether shipping in purchasing agents air
comIthing with. the conflict of !inmost pimisiow.. piohibit ing them in an% of then
affiliates from acting as ship's bloke:, ocean ti:neliortation supplier, commodity
...unpile!, in selling agent in connection with an% commodity sales Cu rent iegula
!ions tequile a certification thot the agent or affiliates will act I accord with
program provisions They do not requile the identification of affil . es in then
activities If this were required we would have a much better feel for the potential
hit PFognon abusr For exainp. we found that one prominent shmping agent
duects. controls or is imolved with at least six other conmanws incorporated in
several countries The companies are involved in iictivittes such as supplying ocean
tiansportat ion which if counecled 44it h Public I .;R% ISO sales would he cause fOr the
agent's termination

The pioginin regulations idso require certifications that no payments or other
benefits can he made in connection wijh agent'sselection by a participant country
The Deinntment :Ind my office regularly reivive allegations of program impropri
Mies including participant selection heing influenced by kickbacks and possible
manipulation of freight rates to the detriment of the participant country Effective
in\ est igation ()I such allegations is difficult unclet any circumstances, but the multi
national aspect of stall iictivities including the limited :iccess to foreign records
results in such investigations living generally unproductive

III March PriS, I established a., Foreign Operations Staff within the -Offire of
Inspector l'ienerali winch consolidated audit and investigative units assi crii)d to_
loreign pgianis This was done in order to address more adequately the omplex
anir sensitive foreign program :irehs and soine.of the issues I have iiiuhit io d. Sonw
of our more recent audits and investigallons have Identified the folk ing issues

Questionable agency deterrninations in approving contractors' rein is fOr extern
slim ()I commodity delivery periods under the Puldic Law ISO Food for Peace
programs This resulted in substantial monetary benefits to exporters or suppliers

Insufficient auditing of vouchers by tlw Agency for International Development for
t he payment ()I omm freight under the Public Law ISO Donation Program .

Insufficient Department involvement :in the negotiation of freight rotes with II S
flag carriers including booking freight on behalf of the recipient country Our
concern is that privatil agents who receive a commission based on tike percentage of

r could he stiengthened without crepting maim) road blocks to export actiVities by the

the freight costs might not seek thelowest possible rotes
P believe our efforts to assure compliance with the law and related regulations

collowing iictions. -
We need legislation 'which will provide access for Ohl to commercial or jileign

records of.. businesses :or countyres-invol 'ed with the Public Law 180 Mgrain
Ilenerally. our current inahofities ore limited to only supplier or agent records
pertaining directl.y)` to Public l,aw 180 transactions If-We are to assure compliance
with the regulations and provisions cited previously . we need occess to all reconls
which could rillect questionrkble iictivities -

In the agreements which we have with foreign countries for commodity sales, we
should include provisions fin access to rcords related to commodity purchaNs and
agnt selection WI/should Oiso have provisions for mutual cooperation between our
audit and invektigative personnel and those of the fOreign country

We should require hat purchasing r shipping agents involved with the Puldic
Law .ISO program identify all affiliate c mponies and -their specific interest in those
companws.

('urrent activities of my office includewaudit and investigidive surveys of supplier
rvcords to determine compliance with program regulations prohibiting Public I,ow
.1.-4) sales commissions, assessment of the handling of foreign commodity cmnplaints .

evaluation of ocean transporiit ion activities, and a survey of commodity sales
alloca.t ion procedures. As with otlwr problem otvos m the. Department, we luive
worked closely with the program managers to resolve long standing issues Recently .

r we created an audit wview committee for the Qffice of the (leneral Sides Manager
to begin to work together on getting corrective?' liction on some of these proldems.

CONSEHVATION PM)GRAMS

Allot he: ;Iwo that we have giver attention to.includes the conservatim irogram.7
liradm in isfefeo by t he Agricult ural Stabilization and Conservation .-;(.1-,' and t he

71
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Sod t'onservation Service Although funding is provided through a variety (4. Cost
sharing progrinns. Our audits and investigations have not uncoverml widespread
problems of fraud or abuse. Rill her, our concerns have focused on issues of economy
and efficiency Some projects may not be needed at all Otlwrs produce /I short term
benefit while long range considerations are not addressed.

tet shed foul flood prevention projec.ts
I 11 t lie PaSt t wo years. we have questioned the valailltv of the benefit/cost ratio

used to justify projects having close to a one to one ratio. in many cases recreational
benefits are a law proportion of the total!. These benefits are diffieult to estimate
and tend to be overstated. Our reviews have caused several projects in the planning
stage in two States to be endeelN,d, one dam structure to In. cancelled, and a new
justification to be prepared for a Second St ructure.

Because Of our woile and some General Accounting Office reports on this subject,
tle-,Water Resources Council has Jimmied an interagency task group to issue guid- ,
ance and establish criteria that will,ensure that benefit computations are made on a
uniform and consistent basis in all Fedend agencies.

Agrieultam conservation program
Our audits have indicated that the 1978 Agriculture Conservation Program was

not fully Tedirected toward practices with long lasting conservation benefits in
accordance vith Administration policy. The most popular practices funded were
those with short term behelits such as the establislownt of annual cover crops. The
longer term practices that were funded tended to be production rather than conser-
vation orittnted, such as /he establishment or improvement of permanent grass
covers.

We finind that the Agricultural Stabilization and 'Conservation Servjeelle.informa-
tion system was not capable of monitoring on a time basis the pratlices actually
being approved and funded. This made it difficult to accomplish redirection during
1978 and hampered planning for the 1979 program. The 1979 Appropriation Act did
not include the usual language which has allowed county committees to approye
any practice that was eligible for cost sharing in 1970. This should strengthen the
National Office's ability to move the program away from short term, production
oriented .pract ices.

DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIQN

Finally, I would like to make a few comments on Vie overall administration
within ate Department. While the hulk of our efforts are concerned with program
operations we have also devoted considerable attention to the administrative sys-
tems and processes within the Department. While our audits have generally found
sound administrative practices, sonic areas have required corrective action. For
example, in the wake of the GSA scandals we established a task force- which
undertook an assessment of the vulnerability of the various USDA procurement
systems to the types of fraud and abuse reported in GSA. To date the task force has
reviewed only small purchasespurchases that do not require formal contracts,
and has found a number of instances where there is an absence_ of appropilate
controls. Some of our findings were that:

The controls and procedures at one of the Department's central warehouses were
such that it was relatively east,/ for unauthor)zed persons to obtain blank purchase
orders/invoices/voucher forms.

The Department's agencies were not receiving sufficient infbrmation from the
National Finance Center to detect abuses in the purchase order/invpice/voucher
payment system.

h e procedures in the Department's central supply store enabled the same person
to negotiate the agreemeht with the vender, place the order, and receive the
property. Controls at the central store also enabled unauthorized persons to ebtain
supplies. Further since the agencies receive no individual accounting from thg store,
there would be no way to detect unauthorized purchases.

(1 Disbursements were made from the Department's Imprest Fund without requiring
the identity of the payee. Members of the task force team using a fictitious name
were easily able to obtain money.

In all of these instances I am pleased to report that the Ilepartment moved
quickly to take corrective action.

Although the task force team was primarily concerned with small purchases were
pre also concerned with tile manaFement of USDA contracts. Our general ohserva-
tion has been that effective monitoring of the contrafting process has not been
achieved. In 1977 we reviewed 315 contr4twarded by four agencies at 23 diffet-

1 7 2
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(t Of iliose re-Viewed, 213 Were found to have some prribleni uI eithel
pnwessing, awarding, or general contract administration Problems ranged from
failure to pnwide for 11 la X 1111 Li ill ralllik't it toll nnong qualified sources to Cant l'aet I ag
0111C05 not obtaining iidequate infUrination front users. contnictors, agency
neerg, and contriict auditors when OValuatiiig bids and price proirosals We #re
expiinding ou general audit coverage of contriwts includinworking with tlw
agencies prior to the actual award of the contract to (humus the potential for
fraud, abuse and waste

Another yncern thnt we have had has been the inanagemnt of overtime within
the Department Acting on a Forest Service reforril I we found that several employ
ees had been manipulating time and at t endance roirorts to receiye Unearned over
time To date six employees have been convicted. In addition to the Forest Service
we are also reviewing other rigencies within the Department which nccount for
large amounts r)' employee overtime. An audit/investigation of the Animal and
Plant IlealtI5tInspection Service Plant Protection and Quarantine inspectors has
lenind-'nuine ipstances of irotential overtime nbuse. We ha Vt. Illade II number of
snggestions-to management which we believe would minimize the problem. The.se
include

Staggering tours of duty so that inspectors will be a VII ilut ble at regular pay during
the I 2 hours of each day when inspections are most prevalent This chanty cmild
reduce paid overtime by all estimates] 10 percent. In 1980 alone, APHIS has budget-
ed $8.5 million for Overtime..

The assignment of multiple jobs to .an inspector who is on overtime, rather than
giving one job to Nall

The Department's National Finance Center shmild provide better information on
overtime to program mamigers so they can manage it better and discover potential

. abuses. Aell

In addition to the overtime abuse just discussed, we are very sensitive to a
number of other issues involving employee integrity. Many USDA employees are
required to make decisions that have a substantial economic conAequence . the
possibility of bribery, favoritism, or other improper conduct is always present.

In the wake of the grin i 'nspe.ction scandals tho Congress passed the U.S. Grain04,
Standards Act tolitrengt al the weighing and inspection of grain. We are monitor-
ing the implementation rf that Act by the Federal (;rain Inspection Service. As
mentioned earlier, we are also conducting a study of' grain inspection and weighing
at interior locations. The results of our study will be reported to Congress. in Tay
1979,

1There have Ewen several recent cases where State or county committee members
have obtained preferential treatment or benefits in Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Servic programs. Our reviews in live States have disclosed instani:es
of cost misrepresentation for facility loans, improper farm reconstitutions, excessive
disaster payments, and improper long qistance tailephone usage, travel claims lord
salary payments.. Most i7ommittee members are quite scrupulous about thoir busi-
ness dealings but in any given year we-will find sev ral instances of abuse and loose
controls in A Tricultural Stabilization and Conse ation Service, Farmers Howe
Administrati and Soil Conservation Servic& co tv organizidions.

Every year ere are cases of nAlit insper rs takipg bribes and receiving favors
from packers and precessors. In 7978 there were 7 indictments of Federal meat
inspectors. 04 evaluation of overtime paid to inspectors (overtime is paid by the
packer or.processor) includes a special project to see if overti w is being used as a
payoff mechanism. The Food Safety and Quality Service I . a c ipliance organiza-
tion which also works in the meat inspection area. We have had ood cooperation
with them. We are supporting their plan to establish a similar compliance staff for
t he grAng prograths and are working closely with them in the genesal,area of
reviewing systems that will help to assure emplo5me integrity.

In 1978 we conducted an'audit/investigative review of the security and control
exercised at the Departnient's Washington Compyter Center. The rePiew found
instances of unauthorized access to compu(er files by persons using rthote-fermi-
nals. One of the files was a payment system which diAburses $83 million annually.
Security and other file systems were copied by employees. Finally, the computer
with being used for various personal matAtrs. Although our review dischised 1no
actyal dollar losses the ix)tential for abhse was high. Effeetive corrective action has
been initiated to strengthen the existing security requirements. We plan to follow
up on this audit by conducting similar reviews at all of the Department's computer
centers ill 1979 and 1980.

1 7 3 ,
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This comnuffee 11-68 expressM considerOW titcH1 ifl Ihe past about
ity Of colocating USDA field offices the Secretary commissioned a task force in
March 1978 to develop a cokwation policy

The task force found that the main resistence to colocation, as defined under the
previous "Service Center.' concept, was mandated administrative practices such as
central telephones and receptionist, open office layout, nnd sharing of work Tlw
task force a/so found that of the 11,992 individual agency county offices which are
located at only 3,370 sites, 21 percent are completely colocated tsame building) while
another 40 percent have the offices of Agricultural Stabilization and t'onservation
Service, Farmers Home Admi4istration, Federal Crop Insurance cprporation and
soil conservation Service colocate.,d.

A 1976 111(1 study found that only 12 of 42 Service Centers reviewed, met the
minimum requirements as defin fd by the Department. Minimum requirements
frequently not met were common e n.rance and receptioMst, open and common work
space, and sharing of wrsonnel ween agencies.
ilrhe Secretary's task force found hat colocation efforts started under the Service

Center concept we're still in process. As a result of task force recommendations the
Secretary issued .ibmentoranduan last January establishing a National Administra-
tive Committee to oversee colocation efforts. The Committee has established a
service .polic'y which identifies responsibility for shared functions. A reporting
system has been developed to monitor progress and identify areas with a good
colocation potential. This will be an integral peirt of the Deparynent's Property

Information System.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will no* adjourn.
Mhereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the committee -adjourn&i,.to' recon-

vene upon the call of the Chair.)

of
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS&

Competitive Foods Regulations

THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1979

HOME OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washin,gton, D.C.
The s ommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, iyburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man çff the subcommittee) presiding.

M bers present: Representatives Perkins, Kildee, Kogovsek,
Miller, Erdahl, and Goodling.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Marian Wyman, special
assistant to the chairman; Beatrice Clay, staff assistant; Richard
DiEugenio, firinority legislative associate; Mary Jane Fiske, assistant
director, researck and oversight.

Chairman PERKINS. Today the Subcommittee on Elementary, ,
Secondary, and Vocational Education is conducting'-a hearing on'
the Federal regulations implementing section 10 of the Child Nu-

. trition Act of 1966. We aménded[t.his Ertion back, in 1977 by giving
the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to retfulate "what com-
petitive foods can be sold in schools participating in the school
lunch and breakfast programs. The Department has just recently
come out with the proposed regulations implementing this provi-
siori and we are herb to look at these regulations boday.

We are very fortunate to have with us Ms. Carol Tucker Fore-
man representing the Department. We are also pleased to have Ms.
Peg McConnell speaking on behalf of the National Sclpool Food
Action Committee. We are looking forward to both of your stabe-
merits.

I would like, however, to take this opportunity to make a few
comments before Ms. Foreman begins her statement. W all know
it is a hard road ahead. It is a faèt that the cost o living is
spiraling beyond everyone's means. In light of this, w must be
steadfast in oar support of those programs that bufit the, Natjon
as a whole.

To my way of thinking, the child nutritiati program are repre-
dentative of our best efforts in this regard...The fakt thà we

. have close to 27 million children receiving school lunches i a great
responsibility,/

_
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r this reason alone, the nutritional integrity of these feeding
pr%, .ams should be a No. 1 priority. I won44.like all of us to keep
this esponsibility in mind as we review t ese regulations today.

Th Se feeding programs play a very . ignificant role in the
mental and physical development of our schoolchildren. For this
reason I feel that it is up to all of us to sele to it that they receive

,,
, .

the hest of what we can give t hem.
Our fir witness is a lady.. well known to all of us, Ms. Carol

Tacker h eman, Assistant Secretary for Food and Consumer Serv-
ices, U.S. Department of Agriculrure. ,

MS. FOREMAN. Thank you very much.
' Chairman PERKINS. Without obttion, all the prepared state-
ments will be inserted in the recor . Go ahead. .

1The prepared stat4ment of Carol Foreman follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL TUCKER FOREMAN, ASSISTANT SECRKI'ARV FOR
FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES, D_S_ DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleioad to be here bdiday
to discuss with you the Department of Agriculture's efforts to implement the coin
petitiye foods amendment to the Child Nutrition Act of 1966

Congress enacted the amendment in 1977 As you Ianow. the amendnwnt restores
to the Secretary of Agriculture authority to regulatt. the side of foods Which coni .
pete with federally-subsidized sclusil lonA and breakfast programs.

Ninety percent of the nation's schools pariicipate in these Werally-INHiSted Child
nutrition prograins. These programs establish v.arious minimum standards to pro-
vide essential nutrients for more than 25 million of the nation's school children.,

_These standards, such as the familiar Type A lunch pattern, are the minimum
conditions necessary to receive federal funds. 'rile standards are purposel'ully basic
and locat offiCials are free to adapt them to tlw needs of local communities. The
Depart nWiii encourages them to do so.

The standards. while minimal, .are designed to ensure that the animal billioa
dollar investment of the taxpayers' money in child nutrition programs is used to
promote both the understanding and practice of Sound nutrition and to contribute
to the well-being of our children.

tst week, the Department published in the Federal, Register a proposed rule to
esta lish a iiuj,i4oial standard for fOod sold in competition with those programs.
The ta nda rtrwould ideiijfy fOods of minimal .nutritiotial value. The proposed rule
Nyou limit the sale of ch foods to the time after the last lunch period of the day.

A I etitive is defined as any food sold in competition with federally-
subsidin meals in schools which participate in the National School Lunch or

-Breakfast Programs.
Competitive foods may be available from a varkty of sources: alternate or a la

carte lunch lines, vending machines, clr school snack counters, They also reflect a
variety of nutritional values because the competitive foods sold in schools include
such items as soups sandwiches, and fruits, as well as traditional snack items like
candies, chips, and soda pop. I

I want to emphasize that our proposal deals only with those cianpetitive foods
which have been identified as having minimal nutritional value.

Nowhere does our propqsal suggest that even these foods should never or nowhere
be eaten by students. We metyly limittheir sale during certain hours-4of the school
day, in order to preserve the nutkitional integrity of federally-subsidized school
meals.

We are hopeful. that the limitation placed on minimally nutritious foods will
result in an expansion in the selection of more nuilitions'foods such as fruits,
vegetables, and fruit juices at school snack counters and a la carte lines, and in
vending machines.

insToitY OF COMPETITIVE FOOD REGULATION

As I'm sure nu know, the competitive foods issue came to the attention of this
committee twice before enlictment of the 1977 amendment. That alliendment re-
stored competitive foods regulatory authority to the Secretary of Agricatu4e.

The Secretary ,was first granted that authority in a 1970 amendment to the Child
Nutrition Act. Regulations implementing that amendment allowed-the competitive

a.
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.. saki riranty-those tribds- which either met- a Type-A lunch pattern requirement, .or
- were served along with the Type A lunch.

' The result of this rule was that only soft drinks and candies, which were rarely
served with school meals, were disallowed.

While the impact of the 1970 rule was clearly limited, it still arous.ed some
controversy and there were individuals and groups who advocated the transfer of
the Secretary's regulatory authority to State and local educational agencies

The 1972 amendment effected that transfer. 'l'he vi,tious jurisdictions developed
competitive food rules that/varied widely, and in some places were n6n-existent

By 1977. increased concern about the quality of children's diet& led to growing
dissatisfaction with the limitmirresults of the 1972 amenliment. Nutritionists, par.
ents, school administrators, and others urged legislation to restore regulatory au-
thority to the Secretary of Agriculture. r

TUE 1977 XIYIKNOMENT
, I

The 1977 amendment was originally intr:iduced by former Senator Clifford Case
of New Jersey. The conference report accompanying the final legislation made clear
that the Secretary was empowered to regulate "only those foods that do not make a
positive nutritional cOntribution in terms of their overall impact on children's diets
and dietary habits." \

In your own words, Mr. Chairmyin, "The conkrence committee dealt with two
provisions, the competitive 'foods ainendment and the nutrition education amend-
ment, in a manner iitut is thoroughly consistent. One provision tends to he reinforc-
ing the other. Both provisions are designed to upgrade children's dietary habits and
food intakes." .

Former Congressman and now Governor of Minnesota. Albert Quie,-author of the
earlier amendment making regulation a State and/or local matter, wound up as a
supporter of thes,1977 amendment, lle out during the floor debate that the
amendment provides for "a limit s a wer to be used sOringly to.encourage the
sound nutrition and nutritional ha its of sc children.'
,3/4Mr. Chairman, our proposal is an attempt to respond to the intent of Congress, to
the expressed spirit of Public Law 95-1,06 as well as its letter.

We believe the standard we have proposed makes possible an objective assessment
of the nutritional value of different foods. It targets foods of the least value. ,

Let me otaline for you, if 1 may, how we developed this approaai. It was a long
process, biit we believe the end result provided us with a surprisingly simple
solution to complex nutritional problems.

During consideration of the 1977 a mdment, Senfigor George McGovern, Chair-
man of tho Nutrition Subeommitt of the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition,
andloorestry, stated: "The Secretary ould have the authority ... . to regulate the
sale,of foods of limited nutritional value. The general category of foods that have
limited nutritional value include gum, candy, pop, and foods that, even though they
may be furtified with vitamins, are too high in sugar and caloric content to be
wholesomk." I ..

On April 25, 1978, the Department published a proposed rule which would have
restricted the sale of four categories of competitive foodscandy, soda water, froz&
desserts, and chewing gumuntil after the last school lunch period.

The proposal stated that these categories were selected because the foods "(did)
not make a positive nutritional contribution, in terms of their overalLimpact On
children's diets, dietary habits, and appetites."

The proposal did not, however, direct!, address why these-foods did not do these
things. .

That lack was repeatedly pointed out in several of the more than 2,100 public
comments we received' on the proposal. While the overwhelming majority of the
commentors supported our proposal or a stricter one, there-were questions about the
adequacy of the nutritional criteria or standards Used to select these four food
categories. it

Other commentors criticized as arbitrary our decision to regulate only foods in
the four cited categories, while allowing nutritionally similar foods to be sold.

These were substantial issues, and the Department believed the4y merited further
study, We also decided that-additional public participation in tbe rulemaking proc-
ess would be beneficial.

Therefore, on December 15, 1978, we Withdrew the /tong proposal and announced
a series of three public meetings to give the public additional opportunities to assist
us in writing a new proposal.

The meetings were held hi Nashville, Detroit; and Seattle, in January and Febru-
ary of this year. Attendance by parents, school offials, students, business and
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industry representatives. nutritionists, and other concerned citizens, indicated con-
siderable continuing ioterest in competitive food issues

nEvEl.oPMENT oF TUE JUIN t ROPOSAL

developing oar second proposal. We not only solicited and reviewed ieldit lOnal
public cmunents. we explored Mid reviewed many other sources Of inforinution

During the (Immo of the public meetings and the comment period, we heard from
449 school officials, teachers, and school food service personnel More tlian 87
percent of themt or 394, either supported a proposal similar to the one W4' made in
1978, wanted the proposal expanded, or protested its withdrawal.

Nutritionists in the depaftment reviewed current studies and publications dealing
with associations between diet and dimise. They reviewed similar research and
available information on children's fixd consuniption habits and their nutritional
st at us

Our research indiontes that while snacks conthbute more total calories to slid-
dren's diets than any other single factor, they contribute far less to nutrient levels
than meals do

Studies also show that snack calories come mainly from fat and sucrose, or sugar.
The health risks raised by this kind of commmption pattern include, but are not

limited to, obesity, dental cavities, and increased ridk of heart disease later in life
' In light of these Findings, we concluded that public concern about the nutritional
quality of children's diets is indeed not unwarranted.

This concern had been emphasized earlier by Senator Robert Dole, who) suggested
"there is a need to reassess the priorities and take a close look at preventive health
care measures which can be tatken in the child feeding programs. I am suggesting
we do have a need to at least trto make our children understand the necessity for
eating balanced, mitritious meals."

Senator Dole called the 1977 amendment "e positive venture. It is for ensurinti
the sale of foods tttat support and enhance the nutritional quality of school meals.

Our task, in order to properly implement the 1977 legislation, was to assess the
relative nutritional value of competitive foods. It is a task never before attempted
by the Department.

The first step was to examine food composition. We found that complete food
composition information is simply not available for all foods. And frequently, where
data is available, foods are identified generically rather than by brand name.,"

We reviewed various methods of analyzing foods, and concluded that nutrient
density analysis would be a most useful tool for evaluating the relative nutritional
value of different foods. Nutrient density analy'sis measures a food's nutrient con-
tent in relation to its energy or calorie value.

We convened a meeting of USDA nutritionists and nutrition experts from univer-
sities and industry who are particularly knowledgeable in nutrient density analysis.
They made general recommendations about the possible use of a nutrient density
standard in a competitive foods rule. They also gave specific suggestions about how
nutrient density calculations could be used to determine appropriate nutrient levels
in competitive foodS.

The Department contracted with three uniyersitiesColorado State, Case West-
ern Reserve, and Utah Stateto secure nutrient density data on a wide variety of
foods. We requested that nutrient values' be .calculated for each of the following
nutrients: protein, Vitamin A, Vitamin C, Vitamin D, Vitamin E, fotaiin, niacin,
riboflavin, thiamine, Vitamin BEL Vitamin B12, calcium, iron, magnesium, and zinc.

APPLICATION OF A NUTRIENT DENSITY APPROApI

In measuring foods for nutrient value, we' used the Recommended Dietary
Allowances as the' standard of reference. As,yott know, the RDAs are established by
the Food and' Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council.

Seventeen common nutrientsl have established RDAs, but food composition infor
Illation is., most generally availdkle for eiqht of the 17. These are protein, Vitamins
A and C, niacin, riboflavin, thiamine, calcium, and iion.

These eight nutrients are the saMe ones the Food and Drug Administration
labeling regulations require to be listed when the manufacturer chooses to state the(
nutritional content of a food.

Our proposal would measure these eight _nutrients both per serving size and per'
WO calories. The latter makeg possible a relative comparison of all foods. 'The
former permits a realistiC assessment of nutritional contributions of foods as they
are commonly eaten.
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The only exception to this dual measuring standard would be artificially sweut
ened foods We propose to amilyze them on the basis of serving size only, because
100 calorle worth of these I.00(k re)tvsent timvalistically large quantities

Mr Chit wt. ne pioposintyt hat foods which do not supply even a minnnum
of 5 of the RDA for one or m eor of the feight speciied n mautrients, esured
per calories aml per seisving sue, ht. cordered foods of -minimal nutritional
value Very few foods fall so low on tin nut itional scale

We art proposing that these lOods wit be sold in schools mild atter the last lunch
period.

liasOd on our review of the nutrient., qintent of individual foods, the Department
%has determined that virtually all foodsin certain categories provide less than this 5

rcent We have identified four categories of foods of minimal nutritional value
Those lOod categories are . soda water, water ices, chewing gum, and certain

candies The candies are sub-categorized to include hard candies, jellies and gums,
mai7shmallow'candies. fondants, licorices..spun candiesl and candy-coated popcorn
In describing tpese categories. we relied on industy descriptions, nationwide survey
classifications, :Intl Standards of Identity furnished by the Food and Drub; Adinitiis-
(r':ttuui.

APPitAl.ti PROCIebt 'RE

Our proposal includes an appeals proce,dure. 'Anyone may request the Departfnent
to review _individual foods They niay petition the Department to appi'ove it for sale
by submittinW'a nutrient analysis of the food demonstrating that it meets the
nutritional standard and provides five percent or'rnore o the RDA for one or more
of t he eight specified nut rients.

Anyone may also petition the Department to othAto the list of foods Of minimal
nutritional value an individual food which can be de-ihomstrated to provide less th:in
live percent of the RDN for all of the eight specified tjtrients.

'TIME AND Pi-.A('E

Very simply, Mr. Chairman, we are proposing th
lunch be/i)re t.tit foods of ininimcd nutrition;
such fOods not he sold anywhere in t he

We have determined which foods thosJtere on Oa
and scientific standard To do less.,wtaild surely
by the Congress when it passjci the I977 Competitive foods innendment.

( ..pi e9t laeakfast and
4* 4.1R proposing that

,..s. .'
via f a, 'last lunch period.
AWsis a' reasonable. objective,

...,
alP' acconiplish the objectives stated

IMPLEMENTATION

We have proposed a rule which identifies only fhose foods that make a iiiiinicil
contribution to a child's diet. The est used to define foods of minimal nutritional
value is a conservative one, and should in no way be comstrued as endorsing-all
ot her foods fOr competitive sale.

0
Our proposal is consistent with the minimum standard approach used to establisdi

the meal patterns in the school lunch and other child nutrition programs. State and
Itwal .aut horities are encouraged to adopt or continue more COMprehellsi ye rules.

41 In issuing the proposed rule, we have, of course, provided the public with an
opportunity to submit comments. We fully intend to publish a final tide as soon as
po}isible after analysis of those comments. We plan to have4 in effect by Janimry I.
19k.0

Thank you j'or the oiiportunity to appear here today. be happy to answer any
questions committee members may have.

1 7 9
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vSTATE.MENT CAIMI. TUCKER FOREMAN, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES, U.S. DEPART-

% MENT OF ACRICUINURE, ACCOMPANIED MARC:ARIA'
GLAVIN, DIRECIPOR OF SCHOOL FOOD PROCRAMS
1-'0,0D AND NI"I'RITION SERVICEs' ,AND LAUR1 SUMMER, NU-
TRITION AND TECHNICAL SERVICES l'ObD
NUTRITIQN SERVICE

,
STATEMENT OF CAROL TlYKER FOREMAN, ASSISTANT SECRE-

TARY FOR, FOOD AND CONSUMI4R SERVICES. U.S. DrPAI1T-
MENT OF A6RICULTURE .._---

IfMs. FOREMAN. Thann.you, -Mr. Chairman, I WOU i(1 like to intro-
duce the )eople who are here with me at the table. On my left is
Margare noin, who is Director of the School Food Programs
Division ( the Food-and Nutrition Service, antt on my right, Laura
Summer% from the Nutrition and Technical SerVices Division of the
Food oneiutrition Service., ,

We are Mo. d to be with'you today to discuss the Department
of Agricultur efforts- to amplement the competitive foods' amend- f:"---
ment 'to Thy Nutrition Act. .

CongreS en4tted the amendment in 1977. As you It no , the
. amendment restores to the Secretary of' Agriculture authority to

regulat*e the sale of foods Which cOmpete. with federally subsidized s

school lunch and breakfast' programs. .A

As you pointed out in your opring statement, these ,programs
have grown twit*: large. Ninety' perwnt -of the Nation's schools
participate in these federally as.isted child nutrition programs,
These progrrims establish yariotts minimum standards .to provide
essential nutrients for more than 2 milli n of' the Nation's school-,
children. .

.. These standahOs, such as the familiar yve A lutirti pattern 'are
the minimum colnditions negssary to receive Feti&al funds. The
standrirds are purposefully basic and local officials are free to

. adapt them io the needs of local communities. The ^Departemnt
encourages them to do so. ,

The standrards, while minimal, are designed to insure that the
annual $3 billion investment of the taxpgyers money in child nutyrie,
tion p?dgrams is used to promote both the understanding and

.. practice of' sound nutrition and to contribute to the well being of
our children. We do suggest that their sale be limited during
certain hours of' the school day in order to preserve the nutritional
initegrityi of federally subsidized school meals.

Last '',reek, the Department published ill the Tederal Register a
proposed rule to establish a nutritional standard for foods sold "in
competition with those programs. The standard would iclyntay

- ' foods of' minimal nutritional value\. The proposed rule would limit
the sale of' such foods to the time. after the last hit* `period of the
day.

V. A competitive .food is defined as any food sold ip competition
with federally subsidized peals in schools which participate in the
national schoOl lunch or breakfast programs.

i Competitive, foods may Ae available 1,141.111 a variety cif sources:
Alternate or a la carte lunch- lines, vending machines, or school1snack counters. They also-- re i!ct a -variety of' nutritional values

L

,/



bevil use the competitive {mats sold in schools include such items as
soups, sandwiches and fruits as well as traditional snack itenls.

1 want to emphasize that our proposal deals only with lhose
.

compet it foods which have/been identified as having minimal
nut rit io 0 value. ,Our proposal does not suggest that even,these
too& s ould never be eaten by students. We do suggo-it that their
sale he limited during certain hours of the school day in order to
preserve the nutrititional integrity of federally-subsidized school
meals. ..

We are hopeful that the limitation placed on minimally nutri-
tious foods will result in an expansion in the selection of more
nutritious foods such as fruits. vegetables and fruit juices at school
snack counters and a la carte lines and in vending machines.

The amendment we are attempting to carry out was orginally
,.. introduced by former Senator ClifThrd Case a New Jersey. As I am

sure you know, the competitive foods issue came-to the attention of
this committee twice before enactment of the 1977 amendment.
That amendment restored competitive fiiods regulatory authority
to the Secretary a Agriculture.

Tlw Secretary was filV granted that authority in a 1979 amend-
ment which allowed the competitive sale of' only those foods which
either met a type A lunch pIttern requirenwnti or were served
along with Ile type A. lunch.

The res of this rule was that only , soft drinks and candies,
P which wer rarely served witai school meals va,re disallowed.

While the impact of' the 1970 rule was clearly _limited, it stiLl
aroused some controversy and there-were

fe
indivdualselmr 'groups1

who advocated the transr of the Secretary's regulatory uthority
to State and local educational agencies. ,

The 1972 amendment effected that-transfer. Tlw variousjurisdic/
lions developed conipet,itive food rules that .varied widely, in some
places were nonexistenN -.,

.

r'
, -

By 1977, increased concern about. the quality of' childreirs diet.s
led to growing dissatit3taction with the limited results of the 1972

amendment. Nutritionists, parents, school administrators, and
others urged legislation to restore atulatory authority to the Sec-
retary of Agriculture. .

a.

The conference report accompanying the Final legislation made
Zlear that the Secretary was empowered to regulate -only those
foods that do not make a positive rkutritional contribution in terms
of their overall icapact on children's diets kind dietap habits.-

In your own wprds, Mr. Chairman
. , r

Th( conference committee dealt with two provisions. the conipet dive too& anuaid-
ment and the nutrition education amendment. tn a MallIll'1% t hat is thoroughly
civistent. One provision tends Ao be reinforcing the other. Roth provisions art. --designed to upgrade children's dietary habits<d food infakes.

. .

,....4
.

.
Our proposal is an -attenipt to.respOnd t.o the- intent al Congress,

to the exiiressed spirit of Pu c.Law 95-166 as well as its letter.. t
Let me outline for you, i may, ,holk. we developed this ap- A

proach. During consideration i f the 1'7 amendment, Senator
George McGovern, chairman of he. Nut,rition Subtioinnrnittee of lpi.

the CoMmittee on Agriculture, .Nutrition, find Forestry, statoillf.n
The Socretatyswould aye the inithority ' ' '' 14 regulate the sale of foods of

\ limited nutritional veQue. eneral category of fotids tIlat have limited nutrition-
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,11 V11111' indlok gU111. Canth. pOp..;111(1 loink that, I hong h t he. nmy he fort I led
h 41 ;UV WO high in }ugar and Calorie Cnntt'fll ht. v,h0lestant.

On April 25, 1978, the Department published a proposed r le
which would have restricted the sale of four categories of competi-
tive foodscandy, soda water, frozen desserts, and chewing. gum.
The proposal stated.t hat these categories were selected because the
foods "Ididi not make a positive nutritional contribution, in terms
of their overall impact.-

The proposal did not, howelpr, directly address why these foods
did not do these things.,That lack of a definition pointed out in
several of the more than 2,100 public comments we received on the
pmposal. While the overwhehning majority of the commentators
supported our proposal or a stricter .one, there were questions
about the adequacy of the.nutritional criteria or standards .used to
select these tbur fbod catNories.

We thought these were substantial issues, and the Department
belicsved thr:40' merited further study. Therefore, on December 15,
1978, we withdrew the April proposal and announced a seriv of
publihearings to give the public additional opportunities to assist
us incyriting a new proposal.

The meetings were held in Nashville, Detroit, qnk-1 Seitle. At-
tendance by parents, school officials, students, business and indus-
try representativp, nut.ritionists, and others indicated considerable
continuing inter&kin competve food issues.

In developing our second proNsal, we not onlyl solicited and
reviewed additional 'public comnIfnts, we explored and reviewed
many other sources of information.

During- the course of the public hearings and the comment
period, we heard from 449 school oftiraials, teachers,'and school food
service personnel. More than 81 percent of them, either supported
a proposal similar to the one welmadv in 1978, wanted the proposal
expanded, or protested itti withdray.411.

Nutritionists in the Department reviewed current studies and
publications .dealiag with associations between diet and disease.
They reviewed other research and available information on chil-
dren's fodd consumption habits and their nutritional status,

) Our reseawch indicates that while snacks contribute more total
calories to cfkildren's diets than 'any other single factor, they con-
tHbutez,fiir less to nutrient levels than meals.tha. StoieMtis alaeeshow
that snack calories come mainly from fat and sucrose, or sugar.
The health risks raised by this kind of consumption pattern in-
clude, but are not limited (to obesity, dental cavities, and increased

/risk of heart disease later4in life..
In light of tlt findings, we concluded that public concern abbut

the rat,tritional quality of children's diets is indeed not unwarrant-
ed. This concern had been emphasird earlie'r by Senator Robert
Dole, who suggested:

There is a need to reasseA the priortties and t ake a dose lodk at preyntive
heit4th care measures which can_be taken in the' child feeding plwrams. I am
suggesting we do have a need to at least try fo Make our children underst and Ow
necessITD for eat ipg halanced. nut rit ious meals.

Our task,. in.order 'to properly implement the 1977' legislation,
was to assess the relAtive nutritional value of competitive foods, It
is a 'task never before attempted by the Vartment.

82
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The first step was tb examine food composition. We found that
complete food conipositiOn information is,sirnply not available for
all foods. And frewiqntly, where data is available, foods are identi-
feid generically r4h4 than by brand name.

We reviewed various methods of analyzing foods, and concluded
that nutrient density analysis would be a most useful tool for
evaluating the relative nutritional value of different foods. Nutri-
ent density analysis measures a food's nutrient content in relation
to its energy or caloric value.

We convened meeting of USDA nutritionists and nutrition
experts from universities and industry who are partieularly knowl-
edgeable in nutrient density analysis. They made general reconr..
mendations about the possible use of nutrient density standard in
a competitive foods rule. They also gave specifk suggestions about
how nutrient density calculations could be used to determine ap-
propriate nutriPht levels in competitive foods. the. Department
cbffracted with three universities to secure nutrient density data
on a wiN variety of foods.

In measuring foods for nutrient value, we ed the recommeryled
dietary allowances as the standard of refere ce. As you know7the
RDAs avie established by the Food and Nutrition Boami of the
Natipnalt Academy of Sciences, National Research*Council.

Seventeen common nutrients have established RDAs, but food
composition information is most generally available for 8 of the 17.
These ate protein, vitimins A and'C, niacin, riboflavin, thiamine,
calcium, and iron.

These. eight nutrients are the same ones the Food and Drug
Administration labeling regulations require to be listed when the
manufacturer chooses to state the nutritional content of a food.

Our proposal would measure these eight nutrients both per serv-
ing size ,and per MO calories. The latter makes possible a relative
comparison of all foods. The former permits a realistic assgssment
.of nutritional contribptions of foods as they are commonN eaten.

The only excePtiori to this dual measuring. standard v.T\uld be
artificially sweetened foods. We proposeqo analyze ehem tpn the
basis of serving size only, because 100 calories worth of these foods
represent unrealistically large.quatitities.

TOf
Mr. Chairman, we are proposing that foods which do not supPly

even a minimum of 5 percent of the RDX for one or more of the
eight specified nutrients, measured per 100 calories and per serving
size, be considered, foods of minimal nutritional 'value. Very few
foods fall so low on the nutritional scale. We are proposing that
thejods not be sold in schools until after the last lunch period.

Häd on ourireview of the nutrient content of individual foods,
the tlepartmenf has determined that virtually all foods in certain
categorieslftvide less than this five percent. We have identified
four categories of foods of minimal nutritional value.

Those food categories are: soda water, water ices,/ Chewing gum,
and 'certain candies. The candies are subcategorized to include Hard(

,candies;. jellies and gums, marshmallow candies,. fohdants, licorice,
spun candies, and candy, coated popcorn. In describing ihese cate-
gories, we relied on industry descriptions, nationwide survey classi-

, fications, and standards of identity furnished by the Food and Drug
Administration.

s
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Our proposal includes an appeals procedure. Anyone may request
the Department to review individual foods. They may petition the
Department to approve it for sale by submitting a nutrient analysis
of the rood demonstrating tliat it meets the nutritional standard
and provides 5 percent or Mon' of t ile RDA ,for one or more Of the
eight specified nutrients.

Anyone may also petition the Department to add to the list of
fpodi9 of minimal nutritional value an individual food Which can be .

demonstrated to provide less than 5 percent of the RDA for all' of
the eight specified nutrients.

Very simply, Mr. Chairman, we ae proposing that childrewt
breakfast and lunch before they eat focii-; of' minimal. nutritional
value. We are proposing that such" foods not bA sold anywhere in
the school until after the last lunch period. We have determined
which foods those are on the basis of a reasonable, objective and
scientific standard. To do less would surely not accomplish the
objectives stated by the Congress when it passed the 1977 competi-
tive foods amendment.

We have- !Imposed a role whi4 idenlifies only those foods t,hat
make a minimal coOtribution to a child's diet TW' test used to
defiRe foods of' fliinimnl nutritional value is a conservative one, and
should in no way be construed as endorsing all other foods for
compet it ive sale.

adr Oroposal is consistent with the minimum standard.aPproach
used to establish the meal patterns in the school lunch and other
child nutrition programs. State and local authorities are encour.-
aged to adopt or cofitinue more comprehensive rules.

In issuing the proposed rule, we have of course provided the
public with an oppoitunity to submit comments. We fulIy intend to
publish a final rule as soon as 'possible after the analysis of those
comments. We would like, to have the ru4e in effect by January 1,

I appreCiate the opRortunity to appear.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very Much.. Ms. Forecnan, I w1Tint

to compliment you on your testimony before I leave for a 10 o'clock
meeting I have two or three questions. In my absence, Mr. Kildee
will'take the chair here And hear the other witnesses,

I am curious to know'something about how the present nutrition
standard with the' 5-percent limitation was decided upon to judge
which competitive foods shou4d.be prohibited.

In the original proposed competitive food rule, printed April 25,
1978, in the-Federal Register, thefollowing language appears:

la compliance with Publiw Law 9,5-166, And the furtherance of the objective to
preseeve the' nutritional int&rity Of the school nutritionid programs, the Secretary
is proposing to specify conipet it ivy 'foods which tire riot appnwed

Those foodS were specified as soda water, frozen desserts, candy
and chewing gum.

In the new proposed yule the banned foods have been much more
severely limited, so that, only certain kinds of candies are inc4ted
in the ban. For éxample, a child could purchase a chocolate confeC-.
,tion just before lunchdatiMy his or her hunger and dec>ide to give
up having s'chool lunch, or waste part of it because of' lack of
hunger.

1 84
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I think if' your objective is still to preserve the integrity of the
.nutrition program, the least I would expect to fin4 on the .:iecre-
tary's list would he the items originally prohibited on the' first
peoposed regulation, which were scrubbed.

My westilm then is really why has that list been watered down
and do you personally feel that it is too weak'?

Ms. FOREMAN. Mr. Chairman, in developing the rule, of course,
our first limitations is the legislative history and the law as it is
written by the Congress. In the conference report on Public Law
95-166, the language of the conference report states that we would
considele regulating only those foods that do not make a positive
nutritional contribution in terms of their overall impact on chil-
dren's diets and dietary habits. _,

It was pointed out in response to out first proposal that we had
not stated a nutritional standard, that we had not listed an objec-
tive and scientific basis for what is at food of limited nueritional
value. We went back and attempted to do that and we collected a
great deal of' data along the way and we finally developed, a stand-
ard that says if a fbod does.not have at least 5 percent. of one of the
eight nutrients on a 100-calorie basis' or a per-serving basis, that
that was a, food of minimal nutritional value. .

That seemed to us to, be consistent wi.th the direction from Con-
geess that we should regulate only those foods that don't make a ..,

positive nutritional contribution.
.

We didn't look aroundfor partictdar fo4s. We simply then ap-
plied that standard and some foods fell wfthin it and some foods
did not fall witlain it and we published our standard based on that
objective scientific criterib: .

I will say that we were influenced., to a certain degree in the
development of that criteria by a further directive from Congress

''. that appeared both in the Senate committee report, and in the
conferente committee report that we should not limit the sale of
fruit,s and vegetables or soups and we wer, th4refor..required to,
eome up, with a nutrition standard that did not include 'one of those
things. .

Chairman PERKINg. In developing your second' proposal, you refer
to studies whose datii reveals that.snacks often contribute more
calories and less Qutrients Co diets than do regular meals:

The stkldy als6 showt that children in the United States have a high incidence of
dental cavities. These'reviews clearly show that all children benotit from modern
ti

-

cIN. on in th ,' od habits.

Now, s. Torbman, in light of 'the Department's statements that
it was basing,its new ,regulations on these findings of too many
caloried and, too great an incidence oidental cavities, how can 47ou,
justify the inclusion of certa* candies in your category of accept-
ahle competitive foods'? .49

Ms. FOREMAN. Well,-sir, once again, we felt we were required by
the Constitution to write regulatrons that are consistent with the
law as passed by Congress, and when we began to set forth stand:
ards that would meet thd requirements, as they are specified in the
legislative history, we found that certain foods fell in and certain
ones fell out. Certainly I find myself concerned about the incidence
of dental cavities and other problems of nutritional problems
among children, but the legislative history doesn't ask me.to apply
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my own judgments there-it asks us to apply the judgment that a
food did not make positivi;_ziutritional cont rilmt ion to a chlers well
being. and if Congress, 0 --coukzas. would like to list the a iditional
foods or to specify what p. ft:Avould like for the Departinent to do
m that reklm.d, we woto e more t Wm happy to carry out the;
congressional intent.

Chairniab PERKINS. 1,0 me ask you one more question. Now, in
your proposed regulations you have established -a standard to
define foods of minimal food value and you invites petitions for
approval of certain food. Won't these analses entail a great
amount of Federal paperwork, and won't each manufacturer have
to ask for approval of each product and won't each school haveSo
seek advice on each piece of candy?

low does all of this regulation square with. the administration's
twofessed desire to cut back on too many Federal regulations'?

kis. FOREMAN.. -ir; I think that in fact that this is administra-
tively quite/iMj.> e. T ere are fouriklool categories where virtually
all of the ((AS that e have been Ale to identify fall into the
category of having les. than 5 'percent for each of the basic eight
mitrients. CI' the f iods that we were able to identify within
these categories les!! wit in our standard. There may be individual
food-ilems, and individua andy, that doesn't fall within the stand-
ard, and the manufacturer that candy is free. within Our. pro-
post'sd regulation ty petition tl s Department to include that partic-
ular candy, but our investigation indicates that overwhelmingly all
of thA foods within these categories fall within the sthndard We
have set. 0

So we don't really anticipate a great deal of' difficUlty in applying
the standard.' We certainly don't think that it shNid generate a
great deal of paperwork.

0 f our objectives in developing the rule Igas to avoid placing
an inistrative burden on either schools or the Department of'
A culture.

r. KILDEE Ipresidind Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Foremtn, wjio sells these products, these competitive prod-

ucts, does the school district sell them or a private vendor'? Ilow
are they dispensed?

Ms. FOREMAN. I thipk ordinarily if' these products are sold within
the cafeteria the schools- purchase them froM local vendom and
resell them, and in her cases Schools contract with yending ma-
chine companies to place iiending,maéhines in the.schoyl.

Mr. ERDAHL. I assume that you are motj.aware of what haPpens
from kids eating snacks than probably any ofus on the.committee.
From my personal experience and from the Wiends of our children,
sometimes the kids go up, and like we used to say, fill up, and lose
-their 40petite on some of' the candies. They have alreadY. paid for
tue. school lunch that ,ends up in the garbage can. Is this the

.MI6 ex per le c e tnat you hear about?
Ms. FOREMAN, It is an experience that. is related to uS freluently

by school food service personnel, Congessman.
Mr. ERDAHL. Where did the ii-percea figuiT come from'? Maybe

you just had"to start someplace. Why do you pick 5 percent rather
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than 10 .percent? OttOs 10 pFrceiit the ultimattr-M. maybe 4 better
I.\goal'?, t,t, , \ P

)iMs. PORE 1 AN. Yes, Ai, I wouffirlad to elaborate on.'t hat a
little bit. Vkv,-.

The Food and brug Administrat in its regulations requiring
. nutritional labeling for foods state at 41 product that contains

at least 10 petcent of a particular nutrie be_considered to be...

f a significant soofce of that paeticularnU lent and, if it contains
les's than 2 percent of a particular ,kitilent it doesn't have to list
that nutrient because it is consideredlo.b so low as to really not
be specifically definable. .,... \.:.In searching for a definition of the._ z. 1..1. ninuily nutritious, or
having a minimal amount 1.3ff a parti. : 2 iutrient, we felt that 5
percent was a reasonable point between significant source and a
nonexistent source.

Mr. Eitimin.. Thank you.
Another question-. One of our staff aides pointed out to lily atten-

-, tion in the proposed rules and regulationg, on page 32, the Depart-,
nagn4 is proposing that foods contaihingtrEss than 5 percent of the
RDA for all 8 of the specified nutrien per 100 calories and so, forththen from what it looks on page 34, it seems to be 5 percent
of the RDA for at least one of the.nutrients. A

What is the reason for that distinction or do I read it incorrectly?
Ms. FOREMAN'. No; a product would have to contain at least 5

percent of one of the eight nutrients in order ,to fall out of thesejkw
Categories. The categories that we have listed do not have at least 5
percent of any, of the nutrients. It is a one nutrient onqr require- I

- ment. I
( Mr. ERDAHL. So we are talking about really very minimal value c-,,

,.

as far as food value?
Ms. FOREMAN. Yes, sir. Let me point out-- ,..

,
Mr. EttDAHL. Junk food without ,icking on some inctustry that.

might dispense or sell it?
MS.i'FOREMAN, A food of minimal nutritional value is defined as

one whiell does not,have 5 percent of the usRpA for even one of
eight specifedinitrients on a 100-ca3orie bagls and on a servi g-size
basiS:

1-fere ar so e exanuiples of how thOse Charts,Call out. hi response 11!

to your 1as q estion, we-attempted to define those foods that have,.
only a minima1 nutritional value because we felt that such a
definition was indicated by the legislative history, .which specified
that we should exclude only those foods that don't make .6 VsIttVe
contribution to a child's nutritional well being. .

I think it might Ne arguOd that a food that includes more than 5 .

percent might be making-d positive nutritional contribution.''
Let .me igo on just, a moment to say that, in parr our regula

.vhdapes this approach because the scientific data available to.ug &
really rather limited in many respectsc1114any rople feel tlrt any
food that has a great deal of sugar in it is a ardous.foodY'Wec
simply don't yet have the scientific data-on suga s in all '(oods to '

adequately address that quegtion for competitive foods. Surely the
Government .must be. careful and .46t with a scie ic 4ata base.

Nob
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There is some evidence thM foOds that are very high in fat are
hazardous for Some people, but they may also make a positive
nutritional contribUtion for Acme people.

The wording of the legislation and the lack of' scientific data tend
to limit our ability to act.,In the case of many fruits, they aire high
in sugar and relatively high in calpries but provide a great deal of.
fiber. There is a great deaf of scientific debate over the value of
fiber- in one's diet. It is- not yet certain enough for us to feel we
could base a regulatiOn on the virtues or lack of virtues of fiber.

In making this regulation, we took into collsideration both4the
limitations- of the legislative history and, the limitations of the
scientific data base on which we work. f

It is a first step, our first attempt to make such 5A definition. As
the data base expands then I think You can expect t at the Depart-
ment may be able to develop emore sophisticated and perhaps a
more valuable an lysis.

Mr. ERDAHL. Th nk you very much. 1 think what you have said
as one looks over tç testimony and the regulation underscores the
need that is not peculiar 6 your Depariment, to provide consisten-
cy in regulations and make them as understandable and enforcable -

as possible.
Thank you very much, Mr. ChairmAn.
Mr. KILDEE. Ms. Foreman, if you h ye these charts rtduced, we

would like to include them in the re rd.
Ms. FoitED4Aw. Thank you. Surely
Mr. KILDEE.Pf you would provid them for us,ove would xpreci-

ate that.
IThe information follows:]

41-

I.
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This is not a "Food of
Minimal Nutritional Value"

Serving size L___1100 calorieMk'

Percent of USRDA
0* 5

.if71PoteIr

Vitamin A

Vittin C

Niacin
.

RibOflailn

Calcium

Iron

10

This is not a "Food of
Mlnimak,Nutritional Value"

Ser'Ving size C-1 100 calor!

Percent of USRDA
0 5

Protein:

Vitamin A

Vitamin

,4 189

P.

Niacin

Riboflavin

Thiamin

Calcium

iron a

10

Ma,

Wag,

15
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A foOd of "Minimal'
Nutritional Vaiue" is -"

-ctofined as one whicli
does not have 5% of
the U.S. Recoinmended

cHy Allowance
(USI3DA) for even one of
ii'sryecified nutrients on

t100 calorie basis and if
on a serving size basis.

Serving size
Li.100 ceorie

r.e

. 4
;,)

104.,

I. 4. VI., N-

This is a."Food of,Minim;1
Nutritional Value"

percent of US4D1
0 5 10

-Protein

Vitamin A

Vitamin C

Niacin

Riboflavin

Thiamin

galcium

.Iron

15



Foods of IVlinimal Nutritional Value:

Soda.Water

Water Ices
thewing Gum
Certain Candies

Hard Candy
Jellies and Gums.

Marshmllow Candies

L- Fondant

4 Licorice
Spun Candy

Candy Coated Popcorn
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Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Kogovsek.
Mr. KOGOIISEIC Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Foreman, I want to commend you for your statement this

morning and also commend USDA for their attempts on what they
have been doing to help provide or6try to insure nutritious meals
for the students of this country.

.- As I have gone from one School to the neIty_for visitations and I
think just from the experience of listening to some of the stories
that my own daughters tell me, there evidently is a great deal of
waste as far as lunch programs are concerned from sonw of the
actual experiences I have seen where there is just a lot of food
thrown away after lunch.

Have you addressed that in any way?
Ms. FOREMAN. We have studies underway on Kate waste in the

school, lunch program. I am told that they are complete but %vie
haven't published them yet 'and obviously we will make them
available to the committee as quicklY as they are.

Mr. KOGOW:iEK. I guess instead of a question, it is just a state-
ment, that I am aware and I am sure Iot.of people are aware,
that there is a great deal of waste, and it seems to me that
something can or should be done. I don't know how you can force
kids -to eat something that is nutritional, but it is one thing to
provide nutritional meals and it is another thing to not have Chem
eaten, and they are just thrown away.

Ms. FOREMAN. Yes, sir, we certainly agree with you. We don't
need to have the studies complete to knovr that there is 2

waste. We already know there is plate waste. -ver, th udy
may give us some liard data as to why it is the s' onsense
tells you, that in some cases plate waste occurs ause the food is
not very attractive, because the lunch perioa is so short that by,the
time the child finishes standing in line either thd' lunch period is
all gone or the child doesn;eget any time to go out on theplay-,
ground.

We know from aWrietrschool food'aervice perl3onnel4e11 us that
some of these thinelare truet.

Yesterday in my office a gentleman whO.-used to serve on the
school board in the metropolis of Walden, Ark.',.-told me that after
they took the competitive foods out of the school thq participation
in the school lunch prograM went up very substanly. That is a
story we hear from school administrators aroundthe coUry.

What we don't have is a scientific study thatsays tftt is the
only reason, .and Won't think we will ever have one that says that
is the only reason.

We are taking a number of actions to try to make those school
lunchesonore attractive., We will be issuing a new regulation that
reqw.ires schools to develop some mechanisms for parent and stu-
dent participtition in the development of the school belch program.
In this way, school food service personnel will not operate in a

Avacuum.
We have contradted with the Nation's Parent Teacher Associ-

ation for 20 pilot projects across the country which will demon-
';strate how you ean have an effective parent-teachers participation

in the developinent of the school lunch program.

1\9<2.
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One thing that comes up again and again and again is where the
school lunch program has the active involvement of the local
people, the school board, 'interested parents, teachers and where
there al.e cYcative people running the school lunch program, the
kids eat the lunch because it is attractive as well as nutritious.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. The study on plate waste was mandated by the.,

Congress, so now that it is completed, could you formally submit it
to us as soon as possible?

11%4. FOREMAN. yes, sir.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very muclk
Mr. Goodling.
Mr..GOODLING. If they did a study on plate waste I wish they had

come to my school district. For 22 years I stilod behind the food
lines and the garbage pails. I could write a book on plate waste and
why it exists.

I don't know what p-art competitive foods may play it1 plate
waste. I don't know that those in the school business find i desir-
able to keep students in the school. I don't think youngsters shoul
be forced to stay on the sohool grounds during their lunch pert
But, I am concerned about a statement here. I think in relationship
to an impact study the department intends and formulation of a
minimum rule as a first step in this process, I -Wonder what the
ultimate goal is? In fact, I am scared as to what the ultimate goal
may be.

Ms. FOREMAN. I think, sir, you will find the Department being
criticized for its proposal. Some may say it fails to comply With the
law. Sometime in the future Congres-s may choose to go further. I
think you are going to hear people advocate tbday that we haven't
gone further. /I seem to hear the chairman indicate some distress wehaven't
gone father. That will of necessity require further congressional
action. os,

Mr. GOODLING. I mnst meet with the chairman.:I surely hope you
don't. go further.

I am interested .fiere. T gather from the information that canned
peaches are 'fine, canned pea,rs are not?

Ms, FOREMAN. No sir, that is not the case.
Mr. GOODLING.; Well, now, according to the statistics canned

pears don't come "U'p to your standards.
Ms. FOREMAN. j think I have with' me a staff nutritionist froty

the food and nutrition service and I would like her to respond to
that.

Mr. GOODLING. It is pnlY 4 percent, according to nutritional label-
ing, and you need 5.

Ms. SUMMER. According to certain food composition booklets and
according to certain serving sizes, you are correct, that you would
not meet a 5-percent standard on canned pears. One of our prob-
lemS, when we Were formulating this rule, was coming up with a
standard for alserving size.

Mr. GOODLING. Vait until we get our pear-produciqg Congress-
men inyolved here.

Ms. FOREMAN. Mr. Goodling, we have developed serving size
OP criteria to apply in this case, and.in applying it you would not'find,
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that pears are limited from sale,. They would be approvegl for sale.
The only foods that fall within the category IA described by the
Department or propoeed by the Department are soda water, water
ices, chewing gum.

Mr. GOODLING. I saw those. As I went down this table I noticed
that canned pears apparently didn't 'come up with the five--

Ms. FOREMAN. Only if you reduce the serving size to a very small
level, .. , I

Ms. SUMMER. I would also like to mention that food composition
data. is very limited and that particularly with selmething like
fruith and vegetables, the figures vary from season to season, from
the type of pear to the type of pear, even among USDA's own
publications the figures are not always the same because of these
variables. .

's if
Mr. GOODLING. I think the. onlly points I am trying to make

these people back in the cafeteria are going to have to c ,
labels carefully.

Ms. FOREMAN. No sir, I can assure you they are not. We have
propoied a regulation which says in these categories, soda pop,
water ices, chewing gum, analcandies-- .

Mr. GOODLING. Clrtaiu i candies?
Ms. FOREMAM C rtain candies. We list the subcategbries of can-

dies involved here'. We cannot find any foods that do have at least
5 percent of one of these nutrients. Therefore, .we are speaking of
these categories. If somebody manufactures food that they think
falls, within one of these categories but meets the nutrient require-
ments, they can send us a nutrient analysis and we will inform the
school district that food, even tfiough it is in the category, qualifies
for ail' exception to the rule, .

There is no burden upon local school administrators or individ-
uals to make this determination. That is a determination that can
be made by people who think they 411 outside the rule but are
within one of those categories applying to the Department of Agri-
culture.. We .don't think that there will be very manyifof them.

Mr. GOODLING. Am I to assume you have evaluated all of the
foods, for initance, that the Department is involved in providing to.
the different schools to see they meet all new criteria?

Ms. FOREMAN. We don't provide any foods from any of the cate-
gories that.we have lust described. We do not provide as part of the
commodity distribution program of the Department of Agriculture
sOda .pop, chewing gum, candies.

Mr. GOODLING. Not those specifically, but again when I look
down over these charth, it seems to me it is going to becOme very,
14ery confusing for people who are trying to set up a schfool lunch
program--

MS. FOREMAN. No sir, I think-- .

Mr. GOODIANG. It is easy, no sqda water and that kind of stuff.
Ms. FOREMAN. That is really all you have to know. You hve to

know those four categories and that is all that a school diptrrict is
.

qbligated to cbmply with. \le
%If there are to be except ns, the Department will make those

\
exceptions known specifically to the. school districts so that they

'will be aware of them. All the school districts have to know at this
time are those four categories.

4
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Mr. GOODLIN6. Are you going to evaluate then the type A
lunches In ordei to determine--

Ms. FOREAAN. All the foods that are supplied throug4 the type A
school lunch will comply with this proposed regulation.

Mr. (1ocriobiNG. But they buy many on their owt that go into type
A?

Ms. FOREMAN. Yes sir, the foods that are required to.12i: served in
the type A school lunch would not be affected by thgulation.

Mr. GOODIANO. I oniyk hope that you really don't get too excited
about this business. As I said, yOu know" we are trying to force
people to do something that is totally foreign to what they do at
home. We think there is going to be some carryover.

I have just gone throulth situations too many times where I have
eaten a first grader's food so he wouldn't get chastised by his
teacher...or scolded when he goes back to dump it into the trash. I
just hope in spite of otkr legislation, that you don't get carried away
and move slowly. I just think it is going ,to become a very confused
issue for the people who are trying to work out a lunch program
with the youngsters, with parents and everybody else, while trying
to get as little plate wciste as possible and as much participation as
possible.

Ns. FOREMAN. I couldn't agree with you more. That is why, when
we realized there were some legitimate concerns with the first
regulation,, we spent a year developing a new oLie which would not
be confusing, and which would carry out the 'Intent of Congress.

Mr. GOODLING. Licorice is so therapeutiC for an upset stomach.
Ms. FOREMAN. The children are perfectly free to consume it at

the end of the school )unch period each day, perhaps to remedy ple
indigestion that they have from the school lunch.

GOODLING. Ot brsing it from home, carry it in their pocket.
Ms. FOREMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. GOODLING. have no further questions.,
Mr. KILDEE. M . Miller.
Mr. 'MILLER. When can these foods.be served?.
Ms. FOREMA . So e competitive foods tan be served at any Wile

during the da . Sch ls Ai* perfectly free to offer fruits and vegeta-
bles and soufe and sandwiches and nuts any time. Those can be
sold at all fines.

Thft fooçl8 defined as minimally nutritious 'foods cannot be sold
until after the end of the school lunch period each dhy.

Mr. WLLR. So they can still be stocked on a school campus and
still be/used lo raise money, if that is the purpose for which they
tire u , they are still available to the students after school, if the
stude ts hang around the campus?

M . FOREMAN. If you- need a candy bar before a football practice
it YiIlbe there, I suspect, in some schools.

t me Ilbint out "that many schools have gone far beymid this
oposed Federal regulation and chosen not to have these foods in

chool at any time.
/ Mr. Mum. But the point is th t we -are not discussing, as has

been suggested in some cases, a b ?
, Ms. FOREMAN. A "ban" is an in ppropriate word.
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Mr. MILLER. The fact we are not doing that, whieh probably is
consistent in most households, suggests you eat your lunch first
an the snack comes afterward?

M . FOREMAN. I think it is probablyetched on the minds of ofieh
mot. er. ik

Mr. MILLER. Right. So you are gaing to have a. nonhutritious
, .

`-- snack after a nutritious type A meal? .

Can you explain for the record the exact appeal process. you
started in terms, I think, with Mr. Erdahl tb suggest what would
happen if you /were a`manufacturer and you want to be left off this
list, and in the reverse, when you make a decision you want to put
somebody on.the list, what exactly takes place?

as. FOREMAS. Let meask Ms. Glavin to respond.
Ms. GLAVIN. If a manufacturer wants to have a food taken off

this list, or exceOed4rom one of these categories, he would have to
submit to the Npartment food composition data which indicated
that the food did not imeet.the 5-percent standarde In other words,

, information that indi6a,*d atilt, the food had at least-5 percent of
4 at least one of the eight nutrients. .

' The Department would, twice a year, publish the list of foods and
any exceptio Or additions to it :To add to the 114, liersons could
submit food ith a list of ingredients that are in lhose foodii and
the Departm nt would look at those ingredients, would ask the
manufacturer of the food to submit food composition data, and
would make a determination either on the ingredients or on ,the
food composition data, if 'submitted, to make a de4ermination as ato
whether or not that food did meet the 5 percent stAndard.

Mr. ERDAHL. What would you do 'with the manufacturer's infor-
. mation? --). ..

Ms. GLAy,IN. The composition information would indicate wheth-
er or not it had 5 percent.of the nutrients. .

Mr. ERDAIJL. Are you accepting their's or do you ds3 your own
ailatysis? What you really are talking about is an application for
removal. .

Ms. GLAvirk Right, we °c tra0 'our own analysis. In general we,ul
would actept the manufacturer's data, which is what the FDA
does.

Mr.eMnim. What haiipens in the caseof fortification?
MS. FOREMAN. Most of the foods, at least all of the foods that we

are talking about now, are not fortified. The Food. and Drug Ad-
ministratipn, in its standard of identity for soda wpters, does not
provide for fortification of those soda waters, and if you want to
fortify one of those products you then' huive to label it as totits

A. ingredients, and generally it then becomes a nutritional beverage
' bf some sort.

So the standard of identity that we have used from the Food and
Drug Administration do not provide for fortification of any of these
products that we are discussing. ,

Mr. MILLER If I make the business decision as a manufacturer
that the market is large enough that I want to participate in it, I

, can go ahead and fortify my soda water. It may be called some-
thing else, but at that point it is available, right, if I can fortify it
to meet thits minimal standard? .

MS. FOREMAN. Yes, sir. That is the case.

4%
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I would point out. the 'IAA and Drug Administration has had
proposed guidelines for sometime on the subject of fortification of'
foods where nutrienth don't ordinarily occur, and those where they
are repbced Ifter they hay been processed ,out. We are told by the
Food and Drug Admivistrdtion that their guidelines will be forth-
coming very shortly and that they will offer some guidance to the
indUstry about the.fortification of foads such as these.

But, at the present.time, that could be done..
Mr. MILLER. If I have a Pranki name, like right now you have a

grape drink that is marketed under the name of Welch's, which
also makes grapejuice, there is some tranferrence, you have Sun-
kist orange chtink, which makes obviously orange juice', you havq
Coca-Cola. What do I care what USDA or FDA calls my produd as
long as they call it Coca-Cola and it is available for sale at any
time in the school?

Ms. FOREMAN. Mr. Miller, it is my understanding that if a soda
pop manufacturer chooses to manufacture a soda pop that does not
meet the FDA standa of ktity for soda pop it has to label that
product as to its ingre nts: Pop manufacturers have generally
almost exclusively found that this is not an advantagedlis thing to
do, that it is better to manufacture the standard of identity and
avoid the need to .do ingredient labeling.

Mr. MILLER. Are you suggesting they have something to hide?
Ms. FOREMAN. No, sir.
Mr. MILLER. I just wonder if the market of the school place is,

large enough that you would be prepared to run the risk .of label-
ing, if there is such a risk, and have your prOduct ovailable beeaus
you fwtified it with one thir4? ,

I don't know if the formula allows for fortification in term of
their concept of what Coke should taste like? I don't mean to sin le
out Coke.

Ms. FOREMAN. 1\don't know that either.
Mr. MILLER: I 'don't know if there is enough room on a chewing

gum wrapper to label it. .

FbRiMAN. I can give you sore information about the totarl"°°
soft drink market that we think is accounted for in schools.

It appears to be leas than six-tenths of 1 percent of the Manufac-
turers 8.4 billion soda and sirup sales.

Mr. MILLER. It doesn't sound like that is what you would want to
do.

Ms. FOREMAN. It doesn't seem to me it would be worthwhile for'
them to alter their--

Mr. MILLER. But the point is that fortification is allowed under
the regulation. They can do'it, they may run into other problems
with?other agencies, or other requirements of other agencies, but if
they simply wanted to gain access to the market, they could fortify
a candy bar, chewing gum, 'or water ice, or sodavater and qualify
it.

Ms. FOREMAN. Yes, sir.
Mn MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, his. Foreman.
We recognize that you have had a difficult task and one not

without controversy. We appreciate your testimony here this morn-
ing and we would appreciate the report plate Wasted.--
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Me. FOREMAN. The plate waste report will be forthcoming as
quickly as vite can eossibly get it to you luid, of course, we will
submit theee charts in a reduced size for you.

fMr. Kumla. Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses this morning are Ms. Peg McConnell, Nation-

al School Food Action 'Committee, from the great State of Michi-
gan; accompanied byMs. bare Warden of American Ho Me Eco-

..

nomic Association.
Mr. Kluntz. Your,testimbn will be entered into the record. You

mr4:11:ummarize if You wish.
C'Ye prepared statement referred to above follows:]

TESTIMONY OF NNELL AND BARBARA iVARDEN, REPRESENTING THE
AL SCHOOL FOOD ACTION COMMITTER

Good morning of the Education and Labor Committee. I represent the
National School Food Action Ummittee, a coalition of organizations concerned with
the quality of foods available in our schools. One of our principal ffusee \is the issue
of the availability of conipetitive food producta.

We fedi that there is an urgent need for a regulation controlling whait foods can
be sold in competition with our school lunches. When the Secretary regulaled
competitive footh in the past, sales of soda and candy bars decreased. When he lost
that control, sales of candy, soda, and numerous dessert-like items proliferated. We

' saw our children walking Into cafeterias and faced with the following decision
slAll I buy- a candy, beyond coke for lunch or shall I buy the edJool lunch? We saw
the quality of the sch561 lunch deteriofhte. We saw few bear school districts or
states doing anything about this undesirable situation. Many school board members
know little about nutrition. Given the countless local problems confronted by school
boards, nutrition falls to the bottom of their list of priorities. Moreover, local
business pressures and concenks about 111nd-ra1sing may keep them from cpnsider-
ing the control of what is owl& in.: Competition with school meals. The Setratary,
having personnel and researtbAliptlities available, is best equipped to deal with the
nutritional, educational and iteidih issue to be considered in the regulation of
competitive foods. When this decision is left to local school distriCts, the nutritional
interests 'of parents and children, in many cases are ignored. For thk reason, we
applaud the Department's proposal to the extent that It prpvidee for a`ban on. the
sale of chewing gum, some candy, soda pop, and frozen ice desserts. We thel howev-
er, that the Department's proposal is not. comprehensive enough to ensurp the
nutritional quality of food eaten in schools/The proposed regulations create several
problems.

The major problem is ths4 USDA's proposal still allows dozens of types,of candy
'to be sold in schools. The availability of candy barszborz and during lunoh
contributes to the formation' of eating habits characteri the intake of large
amounts of sugar, fat _and sodium. The excess consumption of mese food components
in the U.S. has caused an epidemic of heart &tease, stroke, tooth decay and obesity.

Furthermore, while the proposed rule appears to exclude chewing gum, 'oda pop,
some candy and ftozen iee desserts, the regulation can be easily circumvented to
allow all of these foods to be sold in competition with school lunches. All a manufac-
turer need do is fortify any of these foods with a fraction of a cent's worth of
vitamins or minerals. When a food normally considered junk, is fortified to contain
5% of the USRDA of one of eight vitamins or minerals, the proposed rule allows it
to be sold as a competitive foW in schools. Food manufacturers are already fortify-

foods, such as soft dtinks. One such product, tyed Nutripop Cola,
is rtified with 9 vitamins and minerals.

n short, fortifIcatiOn spells a total, emasculation of the proposed USDA's cule.to
,ptevent junk foods from competing with school lunches.

We feel that schools should not allow fortified foods to be sold as competitive
foods, unless a need for an additional source of the added_mgrient has been
demonstrated. The consumptien of such fooda at school teaches EfilTdren to expect to
find nutrients in foods that generally do not provlde those nutrients. For example,
seeing a vitamin-fortified snack cake replace a piece of fruit and togst in a school
breakfast leads a child to believe that snack cakes are nutritionally equivalent to a
serving -of fruit atsd toast. In fact, most snack cakes do not provide the vitamins
present in fortified ck cakes.

4
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More4er. a poliyy allowing nutrients to came from fortdied foods rather than
fbods cohtaining natueally occurring. nutrients is based on the assumption that
every nutrient present in the nattiral foods ham been added to the4o_rtified fisl In
fact, fortification does eot emplace all of bile nutrients that occur mThrtaturallixxis
Furthermore, optimal intakes of many nutrients'have not been deteunine4 Thus, a
cake fortified with.vitamin Camay not provide aft 01 the nutrients presen4 in a [neve
of fruit': Finally, fortification is often used ,to make unhealthful koods appear nutri-

',tang:I-Hy desirable.
Fortified foods are frequently high in fat, saturated fat. sodium, apd sugar. The

addition of vitamins and minerals Mops not neutralize the harniful eifeds of these
%.

A third problem that afises is that by setting' a minirium standard USDA*41my Lw
undermining the efforts of state and local groups to eliminate or reduce competitive
foods. While USDA views this as a minimum standard, states frequently interpret
the standard as absolute despite its inadequacy.

To address the health and nutrition education Needs of the nation's school chil-
dren, we [impose a stronger and more comprehensae rule. OM:proposal is based on
the cpllowing objectiveic

Promote fOods that' lead to wholesome balanced diets and better health.
Instill good eating habits in childvn.
Support the efforts of parents k) instill healthful eating habits in children.
Regulate foods that do not make a positive nutritional contribution !terms

of' their overall impact on children's diets And dietary lutbits such as ft s that
contain excessive levels of fat. saturated fat, sodium. and i-lucrose.

We therefore propose that USDA allow only those foods to foe sold in cudipetition
with school lunches that I) at;41. required, to be in the Type A meal pati6ern, and (4)

'contain specified limits oa their fat, saturated fat, sugar and sodium content.
The use of a Type A standard would ban the sale of such productWas potato chips,

cakes, cookies, fruit-flavored drinks, and ice cream, as well as candy, tiodut pop, gum
and popsicles, in competition with school lunches. Thus, a Type A standard would
eliminate those fixxls -which blatantly violate the principles of nutrition taught by
parents, teachers, and USDA.* %

Adherence to the Type A standard has other advantages. The standard was
carefully devised to ensure consumption of a variety of foods that provide an
adequate nutrient intake. Also, a rule based on this approach is easily admidistered.
School officials are familiar with the Ty Pe A requirements an(1 can easily determine
which fo(xls would Ise approved for conwetitive sale.

k By basing a standard on the consumftion of foods rather than nutrients, the Type
-A stapdard ensures sound nutrition education -it addition to adequate nutrient
intake. Thovgh the nutrient conteul of individual foods within a class of foods may
varx, consumers (especially childrfflt) cannot be expected to memorize the nutrient
content of each food. Instead, they must be taught rt hat by etoosing one ftiod from a

'given class of foods, they will, over the long run, obtain sufficient intake! Of the
nutrients common to the foods in that class. For example, an apple contains leas
vitamin C than an orange or grapefruit. Neverthelem, if a child is taught to
consume a fruit for lunch every dayAntki to vary his 'or her choice as much as
possible), it is certain that he or she will obtain an adequate vitamin C intake.
Teaching children to choose a diet on the basis of foods rather than nutrients has an
additional benefit. It helps them rest claims for fortified fbods which are likely to
be high in flit, sodium, or added sugar. A child accustomed to eating a piece of fruit
for lunch is not likely to substitute a piece of candy fortified with vitamin C.

Type A foods are also less likely to toneyete with the school lunch..Under a Type
,A standard, children would not be tempted to sub,stitute cakes, cookies, candy, etc.,
'for all or part of the school lunch. Thus, this measure would likely increase pattici-

. potion in the lunch program and reduce plate wiaste. Furthermore, the Type A
standard would make snacking a healthful activity. If students wanted to replace

%their lunch with competitive foods during mid-morning, mid-afternoon or at lunch-
time, they would still be consuming foods comparable to the school lunch in terms
of nutrition and nutrition education.

Foods often .served with the school lunch, but not reqnired by the Type A meal
pattern, should tacit be sold as competitive foods, with a few exceptions. LoWfat
yogurti (plain or flavored with fruit and/or sniall amounts of sugar) should be
allowed because it essentially substitutes for a Type A food, Yogurt is not only
nutritionally comparable to milk, it is comparable from a nutrition education stand-
point, in that it is easily recognized as a milk product. In fact, yogurt should be
admitted to the Type A meal pattern. It is likely that it is presently excluded only
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ler historical reasons. since it was tot a popular food when (he Type A standard
was devised

Soutitt and salads sh .uld also he allowed as i..ompet it i ye 1.0048. Again, both of; these
dishes should also be allowed in the Type A meal pattern A salad is merely a
mixture of Om vegetables, and soup.is no more than a 'liquid version of one or mon.'
of the Type A components Neither of these foods is inherently inferior to those
foods presently allowed in the meal pattern from a nutrition or nutrition education
poi4 of' view. t

On the other hand, most desserts, such as cakes, cookies, and pies, should not be
sold as competitive foods, and under our proposal they will be exel ed from
competing with school lunches These foods are Mferihe to Type A foods terms of
nutrition and nutrition Mutilation. Though their consumption should never be en-
couraged, these foods are less harmful if eatep4is part of the school lunch. Nutri
lionists would agree that a lunch consisting 4 a sandwich, fruit, glass of milk, and
piece of cake is preferable to a lunch consisti ig of two pieces of cake, a cookie and a
candy bar.

ft spite of these advantages, the Type A standard alone has one major drawback
It sets uo limit on the fat, saturated fat, sodium or sugar allowed in foods. The
Department has already,urged schools to reduce tit. sugar, Int, and sodiudi content
of school lunches, although it has not set upper limits. Therefore, we recommend
that limits be set on the fat, saturated fat, sodium and sugar content of competitive
foods, even though foods served 'in the school lunch program need not ,yet confOrm
to such a requirement. Assuming schools heed USDA guidance materials, which
recommend reductions in these substances, there should be little difThrence between
competitive foods aud those served as part of meals. Furthermore, setting standards
for competitive fixAs could lay the groundwork for improved school lunch standards
by familiarizing students with nutritious fOods, and by demonstrating the accept-
_ability of these foods to selasd administrators.

Filially, it is imperative that the Department set limits, rather than simply
encourage schools to reduce the sugar, fat, and sodium-ctintent of competitive faods,
because individually, it is difricult for-local schools to stock vending machines with
nutritious foods. These foods are almost always purch sed from private suppliers,
rather than being prepared by school employees A me, no school can create a
demand large enough to force suppliers to produce nore healthful fixxls. On the
other hand, if all schools are required to stock their vending machines with fixxis
low in fat, sodium, and sugar, suppliers would have a powerful incentive to provide
such products. /

The need for reduced consumption 4.fat, saturatelqat, sodium, and added sugar
has been well documented. Excess consumption of saturated fat and sodium contrib-
utes to the nearly one million deaths from cardiovascular disease in the United

. States each year. In addition, a diet high in added sugar is one of the primary
causes of the $3 billion Americans spend each year repairing decayed teeth. A
number of' expert committees have recommended some or all of' these dietary .

modifications, inclading the American Heart Association, the Senate Select Commit-
tee, the 1969 White House, Conference, the 1971 National Nutrition Policy Study,
and the Intersociety Repol.t on Heart Disease Resources. ) n the Vasis of' these
recommendations and our own review of' the literature, we

1

contend that there is
sufficient reason for the Department fri consider fat, saturt ted fat, sodium, and
sugar in regulating the sale of competitive foods. ,

We suggest the following standards:
A. No more than 35 percent of calories from at.
R. No more'tham 20 percent of calories from aturated fat. .

dir C. No more than 400 mg of sodium per servi ,t
D. No more than 20 percent of calories from dded sugar.
E. At least 50 percent of' grains unrefined.

' F. At' least 5 percent of' the USRDA of any naturally occurring nutrient.
The standards presented here are based on intakes of' fat, saturated fat, sodium.

and sugar reCommended by the c mittees mentioned above. More importantly,
they were-developed with a v. w towards allowing a wide tiiilection,of nutritious and
alipetizing foods to,be serv . These include fruits and,Negetables; fruit and vegeta-
ble juices; low ,fat, skim, and buttermilk; low flit yogurt, cottage cheese, and other
skim milk cheeses; most breads and cereals allowed in the school lunch; dried beans
and peas; and chicken, turRey, fish and several cuts of beef and lamb. Of course;
dishes that combine those foods, such as banana-skim !nag shakes, yagurt-fruit
sundaes, blueberry muffins, and lentil-tounato soups, would also be encouraged.

These sttindards only address added sdgar because the level of sugar in the
American diet 'would not be excessive if' sugar were obtained only from foods

1
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containing sutturally occ ring sugar. It is preferable from a nutritional .point of

view to reduce theconsu ption of foods containing added sugar rather than reduce
?the consumption of foodI containing naturally occurring sugar. While foods contain-
`ing naturally occurring sugar, such as fruits and milk products, supply otheenetyded
nutrieltkle and fibpr to the diet, foods conttening large amounts of added sugar, such
as cak&T, candiek pies, and soft drinks, add little to the diet besides calories and/or
additional fat and sodium.

Finally, we have recommended that total, rather th-an added, sodium be Consid-
ered in getting stvdards, because the amount of sodium occurring naturally iii
foods is negligibl4 in comparison to added sodium. Since there is no reason t(
consider naturally occurring sodium separately, it is preferable to bast? a Standard
on tot il sodium kontent, so that total levels can .bee verified by chemical analysis.

US has stated that limiting the fat, sugar, and sodium content of competitive
foods ig impractical because: 11) USDA lacks data on the fat, sugar, and sodium
conte t of foods, aqylos2) little work has been done to establish approprene levels Mr
fat, sugar, and sodfum in individual foods. We believe USDA has grossly overstated
th,e disadvantages of this approach, for several reasons.

First, USDA could easily reqtare manufacturers of competitive foods to disclsw,.
the fat, sugar and sodium content of their fqods, as a pre-condition to the self? of'
theirocoducts in the schools. Second, a number of -expest committed': such as the
Senate,' Select Committee on Nutrition, have recommtladed limiting one's daily
intake of fat, i;odium and sugar. Because there is an epidemic in the U.S. of heart
disease, stroke and tooth decay, caused in part by an excess consumption of saturat-
ed fat, sugar and sodium, it is entirely appropriate for USDA to require competitive
foods to contain low levels of these nutrients, as recommended on pqge.g. .

USDA has also stated that the Type A meal pattern is an appropriafe criterion A
.: for determining which foods can be sold in competition with school lunches, because

the, Type A meal pattern cannot identify individual foods of minimal nutritional
value. VVhile we are sympathetic with USbn's attempt to develop a standard for
foods of minimal nutritional value, we dispute the focus of their inquiry. In their

Itet
attempt ,to identify foods of minimal nutritional value, USDA has propotied a
standard which allows unhealthful foods, such as candy, and fortified soda, gum and
po 'cies, to compete with school lunches. Such 0 result is the inevitable outcome of

USD approach does -not take into account the 'mike; health problems related toa based on the amount of nutrients per serving or per hundred calories.

dieti.e. heart disehse, stroke and tooth decay.
In contrast, the Type A meal pattern in conjunction with limits on fats, sugar and

sodium, identifies a groupof foods which are nutritious and healthful. Furthermore,
our proposal would help instill in children the sophistication to distinguish between ....,.

healthful 'food and foods that pose a risk to their health. Moreover, our proposal
/ helps create an educational environment which furthers and supports the efforts of

parents and teachers to instill healthful eating habits in children.
.We therefore redanmend that the Committee, USDA, and other stmdents at work

on The nutritional and dietary goals of this nation give thorough consideration to
the proposals we have prssented today.

Thank you very much,'
.

STATEMENT OF PEG McCONNELL, NATIONAL SCHOOL FOOD.
ACTION COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY BARBARA WARIWN,
AMERICAN HbME ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION
Ms. MCCONNELL. Good morning. I 8ni.gla4,to be here. * -

I am Staff for theStatewide 'Commission 61) Nutrition which is a
GovernOr-appointed, 15-member citizens commission. Today I am
here to represent the National -School Food Action Committee
which is a coalition of organizations concerned with the quality of
fobds available in our schools: One of our principal focuses is the
issue of the availability of competitive food products.

With me is Barbara Warden from the American Home Econom-
ics Association.

Before we get started in talking specifically about some of our
concerns, Lwould just like to say that we really were delighted
when Congress passed Public Law 95-166 restoring the Secretary of
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Agriculture's authority tS'Yegulate thoee foods sold in competition
with school lunch and breaVast programs.

At that tiMe many of us working in the community found that if
there was any regulatión, it was either nonexistent or it was an ad
hoc, haphazard approach toward 'making decisions of what foods
could be,sold in competition with the school.

We saw this as an opportunity for developing a systematic ap-
proach to regulating the food sold in competition. We were hoping
at that 'time that a framework would be developed that would
include the following goals:

One:' That we would promote foods that lead to wholesome, bal-
kneed diets, that the regulation framework to promote foods
that lead to ltioleeome, balanced diets and good health, quit w(
would, instill good eating habits in children' and that It would
etipport the efforts of parents to instill healthful eating habits tin

.their children, and that we would regulate foods that do not mate
a positive nutrition contribution in terms .of their overall impacts
on children's dietary habits, such as food that contain excessive
level of saturated fat, sodium, and sucrose.

We were disa0pointed .when the proposed regulations came out
because of their lack of guidance and assistance at the local level.
We felt that instead of developing a comprehensive framework, it
focused on the one last area, that of regulating Certain foods to bele
sold in competition that should not be sold in competition with the
school lunch_program.

We would, however, like to commend USDA in the fact that they I
did provide regulations that would ban the sale of chewing gum,
some candy, soda pop; and frozen ice desserts.

We feel, hovre'ver, that the regulation does not go far enough in
that the comprehensive framework that we were looking for is
missing.

In addition, as already has been pointed out by some questions
from your panel, there are several problems that have developed
because of this . proposed regulation. One of the problems that has
already been alluded to is the potential problem .of fortification of
;those foods that are.on the minimal nutritional value list.

A second problem that may arise is that of education, one in
which cllildren may perceive that all foothat are got on ihe
MNV MR would therefore provide adequate n-Otrition ahd ca, be
eaten in place.of the school lunch or school breakfast.

The third problem is that of setting a minimum standard. USDA
may-be undermining the efforts of State and local groups to elimi-
nate or reduce competitive foods.

. While USDA views this as a minirimm standard, States friftw nt-
ly interpret the standard as absolute despite its inadeqoacy..

To address the health and nutrition education needs of t Na-
tion's school children, we therefore propose a stron er and more
comprehensive rule, a rule that promotes-foods that lead to better
diets and health, leads to instilling better eating habits in children,
regulate foods that do not make a poeitive nutritional contribution
ip terms of their overall impact on children's diets and dietary
habits such as foods that contain excessive 1eve1s of fat, satwated
fat, sodium, and sucrose.
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We, therefore, propose that USDA allow only those foods to be
sold in competition with school lunches that: (1) are required to be
in the type A meal pattern, and (2 contain specified limits oh their
fat, saturated fat, sugar, and sodiuM content./

The use of a type A standard would ban the sale of such products
as-potato chips, cakes, cookies, fruit-Tlavored drinks, and ice cream,
as well as candy, soda pop, gym and popsiaes, in competition with
school lunches. Thus, a type- A standard would eliminate those
foods which blatantly violate the principles of nutrition taught by
parents; teachers, and USDA.

Adherence to the type ,A standard has other advantages. The
standard was carefully devised to insure consumption of a variety
of foods that provide an adequate nutrient intake.

In spite of these advantages, the te A standard alone has one
major drawback. It sets no limit on 'the fat, saturated fat, sodium
or sugar allowed in foods. The Department has already Urged
schools to reduce the sugar, fat, and it4vdium content of school
lunches, although it.has not set upper limits.

Therefore, we recommend that limits be set on the fat, saturated
fat, sodium, and sugar content of competitive foods, even thougli
foods served in thd school lunch program need not yet conform to
such asequirement.

AssulMng schools heed USDA guidance materials, Which recom-
mend reductions in these substances, there should be little differ-
ence between competitive foods and those served as part of meals.

Furthermore, setting standards for competitive foods could lay
the groundwork for improved school lunch standards by familiariz-
ing students with nutritious foods, and by 'demonstrating the ac-
ceptability of these foods to school administrators.

Finally, it is imperative that the Department set limits, rather
than simply encourage schools to reduce the sugar, fat, and sodium.
content of competitive foods, because individually, it is diffiCult for
local schools to stock vending machines with nutritious foods.
These foods are-almost always purchased from private suppliers
rather than being prepared by school emplpyees.

Alone, no school can create a demand large enough to force
suppliers to-produce more healthful foods. On the other hand, if all
schools are required to stock their vending tpachines with foods low
in fat, sodium, and sugar, suppliers would "have a powerful incen-
tive to provide such produets.

The need for reduced consumption of fat, saturated fat, sodium,
and added sugar has been 'well docuTented. Excess consumption of
saturated fat and sodium contributes to the nearly 1 million deaths
from cardiovascular disease in the United States each year.

In addition, a diet high in added sugar is one of the primary
causes of the $3 billion Americans spend each year repairing de-
cayed teeth. A number of expert committees have recommended
some or all 'of these dietary modifications, including the American
Heart AsOciation, the Senate Select Committee, the 1969 White
House Conference, the -1974 National Nutrition Policy Study, and
the Intersociety Report on Heart Disease Resources.

For that reason, _we propose that there are set standards to
regiilate foods that are, excessive in saturated fat, added salt, and
sugar.
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We feel that tilt type A pattern in conjunction with limits on
fats, sugar, arid sodium, identifies a group of foods which are nutri-

N tious and healthful.
Furtherniore, our proposal would help instill in children the

sophistication to disthiguish between healthful foods and foods that
kse a tisk to their health.

Moreover, our proposals help create an educational *environment
which furthem aQd supports the efforts of parents and teachers to
instill healthilll eating habits in children.

We, therefote, recommend that the committee, USDA, and other
students at work on the nutritional and dietary goals of this
Nation give thorough consideration to the proposals we have pre-
sented today.

In addition, I would-just like to make a further coMmenr from
thoee of us in Michigin.

Some of you were asking questions about the process in which
people could petition USDA to either add or subtract a food- from L.

the regulated list. We feel that it is important that USDA gives
guidance to develop a simple process so that parents and other'
individuals in thecommunity can easily petitidn not only USDA
but local and State school officials because that hits been one of our
problems.

There has not been a structure that people understand and can
all prarticipate in. So- we would also like *to recommend that a.,
simple process be developed.

Thank you.
Mr. Ku.nsx. Miss Warden, do yoli wish to add something at this-

point?
Ms. WARDEN. No; I have no cmments to make right now,.

.Mt. Kir.mm. Thank you very much.
If your standards based upon the type A lunch plus limitations

on-fats, sodium, and sugar were to be Ow standar&, What.- type.of
1 foods would be permitted in the school veliding machines?
, MS. MCCONNELL. Well, it would automatically Include fruits and
vegetables because they are part of the type A meal. It would.
include milk. It would support fruit juices.,

It . would also includewell, we are 'making some recoMmenda-
tions through the transcript which says there may need to be
subtle adjustments in the type A meal pattern to include certain
other kinds of foot*, but basically right now it would include milk
products, fruits, and vegetables, and whole grain breads, and pro-
tein sour:As such as cheese because they are part of the. type A
meal pattern. :

What it would exclude would be candies, gum, the listscof foods
they have already included, hut it excludes them without)getting
into the difficulty of theporrtial for fortification been-use it is
based on food items as op to nutrients.

Mr. KILDEE. How would you handle the problem of fortification
` of foods?

'Ms. MCCONNELL. Well, I think that that is one of the reasons I
have difficulty in terms of the way USDA has set up theft stand-
ards.

By setting up a minimal nutritional value rather than focusing
on foods, you ultimately cannot debate the issue because we get
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utigu over the difference bptween fortified yitamin (2 food and a
fOod'that already has the vitamin C in it, where is the difference in
terms of the way the body uses vitamin C.

I think it is very iniportant in terms of basing it on foods that we
know how the body uses it ,and the health these fpods provide
because we are trying to setaup an education system for chilaren.

We are not trying to promFte our children intd eating medicated
foods or getting vitamins in a -hidden way which is what the
fortification does. It says because you are nqt eating an adequate
diet we haVe had tb medicate the diet to Aks9re you get the vita-
mins you need. ,

So Our yecommendation is that we don't 'get hung up over talkihg
about nutrients but talk instead in terms of foods that provide
those nutrients and we talk about a balanced easing pattern to
promote better health.

Mr. K1LDEE. You put emphasis on the development of nutritional
eating habits?

, Ms. MCCON&EL4`. That is'right, and reinfotting what parents are
trying ado at home. We 'are looking at what if a child is for one
reasbn ri another not going through the school lunch line.

We wapt to be sure that the foods that arb available to that child
represent the opportunity to elat a balanted diet, that they din get
the fruit ,or the carton of milk as opposed to choices limited to
candy, Potato chips, and soda pop which is quite likely if you don't
in fact teas about foods that you want to-promote.

Mr. labo..Dovyptiothink that perhaps the proposed standards
atre more clinical and not as educational in direction as they could
be? When yon are thinking about building nutritional habifS, you

Air lare in a sense---
Ms. MCCOIN1NELL. Yes; we are talking about educational goals,

right. I wooloi say. that the way that you talk when you look .at
minimal 'nutritional value; yes, you are looking at therapeutics,
you are looking dt what if a person does not get enough nutrition
and we want to be sure that they do.

So we look.tat certAin foolis in relationship to what they ,Might
not provide rather than looking at an education system, that as-
aft's-that insiole are able to choose a variety of hutritious foods to
promote their health and learn how to do that.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you yery much.,
Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHLe Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Just a followuP'question the one that Mr. ItIdeajust asked,

and I see your testimony also is .aimirig at trying to encourage
young people, and I stippose you have tu, start in the grade school,
to start good eating habits because of some of the dangers you
point out that we see in society.

'How much direct education takes place, let's say, in the el/Ws-
room,4f you lire familiar with that, as far. as trying to encourage
kids _to eat nutritious meals? After a1, they eat one meal a day at
Ftchool aiid a couple of meals another place and this is for 5 days a
week, 8 months a year.

Ms. MCCONNELL. I think this is another reason we were con-
cerned that you promote an educational environment. At the same
time you put this' section back "into the law you also passed a
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Nutrition Education and Training Act and ii-iön-ey is now 'going out-
to States around the country so that people can deVelop an inte-
grated nutrition education program for children K-i 2. lurvvell as
children in day care centers. .

The feeliq is that if you are educating children to choosing a
balanced priety diet, a diet full of wholesome foods and you then
come to a cafeteria in which the child has the choice between a
vending machine that only provides candy, sqkla pop and potpto
chips or the school lunch, you may be setting ffp contradictions' in
terms of what you are trying to do in this classroom.

So for that reason, that is part of the reason we go back to
saying that the cafeteria should alsd be the learning center, the `
sch.00l hallways should be a learning center. Children should have
that variety of schools available. .

Mr. ERDAHL. I take it from listening to your testimony that while
you probably agite with what ,Ms. FOreman said in what the
USDA is tr ing to do, your position is that it is a step but it is not'

. a big enoug one?
Ms. MCCONNELL. Right. They have n-ot gone far enough. They

have regulated some foods we wanted to see regulated, but we
would like to see some positive aspects of the regulation:

In their 10-page introduction they talk about, now we wilrhave
&Ore fruit juice available and nutritious foods, but there is no
where in the regulation itself that encourages that the vending
enachines haye more fruits and vegetablea and juices.

So you areright, this is something we would like to see mere of.
Mr:ERDAHL. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Thai* you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kiwag. Mr. Kogovsek?
Mr. KOGONTER, I don't have any questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr: Goodling?

Y, Mr. GOODLING. First of all, Ms. McConnell; in the proposed rules
it states' very definitely say, while no school food school authority
may adopt a less comprehensive competitive food policy, any school

-.1.k food authority may develop more comprehensive rules.
It would appear to me that we 'are Working to make sure the
nority Gan somehow push their clout and their hat they

not able to go through the democratic proms to do b etting
siome kind of legislation from on high to do that.

For instance, the best two class A selling lunches in York or
Lancaster'Coqnty is, Dutch mashed potathes, a lot of filling, gravy,
lima beans, chocolate milk, and some ice cream. They might throw.'
in some cranberry sauce so they have something to dump into the
trash and don't get out of the iabutine. -

I would hate to think that something from Washington could
determine in those local communities what is good, wholesome
nutrition and what is not. You cannot bring this about.'

You see, you have every opportunity to go much kleyond these
rules and regulations. Your pressure from the )community can do
all that: Why should we have to sit down here; thep, and legisliite
td your local community. You have that opportuniq. They are not
telling you you have to stick to what they say. They are saying you
cannot do anything less than what they are saying.
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I know you say that school hoards are too busy. But, they do
react to whatever the pressure of the community is if the majority
are providing that pressure.

s. McCoNNw.. In the State of Michigan flow the State has
esislation that is being looked at that woutO in fact regulate the
foods sold in competition with the school lunh and breakfast pro-
gram.

If that bill gets passed, we would be looking for guidance on how
you determine which foods will be regulated. People are looking for

4 an overall standard, seething people have ivally looked intotand
followed.

If USDA comes up with a staadard, I am sure otv State will be't
very likely to jUst follow the standard as establishea by USDefor
their own rules.

Mr. GOODLING. But what happ4ns to the local areas that have
different groups who believe differently about child nutrition?

Ms. MCCONNELL. I think the advantage of the type A meal
pattern was thAtit was established that different ethnic groups
could provide different patterns. So if you happen to like beaas and
rice,.it is just as easy to get the nutritional diet through a meal,
including beans and rice, as it is through, say, 'a hamburger and
lima beans and an apple.

You can develop your type A meal pattern in such a way that
the variety of foods that we are accustomed to eating from each of
our own ethnic preferences are in fact included in this diet. That is
why I like that because it is focusing on something that we have
already established, that people know and that people are using.

Mr. GOODLING. Now, the four things you list on page 4, you list,
instill good eating habits in -children. Who are you saying will do
that'?

Ms. MCCONNELL. We are saying the framework should be devel-
oped in such a way to be sure that one of the things we are trying
to do is instill good eating habits in children.

Mr. GOODLING. Who is doing that, instilling these good eating
habits in children?.

Ms. MCCONNELL. By' the types of food that the school Makes
available in their,hallways.

Mr. 000DLING. Scr you are saying the school will do that, instill
those good eating_habits?

Ms. WARDEN. Mr. Goodling, I would like to talk about kt from the
point of view of the American Home Economics Association. Many
of my members are teachers in the secondary 'schools and in some
cases the middle schools and the elementary schools.

One of the things that I have discussed -with many of my mem-
bers is that they see a working relationship between what parents
want for their childrsi, and what the school is in a position to
im lement and carrylirrting'further.

the schoold in many cases, since they are responding to the
needs in the community and the requests and the desires of the
parents lin the community, are providing some form of nutrition
through the classroom.

Other home economists work in the school lunchrooms them-
selves and that is another means of presenting nutrition-education
as an extension of what the parents want.

t'
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SO it is not as though theie is a usurping of the power of the,
parents prerogative over the paients .interest by the.school. It is
very often where I have talked wilh my own members and been
out in the community that it is a combination of parents and
teachers working together on behalf of the children.

Mr. GOODLING. That was my whole remphasis, on local action
rather than action from 'Washington, D.C.,

MS. WARDEN. Yes; but our sentiment is that the Federal Govern-
ment does have a role in this. I don't thiink any of us want to see a
Federal policy that would obviate any kind of diversity or variety
or local initiative.

But I do think that !here is a role for the Federal Government in
setting some kind of fbadership in an area like this where we are
concerned about the health or children.

I don't think any 9f us would say we are not concerned about the
health and nutritional well-being of children. There is a role of
leadership for the Federal Government as well as working in con-
cert with local communities.

Mr. GOODLING. I jyst want to make sure that the majority voice
is heard in the local community rather than a minority voice or a
voice from on high which is Washington, D.C. They give you that
opportunity in their proposal. They very definitely give local con-
stituency that opportunity..

Ms. MCCONNELL. I think that is again why we need some guid-
ance from USDA iA--terms of developing a process by which local
parents and other community individuals can in fact petition
school officials to add or delete foods to the regulated list.

Right now what happens is that it is very fragmented. Some
have a method of petition and some don't. So parents don't even
know how to, go about .1pf;ginning to work With their school boards
and principals and superintendents to make some of these changes.

So I think-that is a guidance that we could have.
Mr..GOODLING. You say that is true in 1979?
Ms. MCCONNELL. In some school communities; yes. You have to

cover all of America.
Mr. 000DLING. If I sounti somewhat cynical, as you know, as I

.indicated before, for 22 ?rears I watched the school lunch progr*
know very well that it depends on who is behind the se

. counter doing the servingr how friendly they are. I had schools
where they ate Simply, they took everything simply because they.
didn't want to disappoint the love*cionen behind the counter. I
had others where they dreaded gOing .the cafeteria.

You can get carried away. When you are mass cooking, *hat is
nutritional about cooked spinach in a 50-gallon 'vat? If 'you drained
the juice and served that, there is no question it would probably be
a very nutritional_ additive for that day. But, turning the spinach
onto the plate and leaving the juice in the pot that haw been
cooking for 2.hourn is not.

So it is not It:. simple thing to to into one health Class and hear
one person" and go into another and -hear something totally diffels-
ent frozn what I will hear in the next health class, depending on
individual preferences and concerns.

Every day we learn foods that we once thought were.the best are
o. Now they are no-noes and tomorrow they become yes-yeses
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again. You get confused about that. The nutrition bit is becoming a
real problem because no one is quite sure, I don't believe, any
longer what a nutritional meal is.

MIL WARDEN. I think we do know what a nutritional meal is not.
I think we could all sit here and say a nutritional meal does not
consist of a candy bar, a package of gum, potato chips, and soda to
wash it all down.

Mr. GoonuNG. IThave /to talk from personal experience. I 4nive
two youngsters who are perfectly healthy who nevpveat school
lunches, but they do eat some of the other things you have been
talking about at lunch time. But they have a very fine breakfast
and a very fine dinner in the evening. I don't know whether that is
Lottd or not.

Ma. WARDEN. Well, I am sure your children are very healthy.
Mr. GoonuNG. I have no other questions.
Mr. KALDEE. Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. I have no questions,.
Mr. KILDEE. We appreciate, Ms. McConnell and Mrs. Warden,

your testimony this morning.
The codunittee will stand adjourned, subject to the call of the

Chair.
[Whereupon, at 10:53 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Addition material submitted for the record follows:I

DEPARTMENT or AGRICile.TURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., September 10, 1979.
p.

Hon. WILLIAM F. GOODLING,
liouse of Representatives,

7e

hington, D.C.
LIEAR CONGRESSMAN GOODNG: Thank you again for your recent letter yegarding

t sale of.foods in competition with the National School Lunch and School Break-
fast Programs. This is in further response to your comments.

1. Uniform terminology
Many commentors have brought to our attAtion the concern that the definition

of a "Mod of minimal nutritional value" is confusing We.will qlarify this definition
and term.in the final mile.

2. Outside advice .

Your second question concerns the Secretary's intention to seek outtide advict,
but we would like to addresa,_ first, your description of the-manner in which foods
will be evaluated. While the proposed standkrd is concerned withsin evaluation of
the nutrient density of a food, that is, the relationship of nutrients to caloriea in a
100 calorie portion of the food, it is not baxed only on a nutrient density analysis.
The standard specifies that a food must also be evaluated in terms of the nutrients
in fin average portion of the food as it is commonly served.

The proked mkt states that the Secretary will approve or disapprove individual
foods for.c6mpetitive sale on the basis of the Pecific standard development by. the
Department, to define foods of minimal nutritional value. The Department has
Proposed one specific stand rd that can be applied, to all foods. It is not necessary,
therefore, to meek the advi of dotnterested third parties in regard to the approval
or disapproval of indivldu4 foods. In develo ing the proposed standard, however, we
recognized that the advjc and counsel of members of other agencies who lied
approached similar health and nutrition-related problems,was very valuable. As we
teported in the preamable tit this l'egulation (IL D), activities undertaken ill the
rulemaking process did intim% meetings between the Department's staff and &pre-
sentatives of other agencies.

.1.,Additional findingsa and 4. Updaled infOrinatio .

- The section in the ereamble to the'proposed rul entitle "Indentification of Foods
of Minimal Nutritional Value" ill, DI defines the rocedure by which foods will be
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evaluated after pm:sons request that the 1)epartment review individual toads There
is no mention ill this section"of the future evaluation of foods umleitaken on the
1)epartnwnt's Own initiative becatav the Lair categories of foods of nnnimal tititti
t Muni value that are.ideindied in the proposed 1.egulat ion are wpresentative of our
Own mitial evaluation We do recognize. however. that the food supply is not static
It is possible that there will be a heed to evaluate other foods in the future For this
reason we have proposed to make provisions for the evaluation of individual foods
Although we plan to rely on concerned parttes to hring to our attention any foods in
need of evaluation, we would not preclud(' rviduation of foods the 1)epartment
learns about indeileddently

Provisions will also be mad to ensure that local Stliool Foxxl Authorities are
updated on changes in the list of the foods designated as being of Minimal nutrition-
al Section III, I) also states that the Delairtment will amend Appndix B,
entitled "Fisids of Minimal Nutrition Value" by May 1 and November I of each
year At these times the Defmrtihent will communicate the changes to the public

5. Time and Place
The concerns you mentioned regarding time and place wen, idso rinsed by the

llonorable ('arl I). Perkins, Chairman, Committe On Education and Labor. We have
enclosed a copy of our response to him in hopes that it wi,j1 answer your concerns.
, For your ('asy reference, if Coi)y of the PEOIX)591 iS enclosed If you have any
further questions, please feel frvi cisitact Us.

Thank you for your interest in schood qutrition programs.
Sincerely,

t'XI050. FoimiktAN.
Am:skint Secretary for Food

and Consumer Services.
Enclosures.

a.

COMA:KESS oW THE UNITED STATES,
I [oust; OF' REPRESENTATIVEs,

COMMITTEE oN EMICATIoN AND LABOR,
!* Washington, D.C, July 2,5, 1979.

Hoti. CA1201. TUCKER FOREMAN,
Assistant Secretary of Food and Consumer ervices,
U.S. Department of Agra-ulture, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MS. FOREMAN: I appreciated the opportunity to hear your testimony On July
1 2, 1979, regarding the USDA proposed rules.for competitive fiuid sak,s. Although
the time constraints were such that a more detailed analysis was not possible, your
testimony and comments were most helpful.

r wOU Id like to pose some fbllow-up quest ions on isques which are of great concern
to me and which weowere unable to thoroughly discuss on July 12. I have requested
that this letter and your subsequent response be incorlibrated not the permanent
hearing record.

I. lha/Orm terminology
Does the USDA plan to issue th f. final tules with the curreneconfusing definition

of food of "minimal nutritionAl value'"? The definition used in various parts of the
proposed rules ("A food of' 'minimal nutritional value' (MNV) is defined as one
which does not have 5 percent' of the USRDA for at least one of eight specified
nutrients on a 100 calorie basIS an(1 On a .serving size basis) is explicit !Ind, if used
cOnsistently throughout the peoposed roleS, certainly would help clarify the matter.
See especially paAru :12, :14, 39, and 50 in the copy of the-proposed rules dist ribUt ed

Menthers of our Committee,

Outside advice
In exercising his authority to either approve or-disapprove individual foods for

competitive salel-based on a mitrient density analysis, does the Secretary intent to
seek the advice and counsel of knowledgeable and "'disinterested" third partioi--
spch as the FDA, the National Academy of Sciences, or the Federal Trade Commis-
sion?

findinks
0. Am I correct in assuming that the Department will amend Appendix filthy list of

banned foodsi only on the basis of evaluations or specific foods generatd by requests
from concerned petitioAers or will the Department amend this Appendix on the

'basis of evaluations of lip& undertaken on the'Deparment's own initiative'?f

2 t
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4. llxiated injornuition
How does USDA plan to ensure that local school food authorities are updated on

changes in the list of fotxis designated as being of minimal nutritiomil mine?

5. nme and place
On what basis in law does the Depnrtment extend its restriction on foods of MNV

to cover the entir school from the beginning of the school day thmugh the last
lunch period? As you know, in granting the ,Fx%cretary of Agriculture the power to
regulated the sale of competitive foods, the law merely states that ". . . Such
regulations shall not prohibit the sale of competitive ftxxls approved by the Secre-
tary in food service facilities or areati during thetime of service of food . ." Since
the legislative language on its face refers to the "ftxxl service facilities or areas
during the time.of service of food" in reference to the,sale of fixxis permitted by the
Secretary, I am curious as to the Department's rationale for extending tI,A ban on
foods of NINV beyond the scope of the only definition of time and place ineorporated
in the statute..

Thank you for your400peration. I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM F. GoommG,
Ranking Minority Member,

Subcommittee on Elernentary.
Semndary, and Vocational Edu(-atmn.

JANUARY 26, 1979.

Ilon4. CARL I). PERKINS,
Chairman. Committee on Educotwn and Labor,
House of Representatives, Washington. D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your recent correspondrnce on behalf a Mr.
James R. Tufts of Pikeville, Kentucky, concerning the ' competitive food" regula-..
tions proposed in response to provisions in Public Law 95-166.

A8 you are well aware, in September of 1972, Congress, through Publio Law 92-
433, rescinded the statutory authorq provided to the Department of Agriculture to'
regulate the sale of food items in competition with the prograins (granted under
Public Law 92-248) authorized urider 'the Child Nutrition Act and the National
School Lunch Act. In enacting this provision, Congress did not intend to eliminate
totally all limitations on competitive food services in program schools. Rather, it
was the intent to shift responsibility for the control of such competitive food serv-
ices to State and local officials. Therefore, program regulations were amended to
allow State and local agencies toestablish such rules od competitive foods as they
deemed necessary, as long as the profits of the sales inured to- the 12knefit of the
school or to school affiliated and approved studeut organizations.

Public Law 92-443 was interpreted to providb complete autonomy to State and
local authorities in the determination of their policies with regard to the types of
foods allowed to be sold and when and where they could be sold. State and local
officials were permitted by the legislation tg establish any rules on cipmpetitive food
services, as long as they did not permit the operation of "for proiTt" food service
specifically prohibited by the law. As such, State and local officials could and did
exercise the ability to regulate such sales in and outside-of the school cafeteria and
its Onvirohs during the meal services, as well as throughout.the entire,school day.

As yii are aware, in passing Public Law 95-166, a number of Members of
Congr cited testimony from segments of the scientific and medical community
in ing physicians, dentists, nutritionists, dieticians qnd public health workers,
urging that Federal rektulations be mandated for competitive foods..While it is true
that States and localities currently have the authority to establish their own poli-
cies on such food sales, only a few have been able to successfully prohibit the sale of
so called "junk foods" in schools. .

The passage of Public Law 95-166 reasserted the Secretary's authority to regulate
competitive foods. The law reads:
. ". . .

Such-regulations shall not prohibit the sale of competitive foods approved by
the Secretary in food service facilities or areas during the time of service of food
under this Act or the National School Lunch Act if the proceeds from the sales of
such .foods 'will it-1(1re to the benefit of the schools or of organizations bf studeats
approved by the schools." 1

Under this section the Secretary' is authorized tp promulgate regulakions govern:
ibg service of competitive foods. 'The Secretary's authority to regulitteicompetitive ,

foods is limited only in that he may not prohibit the sale of approved competitive
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Tiiedis salirin TikA serii-ceareaii and TaCilitie-s-dtiring the tinie f(*(*(1 fWtvief.R Ant horN
ized by the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act are operational
if the proceeds fqtich sales inure to the benefit of the school or school Organiza-
tions. l'slo other itrictions are reZirgd in the legislation. -

In additiOn, the practical effect of an interpretation such as Mr. Tufts suggests_
would be to render the statutory prpvision rather null and void. If competitive foods,

were td be available in all parts of (he school ricept the cafeteria area, it is hard to
imagine how any of the objectives of the staNtory provision could be met. At any
time a child could purchase foods which compete with the child nutrition program
upountil the moment he orashe walked into the cafeteria area. By that time,

'however,the child may have satiatkl his/her appetite on non-approved competitive
foods and may have spent available resources at counters or vending machines in
different parts of the school building.

Of at least equal concern are the nutrition Aucation considerations raised by .

competitive foods. As you so forcefully noted'on Ma' House floor during debate on
P.L 96-166, nutrition education and "competitive foods" are inextricably linked.
You Observed that: "The nutrition education amendment provides fore grants to
State education agens, at the rate of -50 cents for each child enrolled iR schools
and institutions, to undertake a variety.of educational endeavors aimed at providing
students with instructionston the nutritional value of foods and the relationship

11 between food and health. This program goes hand in hand witir the provision
regulating competitive food service. It would be totally inconsistent to provide
nutrition education on the one hand, and to permit on the other hand, the sale of
food offerings which were totally contrary to the teachings of nutrition education."
Wongressional Record, tictober 27, 1977, H11(i69-70)

The consumption of non-approved competitive foods in the halls or study rooms or
social areas would seem to contradict the obtjectives of the newly established $26
million nutrition education program.

The Department's April 1978 proposed regulation approved all competitive foods
except those in four food categories: candy, soda water, frozen deserts, and chewing
gum.

During the open public comment period (April 25 to June ;IS; 1978) we received
over 2,100 comments from students, parents, teachers, school administrators, nutri-
tionists, dentists, medical professionals tind other concerned citizens. Eighty-two
percent of the commentors were in favor of the Department's proposed regulation.
Of those in favor approximately 40 percent suggested expanding the proposal to
restrict more food items and/or lengthening the restrictions td beyond the last
lunch period. Only 18 percent of the commtntors opposed the proposal. The basic
objection was to a federal rule of any kind, with many expressing the opinion that a
competitilie foods policy should be left to the local school districts

In view of the fundamental questions raised by ommentors th in favor and
opposed to the proposal, the Department has determined it necesthtry to provide for
additional opportunity for comprehensive public participation in the rulemaking
process. Therefore, we have withdrawn our eudr proposal and are planning tie
hold a series of public meetings on the competitiv1ds issue in late January and
February of 1979. A copy of the withdrawal and a notice of public meetings is
enclosed.

Tnrough these meetings we wish to allow all interested parties to publicly air
their concerns abaft the sale of competitive foods in schoiili: We hope to gain
further insight and ideas as well as technical information on the sultject top assist in
tht development of a new proposed regulation on the sale of catpetiTive foods.

.. Until new final rules are issued, schools will continue to operate under existing
regulations which alrow State arld local authorities to adopt and enforce their own
competitive Ws policies. Of course, each school or school district Can have a
stricter policy than their State or Federal rnle..Wc will continue to encourage local
schoolito work toward a lunch prograin that ltat4ach child's nutritional Well-being

* as its first goal. .
We t4ank You for your continuing interest in and support for Child Nutrition

Prograrns. Please assure Mr.. Tufts that all comments received will be given full and
serious consideration in the development of final regulations. We will send Mr.

'. Tufts a copy of the regulations when they are finalized. , ._......

Sincerely
CAROL TUCKER FOREMAN,

Assistant Secretary for leimid,

and thnsumer Service's.
Enclosure.

Is
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COWM- EN Ole THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPREBENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington. DC, June 20. 1.978.

ion,. BOB BERGLAND,
Seeretaly of Agrieeilture.
Department of Agrieütture, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Dos: This letter is in reference to the proposed rule which appeared in the

Federal Register, Apfil 25,1978, to regulatp the sa e of foods in competition with the
school lunch program. Mr. James R.-Tuftsr is very concerned about the scope of the
ban, and has written me a ietter on the subject, which I have taken the liberty of
enclosing.

As you know, I am in full support of the provision in Public Law 95-166 giving to
-the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to approve foods which alit sold in
cRpapetition with the national school lunckperam. I feel every effort should be
Made by school foad authorities, whether they school personnel, local school
boards, or State regulating bodies, to protect the integrity of the school meal offered
under the Act; p very natural and effective step to eticourage consumption of the
school meal is to ban from lunchroom facilities and corridors in the vicinity of the
service of school ItnIch, the sale of competitive foods that are Rot approved by the
Socretary, but I regard the pro rule expanding the geographital area of the
ban on non-approved fbods to trednlire school premises as vastly, more inclusive

, than the language of the statute .thich covers only "Tood service facilities or
areas". . .

I will appreciate your comments on taproposed rule, with particular refelence
to the basis for your decision to use the expanded area of "school premises" when
the law limits the ban to "food service facilities or areas".

Sincerely,

v

-s

CARL D. PERKIA3, Chairman.

tr
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1:OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHILD

NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Identification of Low-Ineome Children in School
Food Programs

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1979,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, -
),

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENT4RY, SECONDARY,
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCAVION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABORY

`- Washington, D.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Carl D. Per-
kins (chairman of the subcommittee)_ presiding.

Members .Perkins, Miller, and Good ling.
Chairman PEOu . Just show a quorum will be present right

away.
Today, the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Voca-

tional Education is resuming its oversight hearings on the child
nutrition programs. Today and tomorrow, the subcommittee will be
looking at problems Yelated to the identification of low-income
children in the school feeding programs.

On October 30, 31, and November 1, we will be examining the
administration's proposal to -cut back the Federal subsidy. for
paying students and the impact of this proposal on the school
lunbh program. Then, depending .on the House sc e, we will
either continue our hearings until adjournine , o t until the
House recoiivenes in January.

In turning our attention to today's hearinF, there are presently
over 10 million low-income children participating in . the school
lunch program. Back in 1978, the Congressional Budget Office pro-
jected that there were over 19 million children who were eligible to
receive free, and reduced-price meals. How many more are actually
eligible today we can't be sure.

In my mind, if there is one child going 'Without a nutritious
lunch bebause he does not want to be identified as poor, we have a
serious problem: And if there are children who are now ptirticipat-
ing and being singled out because they are receiving free and
reduced-pricW meals, it is a disgrace.

I want to say to the' interested parties that for many years' we
have struggled with this identification problem and felt, even back
as early as *1967 and 1968, that we, had found Ways to 'cure -tile
problem, but evidently We have not. ,

(209)
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Th t why we are here today, first to learn the extent of the
proble of identification of poor students, and second, to look .at
(what can be done.
'Tt has always been my hope that one; day every c that is
atitled to a free lunch will be eating one. 'I have also fe e ought
to have a,universal program, bulk being realiqtic, I4dow t at is not
in the cards. I have been a long-time advocate of universal free
lunch program. But It seems that if tft administration and Budget
Committees are trying to cut back on w it we have now, this may
be a long time down the, road. Therefo e)rtu-g-work within the
boundariev of what we have now in der make these programs
as effectWe as possible. And if di criminati n does exist in Ithe
lunchrooms, this where we shoul begin.

Our witnesses are M. 'Ann Iler, associate director, Ohio
Hunger Task Force, Dr. George Jackson,- chairman, Social Action
Committee, National Association of Black Psychologists, Ms. Bar-

'bara Bode, president, The Children's Foundation, accompanied by
Ms. MarFaret Lorber, director, School Food Advocacy Project, The
Children s Fpundation. We will start with the testimony of Ms.
Zeller.

It is a great pleasure to welcome all of you. Go ahead, Ms. Zeller.

STATEMENTS OF ANN ZELLER, ASS.00I ATE DIRECTOR, OHIO
HUNGER TASK FORCE; pR. GEORGE JACKSON, CHAIRMAN,
SOCIAL ACTION COMMIME, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 41W
BLACK PSYCHOLOGISTk;; BARBARA BODE, PRESIDENT, THE
(IIIL)REN'S iNDATIQN, ACCOMPANIED BY M ARC A RET
WRBER, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD ADVOCACY PROJECT,
THE CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION

MS. ZELLER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Ann
Zeller, from Columbus, Ohio.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all the prepared state-
ments will beinserted in the record.

[The prepared statement of Ann Zeller follows:]

PRF.PA RED STATEMENT OF ANN ZEI.I.ER, ASSOOIATE DIRECTOR, 01110 HUNGER TASK
FORCE

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, -1 am AntrZeller Min Columbus, Ohio.
I am employed as Associate Director of the Hunger Task Force of Ohio and serve as
the chairperson of the, Alternative School ,Advlsory Council to the Columbus City
Schools.

The Hunger Task *force is an anti-hunger advocacy organization established ten
years ago to work on long-range solutions to the hunger problem. Our primary focus
has been to advocate for position changes in the systems designed to provide food
for low ineome people. We are involved in' monitoring programs, conducting out- ,
reach actii;ities, meeting with current and potential participants to identify problem
areas, and negotiation with administrators to bring about necessary, changes. I
would like to speak today to our concerns relaled tos the schooLlunch and breakfast
programs.

While we have recently expanded to become a statewide organiza oti, most of our
work has been concentf ted in the Columbus-Franklin County area. We have
lkorked cooperatively with the school administration, sinhe 1972. There are 152
schools in the Columbus City system. Columbus was the first ,large city in Ohio
comply with the Ohio School Breakfast Mandate. Currently the breakfast and lunch
programs are offered in all. 152 schools. The administration does not tolerate viola-
tions of regulations; when a violation is reported to the school food service director,
he does see that it is corrected. The ticket System used by the Columbus City
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Schools is acceptable to the U.S.D.A. However, even in a system this well opernted,
there are a number of problems.

Let me give you a few statistics from the Columbus City School system. The
number of free and reduced-price lunches served to elementary students averages
18391 per day; for junior and senior high atudents the average is 6,287or about
one-third The average for paying students at the elenwntary level are KIM; for
junior arid senior high school students, 4,649almost half, The drop in participation
among children participating inijw free and reduced-price program is one that has
been of' concern to the Hunger Ta k Force for several years.

In an attempt to determine t e cause for this, Hunger. Task Force staff ar9
volunteers have visited several jurior and senior high schookr, spoken with students,
and observed the cafeteria lines. As a result of the information obtained ,through
these activities we believe that the mnjor Cause of the redection in part-iefition is
the identification of lo-iiicome children. Parents have told us that their children
would rather go hungry than be identified by their peers as a free lunch vecipient.

At the elementary level all children have the same lunch and the payment by
,those children who are not receiving free lunches is handled randomly, so that The
children do not know who pays and who doesn't.

At the secondary level, however, identification of those children who receir free
or reduced-price lunches is fairly easy. While the tickets for the "Type A" lunch are
available to the paying students, in reality they are not used. Low-Income children
Ilse tickets; other ehildren use cash. Low-income children must take three of the five
components of the Type A lunch; other children may choose anything they like,
including the competitive foods offered in the cafeteria.

It is our belief that identification will continue to be a problem as long as cash is
collected in the cafeteria and a la carte selections.are offered.

Several options for providing lunches Without identifying low-income children are
sible if cash payment and a la carte food are eliminated and, we believe, should

be considered.
The first option tha 'd like to present is the punch card system which has been

used in some Ohio With this system, numbered cards with one month's
meal prices are is ssu to students in the school office. The child's name and thei

number of his/her ticket are recorded on a master list. Paying students pay the
total amount printed .on the ticketlow-income children are given the tickets oi jary
a reduced price. The cafeteria teshier punches the ticket and records the number;
the list of numbers is sent to the office where they are compared to the master list.
Only the clerk who keepe the records knowS which children are paying and which
children are not. . .

A second possibility is that of billing the parents monthly. The cafeteria cashier
simply records the names of children participating daily and sends this list to the
clerk. At the end of each month the parents are billed for the meals that their
children have eaten either at the full or reduced price rate; nothingis sent to the
parents .of those children who receive free lunches. Again, ne one _except the clerk
knows which children are paying and whieh are not.

A final option is. the use of daily lunch tickets wliiëh Can be purchased or picked
up in the school °flip. In this system there is a separate ticket for each day
although a week's supply Can be picked. up at one time. The tickets are numbered
and the clerk records the child's name and the number00 of the tickets are record-
ed. The tickets are turned in each dey in the cafeteria and then sent to the office
where they are checked against the master list. Again, only. the clerk knows which
children are paying and which are not.

The common factor in all these methods are. that all transactions are handled by
one person in the school office, that a la carte and competitive foods are not
available, and that there is no identification of students because the tickets, if they
are used, are all alike.

The question of choice has been raised by some when the preceding options have
been suggested. It is our belief that a variety of plate lunches can be offered. The
school foqd service director in Milwaukee offers various plate lunches and has more
than a 90 percent participation rate. A school food service director in Georgia offers
eleven different plate lunches incruding vegetarian lunches and has a high partici-
pation rate. Further, most elementary children are not given choices of foods M the
school meals program, yet have a thuch higher participation rate than do secondary
students. If there is a commitment to offering nutritionally balanced meals to all
children, then the use of a la carte and competitive foOds seems inconsistent. Also
inconsistent ie the requirement daft all schools provide nutrition education while
non-nutritious foods pre offered in the cafeteria. To suggest that students ought not
buy thern because they are not nutritious is ludicrous, since some school food service
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diroctors maintain t1-1-110 sale of competitivo l'i,ocid iu necewelry in order for their
programs to Ig,reak even financially, and, thus, encourage the sale of such items

I'm sure Mkt Other systems which do not identify low-income children will lw
presented in these hearings. Regardless of which option or options ore accepted, 1
would like to stress that as long .as children receiving free or reduced-price meals
are re/Liked to use tickets and to take "Type A" meals while a la carte and

. competitive foods are available and other students may parcosh for anything they
chooee low-income children will be identified by their peers. r s .

As 1 stated earlier. Columbus does have a good program, a program that meets all
U.S.D.A. standards and is in compliance with regulations, yet we have hundreds of
children who are not eating because they would rather go hungry than let their
peers know they are poor.

We in stOhio have conic a long way from red wri-1;11dg and children shouting
"free" as they went through the cafeteria lines, t we still have a long way to go to
assure that every child has aCCe88 to nutritiona adequate meals and will not be Ho
embarragged by the system used that they Nom d rather be hungry.

STATEMENT OF ANN iELLER. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR. OHIO
HUNGER TASK FORCE

Ms.-ZELLER Mr. Chairman, I am the associate director of the
Hunger Task Farce of Ohio and I also serve as chairperson of the
Alternative School Advisory Council to the Columbus Public
&hoop.

The Hunger Task Force, by way of background, is an antihunger
advocacy ogganization that has been in existence for 10 years. It

as establiffEed to work on long range solutions to the problem of
unger.
One of our major concerns has been school lunch an4 breakfast

programs. We have been working cooperatively with th e school
system in Columbus since 1972, when the school lunch p ram
existed in 16 schoole_and there INtit4 nu breakfast program. Tlere
are 152 schools now in the Ciolumbus district. All of them serve
both school lunch and breakfast.

Columbus was the first mAjor city in Ohio to implement the Ohio
school breakfast mandate and also the only large city to have the
school breakfaRt systemwide. The administration has been very
cooperative. They will not tolerate violations of tfie regulations.
The particular system that is used in that schooF district is one
that is acceptable_to USDA. .

What I want to point (HA today is that, even in a school system
where the regulations aresvery carefully followed and where there
is a real commitment .on the part of the administration to the
school lunch and breakfast programs, discrimination Still exists.

In Columbus, there are on an average 18,700 free and reduced-
price school lunches and breakfasts served to elementary school
children today. At the junior and senior high schools the average is
6,087about one-third. So two-thirds of the children who partici-
pate in the elementary level don't participate once they get to
junior and 'senior kith.

In the elementary schOols, all the children receive the same
meal; there is no difference, and, the ticket system is one that is
done very randomly. The children pay the teachers when they
have the money4 sometimes in the morning. There is no formal
system that separates the children receiving free and reduced-price
meals from those that pay.

At the secondary level, however, the meals are served cafeteria
style. Those children who receive free or reduced price ltinches

7
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have to take the type A lunch aiid they use a ticket tôjay rof it.
Those dhildrenINwho pay can anything they want in the
cafeteria line and pay cash at-AZT

Now, theWblem that we have run into is that the tickets are
availabl4 to anyone who wants to buy them so the children can buy
them if they want to, but in reality they don't buy them. Those
who have the money pay for it.

We have interviewed a number of junior and senior -high stu-
dents -and their parents, and the sense is that most of those chil-
dren would rather go hungry than allow their peers to see them
'using the ticket, because they know that if they are using tickets
they are poor.

We believe that as long as cash is used in the cafeteria and a la
carte and-competitive food is ofrered on a cafeteria line there is'no
way to eliminate discrimination of poor children. So I would like to
present some options that we feel are possible for collection proce-
dures that will not discriminate against children. They are all
based on the premise that a la carte and competitive foods would
be eliminated from the cafeteria line, however, and that no cash
would-be used in the cafeteria. ,IftaftNd

-The firstis a punch card system, which has been used in some
Ohio schools and in Ohio schools it has been used for years. With
this system, the child either purchases or is given a punch card
with 20 amounts punched on it. One for each meal price. This is
done in the School office. The cards are numbered consecutively
and the chijd's name and number are recorded in the office so that
only the clerk knows whether the child paid or whether the child
was given a free lunch ticket.

. At the end of the month those cards are returned to the office
, and they are checked off; so that they ican keep records oU the

1\ number of free and reduced-pricemeals that wore served, but-at
the same time don't identify the children.

A second one that has been used, although it is a little more
difficult, I think, is billing the parents. The cafeteria worker simply
records the nameii of all the children who go through the lunch
line each day: Those names are sent to the office. At the end of the
month the olerk in the office either bills the parents for the
amount, whether it be full price or reduced price, or in the case of
children receiving free lunches, simply discards those. So they are
billed for actual numbers of lunches that their children have eaten.
A ain, the cards are all alike.

he final one that I would like to suggest is the use of daily
tic ts, and these can be picked up on either a daily or weekly
basis. The same kind of system is used. The clerk records the
numbers of the tjckets given to the children and the names of the
children, The cairds are turned in in the cafeteria -each day, sent
back to the office, and they are checked against the list to deter-
mine how many free and redticed-price meals Were served, so that
the reimbursement can be done.

Any one of those systems allowt Ml of the children to use the
same kind of token in payment and also allows or requires that
Only one person know which childrbn are paying and which chil-
dren are receiving the free or reduced price lunches.

.11
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Again, I would like to reiterate that We don't believe it, is possi,
ble to avoid discrimination as long as a la carte foods and competi-
tke foods are permissible on the lunch line.

When we have discussed thisjp the past with a variety of people
the question of choice has alweTs been raised. We believe that you
can serve a variety of plate lunches and that you can still meet the
_tYpe A lunch requirements And make the foods attractive and vary
them enough that children will participate in the program.

The school food service director in Milwaukee offers a variety of
.plate lunches and has over 90 percent participation, and in Georgia
in one of the school districts there are 11 plate lunches offered
everyday, including vegetarian lunches and lunches. for children on
special diets, and the partitipation there is very higli also.

So we don't believe that children suddenly when they go .into
seventh terade need to have a la carte foods offered, need to have
the competitive foods oifered. I don't think that their tastes change
that much over one summerparticularly given the high rate of
itarticipation at the elementary level.

The other thing that J would like to addagain this relates to
the competitive foodsbut one of the complaints that we have
received froth parents and students alike is that the schools are
noyetequired to provide nutrition education7nich is great, except
that when they go to the cafeteria line the non-nutritious foods are
offered. And to say that children ought to choose only t4e nutri-
tious foodi because they are being taught about ntitrition really
doesn't make much sense, because the school food service directors
tend to push the competitive foods in our system, and in other
systems in Ohio they have indicated that if they don't sell the
competitive 'foods they can't break even on the cost.

So on thOtone hand we are teaching children that they ought to
eat nutritious food and on the other offering them and encouraging
them to buy foods that are non-nutritious, and again only those
children nbo have the money to pay for those foods.

I am sure that you are going to hear about other systems during
theat hearings, and regardless Of which ones are accepted, I would
again like to stress, with a- la carte, with competitive foods and
with cash in the cafeteria, it is very difficult to avoid discriminat-
ing against low-income children.

I do think that our position has been, as you had mentioned
earlier, that the ideal solution to this is the universal free meals,
and not only does that eliminate discrimination, it also certainly
reduces paperwork and .a lot of the administrative burden that
teachers and principals now have as a result of the school meals
program.

I would agree that it is not realistic at this point, but I don't
-think it is something tft, should ever be forgotten. I chiek.it is a
goal that should be wo toward.

As I indicated earlier, Columbus does have a good peokram, it
does meet the.USDA regulations, it.does.have a fairly high partici-
foation rate, but we still havp hundreds of children who would
rather go hungry than let' their peers know ,that they are low
income, and we have come a long way in Ohio from the red
"riStband and children shouting "free" as they went through the

i
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tilfe-: -Thowwere a-couple of ways-that were used as recently as 2
years ago to identify free lunch children.

But we still have a long way to go before children in Ohio are
participating at the rate they should be and are receiving the free
and reduced priced meals that they are entitled.to.

Chairman PERKINS. Before we ask the other two to testify, I

would like to ask you one question. .

Assuming that the administration was to succeed in its efforts to
cut back on the reimbursement, for paying students in the school
lunch program, the committee has received testimony heretofore
predicting that a significant number of paying students would drop
out of the program in many schools.

My question is, do you feel that a decrease in the paying students
participation would serve to further frustrate this issue of the
identification of low-income students?

Ms. ZEI LER. Yes, I think it certainly would. That is a situation
that does exist with the breakfast program because currently very

4 few paying students have breakfast in Columbus, Ohio. Some stu-
dents ?who can't afford to pay and proba y should be buying thetr
breakfast at school won't because they on't want to be identified
as being poor. Only poor kids eat br kfast is kind of the way it
seems. So that, I thin , would hurt the program.

The other thing is in a system like Columbus, which is 'in very,
very bad financial shape right now, if we don't have the paying
students participating, that program won't break even.

The only reason that our board of education has been so willing
to really expand the program to the extent they have is because it,
doesn't cost the system anything. If the Columbus public school
system has to start paying part of that cost, it is going to be cut
back, because we don't have the money to pay for it.

Chairman PEaxiks. Thank you.
Our next witness is Dr. George Jackson from the Social Action

Committee. You may ,proceed in any way you want.

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE JACKSON, CHAIRMAN, SOCIAL
ACTION COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK
PSYCHOLOGISTS .

Dr. JACKSON. The Asichciation of Black Psychologists is An organi-
zation of black psychologists which is national, and we have 22
chapters throughout the country. We have a Membership of 600
psychblogists, which probably doesn't seem kkp very much but
when you consider that there aren't many more black psychologists
than that in the country, you can see that we perhaps speak for
better than two-thirds of the black psychologists in this country.

In any pvent, our interest in the school lunch program is obvious,
I think. 1Ve certainly see the relaticrnshhip between nutrition and
mental health, and we haven't conducted any studies ourselves, but
when the issue came'up before the executive committee, in talking
with our regional chapters, the issues of labeling were of sufficient./
note to have the association ask that its social action chairman
come Belpre you.

We kind of have a feeling that this ougllt not to be necessary,
this kind of testimony, because teachers and school administrators
knoW the kind .of information that :has been generated by social
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scientists over the past 30 years regardink the impact of labeling.
But somehow it seems that the public sehool system is perhaps
sometimes a more obstinate system than,sother systems in doing
the kinds of things which they could do without tremendous effort
that would in essence make their own tasks ea,sier.

Very often, organizations will develoP habia and they will devel-
op lethargic practices based on the kinds of ways they did things
and negate the possibilities that accrue to them for future action
that would make their own tasks easier. Th4it seems that in
spite of the fact there has been-a Plethora of i mation available
to the editors running labeling, nonetheless, mark;y of them still do
not take these kind of actions, so I sthink something is going to
havto be done by this committee.

:We would urge this committiee'to use its good offices to perhaps
do1Omething with the Department of Agriculture to get the law
Implemented.

Over 30 years of research has generated inforThation regarding
labeling. In essence, what has been found by social psychologists
over the past 30 years is that strong labels, such as poverty, carry
with them a number of stereotypes and connotative meanings
beyond the term poverty, and that when,,people are labeled, wheth-
er this label is inadvertent or whether the label is taken directly,
people begin to many times behave in a manner commensurate
with the expectkions of that label. The label sets up a kind of
norm and the norm carries with it a standard of expectations and
people begirt to.conform to these expectations.

So you have, in the case of poverty, there are people who are
labeled poor, all kinds of behavioral activities, such as low motiva-
tion aspirations, inability to delay gratification, all those things
which may sound like platitudes but which are real kinds of behav-
iors on the part of children.

Similarly, about 30 years of study with teachers indicates that
not only do people who are labeled behave in a manner commensu-
rate with their expettations but that people who see people labeled
come to expect a certain kind 'of behavior from individuals who are
in particular categories. They will behave in a way which will in
fact tend to elicit this kind of behavior. If the behavior isn't elicit-
ed, Very often a conflict will develop between themselves and per-
sons who are labeled.

Now, surely I am not here to suggest that the identification of
children is going to generate a whole norm and be responsible for
the lowering of achievement, et cetera. What we are suggesting,
though, is that this, among other variables where we are dealing
with people who are in lo* socioeconomic groups, does bring about
the kind of culture of poverty, if you will, which does play a role in
negating the possibility of sound education and sound mental
health.

What we are saying is that this is a variable which can be
controlled. Theri are many variables apparently which cannot be
controllikd which impact on poor people, but this variable can be
controlled, and since it is a controllable variable, it would seem
that we ought to be about the business of controlling it.

Another piece of psychological information is the whole attitude
in this country which has been studied regarding poverty. Studies
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of public welfare over the past 30 years indicate that there is a
tendency upon the general public to blame theViCtiria, if you will,
so that when children are labeled poor, very often unwittingly
other children are not very kind to them, and so as a previous
speaker said, very often you find the -children would rather go
hungry than take the food.

I think the essence of what we are saying is that there is some-
thing that can be done about this particular variable, this portico-
lar negative impacting riable, on people's mental health. There
are so many variabl that 1,ve don't have corttrol over, but if in
fact systems can pe de eloped, and obviously systems can be devel-
oped which can make it Oeesible for children not to be identified,
certainly these systems should'be put into effect.

In so doing, I think thq behavior of children will be altered, the
whole school climate could be improved, because in. order to ex-
ecute these kinds of systems that we are talking about, increased
incentives by both the administration and teachers would accrue.

. Thank you. 6

[The prepared statement of Dr7George Jackson follows]

PREPARF.I) SrATIOARNT Or Grosor JACKSON, PH. 1)_,. CO-CHAIRMAN, SOCIAL ACTION
COMMITTKR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK PSYCHOUX;ISTE

We regard this process of identification as injurious to the mental health of the
nations children and urge the Committee to use its good offices to have the Depart-
ment of Agriculture bring pressure to bear on the District to take measure to cease
the process of identifying children who receive free lunch.

Children who receive free lunch should have total amenity, thereby protecting
their dignity and preventing them from being labeled and stigmatized.

Psychojogists, particularly thaw working in the realm of social psycholiwy, have
conducted a number of studies which focus on this issue of concern to us.

It has been found thru numerous investigations that children when they are
(labeled) identified behave in a manner commensurate with that generated by the
stereotypeS of that label. In this country to be poor is to be wrong. To be poor is to
be an underachiever.. To be poor is to be in many ways not as giood as the more
fortunate child whg can afford the lunch. Thus we see children who are poor given
reinforcement to behave as the stereotype of poverty dictates.

Studies by psychologists suggest that not only do people behave in accordance
with'expectations but that people will behave toward others consistent with their
expectations from that group. Thus teachers behave toward poor children in a
manner cohsistent with the teachers expectations. We must add.that teacher expec-
tation ard behavior toward poor children have been documented over and over
again by identifIving children who receive free lunch. Both teacher and pupil are in
a position to behave in accordance with the abovementioned norms. It is in this
culture of teacher and student expectancies that our Association feels breeds poten-
tial lowering of self esteem, lowering of academic performance, lowering of aspira-
tions and other psychological phenomena loading! to overall negative behavior.

Clearly identification of ch'ildren would not in itself cause massive alterations in
behavior. It is however one of the valuables which does, in our judgment, lead to
negative behavior and What ismore important a valuable which can be controlled.
There appear to be many valuables which-kmpact on the mental health of poor
children which cannot be easily controlled. This valuable of identification however,
is within our province to control. It should give us some optimism to know that it
would be possible to feed children end take steps to protect their mental health as
well.

There are other objections which we could urge against the practice of the
identification of children who receiye free lunch. Poverty in this country is viewed
with scorn and all too often the victim, of poverty is blamed for her/his own
impraverishment. Numerous studies indicate that persons on welfare *Ire held in
scontempt by their' more fortunate peers. Children with their poorly 'developed
ability to think reletivelistically are often unwittingly cruel to children who are
viewed as being poor. We could continue-citing objections and studies Upon which
these objettions are based. The point should be clear howeVer that children deserve
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to) receive the nourislinwnt from these lunch programs anonymously They should
4

..-all be ÜtT1i to efit IdOthq iirge in The .Thir of -the
Child to bring the free kWh program into line with sound mental health practices

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. You have been very
helpful.

The next withess is Ms. Barbara Bode.

STATEMENT (H.' BARBARA BODE, PRESIDENT, THE CHILDREN'S
FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MS. MARGARET LORBER,
DIRE(iOR, SCIH)01. FOOD ADVOCACY PROJECT, THE CHIL-
DREN' FOUNDATION
Ms. BODE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. GO ahead, and we thank you for fieing here

this morning. You are accompanied by Ms. Lorber?
BODE. Yes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Bar-
bara Bode and I am ?Iresident of The Children's Foundation. We
are the oldest and largeSt national anti-hunger advocacy organiza-
tion in' the country and for the past 10 years we have monitored
Federal child nutrition programs.

I am also,pleased to be representing the National School Break-
fast Coalition, a group of 500 organizations, all committed- to
ending discrimination in the school food programs as they stated in
their petition to this committee requesting that these hearings be
held. We thank you for holding them.

Obviously, the school food prognms have an important contribu-
tion to make to the health and wellbeing of the Nation's children.
That is indeed what is said in the beginning of the School .Lunch
Act.

But unfortunately, the discrimMatipn against low-incolne chil-
dren and the education of needy children is untrmining the worth
6f these programs.

In just the paSt 11/2 years The Children's Foundation has heard
complaints of discrimination from Massachusetts, North Carolina,
Ohio, Colorado, Oklahoma, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Indi-
ana, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, the District of Columbia, Ken-
tucky, Texas, Alabama, and Michigan.

In Maine, earlier this year, the State school food director became
so concerned about the drop in free and reduced price participation
in the high schwols that she sent out this notice to all school
administrators, asking for suggestions as to ways in which they
could improve their practices to protect the anonymity of needy
children.

This past January we got a' letter frog' a parent in South Ben,
Ind., and L am going to read parts of it torou simply because it will
illustrate I think very well a variety of the problems that we are
here talking about today.

She. said,
Our family qualifies for redused price lunches In my daugliter's elementary

school, reduced price and free lunch children get a weekly ticket on Monday only.
Regular pricewhich I still contend is Aso subsidized though .not by as much
children have the option of buying by the day or by the week. They get a nickel
discount for the week if they buy a weekly ticket but it isn't required as it is for the
reduced price children. When I discussed this with the principal, saying I felt it was
a diacriminatory practice, he could not .see wherein it was discriminatory. The
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aq,rumrat hw- tiot alfoviing daily piachase4 by reduced !nice children wii I he In
creased paperwork for teachers Isn't it the same amount of paperwork whether the
price is I.-) cents or 10 emits"

In the high school situation all students buy a five meal ticket in the office When
they haVe used it up, they turn in the old ticket and buy a new mu.. It elo-esnt have
to he done on Monglay. it can he done any day of the week The (Alice is the only one
who km s what was paid

lit tlw niddle school the situatton is (fillet-mit again This year all lunch tickets
are hand si by the cafeteria stall. Lunch tickets are sohl on a weekly basis and are
not redeemable if lost. Students losing tickets Must purchase meals on a daily
basis nwaning full price-- or bring a sack lunch

My son tells me the pernvment ticketti are laminated and the reduced ones are
marked with a red line No%%i, I ask you, is this not illegaLand if so, what can we do
about

It is clearly illegal and the letter 'illustrates several things.
Firstand I think it is an important pointthe fact that all school
meals are subsidized by the Federal Government is still not gener-
allr acknowledged by school officials nor known by pqrents.

Second, school administrators may be completelY insensitive to
the ways in which students and parents feel discriminated against
by food program collection procedures.

Third, in one school district many different procedures appear to
be in operation including some which are specifically prohibited by
law and ot ers which actually do protect the anonymity of the free
and reduce "price meal participants.

The Governor's Office mi Nutrition in Michigan re rts the il-
legal practice of using marked meal tickets on the Up Peninsulfi
and the southeastern part of the State.

In Lee County,. Ala., some schools set up separate. tables in the
hallways where students receiving free, reduced price or full price
meals can pick up or buy their tickets. The elementary schools
collect money in the classroom by calling the pant* students to
the front of the room first, followed then by the students receiving
reduced price and free meak The Alabama Hunger Coalition tells
us that the State school food agency has 'shown no interest in
working with schools to correct this situation.

In Warren County, Miss., a few different systems are in use, all
of which discriminate against students participating in the free
and reduced price meals programs, according to a low-income
parent whose children are in school there. One of the schools issues
semester lunch passes only to those children receiving free lunch.

Another school, again, only the students receiving free meals are
assigned an ID number which they give when they go thxough the
line so that their names can be checked off on a list. All other
children Simply pay for their lunches in the line. Many high school
students in Warren County have chosen not to eat rather than be
identified as poor.

Overt identification tas also marred the be inning of a pilot
breakfast progrom in Harrisburg, Pa. earlier t is year. AsJ am
reading this, I must say, Mr. Chairman, you ment oned earlierthat
in 1968 we heard about this,Itn 1970 we heard ab4ut this, that the
fact that we are here today talking about these dame -things over
and over again is, I think, just appalling.

But in any case, in Harrisburg, the teachers were cutting break-
fast tickets out of colored 'construction paper-orange for free
meals, blue for seduced !rice .and white for paying, The children
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citrried their tickets to the cafeteria where they dropped them in
cups marked "free," "reduced price," and "paid." WIwn a comintk
nity worker mentioned this problem to tlw principal he threntened
to drop the program. She decided it would be hate r. to drop t he
subject. , .

The same community worker reported that parents who are
\ eligible to a ply for free and particularly for educed price meals

for their ch ldren often refuse to do so beca they don't want
their children to be embarrassed. A typical case, s said, Was that
of a bank clerk in Harrisburg who earns a little ove $12,000 a y r
and has five children. He absolutely refused to fill out an applic i-
tion even though it could have saved tilt fprnily $450 for the sch
year. .

i,,Indeeil, one of' our staff people was living n/Mississippi and at
the time was on welfare, refused to allow heR,children to get free
meals because They were being identified, they 'would be identified
in thg schools, -

In 'Helena, Mont., the same 'situation is reported. Filling out the
school lunch free and reduced price application form is equated
with applying for welfare. One principal there has decided to try to
do somethitig about. tliis by changing the application form from a
lengthy olficious looking document to a simple 1-page statement
which makes very clear that all meals are federally subsidized and
that those children from families,with lower incomes. are entitled
to meals that are more highly subsidized. .

Those of you who tere here in 1970-1 guess that is only you,
Mr. Chairmanwill rgcall that you stged specifically in your com-
mittee report t3iat application forms were to be short and simple
and clear.

.

It is probably unnecessary to prolong this recitation of horror
stories. By now those of us gathered here today are aware of the
problem. Overt identification of low income children participating
in the school food programs ,was specifically prohibited in the 1970
legislation and ,et, nearly 10 years laOr it is still widespread. It. embarrasses children and pa chologically harms those who con-
tinue to participate. 1qual1y devastating, it discourages many chil-
dren from participati g altogether. /

What is most distr ing, however, is that it is not only illegal, it
is unnecessary. As wê have heard today, some schools have man-
aged to administer the programs with sensitivity and success in a
protecting the anonymity of needy children. There are collection
procedures that work.

My purpose and hope in coming before you today is to ask for
your help and your consideration of ways in which this problem of
a decade of discrimination. against needy schoolchildren can be
solved. .

In 1970, the Congress in ith wisdom, anticipated the possibility of
discrimination and so it wrott7 the law with clarity and specificity.
In 1975, the Congrvss at/tended the law to make it even clearer. I
know there is no need to read it to you all. /

The Federal regulations reiterate these' points and the free-and-
redwed-price-policy guidance materials published by USDA illus-
trates collection procedures schools Can use to protect the allonym-
ity of the needy child. In spite of thiS, we estimate that over half of
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the tiehoolRin this country are practicing some form of overt identi-
fication. Why is this? k

There are many reasons. One of' the most important ones is that
there has not been a will to succeed. And the families, those most
affected by the failure of these policies, generally have been afraid
to speak out.

Complaint, of discrimination from low-income parents are not
received warmly by most school administrators. The Agriculture
Department, although well aware of the Problem, appears to feel it
can't be solved and has not yet been forced to act by any great
public outcry.

k
There s ms to be an attitude prevalent among many of the

nonpoor i this country that if a child is hungry enough he or she
will eat, io matter how the Meals are, provided and regardless of
the indignity involved. In this way, as in others, children are
blamed for the poverty they were born to. We preach equality and
human rights but we give poor people a hard way to go. It is as if
we believe that to be poor is un-American.

Admittedly, changing such attitudes among people who equate
poverty with laziness or lack of ambition is an enormous undertak-
ing and may never be accomplished. Therefore, we must look for
mechanical steps that ameliorate the effects of these attitudes. For
example, there are things that can be done to eliminate the obvi-
ous kinds of discrimination against needy children who participate
in the school food programs., I order to do so certain principles
could be declared:

1. Any system,that allwo the plying student to pay by the day
in the cafeteria while requiting the' student participating for free
or at a reduced price to obtain weekly or monthly tickets,, is dis-
giminatory. Additionally, ai long as money is changing hinids in
the cufeteria, children from low-income families will be identified.

2. Classroom collection overburdens the teaCher and invites overt
identification. It is virtually impossible to safeguard the anonymity

. .of children needing free or reduced price meals when this method
it; used.

If these two principles were accepted by- all schdolsno cash in
die cafeteria and no payments in the classrooma giant step
wokld be taken toward the protection of needy children from public
identification and discrimination.

In addition, something must be done to correct the blatantly
illegal procedures being practiced in so many schools such as the.
use of differenticolored tickets or tokens, posted lists, public self-
identification,irefusal to replace lost tickets, and so on.

The Department of 'Agriculture considers these violationszto be
program malfunctions, .9nd therefore offers by the Civil/Rights
Division of the Food arni Nutrition Service to get involved have
been refused. Consider the language on page 6 of FNS'Instruction
113-1 for Title VI: CiYil. Rights Compliance and Enforcement'

Program Division Directors shall /more that FNS programs are administered in a
mander that prohibits discrimination and eliipinates institptional barriers that may
limit participation or deny equal access by eligible persons.

Low-income cAdren are being kept Out of the school food pro-
grams because of institutionalized practices which cAuse them
prefer hunger over stigmatized participation. Granted, low incoMT
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is-not a-raeiali religious, or ethnic identity-, but, it is the characteris-
tic of a much-discriminated-against minority. And often, this eco-
nomic minority is heavily .populated by racial', ethnic, or religious
minorities.

The national school lunch program has been with -us for more
than 30 years. Overt identification of the low-income children who
needs so desperately to participate has festered and burgeoned over
the years despite the law and in defiance of the clear congressional
intent. The program division of FNS has 'preferred to maintain its
myopia and, only when forced, then treats the problem on a case-
by-case basis.

We would like to recommend that this problem merits continued
emphasis. The Food and Nutrition Service has its own Civil Rights
Division that could assist in developing a system for monitoring the
protection of the anonymity of children receiving meals free or at a
reduced price. Monitoring is vitally important at this time because
so many schools are using illegal collection procedures that humil-
iate children.

However, just as important as monitoring is the.dissemination of
information regarding collection procedures that do not discrimi-
nate. The Free and Reduced Price Policy Handbook, put out by the
Department, describes several acceptable Procedures, but very few
people ever see that publication.

Some school districts around the country have successfully insti-
tuted a univemal free lunch program, but we agree with you that
'any national universal free lunch program is obviously not some-
thing that we can see in the near future. We feel the Llepartment
of Agriculture should do everything within its power to inform
State and local school Officials as to methods Of obeying the law.

This is the International Year of the Child, and it is an approgri-
ate time, we feel, to launch a campaign that will put an end to
discrimination against needy children participating in the school
food programs.

Chairman Perkins and members of the committee, I ask you on
behalf of all of us here testifying today and folks who will testify
tomorrow, to redouble Svur efforts of the past 10 years to insure
that children who need school meals the most receive them in
dignity and not .itlith discrimination.

[The prepared dtsitement of Barbara 'Bode follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA- BODE, PRESIDENT, THE CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committeelny name is Barbara Bode and I
am President of The Children's Foundation. We are the oldest and lar,gest national
anti-hunger advocicy organization in the country and for the past t-Fn y9ars we
have 'Monitored federal child nutrition programs. With me today is NIargaret
Lorber, Director of our National School Food Advocacy Project.

I am also pleased to be representing the National School Breakfast Coalition, a
group of some NO organizations, al) committed to ending discrimination in the
School Food Programs as they stated in thoir petition to this committee requesting
that these hearings be held.

The Sehool Food Programs, when viewed in their broadest context, have a very
important contribution to make to this country's health and welfare. Not only can
they provide all children with the energy they need to work well at school, but they
can also mean a lifetime of better health and greater productivity. Unfortunately,
as you'have begun to hear this morning, discrimination against low income children
is undermining the worth of these programs.
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In just the past year and a half Th ':hildren's Foundation has heard complaints
of discrimination from Massa-Chusitts, NOFIK -Carolina, Ohio, Colorado:Oklahoma,
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Indiana, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Kentucky, Texas, Alabama and Michigim.

In Maine, earlier this year, the State School Food Director became so -concerned
about the drop in free and reduced price participation in the high schools that she
sent out this notice to all school administrators:

"One reason for poor participation is that those students who qualify for free or
reduod price meals do not want their peers to know that they are receiving free
meald. Tlnis is evidenced by the big drop off in percentage of free and reduced price
meals at the high school as compared to the elementary and middle school level
within a community or district. nig situation is not easy to deal with. If you have'
come up with an idea that works for you we would like to know about it so we may
share with others."

We received a well written letter last. January from a parent in South Bend,
Indiana, which sheds light on many different aspects of the problem. I would like to
share with you a few excerpts from that letter:

"Our family qualifies for reduced price lunches. . . . In my daughter's elemen-
tary school, reduced price and free lunch children get a weekly ticket on Monday
only. 'Regular' price (which I still contend is also subsidized though not by as much)
children have the option of buying by the day or by the week. They get a nickel
discount for the week if they buy a weekly ticket but it isn't required as it is for the
reduced price children. When I discussed this with the principal, saying I felt it was
a dikriminatory practice, he could not see wherein it was discriminatory. The
argument for not allowing daily purchase by reduced price children was the in-
creased paper work for teachers. Isn't it the same amount of paperwork whether the
price is 15 cents or 40 cents?

"In the high school situation all students buy a 5 meal ticket in the office. When
they have used it up, they turn in the old ticket and buy a new one. It doesn't have
to be done on Monday, it can be done any -day of the week. The office is the only one
who knows what was paid.

"In the intddle school the situation is different again. May I quote from the
November 1979 parent news bulletin:

"'This year all lunch tickets are handled by the cafeteria staff. Lunch tickets are
sold on a weekly baais and are not redeemable if loot. Students losing tickets must
purchase meals on a daily basis (meaninsfull price) or bring a sack lunch. We are
no longer loaning money to students. Students on free lunches have tickets assigned
to' them on a permanent basis. These tickets will not be replaced when lost or
damaged.'

"My son tells me the 'permanent' tickets are laminated and the reduced ones are
marked with a red line. Now I ask you, is this not illegal, and, if so, what can we do
about it?" .

This letter illustrates several things. First, the fact that all school meals are
subsidized by the federal government is still not generally acknowledged-by school
officials nor known by parents. Second, school aciministrators may be elm letely
insensitive to the ways in which students and parents feel discriminated agai et by
food progrqm collection procedures. Third, in one school district man dif1rent
procedures appear to be in operation including some which are specifica y pr hibi-
ted by law and others which actually do protect the anonymity of th fret and
reduced price metil participants.

The Governor's Office on Nutrition in Michigan reports the illegal practice of
using marked meal tickets on the upper peninsula and in the southeastern fpart of
the state.

In Lee County, Alabama, some schools set up separate tables in the hallways
where students receivieg free, reduced price or full price meals can pick up or buy
their tickets. The elenitintary schools collect money in the classroom by calling the
paying students to the front of the room first, followed then by the students
receiving reduced price and free meals. The Alabama Hunger Coalition tells us that
the State School Food Agency has shown no interest in working with :whoa; to
correct this situation.

In -Warren County, Mississippi, few different systems are in use, all of which
discriminate against students pqtthciating in the free and reduced price meals
programs, according to a low incóme parent whose children are in school there. One
of the schools issues semester lunch passes only to those children receiving free
lunch. At another school, again, only the students receiving free meals are asaigned
an ID number which they give when they go through the line so that their names
can be checked off on a list. All other children simply pay for their lunches in the
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line Many high school students in Warren ('ounty have choiten not to eat rather
than -WidiiaTified WY poor.

Overt identification has tklso marred the beginning of a pilot breakfast program in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, erlier this year. Teachers were t utting breakfast tickets
out of colored construction paper--orange for free meals, blue for reduced price and
white for paying. The children tarried their tickets to the cafeteria where they
dropped tlwm into tape marked "free," "reduced price" and "paid." When a commu-
nity worker mentioned this problem to the principal he threatened to drop tlw
program. She decided it would be better to drop the sub;lect even though she
overheard exchanges like, "How come your ticket is orange? "That's because he's
poor."

The same community worker reported that parents who are eligible tq apply fbr
free and particularly for reduced price meals for their children often refuse to do so
because they don't want their children to be embarrassed. A typical case, she said.
was that of a bank clerk in Harrisburg who earns a little over $12,000 a year and
has five children. 1-le absolutely refused to fill out an application even though it
coould have saved the family $450.00 for the school year.

In Helena, Montana, the same aituetion is reported. Filling out the school lunch
free and reduced priced application form is equated with applying fo-r welfare. One
principal there has decided tti try to do something about this by changing the
application form from a lengthy officious looking document to a simple one page
statement which makes very clear that all meals are Federally subsidized and that
those children from families with lower incomes are entitled to meals that are more
highly ubsidized. Those of you who were he in 1970 will recall that Chairman
Perkir stated specifically in his Committee re rt that application forms tvere to
be short and simple.

It is probably unnecessary to prorong tiIecifiition of horror stories. By now
those of us gathered here today are aw of the problem. Overt identification of
low income children participating in the school food programs was specifically
prohibited in the 1970 legislation and, yet, nearly 10 years later it is still wide.
spread. It embarrasses children and psychologically harms those who continue to
particpate. Equally devastating, it discourages many children from participating
altogether.

What is most distressing, however, is that it is not only illegal, it is unnecessary.
As we have heard today, some schools have managed to administer the programs
with sensitivity and success in protecting the anonymity of needy children. There
are collection procedures that work!

My purpose and hope in coming before yeeoday is to ask for your help and your
consideration of ways in which this problem of a decade of discrimination against
needy school children can be solved:.

In 1970, the Congress, in its wisdom, anticipated the possibility of discrimination
and so it wrote the law with clarity and specificity. In 1975, the Cdniiress amended
the law to make it even clearer. Section 9ibX2) of the National School Lunch Act
now states:

"No physical segregation of, or other discrimination against, any child eligible for
free or reduced price lunch under this paTagraph shall be made-by the school nor
shall there be any overt identification of any such child by special tokens ortickets,
announced or published list of names of by any other means. ' (Pub. L. 94-105 89
Stat. 513 Oct. 7, 1975)

The Federal regulations (§ 245.8) reiterate these points and the Free and Reduced
Price Policy guidance materiels published by USDA illustrates collection procedures
schools can use to protect the anonymity of the needy child. In spite of this, we
estimate that over half of the school& in this country are practicing some form of
overt identification. Why is this?

. There are many reasons. The most important one is that there hqv not been a will
to succeed. And the families, thoee moat affected by the failure of these policies,
generally, have been afraid to speak out. Complaints of discrimination from low
income parents areinot received warmly by moot school administrators. The Agri-
culture Dleparment, although well aware of the problem, appears to feel it can't be
solved and has not yet been forced to act by any great public outcry. There seems to
be Mtitude prevelant among many of the nonpoor in this country that if a child
is hungry enough he or she will eat, no matter how the peals are provided and
regardless of the indignity involved. In this way, as in otXers, children are blt4med
for the poverty they were born into. We preach equalit y. end human rights Nit we
give poor people a hard way to go. It's as if we believe that to be poor is tine
American'.
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----AdnUttedly, ehanging such attitudes Among Kop le who (NINO pove!.ty with 110-
ness or lack of ambition is an enormous undertaking and may never be necom
plished. Therefore, we must look fer mechanical stepe that ameliorate the effects of
these attitudes. For example, there are things that can be done to eliminate the
obvious kinds of discrimination against needy children who participate in the school
food programs. In order to do mo certain principles could he declared.

"Any system that allows ithe paying student to pay by the day in the cafeteria
while requiring the student participating for free or at a reduced price to obtain
weekly or monthly tickets is discriminatory. Additionally, as long as moiwy is
changing hands in the cafeteria, children from low income families will he identi-
fied.

"Classroom collection overburdens the teacher and invites overt identification. It
is virtually impoesible to safeguard the anonymity bT children needing free or
reduced price tneals when this method is used."

If these two principles were accepted by all ftchoolsno cash in the cafeteria and
no payments in the classrooma giant step would be taken toward the protection of
needy children from public identification and discrimination.

In addition, something must be done to correct _the blatantly illegal procedures'.
being practiced in so many schools such as the use of different colored tickets or
tokens, posted lists, public self identification, refusal to replace lost tiekets, and so
on. The Department of Agriculture considers these violations to be program mal-
fUnctions and, therefore, offers by the Civil Rights Division of the Food and Nutri-
tion Service to get involved have been refused. Yet, a sound argument can be made
for treating this as a civil rights problem. Consider the language on page fi of FNS
Instruction 113-1 for title VI Civil Rights Compliance and Enforcement:

"Program Division Directors shall assure that FNS programs are administered in
a manner that prohibits discrimination and elimAgiates institutional barriers that'
may limit particiaption or deny equal access by elif ible persons."

Low income children att being kept out of the school fooct programs because of
institutionalized practices which caUse them to prefer hunger over stigmatized
participation. Granted, low income is not a racial, religious or ethnic identity, but it
is the characteristic of a much discriminSted against minority. And often, this
economic minority is heavily populated by racial, ethnic or religious minorities.

The National School Lunch Program has been with us for more than 30 years.
Overt identification of the low income children who so desperately to partici-
pate has festered and burgeoned over the years despite the law and in definance of
the clear congressional intent. The program division of 'NS has preferred to main-
tain its myopia and, only when forced, then treats th problem on a case-by-base
basis. 'Pe cite a letter from an FNS administrator 1 one of our staff members:

"On occasion, we learn of a violation of this uirement either through our
monitoring effort or through notification froitrii cçncerned p rt . When this oeca-
sion arises, a. review is conducted and follow-up action is ini to assure that
compliance is achieved . . . However, we believe that it is not ible to completely
protect the identity of free -and redatied price meal recipients, and our findings
Indicate that any administrative system can break down without continued empha-
sis."
' We would like to recommend that this problem merits continued emphasis. The

Food and Nutrition &dyke has its own Civil Rigby; Division that could assist in
developing a system for monitoring the protectiodr of the anonymity of children
receiving meals free or at a reduced price. Monitoring is vitally important at this
time because so many schools are using illegal collection procedin'es that humiliate
children.

However, just as important as monitoring is the dissemination of infornmtion
regarding collection procedures that do not diseriminate. The Free and Reduced
Price Policy Handbook put out by the Department describes _several acceptable
procedures., but very few people eyer see that publication. Some school districts
around the country have succsessfully instituted a Universal Free Lunch Program
and in doing so have eliminated overt identification of low income participants. Yet
no one has heard kbout these successes. The Department should be doing e e vthing
within its power IV inform state and local school officials as to methods o beying

the law.
I wont to end by reading to you on of my favorite ttuotes' from a study we

published last fall entitled "Barriers to Sc I Breakfast. this VIM o statement
made to our fiejd investigator by Richard M' r, the State School FoOd Director in
the state of Oregon:

"What a great opportunity we have. So ma y programs in this nation are missing
that point and missing this opportunity, it's a shame. This should be one of our
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nal mind Objectives. We hovy the greatest opportunity in the world because we have
the best medium to creole the-kind or dhookb in scloiol feod wlitire a young woinan
OT II young man can enjoy a little dignity al mealtime And if we don't um it, shame
on UM

What more appropriate tinw than the International Year ()lithe Child to launch a
campaign that will put an end to discrimination against needy children participat
ing in the school lood programs Chairnutn Perkins. members of the Committee, I
ask vou, on behalf of all of um here testifying today and for the *take of America's
children. TO redouble your ellerfs of Ilw past ten years to ensure that the childrn
who need sclusil meals the most, receive them with dignity, not discrimination.

BLATANT DIS('HIMIN ATION RETAHM SCHOOL FOOD 1)1101:RAMS

Widespread discriminat Um against low-income children eligible in participate in
the fedoi ally subsidized school fixxi programs will be the jocus ol Congressional
oversight hearings sixinsored by the Douse Sulocommit I ve on Elementary, Secondary
and Viicat lona! Education.on October 17 and 18 in Room 2175 of the Rayburn Douse
OffirAm-fluilding. beginning at 9:30 a ni both days

"Illegal collection mocedures and identification plublenis embarrass and may
pshchologicolly harm children who participate free or at reduced prices in school
lunch or breakflist progralliii," said Barbara Bode, President of The Children's
Foundation "Equally devastatmg, 'discrimination discourages many Children from
part wi pat mg angel her

In 1946 Congress legislated the Notimial School hunch Act to provide nuturitious
!owl for all children. In 1970 the Act was aniwided to provide free or reduced prWe
meals tor children from low-incoine families. The amendment also guaranteed that
children receiving free or'reduced price meals would not be treated differently from
those Who !my the regular price for their meals

Dibspit this amendment and new regulations the problem of discrimination per-
sists It is estimated that infer knit' the schools in this country practice some form of
overt identificotion of low-income children, limiting participation in the school food
prog rut ins by t hose children who iteed the programs most.

For example, in many schools students receiving free, reduced price and bill price
nwals have different colored tickets Other sclosts publicly identify students by
calling out the names of those receiving frie- or reduced price meals. And in still
other schools, only those students who receive fret. or reduced price meals have
meal I D cards. If a student loses a card, the student-does not eat for the rest of the
semester.

"Such illegal procedures are umwcessary," said 13o51. "Many snook manage to
administer the food programs with sensitivity and success there are collection
procedures that work Low income children are kept out of the school food programs
because they prefer to Iv hungry rather than be labeled pixir by their classmates,
their twers and lechers.

The oversight hearings were called in reslxinse to a petition from the 'National
Schixd BreakInst Coalition, a group of over 500 organizations and individuals work-
ing to expaild and improve the School Breakfast Program. Those testifying in the
hearings include: The Children's h'oundation, a national anti-hunger organization,

iihe National Association of Black Psychologists, the Kentucky Council of Churches,
the National Child Nutrition Project and the Ohio Ilunger Task Force.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you on your statement.
The committee will now recess for about 10 minutes. We will go

over and answer the quorum and come right back for questions.
Thank you very much.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Zeller, I asked you one question this

morning concerning the impact of deleting 5 cents on the reim-
bursement right on your school lunch .program, and you discussed
the effect it may have on the free and reduced price program, in
'Michigan.

Would you explain a little more fully this effect'?
The reason I want to ask you that question is' that I am for the

strongest free and reduced price lunch programs we can possibly
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-obtain, I-also-agree-strongly with_your viewpoint that we have got
to have a strong regular school program.

Ms. ZELLER. As I mentioned, the participation in the breakfast
program is not very high, partially because it's new, but another
major factor is that most of the children who participate are poor.

Until there are more regular paying students participating in
the breakfast program all of the children who are eligible for free
and reduced price meals won't participate because they don't want
to be identified as boil* poor.

If there is a reduction in the reimbursement for the regular
priced lunches at both, well, at any level, I think that there will be
fewer children buying their lunches. More children will be taking
their lunches in Columbus, particularly now, because we are under
a desegregation order, so very few children &,in go home for lunch
anymore. .

More children will be taking their lunches which means that,
again, those children who are receiviNg free or reduced price meals
will be the majority of children getting those' meals, and just by
virtue of that they will be identified as being poor.

When I had talked about the financial situation before, I am not
sure it creates a situation where either the price of the meals has
to be increased to make up for the lost subsidy or- the school system
has to pick up the difference. Many of the school systems in Ohio
'have had substantial increases in the -Mists, and that has reduced
the participation of regular paying students in some schools al-
ready.

If *ere is an additional cost added, that would presumably
reduce participation even more.1 just think that it is important to
have trnany paying students participating as possible so that it
does not become a situation like the breakfast program surrently
is, where virtually everyone who is participating is pook, and be-
cause they are participating everybody knows they are poor.

ChairmatOzad. Mr. doodling? ----.1 -
Mr. GOODLING. I 'don't really have atic--questions, Mr. Chairinan.

I have one or two commente
Ms. Zeller, on page 2 of your testimony, I need one more figure

in order to add any lcind of legitimacy to your observations. I would
have to know the size of the student population both timer/After
23..years in this business, it's very obvious to ,me that there is a
greater dropout rate and a greater work ratesamong the people you
are talking about. So, I would need to know that egure.---

7the
s. ZELLER. The total enrollment of the schools? . .

Mr. GOODLING. Yes; when you are talking about them, not only
tofal enrollment of the population yotfkare comparing here, but

I would have to know when they were elementary students and
when they were junior-lind senior high school students, When you
go to a one-third and a half, there is also a big difference of the
youngsters. who remain in school and those who did go to work.

Mr. ZELIER. I have the total population for the school system. I
can get that information. .

Mr. GOODLING. I would like to have it. It adds legitimacy to your
figures. . ..

Ms. ZELLER. With the paying students, the Columbus school
systerii, the junior and senior high is operated on an open campus



system, so the children can Jeave during the lunch hour. What we
have-found; particularly in those schools that were -in the past in
upper income areas, there was little participation at lunch, because
most of the children left and bought their lunches outside the
school system as opposed to doing it in any other way. But I will
get the figures for the total.

Mr. GOODLING. You can understand what I am driving at. On
page 4 of your statement you said: "Further, most elementary
children are not given a choice between the school meals program,
yet have a much higher participation rate than do secondary stu-
dents."

Do you have an alternative to doing away with a la carte, et
cetera. Again, during 23 years of experience, we did everything
under the suq to try to encourage secondary participation. No,
their tastes don't change all that much; but, oh, my, their sophisti-
cation in the 20-minute lunch period, they are not going to give pp
20 minutes of their lives if that is all they are going to have.

We tried to expand the time, so.I hope you can come up with
some other alternative. Just different plates, I don't think, is suffi-
cient.

Now/ Ms. Bode, as far as your testimony is concerned, I think
you took a different approach in that basically you are saying let's
enforce the laws that are on the book, and I would agree whole-
heartedly with that.

I am not here to say that I have the answer on how you do that.
A lot depends again, Of 'course, on the administrators who are
running the school. It wasn't easy for me originally, because the
man in charge of free lunches and reduced lunches was one of
those who was thoroughly opposed' to giving-away anything. There-
fore, his knuckles had to be cracked.

There was one question I had where you were talking about a
gentleman in Pennsylvania. You did not say, although later on you
talked about the kinds of forms, that it was an undessirable form. I
couldn't tell whether it was a case where he refused to fill a form
which creates a problem,

Ms. BODE. First of all, I would like to say when yoU first joined
the committee, we were really delighted because of your experience
as a school administrator, and that §ort of thing, because it's im-
portant to us that we can talk to people wiao understand..

I was talking at that point.about a principal in Helena, Mon.,
who felt that the application form was so complex and looked like

r --.- such an official document.
Mr. GOODLING. But the illustration you used was the gentleMan

in.Harrisburg with five children.
Ms. BODE. Sorry, that was another paragraph.
Mr. GOODLINO. You didn't-say whether he refused to fill it out.
-Ms. BODE., He just refused.
Mr. tiOODLING. Let'scsay you have a very simple form. You have

to know what the familY's income is to make the decision.
Ms. BODE. I am sorry. I didn't speak very clearly. In Harrisburg

the situation with the man who was the bank cleric and refused to
apply had nothing to do with the application form. What it had to
gici with, and when I mentioned to one of our,staff people who also
experienced this, what it had to dO with was not b:eing willing to go
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through a certain embarrassment as adults themselves, but not
being willing to Race their Children in -a situation in whiCh they
would feel embarrassed and publicly identified..

Mr. GOODLING. I was associating the two, and I can 'see where a
lengthy form and so on, but somehow or another the person who is
responsible for making sure they are legitimately receiving what
they are suppbsed to be receiving would have to have something.

How do we get around his case, and what do we do for that
gentleman?

Ms. BODE. Mat we do, I think, for the man in Harrisburg is, and'
it's a suggestioh I would like to make to the committee, that we
have got to somehow make the Department of Agriculture look at
the fact that the law is not being obeyed is a real problem, and
maybe one thing that you all could do, and we would hope that you
might,-is to send a letter to the Department saying very clearly we
expect you to explore ways in whicfrollOs law can indeed be imple-
mented and followed and asic them to report back to you.

Mr. GOODLING. Let me pursue that. I am still not quite clear.
He refused to fill out this application. Was it because he had the

'price, or was it because he thought the way it would be adminis-
tered would be embarrassing to hits children? It wasn't the applica-
tion that was embarrassing to him?

Ms, BODE. No, it was not the application, but it was because of
the fact the children were bving identified in the Harrisburg school
with these different colored ticket§ and that is just so specifically
prohibited in the language of the legislation as well as in the'
language of the regulations.

Mr. GOODLING. How about when everYthing is the same on the
ticket except 227;, 228, 229?

Ms. BODE. My experience, and I have ndt worked as recently as
our school project director has, but my experience over the. past
more than 12 years of working with the* programs has been that
as long as that is not obvious, if it's just a shift of tlumbers, as long
as you don't have all of the kids getting free lunches with the
numbers all ending in zero, say, or. all beginning with 1, and for-
reduced price beginning with 2 or regular pride beginning with 3,
as long as there is a sensible approach taken we would not object.

Mr. GOODLING. Now, I understand, but I thought you were put-
ting the Harrisklurg gentleman in a Rosition where he refused to
fill out a form became it was a form.

MS. BODE. No; I agree.
Chairman PERKINS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GOODLING. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. It seems to me that the school lunch admin-

. istrators should be more careful to follow the law. If they want to
ignore that law, they have got no business trying to administer a
school lunch program.

Ms. BoDE Hear hear.
Mr. GOODLING. My staff member heard from pt ople in our State

who complained that one of the problems they run into is many
times these mandates are sent out but there is really no training
from USDA or wherever it should. come ffom to tell them how
these things should be done. We should look at -this possibility to
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make sure uniform guidelineo4tre established throughout the
United States. That leadership-Wald-come from USDA.

%Chairman PERKINS. We would not have to go that far. If ou take
the number 2,001 and let it run up to 2,200 for the regular p ram
then the free lunch and reduced price numbers could follo . It
could be a simple situation, if just somebody would give it a little
thought.

Mr..GOODLING. When you look at the whole testimony of all of
these folks, some help, songuidance and some training perhaps
rom USDA would make sure that one school would not be differ-
nt from another.
I am not one that is usually calling, for uniformity or Federal

legislation, but I think that probably in this program there is a
legitimate cry for assistance. Many times we get the regulations, .
and we have no idea what the regulations really mean, even
though we wrote the legislation. Perhaps this is an avenue we
should look at so at least they would not have the excuse that they
didn't know.

Ms. BODE. You are very right about the lack of trainina anc140
guidance. There is the free and reduced price policy guidAlines.

Mr. GOODLING. A lot of school districts in which there is no one
particularly responsible. That is one of the responsibilities of some
'other assistant superintendent who has 32,000 other responsibil-
ities in the district. ,

Where there is some one yerson responsible, you have 0 different
thing. Many small districts would not have an individual. It would
just be one of their many jObs, so that is something we probably
should look into.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I thank you, Mr. Goodling.
Let me ask the panel a question. You have all related incidents

of the identification of low income students in school. I would like ,

to know if there has been any analysis made on the scope of this.
problem. across the country. At the same time, to give us your
suggestions to refnedy the problems of d' rimination and poor
children. Go ahead, Ms. Zeller. L ,

Ms. ZELLER. I am not really sure of the ope of the problem
nationwide, because I have dealt entirely with Ohio,. and more
specifically with Columbus. So I really can't answer that question.

I did present three alternative collection procedures and I am
sure there are others. These are the three that have worked in
various places in Ohio. I just haveto reiterate, I wish there were a
way that we would have a la carte meals* And at the same time
allow or prohibit any identification of-low-income children. "

I don't think that is possible. It's something theliolumbus school
admiifistration has been very willing to work witfi us on, and we
have tried a number of different systems, and as long as there are
different kinds of food available to paying and nonpaying students,
there is no way to avoid that discrimination.

So I think the punch card system, billing or-the daily cards that
are turned in with only one perton knowing who is paying or isn't
paying, are probably the least discriminatory systeins that I have
heard about.

. t
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Beyond tl at and universal free meals I really don't know of
another sol

Chairman ERKINs. All right; lees hear from Dr. Jackson on that
question.

Dr. JACKSON. I can't address in terms of' a systematic study, but
what was interesting to me is when our executive committee which .
has persons from the West Coast, Califotnia, Chicago, midregion
and from the metropolitan area of New York, when we began
discussing this, and they began contacting their local chapter chair-
persons, each chapter chairperson reported out that they had en-
countered problems in this area, so as I said during my testimony,
we don't have any liprd data on it, but in termtkof the soft data it
would appear that there is a difficulty throughout-the Nation, and
it does not appear to .be confined in any particular area that I

know of.
In terms of recommendations, I would agree with the, suggestion

that came op that we think there needs to be, first of all, some
indication to people that there are systems that do work.

1)think that perhaps a packaging of the systems that can work
should be ptit stogether; but then I think something else has to
happen.

I think that someone or some group or-some mechanism has to
be developed to indicate to school administrators that the policy of
identification is immoral, and someone has to make this very clear.

Once this is made clear, perhaps then the training using the
package of possible models can bg set up, but I eld'n't know that
simply giving models to people Who have been unwilling to perform
in the past is the answer.

I think yoti have to have both a hard approach which demands
something and you have to give, some defAitiye possibilities simul-
taneously.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Bode?
Ms. BODE. I would like Margaret who directs the tirogram at our

school to answer.
Ms. LORRER. I would be pleased to address this question.
With regard to the scope of the problem throughout the country,

Barbara made it clear in her testimony that just in the last year
and a half we have had actual complaints of very obvious illegal
procedures from 16 States and the District of Columbia.

In addition to that, in my discussions with the Department of
Agriculture, there is kind of a general understanding that the
great mAjority of schools use a 'system where the free and reduced
price'parlitipants must purchase a ticket in advance and where the
payin); stItlent is under no obligation to do so. That could be as
wily as 90 percent of the schools ill this country, except you have
to subtract the 40 percent or so that are actually breaking the law
outright.

The reason this is not breaking the law, that is, the system
where free and reduced price students must have a ticket and the
paying students have an option, the Department feels as long as
the paying studetit could be a ticket holder, the School has done
what it can to make up for the problem, all right, but in fact all of
us who worked on these programs for years realized, as Ann Zeller
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poi out in Columbus, the paying studentsdo not purchase
those tickets in lidvance and buy on a day:t ay asis.

In cases where this is done in -The cafeteria, you cannot avoid
obvious discrimination of who is paying and who is not. We recom-
mend wbether or not you have the option to buy the ticket in
advance or not, if all acquiring of tickets is done in another place,
in a private placO, whether it's a nurse's office or a principal's
office.

Chairman PERKINS. There would be such a simple way if some-
body would put their thoughts to this thing.

Ms. LORBER. Well, in fact, Mr. Chairman, I would*like to say the
reason we are so convinced that there are solutions, it's not that
we only hear complaints, we have talked to people whahave found
solutions.

They read the law and know how the program is supposed to be
administered, and they are carrying it out but, again, I think the
problem is when yoti look at the procedures that are outlined in
the free and reduced price handbook, the procedures are described
but no underlying principles are indicated.

They incidentally mention in a procedure/LW you use this
method, no one but only one clerk in the filch161 knows who is
getting free or reduced price. meals. If you use this other method,
no money is exchanged in the cafeteria, but in no way does the
Department make clear that there are certain principles, certain
guiding principles, if you will, that underlie your procedure, and
then they can say, go ahead, use any procedure you want as long
as4you use these guidelines.

Dr. Jackson's point is very well taken. One of the main purposes
of these...bearings is to ask you as the leaders on this issue to help
us convince the Departmecit that we have got a proçi. I think
once we all agree that we have got a problem, that n4ny, many
students are still being identified, then we can all work together
and see what is the best way to solve that problem.

Many school disteicts acmes the counky are using different
methods that work, and granted it's such aWrge countrriand there
\:ore so maily school.districts, we can't possibly come up-rith one
lution for the whole country. But there is only one problem, and

that is the problem that children are being discriminated Against,
and that is the problem.

The Department refuses to recognize it and refuses to say, Above
all, these programs are contaminated, if in fact a child receiving
freefand reduced price meals is embarrassed by that fact or if

. Students who are eligible for free lunches will not participate,
because they know they will feel humiliated..

That is why we are here, to hays everyone in agreement, that
this is a serious problem and we have got to work together to try to
find solutions. .

Chairman PERKINS. I agree with you, you have got a problem. I
don't know'the scope of it throughout the country. I wish I did, but
it's a shame. To me it's like an honest group .of people shuffling a
deck of cards and 'playing according to tip rules, but if you have
some cheater trying to stack a deck of cards, that would be the way
I would compare an administrator who permits these children to be
identified.
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I would compare him to a cheat in asituation

that is deOlorable, and we may haNe to legislate in or er
_card gam% I think a

to stopif
If you had administrtitors that were interested in these children,

interested in ,their development and carrying out the true intent of
the law as the law is presently written, we would not have this
problem that we have in America-today. We have had it before this
corMnittee so many times.

It makes you sick to hear of administrators of the school lunch
room that don't know how to administer this program yet. It's just
one of those things that we will just have to find a way to work
more on and cooperate with you good people and dO everything we
can to stop it.

It has been around so long and it may be around a long time yet.
I don't know how many more yearsubefore we will get it solved, 13tut
we will just have to keep on it. And it's al/ because the people at
the local level don't have the interest in these school lunch pro-
grams that they should have. It makes you feel bad to see a
situation dike this.

Let me say that all of the witnesses have been most helpful to
the committee. We would not know about a lot of things if it were
not for the witnesses we bring in here. I have not received as many
letters in recent years as I had formetly received, but somehow,
some way we have got to do a lot of education at the local level so
these people can administer the program and perhaps the only way
to do it is by further legislating.

We will do the best job we can, and we will all work together.
. Let me thank all of you for your appearance here this morning.

At this time the subcommittee will adjourn until 9:30 tomorrow
morning.

[Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m., the Subcommitted on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational' Education of the Committee on Educa-
tion and.Labor adjourned, to reconvene Thursday, October 17, 1979,
at 9:30 a.m.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS'ON THE CHILI)
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Identification of Low-Income Children in School
Food Programs

1

BURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE QIN ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

.
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant, to notice, at 9:47 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members prepent: Representatives Perkins Mil Ter, Kildee, Wil-
liams, BuchanaR, Erdahl, and Hinson.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Marian Wyman, special
assistant to the chairman; Beatrice Clay, staff assistant; Mary Jane
Fiske, assistant director minority oversight and research and Rich-
ard Di Eugenio, minority legiOative assooiate.

Chairman PERKINS. The coMmittee will come to order.
We are delighted this morhing- to have my colleague from Ken-

tucky, Carroll Hubbard, one A our outstanding Members in the
U.S. Congress, to introduce s. Ann Joseph of the Kentucky
Hunger Task Force, Kentuc y Council of Churches.

STATEMENT OF HON. CA ROLL HUBBARD, JR., A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONCRRESS FROM ME STATE OF KENTUCKY

Mr. HUBBARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We were ta bout other things and the chairman knew I

was going to uce the first witness. Miss Joseph is not here so
I will not i 111 uce her at this time. That is my mistake, not
Chairmaa Per ins.

It is a real pleasure to be with My distinguished collegue, Chair-
man Perkins, who is, the dean of our delegation from Kentucky and
beloved not only in Kentucky but acroes the Nation.

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to introduce the first witness, Ms.
Carol n Woeoba from the Anchorage Independent School District,
Ky. Her parents are Mr. a re. Lyle Conyer, route 1, Mafion.

She is a graduate of Muriel State University where she received
a Master's of science degree Ih 1965 and a master's degree in 1968.

She is now working on her octrate at the University of Indiana.
(235)
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, It is my 'pleasure fiats_ morning to introduce Carolyn Conyer
Wosoba at this oversight hearing for child nutrition. Carolyn
Wosoba is the talented 35-year-old superintendent of' the Anchor-
age Independent School District in Jefferson County. She is one of
two wonurn school superintendents among Kentucky's 181 school .

districts 'And superintendents.,
It is a real pleasure to have her at the Nation's capital this

morning and to testify before this subcommittee. I have read her
statement and the' only reason I am not going to stay to hear her
testify is because I wanted to give a 1-minute speech on the House
floor regarding this friend and constituent whose parents are also
good friends of mine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Chairman PERKINS. You may proceed. With that introduction, I

_hope your testimony is as outstanding.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN WOSOBA, SUPERINTENDENT
ANCHORAGE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, KY.

Ms. WOSOBA. Sir, I atso hope the same thing.
Thank you, Congressman Hubbard, very mucri. That was Cer-_.

thinly uncalled for,-but I appreciate it.
First of all, I must say I am delighted to be here. Washington is a

marvelous place. I was -here all day yesterday and enjoyed very
much-what I saw and what I heard. I am delighted that ynu invited
me to this hearing. .
- I did leave a small school district in Kentucky, the Anchorage
Independent School District, to come here and testVy and to, in my
opinion, give you some ideas on some of the criti41 realities of this
issue.

While my views represent Kentucky superintendents, I hope
they would be representative of all school administrators across the
United States. "?

In 1976, the delegate assembly of the American Association of
School Administrators (AASA) unanimously adopted a resolution
stating that:

ASA believes that during these times of divisiveness in the educational commu-
nity, and tit a time when there is a lack of clarity in our Nation's value system, the
AASA and individual school administrators must, with vigor, reassert their histori-
cal roles as advocates for children and youth.

AASA urges all administrators to constantly advocate, at the bargaining table, in
the halls of government, and in each community, the current and future needs of
our children and youth.

So I am here today, not as an adversary but as a friond and
advocate for children. But I do believe there are critical issues
concerning this and critical realities that we should be concerned
with., ,

What are those realities? First of all, those realities are rooted in
the needs of children. The needs of children, and indeed, of every
human being, hive been identified and defined by Abraham
Maslo*.

Each of us, as all of us know, has a physiological need, the need
for air, food, water and elimination of body wastes. We have a need
for safety. Each of us has a ,need for self-esteem, the feeling of
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dignity and self-worth. Each of us has a love and bel igingness
need, and so od.

The issue which confronts us today deals specifically with at
least two of those needs, physiological and self-esteem. Certainly
we want to feed the hungry who cannot feed themselves, but we do

not want to satisfy their physiological need and destroy our .oppor-
tunity to meet their need for self-esteem.

I think all of us understand this point. It is critical. If we pass
legislation which meets the most basic physiological need, the need
for food, while at the same time it destroys the individual's feeling
of self-worth, have we really done anything that truly benefits the
individual?

We are fortunate in this country to tiave a set of moral commit-'
meats to guide us as educatao as we attempt to address the
critical realities. George Counts summarized these commitments in
his book, "Education and the Promise of America."

"The first moral commitment," he said, "is the Hebraic Christian
Ethic, which procl*ms the sdpreme worth and dignity of' the indi-
vidual hum-an being, and the importance of the free development of
each individual to the fullest potential."

,Do we violate this committhent by collecting lunch money? And
can we eliminate the stigma that seems to accompany the fact that
we don't collect lunclumoney from some'? I don't think so.

Another of the moral commitments summarized by Counts is
that of' democracy. Certainly I don't have to talk, to you about
democracy, but as we know, it also prizes the worth and dignity of
hunhin beings, recognizes their intelleCtual judgment, insists that
they can and should gOvern themselves, guarantees personal free-
dom and justice under law, equality of treatment and consideration
and protection againt arbitrary acts.

It aSsumes that commott people will share the good things,owank.,
that vveryone will willingly tak4 on the political, economic and
social responsibilities and the gbligations assoeiated with this
system.'

Democracy thus becomes the second critical reality surQauniling
this issue. The function of a democratic government,is to n*et the
needsOf people who cannot meet their own needs. This is true
whgftr vire are talking about the safety need'or the need for self-
esteem, equality, et cetera.

But does the Federal Government prize the worth and dignity of_
human beings, recognize their intellectual judgment, and guaran-
tee personal freedom by legislating every facet of their lives? I
don't think so.

If the handliggx9f lunch,money has become such a problem that
it has resulted in an issue that the Federal Government is now .

concerned with, then I -must conclude -that the AASA has been
asleep at the switch of education.

.A third critical reality that has been involved in this issue, and
certainly Washington has been deeply involved with this issue, is
that of economics.

According to the NOtonal Institute of Education, in'43 States it
now costs 50 percent more to operate primary and secondary
schools than it did in 1971. While the average school enrollment
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dropped 2.3 percent between 1971 and 19763 Ihe_average cost_ of
educating children increased 56 percent.

The National Center for Education Statistics reports that ipublic
school expenditures rose in constant 1975-76 dollars from $47 bil-
lion in 1965-66 to $67.1 billion Wyears later, and projects they will
reach $76.9 billion in 1981-82 if they already haven't.

I submit to .you that if we are to increase the expenditure for
education, that we consider the real, classroom needs of youngsiers
in terms of materials, teacher-pupil "ratio, and equipment, and
leave down on the list of priorities tjle collection of money in the
classrooms and lunchrooms.

I say that any school administratOr Who caninot devise a way to
feed the poor children in histher school distriet 4ithout discrimi-
nating against thenvis a "damn poor school administrator."

What are tOl.emvdies? Give everyone free lunches? Do we give
everyone money for a lunch or do we haveeverybody come and eat
and somebody else pay the bill? This Ills of socialism because it
takes away 'human dignity and indivi reedom.

What is the i e? Collecting lunch money? If indeed that is it,
*hat a farce, tha the taxpayers Oe paying dear for my trip
to Washington; d indeed I havO jist loved it, to g. e testimony
about J)ow school administrators it-4 Anchorage, Ky. or Seattle;
Wash., or Tyler, Tex. can go about feeding the children in their
school district a lunch they can't afford. .

You have no idea the mountains of paperwork that we have to
combat as school adm' istrators every day just to administer the

:ek progrIms that we now ave. In small districts and in large districts
it takes hours.

I submit to you that weere out of touch with kids if-we have not
been in the classroom /or in the lunchroom or in apy individual
schooj to see how theist schools are really operating.

This testimony is given very, very freely, as you, can see, and
with conviction, and I simply restate my case that you must not,... you cannot, undermine the integrity of human initiative by at-
tempting to legislate values and attitudes.

If indeed abuses do exist, and let's hope the/ don't in Kentucky,
-then let US work on ways to elimi6ate these abuses by sharing of
ideas and training. Don't legislate 'more headaches.

It seems to me that the critical reality under discussion today is
one of administrative method and could be handled more efficienty
through the channel;and offices of the administrator'sprofessional
organizations and association, that is, AASA.

If it is a concern, and if the school administrators of this country,
acting individually or as a group, cafinot define and solve the
problem, the Federal Governms,nt might want to consider the prob-
lem at a later date.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr, Gerard Koth, psychologist in the Balti-

more County schoorsystem.

STATEMENT OF GERARD W. KOTH, PSYCHOLOGIST,
BALTIMORE COUNTY SCHOQL SYSTEM

.1 Mr. Kam. Thank you.

4IN
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As a psychologist I deal with youngsters every day in the LAW-
more County schools. I inn conterned with haw they &gust t^heir
school lives and generally to society.

I was asked to speak before the committee today to talk about
some of the youngsters that I have come in contact with who feel
socially stigmatized because of their involvement with certain pro-
cedures that occur in the admirlistration of free lunch or reduced

lunch programs. so
So 4 have tried to make some in ications of appropriate mental

health patterns and ego development in children and adolescents
and to try to address myself to those factors that could adversely
affect the psychological development of youtosters when they are
singled out to participate in a program. .

Even though we certainty recognize that this program would be
certainly beneficial to them, these youngsters have other psycho-
logical needs that they have to address and deal with on a daily

basis.
A concept that has been repeatedly demonstrated in the psycho-

logical literature maintains that each_ individual as he progresses
through maturity encounters along the way specific developmental
tasks; that is to say, those major common tasks that face all indi-
viduals within a given society or subculture of a society.

The successful accomplishment of these tasks at the time they
are encountered is crucial to the individual's subsequent develop-
ment, so that successful achievement will lead to happiness *Id to
success with later tasks while failure leads to unhappiness in the
.individual, disap royal by society, and difficulty with later tasks.

It Is through t e achieveine of these developmental tasks that
individuals in our societ velop an integrated personality that
will allow him to funct" in society.

Tryon and Lilient . have identifVe10 broad categories of devel-
opmental tasks, , which 3 are relevant to the issues that this
subcommittee i: :ddressing.

T t, achieving an appropriate dependence-indepen-
den pat .

a . achieving an appropriate giving-receiving pattern of af-
fectio ,

And, third, relating to changing social groups.
These tasks require of the individual learning different behaviors

at successive maturity levels. In addition, each child or adolescent
will work on a given developmental task in a' unique way, respond-
Mg to the many factors that come into play in-his everyday life.

71here are two significant aspects in the emerging personality of
li youngster as he progresses through older childhood into adoles-

cence that characterizes thi articular period in his life.
The first. deals with the oungster's ability to be accepted and

play a role as a member o a peer group. This tas)c increases in
significance as the child develops and it is not uncommon to see in
both boys and girls a tendency ta conform to group codes and
standards for no other reason than the fact that everyone is doing

it.
It is also at this time that friendship choices become more impor-

tant to the youngster and are based more frequently on similarity
of phydical maturity, abilities, interests and socio-economic status,
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A second trend that occurs during this period of time and is

ThZ ai of searehing
ilaand achieving a sense of self-identity. The adolescent's search

ps-amore-pressiriudi iii

for self-identity is revealed in a variety of ways.
Becoming independent of parents and teachers and gaining ac-

ceptance of peers are important steps in achieving a sense of per-
sonal identity.

Possessing the ability to cope effectively with one's environment
also contributes significantly to a sense of identity. We are all
aware of the fact that children and adolescents in particular expe-'
rience traumatic setbacks at even the slightest thwarting of these
two social drives.

The question that we must deal with then ift What affect does
being singled out for participation in a specialltype progiam such
as .a free lunch or reduced lunch program have on the emotional-
social development of the individual?

From a scientific point of view this is a very difficult question to
investigate. In fact, to my knowledge there are no formal studies
that have been done that would deal with the issues

The reason that the issue is so difficult to study is that the
variables that are being studied constantly change, and more im-
portantly, youngsters generally are very apprehensive about dis-
cussing their feelings over this particular issue.

From my experience as a psychologist in the school systems
there are-marked similarities between youngsters who aria singled
out for special education programs and those who are singled out
to participate in programs such as the free lunch or reduced lunch
program. Even though it may be helpful for these children to be
involved in these types of programs, they fear othe social stigma
associated with it.

From a purely intuitive point of view, I would have to say that
there is a definite effect upon the child's self-perception and identi-
ty that 'is fn involvement in a given program. For some youngsters
the effect is very minimal, however. For other youngsters it repre-
sents a major factor in their development..

In dealing.with youngsteni that have a wide variety of psycho-
logical problems in the school system, I have come across some
youngsterti who were also receiving free lunch or reduced lunch
programs at the school. In my conversation with these-youngsters
several problems emerge.

.First of all, there appears to be a significant difference in the
perce tion by students yv.ho participate in a program of free lunchas op edsed to one of' ruced lunch. The major difficulty relates
with t e reduced,lun h program.

There is a signific nt drop in participation in the reduced lunch
program as one develops through later childhood and into adoles-
cence. Part of the r son is that these youngsters do not perceive
themselves as being1that low in the socio-economic level.

Even though the could qualify under the guidelines, and while
they coula use the benefits from the program, they would rather
disassociatstthe Ives from the program.

It also appea t
are in such di straits that they are forced to bccept the program

hat children who are on the Pee lunch program

and make soine compensations for it in theii own development.

4 4
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Another _problem that these youngsters point out is that it does
701Kood to discuss their feelings abaft pailitipcit in the free

.. -anti reduced lunch programs. They sé 1t1i a nonsolvable
. roblem and are basically very reluctant to identify themselves

with their economic situation.
The difficulty appears to be in the fact that they fear being

singled out and their peer grotk would then be aware that they are
,

in difficulties.
It is different when a child copes to me and says, "I am being

hassled by a teacher," because I can do something about'that. We
can go see the teacher or I can ask thee to change their approach.

When they are identified in a free Iunçlrpregram, they carry a
stigma around. They are so. afraid of their friends recognizing tbis
that many of thezi would rather go hungry than to participate in
the program.

identified with the reduced nch p ograms and this significantly
They exprpes to me the v w that is a social peer stigma iorhe

affects their social developme as they see it. .

What these individuals see4i to be saying is that identification in
a program like this adver elIaffect their ability to adjust in thei4
peer group in social set i . Most of us have a variety of adjust-
menk patterns available Mr reduci g tension and maintaining self-
organization. This might be useki1 in . evaluating the comments
from these youngsters.

First of all, does the individ al's use of a given adjustment
pattern result in a reduction of tension?"ppears that the identi-

.... fication with this program increases the . pdrson's anxiety and de-
creases his effectiveness in judging his own personal development.

What we see behaviorally in these youngiters are several mecha-
nisms that deny or insulate them from developing an .adequate
perception of-themselves.

, Second, does the adjustment Patterns that the individual uses
enable him to maintain contact with reality? What aplwars to
happen in the identification of a program such a's this, that the
individual must regress to the use of fantasy as a means.of defend-
ing himself against his peers. In other words, he presents hiMself
to be in ,a situation which ls different from wlw_t actually is.

It would seem importantto evaluate the effectiveness of any
program that singles an individual out for any special treatment, '
no matter hoW positive we think that treatment will be for him. It
is essential that the individual's perception of himself being in-
volved in that program, be. examined. If it is not, I would maintain
that some detrimental effects can ,occur to youngsters as they
progress through their developmental tasks.'

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. You have been mOet
helpful.

. Osir next witness is Mrs. Barbara Zang, program developer, Na- ......_.,
tional Child Nutrition Project.

Reference: Tryon, C. M. and Lilienthal, J. W., "DevelopMental Tasks: The Concept and Its
Importance," in C. M. Tryon, (Ed.), "Fostering Mental Health in Our %Laois." Washington,
D.C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Deyelopment. NEA, 1950.7" /
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STATEMENT Ole BARBARA ZANG, PROGRAM DEVEIZPER,
--ttATIONAL-CHTUYNUTRITION PROIErr

Md. Zgh la. Good morning.
Chairman Perkins, I welcome the opportunity Ill speak' to4y ih

the hope that the isaue of discrimination in therschool food. pro-
grams will need no further special hearig, that the proWems of
different coloi tickets, of collection practice8 which defy humane
treatment of fhildren, and of the ot er problems which you have
heard aboti is morning will no longer be commonplace.

or.over 5 years I have worked for the National Child Nutrition
ect, a nonprofit, private corpogalion headquartered in New

Brunswick, N.J., which seeks to improve and expand the various
food assistance programs. I am a member of the National School
Breakfast Coalition, on whose behalf I offer these comments.

Children who claim free a reduced-price rates are daily subject-
ed to humiliating collection procedures in schools which use teach-
ers to collect funds or where cash and tickets are both allowed in
the cafeteria, .

Although the\ school lunch and breakfast programs are designed
to providb nutritious meals to children, regardless of their debility
to pay for them, all too often the price children pay for theseneals
is their own self-respect.

Mention diecrimination 1 e school meals program and the
reeponse is gerierally t at ' s not a problem," "we've taken care
of it already", or "it d happen anymbre." Not so, Discrimtna-
tion is, as you have -heard, evi ent in schools all over America.e.

Here is an example from my home State. .
Last winter we were fortunate to have the assistaace of a

. Rutgers University graduate student from the School of Social
Work. Her energies were devoted to New Jersey school lunch and
breakfast concerns of which she had no prior knowledge, It was a
very new field for her, but she applied herself, and learned very ..
quitckly how the programs ought to work. .

One day, after weeks of diligent wprk, uhe came into the office, a
stricken look on her face. She had leartilld that morqing that herteenaged foster,daughter, who was eligible for free meals itt a local
high school, had not been eating lunch at school. The reason? The
free meal tickets were a different color than the other tickets and
she didorrot want to be singled out. .

A letter and phone call to the principal of the high school, in a
middle-class community near New Bunswick, yielded the follow-

) ing:; The principal knew the ,collgction practices were discrimina-
tory, but he just didn't know hof to keep the paid, reduced price,
and free mea4s eeparate. Different colors of tickets solved the prob-
lem nicely. Or did they? ..,

The principal w eager to remedy the.pituation. l'What about a

inumeric code, we asked him. "Develop a number system which
Will help keep the categories straight and use the same color of/ %ticket."

He thanked us, changed the system, and the student's daughter
started eating at school.

This expe1e1et taught us eeveral things. First, school personnel*
'.=---14.,- do not4eJjbkrate1y discritninate against poor children. They seek

,

rag,
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easy solutions to management problems and these solutions some-
times- a re discriminatory:

Second,.we learned in a followup conversation 'with the principal
that he was not2-tager to promote the reduced-price category of
meals because it. presented another ta collection problem. And
.he simply did not have time to fi e out a workable system.

Third, the /guidance material. from ,A and the State agency is
not explicit 'enough for local schools. ?hey must still invest too
much time in the development of collection and issuance systems.
They would rather spend their time in efforts aimed at avoiding
disallowed meals than at protecting the identity of children using
free or retittced-price meal options.

And four, that the problem of discrimination arrects children on
a one-by-one basis, not all girls, or all black children or all those of
a particular religious faith are affected. It is a more elusive prob-
lem.

School food program discrimination affects children in unequal
proportions. Informal evidence shows it affects \junior high and
high school students in greatei numbers than elementary school
children.

A look at participation levels in either the junior high or high
SChool in any city will show that the students eligible fOr free and
reduced-price meals are just not taking full advantage of them.

Feeder, schools, the elementary schools which supply students for
the junior highs and high schools, usually have higher percentages
of free and reduced-price 'meal participants than junior highs or
high schools.

For e4ample in Burlington, N.J., the participation rate for free
and 'reduced-Orice meals in tb elementary schools is 47 percent of
enrollment. In the one high school in that city, the rate is 23
Rercent of enrollment.

Do children'get richer when they get to high school? Probably
not. But they may get more sensitive to being singled out, more
iware of the dual cash and ticket system at their schools. They
may opt out of the school meals programs and choose to stay
hungry rather than* be humiliated.

One obvious solution to this problem, a solution suggested by
many advocates, school fitid professionals and those persons faced
with doing the collection procedures in districts where most chil-
dren participate at free and reduced-price rates is for all children
to eat Tree. This is the so-called universal lunch. It .would eliminate
discrimination between xaying arid nonpaying children.

However, I believe it is not feasible at this time for one obvious
reason: money. The Congress is just not ready tO provide the funds
for such an undertaking. Nor should it. For, although it would
solve the discrimination problem, it would not necessarily get kids
to participate in the meals program.

A member of this subcommittee, Delegate Gbrrada from Puerto
'Rico, will attest to the fact that participation in the school lunch
program in his district is merely 64 percent of the average daily
attendance. Every child-in Puerto Rico participates in the lunch
and breakfast programs at the free rate.

A survey Is conducted each fall to determine the percentage of
students at the free, reduced-price, and paid rates. For reimburse-

24
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men't pueposesthese percentuqes are then applied to all meals
serVed. The.-FUerto Rican Government makes up the 4lif1rence
between the reimbursement and cost of the food programs.

In Kansas, a State tn which there is no universal, lunch, they
have a lunch participation rate of 68 percent of the average daily
ttendance. These participation figures are from USDA's final

repqrt for March 1978. '
Instead of a universal free meal for every school child, I think we

should look to widespread publicity about the availability of low-
cost or free meals, decent nondiscriminatory collection procedures,
and tasty, nutritious lunches which kids want to eat. To that end, I
have several recommendations for action by USDA, the State agen-
cies, and local communities.

USDA must move from its current position of, "If you let us
know where there is discrimination, we will go get them," to a
position which acknowledges that the systems proposed in it$
policy handbook lead to de facto discrimination and therefore must
be redesigned. , ilio

This passive position is recorded in 2-year-old correspondence
between the Department and the Chik 'rem Foundation, and year-
old correspondence between the Departasent and the National
Child Nutrition Project. And the attitude .is reflected by the State
agencies as well.

The State agency in my 'State, I think, envisions that we are a
discrimination posse. You go out there and find out where it is'and
we will take care of it. The USDA must launch a national cam-
paign to eliminate discriminatory practices in the school food pro-
grams.

USIA should develop a dozen or so methods of .money collection
and ticket or token issuance which are nondiScriminatory, fairly
easy to implement, and- nonclassroom based. These methods should
be detailed in a new policy handbook to be distributed by March
1980, to go into effect for the 1980-81 school year.

The current policy handbook does not detail exact systems ad
leaves too much up to the local school systems tq_ figure out. USDA
should locate excellent collection and distributiffn systems around
the country and write up those systerris in the reviseit-handbook.

It could use, fOr exatnple, two schools which have 'under 200
children, two with 600 children, and two with over 1,000 children,-I and a mix of schools With mostly free -and reduced,price kids and
scbools with mostly paid kids.

It could provide cost mid time estimates for these sample collec-.
tion systems. USDA could also make;available to every State
agency a video tape or a slide show of these collection procedures.
These could effectively be used by the State agencies in their
meetings with school district personnel in charge of developing
local systems.,

USDA should also make school lunch and breakfast collection
procedures a major topic at its next State' directors meeting. It

, shotrld obtain information from the. State directors about.decent,
easy-to-implement systems fpr school lunch and school breakfast
collection used in their Status.
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In addian, USDA should amend the school mealsemodel con-
tract to include a checkoff-list so that the precise-method of money
collection in each school would be noted by the district.

One further element in this campaign would be a national pub-
licity package for free and reduced-price meals. Today, more and
more children come fkom single parent households in which that
parent works. These changes in family composition, plus spiraling

/food costs, make publicity about the free and reduced-price meals
0- essential.

The letter sent to parents at the beiinning of the school year is
just not sufficient. Those with marginal incomes usually throw the
packet away. The message about the reduced-rate meals is lost on
them for they are too busy to cornpreaixd it, believ4' the packet to
be a welfare application, or are.not able to read the material to
learn of their eligibility.

We staged a reduced-price meal campaignain one cotnmunity
several years ago to test the impact of a new message to these
parents. We advertised the reduced-price meal as a lunch bargain
for workMg famili- es nse to a news release, public service
announcement, and flyers istributed throughout the town was
enthusiastic. Participation in that category increased dramatically.

USDA is capable of developing such outreach materials and of-
fering the% to Skate agencies which, in turn, could pass them along
to local disaicts.

It is clear that USDA Must invest time and energy on prevention
rather than remediation, the current mode of dealing with discrim-
ination in school food programs. That investment is certain to pay
off in school foe,programs which more closely reflect the intent of
Congress in their daily operations.

A thoughtful, well laid out training plan for local districts should,
form the basis of a State agency drive to wipe out,discrimination in
school food programs. Such a plan would, supplement the USDA
a'ctions outlined previously or would stanfl alone should USDA fail
to act.

The State agency should solicit information about good collection
systems already in existence within the State and call 'attention to
them. I had a conversation some time ago with a North Carolina
State agency staff member. The school food consultants there keep
on the lookout for good collection systems, especially in the school
breakfast program; she fold me. ?-44.

This information is discussed at the monthly consultant's meet-
ings and will eventually be compiled in a booklet for diStribution to
the local school districts.

"We've found," she said, "that the collection procedures in the
j& school lunch program don't always work in school breakfast. We're

ir trying to figure out what does work.and will share that knowledge
throughout the State." This seems a, rational way of appreaching
the collection problem. I would recorAnend that all State agencies
follow suit. .

The State agencies should also take a more active Tole in promot-
ing the tile of free and reduted-price meals. At a minimum, clear,
easy-to-read publicity on these rates should be provided to the
State food stamp office, the unemployment office, and the WIC
agencies with a requeAt for them to duplicate the information and .

\ .
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offer it to their clients. Low income fami)ies desperately need more
than a (Mce-a-year notke or theSe-riiteS.-

The notion that school lunch money collection is a daily occur-.
rence is an outdated one. As a society, we have progressed from a
pay as you go or cash basis of payment to an accrual one for most
goods and services. no longer, for instance, purchase our wood
for the winter. Inste d, a utifity bill comes monthly with our
charges for usage durin the billing period.

We love credit. We pu chase clothing, restaurant meals, travel
tickets, lodging, and many that) consumer goods on credit. Yet, the
idea of paying for more tha one meal at a time af the local school
is scoffed at. "Kids would hither pay daily", some, point out, "in
case they don't like what is on the menu on a particular day."

The remedy to this situation is twofold: Allow kids credit for
uneaten but paid for meals and improve the school's lunch or
breakfast offerings so that kids will want to eat there.

There is absolntely nu reason why schools Canitot expect pay-
ment for 10 meals at, a time or a month at a time. If schools are
worried that parents will let their accounts fall into arrears, they
should require payment in advance.

Teachers would have no part in this system. No school district
should require teachers to colleet funds for the school lunch or
breakfast program. This fs one practice which must stop immedi-
ately for it does, perhaps, the most damage to children. Payment
should be strictly a matter betrn the family and the school
official assigned to the task.

I recently witnessed a collection procedure in an elementary
school in Lawrence, Jan. All children, and there were about 100
that day, came thç6ugh the lunch line with a rectangular white
ticket. The ticket dpde was read by a postage-meter-type machine
operated by the cal teria's cashier.

The food service directIr explained:
It's an expensive scissors. It cuts off one meal on the ticket and records the type

-of meal it is. The parents pay our school office in advaiwe for 10 meals. Tlw tickets
are good anytinw, so it' a child is absent and has several meals left on a ticket, it can
be used when the child returns to school.

NO one but the school staff member in charge of mbney collec-
tion and ticket issuance knows who eath free or at a reduced price
or paid rates. The machine cbsts between $600 qnd $700. The
tickets are 1 cent each and are good for 10 meals. The procedure
nbt only insures that there is no discrimination between cliildren,
but also cuts down on the paperwork done by the cashier and

--Lniproves record keeping accurticy.
"It may not be for every school" cautioned the food service

director, 'but it works well here.'
There are other exemplary systems which can be used to im-

prove.the collection and issuance process. Local school food authori-
ties must 'select from these systems and install nonclassroom
based, nondiscriminatory system in each school.

The, recent USDA regulg.tion which requires that students and
parents become actively inirolxed in the school food programs is ,an
eicellent opportunity for some creative problem solving at the local
school level.
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As a first order of business, food service directors should organize
--these-parents and-students-te examine -local-cullection procedures

with an-eye towards solving discrimination problems.
The committees could investigate the procedures used in all of

,the schools in the district, come up with an evaluation of the
processes, and prescribe a plan of action to improve them where
necessary. They could be provided with'information about success-
ful eqllection prdcedures and their costs in other schools.

Another task of such parent and student committees would be to
publicize the availability of school lunch and breakfast programs in
the community, along with clear information about the free and
reduced-price rates. This work is just as important as improving
meal quality or the lunchroom environment.

Thank you for this opportunity to present thvse suggestions. We
are Pleased you have taken an interest in the Issue of school food
program discrimination. Because the issue is an old one, it is
difficult to get anyone at the Federal or State agency level interest-
ed enough in it to provide needed leadership to insure that it is no
lopger a cothmonplace occurrence.

Your subcommittee's recommendations to USDA and its subse-
quent instructions to State and local agencies will be most wel-
come,

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. The committee will
recess for about 6 or 8 minutes to go over and vote and come right
back.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Cliairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Mrs. Margaret Glavin,

Director of School Programs Division, Food and Nutrition Service,
Department of Agriculture.

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET GLAVIN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMS DIVISION, FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE, U.S. DE-
PARTVENT OF AGRICULTURE .

MS. GIANTIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. I am pleased to be here today in response to your request to
discuss policies implemented for providing free and reduced-price
meals to needy children.'

The legislative mandate concerning the service of free and, re-
ductd-price meals to needy children is unmistakable. The congres-
sionll intent that children receiving such meals not be.discriMinat-
ed against is also very clear.

Both of these mandates were, initiated with the passage of the
original National School Lunch Act in June.of 1946. Public Law
91-248, enacted in May of 1970, strengthened these mandates by
prescribing the uniform application of eligibility standards for free
and reduced-price meals and further requiring that children receiv-
ing meals not be subject to any overt identification including "spe,
cial tokens or tickets, announced or published, lists of names, or
other means."

The provision of the National School Lunch Act concerning the
mechanics of establishing eligibility for'free and reduced-price meal
service has been amended several times during the past decade.
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However, the legislative mandate concqrning the treatment of
childrenL receiving-these meals has remained unchanged: These
children are not to be discriminated against or overtly identified.

The Department recognizes the importance of this mandate. Pro-
gram policies have reflected a continued commitimint to the protec-
tiim of needy recipients againSt overt identification. This commit-
ment is reflected in the issuance aod maintenance of 7 CFR part
245, reg4tions entitled "Determining Eligibility for Free and Re-
duced price Meals and Milk in Schools."

These regulations were initially issued in August of' 1970, shortly
after the enactment 'of Public Law 91-248.

Current part 245 regulations require that each participating
school food authority submit to the approprciate State agency a free
and reduced-price policy statement which includes a complete de-
scription of the methods to be used by the school food authority to

so collect payments from children paying the filll price or a reduced-' priCe for the meal, which will prevent the overt identification of'
children receiving free or reduced-price meals.

Such free and reduced-price policy must be approved by the State
agency no later than October 15 of each year, or Federal reim-
bursement to the school food authority is suspended.

Part 245 specifically requires that each participating school food
authority take all actions necessary.to prevent the overt identifica-
tion of free and reduced-price meal recipients.

Furthermore, certain actions are specifically prohibited, includ-
ing the posting of nameS., the use of special tokens or tickets,
physical segregation, or working for meals..

In addition to ale requirements included in part 245, the Depart-
ment has issued free and reduced-price policy handbook for use
by State agencies and local schools. The handbook:. includes guid-
ance on all the aspects of' free and reduced-price meal service,
including methods to prevent the overt identification of needy chil-
dren during the application and approval process, the,collection of
payments, and in the cafeteria itself.

This handbook is based 'upon experience gained in the adminis-
tration of the free and reduced-priced program over a number of
years. It provides asuistance.concerning methods' that have proven
successful in eliminating the overt identification of children receiv-
ing.free and reduced-price meals.

In Order to enforce the requirements of part 245, as well as other
program requirements, States are required to conduct reviews of
participating local school food authorities on a periodic basig. The
review of the local systems utilized to preveat the.overt identifica-
tion of needy children has always been considered an integral part
of' the total review.

For its part, the Food and Nutrition Service conducts annual
reviews of each State agency. These reviews, called management
evaluations, include a review of the State's system for the approval
of each school food authority's free and reduced-price policy as well
as a review of the State's system for local reviews Several local
school food authorities are reviewed by li'NS regional office person-
nel as a part of the management evaluation process::

I have here copies of part. 243, the current regulations, and the
free and reduced-price policy handbook which have been issued
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concerning the service of free and reduced-price meals to needy
1drea for the-committee's record. The-States and -local-oducation,_

al agencies have been provided this guidance for use in protecting
neWy children from overt identification.

[The information referred to above follows:)

Or
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To Carry out the Congressional
interit that milk and nutilliout
meals brb available to every
ethogichild regardleaa of
the family's abJUy lo pay,
the U S Depariment ol Agri-
culture (USDA) has *stab-

lathed reguiegons which
must be observed in ail

, schools Ihel perticipate hi. the
NallonaiTchnol Lunch. '
Schaol Breakfast. or Special
Milk Progrsms or that receive
commodlget These pruvi-

stuns ere contained in the
Code of Ecritorai geguisAino
Ntre 7. Part 245 "Deur/min
ing Eligibility tor Ewe nod
Reduced Priv. Monis and Foto
Milk"

These regulations outline
specific responsibBilles for
ail levels of administration:

I. By June 1 ot each year,
the Sectetary of Agriculture
announces mlnimunt and
maximum tamilly sloe and in-
come guidelines to be used
In determining eligibility for
free and reduced price meal,
and him milk.

2. 'Ity July 1 of each yeer. the
State agencies and Food and
Nutrition Service regional
offices prescribe, within the
SeVelary'll guidelines. Ismi ly
sloe end Income Standard.

for hes and reduced price
meals and trae milk In their
States in addition, they must
issue detailed Instructions to
the school food authorities on
developing fru anci reduced

.. price policies. Often these

Nonetructions

arta a prototype
!icy which school food

authorities may use In entirely/

3 Each local athool Mod
sulhority must develop free
and reduced price policy.
including family slat and
Income eligibility criteria,
which cunforma with Slate or
regional office standards This
policy must he uud in all
schools under Ile admInistra-

lion participating in the Pro-
gram.

Each year each sChnol food
aulhority must develop rt
policy ilar amend ihe previous
une) and submit it to the
Stile agency or ENS regional
office for approval litelmbulto-
ment shdli he suspended for
any meats or milk salved rifler
October 15 ot any year.
and no USDA commodilles
may be uud alter that dale
until the school food /Whim.
Ity's free and radcced price
policy has been approved
by the State or ENS regional
office.

This hendbook
pared as an aid in pi

en
and implementing re, and
reduced price policies. It
conteins earep'es 01 a policy.
a lager to parents., an appli-

5.

cation. a Public release, and
collection procedures. as well
se a summary ot USDA's ad.
ministrative decisions elect-
ing tree and reduced price
policies The addendum con-
Nine a letter to patents and
an application In Spanish.

All programs 01 Ihe U.
Depitrtmeciept Agriculture aro
available to everyone with.
out repaid lo race color. oi
national origin.

rt.
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WIMWEdlite
Mitchum)

joi ictiooi
Officials

Eine* Public Lew 11441 was
visored. many signiftcant
queen Ono have come up
regardMg Program administra-
tion end determination of
eligibility The following sec-
tion 'newer& some of those

Questions &MOOl lood au-
thorities are encouraged to
reproduce Otis section for
local school officiate who
determine eligibility.

,..1or

4

1.
0 When should I send el/Pli-
Caney's and lettere tb parents
concerning tree end reduced
prime mutt and free milk?
A II possible. applications
and lathers should be sent to
parents of all schoolchildren
well in advance of the opep
log of school to allow for
the return end review of ep-
plicstions by the end of th
Mel weak of school When
this is nol possible. applies.
Ilona and lettere should be
sent within the first week of
$chool Action on ail applica
lions returned to the school
Mould be taken soon as
Possible. but nD Islet than
10 working days following
receipt

1.
a Can I *ewe Iree and .re..
duced price megis andlreo
milk during the first week of
school before applications
harm been approved?

A During the opening week of
school. you Should serve he*
and reduced price meale
and free milk o children fronts
families with pprovs0 ap- k
plIcatione on Ile from the
previous sch r.

Val hardahip conitilionc-
Jquestim live 1 II th income
alter this drduclion for
hardships falls within your
criteria the child Is eligible
for tree or reduced Pilo*
meals encl MFG milk

4.
0 Whet le to be reported tee
income on th famlly's ap.
pticationNtorm?

A Income means money
arned before deductions for
Income tams, employee's
social security tiee, muir-
and premiums, bonds. and
the like

Income toolutle5 the follow-
ing II) monetary compensa-
tion for *vetoes. Including
wagas. salary. oornmisson
Nes. (2) net Income from
set-employed termini and
eelf.employed bus mtsspirsons
(s. question seven). (1)
social security, (4) dividends
or Interests on asvings br
bonds. ((1) inoome itorn
Wats* or trust*. (6) net
rental income. (7) public as-
sistance or welfare payments.
(I) unemployment compensa-
tions. (9) government olvIlisn
mployee Of military retire-

lent or peost3ns. (10)
warts* pigments. (11)

private pensions or orrnultlee.
021 alimony or child support
payments. 1(3) regular 0041-
trIbuttons from persons not
living In the household, (14)
ntit royeltles, and ittl) Milan
gash income. °Thar cash
tncom would lnoluds pub
amounts received or with-
drawn from any source. In-
oludIng savings. Invaelmenla,
trust accourita. and other
resource*. whloh would be
available to pay the price of
a child's meal.

In determining eligibility
for free Or radllotIO prioe
meals or hes nillk, &Moot
food sultiorIlles may IMO
either the family's Inoorna
during the past 12 monlhe
or Me fsmily's ourren1 rate
of InCome, whichever Is the
Niter Indicator of the family's

Fasay ir100114 0001,141d

3.
0 Exactly how do I determine
who le eligible for free or

ale and freereduced price
milk?

A- Note the f ty's Income
and the I. a size on the
ehild'e plated spplicatlory
form. ( r a definition of
"income." sea question fourr)
It the famlly'a income and
family's size fall within your
local criteria. the child I.
allgib.e tor tree or reduced
price meals and free milk.

If the famlly's Moorne Is
too high to fell within the local
Criteria. oheck the application
tO the family has noted
any extra expenoes because
of apiclal hardship conditions.
(!o!a definition Of

N;
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income as defined shove
I. woes figure and should
a reported on the application
form or the Income blank
This figure should not contain
adiustraenta for 50e0111 hard-
ship conditions es dellad
In Question live

income hould not inclodo
money received by volun-
teers for arvices performed
under tho National Older
Americans Voluntoer Program
es noted In the 1973 amend-
ments to the Older Antrtricsna
Act of lose

Income reportd on the ap-
plicelion ohnold be an eyed
amount not a range between
two figura,

Maeda,* Conti Mows

I.
O Whig are special hardship
11.4diiiorra7

A7 The money family spends
because of a special hard
ship (which could not have
reasonably been anticipated
or controlled) should be en-
tered on la application form.
You should then ubtract
ths edprno from the family's
total income noted on the
form II the lenity's Incoma.
after this aductlon falls
within your Mcom criteria.
trie farolly'l chlidra are 41.
bit for ha and reduced price
benefit..

Spocial hardship conditions

(1 4 unusually high radicill
Costs
(2) shelter costs In xcess of
SD percent of tha firnilyl
Inconts lag .qusslion slx)
(3), epoclill oducallon mt.
pined', dull lo the menial or'
physical COnditIon of a child
(4) disatar or casually
104144.

9.
O How do I calculate shelter
eats?
A The total Vaunt of meay

funny sand. on Outlier
should be entered on tho
applicatIon'form. Salter

rolls over 30 percent of th
family's income can b. a
ducted trom th6 income when
you datenmlne sligIblilly

Full figure what 30 ar
cool of thy temily' income
Is nu inslenc the family's
monthly income II $400
'thirty percent of $400 is
$120 Any money th family
'mond. on shelter oven 8170
a month ntay he rioducted
from ihe farnily inoorn

INflimpioyed Perafte
7.

Irow do I determine net
income for asiramployed
ferrnerl or businesspersons?
A Net income for sell.ege
pinyori farmer. I. figurellik
arrotrarilng hunter's opersling
expenses from thir gross
receipts IA farmer is en),
ooe who operats a Ism as
an ownn. rnter. Or sharer
cropper )

A Isorteell operating Sat
anses include cost of feed,
fertdirer seed end other
hommd aupplise. cash wager,
paid to farmhandn dspnecle.
lion Cheri:I.e. cash reol:
interest on farm mortgages.
form building musks. farm
loses Mut not Shia and
Federal Income tassel

Gross rectlyw include the
value of all products *Md.
Government crop loons. mOrley
received from the nionlel,of
farm equipment to olhetd.
e nd incidental receipts from
the rya'. of wood, send, gravel,
and the Ilk*

The velUs of fuel. food, or
other farm products used for
family living I. not Included
as pad ol nal income

Net InoOme for affirm-
ployod businesaarsone Is
o leo figured by subtracting
their business expenses from
their gross receipts ("Bugl-
oss." refers to professional
enterprise or partnersh10 )

Expensed Include coil of
goods purchesed. rent, heat,
light. power. depredation
chargel. Siegel and salad"
paid. busimse taxes (mint

5

porsonsOncoms taxa), and
so on

Gross receipts include the
Intel vales, of goods 'old or
services rsndervi by IMP
busiries

The vaiu of alibis mer-
chandise consumed by the
ProPilelons of Wall atom*
is not include,* as pert of net
income

In bulb oases the koy
phrase Is "subtract operating
@Kansa from grusa reciriple
This leaves thy amount of
monsy that Is avellable for
living penftes The snarl...
ahributed to spar:lei herdship
conditions would be sub.
traded from the income avail.
able for living sypensea--not
th gra* receipts

O What Should I do If a
family doee not provide In.
formation on family olio and
income on the application
form?

A You must hays the family's
sire and Incom in order to
determine ilgibility You
may therefor.. contact the
flonnly either by phone or in
welling to gel that specific
Information You should
document tha datells ot your
contact and tho Information
you rCelve on the family's
applicstion.

S.
O Whsldoldollsflifltty
does not sign de apacation
form?

A: fialurn II to tho family
Th appliCalioArm must be
igned by an t member
of thy family certifying that
the InformatiOn on the appli-
cation Is true and Corefeet
before a ablator, Can be mods
about eligibility.

D ellellIce el Fiera*

10.
O What Is oonsidered
"family" for the DurPOISe of
determining family silo and
Inccva?

A ramlly" mewls a group
of related Inn noon/Sated in
doroluele who aro 1101 1551
dents ol an institution clr a
boarding house but who ars
Hying as one economic won't)
Students who ars temporarily
away al school ahnuld be
counted as members of tire
family linvover. children
mil.° are fulidims oesidonts
of an institution ere, coneldsred'
a larolly rtf One

11.
O What should I do if parents
advise me that their family
Ir on Income has changed
o tter Ihein original epplioa.
llon hes basil Mall?

A You should provido the
family with 5 new application
form and request thel they
fs.apply. Applications may be
submillod al any time during
ths school pun

12.
O What do I do II a lewdly
suber temporary loss of
Income?

A If the femily'e current rata
of income falls within your
eligibility criteria. you may
grant temporary approval for

a and reduced pries rneall
r free milk to their children

hool officisla should boss
Igibility 01cr the family's
ant Fele ul income rather
en on the family's annual

Income. However. the applica-
tion mull be completed as
'ostler

Whim the temporary con-
dition has been elledeled
families pproved under Ns
provision should be Informed
Mei th COAditional approval
will end within spot:dna Ohre
( IS days for Instancy) end
that thour wishing continued
millstones may apply for a
continuad oligIbillly by sub-
mitting I now application.

11.
0: Are milary beanie In-

A eluded as pad of 5 family's
income?
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A: Ad cmh Moon* or m-
om* Ill fondly reoelyee must
b. ooneldered se income
However. the intim of brevets
NM/ than sash. lihe mili-
tary base Moiling. Is DOI
mouldered .as income

0: Whet do I do when a few
Is moving in the military
evormos?
A: In thdermlning
the widower, oversees Is
not counted es family mem.
ber. Ind the money he sande
le hie family I. Included In
Ihe farolly's Mconve.

Pundit* That Do Hol Amy
IL
0: Oen I cortity S oNid to be
eggible fOr free Of reduosd
Mloe meats end free milk
it Me child's parente have not
sent in an lipplICation but
I Wow the family la needy?

A: N. Slier Sending appliOs-
Ilene end lettere to parents.
rid N.Y. not received an

frpm a needyxrirrzl,v:.you may go to
another solmes 10,
gen on the faliviiy's Ms mid

You ahould note the source
el shis information. wimple%
and lie an appiroation. and
Merse e decision on the olvIld's

Me oNld has been de-
sisted MGM% fot the oro-
peon, yOu eliould forty die

This dose not mean, how-
ever, that eligibility deter-
Minadons or oodiflostfon can
bo made by Wagons* or

of children. %moll*
and family miss data

must be ~rod for ends
MOM to dolormlne

EL
0: Does twIly's elIgiblitty
for Molleinoo. such m food
Owes or public maistancie
Iloyossnle automelloally
Malty the childish of that
%hilly for free IP reduoed
Iiiieed mei* and fres milk?

A' No. Eligibility for free or
reduced pace meals and free
milk mutt be bused solely
upon individual family We
and Income attar adjuirtments
for %twist hodshipe de-
scribed in question five

Yedlythe Woneedoe

I?.
C.) What aan I do if I have
reason to believe 5 family's
applicstion contains Incorrat
or fatse Information?
A If ths information on the
application Is complete, you
muel determine the Ohlid'e
eligibility biased solely on that
InformstIon and extend Ms
ePProPtiste benefits to that
child even if you bailey, the
information I. fain

Onm 01 aPPIloatIon is m-
otored. school officials may.
kir 0111ale. seek verification of
the Information The verifica-
tion broth** may Include
an Informal continence with
th Parents to discuss the
application However. Such a
conference may not In any way
prejudice or diminien the
right to a formal hewing
under the falr hearing pro-
oedure NH forth In die echoore
tree arid reduced price pol-
icy. The child, however.
muat continue to receive frail
and reduced price mesh
and free m110 pendthg ttr
outoorne of the challenge

Cliddreir Without Penton

Ia.
0: Now do I determine 11 s
foster child is eilgIbls for free
or reduced price Meals and
tree milk?

A- In mess whek the netters,
e genay la legally reepondbra
for the child end th foster
horns Is. In fool, an extension
of tho wetter* agency. the
MOM child Is °Doddered s
one-member family. Welfare
agency payments for the
curl of that foster child ars
considered the IncOme of that
one-membsr family. Therefore,
VI the fosisr child's annusi

6
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incom Is not shove the reduced price meals In
Memo guidelines preaoljbellaP"moat coo's. however. en In-
by the loth school food au- alitutionalized child's income
thorily for one-mthribei would be zero Payments
family eligibility for free or from any Douro* directly ',-
reduced plies meals or flee oohed by the 0'111110w In
milk the foster child I. chifirs behalf

tO thole benefila comidered as Income to the
In cases where tha welfare child

egency has placed e child
In a permanent home snd/or
subsidize' the *dap.
lion the child I. considered
a member of that household

.The family size and tots! In-
come of the family determine
the child's eligibility for free
and reduced price meals
and free mlik.

When e family Indicates o9
their application that they
hove Water child. you
should ask the familly about
which of the above two oat*.
cones Their totter Oaltd
file Into to determine 41101.
dilly This delennkialion
should to documented on
the application form by the
school official

Is
O What I. an Institutionalized
child?

A. An Institutionalized child
I. always I family of one, par
Amendment 10, Part 218,
who meld,' In realtWillat-
type facility which the Stele
has determined I. not a board-
ing school An Institutionel-

Income IS lways
the eh seined by or directly
o va able to lhe child

Is
O Now Is family sits and In
ooms determined for instill/.
tionallisd children?
A A child who is-instilialon-
silted la considered to be
s family Of one. TM chIld'a
income la the amount of money
ths child earns end person-
ally reClaitell al hand from
any source while in residence.
For example. the money Child
received from service In the
Job Corpe would be loonsid
fired ea InCome for ths pun
pose of determining eligibility
tor free meals and milk or

Dleoiplevery Action

!I.
0 Are there *4 restrictions
on denying free meals and
milk and reduced price meals
to recipients as e disciplin-
ary action?

A Denying the meals or milk
Or reduoed pace.nteals to
children certified as eligible
for such meals or milk I.
prohibited as disciplinary
action (ENS Instruction Mi-
l. as revised). Section 9 of
!he National School Lund)
Act slates ". any ohild who
Is u member of s houaehoid
which has an annumt iroome
not above the spollouble
family size income level eit
forth In the Income poverty
guidelines shell be Hived

coat " Law 9e4t men-
dmesls

at a reduoed

oes same requirement
tor MVO* tree Or reduced
price breakfasts.

When °moldering cidecl-
plinary action against any
opild certified as eligible for

fres meal or milk Or reduoild
pace mealemake sure that
such action does not conflict
With the mandate of the Na-

Vona! School Lunch Act, as
niended, end ths Child

NutntIon Act of 16198,as
amended, with rsPoili to
providing all needy children
with a fres meal and free
milk or s reduced pilot meal.

School officials are else
prohibited by ENS Instruollon
791-1 frOm denying any
student. rogradhere al his or
har eligibility status from
participation)n the 'school
child nuirltion programs Es
ions so the student
ischool during the food servioe.

V
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Chiskon Worldly In
Lossalrosto

22.
0; Are Mom any islairiction
against hoe or reduced
pike recipients working in
the lunchroom?

A Regulations Male that
recipients of free and reduced
plc* meals and fre milk
shall not be required to work
for Moss benefits However
they are nol prohibited burn
voldhtailly working in the
lunchroom

Some schools emplo y. utu-
dont heipers in th cafeteria
for monistaly 0 other corn-
pentetner In these cases.
parents of all workers should
ba Informed in writing that
their children have volun-
teered to work Th lettere
should slate thu it hs children
hive barn certified its lipible
for free or reduced price
meals and hero intik. their
continvad eligibility is in
no wey dependent upon
working In addition the
letters should nr,1 be part
of or attached to the tree and
reduced piles letters to per
oldie applications or nntices
of approve] or denial

Oftiodtsg and Pricing Ideate
Ind 12112

18.
0 What should 1 chine for
a reduced price meal?

A You cannot charge More
then 20 cents tor lunch or
10 conte for bleaktest and
the reduced (nice must be leas
than the full once of lunch
or ',ficklest

fn sdditloo. energise tor re-'
duced price meals In high
WIWI. MO grade achoofa
under Ono school food author-
ity Must he the ammo to ensure
that all children from tho
asm family receive the tern*
benefits TIOwever. the charge
for full price meal may
ba mare In high schools
than grade schools.

24. Polo/ Male For Spatial
O if I offer it choice of Type
A lunches sit different pilcs.
must this sam option be
availebio free and reduced
mice meal trICIplanIa?
A yao In an enrol to InColea
pert.cipetion schools May
offer modems chnic of
tine A lunches Occesionally
orre igach may be more
perialue becuse of special
meal deo, However frt
and reduced piles recipients
roust be able to Choose ither
meal with no additional.
Charge

21.
it children ale eligible for

reduced price meals . ale
they also eligible for free
milk?

A No Children are eligible
for free milk only it they have
been dectered eligible for
free meals Children riligible
fro rducd pilr macho Isle
not eligible for Imo milk

re.
O An, I rquired to otter
both he* and rductid poce
meals?

A' Yes tinder the Natryhal
School Lunch nd Biemideat
Programa. schools must melte
both fru nd reduced price
meals available to those
children who qualify for such
meals

Cfsangse In Cabana

27.
O When mid-year changes
occur In eligibility criteria
or In the operation of the
program which result In
change In potential recipients.
whet action must a school
take?

A Under the direction ol the
focal school fOod authority.
O school must Nond the Ong).
bIlity clitoris to parents In
a teller along with an anon-
coition form The applications
most be reviewed and ellgl-
blIlly determined on the basis
of the new criteria

7

14111k Progill7
5.
0. Must schools have sopa.
rats policy statement fof th
Specie Milk Progrm?
A Ms gams policy atalernant
call h>11 U111/d !of free and
reduced plies, meals end free
min, lithe school prieticipatea
only 0, th Specie! Milk
Progisin and Ms school food
sulhoilly doesn't hdire an
approved statement for free
and reducd hoc meals

esparat 11111 Milk policy
mull tie approved

Avail/4421y of Proe Milk

0 Now much milk must be
made available under the.
Special Milk Piogiam to chil-
dren eligible for free milk?
A them la no Ipal 01 legUla .
tory mquirtlmorit or limita-
tion all to th number of free
hall pints of milk that
Participating school or mitt
tullon May serve tt., each
ligible child each operating

day, and claim tor Special
Milk Progrsm rahnbureement

Schools and Institutions that
participate only In the Sp.-
clot Milk Program(rs
cordless of Whether ot nO1
there le non-Faderal food
service) --must make free
milk available to all eligible
children whocaver milk le of-
fered uncle, Pm Program.

Thou, wiTIch participate in
the Special Milk Program snd
the Netirinel School LUrich
and/or School Boliakfast

programa must make free
"rink *reliable under the
program during their meal
awnless periods only to thooe
eligible children who do not
take the bee complete meal
to which they are entitled
.111.007:10a aoperesuLl otthientspelitutnoloial

1.411k Program sl any time&
other than Its sohedulad
moll.Ostylco periods. ha* milk
muellas made avsitable to

ell eligible children al all
Ilmee that milk la sold to the
nonhaedy children

Schools must Inform sll
eligible ohildnen--olthet
rilviduelly or through the
school newspaper. pub110 ad-
dress announcements. or
other media that free mink
is Grenoble on request el the
appropriate time. indicated
above

"Odor Yens* dome"

20.
O Does "otter versus serve"
apply to those students eligi-
ble for lose misfile and intik
and reduced price madls7

A Yoe The "otter %Italia
verve" provision applIva to all
high school students receiving

relmbunsebto lunch, re-
gerdleas..of whether Or not
they are 11gIble to 111,0111V
tree meala and 11111k of re-
duced price meats.

Foreign Isolsenge Modena
end Dowding School*

31.
0: Am foreign ordhenge etv-
dents automatically eligible
for free meal.?
A No_ Since foreign &G-
ehring* student melds. (MT-
porarily) with a family ise one
e conomic unit. the student le
considered to be member Cif
that family. Any Inoome avail-
able In the atudont. from
whatever source. le to ba
combined with th IMAM* Of
that IsmIly sod teported ae
total famlly income.

U.
0: fag ehild In boarding
so0001 0Onsidered to be
family Of one se le an Inelltis-
tit:monied Child?

A' No. Onoe a reelOantlehypew
Isoillty has boon oisselned by
the Slate agency or FNE1
regional office ea boardWrg
school or s realdiflttel MAW-
non, the following guiding* tor
determInIrtg homily eke and
Memos should ba made:
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Sample for Free and
' Policy Statement Reduced Price Meals

and FS11.11 Milk

(Schools which establish
separate charges for meat and
OiiiA service)

The (name of scitool food la
authority) has agreed to par-
ticipate in the (choose which-
ever are applicable: National -

School Lunch Program. School
Birreakiest Program. Special
Milk Program and/or to receive
commodities donated by
USDA) and accepts responsi-
bility tor providing (choose
whichever re applicable' hue
and reduced Price mealy, flee
milk) to eligible children in

the schools under its jurisdic-
tion

The school food authority
assures the (choose whichever
Is applicable: dilute Department
of Education or Food end
Nutrilion Service regional
office) that the school system
will uniformly Implement the
following policy to determine
children', eligibility for free
nnd reduced Price meal, In all
National School lunch Pro-
gram. School Breakfast Pro-
gram. and commodity only
schools under Its Jurisdiction
and to determine children's
eligibility for free milk in ell
Special Milk Program schools
under Its Jurisdiction. In fulfill-
ing lls responsibilities the
school food authority:

A.
Agrees to serve milk and meals
free to children from families
whose income Is at or below
pat listed In attachment A.

D.
Agrees to serve meale at a
reduced price to children from
families whose income falls
between the tree meat scale
and 105 percent of the Secre-
tary's InCOITI0 poverty guide-
lines, listed In attachment A.

C.
Agrees to providothese bene-
fits to any child whose family's
Income falls within the criteria
In attachment A, after deduc-
tions are made tor the follow-
ing special hardship conditions
which could not reasonably
be siticIpated or controlled by
theisehold. unusually high
medical expenses, shallot
costs in excess of 30 percent

9

of reported income, special
education expenses due to the
meOtal or phyalcsi condition
of a child, and disaster or
casually losses. In addition, the
school food authority agrees
to provide theta benefits lo
children from families who are
experiencing unemployment
which causes the family in-
come to fell within th criteria
set forth in attachment A

D.
Agrees that there will be no
physical segregstion of, nor
any other discrimination
against, any child becaus of
his Inability to pay the full prfce
of the meal or milk The
names of the children eligible
to receive NMI or reduced
price meals and free milk shall
notAt published, posted, or
81)1'W:iced in any manner, and
there shall be no Overt Identi-
fication of any such children
by use of special tokens.
tickets, or any other means.
Further assurance is given that
childrefteligible for free or
reduced price meals or free
milk shall not be required to:

1. Work.for their meals or milk.
2. Use a separate lunchroom..
3 Go through a 'separate
serving line. n
4 Enter the lunchroom
through a separate ntrance.
5. Eat meals or drink milk at
a different time.
6 Eat a meal difterent from the
one sold to children paying
the full price or drink milk
different from that sold to
children paying the full pric.

E.
Agrees that in iho operation
of Child nutripon programa. no
child shell be discriminated
against because of race, color,
or national Origin.

F.
Agreea to establish and uee
fair hearing procedure for
parents' appeals of the
school's decisions, for school
officials''thellenges to the
correctness of Information in

2

an application or to the con-
tinued eligibility of any child
for free or reduced price meals
or free milk During the appeal
and hearing. the child will
continue to receive free or
reduced price meals or free
milk A record of all such
appenle and challenges and
their dispositions shall be
retained for 3 years.

Prior to initiating the hearing
pfocedures the parent or
local school official may re''.
quest a conference to provide
an opportunity for the parent
and school official to dleCuss
the situation. present Inform-
II obtain nn explanation of

submitted 111 the opplfca-
t and discuss decisions
rendered Such a conference
ehall not irony way prejudice
or diminish the right to a fair
hearing.

The hearing procedure shell
provide the following:

.1 A 15ublIcly announced. sim-
ple mtthod for making en oral
or wlit n request for n hear,
Ina
2. An
neslite
alt

ortunity to be
represented by en
ther person.

y to,examine,
timing ihe hearing,

the doolinionte'end recorde
presen41 tri support the
decision udder appeal.
4. Rensonable promptness and
convenience in scheduling a
hearing, and adequate notice
as to its time arid place.
5 An opportunity to present
oral or documentary evidence
and arguments supporting
position without undue Inter-
ference,
6. An opportunity to question
or refute any testimony or
other evidence and to confrcad
and cross-examine any ad-
verse witnesses.
7. That the hearing be con-
ducted and the decision be
made by a hearing official vitro
did not tortictpali in the
decision under appeal or In
any previous conference.
8. That the decision of the
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.1i101110,1 19,111 mid cori9Idetarl
pall ..1 Ilan [rola y

MIN linfon1 A
11(11011.1y C11111110 101 line end

todo, oll !ohm 1110015 nral frb

Allm h00001 11
Polon! intto, 111-1) And Aponte,
lion 1B 2)

AlInchment C
Public Boleritio

Audi-timely D
C0110,11011 Pincellure

Appiovall by

I tal.11,1 ilrrarar9,.1.1,.

c.

A

Al nic h10400 1 loplomon
A ,.911, ol .1 1 oral Stamp t.)111

mat 11 Ilyilr ( tIp 0,111011 10
lollot la the pAient &BPI.-

, mho., iho ol ap
plot al 01 .00)11.011y 19110, 11191
,0111140,1 1r. 110101119 I 11(1

Mt 1051.111 of lin. type 10 Ilynr
IS 011r109 v0111111/11

.
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Eampl*
PoUcy Aftachmenta
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Eligibility Criteria
forkFree and Reductod
Pric Meats and
Fret, Milk

Attachment A

Them are the lncoma scales utad by (school food sofhofffy) tO tlfillirmina ligibility tor frs and
reducad oft* meals and hoe milk

41S

44.

Family size

2
3
4

7

4

10
11

12

Each additional
family member

Eligibility scale tor
firs meals and
fire mlik {dollars)

41

Eligibility scale for
tom:Woad plc*
meals (dollaril)



Attachment 81 Sample
Parent Letts;
Mr Lunch,
Smallest end MIN(

%.1
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Vf1111111 roftroncN ro moats of mirk wher nor *0;1N-eq. Pekoe lib
paragrph *dr, oftpard fo collorlion of mac-1(4000)0w dif ..h.r
nor abrocafra if Of lag by flublui. SCOO011t *W1)11(01104110 01 lho
IM/11111nronf or ill lii Clot noulds lininep and 4111e0 016010 t 0110,1
ricle/lh011' (WC honnIralonlo 011 alr 11.11 hunt )

This Is the parent leiter and aPplIcelloo form istily am we will send ii oul on
for Ihe school year

mi.

Dear Parentc?..Ousrdiact

1 h School scow nultitiou meals wry Sm him! dm), 111intorils
may buy lunch for cents breakfast for cents and eirlw milk foi cents

Children brim families whose income is al or below the loyal!, showrl on the attached scele Ire
ligible for fr, milk and lot meals free or el 'educed price of Fonts lor lunch and rena
lor brsakfarit If now Income Is 0151151 lhan lhal shown but you havo unusuany high monical
bills shelter rusts In excess of 30 percent of yuur IIKOOfe, special education pinses doe to ihe
mental of physicsl condition of a child. or disaster of casualty 1051, your children may still be
ligrble

7o apply al any time during Ihe year for Ire* or reducod price meals and lite milk for your
children. complete the attached appircalion and ROOM II 10 IhI echool Within days of receiving
your application. Ihe school will lel you know whnthor or not your childreo Ile ligible if you
do nol sr, *Oh the school's decelip. you inlay wish 10 discuss if wilh Ihri school 11 you wish
to finlaw Ihe decision fulthr . you haW righl lo e fair hearing This can b done by calinig
or willing

%Zap

n 04,104 ,,(,

In terlaln cases twist children are also eligible for these benefits If you haw lull., children
living with you and wish to apply lor such meals arid milk for them. please nulify us or inclicste
II oo the application

If. during the school year. (Menges in your fernily Wein income placeS you in another category
of 0101111y, you should report suoti changes to lhe School oflicisis In order that appropriate
eilltbillty adjustments may be mode

All children We treated lho same regardlese of bility lo ply In Iles operslion of child fowling
ptograms. no child will be discriminated against because of ram color, or national origin

A survey Is being conduct, In your school to collect wrist/4011Mo dila on applicsnls This
Information Is voluntsry end will not affect your child's ilIglllity This Informal!, Is rising
ColleCted only lo be sure thalevelyone receives school nwins on e fair basis. wilhoul regand tO
race Color, Of natIonsi origin

The Informellon you give on Ihe application Is confidential and will be used only for Ihe purpose
of determining eligibility for free meals end milk or reduced ptice mosis If we can be of any
furt asSistence. please contact us

SInce

Num.

OW(

2 6 4



Mac ^mut 94
Inration for luoch,

O reaktast, and Mirk
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11.1.110 Tifigtvit e% jo nianTi 01 rugNirirrerr.Where not
nulk eheru. not apri., onle ph

(111 1.'11,1"l1.1" I 'Of

P uente,

11044 ruf poise el doildrem Nam..
leo Wheel itemstieelleo Is 444:

Mows sod allerear of wool Nan,e
or wast41,411 Address

Yelvistay cha 111.64
1.4ormodoo

P lease check In the pace
prov/tted the racial in thnic
identity of your childlren) thus
information le voluntary and
will nul *NO your child's
ilgihility This informetion la

TIM Wally 14~4 Wore
ream*

Include wages of ill working
members. wellar payments.
pensions, social tactility and
all olher Income Fill In one:

if your gross Income 410de

the @mount Indicate the
attached fernlly In scele
and you wIth to fy under
any of the spec hardship
Conditions cued n the attached
letter. plots' complete the
application form and also
describe the nature of your
hardship hem

13

Ill rpply, oil ',up/011,k and live
It. ymil I liddinn 101 Ind Ulla loom and r.1.111 1110 lb!.
at !tool offo o

Sr boo!.

TolsI 110111141 111 family

being cottnil only to he sure American Indian 01 Alaakan

that over ie receives kchool Native.
n011a On a lwr tn,o. walkout t Minn or Pacific Islendi
regmo to lace 101111 01 I 11..1,111,1c

rsailonel (mum ; flinch 11111 of IllepianiC origin
While linI of Hispanic origin
no not wish to give 1.101-
IlIatIchIl

Yearly

Monthly

Weekly

Hardship and Eallmsted
Annual Dollar Value

Every 2 meek.

- . Mho,

- Specify

f) High medical bill.
Disaster 01 casualty losses

Sheller cost

[I Special education wipshms
for children

2 6
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In certain cone bales children
are eligible forfree or reduoed
pliCal MOOG Ord 410 milk
regardless' of their larnIty
Income If yOti have foster

chlkhon living eith you and
WW1 to ppty for such meets
and milk Sol thsm. cleave
check here H

The school may wish to con
loot you Itu MOM informetion
about your /pater child to
determine eligibility

I hereby certify that all ot the
above information te true end
correct I understand that this
Information I. bing given In

connection .viih IS. receipt
of Federal funds: that school
officials may. to; cave*, verity
information: end that deliberate

0.4

misrepresentation may aub1401
me to prooacution unge
applicable Stale and eedtal
criminal statute"

Fee Sebes, Use Oa ly n Approvod Fres Reaeon for denlah..

Approved SoduCed Date

0 Denied Approving Official _

Patenael MelMoallea

r

Your application for free and D Denied for the lolloeing I/ you do not agree with the
teduoad pace meals end free reason(a): decision you may discusa It
milk tor your children has with the school You may
been oppeal the decision by calling

or willinS4211t0IJOglifilt_all
Approved for tree rows adsVisikatitiranand/or free milk

n APProved for reduced price
meals at cords for ',mob Approving
and cants tor breakfast School FoOd Authority:

14

26i;
e
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Clarela riMeik331 Man C
nrIk whet* n01 appircable

Me Is It* public moue thai we will send to (names of news media outlets and msjoi employers
contemplating layoffs) on thew group mull be advised Of Program
vailability. or,. program* of Changan in rimming programs

(Local school foOd authority)
today Innounoed Its policy for
pro, and reduced oft, meats.
free milk) for children unable
to pay Me full (MOO of /oath
IMO milk served under the
National School Lunch, School
BraaktaiL and Spacial Milk
Programs

Local school offlolete have
adopted the following family
size IncohiS Cr ItIrla for deter-
mining eligibility (Insert
scales)

Children from farnillee who,*
Income I. at or before th
!roils Shown are ellgible for
(free or reduoad Moe mrsalli
OF frill milk) In addition,
families not meeting these
Whale but with other unusual
sapanssa due to unusually high
medical vertors, choltor
costs In micas. of 30 percent
of Moon*. special Or/upsilon
*sponsor' due to Ihe mental
or physloal condition of
child. sod disaster or Olausity
loam' are urged to apply.

App Upsilon forms are being
sent to all homes In is lanes
to parents Additional cOpida
are available at the principal'.
officio In mon school The
Information providad on tha
applioaffon Is COnfidential and
will be used only for the Pols
odes Of deisrminIng
Applloalione may be submitted
at any lime during the year. A
aim* Stale inoonva
and family size flguirod,
plus a aignod cation by
the parent or lan that the
Information prdlaided le con
root

tri certain 0211114 foster shill.
Oren are also rallgible for thee
bonalits It a family Nati feeler
children lining with thorn and
"hog io &PPP/ fOr such meals
and milk for thorn II should
contact the school

Under the provisions of the
Policy. (tiile of determining
official) will review applioalions

15

S.

and determine eligibility II
parent Is dist/dished with the
ruling or the otlicial. he may
wish to discuss the cloolslon
with the determining offfols1 on
an Informal bull

It he *INA', to make
formal aPPoi. ho ri"if me" a
request Writer orally or In
willing to (name. oddness .
phon of Ma hearing official)
for a hearing to appeal the
dclaion The POlIcy Containe
an outline of the hearing pro-
podia* .

If tinnily mombar be-
-comae unemployed or II family

size oheN4111. the family should
oontect the school to file
1111* application Such changes
may make the children of the
family ellgibla tor reduced
One mails. at for additional
benefits such as Ire* moils
and milk II the family Income
falls at or WO* the level.
*flown above

In Ilse °potation of ohlid
feeding programs, no child will
be discriminated against be-
couee of Moe. 0010r. or Mt-
Halal origin ,

Each school and the office
of tho (oorrirei Offloe) has
copy of the oSmplela policy,
which may bo revhswed by any
Interaslod Party.

2 .6
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Sample
Co Mallon Procedutis

Attachmont

Schoons) useis) the following collection procedure'

Smola
Cr Serra
Prearkens

ill mote than 041. 141110111 of
collodion Is ueed. explain
them sli and indicate Witch
schools use which system
Orrubs in detail. Including
the method thud to distribute

In coneoling payments fOi
meats and milk ono In distrib-
uting tickets. token., and so
ferns, achool officials must
Insure that (hisa ts no overt
ittentincation of recipients of
free or reduced price meats
and fee milk Care must be
taken to prevent such identifi-
cation at the time the ticket
or token Is issued as well as ks
the serving line

Any coleellon system should
hare a butit-in accounting
system to record the mimbers
tif full price, reduced price.
and free meats and the quan
Mir of full price and lir milk

dally. Kering tree
countals a regulatory require-
trent

The following collafOlon
methods have boon effectively
e mployed across the Nation.
They can be rid equity well
in the National Sohool lunch.
School Elreskfest. and Special
Milk Programs To prevent
overt Identification of rOCIPI.
rt. and to provide adequate
sccountability for Ina mlik .
a separate ticket or token sys-
tem for paid and If,* milk may
be naceassry Same of them
require ticket or token coding
VOTIOUI methods for coding
are discussed below
0 Before settee!. chlYken
con buy tickets at the cafeteria
mansger's onto, but they do
not receive the tickets. The

tokens. tickets. 94d the Illsei end free and full price milk
the method thud to collect sub dsy if tokens or hole%
ohildrone paymenht--where. ale used. attech e free.
wham how, and the method ',doted price and a full prir
wed to account tor full price. ticket or token )
bee, end reduced price meals.

cafeteria manager sends the
purebred tickets as well as
tickets for Ilse meals and
recipients to the classroom
rot% day Ths tekoher distrib-
utes the tickets lust before
meal time The Hoke% ore
codedjlor accounting mu.
pore%
0 Students pay for their
meals In Ile offlo A checkoff
list. Incuding the names ot all
children eating (full price,
reduced price.and fres).la
than preparedand sent to tr.
osisteriallgosahler familiar
with the etudlont body checks
off names r children pau
thrOugh the ILne. At the end of
the meet winos, the 1181 I.
returned to It* offlee for
accounting purPoses This
method wIll only work In
relatively amall sohool In whICh
one paean Is familiar with the
*Mire student bOdy
0 The homeroom teacher
provides each child with an
envelope for daily. weekly, or
monttity payments Pupil*
return the envelopes with
payment, II paying full or
reduced price Or empty If free
Theeinvelopee ere ocillsoled In
the school office end coded
tickets are Issued So every
participating student
I') Parents pay In advance by
the month Each tougher
receives list of those children
who hare paid Those children

whO receive free meals or milk
ale marked paid, so no or
but the bookkeeper knows
whlch children trete free v
Meat 01 milk Teachers keep
daily records of each child'
served
) Meal payments are col-
died In the school secretory's

Wilco Payments can be made
by ohildren or parents on a
daily, weekly. OF monthly basis r

'the tecratary records pay.
ments and knows whiots
ohlidren quality for free mulls
or free milk Identical Motels
labeled onty with ohIldren'e
names are distributed In the
otraroorne by the secretary
Since parents may mar
payment*. even Chlkhon who
We I raorellipais or milk may
not kn whether Irk mule
or milk ere free, redUced prlos,
or full pate
0 Parents are billed monthty
for full price or reduced prke
meals their ohlldren are
rived All paymente are ,
mailed In so that no moor hi
collected In oteleroorris Ail
participating students receive
a monthly ticket whlOh Is
punched each tine the strident
eats. At the end of the month
the tickets are coliseted and
clerk calculates the amOtint
to be billed

date WAlwade

4

O Numbef coding. Free meal
or milk tickets sit have a
four-digit number, reduced
pric tickets a flve-dlgit num-
ber. and full-price tickets
six-digit number
n Number cochn by &sties.
Numbers I through 1.929 are
free meal or milk tickets:

IS

265

numbers 2.000 thrOugh 3,999
AT* reduced price tickets; and
numbers 1.000 through 5.299
RIO loll price tickets
0 Nantes. Tickets hays the
child's name on them and can
later be oomparsd to a
checklist.

Dar. ramp. Tickets hav

sz.

the data stamped on thorn In
different spots. For Instance,
llokets with the dale stamped
In the top third may be full
WIC., tickets stamped In the
middle thltd are free, and
tickets stamped on the bottom
o re reduced price.

jars
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(tem lackafon of tAls (yp# of
ffyor Is punt), volt:Miry.)

Aftachmard
(0014041)

Ars you unemployed. Or work-
\ lop for low *egad. on a

pension or social eecurify, or
receiving public Assistance?

Would you like more nutritious
meals for your family?

Food stamps can help you buY
more and better food To find
out 11 you are eligible for them.

N. contact:

17

56-650 0 - 00 - 10

I \

ANN

26)

10.

91;
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11191

Pt Wooed Prtee
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If you develop your own policy, letter to parents, public release, or application, you should chock
it against this list to nsure that it °ordains all the items required

I.

1

Year Polley
Sietoment limit
Itienteln:
O Reference to all programs

In which you participate
breakfast luncr, milk.

1:1 Reference to q end
reduced price els Kid
free milk.

o Title of Motel ealgnsted
to make the eligibility de-
terminations
Family sire end Inoorn*
orient to determine eligi-
bility. including the four
specified herdship pro-
visions end the foster chil-
dren provialon.

o Applicetion procedure.
O DeecriptIon of collection

procedure(s).
NondlecrImInstion emir-
Wes.

CI Assurance that applIcatIon
will be &counted at any
Um* during the school
year.

fl Assurance that IMO and
reduced price meal
free milk recipient;
homier eligibility iii a
school district. ,

o Assurance that all chl.r
drain In the same family will

.g1 receive the same beneltts.
CI Statement that your polloy

will be srinounced by
Means at a fatter to par-
ent'.

O Mouton°, that \the same
Information outhrod In
the parent letter will be
submitted to the intufroe-
Hanel media.

CI Assurance that II lunch,
breakfut and milk are
served, eligibility criteria
re the earner.

o Complete hearing pro-
cedure,

C) Aseurince that recipient*
of free and reduced price
meals end free pith will
oontInue to mesh" bene-
the during the time an ap-
peal Is pending.,

o Copy of public releasi
CI Copy ol applIcatIon.

270

CI Copy of letter to peronts
ID Copy of famity-alro

income scale
1:1 Copy of collet:Mon

cedurMs).

The Letter
to Parents Mose
o Contain complete llaibliity

criteria, Including the four
specified hardship condi-
tions end statement of
possible eligibility of
foster children.

0 Indicate that an application
Is Included.

Li Provide instructions for
submitting an application

o Tsll`flOw 10 appeal (oral/
written).

Et Tell where to appeal.
CI Give the redeced prim

for lunoh and breakfast.
o ContatrPthe atetement: "In

the operation of oMifI
feeding programs, no child
vrIll be discriminated
against because of race,
°clot Or national origin."

o Contaln referenoe to
chimp's In Income.

ID Contain assurance that ap-
plication la confidential
and used onlY for deter-
mining eligIbility.

The Appileagon Forth Must:
o B. Clear and limps and

requott Orgy Information
required to determine eligi-
bility: number In family.
family
tion of true curate-
Information ( th penalty
statement for deliberate
miarepreimentatlon), and
elgnsture of @doh family
member.

o Tell where to submit appli-
cation.

ID Include the etatemen "In
certain cams foster I-
dren are eligible for frecr
reduced price meals a
frae milk regardless of

Aleamity Income. II you have
'Y Meter children living with

you end wish to apply for

pro-

suchomesis for them.
Maass contact us."

(rInclude the statement: "If
your pros...Uglily blooms
xceeds the amount In-
dicated In the family in.
com scale as shown and
you wish to apply for
free or reduced price
meals and free milk for
your children under any of
the special hardship con-
ditions cited in the letter,
please complete this ap-
plioation form and also de-
scribe the neture of your
hardship."

1) Include the fraud warning
t statement

The Public Itefeem
Must Contain:
R Eligibility criteria, including

the fourlipeoltied hardship
corfditIons and the state-
ment of possible eligibility
ol foster children.

ET Instructions for obtaining
applications.

o IrtStruOtIons for appeal
(oral/written).

CI Nondiscrimination aisle-
ment.

O Unemployment reference.
Assurance that application
is confidential and ueed
only for determining eligi-
bility.

Colteotton
P romduce(s) Mwel:
fl Prevent overt Identification

bf children receiving free
or reduced price meals
and free milk at the time
meal Is served.

CI Prevent overt IdentlHoallon
of oplIrtren remlving free

.or reduced prioe malls
and free milk at the title
the medtum of exchange
(ticket. token, etc.) Is
obtained.



Addendum Sample
Parent LW for
Lunch, ereakfast, and

267

NM* foto/int:4s fo mOsIS 001114)Mo InfOlm000n
rfdll whore nor ppfloofdo ,h.,, airdfleohfo

NW* aoollotf oo "Volunrfy

4

- II you Sorra MA NUM with high yo0 ohould devolno the bottom This orrldon cwinlaIno Itr
rooroolf &Iwo of patio!. icc p14 O spp11/..thul. paean! Ions, and appIIIlon
who 00 nail th. isnousgo of the Docqdlo cc SPanloh

4r

Foldrnados Pathos

Li ...1. al lb 511 prrOdas nulullyas monomania duelnla los dilly Incolocos los
aludlantos PuOdon Cornpraw l olmuotro por IP.... t kOchi cnt000d. 01 d000yuno pot

dldd'w Or adooaloou snt05 . y lochs adIclonal pot todd o tonlaaos

leo mho. do fonollail coops Ifvfoloo son sl nlvlo band dial nivel lloqun In socials quo Inctulrnos,
puodon oblon loch grans y cornhloa walls o a anon° mducldo do IIduE ad soci rn, anol
cnlavo pot I alr0USIZO y d Irodotoo 1.1.04 10. 04401411 csnlawn pot ol deosyuno 51 sus In
winos ton mayors' gin lo clue ea Indic. Sam hnuo puodon sun 141 olsullnows bolo los Ingolootos

cidrudoslanclaa sl InsOoddcuonlos midlcas kClkly111 501101 do numicutn qua. odudon 115101. par
cameo do SUP Maroons pintos pod oducaclOn ospoclalizada (aw au hIlo por caul. do uns MCC).-
cwriod !Isles 0 nr.qcrsl. y pirdldos accIdenloloo u contecuonclo do &Mires

Pots italics, iO cuolgulor Homo° del sno pita lochs grills y ountldas gratis o prod° rducIdo
ood SUS MOS Magian 01 layOr do cornplolst I. splicCIOn 1101%101a y trndlula 11 la oicuslo L
ascuola loopondoli el compact.) dontro cto ird.oad., 01 dors In P/ ownwoweddon) diode do loaned su
a1.hrle1011 ,01001100101116 al SUS tops lain oggthles 51 no OcplFI doccolOn. hoodoo of ddroCho

soIlcoor uns auclIoncl En lad case b01 ba,bi baCriban al S. Oil b'Ca. adddl.,adladid.* d t.aclr c"'llq
o Hamlin ol tolaluno

Iarabiell ha" Ciao§ on qua nlEdos ol culdodo de una lirnIll.. cslillcan pars alOs bonlictos 51
utIltdel IInSn Isle. 010311 en su losichoncia y dosoan quo solos ninos roolban les cornIdae,
y I. Itchy. hog*, el Isodat do m000lonallu on Is splIcaclOn

SI dimwits II ono ascola, camblos an el lamono da au limltcs o n Rua Ingeozos les ;lemon on
oho cotogona de slogIbIlidad. tongs I. bondad do nolllicor Is oscqolo do loins Camblas par
quo so pudon hoc., boo sallualsmitnlos oproplados do saogibliklad

law lodge los ndhos s IN Irate 'gull. no Import. al pow o no En los pregramsda 41111rtololl-
cdOn oscolsr loo nInos no min doscrirnInaduo a Clue. d (sof, Color, u ()Open naclOnal

orscuools se *all novendO Cabo mi ww oscusis Palm rococo! InfOrITINCIOn dsclal u alnico
sobt 101 aolICIIIntOs Ears IntotrnactOn Os voluntadia y co ahoclar a le d SU 0100
PeclimOs oats InforrnaclOn por seal:now quo cads IIISO ractbo las cornIclas acolsros do uno
manors lulls sdn roporo olgunO con noapocto r sm. color u origin nocturnal

La Intormsclen qui remit. on Is aplIcaClon es conlIdenrIal y sena usads Pans el plopOollo do

dollornfrfir I. oliogIbilidad do reclbn comlna, y Who grills o coned., procioi weducldos.

Pow Nom cornuniquous con 110501101 al II podernuo wolf on ego mar

SIncolaments,

1111,0111

11.141000)

20
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=don tor
Lunch, reakfast, and
6111kSpanlab

Predroo..

Nombre:

timoiwo y Mew-
el4s di illalres

paardiones:

Nombre.

DIrecclOn

268

Delete letniiiir *3 to moat.
or rrinti whiti nyl ni.plieabt *hir not applicabto
Datotelte941.; on 'Volinitary

Coil Ifights Information'

(linen OBI* mottolo pore solirlii Niche ulatis y
iLa Woe n ,dos owe inn rufus y asynAlyn111 a la

ntainn;11n In (.1.1144

Croons: Chadic:

NOmoro de mlombros

on la familia

I5genn444n veleMarle di '

ieteekom olvfloo
En la colds marque I. iden
tidad racial o !Wilco de ou (5)
nIflo (a) Eats InformaciOn es
voluntana y no 'declare Is
elogIbutldad de Uinta.)
Potilmos eat. Informacion porn

asuguin qua code nino rocibe
las comIdas osculates de une
manna lusts sin wino alguno
con respecto a rare, color o
origln/ocional

Indio notteemericano
I 0 notivo ds Masks

nispano
I nogro. no do origin hIspano
1 caucisico, no de orlgon

Malmo
r I No demi() divulger este

InformacIón

TOO iv %yobs. antes d
dedweeisses:

Incluya suoldul de todoa los
mlembros do Ilmills quo
baton. Pagoa de boneficencla.
pennons*. seguro loclil. y
toda entrada de dlnero Ilanen
uno sOlornenle

81 SUB Ingreeoo szcoden la
contided Indicede en la escale
adjunle y ualedes demean spli-
cer bolo wad !so Condlclones
ospecieFas nomDqda. anterior-
mente on la carte. grin el
favor de completion ti
modelo y doscriban oda.
menus le concliclen o condi-
clones be su dillcullad

21

2 7 2
7

Anus!

Menoual

Seminal _

Dlliculiedes y Met llimado
on dollies

( I Cuontap medicos ncealvas
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SCHOOL LUNCH PRoGRAMEXPANSION

For Legislative Ihstory of Ad, see p. 3011

An Act to emend the National School Lunch Act n d tho Child Ntitiltion
Art of 1966 tg clarify respomibilities related to providing tree and
reduced-price meals and preventing discriminplion agoinst children,
to revise progrant matching rIguirementa, to btt engthen tho twtrition
hainino and education bc,.erits of the pogroms. and otherwise tootrtngthen the food service prour/inis for children in bchoOle and-

. eerv-co inutitutions.

Be it enactrd by the Senate and 'House of Repreentatives of the United

PUBLIC LAW 91-248 t 84 STAT. 214
4

Slatcs of Amcrica in Congress assembled, That:

AUTHORIZATIQN FOR ADVANCE APROPRIATlONS;
CARRYOVER AUTHORIZATION

Section 1. (a) Section 3 of the National School Lunch Act
amenda by inserting at the end thareof the following: "Approprjn-
flans to carry out the provi::ions of this .Act and of tlie Child Nu-
trition Act of 196tt for any fiscal year are authoried I o be made a
year in advance of the beginning of the fii cal year in which the
funds *ill become availabk for disbursement to the State. rot_
withstanding any other provision of law, any fun& api,ropriated
to carry out thc provasions of such Acts shall remain available for
the purposes of the Act, for which abpropriated until expended."

(b) The first sentence of section 10 of the National School Lunch
Act2 and thy first sentence of section 12(d) (5) of such Act 3 are
each airknded by striking the words "preesding fiscal year" and
inserting in lieu thercOf the following: "fiscal year beginning two
years immediately prior to the,. fiscal year for which the Fe.deral
funds are appropriated",

NONFOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION
Sec. 2. Sections 5(a) and 6(b) of the Child 'Nutrition Act of

1966 4 are amended to read as follows: . A

"(a) ,There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal
Year-ending June 30,1971, not to exceed S08,000,000, for the fiscal
year ending Ju.ne 20, 1912, not to exceed'$33,000,000, for the fiscal
Year ending June Al, 1973, not4to exceed S15,000,000, and for each
*ucceeding fiscal year, not to exceed 510,000,000, fo. enable the'
Secretary to formulate and carry out...a program to assist. the Stat .
through grants-in-aid and other means to supply schools drAing
attendance from areas In which poor economic conditions exist with
1. 42 U.S.C.A. I )752.2. 42 i 1259. 2. 43 U.S,C.A. 1760(d) (5).

4. 42 U.S.O.A. I 1774(a), (W.

2
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gauipment, othttr than land or huildinrs, for the storare, prepara-
-non, ;,,1 (Cr f,}d ICC ,110,1,. Such
estabhsh, maint.ttn, awl. expand ;,chool food :--ervicc prorranrs In

of a nonprol it private .school, such equipment shall ICr

use of moll rnottl prineipalk ill i,,onoction with ehild fct.dine pro-
Kranis ; (Ili:, in III(' Nat i(Inal SChWid
a! and in OW event sm h equipment it: no lonrer so IP od, it
inay haw-1'111.yd to another non profit privale ss-hool iti-

):CtjuI1 ill v.ny of -us h prori rims or 10 ;1 piddle particIpatinsr
in any p--"nlin-, or, ,nihnr eithor .of these
DEO part of silt h ed rsith FrCh.ral funds, or the
residual value then of, shall revert_ IC tho Unitod Slats.

"(b) The appIrkion fi0 per euntum of the fund.;
i. t,-1 far IAA ,.ect ion amonr t

jug i.ach ye..it on the :;:tme basis as apportionment:; ;;:e made
under : vtion 4 of the Natistal Scl;ool I.pnch Art, as amend, t1,
for supol :,;'..rt oltural and tIll.cr 'Nods. The reniainine funi1.4
approl,I,;.10.A fm I jlo rerpo:ses ,y't.ct ion sh:di he p1 ,p,z1;(,0ys1
to each t:t:tte (Cn the 1):,,i5 of the lath, IJ'e.tween the number of
droll enro:led ,.vithout C fuefdiel I'ViCe in such ;.-tate z.11.1

the noinl:tr of chiltii:iriTliolled vt,ithout a .food iicrv?tte
in all St:itt.s. Pa:\ Clients to any St a-te ..,,et.port;,Ins.,,1 fat an.,

fiscal yeAy shall he ni,ide upon
01. NO C051 Pi. any '-sub.-;eut ion

be borne by tSt:ite or loyal tund:i.

ALYMINIST!-Zi,TlVE .N1-11ZIT1ON EDI'LVE.ION, AND
DIRECT E.>, PEN LYITURES

. The firq sentence of section 6 of the National School
Lunch Act Vis amended lo read as follows: '"che funds pro-sided
by appropriation or transfer from other acC.ounts for any fiscal year
for carrying out the provisions of this Act, and for carrying out
the provisions of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, other than sec-

ts tion 3 thereof, less
'(1) not to exc.(' ed .31/2 per ecutum th(rcof whiA per eentum

is hereby made available tothe Secretarygsfor his administrate
expenses tmder this Act and under the Child N utrition Act of

'1966.;
'(g) the amount apporiioned by him pursuant to sections

4 and 5 of this Aet and the nmount appropriated pursuant:to
sections 11 and 13 of this Act and sections 4, 5, and 7 of the'
Child Nutrition Act of 1966; and

"(3) not to exceed 1 per centum of the funds proviftd for
carry' g out the iwogran0 under this Act and the progCa'ms

wide he Child Nutrition Act of 1966, other than section a,

which per centum is hereby made available to the Secretvry to

supplement -the nUtritional befiefits of these progrSms through

r.. 4 U.S,C,A.1 1755. '
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grants to States :knd ot her means for nutritional train i nlbfand
education for worter:-:, cooposat.o.r::, and payticipants.s in these...

programs and for necessary surveys and studies of require-
ments for food sewvice programs in furtherance of thy:purposes
expressed in section\2 of this Act. and sectioli 2 of the Child
Nhtrition Act of 1966, . ishall be -available to the Secretar during such year for dirvt ex-

penditure by .him V agricultural coEituodities and other-6ods to
be distributed amOng the States ail sChools and service institutions
part' .ipating in the food service programs under this Act and under
the' ild'Nutrition Act of 1966 in accordance-with the needs as
terun ed by the local school and service institution authorities."

STATE M INC REQI.11REM ENTS

Sw. A. e,:tion 7 of the National School Lunch Act k 1; further
zinwn* inserting immeAately before the last sentenc«d such
sectirn th4following: "For the fiscal yi:ar beginning .uly , 1971,
aiid the fiScal year begivning .1u1, I, 1972, Sthte revenue (other than
revenues derivNI from the program) appropriated or utilized spe
cifically for program purposes (other than salaries and admin-
istrative expenses at the Stat,4, as (listinguished from local, level)
shall conslittite at least 4 per eenttim of the matching requirement ;
for each- 9 f the twosucceeding iScal years, at least 6 per cent um of
the matching requirent'ent ; foi each of the subsequent two fiscal
years, At least 8 per rent iiin of the ma ) ching requirement; and fOr
each fiscalvear thereafter, at least I() par &entuni,mf the maUhipg
rcquirement) The. State revenues made availabk/ pur?,:uant to. the

-p'receding senk.nce shaIrtc disbursed, to schools, to the extent the
State de'jinspracticable, in such manner that each "school receives
t}i e. same proportionate' share of such revenues -as it receives -of
the fun"ds apportioned to the State for the same year under sections
4 .and 11 of therNational School Luncili Act-and sections 4 andy5 .of,
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966." .

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
5. The first sentence of sectO 7 of the Child Nutrition,

AA" of 1966 7 is amendell (1) by inserting "dr for the administra-
tive expenses of any other designated State agency" immediatelZ
ter "its administrative expenses"; and (2) by inserting "an4 service
instil ut ions" immediately a fter, "local scilool distkicts".

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND LITHORITY

Sec. 6. (a) The sgcond sentence of ,section 9 of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751).8 is ainclided by,i sertink "not.
exceeding 20 cents pc? meal" immediately after "or t a reduced°
cost". .
6. § 1756. ' V 42 U.S.C.A. 2758:
7. 43 U.S.C.A. § 1776.

U.S.Cong. & 4dm.New '70-16
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(b) ction 9 of the NaTional School Lunch Act is further
amen d by .instrting after the second sebtence thereof the fol-

Jowl! "Such determinations shall be made by local school author-
ities in adcordance with a publicly announced policy and plan ap-
plied equitably on the basis of criteria which, as a mininlurn, shall
include the level of family income, including welfare grantsthe
number in the family unit, and the /lumber of children in the
family unit attending school or service institutions; but, by Jan-
uary 1, 1971, any child who is a member'of a household which has
an annual income not above the applicable family size income

p level set forth in the income poverty gurdelines shall be served
meals free or at reduced cost. The income poverty guidelines' to be
used for any fiscal year shall be those prescribed by the Secretary
Rs of July 1 of such year. In providing meals free or at reduced
cost to needy children, first priority shall be given to providing free
meals to the neediest children. Determination with respect to the
annual income.of any househoie shall be made solely on the basis of
n affidavit executed in such form as the Secretary may prescribe

ty an melt member'of such household." .

(e) Silltion 13(f) of the Vational School Lunch Act.9 is amended
impby inserting after the secoftd sentence, a new entence: "Such de-

terminations shall be made by the...service institutio...authoritieityin accordance with a -publicly announced. policy and pla applied ,

equitably on the basis of criteria which, q.a. minimum, sha I include
the level of family incomei-induckag welfare grants, the,number
in the family unit, and the number of children in the family unit
attending school or Slrice institutions."

. ..

(d) The third sentence of section 9 of the National School-Lunch
3 . Act 10 and the fouraPsentence of section 13(f) of such-Act" and

tho fourth sentence of section 4(e),of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 12 are each amended by striking out the period at the' end of
the sentence.and inserting' in lieu then.of a comina and the follow-

, ing: "nor shAll there be any overt idertidention of any s.uch cOd . ....

by special tokens or tickets, :.anounced' or published lkts'of netmeN, (..........,
-.,

or other mean-:." '
...

(e) Section .9 of. the Natknal School Ltinch AcOs. furffer
amended by inserting at the end thereof the followink: "The Sec-
retary is authorized to prescribe terms and conditions respecting

11 the use Of commodities donated'under such section 32, under isee- .,
tion 416 of the Agricultpral Act df- 1949, at amended, and titiO
sectiOn ,769 of the Food and AgricuftUre Act a .1965, as. amended, .

as will maximize the nutritionai and financial contributions' of-. c' ,

such donapd commodities in such sehvand institutions. The A

requirements of..this section relating to the seryice of,tmeals without
cost .dr" at a reduced cost shall apply toi,he lunch program4y
school utilizing commodities donated updlr any#f the provisiOns bf
law 'referdd tp in---the preceding senteace; gone of the iequire:

....

1 . .
! IP A 421 . I SSV117 C 1M.

10. 42 U.S. . 1753.
11. 42 . WM).

r 1t. 42 . C.A. 11773(e).
. .

'it

-
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ments of this section in respect to the amount for 'reduce( cost'
meals and to eligibility for meals without cost shall apply to notic
profit privateschools which participate in the school lunch program
under the provisions of section 10 until such time as the Secretary
certifies that sufficient funds from sources other than children's
payments are available tip enable such schools to meet these re-
quirements."

SPECIAL. ASSISTANCE

Sec. 7. Section lt of the National School Lunch Act is amend-
ed to read as follows,:

!NC' "SPECIAL ASSISTANCE

"Sec. 11. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated
(for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and for eacI\ succeeding

fiNcal tear such sums .as may be necessary toofrovide special as-
sistance to assure aecess to the school lunch program under this
Act by chil rcn oflow-inc me families.

"(b) Of sums ap ropriated pursuant to this section for any
fiscal year, 3 per centum '91411 be available for apportiomnent to
Puerto Ri.co, the Virgin Islands, Guam, avd Arneri.can Sawa. -From si
the fundtso available the Secretary shall apportion to each such!
State an amount which bears' tali same ratio to such funds as the
number of children aged titrcr to seventeen, IIICILIAIVC, in such State
bears to- the total numbetnA speh children in all such States. lf
any such State -Cannot utilizet tor the purposes ,of this section all of
the funds so.apportioned to it,. the Secretary shall make further ap-
portionment on the same basis as the initial apportionthent_to any
such State which justifies, on the basis of operating experience, the
need for additional funds for such purposes.

"(c) The remaining hsunis appropriated pursuant to this section,
for any fiscal year shall be apportioned amongtes, .(2)her than

4'uerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and' Artictin Minos. The
amount apportioned 1,6 each such, State shall bear the same ratio to
such 'remaining funci as the number of children in such State aged
three lb seventeen, ditlusive, in households with inctmes of less
than KW) per annlim bears te Che total number of such children*
in all such States. If any such State tannot utilize. for the pu'rposes
of this section- all of the funds's% apportioned to it, the Secretary

N.shall make further ariportionment on,the+same basis ad the initial-
. apportionment to liny such ',State which jUstifies: on the, basis of

operating experience,..the need for stich additional funds for such

"(d)'Payment of the funds apportioned to any State under this
section -shall bA made as provided in the last sentence of section 7
of this Act. .
13. 42 U.S.C.A. I 1754
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"(e) Fupds paid to any State for any fiscal year pursuant to this'
section shall be disbursed to schools in such State to assist them
in financing all or part of the operating costs of the school lunch
program in such schools including the costs of obtaining, preparing,
and serving food. The amounts of funds that each .sehool shll
from time to yme receim, within a maximum,per meal amount es-
tablished by the Secretary for all States, shall'be based on the need
of the.school for assistance in meeting.the requirements of section
9 of this Act concerning the service of 'lunches to children unable'
to pay the full" cost of such lunches.

"(f) If in apy State the State educational agency is not permit-
ted by law loodisburse funds paid to it under thfs Act to nonprofit

e private school in the State,. the Secretary shall withhold from the
funtia apportioned to such State under subsection (b) or (c) of this
section anitamotintwhich bears the same ratio to such funds al; the
number of free ..or reduced-price lunches served in accordanc"ith
sectin 9 of this Act in the fiscal year begi,nning twol years im-
inediately prior to the fiscal year for which the funds are appropri-
ated, by all nonprofit private schools inirticipating in the program
under this Act in stich State bears' to the number of stich free and
reduced-price lunches served during such prior year bys all.sehools
participating in the program under this Act in such State. The Sec-
retary shall disburse the funds so withheld direCtly to the nonprofit
private schools within such State for the same purposes and.subjeet
to the same conditions as are applicable to a State educational
agency disbursing funds under this secteon.

"(g) In carrpng out this section, the terms and conditions gov
erning the operation of the school lunch program set forth in 'other
sections of this Act, including those applicabte tolunds apportioned
or paid "pursuant to. section 4 or 5 but.?excluding the provisions of
Section 7 relating to matching, shall be applicable to the extent they
are not inconsistent with the exyrress requirements of this.section.

ift "(h) (1) Not later 'Man January 1 of each year, each State edu-
cational agency shall submit to the Secretafy, for approval by him
as a prerequisite to receipt of Federal funds o; any commodities
donated by the 'Secretary for use in programs under this Act and
the Child putrition Act of 1966, a State plan of child nutrition op-

.* . 19111Ittions for the. following fiscal year, which shall include, as a
aidescription bf the manner in which the State educo-

tionakItrancy pitpoSes (A) to use the funds` provkled under this
Act and funds from sources within the State to furnish a free or re-
duced-price lunch to every needyirghild in accIdance with the
,
'provisions of section 9; (B) to extend, the.:scho Hunch program
underAhis Act to every school within the State, and (C) to use the
funds provided tinder section 13 of Wis Act and section 4 of ihe.
Child Nutrition Act of 1966 and funds from sources within the

, State to the masimuM extent practicable to reach needy children.
4!(2) Each school participating in the school-lunch program un-

der this Act shall'report each trio* t,t) its State educational agency

4111%

C ')
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1, /.
' kthe average number of children in the school who received free

:...P.,

lunches a nd the aye r:rge number of children who received reduced
,:,price lunches during the immediately Orece ing njionth. Each par-

ticipating school shall provide an estinw , as of October 1 and
March 1 of each year, of the number of children who are eligible
for a free or reduced price Imich.

.

"(a) The State educational agetisly of each State shall report, to
the Secretary each month the average number of children in the
State who received free lunches and the- average number oflOtildren
in the Staie who received redvced price luiklws during the immedi-
ately preCeding month. Each State educational agency shall pro-
vide an estimate as of Oclobyr 1 and March 1 of each year, of the
number of children who are eligible for a free or reduced price

:

lunch."

gEGULAITIONS

Sec. 8.. Sed/pn 10.of the Child Nutrition Aekiof 1966 14 is amend-
ed by striking out. the period at the end thereof and inserting RI
lieu thereof the following: "and the National School Lunch Act,
incl tiding regulations relating to the service of food in participating
schools and service institutions in competition with. the programs

authorized under this Act and the National School Lunch Act. In
such rcgulatilms the Secretary may provide , for the transfe.%r of
funds by any State betm.'een the programs authorized under this
Act and the National School Lunch Act on the -bask. of an approved
State plan -of operation for the use of the fun& a-nd may provide
for the reserve of up to 1 per cen,tum of the funds available., for
apportionment to. any State, to carry out special deVelopmeal
projects."

NATIONAL ADXISORY COUNCIL
\

k,

Sec, 9. The Natiothd School Lunch Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new section:

"NATIONAL APVISORY COUNCIL:
14. (1) There is. hereby estatlished a council to be

kooNVn as the National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition (herein-
after in this secflon 'referred to as the Tonkin which shall be com-
posed of thirteof metnbers appointed by the Secretary. One member
shall be a school afliiiinistrator, one member shall be a persOn en-
gaged -in ehild welfare work, one member _shall be a,person engaged
in vocational education work,' one member :Judi be a nutrition 'ex-
pert, one member shall be a school food service Management expert,
one member shall be a State superintendent of schools .tor the,
equivalent thereof), one member shall be a State school luneh. di-
rector (or. the d ui va I en t thereof), one member shall be a person
serving on a school board, one member shall be a classroom teacher,

14. 42 U.S.C.A. I 1779.

2ste
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and -four members shall be officers or employees of the DepuHment
of Agriculture,..apecially qualified to serve .on the Council because
of 4heir education, training, experience, and knowledge in matters
relating to child food programs.

"(b) The nine members of the Council appointed from outside the
Department of 'Agriculture shall be appointed for terms of three
years, except that such members first appointed to the. Council
shun be appointed as -follows: Three members shall be appointed
for-terms of three years, thret% members shall be appointed for terms
of two years, and three members shall be appointed for terms of one
year. Thereafter all appointments4shall be for a term of three
Years. excePt that a person appointed to fill an unexpired term
shall serve only for the remainder cif such term. Memberti 4Wpoint-

ell from the Department of Agriculture shall serve at. the pleaAure of
the Secretary.

"(c) The Secretary shall designate one of the members to serve as
Chairman and one to serve as Vice Chairman of the, Council.

"(d) The Council shall meet at the call of tire Chairman but shall
meet at least once a-year.

"(e) Seven members shall constitute a quorum and a vacancy,:
on the Council shall not affect its yowers.,

"(f) IC shall be thes-funAtion of the Cq,mncil to make a continuing
study of th.e operation of programs carried out under the National .

Sehool Lunch Act, the.Child Nutrition Act of 1966, and any related.4
Act under which meals are provided for children, with a view to
determining how such programs may be improved. The Council
shall submit to the President and the CongrOiw ahnually a written
rcp'ort of the reSults of Its study together with such recomml;itda-
tions for administrative and legislative etani6 as it deems appr.9:
prIate.

"(g) The Secretary' shall provide the Council with such technical
ana uther assistance, including secretariM tind clerical ,assistance,
as may be requiyed to carry out'its functions under this Act.

"(h) yentbers of the Council shall .serve without. compensation
but shall re'ceive reimbursement for necessltry travel and sUb-

sia.th3pe expenses incurred by them in the performahce of the duties
of t Council."

SCH4OL UREAKFAST PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

Sec. 10.- SeCtron 4(a)ouf the hild Nutrition Act of 1966 15 Is'
hereby amended by% striking.out '$12,000,000" and it*erting "$25,-
000,000".

Approved May 14, 1970.

15. 42 U.S.C.A. 1773(04:

1
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MS. GLAVIN. We' continue to vigilantly monitor the implementa-
tion of these regulations. Wes are not aware of unresponsiveness on
the part of States or local educational agencies in the approval of
improper systems. -

You may be assured that Carbl Tucker Foreman, Assistant Sec-
retary, and Bob Greenstein, Administrator, Food and Nutrition
Servioe, share the concern that imtblemented systems guard against
discrimination in the service of free and reduced-priced meals.

If there is information to the effect that certain systems are 'Cot
proper, we would likes to be informed so that we may correct the
situation. In addition, we intend to examines any improper systems
cited during these proceedings.

Mr. Chairman, r share your concern that needy children not be_
obliged' to not participate in the school lunch programs heeluse of
discrimination.

M. Zang's suggestions on the development. of guidance materials
and working

' useful and-v,v wi
Seveia1,- lines

beyond that, that
that we bap the s:
meal.

Mr. ChairMan, th
take those' actions, no
interests of t e program

As you said yesterday, Mr. Chairman, as Ms: Wosoba said this
morning, school officials who want to make this program work and
who Want to protect the dignity of their students.Qw do so. We can
and will help them to do so within the autho ity mid the reVe-.
ments ofthe existing legislation and regulatim .

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
iWliairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of wet as a panel. You have
1,11kn most helpful. I have a few questions.

If the administration,were to succeed. in its efl'orts to cut back on
the reithbursement for 'paying students in the school lunch pro-
gram, the subcommittee has received testimony predicting that a
significant number of paying.students would opt out. of the .pro-
gram in marl schools throughout the country.

I, would like to ask Ms. Wosoba, Ms. Zang, Ms. Glavin, in that
event if you feel that a decre,ase in the paying studtmt participation
would serve to further fru:Atrate this issue of the identification of
low,income students? i

Go ahead anranswer fii-st, Ms. Wosoba.
Ms. WOSOBA. Congressnan Perkins, I don't think I understodd

the question. I am sorry. I have a h&iring problem anyway. Would
you repeat what you asked me?

Chairman PERKINS..Yes.
Well, we have had testimony. to the effect that if.the reimburse

ment rate for paying students in the school lun
acrmihistration is proposing to cut it táck cip the s
cents.and if the administration were o succeed in, c
reimbursement rate on the paying student in the
lunch program 5 cents, that wek4

h State directors at upcmbing meetings are very
implement tibem.
s yesterday Allied that the Department go
e prohibit ,the uses of cash in the cafeteria and
le of' foods other than the federally reimbursed

Department does not have the authority to
do we feel that. it would be in the best
o do so:
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that there wotild be dropouts in the school lunch program through-
out tht country. 1 ,

-Do yo feel that a decrease in thepaying stignt 15aHicipation
would R .ve to further frustrate this identification of the low
income st dimis?

You go ahead and answer, Ms. Zang, yourself, On this question.
Ms. ZAN,G. I think it would because it would substantially drive

out the payi15 kids whiclveuld mean the remaining kids would
he free and reduced-price kids. It would be pretty obvious class
discriminat ion. s

Chairman TERKINti. You would agrye that that is the truth?
M. ZANG..'Tes. I ,
Chairman PERKINS. That is the re on wnykyou oeneve, as you

state(P
Ms. ZAN. Yes.
('hairman PERKINS. 1)0 you care to comment, Ms. Glavin?
Ms. GLAVIN. Yes. .

Mr. Chairman, as you know, we estimate that a 5-cekt cut in the .

section .1 rate to paying children would result in about a 4-peroent.
decrease in participation among those chilken. That has been part.
of our budget submission.

I would queStion whether that small a drop in participatiori
would have much impact on the kind of program vre have or on the
problem of' identifying needy children.

Chairman'PERK1NS. Mr. Koth, do you want to,comment on that?
Mr. Korrn. On whether- there would be a dropI. think there

would be a drop. I do feel there would be a drop in the participa-
,

t ion progrlim.
.1

0
Again, t.&, kids would be noticeably identifiable because the

paying kids would no longer be there. . c..

Chairman PERKINS. Now, another questilon: . .

.

We have learned from the witnesses today and yesterday that
disdrimination in the lunch prkrams does exist. .Psre have also
learned that a large.eontributorlo the pioblem is that local admin-
istrators do, not alwayss use collection procedur hat protect a
chtld; identity.

You
afnelior
minist
dureS,

avt -all recommended alternalike 'procedures t ti at would
te the situatiom However, this is assuming th local ad-

it rs will ox.00perate and .switch oyer to these new proofs. .

g rdless of the fact that they-have been using other proce-
dures for y rs and years.

There is already concern on both the State'and local levels that.
Federal redtape is becoming more and more of a problem----

My question is, and Uwould also like the Department to respond
to this, what-cati be dope of) theYederal level to insure the cooper-
ation of the local adniinistrators, especially those that,do n -ee
discrimination as a problem? ... . . .

'I woidd like for the Department to answer first. . ., e
MS. GLAVIN. I believe one 'of the/points J4s. Zang made is very

'relevant here and that is that schobl idmitrators are40.4(ing.for, ,
already developed procedureg that they ca use. Wet, have done
some of this in our handbooks. I- think th re are fnur or Ave
different,procedures provided tq theni there. I .

1,
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I think -we need to do more to'insuro that the handbook .ts tb
local school administrators since apparently in some cases itf is not
getting There. ..

Beyond that, I. think we have to be careful that the lines we
draw and the requirements we draw are not things that are going
to cause school administrators other problems.

That is why I stated that we don't feel that solutions such as
removing cash Rbm tfie hincTiroom are an answer. I think those

i- ..are going to cause-so many additional problems that local schools
will object to, them. It is all very well to say, charge families for 10
meals at..alime, but for some families thia is not possibleThere is
not -1-0 days' worth of money at the beginning of a 2-week period.

So they will start dropping out of the provarn becauga the* don't
have 10 meals' worth of money so they won t kticipate for those 2
weeks, ,

Those are the kinds of qtiestions that I think have to ISCe consih-
ered in dete minirIg what restrictions we are going to place on
schools. I do 't think we want to solve this problem by creating
other probleip

Chairman PERKINS:\ MS. Zang, clp you care to comment on that?
(710 ahead. , -

MS. ZANG. I would love to comment. I think one of the, problems
is that we aro not explicit enough about just how, to, get\ rid of
discrimination. .

You say that there should t be, ycku have to have cash and
tickets inithe cafeteria. I wou say that as long as those.Systenis
are allo*d, there is going tdje discrimination. A golwol district
might check off on its appLfation, we collect moRey and issue
tickets, but they don't require kids to buy tickets somAwhere befow
they get to the cafeteria. The kids ate allsaved the option of buyin7
a ticket and they don't usually take that olition.

Therefore, you have cash and tickets.- Cdsh are the paid kids and ,
the tickets are the free or reduced-price kids. There is going to be
discrimination. Evein4hough tll paperwork is fine, the practice is

.ciiscriminatory,
I think looking back over the years of work that I have done in

this field, the vaine of doing the groundwork, of showing peopke
.explicit systems, here is how you do it, here is where it is being
done, here are some choices for you, rtnd allowing those local
administrators to select from 'thoschoicés or come ur4with thir
own, rather than giving them some vague information about, don't
set up discriminatory practices, and then eoming around to .

monitor. ,
Nobody likes to be monitored.) People like to be helped and

encouraged, burthey dont like to be monitored because there is
,

something wrist )t pping about that.
If the groundwo k is laid and if people have clear choirces about

what they are doing, there should not be so many problem People
w be less resistant/ to change. If they have to inve,at systems and
t en be monitored from above, the're is resisten1 to that ahtl

ple don't want to change that. -
. Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Koth? . .

Mr. KOTH. Well, my resp9nse td administrators who say there 'is
a Ipt of Federal redtape is, iaybe that might beitrue, but they are

A \ . a
.

.
)
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in(the business of educating kids and they are in the business of
making stifte that kid makes tlw best adjustment lw possibly can. I
don't see-any reason why an administrator, and 1 am one mysclf,

--has to put out the effort to make sure this. program: functiNs
appropriately.

In Baltimore Cminty we don't separate botween different colored
tickets. Everybody sets the same ticket. They pick it up i n t he
morning, There is no exchange_ of cash and nobody really knows
who is free, w,ho is reduced, and who is paid.

The big pkblem, thouKhi- is that even in the best of sygtems
'there are,going to be kids that, again for thelpcial reasms, are npt

r going to te doing this. They just prefer not to eat r do other
thinss.

out thatilti:y hayeta responsibility, in dvling with kids to elimi-
So I t guideline-fan be addressed to local schools to pointo

nate discriminatory actions that oikmr. Not because they ifiipose
them because they Want to, but it is because they just have other
things of hioher griorities.

PeoPle don't holler about free lunches the way tiiiy holler about
getting a youngster in special education or improving the reading
tektbooks or doing other things.

_ Chhirmn PERKIMI. Mrs. cflavin, let me ask you a question:
Evidence -hows that more children, low-income children, are cop-
tinuously` identified in the chool Lunchroom, and in view of the
widespread identification of these free and reduced-price children

Alk participating in the schocaLlunch progranl, dbn't you feel that Ihe
Department of Agriculture could do more than they are presently
doing in that respect toward eli ating the identification?
, Ms. GLAVIN. Obviously, ther is a need to (14 more. I think that
some of t,he suggestions that rave been made over the last 2 days
are Very good suggestions a d-we certainly will move to impr6ve
our guidance if it is ntt sp chic enough, t.o try to get it int-oThbe
hands cif people who need it. ,

What I l*ve heard over the last,4 Ylays is that although the
guidance exNts, it is not getting into the right hands. Clearly, we
need to work on,that.
s Chairman NRKINS. I don't think yott need to write the guidelines
completely for any local scho61 district that participates in their
si.hobl lunch program. But hold some tight reiits and if they fail to
inaugurate a satiqfactory solution and they .continue to let these
children be_identified in/a-reckleSs, careless manner witfiouti the
exercise of a high degree of care, then I would think the-tleiSart-
ment should Piave -the authority 'to do something about. thilk
,ituation.'

We would like to help the Departn nt come up with some solu-
tion to this situation. I k low when e lived over in Virg'nia and
they had an impacted aid problem, it was different comple ely. It ig
kind of like comppring oranges and apples, bUt at the same time it
would .give you ail idea. I would fill out .a questionnaire about my

every year. He would carry that back witb..hiin to the
.school.

This could be done with the, adjniprator, and frotti that 'point
on the administrator could wor4cjut so4ie solution. Yon can( work

'56.,65Q 0 - SO - 19
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out a system Aere the child Weald not lx.-,,identified unless the
child gave it away himself.

There are different ways to tackle this problem. We have tried to_
do somOhing about it since 1968. We have harped On it
coat inuously.

So many local school districts take sueh little interest in the
school Imichroom. That is the thing that worries me throughout I
the countrr As hard as we Have worked\ to build a good program,
and they are at times the ones that are helping tear down this
program.

The school superintende.nts must fie really iNerested in this
program if we are going to have .a yery successful school lunch
program,"the largest feeding program in the world.

. I ViOnt .4) bee us go forwArd and make progress and not come in
with- a tendments proposing to cut back anywitere along the line,
wheth r it is free, reduced,- or paYing.

I st nd tor auniversal free lunch prOgram, but I knoW the funds-

..are
not va able to do that. But it worr'es you; ,when you- put in'so

4tnany years on this program that some p ple at the local level are
carrying on--in a reckless,tareless manner..

Go ahead and comment.--
WOSOBA. I-could bot agree withYou more about that. At the

same time, 1 am represeintatiye of One State, Kentucky, and I 'do
kncrAr that our -Stiote agency under Mr. Tayloi's department has
done a marKelous job of trying to elimiffate all the abuses. 1 have
been in 180,of otit'181 School districts in Kentucky andl.do not see
the abuses that I.am assuming were alluded to in the testimony
yeterday.

There were statistics yesterday saynig exactly what percentage
of' the h)c0 diStrict§ abuse the system. Because`l have been in

-education 15 years and, ilf.co_urse, most of it has been in Kentucky
'and maybe just ahead of thFhounds or something, but we don't see 4
these abuses.

I think:a State agency ian wry TAI -take care of it, if it is
adminisWred well 't4ough the State. Then it is in g od shape. 4

I might add 4ls that the N .tion Act that was p1ssed that"'
funneled money, millions ofid&lars our .case, to-Kentucky, I am
chairperson of that Nutrition Advisor Council and that has just
been a maryerous way to get money to I cal sdhoo districts, to get
teachers involved, and to get the local classroom d cafeterias,
help them to become a learning centet for ail the children in the
school.

That, is kind of' a plug.for tha , 1#ut tkat has been very effective
in our State. I would liketo than ifyou and USDA for apowing that
to happen in Kentcky. rt

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you reçy much. /
Are there any other comments? INyou l the Department can

do more? ',.
MS. ZANG. Yes, I do,
Chairman PERKINS: G6 ahead and tell us. a

Ms. ZANG. As said before, I think that laying out clear choices v

for, distric s and I guess I, pu1d prefer. that lover the heavy-dety
moniterin although agrite hat Is necessary..

24,



One of the things that sort of thers me, that is, this one term
that I have heard used this morni'tig and does appear in the policy
handbook and that is the term "recipients."

What is 'a recipient in the national school lunch program?'Isn't it
every child? Every school meal is subsidized. As long as we use the
term "recipient", I think we divide the payjng from nonpaying
kids.

I would love to see the Department get rid of that word in
connection with the school meal pro ams.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chair an.

141 have seen the school lunchipro am worligin my own State of
Michigan where the legiskiture has also made a commitment to the
program. I am very proud of the efforts that have been made.

Having been a teacher for a number of years, I recognize the
importance of nutrition in the learnihg process. do know that for
a number of students that I taught the only really nutritional meal
of the day was the one provided at school, I think that the positive
aspects of this program should not be harmed bp having low- and
middle income students singled out and identified.

We know that the harm that tomes from Mat is well document-
ed. I feel' that there lire alternatives to that identification.

Mr. Chairman, without objection I would like tothave included in
thesecord an article entitled "Discrimination in the School Lunch
Program,'! authored by Sari Klinghoffer of the national child nutri-
tion project, frotiv-the magazine, Food Action. .

Chairwan PERKINS. Withwt objection.
[The information referredlo above follows:I

2
<
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Chairman PERKINS. Mi. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. First of all, I am pleased to hear your response

to some ,of the suggestions that have ibeen made, Ms. Glavin. You
do not have the appearance of a faceless bureaucrat.

Ms. GLAVIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Second, Mr. Koth, I am not really surprised that

you appear to be doing soniething right in Baltimore. You do a lot
of things right in Baltimore. The- last time. we looked at the
summer feeding programs, BaltimOre was.., a model city in that
regard.

I wish Srou would tell us a little more about how youdo haridle
this. You said you don't mix cash. You use tickets only. Would you
describe this system for tie

Mr. Korn. You have to realize that I am not involved with the
food service department at Nitimore County public schools. I am
simply a psychologist that wanders through and occasionally eats
with kids. ,

Mr. BUCHANAN. However, you 'seem to have knowledge of the
system. You say they us.0 tickets only?

Mr. Kom. Yes. Baltii-nore County 11/2 ago instituted a program
where ticket books were printed ftp. I think the book run 10 tickets
to a book.

In the elementary qchools a letter is sent home at the beginning
of the year for those who would like to.have either free- or re-
duced-lunch programs. The parents fill dut an application.

The local administrator) at the school, be it'a helping teacher or
an assistant principal, would make a judgment as to whether the
youngster would be approved for- the free lunch or the reduced
lunch program based on certain critoria that I think have been
.spelled out somewhere. I am not aware of'what it is.

They would then say,- so, and a book would be' assigned to that
particular youngster and there would be no eichanFing for cash.

4141/Fid who would go in to buy the lunch would go into the office
and'depoeit the money with the secretary. Then in the.morning the
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teacher would hand outsay 'there are 30 children in the class.
They would hand out 30 booka and nobody Would 'tallow who was
free, who was reduced, and who was aid.

The child then takes the ticket to the cafeteria, presents it to the
cashier. She tears out the ticket and the child picks un'his lunch
and eats.

In, junior and seniOr high there is more responsibility given to
the student where the student maintains the book and has the
choice of toing it, whether he wants to or not.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Well,,I like Ms. Zang's suggestion about poesiblx
finding some model programs of various sizes around the country
to use illustratively in your literatnre. ..

I think Baltimore might be a very likely candidate for illustia-
tion from what I . have olverved of the conduct of the Baltimore
school system. Baltimore, not only won the world series game, I
think they do good work in the ways lis well.. .

Thank you.
Mr. PERKINS'. Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILIAAMS. I want to concur in the commendation, of Balti-

more this morning after the world series. I think they, need a pat
on the back. Whatever it is yofi are doing right, we are proud of
you.

.

I am troubled, I ttink, as are all of the Members of the commit-
tee, .concerning this matter of possible unintentionql but nonethe-
less de facto di5criminatio4.1nAtie adminiStration of this program,
but,. I don't know where the villain is.

.

I understand that when things go wrong at a local level, the
villaln is obviously Washington, D.C., but the members of this
committet have done everything they can tor I think, to fry to see
that there is no means test based on the administration of the
prograin. "Yet it Still remains:''

The Department of Agriculture tells me that they do everything
they can to stop it. My folks at home in Montana say they don't do
it. Baltimore apparently doesn't do it. ISentucky doesn't do if Yet
people keep coming up here saying this program doesn't work.

Where is the problerehere? What 'is wrong? Is there a problem
ormdo witnesses at that- table invent the problem or do we invent it
as a campaign vehicle. Js there really a problein? Everyone denies
it except the people who sit at that table and they point to some-
body else and say, there is a problem dut there.

Wilf you address yourservei to that?
MS. GLAVIN. Mr. Williams, what we have .is a, program that

exists in ,some 97,060 schools in this country, each of which has a. slightly different way of runninghas different needs in their)com-
munity, differeht size programs, different bUildings, different
setups; and different kinds of employees. The program is going to

. run differently in those. 97,000 ischools..
I Would like to say that someday every single school will do it

exactly right. I dop't think th itc is ever going to happen.
t dck think 'that we need to Ontinue to be vigilant abOut this

problem. I think we need to in rease the kinds of assistance 'we
give, not in terms of required 'systems but in tering of systems that
have worked in other places. ,

I
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I think.we T o providethat information th schailg wythiit'
they have an op , rtunity to fit one of them to thAr ewn particular
needs.

Mr. WILLIAM Does,the I4epartment track those schools that are
not doing it co ectly? Can we identify them?

Ms. GLAyi I gather that s2mof the witnesses keinerday ana
today have s ific instanc ro ems.

What we aye ia a combination.of things. Some of the instances
that have ; n brought up in the last 2 dafi are things thAillo
clearly ille al, different' coloreektickets or di erent lines. Others Of
them are ings that are allowed under existing regulations.

Such ti ngs; as having a la carte dales in the lunchroom, that is_
allowed. And some of the witnessee feel that is thscriminatory
because nly certain-children cab afford to burthose foods.Having
cash i the lunchroom is allowed under the existing regulations.

So ere is a combiAation of instances that are being brought to
uS. T ose that are contrary to regulations, that are illegal, we
cer nly 'will move to take care of.

WILLIAMS. How do you identify those instances?
s. GLAVIN. Through a system of reviews. The Statetteag re-

red to review their schools on a regular basis. Onti of ings
t they review is the collection procedure.

Mr. WII2LIAM8. Did someone else want to comment?
Mi; ZANG. My position would be that as long as the guidance

material readsand I read from the fri*, reduced-price- meals and
policyhandbook, page 16YElefore school children caribuy tickets
at the cafeteria jzanagefs office, but theY 40 not receive the tick-
ets," and it goes oR to tell how the tickets are distributed.

I think- as long as you let kids have the option of buying or not
buying, 'they will not buy. kids have to buy tickets so everybody
uses a ticket or a token or whatever the mode is.

I think as long as we allow kids to have a choice of buying a
ticket thete will be discrimination.

Mr. WIWAMS. Which way would you go, have everyone purchase
a ticket or no one porches* a ticket?'

Ms. ZANG. I think everybodY should have a ticket.
WxwAms. Charge everyone? ,

MS. ZANG. Nb, I misunderstood. For .instance, in 'the example
that I gave in Lawrepce, Kan's., parents there pay for 10 meals, .
those that have to pay for meals and reduced price kids pay for 10
meals,, whatever that happens to be.

So every itid goes in with a ticket for 10 meals, whether free,
reduced-price, or paid. The staff takes care of it. It is the same
colored ticket. There is no cash exchanged by'some kids who didn't
want to buy a ticket. They have to do it. That is how they get
lunch.

What I am saying is that this system. is OK. If I were a hchool
district, I would liay I am olynking this method that I allow kid., to
buy tickets in the school office, but I don't require them to do that.
Therefore, they are going in and buying their, it used to be a type
A lunch, with cash and theenext kid is using a ticket because he is
free or she is free. I

That is the reality.
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Mr. Wiumms.--When we have a Federal program such as this,
which in effect requires a means testanctit is my understanding,
Mr. Chairman,. that this may be the Ilist Federal program that
requires a means. test. I want to associate myself with your re-
marks in stipport of an universal free lunch program. I join you in
that.

But as,long as we hdve a program that in effect requires a nieans
test, I guess we are going to have to contitfue 'to have difficulty
with it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
Chairman PERKII4S. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a word of appreciation to the panel for the fine information

tikat they have provided us with today an ttilso an observation, if I
might.

YQU mentioned, Mr. Chairman, that since 1966 you and others
have been concerned that. there were failures of administering this
program so there would not be discriminatory practices on the
local level.

It struck me, in 1966 to 1979, the kids you were concerned about
have already graduated from high school. As time goes on I think
we need to see that we don't have anS, discrimination in the lunch
line.

I have four teenaged children. I think those of us who have
children and work with them are aware of how sensitive they are
to peer pressure. The last thing in the world they warfç to be or to
do is something different.

As we have- heard tlom the lady from the Department of Agricul-
ture, that if there are separate lines and different colored tickets,
that distinguish them, I think that is the 'first 'place where we-must
zero in to see those practices don't continue. J ,

Then we should see how the program is administened in certain
schools so we get 4lot only-the availability of good nutritious meals,

. but have'it done in a manner that is not discriminatory to people
who are not in the same economic strata of some others in the
class.

I think it is good subject to address.
Wank you, Mr. Chawman.
Chairman PERKINS. Cet me, thank the entire panel. You have

been very helpful to the committee. We. want to try to see better
administrationb and we need it.

Mr. Buchaian?
, Mr. BUCHANAN. I didn't mean, tO break in, Mr. Chairman, but I
woncker if it would be possible to keep the record open in the event,
in this is a series of hearings, there may be other State or local
people who want to insert something in. the record?

Chairman PERKINS. Absolutely, you may insert anything you
prefer. And the record will remain onn for, any other member.

Let me thank you all for younappearance today. You have been
very helpful and we appreciate it. -

Whereupon, atib-11:20 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned. -
[Additional miterial submitted for the record follows:]
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k

Washington. 11(
DEAR CONGRESSMAN. PERKINS: le in attendanceof tlre Pennsylvania Coalition ,.

on Food and Nutrition Conference in klarrisburg, Pa., August 23, 1979, I learned

that the Children's Foundation of Waehington, D.C., would be testifying before your
committee on Al Id nutrition billS in this month of October, 1979. Ilaving worked
closely with the Children's Foundation in the National Council of Churches Donies-
tic Hunger Crudsade 1970- W73, I immediately volunteered, as a foliar public
school teacher, to a my testimony to theirs.

As family w la traveled throughout Vie United States and Antdthe Pacific
islands during the years my husband krved as chaplain in the U.S. Navy. I have
taught in- Philadelphia, Pa., Willow Run, Michigan, the Marshall Islands, Pacific'
TraieL-Territory, Oahu, Uawqii, Albuquer ue, N(Iw Mexico, Nutley, New Jersey,
Lakehurst, New Jerse d Laurel Bay, South Carolina. Retired from teaching. 1
*rye as chairperson the World Hunger Commission of the Southeastern Pennsyl-

/ Amnia Sy od of the utheran Church in America-I arn a board member of Church
Women IJnited of Greater hiladelphia, of the Southeastern Pa. Synod Lutheran
Church Women and of the nds of Children Auxiliary of Lankenau HoSpital,

Philadelphia.
The Natiortal School Breakfast Coalition 'Conference held in March of this year

passed a resoiption on disc:Animation withui the School Lunch and School Breakfast
programs. It to this practice that I would add my testimony

Invariably, hen the school authorities have a message to send into the.home, the
schIroom teachers askpd to distribute theta to the children as they leavq for
home. Often, little or no instruction as to their content or significance is shared
with the teacher. The child-messenger may in all innocence destroy, lose or forget to
deliver the form to his parents. If the form is safely -farried the parent. must

, decipherthe message for himself. Under'these circumstanceg, it is often ignored. In
the caae of the School -Lunch/School Breakfast application parents have been known.
to avoid applying for they did not-want the child to be labeled "poor." '

In my experience, daily and weekly collections of monies for food were an accept-I s,

ed part of the school routine and were openly conducted before the entire class. The
children would line-up at -the teacher's desk as each sum was rkorded. In some
instances, tokens-of varyintl colors were difitributed. Color was linked to the amount
paid. At lunch time the children Were assembled in.the lunch-room grouped accord-
ing to the colorsof their tokens. This plan was designed to facilitate matters for the '

cafetria staff. Of paramount importance was the need to keep accurate records of
the reduced-price and free. lunches for upon these the school would report its needs
to the goyernment authorities and have valid proof for subsidies. The entire process
causes anxiety within the,Odup as even the very young sense that some of their
peers are differentiated from others.

a In 1976 Congress passed the "Right to Food" resolutiop. Acknowledging the basic
heed of every Ming thing, we roust now strive te offer sustenance wherever n,eeded
with grace and good-will. I believe that the National-School Breakfast Coalition
offers a code oficonduct to follow in ite resolution on discrimination. The elimination
of prbeedures which mitigate against lo,r income children can help to bring health
and happiness where now; only misery and despair exists.

Sincerely, ELSANOR M. SPAIIN.

4
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OVEkSIGHT HEAttINGS ON THE eHILiD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Pioposals to Reduce Federal, Subsidy for iiayitig
Stuilent

111111111111111*, 0(1'OBER 30, 1979
, /

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
OOMMITITE ON EDUCATION AND IJABOR

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30-a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House OINce Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subccimmitte) presiding.

Members present:*Representatives Perkins, Goodling, Buchanan,'A
Erdahl, and Hinson.

Staff present: John F. Jennings., counsel; Marian Wyman, special
assistdit to the chairman; Beittdce Clay, staff assistant; Mary Jane
Fiske, minority assistant diftfetaii, 'research and oversight; and Rick'
DiEugenio, minbrity legislative'associate.
r Chairman PERKII413. Today, the.. Subcommittee on Elementary

Secondary, and Vocational Education is continuing its oversight of
the child nutrition programs. For the next 3 days we will be
considering the administration's proposol to cilt the Federal subsi-
dy for paying students in the lunch program. .Our purpose in
holding these hearings is to learn what impact such a p4oposal
would have on the effective?iess of the school lunch program.

In its budget request for Child nutrition for fiscal year 1980, the .

administration proposed a 5-cent reduction in the Federal subsidy
for paying students VI thee lunch program.

The House Bwiget Committee has supported the administration's'
proposal by recommending an 11-cent cut in the first budget resolu-
tion and a 5-cent cut in the second budget resolution.

*The Department of Agriculture has projected that a 5-cent cut in
the paying subsidy will result in a 4.2-percent decline in the par-
ticipation of the paying student. Other sources have predicted any-
where trom a 5- to 25-percent decline in participation.

In light Of the fact that 55 percent of the 26.6 million children,.
now participating in the school lunch program are paying students,
wq_qivi only assume that a significant decline in their particitpation
wald be very,damaging to the school lunch program.

It is inconceivable to me how both the administration and the
)16 Budget Committee can stand behind this proposal when if could

have such a crippling effect.
(291)
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The General ACeonnting Office in its statement before the ea-
cdn'imittee back in March offered this assessment of the adminth-
tration's proposal:

The lack of proggram information and e v aluatkm m aterial severely restrained both
UK and the Department from fully assessing the impact of the cuts and the viability
of alternative proposals.

The Depastment has little convincing evidence to support its proposed moditica
tions in the school lunch Program.

That is what you can tell the Bureau of the Budget when you g
down there, what the Department says.-

Unquestionably, the Department's proposed cuts will save money. They will also
remove many children from these programs. Unfortunately, we are unable to meas-
ure the trade-offs between budget cuts and cutting children off from program
benefits. Nft

Now, that is the General Accounting Office's statement quoted.
During the next 3 days we Will be gathering testimony in an

effort to establish what impact this proposal will have on the
school lunch program. If we do, in fact, find that cutting the payimg
reimbursement would adversely affect the program, I hope that the
administration and Budget Committee will 'seek other avenues for
legislative savings.

We now have as our first witness, Dr. John Moseley, and a panel
comprised of Ms. Betty Harney, president of the American School
Food Service-Association; Mr. T. G. Smith; director of child nu
tion programs, Alabama State Department of Education; .Ms. Jane
Wynn, assistant director, Broward County School District, Ft. Lau-
derdale, Fla..; and Mr. Robert Cherry, director of school food serv-
ices from the Archdiocese of Chicago.

Dr. John Moseley is the new executive director and he %via
introduce the witnesses.

't

STATEMENTS OF JOHN D. MOSELEY, ED.D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, AMERICAN SCHOOIJ FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION;
BETTY HARNEY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SCHOOL FOOD
SERNOW ASSOCIATION; T. Ge SMITH, DIRECTOR, CHILD NU-
TRITION PROGRAMS, ALABAMA STATE DEPArRTMENT OF
EDUCATION; JANE WYNN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BROWARD
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.; AND
ROBERT CHERRY DIRECTOR, t SCHOOL ROOD SERVICES,
ARCHDIOCESHr OF CHICAGO

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. MOSELEY, M.D., EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, AMERICAN SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Dr. MOSELEY. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Wait just one moment,.Dr. Moseley. I have a

statement here from Congressman Ashbrook, the mihority ranking
member.

I do want to tell all the school lunch people from Ohio here today'
thatyou are well represented on this committee in John Ashbrook.

iHe s taking a stand against this cutback all the way and he is
helping out tremendously.

And as far as I know, all the other members on the subcommit-
tee on the minority are against cutting this subsidy for the paying
student. .
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I would like to atathis timei without bbjection, put the statdment
of Mr. hshbrook in the record before Dr. Moseley introducelhe
witnesSes.

[The statement referred to abov folrows:1

WI:pm the Congtersen I Record (kt I . 1'1741

ADMINISTRATION:s PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS IN SCDO0i, LUNCli PRpGRAM NOT
SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE AND COULD SERIOUSLY DAMAGE PHU) NUTRITION

(Speech of Hon: John M. Ashhrook, of Ohio, in the Houssof Representatives.,
Wednesday. October 17, 1979)

Mr. ASDRROOK. Mr. Speaker, I do not recollect ever having. asked my colleagues to
reject propoeed cuts in Federal spending, but I feel strongly 'that the administra-
tion's proposals 'to cut back on 'support for the national school lunch program have
been made without adequate justification. That, also, is the judgment of the General
Accounting Office in testimony before our Committee on E.ducation and Labor on
March 13 of this year.

Because wO are going to be debating the second budgoeresolution, and because
the Budget Committee has adopilhd a substantial portion of the proposed school
lunch cuts, t is imperative that every Member of this House underAtand thr
probable impact of those cuts.

Adequate nutrition for America's children is a,matterlike national defenseof
fundamehtal importance to every citizen. For More than 30 years the Federdl
Government has helped achieve the goal of adequate child nutrition through the'
natioftal school lunch prograipyWhile State and local school food administrators are
the first to admit that imprtivements can be m'ade in the program. they knowand
we should knowthdt ill-advised cuts ia support can wreckAhe progrtim because it
is balanced on a thin edge of economic viability._

Among other cuts in child nutrition programs, the Carter administration proposed
a $262 million reduction in support for school lunch, and an additional $119 million
cut fn the special milkj program for schools.. In &including the GAO testimony on
these cuts, 1- enry Esch ege, Director of the Community and F;conomic Development-
Division urged us toxquire the Secretary of Agriculture to make a comprehensive
evaluation of our chil_ nutrition programs, which earlier in 'his testimony he
indicated was necessary, to make any judgment on.program changes which might be
needed.,The following piragraph trom his testimony was hekded "Conclusions and
Recommendations" and I commend it to the attention of my colleagues:

The Department made an effert to limit program cuts to children who Would be
least affected by the cuts. The lack of program information and evkluation material
severely tielitrained both us and the Department from fully assessing the impact of
the cuts and the viability of alternative proposals. The Department had little
convincing evidence 'to support their proposed modifications in the School Lunch
Program. . . .

Unquestionably, the Departmentrs pryposed cuts 'will save money: Fhey will also
remove many children from these progiams. Unfortunately we are tenable to meas-
ure the trade-off between budget cutssome or oll of which could . well taken
and cutting children off from program benefits.

In tio many words, Mr. Speaker, we are being told by tlA0 that the administra-
tion does not knew what the yffect of its proposed budget cuts will be, mid we are
being asked to act blindty in a matter as critical as the health and nutrition of
school children. I cannot in good conscience do that.

I found'Assistnnt Secretary Carol Tucker F'oreman's testimonY in support of these
cuts vague and unpersthasive mite their impact;and I, regret that our colleagues oil
the Budget Committee felt otherwise. The GAO testified that the cuts-Would not
affect.just the students froin families with above average incone, but "will affect
children in all categories." The GAO made this appraisal of the mpact:

The Department estimates that these revisions will result in bout 1.1 million of
the 26.1 million participants dropping out of the programa 4.2 reRt ieduction.
Of the estimated 1.4 million children who will move from free lunch eligibility to
reduce. price eligibility, 350,900 will drop out. Another 370,000 children will move
from-reduced price eligibility to paying status, but 185,000 in this category will drop
out.. Another 580,000 paying students will drop out because of the ryiknt cut. These
Department figures assume certain economic conditions based on estimates derived
in part from projections peovided by the Council of Economic Advisors.
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The Depletment sourht to cut.back on benefits at the nlidle and upper inconie
levels Iloweve r, thetrcsults show that :11 percent of the estimateddropout will be
from students Mrmerly eligible Mr live lunches Another 17 liercent of those el,Pop-
Ping Out will be from those formerly eligible Mr rt,rhiced price hwches, and the

4 remaining i2 percent of the children dropping out vhll be those afTected solely by
the 5-cent cut

Those who administer the school lunch program fear that a major aninict will be
on those Inntilies with incomes just above the level.whicil qualify their children for
free or reduced price Ill Ill'hes These are the families hit hardest by inflation those
wlm are getting no help annwho are cutting not luxuries but necessita.s in trying to.
May afloat financially. A

Mrs Pon.man, with her custoinary sensitivity to the problems of hani-pressed
middle-incinne !ninnies, told our committee that she could afMrd to pay an extra
cents Mr tier children'§ 1111W heti and our colleague John Buchanan, Republican, of
Alabama, had to remind hut that precious few familiets have her $50,000 income.
Past experience indicates that those extra costs Mr lunches will drive hundreds of
thousands of students out of the program most to "brown bags- with inadequate

, lunches or to no lunches at all It may very well also wreck the program_
Unfortunately, few ix.ople outside thost who ruli the iirogram understand the

economics of it Like many enterprises, it survive's on a very thin margin of finan-
cial viability 11,4( most of the more than 85,000 participating inlic and private
schools, the "pitying student- -who pays the full difference bet wee* the true COSt of
a meal and the public support provided- really supports the program In many
schools, if enough of those students stop. buying lunch the 'program would be
insupportable. and thus could not be mode availaby for t he economically disadvan-
taged students wa qual4 Mr free anei reduced price lunches. So we are talking
about cuts 'in support leading to drops in participation which might well kill- the
ent ire program.

That is why I ask my colleague's to think hard about these particular cuts which
may lie embodied in the second budget resolution and cmdd be Mrced through
operation of the Budget Control Act. I am not opposed to all cuts in nutrition
programs. No program is saciosanct in the present budget crisis, nor can be if we

.expect ever to stop the disastrous spind of inflation. But. Imdget cuts should be
just died.

We are COM fitted to a $50 million out in the entitlement tOr tin. WI(' program
because it cann be effectively spent. Reductions may well be made in the summer
feeding program through tightening up procedure's for participation. I do not like
the administration's pkiposal tor slashing the special milivprograin because it was
not tought 'through to insure that all children can gett whole milk at school, but
perhaps cuts could be made there. But in the 'school lunch program there is
absolutely no evidence that the proposed cuts would not be a disaster. That is a risk
I am not prepared,to take.

Chairman Perkins and 1 disagree on a lot of thingsoften on spending firiorities %

and sometimes of child nutrition issues. But we agree on this isijue and we will
stand together injopptising the cuts in the national school lunch progratn. I hope our
colleagues on both sides of the aisle will carefully weigh the GAO testimony and
Chink twice before approving these Juts.

'Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, fir. Moseley. ThaneyOu.
Dr. MOSELEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity for

the American School Service Association and other allied associ-
ations tb come before you today. I know it takes a gregt deal of
yottr lime, energy and effort to plan for these heartwa and we are

cthost appreciative of the opportunity to ome before
Mr.. Ch irman, I think you are very well aware of the Amerigan

School 'Fo rvice Association and what We attempt to represent
to you here today. We feel we are the major thrust of the feeding
progratns ip outr schools, both public and private. .

So our witnesses here today, we feel, are most expert in the fact
that;they are the people that are on the firing line primarily out in
the public schools. Without further ado, I would like to introduce
them.

Our first speaker will be Mrs. Betty.Harney, to,nly immediate
right. Mrs. arney i the national president of the American Food
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Servic,e ASSoCiation. She is M charge of the food school servite
programs in Pueblo, Colo.

Our neg witness is Mr. T. G. $mith, director-of the child nutri-
tion programs in the Alabanut State...Department of Education.

The third witness, -Mrs. JanOWynn, who we are all familiar
, with, is the assistant directq of the firoward County tichool Dis-

trict in Ft. lAniderdale, Fla, and the direttor of our association.
The fburth witness is Mr. Bob Cherry of the Archdiocese of'

Chicago.
We think these witnesses ,. will give .you very distinct feelinks

about how these proposed cuts will affect our. child nutrition. pro-
grams.

Chairman PERKINS. fiet me welcome all of you this morning. I
am glad you have Ms. Iittney here, yotir president.

Go tthead. /

.1(

STATEMENT OF BETTY HARNEY, PRESIDENT,,AMERICAN
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE ASSOCI4TION

. .
Ms. HARNEY.' I am Betty Harney, president 'of the American

School Food Service 6.ssociation. My home is in Pueblo, Colo. My
title is director of food services. .

I appreciate hating the O-pportunity to appepr before ibis
committee today to share with you some of the concerns on behalf
of the children of our Nation and the membership of bur organiza-
tion.

In.Pueblo I am responsible fbr a childnutrition program serving
13,000 meals to children eligible for Federal reimbursement.
During the past.year, as president-elect of our association, I have
had the opportunity to travel into many different parts of our
country to discuss school food service matters with members of
Atate and local school personnel:

.

There is no salary attached to my position as president of thi
association. Our association maintains a small staff dl' 9 paid
proftssional personnel plus clerical assistants in our Denver head-
quarters. .

- We truly-Are a grass roots organization. Over 90 percent of our
membership of 68,000 individuals in State and local affiliates are
direqly involved in managing programs, in school lunch and break-
fast production, or in carrying out the many, tInd varied tasks
required for the production and service of nu IriMlis meals to all
children. - #

The .sCho 1 lunch and. other child nutrition programs'virtually
reach into 11 communities of tbq Nation, both _large and small.
Unlike many other Federal and Mate programs, there are no Fed-
eral funds for local administration -ox supervision of the lu
program. Federal funds received in the form of cash or comm
ities go directly into helping defray the cost_of serving food to Our
Nation's children. From a cost-benefit, I cannot think of any more
efficient program in which the Federal Government has a part.

As a local supervisor in a relatively small community, I can see
daily the flirect benefits of programs in terms of healthier children
in our community, better performance,_ fewer.disciplinary problems
in the classroom, and less absenteeism amoug the students.
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-7-Quality food seivice For tdl children is a necessity and is essential
to the efficient operation of any modern school system involving

. children from the ages 3 through 18:
It -is against this background that I come to express a consider-

able degree of coneern over developments in the petit few yPars and
where these deVelopments might lead us in,the future.

Frankly, my basic concern is with the changing attitudes and the
philosophy.'of the Department of, Agriculture toward our school
lunch program. This program was fatbered by the Department of
Agriculture in 1.946. It also sponsored the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 which biought into being other child nutrition programs. It
supported later legislation to strengthen these programs.
.,alowever, in recent, years the philosophy toward school food serv-
ices to a certain segment of pur child powilation has radically
changed its position. Instead or taking the leadership and extend-
ing better nutrition to' all children, ahis agency now feels that.these
programs should be limited only to children from, low-income fami-
lies, in short, what might be called 4 straight-ouT welfare program.

These programs have alfeady moved far in this direction. Pres-
ently, same fil) peicent of the Federal funds appropriated for use in
the school lunch and thei school breakfast programs are used for
the needy. Only 20 percent is used to help Finance the cost of meals
to paying children-

Nnw, 13hould this trend continue by reducing reimblirsements for
the paying child, and forcing them out of the program, the whole
range of child nutrition programs will indeed suffer. Mr. T. G.
Smith, who will follow me as a 'witness, will discuss the specifics of
an'y reduction in such reimbursements.

Mr. Chairman, I have always believed those wise men who
framed the National School Lunch Act intended that its program
benpfit all children. The members of bur profession throughout the
States who work in school li&nch iindochool breakfast programs
hold firmly to this gOal and Nye sharl continue to fight for it.

Finally, as I sit here today, I must ask myself these questions:
Why are we here to discuss a proposed reductiojt in schbol lunch

funds? .Why aren't we here to ask for increasing amounts which
would at least partially Offset the costs of the ever-rising operation-
al costs?

A I would like to share with the committee a reCient article pub-
lished in the Central High Times, a student newspaper of Central
High School in Pueblo, Colo. I quote:

This fall, school lunches increases' ill Price from 35 to 45 cents, but the same
amount of food is served as before. it was suggested by several students laxt year
that the quantity and the quality of food served be increased and improved.

The blame should not be placed on the cafeteria women. They work very hard
preparing and distributing the lunches every day. The ladies in the cafeteria try
very hard to be 'friendly to hundrede of students in a rushed atmoiphere.

All Central High Schopl students must realize that because of the school's limited
food budget, it is very hard to purchase great amounts of top quality foods.,
c,With this increase *price, students expect better lunches, but they don't realize

that the price increase is because inflation has also caught up with cafeteria
management.

Again, I quote, this was written by a student educator.in a school
newspaper in Pueblo, a middle income economic community:

co n
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1Igths iw flh participation --in-the iathool
dropped 5 percent over the Saw period in 1978. Due ty the price increases in otir
district, the overall percentage of paid students droppti1 13 percent in our entire
district.

This concludes my statement,.Mr. Chairman. I thank you for the
honor und the privilege of appearing before this committee.

Chairman PERKINS. We will withhold questioning until- we hear
from the entire panel. *

.

\, Who is your next witness?
Dr. MOSELEY. Mr. Smith.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. Identify yourself for the record.

.- STATEMENT OF T. G..SMITH, DIRECTOR, CHILD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS, "Al,ABAMA STATE DEPARTMENT 91. EDUCATIO10

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman and members of the éommittee, I am
T. G. Smith, director of child nutrition programs for the State of
Aiabama. I am testifying today on behalf of the American School
Food Service Association and its 68,000 members.

I also strongly believe I am tgtifying on behalf of; so e 26
million children whose nutritional-status and health coul be ad-
versely affected by the budget proposal td cut funding for the
school lunch program.

I refer here to the administration's proposal to reduce section 4
reimbursement by 5 cents for lunches served to paying children.
* Mr. Chairman, I am aware that tke sum of 5 cents seems like a
very small amount, especially to those "financial" experts in USDA
and OMB who construct the Federal budget f6r the school lunch
program. But those olus in the school lunch program, whether it
be \in Alabama, Kentucky, Maine, or California, are used to dealing
in pennies and fractions of pennies. Each penny of income is vital
to cIJr operation. ,

Sthool Lunch programs do not operate on a profit basis. We do
not have Oty balance df funds to offsgt deficits if program income
declines. Actuall , all that we .do is try the Nst we can to operate'
ar a break-even lasis.

"tr this reason, the pro sed cut of 5 cents in section 4 reim-
i)ement has a number o ery serious implicktions if it should be

adopted, I will speak to thes, implications in specific terms: Virtu-
ally every school lunch program in the Nation will.be required-to
increase' its lunch price by at least 5 cels,t5 This action, based on
past ex will Mean a drop of 4 or 5 percent in program
particip ion. As volume decreffises, deficits will occur and require
another price increase of at Mast 5 cents and, further decline in
participation. .

There is very solid evidence, including USDA research, to show
that more than 1 million children will be forced out of the program
in a matter of a ve7 few months.

Because of steadily increasing costs of all types of goods \and
services and Spiraling inflation, individual lunch programs are al-
ready in serious financial difficulty. A loss of 5 cents in revenue
per lunch could readily cause many schools tO .drop out of the
program because they could no longer afford to meet the Federal
program re9Airements...In such case; even the children from low .
income families would no longer be able to receive free lunches.

3,0 o
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Mr. Chairman, I conld go on apd on nhont the economic implica
tions of a 5-cento cut in reimbUrsement, the loss Of employment for
thousands 'of school lunch workers, and so forth, but let me try to
sum it up this wily:.

Loa of support for the paying child ultimately means that child
feeding programs will become .welfare programs. Mr. Chairman,
this would .be tone of the most serious and far-rehching mistakes of
the century.

The modern school system is vastly different from the one which
existed not too many years ago. Many schools nowhave extended
dity.care programs. Children are dropped off at the school by their
parerks as early as 7 a.m. and remain at school until aslate as 5
.p.m. These. 'schools also have special programs for handicapped
children, Head Start programs, and preschool programs.

In other wbrds, the present day school is the Nation's babysitter
for children of ages from less than 3 to over 18: Food service from
breakfast to mid-riiorning milk and snacks to lunch and afternoon
snacks is an integral and absolutely essential pact Ot these school
operation

These sc-FOTO, therefore, participate in the breakfast program,
the Child care program, and the special milk program in addition
to the school lunch program. In many instances, they also take
part, in feeding programs for the elderly. But the school lunch
program is the,heart of this total food service Operation.

In these days of high and escalatihg costs of operations, I believe
that the school lunch program will be critically damaged by the
proposed 5-cent cut in funding. This in turri would adversely affect
the operation of/the breakfast programs, of food service for Head
Stari and preschool children, and food services for the elderly
when operated ih conjunction with the school lunch program.

Each of theie is completely dependent on .the personnel .and
whiCh ace' available to operate the lunch program. In my

opinion, local .boalids Of education will not support welfare child
'feeding programs. -

It is my earnest hope and sincere wish that this proposed cut in
section 4 reimbursement not be adopted.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Ms. Jane Wynn. t

STATEMENT OF JANE WYNN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BROWARD
:OUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.

Nt§f. WYNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman and members of tbe committee,J am Jane Wynn,

chairman of the American School Food Service Association Legisla-
tion and Legislative Policy Development Committee and program
analyst fof the School Board of Broward County, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.'

I appreciate4he opportunity to testify before you in regard to the
budget proposals which would reduce the reimbursement rates for
lunches,served tO paying students by 5 cents per lunch.

As an asSociation and as individual taxpayers, we recognize the
need to economize in Federal spending and to reduce the Federal
budget. However, we are upanimously agreed that reduciug section
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4--reimbursement--foipaying-_students is the worst possible way to
decrease Federal. support for child nutrition programs. .

This proposal is of grave concern to school lunch operaters
throughout the Nation as it threatens the heart of the programl--
the participation and support of millions of middie income families.
This -threat occurs when sale prices are escalated beyond the level
where most sttidents can afford to participate. ,

Members of Congress 'have asked, "Will. 5 cents a day really
make a difference?'

My first response to that is that it will be a greater increase thaG
a nickelwe are already cutting every corner possible to keep sale
prices down, but we, too, are hit hard by rising costs, especially
food and labor. Then we will also lose some State matching funds
which are tied to section 4 funding; 10 orb cents will make a
difference, and I believe the effect will be tremendous.

.

In Escambia County, -Fla., Pensacola, the-sale price to paying
students was increased 15 cents this school year. Participation
which had been 92 percent has dropped to 67 percent, a decrease of
25 percent.
, Broward County, Fla., where there was a 10-cent sale price in-

craase in January 1979, participation remains 13-percent below the
level prior to the increase. It is impossible to operate efficient and
effective programs when there are drastic participation reductiOns.

In Broward, we found it necessary to reduce our. work force by
130 positions. This; in spite of the fact that our county has been a
model nationwide, for high labor productivity in a district with self-
contained 'kitchens. Less than 10 percent of the programs in
Broward could operate efficiently on just the econoLnically needy
lunches served, .or with even a significant reduction in' paid
participation. . , .

Our district is no different than others. School boards are having
Y the same economic woes as everyone else. They expect food service

prograMs to be self-supporting and cannot justify diverting educa-
tion funds to food servir when they are already curtailing educa-
tional programs.

Many districts will be forced to make decisions on the continued
opera on of school lunch programs. At the Present time, Florida
la ndates a lunch program in ever school, but ttis is.not true
in ni t States, anti even our law ci11 be put in jeopardy when
hinch programs become an economic 1 aPility,

The way haxe countered such attitudes and possible lack of
support is by operating programs which benefit all school children,
programs that do contribute to the health and well being of Ameri-
ca's young People and their abilieS, to gain the most from educa-
tional opportunities.

Our programs benefit by the support we receive from the k3TA,
school advisory, committees, and other community groups. When
'middle-income children are no longer able to participate, the schdol
lunch program may be viewed as a welfare, prmam and conse-
quently lose a great portion of this support that con,tributed so
much to the growth and success of the lunch programs riow serving
27 million children per day.



The proposed budget cuts appear to be the first. step in.eliminat-
ing Fedoral support for nonpoor students, which would in fFict
reSult in turning the lunch program into a welfare program.

If that happens, all- students lose, those, who win be readily
identified as poor by their participation in thelunch program, and
the others who are no longer able to afford the price of meals

kserved in schools.
Some comments made would indicate that rich students are thek-

only ones who will be affeeted. This simply iii not true. The phone
calls we have received concerning sale price ipereases are from i
middle America, school tealgiers, blue collar families who look
upon the lunch program as a nutritional benefit for tIvir fhildren.

The expected participation decrease is acknowledged li the ad-
ministration when they project part of the savings will take place
because fewer lunches will be served. This is an unbelievable way
to effect economy in a. program that has been effective and is
recognized as an inliestment in our Nation's future.

Mr. Chairman, we auweciate the leadership yOu and membersf
this committee have slZwn for support and expansion of' the chil
nutrition programs, and S,our commitment to maintaining the most
effective programs possible. .

Thank you again for this opportunity to speak to you today.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
We will now hear from the next gentleman, Mr. Cherry.

STATEMENT OF' ROBERT CHERRY, DIRECTO, SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICES, ARCHDIOCESE OF CHIcAGO

. Mr. CHERRY, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Robert Cherry, director of thp Chicago Archdiocese food service
rograms. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this corn-
itb6e to speak about our concerns regarding proposed budget

reductions and possible legislative changes in the child nutrition
programs.

The Archdiocese of Chicago operates one of the largest school
systems in the Nation with an enrollment of approximately 197,000
students. Participation in 'our iunch program has always been on a
voluntary basis. ,

,

We began sponsoring the lunch program under the National
School Lunch Aet in 1970. In these 9 years we have increased the
number of schools participating from 10 in -1970 to 194 this Septem-
ber. .

In addition to the 194 archdiocese schools, we serve meals to an
addibional 21 high schools and 14 elementary schools on a contract
basis. These contract schools are Catholic schools not owned by the
archdiocese, Lutheran schools in our area, or schools for retarded
children.

We are presently serving about 41,000 lunches today. We began a
breakfast program in 19176 whieh, while successful in the 16 schools
we will serve this year, has failed to grow as significantly as the
)unch program for numerous reasons. In 1970, about 84 percent of
the children served qualified for free or reduced price meals. Last
year this.percentage was .down to about 631/2. The reason for this
change has been that expansion has been in schools ,with fewer
children qualified for free or reduced-priced meals.

_
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The area covered by our food segvice program exte,nds from the
Wisconsin border on the north to the Indiana border on the south-
east and about 40 miles west of Lake Michigan. Our school food
service is made up of two distinct types of operations. Since the
elementary schdols in most cases do not have adequat.6 cafeteria
facilities, we have Chosen to serve prepackaged meals in our etc-
mentary programs.

These meals, both lunches and breakfasts, are prepared in three
central commissaries the day before serving, The meals are refrik-
erated overnight and heated just before serving. About half of the
sc'hools feed the children in the classrooms as other dining facilities
are unavailable.

This t'pe of service was' decided upon before the- Archdiocese
began the program because it was the most economical and practi-
cal for our situation. Over the years we have remained with the
prepackaged system since we have not found a better alternative.

Central preparation gives us excellent purchasing power, quality
control, and labor management. Prepackaged'meals are not served
in the high schools beNise we found this service unacceptable.
Since partici,pation.in ourlprépackaged program is ver 03.percent,
we feel it is reasonably successful.

In the past- few years there have been num rous attempts. in
proposed USDA regulaticrns to handicap or el inate our type of
service. We..hope this will change in the .f ure. We could not,
possibly build onsite kitchens in our schools And the generaliza-
tion that all meals prepaied onsite are gi I . and all prepackag
meals are bad is just not true.

The proposed reduction ip section 4 fu , i mg during.this time
rapid inflation will certain hurt. our pr gram. Since we are n-

stantly adding new schools to our progr m and 'enrollment fl tit-

ates year to year, it is very difficult to abtain exact figures o the,
effective affect of price increases. .

We raised our price 5 cents last inth, and at 17 schoq s sur-
veyed they showed a decrease in pa icipation of the payi g chil-
dren which varies from 0.7 percent 25.5 percent. If this olds in
our other schools, an even larger pr e increase will be neç4ssary in
the future. .t

,

Decreased participation will inc ease our per meal cots because
affixed costs, labor, and de'creas purchasing power. e.can only
maintain our present per meal c st with th4.high voluñie purchas-
ing potential in our commissar' . The, initnlim labor force neces-
sary for the production of 10,001 meald pbday, as an example, can
easily prepare,15,000 meals per ay wi out additional labor. HQW-
ever, if participation were to d op to 7,000 qr 8,000 meals per ,day,
the labor force could not be re uced. Thus, the labor cost per meal
would be higher.
, ether fixed costs such as ut ties and housekeeping remain basi-
cally the smile regardless of olume. The proposed funding cuts
would probablyinot result in hole schools dropping the program
but less participation in all : ools. 'this Would simply spread fixed
o rational',costs to fewer als, th s raising the per meal cost.

e chart on/page 3 of my stateme t illustrates the cost fluctu-
.ation based on no.mber of als serv per month. Food costs will
probahly also increase with e decreased volume.

.
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The chart on page 4 shows the prike changes experienced_ be-

. tween September 1978 and September of 1979 of some items fre-
quently used in our program. Because of our large volume, we are

- often able to purchase directly from food brdkers or producers
without the added costs of local distributors. Lower participation
caused by loss of support from the paying children would directly
affect our purchasing ability by lowering our volume.

We feel the escalator clause presently in effect is a very reason-
able control on these iti-ogrars. When the food costs decrease,
reimbursement rates will also decrease, With costs increasing be-

, \cause of inflation, a cut in income can only result in lower quality
meals, more plate waste, and less participation.

With thq propoeed funding cuts ahd possible new legislation
facing us, we have a few suggestions that may in a small way help
decrease costs and strengthen our programs.

First', we feel it would be an advantage to reduce- the require-
ment of serving milk daily as part of the meal to no more than 3
days a .week, 'with fruit juice as an optional beverage on the other 3
days.

Our coat for one-half pint of 2-percent milk is now $13.07 and
increasing monthly. The..cost of milk now represents 37.5 percent
of our food costs per meal, not including donated commodities. By
substituting cottage cheese for the milk on such days when full
strength fruit juice would be the beverage, We would not lose
nutrients, and may even gain more participation.

Another suggestion is to alter the commodity distribution pro-
gram to be more responsive to load needs and programs. The many
problems we have faced with the local cogimodity program in the
last 2 or 3 years het definitely lowered our support for the present
system.

, We hfive not received commodities offered and requested on nu-
merous occasionfi. We have received spoiled products as well as
iriioducts below our quality standards used for purchasing. Many of
t e items offered cannot be used-in our programs, and many timei
we are offered more.ef un item than can,be sed in a 6.month
peria even though we are not to store more thapi a 60-day supply
acOrding to the regulations.

Stiecific exam'ples of our experience-last .year with the commodity
program are shown on page16. Last year, while alloeated commod-
ities were valued at $1,069,000, we actually accepted and received
$569,000 worth of commodities.

Based on the fact that we served 5,369,000 meals last year, the
value of the commockties offered Ores 19 cents per meal while we
could only use Nonmodities valued at 10.67 gents per meal. Trans-
portation charges for these coMmodities were a additional .
$57,000. If we subtract the transportation charges, the actual value
of the commodities received was really only 9V2 cents per meal.

The logical question is, why don't we accept all commodities
offered? Disregarding the 60-day supply rule, many of the commod-
itiee,offered canna be used in our program. For exarhple, we were
offel.ed '84,960 pounds of poWared eggs in a 0-month period., This
product was valted by USDA. at $127,142: We coulct only use 25
cases valued at 1,496, resulting in a rejection of commodities
valued at $125,600.
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When fuisding for the lunch program is calculated, many people
consider the commtdity-funding at-t&--full value as well -as the
direct reimbursement amount. Last year we were to receive 13%
cents per meal in donated commoditieg. We feel- the actual value
received was Mil cents per meal, resulting in 'a loes of income of

.over one-half million dollars.
. A list of,our commodity transactions for Int year is attached for

your information. As you can see onepage 7, our trptisportation
costs were increased approximately 30 percent,this year.

Our suggestion for improving this very important program is a
compromise to the cash versus commodities proposal. Commodities

.
should continue to be offered, but the sehool system should be
reimbursed in cash for the differen e between .accepted

would assure all p the authorized fund-

commod-)2

ities offerings and the per. meal dei 'rig which is 15% cents per
meal-This method
ing. as well as including the variety, qualit and scheduling of the
commodities purchased. .

Our last suggestion is to somehow promote better communication
between' USDA and local program operators. This ir especially
important with private and parochial schools. For many years,,
USDA has encouraged these schools to participate in the lunch and
breakfast programs. Many have initiated programs in various
ways, a number of them using commericially pi+pared meals. and

. .
food management companies.

This route was taken because of a laCk of facilitieq, expertise and
, finances. Now these programs are being handicapped by USDA

regUlations which .try to elimindte or severely restrict these types
of services or reduce reimbursements.

Many of my colleagues in other diodeses around the country, gre
wondering if they should even begin serving the meals even though:
they know the need for these programs.

Thank you Mr. ChairMan.
[The 6repared statement of Robert Cherry follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP F!,9erw1' K. CHERRY, DIREOTOR, ARCHDIOCESE OP "CHICAGO
FOOD Szeviee PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, I ani Robert K. Cherry, Director of
the Archdiocese of Chicago Food Service Program. I appreciate the oppdrtunity to
appear before this Committee and share our coneeans regarding proposed budget
reductions and possible legislative changes in the child nutrition programs.

The Archdiocese of Chicago operates one of the largest school systems in the
nation with an enrollment of approximately 197,000 students in 392 elementary and
69 high school*. We began sponsoring a lunch program under the National School
Lunch Act in September,1970. Participation in our program has always been on a
voluntary basis. Ple local school joins our program after a vote by the local school
board or by the /parents. Over these 9 years we have increased the number of
schools participating from 10 in September of 1970 to 194 in September of 1979. In
addition to the'.194 Archdiocesan schOols served by 'our program, we serve an
additional 21 higii schools and 14 elementary schools on a contract basis. These
schools are either'Catholic schools not owned by 'the Archdiocese, Lutheran schools
in our area., op schools for setarded children. We serve these schools by.request. The
number of children being served has ihcreased from about 5,000 per day in 1979 to
41,000 per day in. September 1979. We began a breakfast program in 1976 which,
while sucaessful in the 16 schools serted this year,.has failed to grow significantly
as tite luaCh program for amerous reasons. .

Program growth in the last few years has faken pike mainly with the paying
children.ln 197q about 64 percent of the meals served were to children qwlified for
free lunch And ever 20 percent were served te children qualified for reced-price
lunches. 1.,W4Sehool,yeer the percentage of meals seryed free.Was approximately 53
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percent, reduced-price nwals served wei bout 10.5 and.;16_5 percent WeIP ser% 41 at

The rchdiocese of Chicago school system th quite diverse consisting of very poor ,

inner city schools to wealthy suburban schools with very many ethnic groups
represented in the school population. The area covered by our food service program
extends from the Wisconsin border on the north to the Indiana border on the
southeast and about 40 miles west of Lake Michigan. Our school food service is
made up of. two distinct types of operations.- Since tlw elementary schools in most
caws do not have adequate cafeteria facilities, we have.chown to serve pre-packaged

ameals in our elementary program. These meals, both lunches and btrakfasts, are
prephred in. three central conunissaries the day before serving. The meals are
refrigerated overnight and heated just beCore serving.

AbOut half of the schools feed the children in the classrooms as other dining
facilities are unavailable. This type of service was decided upon before the Archdio-
cese began the program because it was the most economkal and practical for.our
sit Uat ion. . f...,

Over the years we have remained with the pre-packaged meal service while
onstantl searching for alternative methods which will work better in our situa-
tion. Central preparation eves us excellent purchasing power, quality control, and
labor management. All entrees are preparted by our staff except hamburgers,hot
dogs and fish.portions. All salads, cookies, and cakes are made in our commissaries
also. Since we do not freeze any meals, our flexibility in menu planning is very
extensive. The limiting factor is generally menetary.

The high schools served by our program all have on-site kitchens and cafeteria
facilities. We do not serve pre-packaged meals to the nigh school students as our
initial experience showed us this type of service was not acceptable. ln addition to
our meal iservice, we operate a la cart e. service in the High school cafeterias.

While 1we feel our pre-packaged progrlim is successful in serving our school
children since participation remains at over (13 percent, in the past few years there
have been numberous attempts in the proposed U.S.D.A. regulations to severely
handicap our type of meal service. We hope the future legislation and resulting
regulations will recognize that there are many acceptable methods of feeding our
school children and not make the same generalizations as in the paat. MI on-site
meals are not the best, and all pre-packaged meals nie not the worst. 4

The proposed reduction in Sec. 4 funding during this time of rapid inflation is a
proposal that will definitely hurt our program. As nwntioned before, our growth for.
the past few years has been in schools 'wthere most of the children pay the full priceel
Since we are constantly adding new schools to our program rind our enrollmenti
fluctuates year to year in all schools, it is difficult to obtain exact figures on the
efTects of a price increase. We haye raised our price.from ht..50 to i.55 per meal this
last month. A sample of 20 schools was examined to see how the price increase
affected participation. We found that in 17 of these schools thtTe was a decrease in
participation of the paying children which varies from 0.7 to 25.5 percent. One
school showed no change and two schools gained iu full-price participation. The
overall effeq was a drop in participation of the full Pying children by 4.5 percent
based on this sampling.

The drop in participation indicated above, while small, is still very significiant. If
the drop holds for all our schools and a further increase is necessary because of
reduced federal funding, the decrease will be much more serious. These deceases in
participation spriciusly affectrkthe overall program in a very real sense. We not only.
lose the income but our costs per meal will actually increase due to our fixed costs,
labor, and decreased purchasing power. Moreover, the cuts in ftmding ignore the
children who will probably receive a less nutritious meal in ,the form of a sandwich

.from home.
Tbe o tion of our central commissaries is based on lower costs obtainable by

pruction of 10,000 !freak pe day as an example, can easily prepare 15,000 meals'
hie v. ume manufacLuring ractices. The minimum labor force iwcessaery for the

per day without additional labor cost. To produce significantly more meals the labor
costs increase slightly on a Per nikal basis, certainty not proportional to the increase
in number of meals prepared. N... '

Other costs such as utilities, rent, administration aird housekeeping rpinaln basi-
the same regardlessof yolume unless a very gieat chadge is experienced. If

he aumber ofschools partfapating in the lunch progpm drops, then transportation
costs can be trimmed. The cuts- proposed' in federal support will not eliminate whole
schools, hopefully anyway, but simply participatien in all schools. This will simply
spread all labor and fixed operational costs to fewer dwals,ihus raising the per
meal cost.
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TuAlhustrate this_ point the following chart shows how our Ipbor and other costs
(housekeeping, utilities, transportation, equipniefif Fepair. iiidtreer costs,-etc.) fluctu-
ate based on number of meals served per month.

PER MEAL COSTS

wh (lam coh Moak eived

1218
0 2911 0 1977 501.261

)8 0 2335 0 1400 613.532

Ia. 9 - t 0 3063 0 17/4 495.190

U. 1979
0 2708 0 1544 740,168

1979
0 2502 0 1453 109,315

I In order to hold the costs other than food to a minimum we have worked very
1 hard to recruit participation in the schools without food sprvice in our system. Most

of the schools that have joined the Food Service Progranf in the last few years have,
fewer students eligible for -free or reduced-price meals, but the volume of service has

helped keep our overall costs to a minimum.
Food costs also are affected by jhe number of meals served and will probably

increase with a decrease in particiriation which will surely occur iT federal support
for the paying child is reduced. We are very often able to purchase food at a very
competitive price due to our large volume. If our volume deeeases, so does our
purchasing power, resulting in higher per meal food costs.

Reduced federal funding for the child nutrition program especially during this
period of rapid inflation will definitely weaken our programs. Food prices over the
last year have.increased significantly requiring Us to. lower the variety of foods
offered and in many cases the quality of meals served. The following chart repre-
sents some of the items served frequently in ot, program and the price changes

between September 1978 and September 1979

FOOD COSTS

Milk, .
Ground Beef (pound)

Hot Dogs (pound)

Hamburger Patties (pound)

American Cheese (pound) .

Oranges (Fresh) (case)
Apples (Fresh) (case)

Bread (Sliced) ((oaf)

Buns (dmen) .
Dinner Rolls. (case)

Lettuce (case)

Cabbage (case)

Peaches (case)

Pears (case)

f ruit Cocktail (case)

Corn (pound)

Green Beans (pound)

Peas (pound)

Packaging

."

1978 19

SO 1103

' 1 05
49

I 39

1 28

10 50

10 00

43

46

.... 5 00

8 50

5 50 ,
17 45

1145 1959

78

33

29

0674

1919 80

SO 1301

1 24

56

I 48

1485

1 47

16 50

455

4/
5 10

10 725

186 63 025

18 88

18 56

79

355

30

0784

1'elIen1

!mew

15 61

5 32

12 50

6 08

29

9 86

39329

5 49

2 el
1 96

3306

20 /5
13 04

19 76

19 23

3 45

1441:4333

These increnses represent a larg SUM of money and require continued adjust-
ment of menu items. depending on price fluctuatiOn to 'remain/within our income.
Because of our large volume we are often able to purchaiie directly from the
producers or lorok4s without the added cost of the local distributor being added to
our price. A cut in tion 4 funds will directly affect our purchasing ability by
lowerin our volume

We f .1 that the calator clause riresently in effect is a very reasonable. control

on the progranv. When the costs. hf 441 'decrease) the income per meal will

4
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decrease without harmful effect As costs escalate. a cut in income can only help to
16Werffie quality 6F the' Meats, ada to the. waste. and deprive more children from a
nwal in school

With new legislation on child nutrition programs hn the horizon and' 10011thitd
decreases in reimbursement faciitg us presently, we Wive il few idoas to propose that .

may in a small way help strengthen our rwograms and decrease costs. Our first ,
suggestion has to deal with the present meal requirements One of the most costly
components of the nwal at this time is milk. Presently we are serving only 2 percent
milk according to the U.S.D.A. regulations. Our 'wog ram has more problem with
deliveries of mill than any,other single component Ttie cost of the one-half pillt of
2 percent milk is now $.1307 and increasing monthly. 'Phe cost of milk now wpre- 7
sents ;17.5 percent of the food costs per meal, not including donated conmmdities

Our sug'gestion is to eliminate the requirement hf serving niill daily and reducing
this required service to no more. than 3 days ier week with fruit juice as the
beverage on the other 2 days. The dairy distributors in our urea are unwillineto
deliver fresh milk on a daily basis even at this high price. Even though our bidi;
specify dhily delivery, they will only deliver 2 or :i timer . a weA. We cannot go to
other distributors since none will deliver daily, and most do not even bid foK, our
business even though we spent almost $1,000,000 on milk liist year_ We feel that
with the laws of supply and deniand on our side, if the requirement for milk service
were reduced the price may decrease and the service become more- reasonable.

By sul*tituting other dairy products such ns cottage cheese for the milk On days
when full strength fruit juice would be the werage we would not lose nutrients,
and may even gain more participation. Ment 4; ujd be arranged that would be just
as nutritious as those presently allowed, as wci as give us more flexibility. The
'milk delivery itrohlem to our schools by the dal fy distributors is so acute in the

'hicagoYarea we are investigating an increase in our own delivery systtun so that we
can deliver the milk from our commiasaries.

The second suggestion ,Pritill eliminatibn of' the special milk program:We do not
see this as a real sayings from the government's point of' view however. We would
continue to offer milk to the students, but at full cost without subsidy. Since we art.
now paying over .1:1 per half pint, we would probably charge at h'ast $.1 I) per half
pint. The differential between buying milk only and buying a full lunch then
becomes only $.,10. Perhaps this would be incentive enough for more children to
participate in the lunch and breakfast prOgrams. This could help in the per meal
coat based on higher volume-bringing lower prices. .

It iS very 'hard at this time to interpret the wishes of the U.S.D.A. and the
administration concerning participation versus lower spending. 'l'he elimination of
the special milk program could lower spending in one area and raise spending in
another. We,would certainly promote our program,in this fashion.

Our third suggestion is to alter the commodity distribution program to be more.
responsive to local needs and problems. Until two or three years ago, we were very
pleased with the. commodity program and a supporter of' the program when discuss-
ing the cash vs. commodity controversy. However, these last two or three'years we
have had so many problems with the commodity program. we have altere'd our
thinking.

'44.

After requesting commodities offered, they have not been delivere) on numerous
occasions. We have received spoiled product which n k .months of' discussion with
U.S.D.A. to'dispose of. In fact the Chicago Health IN mrtment had to certifY that
they were not fit for human consumption before the add tx. disposed of. 'rho
allocation procedure for available commodities is vem& onfusing. We have been
allocated amoupts of' specific products in (Vtle month t at would last more\than 6
months of normal usagiftict the sante lime, we are told we muS4 not have more thou
a 60-day supply of any item in storaAe. Because of the 60-day limit restriction we
have not requtsted a great amount of useful commodities. There an. also many
commOdity items offered that we just cannot use in our program, particularly in the
quantity offered. .

To Use specific examples of' our experience* last year With the commodity program,
the following data is presented. A,

4
a

309
1

.t.
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DONAifD-COMMODITY-PROGRAM SEPTEM8E1H.978 to JUNE 1979
,

Comoddies
Molted

Cornmedittes
ordeled arid

leceiverl

Carnnatitit% not
orcicieefcelly ino1

September $58,51f 76 $18,986 04 $39,526 11

October 63,064 34 36.314 12 '16150 22

November 110,219 36 57 899 96 51,313 40

December 129.124 28 67,197 72 61,976 56

Januar,' 190,587 29 105.424 79 8163 00

February 219.329 49 119.285 44 -10(1,044 05

March (148,463 45 78.839 19 69,624 26

April/May 149,965 00 90154 67 59,811 13

Total 1.069.765 97 569,101 43 500,159 34'

The' above information shows that while our total allocation was valued at
$1.069,265.97, we actually accepted and received $569,101.43 worth of commodities.
Based on the fact that we served 5,369,226 meals.as claimed, the value of commod-
ities offered was $.1991 per meal, while we could only use commodities valued at
$.1067 pet meal. If we subtract the transportation charges of $57,078.30 for these
commodities, the actual value of the commodities received was many only
$512,023.13, or $.0954 per meal.

The logical question is: "Why do we not accept all comniMttics offered?" Disre-
garding the 6(t day supply limit which is ctwelfed by the state, many of the commod-
ities offered cannot-be used in our prograin. As an example, in a 5-month period,
December 1978 to May 1979, We were offered' 2.124 cases of Egg Mix (Powdered
Eggs) at 40 pounds per case, or 84,960 pounds. This Egs Mix product is valued by
the U.S.D.A. at $59.86 per case ($1.4965 per pound). In five months we were offered
$127.142.64 worth of this product. We actually reqpested, received and used 25 cases
valtA01. at $1,496.50. This ulted in the rejection of commodities valued at
$-YMI46.14. Another exampl is the dry milk powder offered to us 5 times last year.
The total offering was for 6 1 bags of 50 pounds each totaling 34,050 pounds. This
dry milk was valued by U.S.D.A. at $40 per bag, a total value of $27.240. We
requested and received 150 bags valued at $6,000. resulting in a loss of possible

' funds of $21,240. .

When discussing the funding amounts for the lunch program, many people consid
er not only the direct reimbursement funds but the dollar value of donated commod-
ities. This is particultirly Prue when reduced spending is inVolved. Last year we were
to receive $1.375 per meal in donated commodities for the lunch program. Fxom our

_A figures presented here you can see we only received $.1056 per meal and if the
transportation cost is accounted for, we receival only $.0954 ,per meal of commOd-
itiets. This represents a loss of income to our program of1566,990,26 wi,thout trans-
portation Cosis deducted and $624,068.56 with transportation cbsts accounted for. So
that you may more fully appreciqte the quantities and kinds of commodities not
accepted by the Archdiosese of Chicago Food Service Projgrbm, attached is a full list
of last year 8 commodity transactions.

While many peopPe do not consider the transportation costs for commodities as
significant, these charges are also going up rapidly. In Illinois we are. churged
according to the class of product, i.e., dry, frozen, refrigerated, by hundred-weight.
The prices are as fzllows: .

..

'I

, ..._
Wm

_
Ileicen1

1918 /9 1919 1980 inclose increase

.

Dry Products $2.099 $3 390 SI 291 38 08

Refrigerated 3.095 .4 470 1.375 30 76

Frozen 4 062 5 140 -4.178 22 48

This increase means we will be paying even more for the commodities we can use.

s

o
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1978/79 COMMODITY rRANSACTIONSow

Recipients 37,753 37,753 37,753
-*------

37,753 37,753 17,753 37,751 37,753

_

Total AllottedSeptember October November December

378 (318)
283 (283)

i

276

January

629 (629)

283 (283)

4. I
230

February

503 (503)
472 (471?)

184

March

252 (25)
189(169)

(189A)

'1'92

.

i!pril/May

l131 (1133
142 ( 142

q2

304 Chitken -
4.11S Totkey Roll f

6/10 Peanut Rutter
6/10 Pears (Cannedr

Poultry (Canvd)
6/1C TorAtoes (Canned)

189 (189)

189 (189)

92

692 (692)

236 (236)

302 (302)

184

4,078 (4,078)

1,794 (1,774)

1,150 ( 0)

281--(--283)
613 ( 100)

1,789 (1,191)

7T874----7T:702)

'1,124 ( 755)
2,656 (2,654)

iriciTr- .0-0T

2,051 ( 200)

3,814 (2,461)

734 T- -Tr-
42 ( 0)

4,870 (1,045)

94 ( 94)

86

139 (199) 199 (199)

f8f-F07

.

76 ( 76)

to%

.

345 (343)

629 (629)

503

236 (236)054
---r--- ?TR-

755(250R)

C3D961_
302 (100)
126.(126)

Li

i -,

+198 (298)

858 c

270 (270)
629 (627R)

(629a
629

(354)

755 C

151 C

629 (629)

157

439 '(100

497 (297)
fl5 (85:

' (515A
629 (350)
503 (503)

378
378 (200)
708 (400)

105

1510 (295)

76 ( 50)

126 (126)

199

41----

90

126.(126)

252

629
708 (400)

453 (150)

252 C

88

397 ( 100:

-143
,

1126 ( 126

126 .

541

826 ( 500
210-

453 ( 100

6/10 Cranberry Sauce

6/10 itm.to Paste
304 POtato Rounds

172

f105 (135)
.3 78 (378)

300

4189 (189)

30u Potato Flakes
300 French Frius
321 Butter
-kr-Veg.

378

378

357

(200)

03 .

354 (300)

403

271.' (271)

5;0 i

529

315 (315)

Shortening
6C Peanut Oil
504 Frour - All Purpose

,

105 .

92

151
.

52

264 (250)
_____,

501 Milk Dry
301 Cheese Processed'

._4/11). ft11111. .

6/10 Peanut Granules
201 Macaroni

Oranle Juice
-671-6

76

189

79

76

252 378 ( 378

681 ( 150-)---

2,267 (1,574)

315 ( ID
90

189 (189)
204

281 (281)
210 ( 50)

41

90
189 C

561
359 (359)
577

124_
199 ( 75)

227 (227)
44

56 ( 10)

72 ( 20)

189 (189)
510
/81 (283)
105

82

70

.31

189 (189)

283 (W)
105

164

1049

I.

180 (,40)
189 C

3A5-32-8

246

180

82

90 ( 90 )

-

164

.

702 ( 150)

. 945 ( 567)

1,275 ( 0)
Peaches
Tomato Juice

6C Salad 011 ,.1

1701 (1,491Y--
997 ( 50)

902 ( 0)

-17206 ( 4 oy--

199 ( 75)
479 ( 479)
41i ( 0)

546 ( 10)

. ...

Wheat Rolled
364 Beef Patties

Chicken Breaded

157
.

140

252 (252)
232 c
2.80

.

ffK cMozzarella Cheese
Lemon Jelce )

...

4
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1/78/79 CO+ODITY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)

k September October Nova=
55 ( 55)

351 ( 50)

368 (368)

December

276 (276)

January

460 (460)

.

February

368 (368)
176 ( 50)

552 (552)

Mardi'

276 (276)

/tApril/Hay

552 ( 552)

460 (436R
L/260A

.

_1(1.....L.1.5A__467

NJ
,

343 ( 343)

.

472
1133 (1133)

,

153

--Ai" .._12510

.378 ( 378)

298

881 ( 881)
94 ( 94)

1
Totaj Adlotted '

1,711 (1,711)

527

1,656 ,632)

Veg. Beans
Catsup
Pineapple

Raisins
' Turkey Whole

500 Corn Neal, ...0

......_

590
166

. 98

(590)

(166) 460 (460) 368 (368)

151 C

276 (276)

76 ( 201

.

7-212--
20 ( 20)

275 (575R1
(275A)

472 (471R)

. (472A
472
472 (472)
276 (276)
566 (566)

612

---!

276

76

TO-

275 (275)

.

236
944 (914)

378 (378)

1020 o'

453
76

397 (397)

252 (252)

5901( 500)

1,546 (1,270)

( _35) ._

162 ( 162)

129 ( 0)

15.6_1_QL_
335 ( 20) ,

1,716 (1,716)
.

944 ( 943)

2,124 ( 25)

2,785 (2,785)

552 (_ 552)
1,447 (1,446)

2,295 ( 50)

( 0)

221 ( 0)

567 ( 567)

lt192 ( 894)
189 ( 150)

1,133 (1,133).

94 ( 94)

250 Rice White _

501 Wheat Flour
500 Rice Brqwn

.

k

86

91

-..

( 86)

,r''i83

76

38

_32/
210
/37

(.76)

(137)

(283)

,

105 C

6864386R
(686A )

18-9 (189)

472 (25)
236 (236)

276 (276)
503(502R )

(503A
510 ( 50)

360 Oats
550 Beef Ground,

..

6/10 Peas

Egg"MLix

Applesauce
Plums

1.

.

'

1

472

t_.N2

300 Corn, Frozen
.

Apple Juice

250 G.N.Beens Dry
o

%

.

500 Bulger W.

6/10 Lorn Canned
Sweet Potatoe0

.

.

'

.

151
189 (189)
497 (407)
189(1508)

(189A)
400 Apples Fresh
.

Nixed Vegetables Fresh
Chedds, White
Beet Canned .

__.

257 ( 257) 257 ( 157)

N

( ) - Accepted mnd Received
k

' R Received
N.3 .11 Fnr

31.2
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AUCHMOCKSk LW CMCALO 1"041 1) SKIIVIGN-P140GRAM,
(. lump), III:, November 21i. /.92.9

Mr. JOHN JENNINGS.
('08nSet Committee On I:Vticalton anti Lobar.
House f Representatives. Washington. D.C.

DEAli JACK Thank you for your letter regarding My StOtt'Illellt to Ow SIIIK`OtHwit-
les!. I was sorry that we didh't get together after the hearing I waited around to see
vou hut there were so many people wanting to see you that 1 couldn't reach you
before lenying for an appointment.

Knowing that our statements are of some value to the committee in future
considerations of the child nutrition legislation is very thnoriurpOgg and appreciated.
If you are to consider my written statement. I think.that a corrktion or clarifien-

((ion of OM' point on page 5 N needed. In the third paragraph regarding the
elimination of the special milk program, this proposal was meant only Inr schools
that are serving lunches, not all schools. While this is imphed in my stiitement,
lierhaps it should have Ewen more clearly stated. We are ilot in favor ot elimination
of the special milk program in schools Unit do not paeticipiite ill the lunch program.

Again, thanks for the opportunity of offering some of our suggestions to the
(.'maniittee, and I hope that we can get together in the nenr future. nappy Ilolidiiys.

Sincerely,
Room' K. CHERRY.

Dr rector.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask the panel. to comment on this
question:

The administration and the Budget Committees are advocating a
cut in the subsidy for paying students. Thy), mainbain that the
Federal Government should not support. lunches for.middle-income

' students.
However, isn't it true that they are referring`-to any child that

doesn't qualify for a free or reduced price meal as middle income,4.

and isn't this any child whose family income is above 195 percent
of the poverty level which is presently established as a family of
four earning an annual income of $12,680?

It is inconceivable to me how such a family of four, with an
income after taxes of $9,000-plus, would not feel the pinch of an

'additional- increase in the cost of the school lunch.
Would you agree that many of these so-called -middle-income

families would be adverselys,affected by this federally imposed price
increase?

Do you want to comment on it first, Ms. Harney?,
Ms.. HARNEy. Yes, sir, I would like to very much comment on

, that.
You are indedd correct. In our community in Pueblo, as I indi-

cated in my testimony, 'our drop of participation for paying stu-
dents for a 5-percent Increase in September was, jn fact, 13 Per-
cent. Pueblo is a middle-income community. I would judge there is
probably 40 percent of our school population that ;Would be within
that framework.

One of our middle-income community junior highs, after the 10-
cent increase from 35 to 45 cents, which is a very marginal price
for school lunch today, the participation of the paying child
dropped 16 pe-it. That is an average or maybe upper average,
middle-incoine family. So this is very true.

In our community in Pueblo, middle income is the mikjor part of
our population that would be affected by this cut.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. ,Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, in our State, in the State .of Alabama

htst year, approximately 50 percent of the meals served under the
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national school lunch program were Wee and' altut ti percent were
reduced.

We feel vePy strongly that an adfational cost to the middle-
income family would increase the nuglber of free mealswell, it
would offset the number of free meals by a drop in the number of
paid meals. Atready, with only you might say 44 percent of the
paid meals, would .be a significant drop.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you want to comment, Ms. Wynn?
MS. WYNN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
In gathering some figures to bring to Washington, in our district

of Broward County even I was surprised to find that only approxi-
mately 13 pfrcent of the population in BroWard County has income
of what would be considered abgve the middle-income level, with a

k!(an income of somewhere in the neighborhood of $14,000. Most
ce inly they would be affected by inCreases and they have been
affected by increases in the, lunch prices in Our schools.

Chairman PERKIN8. Mr. Cherry.
Mr. CHERRY. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think that in our situation,

since we serve meals in both a large city as well as a suburban
area, we find that particularly iq the city the paying children tire
definitely, the large percentage of them, are just above the reduced
price or are unwilling to apply"for the reduced price.

We know that: There should be a much greater percentage of
redirced price meals being served, and yet for one reason or an-
other, I think the feedback we get is that the parents just don't
want that sort of information out at the school area where their
friends are working as the clerks, et cetera.

I think it would hurt us a great deal in the city, probably less in
the suburban areas, but there is a good chance that in the city we
would be tunning it into strictly a free and reduced price program.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Harney, I wanted to ask you one ques-

ing our oversight hearings held eart in October, the subcOm-
,

mittee learned that many children who qualify for free and re-
duced price meals are not taking advantage of these benefits be-
cause they do not want to be identified as poor: It seems to me that
a cut in the paying subsidy would only further frustrate this situa-
tion.

Isn't it true that when theire are fewer paying children partici,
pating in the .program, it becomes increasingly more difficult to
protect the identity of the low-income children?

Ms. HARNEY. Indeed it does, because then our program would be
for the 1m-income child-tind the low-income child would feel dis-
criminatioi, and feel the stigma of being the only one group or
segment of children who would have the free lunch because the
middle-income child would be priced out of the program.

In the cost production of meals in our school also, we have
calculated that. the 5-cent reduction to the paying child would
reduce also our operating costs for our annual budget over $70,009
which would reduce services, and then, agAin, children who ,had
money to purchase the luM would notbe served perhaps as
rapidly. We wonld have tg,feduce staff.
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Therefore, the only children in the proticrrtnr, as you indicated,
would be the eligible, either for .free or reduced, and this would
Tdentify thew in our community.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Cherry, I want to ask yvu, if the reim-
.burserlidnt for paying students is cut back, %ill the cost of provid-
ing meals to poor children in the f.,etholic schools of Chicago in-
crease? In other words,. will there -"N a loss of economy of scale if
paying -.students drop out?

Mr. CHERRY. There definitely will be. What I have done in the
statement that you have, the written portion, I have compared the
labor costs and our fixed cost on a per meal basis for last year for
Septdmber, November, January, March, and May. The amount of
meals varies in these months, depending on holidays, and in Janu-
ary we were closed for a week because of the snow.

SI tit, you can see that our labor coSts varied from 22 cents per
meal all the way up to over 30 cents per neal, depending on the
number of meals Served.

As our participation drOps, we do one of twO things: We either, or
hopefully we can recruit more schools to take the place of that
drop sowe can keep up production.

The other thing is that we Have been forced to lower the selec-
tion of items that, we serve in our meals and,- unfortunately, the
qualitf of the items that we serve because those Raw are definite-
ly risingi3So the cut and decrease in the paying child severely
affects the children, even though we are serving over 50 percent
free and redUced..
thairman PERKINS. All right, 4et me ask Ms. Wynn a question.

Could you tell us if you might have to increase prices anyway
due to the increased cost of doing business, and so this 5-cent
cutback will cause an increase in the cost of lunches on top of any
increase you will' have to make due tb inflation; is that correct?

Ms. WYNN; Ye* sir.
Last year, at the time the budget cuts were being considered, our

board was Considering a 25-dent increase in paid. lunches. When
that didn't matuialize, we did have a 10-cent increase.

As I mentioned, We have as to this date lost 13 percent of our
participation. The time the Federal' Subsidies disappear we will
liave an automatic price increase in our district, and I am sure that
is true in many districts.

Chairmai PERKINS. DO you want to comment, Mr. Smith?
Mr: SMITH. It has been our' observation that any time. you have a

significant increase or a minimum increase in the price for the
paying child, that children do drop out of the program. That is
correct for our State.

Chairman PEEKINS. Mr. Goodling?
Mr GOODLING. I will yield to our colleag-ue from Alabama who

should have been. in.another hearing upstairs a long time ago. We
don't schedule Aio well here as.you do in schoOls.

Mr. I3UCHANAN. I thank mflkolleague.
I want to identify myself with the position you have taken in this

matter, and join with him in welcoming MI...T. G. Smith of Ala-
bama, of whom we are deeply proud in Alabama, and these other
witnesses as well. YOu make a good strong case, and I certainly
share your concern in this matter.
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Thafik you.
Chairman PERKINS. All right; Mr. Kildee.
Mr. GOODLING. Mr..Chairman I was going to pick up there. I only

yielded for a short moment or two.
Chairman PERKINS. Excuse me. Go ahead, Mr. Good link.
Mr. GOODLING. First of all, let me say, on many occasions, be-

cause of my experience and close relatignship with my cafeteria
staffs and so cin, I take issue with thoe i. who testify before this
committee on behalf of my cooks who are back in the school
systems.

But I cannot imagine that at a time when we are-a:13-percent
inflation there would be much discussion about reducink our subsi-

' dy.
You know, if we were s till at 4.8 as we were a few years ago,

perhaps we could talk about that. But, at 13 percent it doesn't
really make much sense. So I am sure the chairman and I will be
t ogether on this issue.

Just a couple of comments.
Mrs. Harnfiy, I was very much interested in the student newspa-

per report. rihink the young person should have gone on one step
further and said that teenagers, no matter what you serve them,
whether it is itteaks or not, are not very complimentary.

In my household I don't think I have ever heard my teenagers
compliment my wife on a meal she prepared. Occasiotially, they
might go as far as saYing that I cook something better than she
does, or She makes something better than I, but - I never heard
theM compliment us for anything we prepared and served.

Mrs. Wynn, on page 2 you talk about the participation after a 15-
cent increase has gone from 92 percent to 67.

Would you send me at the end of November what that percent-
' age is? That is for my pehonal information. I want to see whether

the initial rebellion has anything to do with that.
Ms. WYNN. Yes, sir, I will.
Mr. GOODLING. I never heard of a 15-aent increase.
Ms. WYNN. We wondered how it was accepted. We understand

that "it wAs sbld .to the community based on what I said in my
testimony about not wanting to divert educatiofi funds. Therefore,
ithey accepted it. But they jusOstopped participating.

But I will let you know Congressman.
Mr. GOODLING. I would be interested in that. Fifteen' cents at one

shot is a pretty tough increase. Mr. cherry, I hope that when .we
I"' get around to this business of cash in lieu of commodifies, we can

have you back. That is something that is near and dear to my
heart.

Somehow I think the nutritionists back in1the district have to get
together on this. issue. Twenty years ago I 'taw so much waste and
so much transportation costs involved in a program that originated
when we had all sorts of sulhpluses and we had to find, some way to
get rid of the surpluses without wasting them.

I think there has to be a better way to plan a meal than depend-
ing on whatetvr somebody sends to you. I think ihere has to be a
way to get that food in good shape in the kitchen without that kind
of transportation costs. I hope we will be able to discuss that.
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I know there are a lot of people weary of that because they are
ldoking for the best of both worlds. But if you don't have the choice
of' tioth, it seerps to me we are wasting a lot of money in this
program.

This year they tell me they have sent '74311 all cirts of raisins, at
least some schools have repory it. I don t know who raisins have
been higher in price or in scarcer supply, but I ktfuw they make
good flying missiles in the cafeteria.

I hope you will come back. I hope those of you who, are leading
the nutritionists throughout the country get togethor and think
this thing through very carefully. Give us some goodiftcommenda-
tions because I think we have an expensive program ,,vhich may
not be meeting the needs of as many youngsters as we should be
meet i ng.

WouldyOu like to comment?
WI:Cilium'. Yes, I would like to,:but I will turn it over to.Ms.

Wynn.
Ms. WYNN. I think many in our .association would 'agree with

what you' said. Part of our program is to see if we cannot work
with the USDA to improve the qualq, choices and the delivery
system of the commodities. If this can t be done, then I do think
thatHopefully it can be done.

There are those of us concerned about accepting money instead
of district support. Sci we would prefer food. But, on the other
hand, we would like to have food of high quality that the students
will eat and to help us in keeping our food costs down.

Mr. GOODLING. Just a comment, Mr. Cherry. I don't know if you
heard a report on milk consumption on the morning news, but I
was smiling when you were talking abott reducing milk and
adding juice.

The report this morning was about a study done, I think, in
Utah, where they said beware of too much milk and not enough
_fruits and vegetables, because them is probably some connection
with ibcr much milk and iiEreased juvenile delinquency. That was a
study reported this morning, and .1 thought you were ahead of
them; you are trying to reduce that consumption. Don't tell my
dairy farmers that. -

Mr. KILDEE [presiding]. Was that study federally financed?
Mr. GOODLING. I hope not.
Mr. KILDEE. I appreciate the testimony this morning of the

panel. I really feel that in these days of inflation and certainly
economic uncertainty that no amount of fiscal legerdemain on the
part of the administration will convince-me that we on this com-
mittee should be coconspirator& in an effOrt to cut back on these
programs. I think it is a very .good program. I have observed the
programs through the years, both as a teacher and in the State
legislature, where I worked on school lunch programs, and I have
spent 3 years 'down here, and I just find it disturbing when I look
at other areas ok the -budget where I could indicate savings that
they would g,c into something so basic as nutrition.

So I refuse tb be a coconspirator with the administration on this.
Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
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Just a couple observations and then a question. I am glad Mr.
.Perkins is back; because I wanted to publiely commend him tbr his
interest. As some of you know, Mr. Perkins has seen about a half
dozen Presidents come and go. I am glad to see he is willing to take
a position against this administration which has..its priorities out of'
whack. We have a Government spending billions and wasting mil-
lions, and yet to attack a program, which this panel has testified to
so eloquently today, has worked well for several decades, that
provides some children with(ferhaps" the only nutritional meal
they get all day, iS beyond me can't figure it out.

I think all of you hve .testified that as we see a reduction in
Federal support, we are going to.eee a reduction in the participa-
tion of the kids in the program and also perhaps a reduction in
some areas of the schools participating in the lunch pr.Qgram.

The concern I have, and I think the panel shares it, i vhat
about the kids that don't participate in the lunch program? Do
they bring a lunch from home or skip it altogether? What is your
experience in that area? Anybody who wishes to.answer.

Ms. WYNN. I thi.rik there are several answers to your question,
Congresstwn. Some of them do bring their lunches and perhaps foc
ec6nomic ason soMetimes perhaps they just don't care to eat
the school' lunch. But I also think it would be in relationship to
other foods that are available in schools during the serving time,
whether or not., we have closed campuses, so they can leave the
campussome of' these do affect those students that are in the
statistics as' far as attending school, but. not participating in the
lunch program. We have double-session schools and things of that.
kind.

Ms. HARNEY. This is true, Mr. Erdahl. In our cominunity we 1
hhve students who participate in a supplementary program that
perhaps we supply a sandwich that has the meat and the, bread
component, and they then exist on this rather than purchasitig the
whole meal to supplerhent perhaps maybe a part of' a meal brought
from home.

Our sludents are somewhat mobile, and they find that the
4McDonalds and the Arbys, and some of the competitivp places
down the street, often attract them because they have to exert
some of the development of' their individual personalities and so-
phistication as they grow and develop, and this is true vof all
students.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. Nrga don't have to tell me 'about Arbys
and McDonalds. We have four teenage sons and know about that.

I think the point you made, Ms. Harney, that bears stressing for
us on the committee and surely in CongresNis in your testimony on
the second page where you spoke about these nutritiomil meals
being important to young people not only so far as their physical
development is concerned, but also to their performance. Discipline
is les's and absenteOism is less. I think those are vitally important
as-well.

I want to thank all'the members of' the panel for your testimony
today.

Ms. HARNEY. May I cbmment on that?
Mr. ERDAIFIL. Yes:A
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MS. HARNEY. We have this fall inaugurated It; brenkfast pro-
giarnS, and the resultS ir .the classroom have been remarkable
according to some of the teIlchers. I did not solicit their comments;
they came forth to us, and maybe perhapv they were not support-
ive of the breakfast programs, but said productivity was increased
and disciplinary problems were decreased in the few short weeks of
school this year.

Mr. ERDAIII.. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let, me compliment all of you today, and if I

were this group, I would not be hesitant about letting the Eeople
downtown know the effects of what they are proposing. If I were in
your position, I would have a telegram sent from every sctwool
lunchroom in this Nation. We should 'educate everybody thal is
trying to,..in one sense of the word, destroy this program.

I want f6s-congratulate Mr. Erdahl and all my Republican col-
leagues and my Democratic colleagues for their contributions here
today. I think we can win this battle, but we have to educate a lot
of people.

Let me thank all of you. Thank you.
[Whereupon, .at 10:35 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
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OVERSIGHT'HEARINGS ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Pro Posais to Reduce FOeral Subsidy for Paying
Students

WEDNkSDAV, OCTOBER 31, 1079

MUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMTTTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommitte met, pursuant to notice, at(9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn Ho Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcorn ittee) presiding.

embers present: Representatives Peikins, Ford, Kildee, Wil-
liams, Simon, Goodling, and Erdahl.

Staff present: John F. 4ennings, counsel.
Chairman PERKINS. The meeting will come to order.
Our first witness will be Ms. Gwen Chegwidden.
You ma,y proceed.
Pleats) identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF GW;N G. CHEGWIDDEN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL

FOOD SERVICE, MANKL)N REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,

MURRYSVILLE, PA.

Ms. CHM:MIDDEN. Mr. Chairman-and members of the committee,
I am Gwen Chegwidden, director of school food service for the
Franidin Regional School District -in Murrysville, Pa., the homa of

the Pirates and the Steelers.
I appear here today as a representative),f those like me who are

where the bottom line is found. We support child nutrition Ilinding
which will continue to make nutritious lunches available to all' of

the Nation's children.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on my experience and

perceptions relative to this vit4 issue.

BACKGROUND or CHILD NUTRITION LEGISLA110

it is my understanding that following World War H combine-

tion of events led to the first child nutrition legislation, tle Nation-
al School Lunch Act, 1946. These events were: (1) a large zumber of
young Americans could not .pass the physical for military service
due in part to apparent nutritionally related pmblems; (2) a stir-

(817)
.
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plus of agricultural products created a need for removal from the
market

The goals of the legislation were to:
(1) Safeguard health and well-being of the Natign's children.
(2) Encourage domestic consumption of nutritious agriNltural

commodities and other food.
I think the goals of the legislation have been vigorously pursued

and in general mgt.
Events in the 1970's .such as rising health care ts with as

much as 30 percent having nutritional relationship and increasing
competition for children's appetites toward low-nuttlent foods
made it apparent that an educational compopent was needed. Con-
gress in its wisdom passed Public Law 95-166 to fund educational
projects with school breakfast and lunch providinKthe learning
laborathry.

I have provided this background in a very sin4tle manner be-
cause that is the way I and many of my colleagues got hooked on
the idea that child nutrition should be an integral part of the
educational program. .

DESCRIPTION O AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM

My philosophy is that children should learn to be responsible for
their bodies. They deserve access to the best and most accurate
information regarding the health and dire of it.

I believe school breakfaand lunch should provide the opportu-
nity ,for all children to enlby nutritious food at a price they can
afford to pay.

Implementing tha))hilosophy has teen my endeavor for the past
16 years.

Creating a climate of nutrition awareness in the sthools and the
community has been an ongoing effort and essential to the success
of a prorm.

Our e orts to create this climate have been made simultaneously
'With students, faculty, administration, school board, parents, and
the community in the folloyring ways.

Students: Contests, ani al experiments, field trips tto central
bakery, posters, nutrition center signs above dining room doors, .

youth a visory groups, hoihe economics classes exposing students
to production experience in nutrition center.

Faculty: Talks and memos to teachers requesting reinforcement
of importance of good nutrition, providing resource materials, in-
service sessions with nutritionists.

Administration: Staff meetings.
School board: Presentations, include in nutrition centers manag-

er's meeting, invitations to lunch.
Parents: Prwhool testing sessio* provide opportunity to talk to

parents of children entering scholOY, invitations to lunch with chil-
dren, news releases on narition opposite menu item, prpsentations
to parent advisory council.

Commtinity: Adult education, trucks with "Nutrition is Our Busi-
ness," goglen agers' valentine love feast, news releases.

321
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At OW same time we have been crAting a climate for nutrition
awarenegs we have made every eff6rt to provide nutritional offer-
ings that made lunch at school the most viable option.

When the dietary goals for the United States werie publishq in
1977 byli,Be State select committee on nutrition and human needs

vegetables of every variety almost on a daily basis to all schoolswe nut litad bars in all of our secondary schools. We offered raw

and a choice of a wide variety of fresh trait every day. We removed
most sweet dessertff from the menu. In our central bakery we were
able to formulate more nutritious products byNising more whole
grains, and USDA commodity items.

W.haveonsite preparation in all of our schools which makes it
po ible for us to yvork with re* product and reduce salt and 'other
ad ives.

We switched t e entire district to 2 percent milk with skim and
buttermilk optioilal.

What have these 'efforts done for participation? We have moved
'from under 50.percent to over 90 percent in most of our elemen-
tary buildings and our district percentage participating in type A
lunch is 80 percent.

Four years ago we started a breakfast program in all of our
schools because we felt that for whatever reason a student reached
school without food he or she would be academigally and physically
deprived. We are not reaching all of the students who do not have
breakfast, but it is available.

The final link, in our formula to a ,ffcct children's eating habits
toward better health occurred in 19f8-7P. We hired %a nutrition

6 educator to work with first,. second, and third .grade stUdents once
a week fin: 20 to 30 minutes. This was done' not only to standardize
the information being offered, but to inspire the teachers as they\
saw thg,interest of the children and the interdisciplinary nature of
the material. The response was so.great from the parents, teachers,
arid children, that we budgeted from .program funds tosontinue on
a full-time basis and add fourth grade for 1979-80.

Om...premise is that' an acceptance of a Wide variety of foods
provideti* the best opportunity for good nutrition, and that children
do not have to grow up with strong food prejudices.

My goal today is to have you, Chairman Perkins and committee
meinbers,ithare this premise.

We expect to be able to prove it is true.

NEED TO CONTINUE FUNDING AT PRESENT LEVEL

..To get down to the kiaaon for my being'here.
It costs money to provide the, program described. Not a lot, /

compared to the possible rewarcis of health-care cost containment'
and healthier Americans, but hot less at a time when a break-
through may be on the horizon.

The school district I represent is heterogeneous in its socioeco-
nomic makeup. We iave less than 10 percent of our students
qualifying for free or reduced-price meals. ,

Our school board is enlightened about child nutrition and sup-
ports . it financially to 4he extent of my salary and the fringe
benefits of our dedicated nutrition .center staff-0.25 percent of
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budget. Most important they see it as part of the educational
program.

Our breakfast and lunch are presently priced within the reach of
all of our students.

With 92 percent of them paying for lunch and breakfast, a 5-cent
loss per lunch would immediately jeopardize our educational com-
ponent and probably our fresh fruit and vegetable offerings.

Is It' we raise the price, we will cut out, of the program the children
whose parents make only a few dollars more than reduced-price
eligibility allows.

Can America continue to lean so heavily on this segment of the
population?

I. am very sympathetic with Congress need to constrain spending
and would like to make a few suggestions relative to that need.

. First, whools are within reach of all Americans. Most are
equipped to produce food.. .Why should not all federally funded
n trition programs operate out of schools? The capital investment
in o er g facilities yvould save inillions.

Schools becoming community nutrition centers would provide
interact\on of all age groups.

Senior citizeds having lunch with children of all- ages would
bring greater understanding to youth and our taxpaying retired
citizens.

WIC and food stamp participants could have better access to the
nutrition education component of their programs.

Day care children could have their food prepared by people' who
underStand the nutritional needs of children. '

Comprehensive use of schodl facilities would provide more ac:
countability for local, State, and Federal tax dollars.

Declining school enrollments should create available...space for all
prdgrams.

Second, the special milk prograrn competes with the lunch pro-
gram and my observation has been that more children from afflu-
ent homes carry their lunch and have their milk subsidized.

Third:national school lunch programs were legislated as "non-
profit." There should be no profit taken out of them. Any dollars
that can be generated by good management should go to a better
quality lunch or a lower price to the'cbild. It is my-opinion that
profitmaking companies, operating school 'lunch programs, making
no capital investment and assuming no liability for repair or re-
placement of equipment, have created the need for additional funds
to be spent on Federal auditors.

1When profit is the motive, there can be a temptation to cut
corners at the expense of.the legislated goals.

School districts that' contract for their food. service are na likely'
to see nutrition centers.as learning laboratories.

I think my story and my district are representative of many in
Pennsylvania and throughout the Nation.

You, Chairman Perkins, have long been an advocate for child
nutrition and have appreciated the need to support the reimburse-
tment for paying students. You have realized that there cannot be a
viable program that excludes any child. I hope that my being here
and providing this information will help that committee.and other
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Members of Congress realize the need to cattiltVize on the nutrition
awareness that has-been created by Public 95-106:*

Our Nation's children are our most precious commodity. School
breakfast and lunch, together with an education component, can
help to safeguard their health and well-being.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
, What price do you charge for the elementary and high school
students?

Ms. CHEOWIDDEN. Forty-five cents elementary; and 55 cents to
the secondary.

Chairman PERKINS. We will now hear from our distinguished
colleague, Leon Panetta. Without objection, all prepared state-
ments will be inserted in the record in the event you want to
summarize. -

[Prepared statement of Hon. Leon Panetta followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT Or HON. LKON PANITTA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE Or CALIFORNIA, ALSO CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE ON LEGISLATIVE SAVINGS,
COMMITTEE ON:THE BUIKIET

Chairman Perkins, members of the subcommittee, I am appearing tefore you in
my capacity as chairman of the task force on legislative savings of the committee on
the budget to testify on the legislative savings assumed in the budget resolution and
the importance of these savings to the attempts of the Congress to control Federal
spending.

This year the Budget Committee has launched a broad-based effort to emphasize
the importance of examining aH entitlement programs to determine wether legisla-
tive savings can be achieved. In total, the first resolution assumed $4.3 billion in
program savings whicti would require legislative action to achieve. Because of
delays in congressional action and reestimates, this target was reduced to $2.7
billion in the house-passed seebnd budget resolution.

It was only after including savings of $2.7 billion through legislative savings that
the budget resolution which passod the House could project a deficit of $28.9 billion
in, fiscal year 1980. Let we state the matter another Ally: Without these savings, it
may be impossible for this Congress to hold the deficit below $30 billion. Without
legislative savings, there is no way we can move toward a balanced budget.

It has become abundantly clear to anyone who examines the Federal budget that
control of spending is shifting from the Appropriations Committee to the several
committees that legislate entitlement programs. The House Committee on Appropri-
ations has calculated that of the total budget in terms of budget authority, the
Appropriations Committee wjll consider only 59 percent of it, and, of that, about 25
percent is not considered sulbject to the discretion of that committee. Programs such
as medicaid, veterans' rompensation and pension, Federal payments to various trust
funds, school lunch and child nutrition, while nominally subject to the appropri-
ations process, really represent nondiscretionary accounts. In real terms, therefore, 1

the Appropriations Committee has control ever one-third of the budget in any year., 1
6 growing proportion on the Federal budget consists of entitlement programs

wifich are tither indexed by law to the cost of living or otherwise respond without
congressional intervention to inflation and other economic conditions. For example,
the outlays for the child nutrition programs will increase by over $750 million in
fiscal year 1980 over fiscal year 1979 simply because of increases mandated by
current law. I would predict quite a furor if the education and Labor Conupittee
reported mit a bill which increas4 spending for these programs by this,. amount.

If the Congrese#9,nd the administiation are to regain fiscal control of the Govern-
ment, all will have to contribute. We can no longer look to the appropriations
process as the sole or even the mAJor method of bringing the budget into balance.
The legislative committees will have to assume their proper-share of the res nsibil-
ity by reviewing the entitlement programs thea have put in place and as ing the

- difficult questionli about the continued necessi and value of the benefits provided,
the eligibility rules for participants and the nnerin which payments are made to
service providers.

:Let me take a moment, Mr. Chairman, to describe what we hope to achieve
through modifications in entitlement programs. No one, certainly not this witness,
wants to to any elderly,.disabled, or .poor person the benefits of a program

a
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which is legitimately needed Once we have established a legitimate need and have
developed-an-effective and- efficient-way of -antisfyink that nerd, we shotild move
straight to the task of delivering the program benefits and services.

What we are talking about when we refer to legislative reform are Federol
programs which assist persomi who do not need to services, programs which are
ineffective in delivering the service, and programs which create inequities between
one group and.another.

1 would emphasize that the House Budget Committee does not intend to mandate
what reforms should be undertaken. The responsibility for determining specific
legislative changes and funding levele remains the responsibility of the normal
authprizations and ailln-opriations process.

So far this year, we have achieved sonie succeRlies with kgislative savings Social
security disability reform which passed the House included savings of $17 million in
fiscal year. 1980 which would increase to $1.1 billion by 1984. The House will
consider this week the social welfare amendnwnts of 1979 which include a number
of reforms to cash assistance programs that in fiscal year 1980 will save $232
million. In addition, legislation to cap social services training grants has passed the
House, and hoopital cost containment and other' medicarefmedicaid refoi-Ins have
been reported by the Committee on Ways and Means. These health legislative
savings will.reduce spending this year by $876 million. I waild note that all of the
items II have listed come under the jurisdiction of the Connnittee on Ways and
Means.

Legislative sevings have not been confined to that committee, however. Recently
the Committee on Veterans' Affairs reported out legislation dl.R. 5288) which would
reduce reha litation expenditures for veterans by $.1 niillion through n number of

itreforms. W le clearly it $14 million savings will not alone bring the Federal Budget
into balance, we have to take a first step and any legislative savings affecting
veterans' programs represents a fUndamental change Th- perspective toward pro-

<grams which are normally considered sacrosanct. .

Restraint in spending haa also been evident in programs under the jurisdiction of
the Education and Labor Committee. Through appropriations action, savings were
achieved in impact aid. In addition, last week the house approved the conference
agreement on the agriculture appropriations bill which reduced the entitlement
level in the special supplemental food (W1C) program and the summer feeding
program.

I think that thw items represent a good illustration pf our approach to legisla-
tive Savings. Our,Piniary objective is to provide the Congress with a way to respond
to the increasing and legitimate public demand to control Federal spending. ln
responding to that demand, however, we do not intend to direvt that the committees
of the Home undertake specific legislative changes. I would note that this is the
issue which has held up the conference on the second budget resolution for three
weeks. The Senate has invoked the reconciliation procedure under the budge act
which require. 6 Senate and 7 House committees to report out legislation which

- would reduce spending by a total of $1.8 billion. Included in the list of committees
in the Senate Agriculture Committee which, as you know, has jurisdiction over the
child nutrition and school lunch programs. That committee and" its corresponding

' House committee under the Senate approach would be required to report legislation
which would reduce spending by $100 million. This reduction would be in addition
to the savings of about $100 million already approved by the Senate in S. 292.

Our legislative savings targets for child nutrition and school lunch Programs
reflect the nondirective approach of the House in contrast to the mandatory, recon-
ciliation procedure proposed by tte Senate. The President proposed savings olabout
half a billion from a number of specific reforms to the school lunch and 6tt leci
nutrition programs. In the first budget resolution for fiscal year 1980, the b
committee estimates assumed similar target savings.

In the second budget resolution we modified the savings target to $215 million,
., The lower target reflects the fact that full-year saving from any change to the
, school lunch program which this committee might undertake would be impossible to

0 achieve since both the academic and fiscal years have already begun. 1 would note
that as a result' of the I-1use approval last week of the conference report on the
Agriculture Appropriations Bill, about $100 million of the $215 millionatarget sav-
ings have already been achieved. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that yt5ur commit-
tee, within the programs under your jUrisdiction, could find the remainder of the
legislative savings .without jeoparldx?eireif needed services. Howevgr, I would empha-
size that unlike the 'procedure pro by the Senate with recodcaiation, the House
approach .is nondirective. While the specific legislative Savifts proposed by the
administration appears to be worthy of consideration, the.defense of these proposals
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is the rest)onsiblity ()I the administration The decision on whether to achieve tiw
-Target-snvinger-through-whwtion .of thew prt)posials or Ilrough other altPronches
...should be made by this committee At the sanw tinw, however. I must warn you

that until we get the Federal Budget under control, you will be hearing from us
about legislative savings.

Thank you, Mr Chairman.

STATEMENT OF' 110N. LEON E. PANETTA. A REPRESENTATIVE
IN ('ONCRESS FROM THE STATE OF ('ALIF'ORNIA

.Mr. PANETTA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you and the committee on this issue. I

would like to summarize some of the points contained in the testi-
mony. I am appearing before yon primarily in my capacity as
chairman of the task force on legislative sa'vings of the Committee
on the Budget to testify on the legislative savings assumed in the
budget resolution 4ind the importance of these savings in terms of
the Congress attempting to control Federal spending. .

The Budget Committee tried to target savings in various pro-
grams throughout the various committees responsible for various
programmatic areas. We originally targeted $4.3 billion in the first
budget resolution, and as a result of changes, we are now targeting
for about $2.7 billion.

The main thrust in the legislative savings areas is, we have
i found a budget which is considered about. 751)6ercent uncontrolla-

b
le. W,,hen we talk aboutdoguncontrollable," we are rgerring to

(major entitlement programs which 'are built into the process, pro-
grams such as medicaid, veterans' compensation, pensions, school
lunch and child nutrition, all these programs which do not really
have oversight by the authorizing or appropriations committealbut
pretty much operate in their own sphere.

In the Budget Committee we felt we had to go back over these
programs and look for areas where qavings could be made.

The thrust then was to try to get ftrious authorizing committees
to look at programmatic changessome suggested by the adminis-
tration, some suggested by the Budget Committee, some by the
individual Members of the Congress which we thought were achiev-
able. . %-,

without getting the ovepiight and review which,. is necessary and

Unless the authorizing committees are willing to do that,Ithen

) we sense this major part of the budget would simply go on its track

which I think must be a part of the budget prociors.
The purpose again, and I want to stress this, and the position

which the Budget Committee has taken is that this is really the
role of the authorizing committee, it is riot the role of the Budget
Committee or of the appropriations process. I think it is a role of
the authorizing process. You have worked on these programs, you
are familiar with these programs,.you, Mr. Chairman, have auth-
ored many of these programs' and have been supportive of those
programs. But the main thrust is to say that indeed, some of thes6eil

programsy virtue 51 the administration of the programs, some
the progra ,by virtue of how they ie been implemented n
districts tttroughout the country, have ha4 some waste an'd abuses
built into them. We are not opposed, to targeting these funds to the
people who need help. That is the basic thrust behind those pro-
grams and that essentially has to be the g al of this committee and
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the Congress. But we do feel abuses which have g4ne beyond the
thrust of the program that- have targeted pm* -and individuals
that were not intended to benefit, .t hese II IV a tPI Wht're the com-
mittee can .look for legitimate inquiries and look for potential
savings.

This year I think we have had a degree of success, particularly
on the House side, with committees which have legislate,d on sav-
ings. For example, social secttrity disability reform which passed
the Ilouse included savings of $17 million in fiscal year 1980 which
would 'increase to $1.1 billion by 1981. The I louse will consider this
week the social welfare amendtnents of 1979 which include a
number of reforms to cash assistance prAirams that in fiscal.year
1980 win save $232 million. In adMion,glegislation to cap social
services training grants has passed the House, and 'hospital cost
containment and other medicare/medicaid refbrms have been re-
ported by the Committee on Ways and Means. These health legisla-
tive savings will reducespending this year tv $876 million. I would
note that all of the items I have listed come under.the jurisdiction
of the Committee on Ways and Means.

Legislative savings have not been cOnfined to that comtnittee,
however. Recently the Committee on Veterans' Affairs reported
out' legishition, I-1.R. 5288, which would reduce rehabilitation ex-
penditures fbr veterans by $14 million through a number of re-
forms. While clearly a $14 mjllion savings is not significant in
terms of what Ways and Means does, it is certainly significant in
terms of what the record cif the Veterans' Committee has been in
the past.

We have had actifitn by the Agriculture Committee and other
committees. Indeed, in the Education and 'Labor Committee in
appropriations actions we have had savings with regard to impact
aid. In addition, the House approved last week the conference on
the agriculture appropriations bill which reduttd the entitlement
level in the special .suppleinental food (WIC) program -and the
r;ummer feeding program. /

These are examples where committees have been responsive.
The primary objective is to provide Congress with a way to

respond, to try to develop some controls with regard to spending.
That is basically the thrust we are after.

The legislative savings targets in the child nutrition and school
lunclkprograms, I think, are' suggestions which have come from the
admiffistration and others. The Budget Committee's position is we
would like the committee to look at potential savings it this area.
We are not demanding that you adopt the administratiOn's propos-
als, we are asking for your review for possible savings.

. The second budget resolutioh had a target of over $215 million in
savings. Approximatelyt $100 million has already been adopted by
virtue of the agreement on the agricultural appropriations bill.

We have, over the last 10 days in the budget conferencXfought a
very significant. battle over the issue of reconciliation. Th Senate
has taicen the position of demanding and instructing their mmit-
tees to report out legislatipn, speci lc legislative savings. A recon-
ciliation is a tool ir. the bucket process. On the House side; we have
rejected that tool because we think that tool ought to be used
selectively with regard to committees that are not responsive with
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mord to legislative savings. We have h ken what is called a legis-
lative stavings approaCh, whieh is-tO to the toiiittkig' chairmen
and ask you to look at there areas, exercise your will and judgment
in trying to achieve these savings; not to stuff it down your throat
in the way the Senate has used the tool. .

We think it is an abuse of that tool, and we have fought the
Senate in the use of that tool in the budget conference. That is one
of the reasons the conference has gone oh as long as it has.

The Senate has taken their approach. The House; we feel, should
stand by our approach, which is to allow the chairmen of commit-
tees to exercise their good judgment in trying to achieve these
legislative savings. .

So we would ask you, Mr. Chairman, to look at the proposals and
suggestions made by the administration, to look at tthe approaches
you feel could be implemented, arid hopefully arrive at the target
figure of $254 million in savings for this committee.

Thank you, .

Chairman YIERKIN13. Thank you, Mr. Panetta, for yolk testimony

a this morning. I want to state I certainly appreciate your efforts and
Mr. Giaimo s efforts in upholding the House's position. However,
you know I have felt all the way along that our school lunch
program has been really misunderstood by a lot of our friends, not
only in the Congress, but outside the Congress. _..

The GAO initiated ite own study and they ha this to statethis
was last Maich when they testified before our subcommitteeand
I luote: ,

The lack of prokram information and evaluatiommaterial severely restrained both
us and the Department from fully assefusing the impact of the cuts and the viability
of the alternatiVeirroposals. The Department had little convincing evidence to
support its proposed modifications in, the school lunch program. Unquestionably. the
Department.'s proposed cuts will tuive money. They will also remove many childepi
from these proginms.

That is the point. thavorries me, and that is what all the
evidence establishes: 4.`Unfdrtunately, we are unable to measure the .
tradeoffs between budget cuts and 'cutting children off from bene-
fits." .

Did the Budget Committee consider this finding of the GAO
when you made the decision to accept the one-half billion dollar I
cutback-proposed by the administration?

Mr. PArism. The Budget Committee does not consider that its .
role is depiding specifics with regard to the legislatiye savings
proposal hat t e administration has recommended, or indeed.that

...

the co ittes might support.
Th fact is, we ought not to be in the business tif doing that. We

think.the adMinistration has. 9ide a proposal. Our hope is that the
comm tee will look at the prograin and decide, through your abili-
ty to alyze the program and its impact, whetW those savings
can be hieved or whether savings iii other areas can be achieved.

, I think it would be Ikrong for the Budget Committee tc; get into the
process of what GAO or the administration, says in making its
judgmenta as to.legislative 'savings targets. We would like to keep

- that within the role of the cdmmittee, and hopefully you will
exercise that judgment in determining what cuts can be made.
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This issue was discuised in the Budget Committee. It seemed to
us to winkesome_llense_thatfamilies_getting a highAncome,.that _hi_

. terms of subsidies, it made some sense to look at whether this vies
,the best use of funds in terms of really targking it to children
iieeding the assistance. There was some concern in the committee
that this issue ought to be considered, and that is essentially why
this target was built in. ,

Chairman PERKINS. It has been my contention all the time that
if we rail to have a strong school lunch program for the regular
student, we will not have a strong program for the children partici-
pating in the free lunch program.
. Yesterday a witness from Pensacola, Fla., stated that last year
'the sale price to paying students *was increased 15 cents. 'Me
witness stated that p rticipation, which had been 92 percent, hadk

dropped to 67 percen since the increaae, a decrease of 25 percent.
., In the Fort Lauderda e area, Broward County, there was a 10-cent

sale price incresipe,, and participation remains 13 percent below the
level prior to the inbreasec,

Those price incrgases were due to the increased cost of producing
a school lunch dui to inflationary factors. .If the Federal Govern-
ment reimbursement rate' for paying students should be reduced,
another price increase will be .needed, and this will further reduce
ppying-student participation.

*This trend will surely head the school lunch program in th
direction of a welfare program. It will raise the' cost of producing a
lunch, as the unit cost is so directly tied to fixed costs of labor;
energy, and food. It will have unfavorable effects on the health and
nutritional, status of children.

.

Is this the direction we want to force this highly successful
program to take? That is what wovies me; and that is why I have
taken this attitude all xear.
' I have been with this program 25 years, and I do. not want to see
it go down the drain by pricing these youngsters out of the school

.1 lunch program at this time. 0 4 "

Do you care to comment on that, Mr. Panetta?
e '

Mr. PArlyrrA." I do .not expect I will eVer be as educated .as yoU
are, Mr. Chairman; few Members will be. You have been with

; these programs since the beginning and, you Understand them
inside out.

Again, the basic mood of the Buclgs---tCoe Mniittee is that these
programs are good programs; that they ought to be maintained, If,
on the other hand, there can be savings achieved that do not
impact on the basic children we are trying to target,* those savings
ought not be puithed aside for fear the program would go down the
drain. If that were the case, I think Ways and Means would not
have. done anything' as to disability reform. The slime thing is true
as to medicare and medicaid. Lam sure Ways and Means could
havepushed that aside. .

i

,

It s the hope this committee will notbecause there are issues
raised' which may be legitimatepush the aspsict of' legislative
savings aside.

Chairman PERKINS. From what you have said, I infer the Budget
- Committee interprets its' role'to reflect the views or the administra-

tioq rather' than thOse of the Congress.
.

.

4 .
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Mr. PANETTA. I do not think ser-Mr. Chairman. The basic resolu-
tions, the majority of these,,came from the ivdministration, because
we felt the a ministration looked at these programs and shared the
basic goals of the Democrats in the Congress. They are by no
means controlling.

We have suggested additional areas in the budget resolution. We
had 'hearings which proposed almost $9 billion in savings that
various Members havv suggested. Therefore, I would not take the
position that the Budget Committee automatically is taking the
administration proposals and throwing them to you.

The administration ?las Auggested these areas for changes. We
would like for you to lbok at them. If you can come up with other
areas of legislative changes, then so be it.

Chairman PERKINS. What entitlement programs are subject ife
reconciliation? There seems to be a difference in interpretation
between the House and the Senate on this.

I would like to . know if I am correct, t1441/4the Budget Act lin-
tendsI am quoting from page 2 of the Hous committee's report
on 96-435----"the reconciliation process extends only entitlement
legislation which is to become effective during the upcoming fiscal

r."
that correct?

Mr. PANETrA. That particular issue has been raised in the budget
conference; again, that is one of the reasons we are in a bottleneck,
because the Senate has not taken that approach. They have said
they will instruct all their committees without considering that
language. The Parliamentitrian on the House side has said the
problem of reconciliation can only be apfolied to new programs.
There is a dispute between the House and Senate approach, and
that is one of the reasons the House conferees have decided that we
ought to use basic savings as the basic approach.

Your interpretation of how this should occur on the I4ouse-side
coincides with that of the Parliamentarian.

Chairman PERKINS. I judge the House and Senate Budget Com-
mittees are not in 'agreement as you state. Would it be poSsible for
the conferees to first agree on the fundamentals of the process,so
as to enlighten their colleagues in the Cpngress?

It seems to me we are embarking on new procedures without any
rules or guidelines, and the implications to me are disturbing. We
cannot. 'support budget resolutions unless their implications are
fullfi understood. 4

T is thing bothers me an awful lot in connection with this pro-
gram.

Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Chairman, I want you to know that Chairman
Giaimo and I and the other conferees on the Democratic side share
that' cbncern. We haver never tried to take the position that the
Rudget CAmmittee ou ht to be a supercomnittee on the House side
grid goes around with a hammer and tell
should or should not do. In fa

_tion from the chairmen ana commi
Budget. Act seriously, in trying to meet the goals we have set.

The Senate side, what they' have done is to tell every committee
what they will do. They are going to have to back that up.

chairmen what tiry
d tremendous coopera-

s in trying fb take the

3
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I have raised the issue in conference with Senator Muskie saying
yes, reconciliation was a tool, but yeaaailnay find it _is a tool that
cannot be used as you would like; anti it will undermine the intent.
But to use it in the .fashion that the Senate is, is an abuse of the
reconciliation process.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Fo
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chair Ian.% would like to join the

chairman in his comments and vo T. our strong appreciation for
your action in the conference meeting in dealing with the pro-
grams coming from this committeik

It 's interesting to observe, anIr I holm) the food service people
who ere in here beating me on the head last year will take notice
of the fact, that the House committee has not, singled out the child
nutrition programs as a sacrificial lamb. But on the Senate side,
where it is part of the sacred cow called agriculture, they are
singled out. .

I am pained, however, to see some of the language in this state-
ment, because I know it is difficult with your background and your
support for these programs to have to talk this tough to us. But I
would like to walk through the last two paragraphs on the bottom
of page 2. . r
- You are presenting us with an interesting dilemma here, saying
we ought io cut, but that you do not want to take the responsibility
as a comMittee of defending the cuts which might be necessary to
achieve some degree of legitimacy.

i I can understand that, because toslo otherwise you would have to
be acting as a supercommittee. .

You say: "No one, certainly not this witness, wants to deny to
any elderly, disabled or poor person the benefits of a program
which is legitimately needed. .

Then you say: "What we are talking about when we refer to
legislative reform are Federal programs which assist persons who
do not need the services, programs which are ineffective in deliver-
ing the service, and programs which create inequities bletween one
group ahd another."

.v Now I have some difficulty after 15 years of, work with this
legislation of identifying those statements with te child nutrition
programs in their present form. ,

Is it the view of people on your committee that these programs
were 'designed primarily for elderly, disabled, a poor persons?

Mr. PANETTA. I think in the basic sense of the Budget Committee
in debating this area, the principal target was the disadvantaged.

Mr. FORD. It never was. That is one of the difficulties we have. If
' yqu start from where we are and work backward, it looks as

though' we have let a lot of people participate in. something-that
. was for Ivor folks. This is an agricultural subsidy program and'
continuati tp be. There are ways to make cuts withal, affecting
kids. We could cut inthe commodity area by not buying as many

° peanuts as we have been.
The fact is, this started out as a method of purchasing surplus

edcommodities. More recentl , however, we have mov more and
more toward the idea .of r o nizing that a child with an empty
stomach does not learn well: _at is not something that cOinot be
measured by categorizing the income of parents. For-example, be-

tr.
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cause a family which exceeds the income because both mother and
father are workin in the factory and both leave the house before
the child goes to chl is just as likely to send a Child Th Rhool
hungry as a family that does not have money to buy the proper
food. We have mo broken families, more single-parent fami les
than at any time in history, and while all this is going on, people
in the program tend to ignore that this is happening to kias who
come to school.

My own State became so concerned about the situation, that the
legislature now requires a uniform complete school lunch participa-
tion on a statewide basis because they decided that even with the
economic pinch that we have, that it is such an important problem
in terms of being able to educate children properly. It was worth

. setting aside some of 'the other things they would like to do with
State money. That is a trend which I think fortunately is moving
Scross the country. We are finally listening to people who tell us
that hungry children do not learn well.

When one makes an attempt to cut back people participating in
the program, they should realize that there is not intended to be a(different*tion as to children. The fact is, the whole ide f of putting
a stamp on children's hands and having them go throu h the line
and be identified as poor or not poor has led .people to dr.w a lot of
bad conclusions as to what the program is designed to do.

Even more importantly, it has caused people to believe that the
school lunch prograrn only should be applied where you have a
large number of certified or statistically certified poor children.
That led us to. the situation where thejnajority of pooerchildren
'were in schools where the free lunch Was not available because of
misconceptions people had about ,the program.

So, while we would like to he as responsive as psible, this is the
wrong program for this committee to start backing off on, because
the American public and people on die local level are beginning to
treat this program as an.adjunct to education instead of just a way

4 to save local expenses.
One other observation: The suggestion that there are ,those who

do not need it benefiting from the school lunch prografir is some-
thing that you would lose immediately if you walke4 through a
line and looked at a type-A lunch. You have to be hungry to eat
that lunch. The kids are not opting for the type-A lunch because it
is better than a McDonald hamburger or than waiting until after
the lunch hour to get something out of the vending machine. They
are eating it because they are hungrY. That fact' would be borne
mit if you go with your kids and take a look at the type-A lunch.'It

iis mproving, mid even at the high school level we are allowing
people to maWndividual choices. But one of the problems we
continue to have is feeding kids things that are acceptable to them.
Even Irthe food is nutritious,,it is hard to hammer a kid over the

- hesd and say, "Eat this." What we have in the type-A. meal is
nu(ritious, but certainly not any more desirable or competitive in
the children's mind than the military meals'you saw in the chow
line.

There is a broad assumption that 'there is sbme kind of a rich-
kid-poor-kid balance that takes place and the rich kids rush in and
take food that would otherwise feed poor children. It just .is not

.1 .
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true. It iuda te easy to listen to the ple who preach this in
Washington_ansi_perheps_be4ersuaded ii au, only have _to walk_
with your own childreh to see that this ieritot so, .

Again, Leon, wewn this committee respect very much the tough
job that you on thie House iide had, holding_our education- pro-
grams together* this year. You had to take on scared cows such as
reVenue sharing and others and stand nose to nose with the Senate
to do it. I have to observe to you that I cannot believe that having
marched up here like a good soldier that you really believe we
ought to cut kids.

So I want to compliment you on a very rine statement' and tell
you like the chairman, I will take it with a grain of salt and love
you forever. Thank you.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Panetta, you can tell the Budget Com-
mittee that not just Carl Perkins has this fetoligg. .

Mr. PORI). Wait until George Miller sees That you have men-
tioned the women, infants, and children program as being some-
thing we should cut.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmanwand thank

you Mr. Panetta for being there. I have to be brief Rcause my
views pretty much coincide with those of Mr. Ford and those of the
chairman. Certainly all of us commend you for what you are trying
to do. You have a very difilcult task, but I am persuaded as they
are that in this area of school lunches, that you picked the wrong
priority. There are other areas that can be cut. I am sure you have
some in 4mind, as do I. One 'of the concerns I have 18 that in
yesterday's testimony we learned from the GAO that t.hey really do
not know what tle effeets of these cuts might be, and the question
I would haveisTh as the Budget Cominittee studied what th ttect
f these cuts might be? For us this committee, to act oil(Its without analyziag the possible impact and results, I thi k,

would be irresponsible. Do you agree?
Mr: PaNcrra. As I responded to thy chairman, Ace feel the

the Budget Committee is not to do indepth anaVels on all t
We tlqiink that is the work of the authorizing committees. No y
can ftlace the experience of Mr. Ford, Mr. Perkins, and ot
members of this committee in terms of dealing with this program.
But at khe same time, the administration and CaroWreman, who
hp operated the programs for the Departnient of Agriculture, have
suggested, and I certainly do not question her desire to share in the
same goa1 s. in terms of the food programs and who those food
programs ought to be serving, but they feel reductions can be made

areas such al reimbureW lunches, and it will not impact that
seriously in terms of the children and the luncheathat are served.
I think that is a legitimate argument to.lbe looked at. I am not
saying you ought not to consider GAO or the teatimbny presented
to this committee, but the administration has presented evidense
And studies which support the Tact that savings can be made in
these areas, and what we ate saying as a committee is, please do
not reject.these out of 'hand.

Mr. ERDAHL. Carol,Foreman was here. She maae the observation
that a niekel will not make that much difference; but she makes
oVer $50,000 a year. For her to collie here and say this when we

,
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have many families living. on be -poverty leejs trying to get
-feedr-and-we-have-families-wliere_ th p ntiir orkjjg, I think
that testimony did not really exc the committee too much, to put
it bluntly. I thank you very muq you have a tough job.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KiLqsz. Thank you, Mc. Chairman.
Leon, I %aye always had sympathy for an attorney who has a

mean-looking client to represent, and I submit you have a mean-
looking client on this issue, anyway. I have always believed that
one can judge a sOciety by the way ,it treats its very old and its
very young. I think that is true today, geographically as you look
around the world and historically.

I am convinced the administration has been stingy on nutritional
programs as to the elderly and young. Lodk at theyr proposal. The
administration has been stingy on those two grotips by which we
judge how humane we treat people in a society. Now I ask you, has
the Budget Committee taken note of that stinginess?.

Mr. PANIETTA.kl can tell you one of the big battles which has gone
on in the budget conference is trying to,protect the House position
on flinding for social programs, including nutritiog/where Mem-
bers on the other aide would like to see redtiblions to human
service functions which are Part of the budget.

We have in ft* been fighting this on a daily basis, because the
Senate at the same time is trying to get a 3- to 5-percent increase
in defense spending. They are talking about spendingpof about $20
billion.- At the same time we all talk about how important it is to
try to keep the deficit down. What we are saying is, look, we want
to fight for the programs which the Democratic Party has stood for
and which are important to people. But if we are toefight that
battle, we have to at least say the.commitipees are willing to look at
these programs and not reject these things out of hand. I sympa-
thize with your' argumenia; we have heard them before. But if you
reject any look at a potential savings because it is an area which is
untouchable, we have a lot of vntouchables. We talk to the Defense
people. They .say, "This is tatouchable." We look at other areas.
They say, "'This is untouchable." In the end, we wind up-gtving
everybody what they want.

I sympathize with the goals you are seeking, but that is not to
say these goals do not have their problems.

I work on the food stamp isaue in the Agriculture Committee.
We think that is important. Food stamps has its problems in terms
of administration. A.nybody who says it does not is simply blinding
themselves to that problem. There are savings which can be
achieved. We estimate *out $300 million can be achieved in the
food stamp prbgram by improving tibia administration of that pro-
gram. That is not to say we reject food staMpe or the Oility to give
necessary stamps. But it is to say, we have to look at these pro-
grams as objectively as we can as to savings.

Mr. ICILDZA. I don't think really it's- a question of rejection,
rejecting itifout of 'hand. I think you have deep experience in this
'committee.

We have deep eiperience and deep concern, so it's not a rejection
out of hand. We have had extensive! hearings and more indepth

384
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hearings than the Budget Cmnmittev, by its very nature. could
possibly cover. .

We have had experts in here, including the providers in the
school district. We have had experts in here, the receivers. I

walked through some of those lines.' I observed them when I was
teachiog, so we have years of experience. Look at the people who
have shown some disagreement with your proposal. They cut the
range of pol.itical belief.

You find people who are concerned about using dollars wisely to
provide needed se'rvices, so 1 subtnit that this committee is not
rejecting out of' hand. It, is using its yrars of 'experience to make
this judgment, and I think we are concerned. AgWin I-know you
have a plient to represent that is a very difficullient. to repre-
sent,. and I recognize the problem your client has, the Budget
Committee.

I recognize that othe departmeii1snr4 better organizing their
lobbying effbrts.

Thank you, Mr. Panet a.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Leon, I think what we are hearing today is a

microcosm of what is going on across the country regarding this
matter of balancing the budget.

Everybody is saying, "please balance ,the budget, and do unto
others, not unto me.- But.factt3 are factg, and there are some areas
of' the budget that politically and humanely ought not:to be cut. In
fact ought really to btexpanded.

I think we can sa with some certainty that the school lunch
program is one of those areas that ought not to be trimmed back. I
am intrigued that your committee does not see tt within its pur-
view to analyze the issue,- at least in the manar that you defined
for Chairman Perkins. c't

I wonder if you considered youC action, though, to have this
possible effect. When we trim back on the paid lunches, we may in
fact be tipping the saucer and seeing the- number of reduced and
fully paid lunches increase, thus placing a much greater strain on
the Federal budget.

Had you considered that?
Mr. PANETTA. Well, again, in diScussing those areas of legislative

savings and the recommendations of the administration, we, felt
that they had made a case that the reductions could. be made with
a significant savings and withoutr the other side of that increase
being considered.

I think again th ue is something to be looked at, though.
You have raised.an rtant issue as to whether by reducing that
elementyou are simply going to be increasing in another area, and
I think that is a point that has to be considered. I don't disagree
with that.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Our hdministrators of this program in Montana
gave me their hunch, and I do not know that it is any inore than a
hunch, that that will be the precise-effect of' it. The partially paid
lunches may increase significantly. .is like that mattress add we
see on TV, when you push it dowj here it pops up over here.

I guess in closing, the message that you are hearing from this
committee is: you really ought to go back to our colleagues and
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auttral friends on the Budget. Committee and tell them it's too
close to Christmas for them to be acting Scrooge on this One

Mr. PANETTA. We would hope, again, and I understand the posi-
tion of the committee, ve just hope in looking at these programs

you at least consider. the arguments that have been presented by
T the administraOion. YQU have done it and other committees have
done it, and we hope you do the same thing.

Chairman PERKINS. IA,t me say that Mr. Ashbrook is very well
known as being honest in his approach to problems, and he feels as
strohg about this legislation as Carl Perkins or anybody else on
this committee.

M r. PANETTA. Hell or a combinat ion.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I thank my col-

league.
I serve on .t he Budget Committee with Mr. Panetta, and I am on-

a Conferen4 Committee. We have now been inkthe conference with
the Senate'for 12 or 13 day3; now trying to work this out, and Mr.
Panotta 'and his task force, particularly Nfr. Panetta, have really
done an outstanding job in this legislative savings area.

As he knows from our discussions,\11 happen to disagree with him
in this particular area; but there is no question -that 111 this com-
mittee and every committee we are going to be looking for areas
where we can legitirnately save money:

I am-part of a minority who disagrees with my colleague to my
right, Mr. Ford, and I think on the majority .and minority sides in
the interest portion of the student assistance, student loan pro-
gram,' that would be an area where we.can legitimately save some
money.

I do believe, and I know your complete sincerity this, I do
believe that the impa`ct of cutting back, even though m theory we
cut back on school lunch. programs only for those parents or chil-
dren who can afford it, the impact in fact is that you eliminate the
program for kids wht really- need it and who aren't getting it.

The evidence we have had for our subcommittee and for this full
committeehas been overwhelming in that. direction, so that I have,
unsuccthsfully, resisted the cuts in this area.

1 think you have to continue to point out where we can achieve
savings. You 'are doing this, and it is no fun to come to committees
and Say you ought to be saving money here, there and everyWhere,
you ought to continue to watchdog us and where you can see areas
where we can save money, continue to come out.

hink from.time to' time there will be things that theoretically
look like good places to save money, but for very practical reasons
are not plaCes where we ought to save money, and I think the
school lunch program is one of those areas.

When you ask the theoretical question, should people whose
income is above a certain amodnt pay for their own school lunches
completely, the answer is, of course they should.

Of course, when you .examine it, you then eliminate school
lunches for kids who tannot afford it and' then you come up with a
different ahswer, so J applaud the efforts of my colleague from
California, and respectfully dissent on this one matter.

I would be pleased to hear your revonse.

336,
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Mr. PANETTA. Paul, we have talked about that individually. I
_ccertainly.think.That if the committee makes a case- that in -fact-the
consecluences of the reduction are an increase to spending in an-
other area, and can substantiate that, that that is an argument
that is legitimate that needs to be presented both to the Budget
Committee, to the House and to the American people. We cannot
blindly say you have got to march down this road, regardless of its-
consequences.

That is crazy, so if that position can be made, that is fine. I want
to impress upon the committee and other committees as well, in
approaching these programs, we don't just suddenly label certain
areas as being holy and untouchable, because the fact is that as we
looli..at some of these programs, there are areas where through a,
tholough,review some saVings can be achieved; and legitimately so,
and that is all I am really asking this oemmittee to do.

The $250 million target in legislative savings is just that. It's a
target, and if the will of this committee is that those savings can be
made here or elswhere, I am prepared to leave that to the commit-
tee's judgment.

Mr. SIMON. It would be riiteresting also for the committee to hear
a little from you on something that could impact on this committee
and every other committee, and that is this-reconciliation debate
that is nbw going on in our conference between the House and the
Senate.

I wonder if you would respond. I am sorry I got here late. This
maY gave been discussed.

Mr. PANETTA. I., have indicated that to the conimittee, Paul. The
committee; Lam sure, is aware of the Senate's'position. I guess one
of the concTrns we have on the outside is that if committees don't
look at these programs, then the pressure for spending limitations
for budget amendments, or..the kinds of arbitrary approaches to
spending in this institution, that the support for those kind& of'
approaches will grow.

Reconciliation is kind of the first st4 in that direction: The
Senate feels that this is the only way they are going to do it. We
have got. to keep that in mindjn trying to adopt these legislative_

tsavings ih a responsible way. To do that, I think would be
daligerous trencl for the Congress, and that is why I am before you
and urge yoir, look.at these areas. ,s

Mr. S1t.t2NNThank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling, I am sure would like to ask a

few questions when he arrives, so3if you could wait for 5 minutes.
Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Chairinan, I have kind of a brief position paper

handwritten from ranking minority Member John Ashbrook, apd if
I could be permitted to read that for the record?

airman PERKINS. Please go ahead.
Mr.. ERDAHL. You anticipated what he is going to say.
His position is that we should' look at thelV progratics, but the

cuts in child nutrition must be justified, in the sense that we are
asSured that the nutritidn of children will' not be put at 'risk.
, He .feels and has said that the Department of Agriculture has
not justified its recommendaoon in those terms. Mr. Ashbrook is
particularly concerned that tYir cuts in school lunch support will
"cripple the entire program. He fears that the economics of the

,
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program are not sufficiently understood and have not been present-
ed tO the -11u4got Committee-by the Department of Agriculture:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thankytm.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, I can't remember arly occasion just

recently when I have agreed with Mr. 'Ashbrook, but I am,pleased
to note this occasion for the record.

Mr. PANETTA. I, think that handwriting ought. to be checked.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Panetta, if you want to suggest any .1

wit nesse's wocan schedule, we will be glad for.you to suggest them
to us.

Mr. PANETTA. Did Mr. Goodling want totask me some questions?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes; he did. If you will wt just a

minutes. #
We will let Mrs. Pat.Earks, president of Kentucky Parelit-Teach-

ers Associatiorf make her statement.
as

STATEMENT oy mks. l'AT EARLES, PRESHAINT, KENTIIMY
PARENT-TEACI1ERS ASSOUAMN

Mrs: EARIES. Thhk toll, Mr. Chairman.
I am Pat. Earles of t e Kentucky gongress of Parents and;l'each-

ers.
I am testifying tyday on behalf of children and parents in the

Commonwealth of Kentucky. -
We have over 1(35,000 members of' PTA in Kentucky and close to

6 million in the National PTA.
As you -know, PTA is tlie largest volunte6r organization that

works only for schildren, d that is what this is all about, Our
children.

The PTA feels that the National School Lunch Act that was
established in 1946 would have come to pass, but we feel like it

uld not have hAppened qbite as quickly without our help.
PTA members are parents who feel that we must go ,to .battle

...again for this very important prOgram. The present rates of reim-
bursement make it possible to offer meals within a price range for
most students who do not qualify for free or hducedimeals.

The volume of operation is a fa6tor1in controlling meal costs.
More than 50 -percent of school meaI6 are purchased by paying
children. Therefore,.the participation by a tnijority of the children
is .an economical factor in keeping -the meal costs at a"minimum
level, as well as the nutrition factor which is the program's pur-
pose.

We parents do not want to see-the school meal programs become..
a total welfare program where only poor or disadvantaged children.;
do .participate, where their participation would be an advertise-
ment of their social, economie stattis, and such a condition would
be detrimental to the children's total development.

As a parent, I would like to state again that these paying chil-
dren are essential to maintain the program for the poor or disad-

.. vantaged children. If the paid children drop out,' the community
may not be able to afford this meal program' . We are also con-
cerne'd that we will again see the,"brown sack" back in our lunch-
room, and we know that a lot of those lunches Avourd contain a bar
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of candy, a bag of potato chips and we, as parents, do not want to
-see-that

I urge you not to cut this vital program, because if just one child
stands taller, is healthier and more alert for receiving a vital warm
lunch or a nourishing breakfast, wouldn't that be worth it all?

If we are going to have this program for some children we must
keep it fe't all children.

My term as State PTA PresidEgg is tor 2 years, and my theme for
those 2 years is, "All children are our children."

I hope that we can reach my goal.
I thank you for the honor and the privilege of appearing before

the committee and I would like to share with yqs one of my
favorite poems.

The name of it is "Take Care."
Nobody knows what a child is worth;

A child with a mind that is keen;
A child who sings around the place

And lives a life that is clean;
Nobody knows what a child is worth,

And the world miist wait and see;
For every adult in an honored place

Is a aiild that used to be.

. This is what we are talking about today, our children, yours and
mine.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you on your testimony.
Mr. Kildee, any questions?
Mr. KILDEE, No questions, just to say that having worked with

the PTA through the years, that I recognize, that they are very
close to this program, and I appreciate your testimony this morn-
ing.

Mrs. EARLES. Thank you.
Mr..SIMON. I waqt to join my colleague, and from what State are

you again?
Mrs. EARLF. Kentucky:
Mr. SIMON. I think that State is represented on the committee.
We thank you for your testimony.
Mrs. EARLE'S. Thank yeti.
Chainkan PERKINS. Mr. Goodling?
Mr. GOaDLING. I am very happy to have my colleague before us

today.
I would like to ask you a couple of questions, Mr. Panetta.
First of all, did the Budget COmmittee really consider the impact

of the administration's proposal, or did the Budget Committee Just
take it at face value?

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Goodling, the basic point I wanted to make,
angl I have been asked that question, is that the Budget Committee
dqes not feel it's within its purview to do a thorough indepth
a alysis with hearings on issues like that, because we think that is

ally an area for the authorizing committee to make that judg-
ment.
, Mr. GOODLING. You don't rely heavily on what we have to say?.

Mr. PANETTA. You are the people that are involved in the pro-
gram and you have to make those determinations. The Budget.

,
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Committee relied on a very strong reconimendation by the adminis-
-.---tratiop_which__appeared to _be supEorted4-37, Itudies that they had

inade in the administration. We thouthrif, was at leiigt An area
that ought to be looked at by the committee.

When we establish these targets on savings, this committee, as I

-will, testified it is about1250 million in terms of savings. Much of

that has already been achieved but there were those areas suggest-

, ed, and we...ask that the committee look at those areas and to use
your best judgment and not just reject it out of hand. That is the
concern I have.

Sometimes committees will reject these ideas out of hand, be-

cause they have constituents that support these programs. Take a
hard look at it, and if you think it is justified, then, fine.

Mr. GOODLING. I have fought free luriches for everyone aqd

fought 25-cent lunches. At this time I am here to fight against a
nickel decrease, because when you talk.about 13-percent inflation,
of course, it means you are taking the middle-income Americans

and making them low-income Americans, and you are taking the
low-income Americans and making them poverty Americans.

I don't see how at this particular time we can accept .a recom-
mendation such as this. There are other ways than the whole child
nutrition program to bring about some savings, and I think the
Department of Agriculture could go a long way in bringing those
abaut. I was in the business, and I couldn't believe the things that
were shipped from yTitate to my State, and we were producing
it right there.

When you think 'of the' costs involved in shipping alone, it is just

unbelievable.
Mr. PANETTA. That is the ind of thing, Congressmaa, that I

think is very important. If the committee is sensitive fib the other

areas where those kinds of steps can be taken, that is really what
we are asking. dr

I am mentioning it in terms of food stamps, with which I deal on

the Agriculture Committee, that while we support the basic thrusts
of the programs and the needs it fulfills, there are some adminis-
trative savings thsit can be achieved and are being recommended
that will not hinder the basic thrusts of the program.

We would ask you to look at that aspect.
GOODUNG. I am sure the chairman will and we as a commit-

tee wkil.
I don't w nt to say at this particular time that we are going to

reduce sch 1 lunch subsidy to the paying customer by a nickel.

That reall snowballs. W en you talk about 5 cents, it doesn't
sound liketveey much; bu that 5 cents will start to snowball iiito
10, 15, and 20 cents. I th. k we as a committee should be looking
very seriously at the wa s that we. can cut waste and encourage
the Department of Agric lture to do the same.

On the other hand, this 13-percent inhation is not the time' to
tell that person that we can hardly make ends meet. That is whY I

would hope youwwould.listen carefully te all of the testimony which

we are i.gathering, coMpiling, and think seriously abo.! that.
Mr. PANETTA. Wf3' intend to.

(
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Mr. GOODLING. Of course, some of those people who want to do
ever thing passibleAlbout the _budget., thotle peoplo-say--1 k someot ce,.but we need to bts very careful..

ARKINS. When you get back tp the Bu ge Committee,
can find any of your colleagues that can shed any light on

dministration s point, we would certainly like to have thembe ore Oils committee.
You impart that information .to them, and we will convene anytime and hear anybody. We are doing our beht here.
Any other questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Panetta.'
Mr. PANETTA. Thank you very much. 4Chairman PERKINS. We thank all of you.
You have been very helpful to us today. .The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Where0on, at 10:55 a.m. the Subcommittee on Elementary,

Secondary, 'and Vocational Education of the Committee op Educa-tion and Labor adjourned.]
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1. OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHILI)
, NUT ITION PROGRAMS ,

oposals to uce Federal Subsidy for Paying

A,
. Student ,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1979

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

1, Washington, D.C.

2176, Rayburn House Pffice Building, Hon. Carl,D. Perkins (chair-The subconimittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

man of the subcommittee) presiding.
prMembers esent: Rpresen

Staff present: John F. Jenni ajority. counsel; Beatrice Clay,
e'ti tliiiXe and Erdahl.rkins

"mAjority staff assistant; antic-Richard, DiEugenio, minority legisla-
tive associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
In a continuation of the school lunch hearings, the witness6s

today, sere Jean `S. Tufts, first 'vice president, National School

Boards Astociation; Richard H. Escott, superintendent, Jackson
Public Schools, Jackson, Mich.; Rona's! E. Walton, superintendent,
Monroe °aunty Community School Corp., Bloolningtpn, Ind.; Her-

.
bert Liebich, the National Frozen Food Assaciattion, Inc.; and Mrs.
Cheryl Helene Esposito, a parent.

Let me call on you, Ms. Tufts, to begin, and let me say 'I am
delighted you are all here: _

Without objegtion, all of your prepired statements Will all be
inserted in theqecord.

STATEMENTS OF JEAN S. TUFTS, .FIRST .VIrCE PRESIDENT, NA-

.
.TIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION,PRICHARD H. ESCOIT,

SUPERINTENDENT, JACKSON PUBI4C SCHOOLS, JACKSON,
MICH.; RONALD -E. WALTON, SUPERINTENDENT, MONROE
COUNTY COMMUNITY CHOOL CORP., BLOOMINGTON, IND.;
HERBERT LIEBICH, TflE NATIONAL FROZEN FOOD Assoct-
ATjON, INC., ACCOMP NIED BY MICHAEL J. GIUFFRIDA, DI-
RECTOR , GOVERNMET4T RELATIONS; CHERYL HRLENE ESPO-

SIT4i, PARENT, WILMINGTON, pEL.

STATEMENT OF,J1,14 S. TUFTS; FIRST VICE PRESIDENT,
`, NATIOIAIL CHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

-Vie TtIrrs:' Mlf name is Jean Tufts, - and I am the first vice
president of the National School Boards Association.

(889) t
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We appreciate this opportunity to testify before your con ttee
on -the- effects of limiting the funding- for the paid lunches nder
the school lunch program. .

During our last national convention last April, our delegate as-
sembly adopted a resolution which in part calls uPon the Federal

fGovernment to provide adequate support the Federal programst
by fully funding authorized levels ,of-need kind not deferring, re-
scinding, or teconciling previously agreed tkappropriation levels.

For the record, I should indicate that the National School Boards
association is the only major education organization representing
school board members. Throughout the Nation, approximately
90,000 of thesndividuals are association members. These people,

.it turn, are responsible for about 95 percent of the Nation's public
schoolchildren.

Currently marking its 40th year of service, NSBA is a federation
of' State school boards associations, with direct local school board
affiliates, constituted to strengthen local lay control of education
and to work for the improvement of education.

Since most of us are elected public officials, they are politically
accountabks to their constituents' for both education policy and
fiscal management. , .

As fay unsalaried individuals, school boards members are in a
position to judge legislative programs purely from the standpoint of4 public education, without consideration of their personal profes-
sional interest.

The concerhs which the NLitional School I3oards Association
brings to the authorizing commiattee today are rather unique since
they relate primarily to the apprqpriations for the school lunch
program. We are eitremely distres4ed that the Administration and
the budget committees have seriously entertained initiatives to

-reducq funding below current formula levels. .

These initiatives 'have not' only challenged the priority for the
entire :program, but also threaten- to create new uncertainties in
the management of the program. Certainly, proposals before the

.,, Budget Committee couldinterfere with school district price setting
and.budget planning.

Our statement today also recommends that the committee con-
tinue to provide oversight to determine how unnecessary Federal

.paPerwork and administrative overburden can be removed from-( the program.. Since school systems tend to subsidize the school
lunch program, we do not believe that the administration should
propose funding cuts without reducing the local costs of, Federahl,1 itgulation.

For more than 30 years Congress has recognized the connection
of food to the educational and general health of America's school-
children and, in turn, to the natiorial well-being.

In the'National Schod/ Lunch Act, the Congress declareil that,
"as a,measure of ,national security, to safeguard the, health and
well-being of all our Nation's children, and to encotirage the domes-
tic consumption of, nutritious agricultural commodities and other
foods." , .

[EDITOR'S Nars.--lhe paragraphs in the written statement which
were omitted in oral,testimony follow:]
4
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We know of no statistical or empirical- evOence which in any way suggests thai
the role a the Federal gmernment shquld be, diminished High quality nutritious
fonds- are. ns-eslential- to (1e-ht4ilth td wollaluing of Amencim citimtis tOar as
they were in 191h. when the PtogranObegan. According to Dr. Julius 13 nichniond,
U.S' Surgeon General, "Americans are healthWr than ever,- Ile said "Without aL,,
doubt7 the major reasons are related to overall improvenwnts in living condLtions:
t I ) Better nutrition, i2) better sanitation; CD less-crowded !liaising, 14) more ell iloy-

ment oppt 'tunnies, and 6) greater access to education. ''' We believe that the t htrt y t-L

years of ft rad support in providing nutritious, reasonably priced lunches to school
children has daved an important role in acheiving two of those factors better
nutrition and greater access to education

While the link between nutrition and edtwation has been well documented (e.g.,
the lowa Breakfast studies, a few examples should illuslrine the point. N. E.
Matheson's work at the University of Southern California ' showed significant gains
in arithmetic and symbol decoding skill if the children were given specific food in
the morning hours, D. Stephen Kr#tizman of Emory Universjty studied two 4th -
grade classes: one had only milk, while the other had a balanced high quality meal
The regults reported by the teachers of those children having had a complete meal
were (II not one child fell asleep during the day, (2) apathy all hut. disappeared, and
(3) hyper-irritability was greatly reduced. Furthermore, the teacher reported ,subjec.
tively that children were, better able to master and retain concpetual material

Mr. Tuns. We believe wholeheartedly in these programs. I have
seen the director of a dEity care center serving over 300 poVertY
children and seen the difect results in those .programs in impro-
ing those children's health and their et:Ideational'. attainment.

We have cited several cases in our document of documented
cases of the value of the School Nutrition Act.

- The administration's budget request included three major compo-
nents:

One, limit student eligibility for free lunches by cutting the
family income factor from 125 .percent of poverty to 100 percent;

Two, limit student eligiblity for reduced lunches by cutting the
'family income factor from 195 percent of poverty to 175 percent,
and;

Three, reduce- the Federal commitment for paid lunches by 5
cents. Ironically, the first two items would have impacted hardest
on those economic groups least able to pay. Fortunately, the .pur-
suit of those proposals has not been the focus of the current budg-
etary debate. The question which now arises is_whether to redule
funding for paid lunches by 5 cents.

Proponents of the cut argue 'that a 5-cant reduction from the
reithbursement rate for paid lunches would 'result in a Federal
expenditure reduction of $120 million, to be 'absorbed VS, children
and parents of these childien. Th addition, USDA projeCted in their
budget that approximately 4 iiercent or 600,000 paying chile:EC-en
wolild drop out, effecting another $26 million savings for the Feder-
al Government. But it is the students' dropping out of the program
that gives .us a great deal of concern. -

in dealing with the dropout issue, we believe that the pro sed 5-
cent reduction needs to placed in practical perspective. A 5-cent
increase equals .$9 per yea r child. Therefore', if there were a 5-
cent cut in paid lunch reimb rsement plus a 10-cent increase in
nonsubsidized program costs, as a result of inflation, in the non-

United Sfates News and Wt,rld Report. (ktober 29, 1974 , p.

a Cereal Institute, Inc., A complete Summary we thv Iowa Breakfast Stuthes, 1962.
' Matheson, N,E., Mul-morn,n6 natattort and rts effec(s on school lye tusks. VI) I) Disserta- ,

lion. University 4)f Southern CaliforniA, 1970.
' Kri.itaman, Stephen, W , Scalimfant of the Craddock Batak/itst Study, Atlanta School of

Dentistry, Emory I.,niversity, Atlanta, Georgia, IWIV, unpublished
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subsidized pails Of the program, then the cost would total $27 perehild per yeacFor a three-child family this_would_amount_ to $81
per year, pot 5 cents.

In reviewing USDA's projections that children would drop out of
the program, Congress needs to give some thought to the income
category of these children .and whet.her an equally nutritious alter-
native will be &callable to them. We expect that those middle-
income children who will drop out first will be those whose families
av just above the near poverty cutoff for the reduced lunch pro-
efam.

In addition, since 'many children involved in tfie program are
from relatively young single-income families, that is, those hardest
hit by inflation, some of the dropouts might,be substantially above
the poverty line. In such case, there is no retaton to believe that the
nutritional value of the brown bag, of the children carrying their
9wn lunches, will be adequate.

While we have no reason to take fssue with_USDA's projections
that a nickel increase will force out 600,00d students, NSBA is
presently surveying ap r imately 75 district food services direc-
tors to get an indic on o t increases in prices and their
influence on the number of dropouts.

We have included our NSBA survey instrument in our testimo-
ny. Sive these computations will not reflect current and expected
downturns in ec,pnontic conditibns, USDA's projections and our own
results on studeRt dropouts may be conservative indicators.

As a policy, NSI3A believes that When economic conditions are
difficult, Congress should not piCk and choose among children of
different economic groups. The general health of all students is
iniportant.

I. would like to addreb.Q the adverse effects on free lunches. Some
proponents of the 5-cenkreduction argue that apart;from saving
Federal dollars, cutting the paid lunch reimbursement rate can
enable greater focusing of assistance pn lower income levels.

Presently, 72.4 percent of the school lunch funds are utilized for
free meals, 7.5 percent for reduced; and 20 perCent for paid meals.
At the same time, 36 percent or 9.4 million of the participants
receive free meals and 8. percent or 2.1 million receive reduced
price meals. In other words, while 54.9 percent of the participants
or 14 million children from middle income families are involved in
the program, they expend only 20 percent of the funds. ?To the extent that a 5-cent reduction in the paid lunch reim-
bursement and any *efforts toward further reductions causes
middle-income children to drop out, the program .will b9come con-
fined to economically needed children.

This raises two problems: One, identification and dirrimination,
antwo, the affected economies of scalb.

/Me passage of Public Law 91-248 required that schools prevelat
overt identification. of needy children. If loWer middle income chil-
dren are forced out of the school Junch program, in some attend-
ance areas, the identity of the remaining children in the program
will be very obvious.

Another probrem relates to the economies of scale. For instance,
in the State of Indiana 85 percent of the children pay for their
lunches and in Cobb County,, Ga., 90 percent pay. In programs such

34 r"
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as these, which are in every State, the number )1. paid participants
alipw-the schooLdistricts to _provide food at the lowest cost per unit.

,
The point is that at some level, cuts in the paid reimbursernent

rate can remove enough children to cause a price spiral whirAr will

not yield sufficient flinds to feed the remaininic children, thcluding
thelree and reduced eligible child. In such instances the choice
would be to (I) eliminate current cafeteria programs; (2) subsidize
the program with local property tax increases,or (3) divert funds
from other educational programs. P

Given these options, we believe that at the very least, current
data .op the economies, of scale issue)should be developed before
giving further consideration to the administration's position.

Our last point would be concerning the bookkeeping issue. In a
number of cases, school, districts have expressed concern Over the
increased bookkeeping requirements associated with the Federal
school nutrition programs. Some large systems have met the re-
quirements by hiring additional administrators.

One urban district recently hired four college graduate level
administrators specifically for this function. Many school systems
cannot afford the option cif hiring more personnel" Yet in such
instances, nicreased bookkeeping reactes beyond the capabilities or
the time of cafeteria personnel who may not have been trained or
hired to deal with extensive regttlation. .

t Often, building principals have picked up the slack by diverting
more of their time or that of other education administrators to
school hot lunch Programs. Rather than expandingjon individual
cases at this time, we' simply wish to :fiert the committee to the
fact that increased Federal regulations re a problem, especially if
at the same time funding for the program is going to be cut.

We look forward to offeying the committee a more extensive
report on paperwork onc4 out costs survey data has been tabulated.

In conclusion, the ad inistration and some members of the
Budget Committees have ro ed to cut back on the Federal subsi-

. dy for paying children under e school lunch program. Especially.
at a time when real income is falling; and is expected to fall
further, these cuts can have a serious impact on those families
which are just over the income level for the reduced lunch pro-
gram. '

'To the extent lower middle-income children are forced tO drop
out of the program as a result of other increased family costs, the
health and educational opportunities' of this group will suffer. Fur-
ther, especially since the paying children subsidize the nonpaying
portion of the program, the economies of scale which will be lost
thrbugh students Vrc,pping out will ultimately jeopardize the finan-
cial andPitical viability of the free-lunch component.

J

We are also concerned partic larly with the precedent of Cop-
gressoconsidering this entitlemen program in the last minute nego-
tiations of the new budget proc'ess livhich has been completed as we
enter the secoRd month of the school year. Sound budget planning
and meal price-setting at the local level cannot tolerate that kind
of uncertainty. At this point' in the year our budgets are set for all
()lour programs, including our Ilet lunches.

FinOly, we suggest that the.Congress look closely at the hidden
costs associated with regulation§ and paperwork in school feeding

a
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programs. The Government needs to design the most efficient ac-
_counting_system_possible- as--a-means-Ofeaving-tax-dollars -before-it
considers forcing children to drop out of school lunch.

For the foregoing. reasons, NSBA .is totally opposed to any cut in
the school lunch subsidy.

In closing, we wish to commend' both Chairman Perkins and
Representative Ashbrook for their efforts to preserve authorized
funding levels for this program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The survey instrument referred to follows:I

mask

detIOPr

3 P4.1
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE-

NSBA
(National School Board Association)

NAASFEP
(National Association of A(ministrato

,of State and Federal Educatlin Programs)

1. Nare of School District Address and Telephone Number

2. Contact Person

3. Please check one: (student population in district)

2,501 - 5,000

5,000 z. 10,000

10,000 - 15,000

15,000 - 25000

25,00 - 30,000

30,000 & p

Total number of students enrolled in district for previous years!

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

4. Number of studnts In the district participating in the following programs:

Free Reduced Paid

_Clem , Sec Elom ,.. Sec Elem Sec

44,

PIVIP.47

.1977-78

1970-79

1979-80

41'277

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

56-650 0 - 80 - 23

-

3 8.
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An example for figuring the cost: Use cost per meal, less reimbursement per
meal to(al cost to district:

-Free Reduced Paid

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

5. Forms required to support school feeding program:
(please send examples of forms)

At Building Level

District
County
State
Federal

At District Level

District
County
State
Fede'ral

Freluency of reporting: ,

1

Note: Please attach a copy of each form for your district to this report.

Time Hours
No of Forms (per form)

Estimated
'Cost

Person Respni
sible for Fol

Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly L.

* Yearly cost

*.* Position of person compl4t6g form: (.examples)

Secretary Food Services Director

Cafeteria Manager Bookkeeper
Principal Other

1
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7. Whet,seggestions do you have-to Improve the operations of the reporting system?

8. What suggestiods do you have to Improve the quality of the food program?

9. Other comments

Note: If you have questions regarding this questionnaire, pleasO*call John Purcell,

Legislative Representative, NSBA, 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W., Suite

600, Washington, D.C. 20007 Phone No. 1-202-337-7666

,
Please return the completed form to John Purcell at the above address.

e#

3 o
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Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you fbr some excellent testimo-
.

ny.
We at* going to hold hearings next week on the expansion of the

breakfast. program, I .am a great believer in its expansion. We want
to create every incentive that we can to take care of it down my
way. We 'have to get those kids up and get them on the road, and
they just don't have the time to eat much breakfast.

We want to see if we cannot, through certain incentives, expand
it, and if your organization wants to testify next week we would
welcome you.

Our next witness is Mr. Richard Eseott, superintendent of the
Jackson Public Schools, Jackson, Mich.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. 14:SCOTT. SI1PEKINTENDENT,
JACKSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ACKSON,. MICH.

Mr. Escorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.\
I am here to testify this morning in opposition to the administra-

tion and Department of Agriculture's recommendations to reduce
the Federal subsidy for full-pay lunch students by 5 cents.

Since my written comments will be on the record, I will attempt
to summarize briefly some of the things I teel are more pertinent
in my comments.

Over 30 years ago, the national school lunch program was intim-
gprated. In.doing so, Congres5 in 197r ade iticlear that breakf4t
should be made available in th cho Is to theet the nutrition7l
needs of children who do not eat good breakfasts at home. This
year, the-Jackson Public Schools istarted a breakfast, yrogram.

Preliminary figures indicate that, at the current rate, we should
serve in excess of 221,500 individual student breakfasts this school
year. That compares to 910,000 lunch programs we will be serving
this year.

It seems. incomprehensible to me that the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the adminiitration would take.from a 30-year-bld
successful school lunch program at the same time they are at-
tempting to encourage school districts to start a breakfast program.

Are we in public education to assume that Federal support fbr
the lunch program willIcontinually be eroded to create money for

k..) new Orograms such as tile school breakfast program?
The Jackson Public SchoolS is an urban diStrict in south central

Michigan with a total school enrollment of ovee10,406 students.
This declining enrollment school district, with a minority percen.t .
gage of about 24 percent, voluntarily desegregated its schools in
1972. It currently ,has a minority ratio in each building that is in
voluntary conformance with that recommendation by the Michigan
Department of Education.

V.W.Ould concur with Chairman. Perkins when he indicates that
the recommended changes will affect the integrity of the entire
feeding program. Also, I concur with M. McCabe, president of the
American Food Service Association, who stated that proposed cuts
could create many long-range probleme and are in need of more

"h intense regarch and evaluation before being put into effect.
I also concur with Ms. Lorber, director of school food advocacy

project of the children's foundation, who criticized the administra-
tion's budget cuts for the impact they would have on the need and,

f,



concurrently, .the unfortunate tendency this would create to have
the public view the school food program as welfare programs.

It is my Opinion that the Depart tiwnt of Agricult ure and the
administration should be seeking ways to improve nutrition pro-
grams in the public schools rather' than making tIllbse programs an
additional financial bunion on the hwal public school districts.

While the administnition may assume' that a nickel is just pea-
nuts, be assured that, 'to a local public school 'system, it is not.

I,et me try to explain very briefly what would happen in the
,lackson Public Schools if the Federal subsidy is redve.ed by 5 cents.

There are two ways a local school system can handle such a
reduction. First, they can absorb the loss themselves or pAss that
nickel increase on to the students. In either instance, the result is
a less-than-satisfactory increase. Excluding the reduced priced
lunch and free lunches, examining, only the fully paid lunches. and
if we wish to absorb the cost ourselves, the effect on the district
would be as indicated.

We averaged 1,01(i fully paid meals served each day so tar this
year. This loss then would come to in excess of $15,000 a year.fillfat
is not a particularhy large amount. The co1111)olm4N1 effect through-
out the country is staggering.

What does $15,001) a year buy in Jackson? We can hire a begin-
ning teacher with adequate consumable supplies for an entire
school year. It could provide the money to light mid heat an ele-
mentary school for the 1979-80 school year. With textbooks for
secondary students at $15 to $18 each, it could provide textbooks
for approximately 1,000 students.

Obviously, the list of what $.15,000 could buy a school district, is
endless. It isn't, however, a particular sum,of moneY that.- most
distresses me; it is thp impact this price increase is gloing to have
on the students in Jackson, particularly the disadvantaged stu-
dents. Continued pric.e ,increases may force local school,districts to
expand their a la carte menus while, at t.he same time, cut back on
their total type A meal programs.

It'is unfortunately true that, when a la carte mtmus become. the
.dominant school lunch dppozAunity, peer pressure tends to force
the disadvantaged students ai4ay from their free lunches and into
the a la carte line, Where a less balanced menu is offered, and
whyre their finances are able to only minimally provide them a
satisfying lunch.

There are no, provisions for feeding children in an a la carte
lunch line..

These are all possible results of local school districts attempting
to absorb a lunch price increase themselves. When we begin loelk-
ing at paSsing the cost increase on to students, the picture becomes
even more depressing.

IEnrroit's NOTF;.The paragraph in the written statement wyich
was omitted in oral testimony follows:I

For the first tinw in several years, the Jackson 'Public. Schools raised its lunch
prices in 197S-79. This year, the Jackson Public Sellools will show i decrease
amounting to almost 17,000 students participating because of that price increase.
The plain Il id is tliat a decreilse liarticipation can also adversely il.fect a hicid
school district. Thew arik two types of expenses in a lunch program. They are fixpd
and variable. Despite rirtic:iltation, variable costs p nwal such as him) and milk
remain the same, but fixed costs such as labor, heatjlights. etc. It is estimated
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that fur tad! 500 meills mi. day 1,024L tin 112((!d.c(wA8 actually cost the (iistrict. Int
additional five cents per nwal

.

I need not discuss the effects of inflation on the average fami)y's
spendable income. I need not discuss the effect of inflation on
school districts' purchasing powers. But it seems almost a certainty
that, if inflation and price increases continue at their present pace,
the hot lunchiprogram, because of the additionat charges needed 'to
break even, may become a luxury that many, including the non-
needy, may not be able to afford.

A studY by the Michigan Department of Education shows that in
all studieS that have been conducted every price increase causes a

,correspondinic reduction in the number of students that are able to
;absorb t.he aaditional price. As a consequence, when increased
prices no longer produce the desired increased income, schools are
forced to consider alternatives.

One stiidy, done in seven school districts in Michigan, indicated
( that the data appears to support tbe thesis that price, up to a

point, is a main determinant to participation. For examp)e, 93.8
percent of the children in a particular school in Michigan were
eating lunch at one price. When the price was increased by 10
cents, 32.1 percent of the participants dropped out of' the program.
[See attachment Al

Combining pric increases for fully paid lunches with the pro-
posed cutbacks i eligibility requirements. for free and reduced
price meals will tainly put a knife into the heart of .the basic
goal of' the entire peogram. It will certainly affect those students
most who have the most to gain from such a program.

It always appears as if the administration r3 visRm seems to blur
when looking at basic people programs that moM. profoundly and
closely touch the young people in our country.

If we believe an adequate diet is a necessity for children tà
function properly; and studies performed by the U:S. Department
of Agriculture and others appear to make this assuMption, and if
we also believe that the school lunch program contributes substan-
tially to that balanced diet, continued Federal subsidy and/or in-
creased Federal subsidy is necessary to help hold prices down.

Michigan public schools, in times of financial crisis, must go .to
the local taxpayer and request additional millage to maintain pro-
grams or make up anticipated deficits. The local vote in Michigan

-( has.the choice in determining local school..financing. Schools do not
have the luxury of legislating new moneys and/or automatically
passing reductions on to the taxpayer ,to maintain existin pro-
grams. .

Therefore, any reduction in financial support, no matter how
small, must be made up through reduction in sqtae other service
and/or passing the.reduction on to the student as ih the case of the
school lunch program.

Eroding away c)f local taxpayers' dollars to support programs
mandated by State or Federal agencies with vacillating yearly
funding makes ktal budgeting in a long-range mode difficult at
best. The use of spendable income is becoming more and more a
question of priorities. With the public on the one hand hard
pressed to continue financial support of locally funded' education,
and the administration, on the other hand, continually attempting
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lo cut educational corners, local school districts are caught in
between a roCk and allatd

A nickel increase in a hot lunch may just be the proverbial
straw, seemingly innecent enough, small enough tnt maybe no
one will notice. But when you add . it to the nickels here and
pennies there, the dime and quarter increases we are facing every
day, the inflated 'heating costs and, real dollar markups at every
level of educational budgets, local school distriqts' backs are begin-
ning to sway,

It is time to lighten, not increase, the camel's load.
As a resident of Michigan and f these United States, I congratu-

late Congressman Perkins, chairrIkn of this House subcommittee,
and Congressman Ford from Michi n, for their expressed opposi-
tion to any reduction in this valuable ogram.

Thank you.
[The attachment to Mr. Escott's statement follows:I
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AITACIWNT A

S. Financial:

In the face of riming colt& of labor, 'ond and other items going into
the total food service operation, and in spite of coneiderable incteap,,
in federal fund., most school operated lunch programs are currently
facing a financial dilemma. While the average charge to the child

1 during 1969-70 was approximately, 30C per lunch, a.priaiiiinary suivoy

1 indicate. that the same lunch dUring 1972-73 coat the paciiny child
'1

around 400, and has risen even higher this year. As a result of

this increase in price, the numboar of paying children het risen very
little, if any, over the paat throe years. All studies that have
been conducted show very definitely that every price increase CAUROB

ii01,

a corresponding reduction in the number that aro able to absorb the
additional price. ,As a consequence, when price rallies no longer sou-
rdualLIELtdesired lamming income, schools are forced to considol the
iTETRIITives of continuing nutritional, well-balanced school lunch '

Programs at a deficit, or discontinue them in favor of &la-carte
progfaam. Additional funds axe needed to provide assistanoe to e(hool4
in actually keeping lunch programs in operation.

FIDE Studys

The following study was compiled from 42 programs selected at ran-
dom, comparing olaim,data for September and October, 1972 with
September and October," i973, And deals primarily with the effecte of

price incr ***** *

A. Non-Public Schools - 9 Program.:

I - Dropped 'out.

I - No change at all (all Served free).
1 - No increase in char9ie+8,4 average increase in part pation.

1 - 20 increase ln chargC'vety little change.
SC increase in charge. a

RANGE IN PARTIcIPATION

ADP Total 16% decrease'to 18%. increase
ADP Needy .100% docrease.tO 100% increase
ADP Paid r7% decrease to.14% increase

NEM

'2.0t decrnise
75% decreaao
6.8% decrease

Of these five schools, tho range of difference from September 1972 to
September, 1973 are shown in the first column. For examrle, total par-
ticipation in 141'five districts ranged from a 16% decrease to an 10%
increase. Participation of needy children ranged from a decree:le of
100% to an increase oi 100%, and paid participation ranged from a
dec aaaaa of 17% to an increase of 44%. The meali indicates middle

school in each category. In other words, the middlo Choo ost 2.0% in

total participation. Tw' programa lost more than 2.0%.an two programs lost

less than 2.0%. The same pattern follows in the public hools.
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1. tyklic Scheoi - 33 PrOgralie

1. No chimes in charge - 11 Programs

ADP* Total
111\ADP Needy
c. ADP Paid

2. 50 Raise in ch4rgo

f
a. ADP' Total 3% decrees
b. ADP Needy 20% decry&

C. ADP Paid 23.2% docgi
*-

3. 100 Reisi in cha 7

. '$

a. ADP* Total 33% decrease

b. ADP Needy 17% cloc *****

c. hDP Pail4 ra0111,1,dec aaaaa

....4,

aAveirge dailY porticfpation.

RANGR
9.3% decrealle to 3211 increliee

16.3% decrease to 231%increase
24.1% decrease to 141% increase

5 programs

o 12. ncrease
to 121))% crease
to 11.3% in ease

NMAN
2.4% increase

11.3%

1.0% increase

2.8% decrease
11..2% increage
1.8% increase

to 2.411-increase 14% decrease

to 30% incr**so 30% incline
to 3111 increase , 15% decrease

The,3VPUblic school districte.inrre then separated obt of a study on the effects that
'the charge to children ham on-Vhcntamber orchildren participating. There are many

factors which have such an ffett,r but it has been believed for many years that price
is the most important..

P. comparison was drawn between data from September and October 1972. and data fot the

SIM* perio0, in 1973. Oolumn I compares the charge to children:column II represents
the percent of children participating so it compares ;to attendance; and column 111
compares the percent of total lunches being served to needy children.

I. . II. 111.

Charge to Child Percent of Participation Percent Needy
1973-74 1972-73 1973-74

C. No

1972-73 14173-74 1972-73

chinge ln charge to child - 11 dintricte

1. Nigh Dist. 35 & 40 35 & 40 74.1

2. Low bist. 35 & 45 35 & 45 28.8

3. Median Dist. 35 & 40 35 & 40 51.1

4. Averages 34
f.

41 34 41 49.9'

D. SC Ittlee in chrerge to child - le'dintrictn

1. High Dint. 20 & 25 25 30 64.5

2. Low Dint. 40 & 45 45 & 50 22.1

.s

76.2
25.5

53.3

72.1
4.5

. 9.6
35.0

68.4 26.4

22.3 2.1

e
64.0
8.0
8.2

36.0,

31.4

3.9
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' Charge to Child Percent of Participation Percent Weedy
1972-73 1973-74 1972-73 1973-74 1972-73 1973-74

D. 5C Raise in cherge to child - 15,districtm, Cont.

Median Dist4 40 fi 50 45 fi 55

. Omerages 34 & 44 43 fi 50

E. t Raise in charge to child - 7 dietricts

).lrHigh Dist. 30 40.

Dow Dist. 10 4 40

. Median Dist. 30 c 35 40.fi 45 .

4. Averages 31 4. .36 38 fi 46

39.0 36.9 54.0 55.0
39.8 41.3 24.6 28.1

93.0 61.7 45.7 23.0
26.6 21.5 18.1 17.4
61.7 57.7 23.el 33.0,

52.6 44.2 43.6 45.0

F. COhclusionsi The data gathered 4.pears to support the thesis that price (up to
a point) is a main determinant tovarticipabion. For examplei (1)

E (1) 91.8 percent of the children attending were eating lunch when price
was 30. Whn the price was increased to 40t only 61.7 percent participated.
Even'at 40t howver, this percentage is very high. A study will be conductect
to bind out why. (2) An increase of five cents 2,er lunch in district D (3)
made vary little difference as only 39 percent crnithe children wer participating
in the first pladis, and 54 percent of those being served were to the needy.
(3) 94 percent of the districts reviewed lost participation after a price
increase, and generally the greater the increase, the greater the loss. The
W hin exception to this was district D (1) which gained 4 percentage.poihts
in spite of a five cent raise. It i8 interesting to note however, that the-in-
crease was from 20 and 25 cents to 25 and 30 cents. (4) 87 percent of
districts reviewed showed an increas in lunches served to the needy foll
,a price increase. It is believed that the,childrenLare not identical bue
it in merely a part of the total cause and effect. (5) Thirty cent
O ementary level end thirty five cents at the secondary level appeari
the maximum rate not producing a great reduction in participaeion%

If lunch programs are allowed tCi be closed,.or to be convrted to ala-carte
service, all children w11 suffer nutritionally, and the needy will suffer

* InoLt_. There are no provisions for feeding needy children in &la-carte programs.

There are apProximately 950 schools in the State where no food service is
made available to any children. While under certain conditions funds can he
provided to public and non-public schools for the inittiation of such service,
many school authorities are reluctant to initiate the service for ono reason

, or another.

Since June of 1973 price studies from a number of Michigan School Districts
oonducted by the Michigan School Food'ServiCe Association, indicate the
bellowing!

a. Fish, poultry and meat up 40% to .70%
b. Milk up 40% to 50%
c. canntet goods up 16% to 25%

d. Labor coats up 5% to 6%
e, shortages on many items.
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11.3:D415X111114nr of Agnfruiture -estimates +tidiest* an mmarage raise in

food prices of 20% to 30%, and right now this appears to be a conserva-

tive stimate? And, according to turrent news bulltins an additional
/nerve*. of about IS% is predicted prior to March 1.

/f wi believe that An adequat diet is a necessity f:Ir children to function

properly; and tudies performmd by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

by colleges, and universities, and4by individuals certainly appearlo make

this.distinctioni and if we also believe that the School Lunch Proff-am

contributes substantiakly to that balanced diet, a state eppropriation

is also neceasIty to help hold prices down. At an.average cost'of

about sixty one cents par lunch. with an aversql fderal reimbursement of

ten cnts per lunch, leaves an additional sixteen cents,to bripg the

average price down to thirty five cents. Any amount'up to the total 1"

would prove helpful.

Additional funds are.needed t6 provide schools with an incontive to:

.1. Continue and xtend the ervice of free and reduced price

lunches to needy children.

2. COntinus, Improve and expand those school food service programa
currently in operation; andr

3. Install or initiate programs in schools where no il2Vice is
currently available to childreh.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank yoPvery much.
Our hext witness is Dr. Ronald E. Walton, superintendent of

schools. Monroe County Community School Corp., president, Indi-
ana Association of Public School Superintendents, BloomingtoR,
Ind.

STA1'EMENT OF RONALD E. WALTON, SUPERINTENDENT,
MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORP., BLOOMING-
TON, IND. -
Dr. WALTON. May I state first, Chairmair Perkins, that when th4

statement was prepared, we were not certain as to whether tilt
proposal was an 11-cent decrease or a 5-cent decrease, fit) tlie state-
molt reflects both options; and I would like, with your permission,
since there are some figures which I waut to be accurate with, I.
would like to read that into the record.

I am Ronald .E. Walton, superintendent of schools of the Monroe
'County Community School Col.p., iti Bloomington, Ind. As a matter
ofvclarificdtion, please do not be mislO. by the term "corporation",
as used In the name of thir school 44trict; under the law in Indi-
ana, consolidated public school districts are corporations.

I amear here today to.etrongly oppose any reduction ill the
Federal subsidy of the national school lunch'prograva, as proposed
in the second concurrent resolUtion on the budget tor fiscal year
1980. For my school district, a reduction in the current level of
Federal support will .not only require significant increases in the
cost of school lundiew for middle-income parents, but may well
result in lower standards of nutrition- for many studep who will
drop out of the tfchool lunchlprogram.

Indeed, it may raise the question: "Should the Monroe County
COmmunity Schools continue participation in the national school
lunch program?"
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In order to provide you with some background, please allow me
to briefly describe my school district. The Monroe County Commu-
nity School Corp. is located in the gently rolling hills of south
central Indiana some 50 miles south of Indianapolis. We cover 360
square miles and have a kindergarten through 12th grade enroll-
ment of 11,152 students for this particular school year. We have a
professional stafN&-682 sand emeloy a total of 1,115 individuals.

Bloomington is the home of Indiana University, our.community's
largest employer. The area boasts the world's largest limestone
quarries, and industries such as RCA, Westinghouse, General Elec-
tric, and Otis Elevator.

WhiRs our community is more suburban than urban in nature,
some areas of poverty do exist. However, relating the socio-econom-
ic makeup.of our students to the school lunch program, only It;
percent of the school lunches served during 1978-79 were free
under Federal guidelines.

Only :1 percent were reduced price lunches, lea ving 81 percent of'
the lunches in the paid category. In view of this percentage break-
down, our conct\rn fon the impact of' the proposed reduction of
Federzil support for paid lunches should be readily understood.

In fact, evIaluation of' our participation this fall even shows an
increase in 0.he number of paid lunches. We believe this can be
attributed to a Federal mandate to increase the free lunch income
guidelines, thus reducing the number of students eligible for a free *
lunch. Our participation figures support this fact by showing an-
increase of paid lunches from 81 percent to 85 percent for the first
2 moaths of' the school year.

Wit ?! thenumber of paid lunches increasing, the proposed legis-
lation would have its most severe impaot on the Monroe County
Community Schools and district NrIlich reflect similt income levels
and economic structures.

Should the proposed cuts in the school lunch subs' pass Con- -
gress, we would anticiapte a loss in revenue, a lower percentage of'
participation, and most certainly a decline in the nutrition letel of'
meals for the public schoOl students of' our comtjtum

Now, in order to calculate the anticipated loss of mco we
have taken last year's FAii participation total and multiplied i by
either the 11-cent or f,i-cent proposal.

Chairman PPRK1NS. Excuse me just a minute. Mr. Erdahl has
been a great friend of you good people.

I am going to call otillhim to 'chair the hearing for a while and I
will be back witb him and other people will be hepe.

Mr. EEDAHMrkase proceed.
Dr. WALTON. During the period from September 1978, to June

1979, a total of 097,222 type A luncHes were served on 167 school-
dayg. Of.tbak_total 808,247 were fully paid meals.

During the 1978-79 school year, the Monroe County Community ,

Schools received $283,600- in Federal reimbursement for the school
lunc'h pe ram. If congressional action forced an 11-cent reduction

rsement for paid lunches, our school district wbuld lose
$88,90 , a total reduction of some 31 percent.

A 5:cent redaction would result in a loss of $40,412, or 14 per-
cent. From thes% figures, it should.e fairly obvious that in districts
such as ovrs, with a high percent e of paid lunches, the school

/
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limch program will be dealt a severe blow with this loss of Federal
revenue.

In addition to the problems created by the loss of reimbtvsement,
we are equally concerniA about the potential drop in participation.
I have read that estimates of (he drop have ranged from the
Department of Agriculture's projection of 4.2 percent in paying
student participation to other sources which say 5 to 25 percent.
Our estimates Vould havErlo be,based upon our experiene the last
time school luhch prices were raised in the Monroe County Com-
munity Schools.

In January 1979, we increased elementary lunches by 5 cents;
and middle school and high school lunches by 10 cents. The result
of:those increased prices was a 3-percent decline in participation in
our elementary schools and a 4.6-percent decline at the middle and
high sOlool levels.

Any loss in participation will naturally reflect a lower income
and fewer meals per hour of labor. BeAuse unit costs will increase,

-1-tke food service department of' our school district tgol be left with
do alternative but to eliminate jobs.

Underlying the proposal whicts is Under consideration seerrig" to
be a feeling that thq paying/student can and will pick up the cos4
of a 5-cent or even an 11-cent increase. I believe this assumptionY
needs to be reexamined. While some parents may pay the increase,
it is my opinion that many will not.

It may be that we-are not typical in this regard since, we are a
university-based community. However, in our community, brown
bagging is not only popular, it is almost a way of' life with many of
our patrons. An increasing number of civic and sycial events taking
place over the noon hour are advertised as "brown bag" affairs.

Couple this with the easy acce* that many of our students have
to fast fwd outlets, a I feel strongly that the required increase in
lunch pfices to abs the loss of Federal support will reduce
participation in our sc ool lunch program..

I am also concerned about the philosophy which seems to be
expressed in this proposal of penalizing those who are the so-called
paying customers. It is the paying student who in reality *provid-
ing financial stAbility to our school lunch program. Without the
continued suppont of these students, I would be concerned thr# the
national school lunch program would become Welfare oriented.

There is anotherftiension in atteMpting to assess the impact of
redwing the subsidr by 5 or 11 cents. On the surfaw it would
appear that to make up the lost Federal support, school districts
would only have to increase their lunch price by an equivalent 5 or

'11 cents. However, this is not the case; the lunch price Would have
to be raised more than the actual reduetion in the per lunch
Federal ubsidy. .4

If we presume that par tpation would remain'at current levtls,
an LI-cent reduction i su rt would bring a required 11-cent
increase in lunch prices. Ho ever; in our situation, we have al-
ready seen that when prices are raised, participation goes down.
On the basis Of projection, the September 1979 paid participation,
with a 4.6 percent decrease, experiencedfin January 1979 when the
school lunch price was raised .10 centA, this would mandate an
increase of 12-cents not 11 cents.
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Although the iiiMact i I` A 5-ceitt reduction in the Federallubcdy
would not be so great, we feel that participation may drop more
than the 4.6 percent.

Earlier, I mentione hat a decrease in particiXtion would result
in fewer meals per mr of loor. 1,et me elaborate on hat briefly.
Unit costs per met . dramatically unless the number of
food service workers were re ueed. Here I should point out that in
the MoUroe County Con inity Schools food service labor costs
have increased 27.6 perc t since 1975-76. Beltuse of this increase
in labor costs, the food service labor force has been reduced by 11.5
percent during that period of time.

In relation to the number of meals we are sprving, further reduc-
tion in force is not a viable option to offset increased labor costs or
a loss of reimbursement. However, if school lunch participation fell
as a result of increased prices, we would undoubtedly be forced to
eliminate additional positions. a

It is not illogical, in our schOol district,"to ahlo consider the
distinct possibility of having to close cafeterias in some of our
smaller schools if participation drops as a result of increased
prices.

The alternative 'of a satellite operation has been tried in our
schools and has been soundly rejected by parents and students
alike. If school board funds were required to support such changes
in food srvice operations, some other area of the curriculum,
school programs or service to pupils would have to be cut. At the
current level of Federal subsidy, oijr schoOl lunch programs are
basically self-supporting. We believf that. this is the way it should
be.

. We must also consider the fact that reduced school lunch partici-
pation will result in fewer dollars being spent in our communiU
and across this Nation by public schools for food prodthts an'd
supplies. I should point out that most of our major food purchases
are made locally, providing a market for local farmers and mer-
chants.

Last year our total food service budget was $1,110,365. Of that
total, $573,736 was spent on food and $79,820 was spent on items
such as paper products and cleaning suppliee We estimate that 80
percent of this amount was spent locally. A &pp"- in participation
and the corresponting loss of income would nckatively impact on
the legal-ecOnomy at a time when most econoMists are looking for
ways to stimulate bUsiness, not oppress it.

There is something paradoxical about proposing a reduction in
Federal support of the school lunch program een this Nation is
striving to raise ,nUtritional standards for its citizens. We have
worked diligently in the Monroe County Community Schools to
provide a type A lunch program that -meets all .the nutritional
standards but quit is still attractive to the tastes of our students. I
believe that we have been fairly successful.

Over the past 4 years, the type A lunch participation in our
school district has increased from 877,439 meals in 1975-76 to
997,220 during 1978-79. This increase of some 119,41 meals was
achieved during a period of declining enrollment when 1,194 stu-
dents were lost. This speaks well for the leadership of our food-
service program.

361 4.
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B u t the question -remains: Will this tren& continue if we lose
large amounts of our Federal subsidy? I think not.

When coupled with inflation, the loss in Federal subsidy and a
decline in participation will have a magnified effect upon school
lunch programs. Serious limitations will be placed u0on the buying
power of' school lunch superviSors, limiting their ability to purchase
high quality and nutritious food products.

When the flexibility of school lunch supervisors becomes sevely
limited, their ability to develop and maintain programs which will
attract student participation and community support will be dimin-.
ished.

Although _the Monroe County Community -School Corp. has expe-
rienced a significant increase in participation in the type A lunch
program, it is because we purchase products' that are wholesome,
nutritious, and of high enough quality to satisfy student tastes. We
see our school lunch program jis a reflection of this Nation's em-
4phasis on health and nutrition, working with' the Federal type A
school lunch guidelines.

Our school district, like most others, is ex riencing a substan-
tial increase in the number of working mothers. The school lunch
program represents to those mothers a convenient, way of insuring
that their children receive good, nutritious meals at schools. These
same mothers, however, may or may not. be able to include nearly
20-percent increases in school lunches, at. the 11-cent level, in an
already strained family budget. This will be of' particular concern
in families with three or four children in school..
/In stimmary, I believe that the proposed loss in Federal subsidy
to the type A school lunch program woj,id re,sult in: Lost revenue,
.due to a 'decrease in participation r ultink from higher lunch
prices; Lost food service jobs; -Loss in community revenue for food
products; and perhaps most important,ii far less nutritious diet. for
many children in our public schools.

Members of the committee, I am most appreciative for having
been afforded the opportunity to testify op this matter of' extreme
importance to the public schools of this country.

I respectfully request that you give careful consideration to the
consequences of your action for all children in our schools before
determining where cuts in progrz?-ms for fiscal year 1980 should be
made.

Thank you.
Mt. Etulopp. Thank you very much for the specificity of' :your

testimony, and also for the statistical projections that. make sense
to me.

I will ask the panel's indulgence now. The bells are ringing and
the lights are lit Up. We have a recorded vote on the floor.

I will go over and cast that vote and be back in a few minutes,
and if one of' my colleagues appears, he will start the hearing
again, so we will take a brief' recess.

[A. brief recess was taken.)
Mr. ERDAHL. I will call the meeting loick to order again.
Our, next panelist, and I trust,you will correct me if' I mispro-

flounce your naMe, is Herbert Liebich from the National Frozen
- Foods Association, Inc.
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If you wish to read your. testimony or wish to sumniarize it you
may do so. As I think the panelists are aware, the full testimony
and the comments of all of you will be in the record for tlw use of:-.
my colleagues and their staffs.

Please proceed, Mr. Liebich.

STATEMENT OF' HERBERT LIEBICII, NATIONAI, FROZEN FOOD
ASSOCIATION, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL 4 CDT-
FRIDA, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT REIATIONS
Mr. ',WWII. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I am Herb

Liebich, of the Sysco Frosted Food Co. in Albany, N.Y. I am accom-
Pnied today by Mike Ciuffdila. We are food service distributors
who serve the schools in our area of New York State. I appear
before you today on behalf' of e National Frozen Food Association
to offer our thoughts on the, inistration's proposed cuts in
flinding for section 4 of the National School Lunch Act.

Tlw National Frozen Food Association is 1,340 companies from
every State in the Nation. We are 330 wholesale distributors with
over 900 separate distribution centers. We are 367 packer-processor
companies and 420 food brokerage firms. We are also a smaller
number cal warebousetnen and food service operators and a few
retail chains.

.

We Att.- tlre ones now providing the hulk of the food which is used
in school lunch programs across the Nation.-We provide a full
range of products, including, but not limited to, frozen foods. We
are there every day working with school food service directors to
try and help them provide a nutritionally balanced, meal to their
custothersour childrenat the itiwest. cost.

The national school lunch program is an important _part of' the
business of the members of the National Frozen Food Association.
It is a small but important. part of !. my company's business. I want
to emphasize NFFA s view that the proposed reductions in section
4 funding will probably not make a substantial impact on the
atimunt of food we sell the schools. si-

lt could affect the kind of food we sell. It will mean more a-la-
carte sales in sthools and fewer nutritionally balanced Meals. It
will mean more trips outside the school campus for lunch. It will
mean increased costs for preparing nutritionally balanced theals
meeting school lunch program requirements. ..,.

And it coutd.edso mean more students carrying their lunch from
home:The bottom line is that thj food industry will be affected by
the administration's cuts if' the succeed. But the effect won't be
that much now. The trend sucH reductions could set in motion
could well change this. That is4part of why we are here today.

If' the Congress approves the administration s proposals, the basic
legislative intent of the Uingress in setting up the national school
lunch.program in 1946 will be changed forever. For over 30 years,
the national school lunch program has been one of' the basic build-

i ing blocks of a meaningful effort to teaah nutrition and good eating
habits to our .school children.

This program' was there lotT before nutrition education caiight
the public fancy. The Program s objective in 1946, and today, is t.o
safegtiard-the health and well being of the Nation's childretr

363
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The cash reiMbursenient which has been provided by the Federal
Government for meals meeting stated nutritional or food group
requirements is not an income subsidy for poor children's families,
or middle income families, or even the rich. The cash reimburse-
ment provided through section 4 of the National School Lunch Act

is a way for the Government to help schools provide nutritionally
balanced meals at moderate cost. The hope*was and is that this
minimum assistance would provide an incentive for these school
children to eat A nutritionally balanced meal at school.

We now have the various dietary goals reports. We have Federal
agencies all outdping one another to be the leader in nutrition
educationto spearhead a national nutrition pol'cy. USDA is in
the'forefront of this chase. We find it difficult to inderstand how
USDA can be so much for better nutrition and dill make these
budgetary recommendations to the Congiess.

Everyone says, let's improve the nutrition of our children; let's
teach them good eating habits. Yet, how is the administration
going about this? By urging you to change. the basic intent of the
principal legislative building block now %n the books to promote
good nutrition': The-national school lunch program. They are
asking you to reduce the incentive to encourage child?). from
middle income families to get balanced noonday meal.

We believe, as did the Congress in setting up the national school
lunch- program, that eating nutritionally balanced meals is as im-
portant for the 15 million school children who pay full price for
their lunch as it is for the 11 million who receive lunch either fr4
or at a reduced price. There is not an'income test in section 4 of
the National School Lunch Act. We believe the Congrep was quite
deliberate and Correct in its actions in not doing this in section 4.

The National Frozen Food Association believes that there are
inefficiencies 'in how the school lunch progfam and other child
nutrition programs are run, in particular, the commodity program.
We hope to have th.e opportunity to detail to you at future hearings
how we believe the Congress can maintain the purposes and, qual-
ity of these programs and still reduce costs.

We are developing ways in which the price support and surplus
removal objectives of the Congress can be preserved and enhanced,
the -benefits of these efforts passed through to our schoo hildren
in the lunch program, aryf costs reduced for everyone.

We are concerned that our customers, the school food ser
directors have to spend more than half their working day fiitg
out this-or-that Government form. More and more school food serv-
ice directors find they must be consumed with the-ipaperwork of
the !midi program, and have less and less time to concentrate on
serving nutritious and appetizing meals to their customers.

USDA should leave the preparing of school Junches t(b Abbool

food service experts. The paperwork requirements should be cut
back. Let the Federal Government give the schools some general
guidelines and then stand back and lest the schotol food service
directprs do their jobs. We believ the USDA hos consistently
proposed actions which seem designed to encourage school boasds

.to drop out of the lunch program. 'their actions drive up costs
across the board.

56-650 0 - 00 - 24 3 64
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The National Frozen Food AssGciation and its over 1,300 member
efimpanies are proud to be a part of meeting the objective of
safeguarding the health and well-being of our Nation's school chil-
drep. We think it is good national policy, and, yes, it is good
business, too. We urge the subconunittee to preserve this objectoive
by recommending rejection of the proposed sect ion 1 cuts.

I thank you for this opportunity.
Mr. ERpAIII... Thank you very much, Mr. Liebich, for that excel-

lent presentation and testimony.
An additional person has been added' to the list since it was

presented, and that is, Mrs. Cheryl Helene Esposito, a parent from
the Wilmingtm, Del., area. She is speaking for the National PTA.

Mrs. Esposito?

STATEMENT OF CHERYL ESPOSITO, PARENT, WILMINCTON,
DEL.

Mrs. ESPOSITO. Mr. Chairman, and members of the comnlittee. I
am Cheryl Esposito. My home is in Wilmington, Del. I am testify-
ing today as a parent of four school-age children, as a working
mother, and as a concerned citizen whose buying power is rapidly
losing ground to inktisn.

I appreciate the oi3Prtunity to appear before this subcommittee
to express how my family will be A'ffected by the budget proposal to
cut funding for the school lunch program. The proposed .5-cent
reduction in Federal reimbursementrfor the paying child will mean
a real hardship for my. family. Many consider a 5-cent increase
affordable and don't understand or appreciate how a nickel can
make a big difference; however, a 5-cent increase is.critical for me
and my family.

Both my husband and I work, and our combined annual inc me
is less than $20,000. Our income is -less than the mean income f r a
family of six, and it barely exceeds the estimate of what is requi ed
to purchase necessities for six people. Also, our income does hot
perthit our children to qualify for reduced-price meals.

Almost our entire earnings is spent on necessities, and with
Nprices increasing faster than our earning power, we face the real
possibility of" having tO trade- off one essential against another.
There is margin in .our budggt, and therefore every nickel
counts.

I am very disturbed by the uncettainty of what will happen
should the budget cut be approved. Where will the budget cuts
stop? no will bear the greatest burden? And w,bo,will be affected
most? I have a sense that the budget cuts will- not--ritop with the
Federal nickel. Without the 5-cent Federal reimbursement, State
subsidies will drop and overall participation in the schopl lunch
programs will decrease.

Local school districts operate lunch programs on thin budgets,
and if participation decrkases, thee cost may inervse to khe,point
where the programs are no longer cost-efficient. INchool districts
are not able to absorb increased costs of lunch programs, I fear
they will be discontinued.

F4rther, those who ask us td sacrifice 5 cents this year provide
no guarantee that they will not ask for additional reductions in
1981 and 1982.. Why should those of us who are struggling to pay



our own Way have to bear the grotest burden? And why should
our children be denied equal participation in Government-spon-
sored programs'? Isn't the health and nutrition of all children of
equal value'?

Even more important than the effect of increased cost on fmnily
budgets is how the sociology of the school lunchroom is affected. If
this budget cut is approved, tlwre is a strong possibility that lunch-
rooms will become segregated environments. Participation'in the
school lunch program wilr become a badge of povertyclor many
children.

My husband and.I firmly elieve it is Our responsibility to pay
our way and to peovide as b st we can for our children. Withou4

4t,.....44dA1uate Federal reimbursem nt we will have to ithdraw our
children from thp program in Order to provide each o them with
the best possible lunch within our means.

I think many other parents will face this same dilemma, and
after the paying children leave the program, what .is left is a
program of free meals fOr only a few seudents. This will place a

, stigma mi needy children and defeats the purpose of the nutrition
progrom.

While I ilin a mother, not a scientist, I db believe that' nutritious
meals make a difference in how my children learn and behave. I
also believe that the meals served at school have greater nutrition-
al value than those brought fro home in brown bags. I can attest
that on trhe few days my childr i carry-their lunch, they claim to
be hungry well before difiner ggesting that the bag lunch con
tained more empty calories than the usuul hot lunch served at.

w
school. .

If' the budget cuts are approved, my children will not go wit hout
lunch, but theY will probably eat more sandwiches carried from
home than hot lunches served in the school c. eteria. The end
result is an unavoidable reduction in the nutrItional value of my
children's lunch.

In closing, I want to point out that what is at stake here is not
just a pickel; it is the entire school lunch program. The proposed
reduction represents more than an effort to bal nce the Federal
budget; it is a fundamental shill in the FederN Eoverninent 's
commitment to the nonpoor.

The'Government can no ronger evect the pub lc to perate
and commit itself to support public O)licies when the Government
is unwilling to continue its commitment to all of our Nation's
youth. It is ironic, that as we celebrate the International Year of
the Child, we are considering a budget reduction which will coin:
promise our childrenirn trition to save what amounts to a handful -
of. pen pies.

''.

N I applaud this corn iittee's long-standing effort to develop and
, support an adequate school lunch program for all our children, 1-

%, am pleasedithat members of this committee, on both sides of the
.

aisle, bppow the cuts in the school lunch program.
---"...-4-110 notlfeel the proposed cuts are justified, and when I Ave

here today, I plan ty (1) Personally share my views with Repr"------'
sentative Evans and Senators Roth and Biden; and (2) to commit
myself to improve .the school lunch program so that there never
will be justificatipn to cut this much needed program.
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Thank you.
Mr. ERDAHI,. Thank you very much, Mrs. Esposito, fbr that excel-

lent and personal testimony. Just a couple comments and sonw
4ue:itiolis, and Own I think probably the staff on the majority side
has a comment and some questions as well.

I could relate especially to Mrs. Esposito because we have six
children. I guess the last thing a teenage son or a younger daugh-
ter wants is to be different. You pointed out thItt if we have this
segregated type of lunchroom facility, where there are paying and
nonpaying students, there is trenwndous peer pressure. I think
that is something 'we on this committee and this Congress need to
be aware ofthat we are deal* with human personalitiesand I
hope we-don't forget that.

Another point you made is how the nickels add up to be a lot of
money sometimes. I don't know if the members of' this panel heard
yesterday in the earlier hearing, Ms. Foreman, from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. She testified she didn't think the nickel would
make much of' a difference, and there wouldn't be a reduction; but
she makes over $50,000 a year, so I think it does make a difference
what perspective we are coming from.

As I listened t.o the testimony this morning, a couple things stood.
out. One is that we heard about some new perception% and innova-
tive ways to approach this from the gentleman from the frozen
food industry, and others who testified, but even more significantly
perhaps, I think the things that we have heard here over sever
days o hearings were reinforced. If we cut back on the payin
school Tunches, it is likely we are going to cnt back on the opportu-
nity that peOple have to get free or reduced price lunches. Second-
ly, we need to stress the nutrition that our children get, not only to
build strong bodies, but to provide for stronger minds, more atten-./
tiveness, and fewer discipline problems. We heard some of thestc
things yesterday.

If kcould ask a couple 'questions, (vie directed to Mr. Liebich.
You mentioned, and I think we are all in accord, that we certainly
should be trying to move toward budgetary cuts where we can. My
concern, and I guess shared by the panel, iS we should pick our
priorities a little better.

-You metftioned- in the area that we could renlove some ,of the
ineffectiveness in the commodity program, and you said you wopld
probably present that later. Could you, in a brief time, s4mman4ize
areas where yon think this Congress could make significarit cuts ip
the. commodity program without damaging the nutritional meals
that the children receive?

Mr. LIEBICH. I would like to ask Mike Giuffrida to help answer
that question.

s

Mr. ERDAHL. Would you identify yourself for the recor , please'?
Mr. GIUFFRIDA. My name is Michael .Giuffrida, 'irectbr of gov-

ernment relations for the Nationalyrozen Food Assoc on..
Our association has, for a number of yearS,,and in prn teptimo-

ny before this subcommittee, indicated that we fqlt th e
inefficiencies in the commodity program .in terms \ of w tt was
bought, why it was bought, how it was distributed, . how it was

_processed, and.4lt,imately used in the school programs. .
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WP have at the present time two consultant reports being com-
pleted. One of those reports is being done by Kansas State Univer-
sity, and seeks to look at the pilot projectr*.hich this committee

r-rtipproved in Public Law 95-166, to test cash ,in lieu of commodities
as an option for .the school lunch prograli. That report will be
provided to the subcommittee as soon as iit is completed, and we
expect that will slati some rather remarkeble savings which may
be possible or the/ric Mich program through this effort.

As you all, USDA is also doing a repdrt which was due to you
on May 1, which, to my knowlelige, has not been received by the
committee yet.
. The,second report that we hope to provide you with, looks at
alternatives to the commodity program which would preserve the
price support and surplus removal activities of the Government,
but make them more efficient, and hopefully safe in the neighbor-
hood of about $150 million a year.

We are not prepared this morartg to go into those in a great,
deal of detail, but have had discussiOns with the mtkjority and
minority staff and hope to do so in a future hearing.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. I was reminded that we will be having
hearingti on that in the future, because it is very significant we get
that information. This committee doesn't necessarily wanf to pos-

-).. ture itself and say just- because we come up with some proposed
cuts in what I think the consensus on .this committee would main-
tain are pretty good programs doesn't mean we are not willing to
look at other areas where responsible reasonable cuts in Govern-
ment expenditures can be made. ,

We talked about the decrease in the participation because, of the
proposed cut and several of you mentioned this. I will-toss it to the
panel, to the National School Boards -Association, Ms. Tufts, or
other people on the panel, how do ou see the impact of this kind,
in your words, apart from the st ement, as affecting either stu-
de ts or locgrAchool districts'? I tlink somvbody mentioned, and I
do 't recall whichffe of you it wa , that if you cut back on this,
the id of snwalling effect this cut would have on those that
can't pay, the people wgiild go to the a la carte line, or off the
school campus. How is this goinwto affect indivi'duals and perhaps
even school districts making the decision to eliminate the program
altogether?

Does anyone wish to comment?
Dr. WALTON. As I stated in my prepaifed stiatement, Mr. Chair-

man, I think there is a definite relationship between the proposed
reductipn and the participation factor. As the costs per unit or per

/ meal goes up, and we knoiv what is.happening as far as,inflation,is
concerned, and the purchaging power, vind so on, this means you
not only face perhaps the loss of the Federal subsidy, but increased
labor cost and the whole thing.

So it gets to the point where students do have to make a choice:
should I go over to McDonalds,Ad get the hamburger and french
fries, which is within a stone's throw of the building, or stay there
and- perhaps.pay as much or more for the school, lunch, program?

Our experience when we raiked the prices of lunches, as I noted,
just this past school year, was'that there was a definite drop in
participation. It is documented, and we have ,it, in the stAtement.

a.
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So t do.n't thipk there is any question but what if' that drop is
larger than what we would even project at this point in timo Ui
some of our schools, particularly our smaller schools, we will be
faced with a very serious question as to whether we can afThrd the
Operating cost of operating that part iceiJ.jr cafeteria for that
number of children. In many of' our schools 1, e simply don't have
large percentages of' free and reduced pricedipnches; that is not the
nat ure of' 0111' district. e

Mr. EHDAIll.. Ms. Tufts'?
Ms. TUFTS. I think I wnuld like to add that I thinkt he evidence

shows that children will drop out, and that will make the cost of'
the free lunches go tity and I would rike to add that school districts
have already set the& budgets, have,already established the pricr
for the meals according to 'that, And that this will cause a real
hardship in the middle of' the year because the extra money will
either have to come from the parents or from the school districts.

Mr. EnDAill.. Thank you very much. I underscored your com-
ments in your printed testimony because, as I said, we have had
several days of testinio'iny, kit I think you made the best and most
understandable xeference to the concept of' what damage we do ti)
budgets that have already been established and. projected,.

Do you have comments or questions on .behall of Chairman.
Perkins?

Mr. JENN1NCS. Thank you, M
Mr. Perkins wanted to apc havinrio leave'. lie is tied

up in the coal caucus in the Cannon Building, but he did read all
(lie statements ahead of time and wants you to k.now he thinks
your presentations were excellent. It is especially noteworthy that
they were so broad in scope, from Mrs. Esposito, as 'a parent., to
administrators, to school boards and to businessmen.

lie wantevl you to know that during the last several days we
have had excellent testimony 411 all the testimony, except. for Mr.
Panetta, iS opposed te"these ct.ftacks, but he wanted everybody to
know publicly that he is sending letters to OMB and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, telling them if' they have any witnesses who
would Iiite to be heard in favor of these cutbacks, he would be glad
to scheddle them, and if' anybody is here from Agriculture or-OMB,
if' they could 'take that message back. We have no request in the
files of anybody who would like to testify in favor of the cutbacks,
but if there is anybody who would like to, Mr. Perkins wOuld be
glad to schedule him or l r.

Thank you.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Jack. Jack Jennings, who just made

that comment, is ale majority counsel and a very valued member
of' the staff of' this Congress. -

I would ask, before we adjourn the meeting, does anyone have
comments or questionsethat you would like to pose to me, or to my
aides here?

If not, I want to,echo what Mr. Perkins said. This, has been an
excellent panel, because it has covered a wide gamut of' experience
from those who are providing the food, to' thor who ajot charged
with administering the program and supervi:sing the sthools, and,
Of course, the most important of' all, next to the student, a parent. ,

We have had some excellent testimony, and.'tt will all be inserted

3 )
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in the record for the benefit of the members of the committhe and.

our staff.
Thank you very mach.
The meeting stands adjourned.

- (Whereupon, at 10:56 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to ti* call of the Chair.1

(Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:I

STATEMENT ()V, NATIONAI. Comuirrno-: Cumn NUTRITION

The National Committee for Child Nutrition is deeply concernW 'Mont the pro-

posed decrease i» spending foi. tlw National School Lunch Program. We believe a

reduction in present expenditures would be an unwise move on tlw part Of Congress

and tiw Federal Government.
Since its creation, the National School Lunch Priigram has been the cornerstone

of the governnwnt's commitment to child nutrition. This program . of providing
balanced, nutritious meals to the nation's school children--particularly those who

are pooris perhaps tlw greatest single factor contributing to good nutrition .in the
United States A generation of increasingly healthy Americans-- products of gixxi

nutrition learned in the school lunchroomis testimony to the success of tlw
National School.Lunch Program.gf thousands of the nation'sToday aii41<

proram of benefit to hundreds oC
the coming weeks and monthsongress faces a choice: to

continue a p
school childrenorto reduce the long-standing commitment to this vital program.

This proposal could not come at a more inopportune time.
As the people of this 'anion face runaway inflation, rampant at the rate of

thirteen percent, an additional bur.den of increasett costs tbr school lunches would

be placed on-the parents and the most intolerable burden would fall on those who

have lower incomes.
We who are involved in providing meals to thousands of,school children share the

concern of those in tongress who wish to spend the federal dollar more wisely. We

who -in our own efforts to serve wholesome meals daily welcome any move that

would eliminate needless expense in administering the National School Lunch

Program. In an undertaking so- vast, we are confident there are many means to

make better Lew of the funds. -

However, we are concerned that in its zeal to trim dollars from the federal
budget, some Members of Congress may undermine a program that has contributed

much, to this nation. We so not believe a wholesale reduction in spending is the

answer. It would indeed be unwise to jeopardize a program that benefits so many of

the nation's school children. :
We, therefore, pledge our suTport to Congress in an effort to take a careful look at

the National School Lunch Program. We welcome a thorough study of ways to

.better serve the nation's school children. We of the National Committee for Child

Nutrition stand ready to offer our assistance in any undertaking that would mi

prove the National School Lunch Program.

4,0
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Expansion of the School Breakfast Program

4 WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1979,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,ASECONDARY,

AND VOCATI6JAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE O'N ED CATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to noti, at'9:35 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon.,.Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presidink.

Members preSent: 'Representatives PerkioèJildee, and Erdahl.
Staff present: Richard DeFougertio, mine . islative associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee may co 1. 9 order. For the
next 2 days, the Subcommittee Q11 Elemen r oDdary, ahd
Vocational- Education will be conductiBg,o lltigs on the
school breakfast program. Today and 13`mor N i I be looking
at what efforts have been ma0e to expan e program and what
barriers`still exist limiting' die program's availability.

The fact that breakfast has a tremendous effect on a (child's
m6ntal and physical development is not neWs to any of us. Abd we
have all read or heard data extolling the positive impact of 'a
nutritious breakfast on a child's academic achievements.

However, studies indicate that one-fourth of the Nation's chil-
dren are arriving at school either hungry or having eaten a break-

, fast of empty calories. With two-thirds of the Nation's mothers
working, the need for an expansion of the breakfast program is
critical, in my vieW.

It 0 needed much more so today than it was even 10 or'.15 years
ago. 55

.

It seems however that we have a long way to go. I was saddened
When I 1earne4 that of the 27.4 million children eating school
lunches last yeat, only 3 million were also eating school breakfasts.
And. of the 94,500 schools that have lunch programs only 38,000
also- have breakfast programs. It baffles me that glaring inconsis-
tencies still exist between the lunch and breakfast programs de-
spite 13 years of outreach efforts on the part of Congress and ,

brecikfitst advocates across the country. Even the Administration; r
which is dog trying to cat back the lunch program,, and other
child nutrition ams, is putting its b6st foot forward for break-,
fast expansion,

. 9
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Just, last year, Congress passed legislation with built in incen-
tives to encourage schools to implement a breakfast program. One

' amendment provides that sohoolS with .either a State law requking
the serving of breakfast or with a high percentage of needyWil-
.dran may receive an increased reimbursement to cover the costs of
serving breakfast in large numbers 3f poverty children.

Another amendment allows schools with both breakfast-- and
lunch programs to combille the accounting for costs incurred in
these programs. In addition, schools that are planning to imple-
,ment a breakfast program are givep first priority when applying
fbr equipment funds.

There may be moreithat we can all do to promote the breakfast
program. During the next 2 days, we will be learning the problems
and ac plishments of the program from the Department and
individ in the field.

Not e y child is going to want a school hreakfast, hoWever, we
would surely like the choice to be theirs.

Our fiis witness this moruing, a panel of witnesses, is Mr. Kevin
Russell, cOOr ator, Maine child nutrition project and M. Kailah
Ahujp, Itakfast 'coordinator, Project, ''EAD, Con cticut;
Ms. Bar ,ebb, food servick director, Guilford Public chools,
Connecticut;- alid Ms. Laura Hess, director, Governor's 0 ice of
Nutrition, MiChigan; Mr. John M. Young, elementary school princi-
pal, Baltimore, speaking on behalf of Robert Dubellz superintend-

,. ent, Baltimore County Public School System.
We will first hear from you, Mio. Russell, Go ahead.

STATEMENTS OF KEVIN P. 1WSSELL, COORDINATOR, MAINE
CHILD NUTRITION PROJECT, NC.; KAILAII AHUJA, SCHOOL
BREAKFAST COOR INATOR, P OJEOX FEAD, CONNECTICUT;
BARBARA FOOD SERVICE f mum) GUILFORD
PUBLIC SC OLS CONNECTICUT; LAURA H S, DIRECTOtt,

-GOyERNOR'S 0114 CE ON NUTRITION, MICH GAN; JOHN M.
YOUNG, ELEME TARY SCHOOL , PRINCIPAL, -BALTIMORE'
COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, SPEAKING FOR DR.
ROBERT 1,DUBELL, SUPERINTENDENT, BALTIMORE QOUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM /-

.t

'STATEMENT/OF KEVIN P. RUSSAL, COORDINATOR,
MAINE CHILD NUTRITION PROJECT

Mr. RUSSELL. Thank you very, much, Mr. Chairman. First, I
wpuld like to thank this committee for inviting me here today to
testify Jiti the conditions of the school breakfast program.

My name is Kevin Russell. I represent the Maine child nutrition
project, a private nonprofit organization which has been conducting
a school breakfast outreach and advocacy project in the Siete of
Maine since 'May 1978. We have\ attempted to draw the public's .

attention to Ihe breakfast program and encouragetthe further ex-
pension of the program in Maine. Today, in Maine only, 160 of the
State's 825 schools offer the sehool breakfast program. That is a
participation rate of less than 20 percent. -

Additionally, only a qufrter ofiNfalne's 398 schook.having 40
perceiit or mire of their students eligibleafbr free and reduced price
meals partic,ipate in the breakfast program.. At the current rate of
prograto growth, we will be well into tip next century before all of
M e'sschools in severe need offer school breakfast to their chil-

/

n.
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In a State that ranks 46th nationally, in per capita income, apd
where over percent of the schools have over more than a quar-
ter of their dents eligible for Tree and reduced price meals why
is, has the reakfast program not expanded?. Why do school boards
and whool administrators remain opposed to implementation of
the school breakfast program even when they will admit to the
reality of hungry children in the classroom?

In working with parents, teachers, community groups, health
professionals, and school officials, we haye been able to identify
many of the obstacles' blocking increased utilization of the school
breakfast program. ,

We have confronted these obstacles and at times have been able
to remove them.

ti would like to direct my comments to the tfiree major obstacles
which confront school breakfast expansion in Maine: The lack of
public information, administrative barriers, and attitudes toward
school breakfast. I would also like t offer suggestions for remedies
to these obstacles particularly wha ca be ,done at the national
level to ease program. expansion at th ocal: level. .

The school .breakfast program les been available since 1966 and
yet there is a surprising lack of awareness on the part of the,public
that the pro exists: Neither the local school districts nor the

. State's Divis* of School Nutripion has mounteij any sort of public
rinformation e ort to inform the public of the availability of school
breakfast program. When we contacted school bonrds,antsupprin-
tendents across the State to determine,Why the breakfaff'pr9gram
was not being -offered, the response most. frequently heane was,
"there has been no public request or demand for the program."

It did .not seem to matter that verytew people in the community
knew of the program. This lack Of awareness-is not limited to the
general public. While the\ Division of-School Nutrition maintains
that they are limited in outreach activities to working only with

..1school officials, the Mahe Child Nutrition Project has found that
many of these officials either ,uninformed or misinformed as to
availability and specifics of school breatfast operation,. particalarly
its reimbursements mechanisms for schools.in severe need.

Another major obstacle to school breakfast exPaiision in Maine is*
that raised by school officials who. contend there are tad many
admiriistrative problems to warrant implementation of the break-
fast program. They eite busing, class schedules,. supervisiion prob-
lems, lack of facilities Or* equipment to serYe breakfast(' and the
reluctance to use local educational dollars to make tip the costs not
covtred by the reimbursement rates.

The problems of bua and class scheduling can usually be resolvpcL
.with l)ttle or ,no disruption as can thIP:detailing of supervision, if-
indeed superyision is necesiary.,

The real obstacle here comes down to cost, the fear of hidden .

, costs draining sff scarce educational dollarSitcpd directly related-to
this is the perceived need to purchase expensive food ssirvice equiP-
ment further draining local school budgets. 4

Disbelief is always the first reactió n. when we explain that dttrri
schools in the State are_operating breakfast programs within the
regular reimbursethents riRes. Each school official has assured us
that thejr. scipol or district is thejaxception, that they could not

3 t3
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possibly provide a breakfast within the rates consistently thn ugh-
out the year. When told of' availability of additional reinth rse-
meats of schools in severe need many will take another look at the
program, as did the Augusta school progjain last suimner wid they
are now piloting the program.

The- third maja obstacle to school breakfast expansion, has been
the attitude of many school officers, teachers and parents that
breakfast should not be a vhool reSponsibility, that..schools are
being called upon to do too tiluch. In the words of one school board
member, "the line ha; to be drawn somewhere.- For this, and
other school board members in_ Maine, that line was drawn at
school breakfast.

Trying to avoid Nubile confrontations over this issue of iichool
versus family responsibility we have chosen instead to try to take
school officials to neighboring districts where the breakfast pro-
gQin is ovrating, actually showing these school decisionmakers
the benefits of' the 'program and the ease of' administratioi has
done more to convince opponents of the need fbr and the vtilue of
tin reakfast program.

Our expegience over the past 11/2 years has sho thatthere are
actions which can and Quist be taken if scho 1 reakfast is to be
fully utilized. Frst, the public must become are of the.school
breakfast prog nt. We recOmnend that the J.S. DepartmenV'of
Agriculture mount an intensive, public info natism campaign di-
rected not at school officials attd State administrators but also at
the general plblic.

Inforination campaigns of the past are not satisfactory. A new
'approach must be developed. Thvp,dishotgun approach of sending
public service announcementsaikvall radio and television stations is
not what we suggest. Ratheila targeted comprehensive informa-
tional effort includThg, radio, Nyvision and.- the print media ex-
plaining clearly what the br akfast program is and most impor-
tantly, where a parent on otl er citizen can go to find out. pore
about the program is essential.

There needs to be a localizati n of' the publicity. Annoirceinents
.should pravide space to identif local sources of information and
assistance.

, Second, States must be held accou qble .for implontentVg their
school breakfast outreach efforts and t ose efforts must be realis-,
tic. A letten to the school superintendent once a year and a short
article in the food service director's newsletter is not realistic, but.

./ this is tip outreach campaign which,the Maine Divisiod of School
Nutrition deflines each year in its State plan, of operation. The'plan
has riot changed over the past 3 years nor has it suceeeded.

.States must be encouraged to nillunt aggressive outreach cam-
pgigns, to include a 'minimum: 'School breakfast workshops for
school officials, teachors and the public 'to explain the specifics of'
sehool breakfast. A full Odle school breakfast consultant to ikork ie
target district and with food service directors assisting 'with start-
up -And operational. problems; appearances 'before community
groups, PTA's, title I advisory committees, 'and other 'Organizations
with interest in sch4ol breakfast.

Third, we encourage the U.S. Departeent of Agriculture to de-
velop a detailed guidince handbook on'implementation and oper-

.
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ation of the school breakfast progr m. This guidance should con-
tain all information necessary to sta a breakfast program, meal
requirements and sample menus, Aivhat costs are reimbursable and
which are not, examples of how other schools have solved busing
and 'class scheduling sproblms, what equipment assistance funds
are available, promotional campaigns to help insure good participa-
tion when the program starts. sr

There has to be a clear discussion of the criteria necessary for a
school to receive sevvre need wimbursement ratest I cannot stress
this point enough. More information must be available to schools
about the availability of severe need rates, ball before- they start
the program and while it is operating. This Will often make the
difference between starting a breakfast program or dropping one.

Fourth, more food service equipment assistanceIunds need to be

an ap ropriated and set aside for schools wanting to start the
break st prograneThe competition is fierce for limiied equipment
fund now available and the schools know this. As we have talked.
with food 4rvice directors and superintendents, they have repeat-
edly stated thatvwhile they kpow of the assistance funds available,
they also realize that'there are only limited funds available ant
therefore, lannot count on the availability of sufficient fupds to

, .
cover the ncessary equipment costs.

And fifth, I strongly encourage the Congtess to act immediately
to require implementation of the school breakfast program in all
schools wlitre there are significant ntimbers of children eligible to
participate at the free and reduced price meal rate. :

Even with the implementation of an intensive public information
campaign, and action on the other recommendations which I have
suggested today, implementapion of the breakfast program al-

though likely to increase, could not match that of the requirement
which I ask you to cogsider.

The school children Qf Menke and indeed the rest of the country,
should not be made to wait u4til the next century to gain access to
the school breakfast programovhen it is availakole.todq. Again I
would like to thank this comniittee for inviting me to tins healing,
and for liStening to my cdmme ts and suggestions.

[Material submitted for the r ordlollows]
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INTRODUCTION

Even the best teachivg methods and the most advanced educational
aids are often wasted if A child is hungry and therefore unable to

learn, Studies have shown that the School Breakfast Program pro-
vides'the hungry child with,the tools necessary for learning.
Teachers, school nurses, and school,administrators alike report
fewer student complaints of headaches and upset stomaches, improved
levels of concentration in the classroom, and fewer behavior
problems when breakfast is available at sebool.

Since May 1978, the Maine Child Nutrition Project (MCNP) has worked
on a statewide School Breakfast expans1on6project. Through com-

munity organizing and promotion, MCNP has attempted to demonstrate
the benefits of the School Breakfast Program to both the generg,1
public and school officials.

In Maine today fewer than 20% of the public schools offer he
School Breakfast Program to their students. In these 160 schools

that do offer the Breakfast Program (see Appendix A), over 75% of
the students participating do so at either the free or reduced-priee
rate; that is, the.overOelming majority of students who take part

in the program come from low-income families. And while a majority
of,Maine's.schools have siOifieant numbers ofoktudents eligible
to participate at the free or reduced-price rate, school boards
and school administrators remain 'strongly opposed to the Breakfast

Program.

What acCounts for Maine's exceptionally low participation rate in
the School Breakfast Program? Why'l-there opposition.to the Break-

fast Prpgram? What can be done to bring a greater share of federal
School Breakfast reimbursement dollars into the state, and at the

same time improve the nutritionit'status of Maine school children?"
These are the major questions to be addressed in this report on
fhe Schipol Breakfast Program in Maine.
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THE SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM

What is it? The U.S. Congress established the School Breakfast
Programin 1966 as a pilot project to safeguard the health and well-
being of the nation's schoolchildren and to encourage consumption
of surplus agricultural goods. The program was made permanent in
1975.

Who operates it? The School Breakfast Program is administered on 4111'

the federal level by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. USDA
establishes the program regulations and distributes program funds
to the states. In Maine, these funds are channeled through the
Departfnint of Education and Cultural Services in Augusta to local
school districts.

4
How does it work? The School Breakfast Program helps finance the
cost of breakfasts served to school-aged children. The,meal con-
sists orthree'components: 1) milk; 2) fruit, or vegetable, or
fruit juice; and 3) bread or cereal.

What funds are available? The
program reimburses' schools for each .meal served. To Seep pace with increases in the costs Of preparing

and serving food, rates are adjusted every six months based.on
changes in the Consumer Price Index. An additional 3t of surplus
commodity foods is available from USDA for each breakfast served.

Congress has, made available additional "especially hee " payments
for breakfasts, to schools in severe need, where the re lar.rate
is insufficient to carry out an effective program. InTinei

1111s5

Jiave been eligible for especially needy rates i : 1) over
their enrollMent was eligible for free and reduce -price

meals, 2) ther:e existed unusually high costs despite g d manage-
ment in the'program, and 3) pther factors such as larg layoffs
or natural disasters created an extra need in a particukar coemunity.*

Additional funds to purchase food service equipment are availabje
to schools througn'USDA'sjood Service Equipment Assistance Program.

4
20

* Undee newly published USDA regulations, needy breakfast schools--
renamed "schools in severe neee--will include, as a minimum,
those schools in which 40% of lunches ar4 served free or.at a
reduced-price rate.

378
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Who is ligible? 111 public and non-prof-Alt private s6pols end

censef.pubUc and non-profit private reKidential child care

instituti ns are eligible for the prkgram. All children are eli-

gible to participate in the School Bt'eakfast Program, but need not

participate every AA Children whose families qualify under USDA

income guidelines are eligible for free or reduced-price meals.

Any child turrently receiving free or reduced-price lunches is

automaticallyt1igible for fObto...or reduced-price breakfasts.

Why the Breakfpst Proaram? Most people ar# aware of thetimportance

of a good-brbAtfast, especially for scheolchildren. Yet ink,y Maine

children arrive at school having had no r kfaSt or fan ina quate

one. Not eating breakfast can contri t o decreeied efficiency

in the late morning'hours, poorer attitt es in school work, and

lower scholastic)achievement.

The reasons.schoolchildren do not eat breakfast are many and

varied. Some chdleen come from single parent homes in which the

parent must leave the house.early for work, and is thus unaele to

prepare a morning meal for the,children. With the very high cost

0 of living in Maine, more and more"families fin k! that both parents

must work, leaving the children on tpeir own to get breakfast and

go off to school.. Too, many families are simply unable to afford

a well-balanced breakfast each and every morning. Moreover, upon

awakening in the morning, some children are not hungry", buttby the

time they reach school they are. Long bus rides, common in Maine,

4

also contribUte to hungryschildrenlOn the classroom.

I.

56-650 0 - 80 - 25

4.
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SUMMARY OF WORK.

jhe Maine Child Nutrition Project chose to Work in those school
dAtricts in the statewith significant percentages of children
eligible for trietlind reduced-price meals. Data.was obtained
through the SChbol Nutrition Division of the Matte Department of 4
Education and Cultural Services to find out the number of students
in each of Maine's 825.public schools who were eligible for freN
and reduced-price meals under the National School LunAond Break-
fast Programs.

MCNP found that 53% of Maine's aools have 40% or moi-e of their
enrolled students eligible for free and reduced-price breakfasts.*
Of these schools CNP targeted 10 districts in which to conduct
School Breakfast ort,anizing efforts: Portland, Augusta, Machias :1-
Farmington, Lewfsto Auburk, Bethel, Pittsfield, Presque Isle, the
.Rockland area, and Westbrook.

After the school districts were chosen,-MCNP spoke with the school
administ,.ra.t.thnandjnembers of the schoe boards to determipe their
receptiveness t the School BreakfaSt P ogram. Major.argumlpts
against the implementation of the pro am from sfhool boards
centered on (1) the question of fami responsibility versus the
,school'#resplinsibility and (2) the desirability of implementleg
another fedell program in the scho ? while localitaxpayerS voiati
concerns'abOot increasing taxes at 1 levels. Opposition frog
adninistrators reflected the mood of the school boards; they cifted
administrative problems involvdd with the program--bus schedules,
funds, supervision, and facilities. 4044

MCNP did locate, in each of these co nt-ties, "locil ciWen sup-'
port for the Breakfast Program. The strength of this sup ,rt
varied with the communitm..,_ The CommunAty Action pogencies In Maine'
wertamong the first to.deMbnstrate suplport for Skhool Bre4kfast ,

by'fCt.ivety'assisting MCNP in :local organizing efflYtts. Malv other
groups were also recruited to support School Breakfast expahsion7-
Head Start programs, WIC. Program nutritionists, Boys CIub, YMCA,
low-income aaocates, hospital dieticians, parents, and others.
(See Appendix C). .4 t

In each community MCNP formed local School Breakfast committees.
With broad-based support, these committees worked to extend the
School Breakfast Program to the schools in their own communities.
Each committee, with the assistance of MCNP, adopted a strategy to .

* $ee Appendix B

4

4.
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.1
\------ancourege School Breakfast implementation. While not all of the

--str tegies have been successful, some have proAPIn worthwhile.

Augusta, the Breakfast Program will be Welted in;the

fa 1 at the Gilbert elementary school.
lb

In Limestone, the Breakfast Program is being piloted

during tht summer sessions with a decision to'be made soon

ondkull ifplementation.

/ During thea course of the year, MCNP released Public Service )

Announcements which were widely airecIT0 radio stations throug(h-

out the stilge. Feature art des appeared in the Kennebec Journal,

the PortIMPress Hfrrfthe MaipeTeacher and 6Ther publitirrons

regarding lOcal schooirbreakfasf4c v t s. ipe.MCNP release

of its economic impacf report on School Breakfast, "School Break-

fast and the Maine Economy", received widespread newspaper attention

in the state ind prfmpted radio interviews and television coverage.

MCNP also develO ed and dWributed an organizing 9uide for

School Breakfast xpansion efforts for use at the ioca l level.

OA,- 750 School B eakfast Action Kits have been distributed to

local, School Bre fast committees and others interested in the pro-

gram. Recggnizing the 'need for a brochure, MCNP produced 4500

copies of_ItSchool Breakfast ... Good Food for Thought" and distri-

buted them throughout the state, MCNP also distributed over 1500

School Breakfast brochures printed by the State School Nutrition

1111 Division.

&

0

MCNP screened "School Starts with Brea fast", a film produced by

the National Child NutritionProjec/at many local meetings. It

,is estimated that over 600 people ewed this film et MCNP training

sessions and at nutrition and hea h fairs. Also, several organi-

zations OKed to borrow the film/
4-

tv ___,-

An up-to-date progress report for each target district .k hown ---- '

in Apperidix D. A,N ll'. \ . r

Pt

/
/
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OBSTACLES

During the.course of its work MCNP has found that the major
obstacles blocking further expans4on of the School Breakfast
Program are: 1) attitudes pertaiAtng to whose responsibility
prov4ding breakfast is, 2) 'a latk of publieinformation about'
the Breakfast Program, and 3) administrative problems such as
finances, busing schedules, teachercontracts, facilities, and
cafeteria personnel resistance, A closer look at each of these

11P areas-fol ows.

Attitudes

,7MCNP encountered many argumenls in
fast Program. None, though, it as
responsibilid it is to see thtt a
starting the school lay.

A

opposition the School Break-
ever-present ps thatof whose
child is well-nourished before

Many scilool adMinistrators akschQol boatd members consider it
the responsibility.of the family to provide breakfast to their
children; that the school is there for education, not for feeding
program operations.t. SChool officials often overlook the facty.
that the familY hAs changed: many children COW, from single parent
families, or both parents must work.

MCNP believes many families are willing but unIble financially to
provide a good breakfast for their children each and every morning.
The School treakfast Program thus provides these,families with an
alternattve: By offering breakfast, schools are directly

O
addrising

tee problem; not shirking the issue by blaming'e family for"i re-
spensibility. No matter what position one takes in the question
pf responsibility, children in Maine ace going,to.sctool hungry:
The School preakfast Peogram protides rdequatE nutrition for a \:
child to ptrrform in the'ellUcational setting.

Another major argument in opposit#i n to th reakfast Program hts
been that "tts another federal program wastin our tax dollars".
MCNP has countered by'detailing the,benefits ofl the Breakfast Pro-
gram to children and.communities.

* One school board member stated that
school hungry each morning, but she
Breakfatt Program because the famil

the line hasao be drawn som

/-

she knows children come to
copld not vote for the
must betome more.responii-
ere."

A



With the release of "School Breakfast and the Maine rconomy".

MCNP demonstrated that the Breakfast Program is good not only for

the students participating in the Program, but a s for the local

economy. Impjementation of the Breakfast Program c ates more

jobs and business activity in the community. It a brings Maine

tax dollars back to Maine in the form of a pros whose benefits

can result in improvements in the educatio environment, and

thereby improve returns on the'education dollar.

OL
Information

As MCNP began its School Breakfast expansion efforts, one obstacle

became very clear--very little information was reaching the general

public about the School Breakfast Program, nor was adequate infor-

mation reaching school boards and administrators.

MCNP produced a great amount of information about School Break-

fast and distributed this to as wide a cross-section ot,Mainers

as was posSible. MCNP staff worked with many school officials who

knew very little about the School Breakfast Program prior to MCNP's

visit. If informed decisions are to'be made about Ichool Breakfast

implementation, then more information must reach the decision-makers.

The Division of School Nutrition has restricted breakfast outreach

to those schools requesting information. Little is done to promote

the program throughout the entire state. While the annual Plan of

Opefation for SchOe4 Nutrition Programs proclaims &commitment to

broaden outreach and expand the program, little is actually done

by the Difision.

There is not only a lack of nf rmation creating this problem.

There are widespread miscon e ons about the Breakfast Program

as well. School boards and ad nistrators ar till uncertain about

many aspects of the program, h as the ué of especially needy

funds now available to school designated t2çhoo1s in severe
nce funds.need", reporting procedures, and equipment assi

Much of this lack of understanding could be solved by an Aggressive

,
policy undertaken by; the State School Nutrition Division to pro-
mote the School Breakfast Program and to provide training for those

considering implementing te Program.

it
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Administrative Obstacles

Administrative-problems are alloys rkised when one suggests the
Breakfast Program to school administrators. However, as was
demonstrated by MCNP in Augusta, many of" these administrative
problems can be overcome.

!

Bus schedule changes, teacher resistance, lack of fading, lade-
guate facilities, and-other arguments, have been cited by school
administrators and others opposed to the Breakfast Program. MCNP

wn that these problems can be solved when those involved in
the de ision-making can see the overall.benefits of the School
Breakf t gram.

Bus schedules: Because of its rural setting, Maine buses a great
nuMber-bf-STUdents each day. Almost all of the scho s presently
operating Breakfast Programs have had minimal di tions to their
schedules as a result of Breakfast implementation. They have
adjusted only the-last one or two buses arriving at the school so
that they now arrive 10 to 15 kinutes before classes start. This
schedule allows.enough time for all students who want to partici-
pate the program tokdo.so. It Only takes five to 10 minutes to
eat breakfast at school.. It is therefore hot necessary to alter
the entire bus schedule or d1srupt classes.

.

Finances: Many.school administrators an() school board members
members *xpress disbelief when they find out that the Breakfast

' Program will not cost the local school district additional funds
to operate. If the regular reimbursement rates are not-sutficient
to covey the entire costs of providing the breakfast, then the
schodl may apply as a "sellool in severe need" to receive higher
rates. All Maine schools currently operating the Bre
gram are doing so at the regular rate of reimbursement.

Supervision: Many teacherk react unfavorably toward t e Breakfast
Prwam beeause they ftel it is one more non-teaching activity they
will have to supervise. -In fiCtmteacher supervision of the Break-
fast Program in Maine is'the exe*ption rather than the rule. Some
schools use teacher aides or cafeterie-personnel to handle' the
supervisory tasks, sik reimbursement funds can cover'these-aesis.
Other schools find th no official sopervistoo is necessary during

- the breakfast period.

:
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Lack of Facilities or eguipmInt: Many schools do not even begin to
consider the Breakfast Program because they do not have kitchen
facilities or eating areas for breakfast preparation and service.
The meal serVed under the-School Rreakfast Program is pa simple that
it does not require an elaborate kitchen; a breakfast which consists
of a pre-packed bowl of cereal, juice, and milk needs only a cooler.

Moreover, students can eat in classrooms, libraries, multi-purposek
rooms, and other areas within the school.

Many Maine schools without 6tchens are serving School Breakfast.
However, most Malne schbols already have facilities from which they
provide School Lunch programs. These facilities are more than ade-

quate for School Breakfast. In case a schoordoes require some sort
of equipment, it can receive fuods from the Food Service Equipment
Assistance Program to pay for up to 75% of the cost And-installation
And if designated a "school in severe need", a school 01 be reim-
bursed, for 100% of equipment costs.

4 oe
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THE MATE'S ROLE

The School Breakfast Program is administered by the Division of
School Nutrition of the.Maine Department of Education and Cultural
Services, which is responsible for all public schools andipublic
residential child care institutions. The Division. of School Nutri-
tion prepares the USDA-mandated annual Stite Plan of Operation,
which describes how it will administer the Breakfast Program and
discusses planned expansion efforts.

For the paSt three years, the School Breakfast expansion goals of
the School Nutrition Division have not been met. Nor,hasthe
Division changed its tactics on School Bebakfast outreach. Each
year the Division has proposed to expand the Breakfast Program to
an additional 46-50 schools by sending letters to s4hool super-
intendents and following up some of those letters with phone calls.
Nowhere d the plans call for broad release ofinformation to the
general public, informing bhem of the benefits of School Breakfast
and describing what they can do to help implement the program in
their ichools.

alb

Little information was plOmided to schools about the availability
of especially needy ratet of reimbursement. The.Division'needs
to include this information in its letters to schools and'insure
speedy action on requests for the additional funds. This is not
happening now. MCNP has found uhool admnistrators generally
unaware of especially needy rates, and therefore urges that the
new special rate category ("schools in severe need") be publicized
widely. 0

While the Division of School Nutriti is understaffed at-the
present time, mere expansion of the s ff will not cure the problems
which steld in the way of School Breakfast expansion. The Division
must bog% to take an active role in promotinglhe School Breakfast
Program. ,MCNP asks for forceful and intelligent leadership; nothing,
less will do.

3
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*RECOMMENDATIONS

Ifilhe School Breakfast Program is to better serve Maine school-

children, we recommend:

1. THAT THE DIVISION OF kiipot. NUTRITION OF THE MAINE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES
HIRE, OR ASSIGN, ONE FULL-TIME PERSON TO SERVE AS A
SCHOOL BREAKFAST CONSULTANT TO PROVIDE INFORMATION,
TRAINING, AND TECHNICAL AASISTANCE TO SCHOOLS AND
SCHOOL BOARDS THROOGHOOTNAINE.-

MCNP believes a major probleol in the Division oiShool Nutrition

has been the lack of a coordinated approach to expansion of the
School Breakfast Program. The Division office is presently under-

taffed, but it anticipates a staff increase. MCO'recommends
at as additional staff is breught on, one person be designated
a School Breakfast.consultant. This person would work exclu-

sively on the School Breakfast,Program, lending assistance to
both schools currently offering the program and those targeted

for expansion.

A ,School Breakfait consultant wokuld make the flow of information

and assistance coming from the School Nutrition office'much more
responsive to the needs and requests ofAchool officials,Aparent
groups, and other community-based organizations interated in

seeing the Breakfast Program implemented in their communities.

Right now, inviries about the Breakfast Program and outreach
activities are'conducted by staff members who happen to have the

time to perform the functions on any giveirday. A full-time com-

mitment by one staff member could help dispel many of the miscon-
ceptions about the Breakfast Program by providing accurate and
consistent information. It would also simplify a school offiaal's

inquiry about the program. ,

.As part of the consultant'S work, informational meetings could
,-be conducted in locations throughout the stateattended by school

board members, administrators, perents, teachers and interested
citizens.

Another necessary task which Should be undertakencis the develop-
ment of a School Breakfast handbook for use by schbol
The handbook could present the components of the program, including

. the funding method; meal reimbursement; necessary bookkeeping pro-
cedures; availability of additiOnal funds for "schools in severe
need"; resources for assistance in implementing a Oreakfast Program,
such as Other food service directors operating the program; and

ek,
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other pertinent, up-to-date information. Although the Division '

has,this material available today, it is not in a usable format,
nor is it directed to the school official who wants to learn more
about School Vreakfast or start a program..

2. THAT THE MAINE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION ENDORSE THE
SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM, AMDINSJRUCT THE IDEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES TO TAKE STRONG AND
DIRECT ACTION TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM, ESPECIALLY IN
THE AREAS OF THE STATE WITH HIGH PERCENTAGES OF CHILD-
REN QUALIFYINO FOR FREE AND REDUCED-PRICE MEALS.

In.order for the School Breakfast Program to achieve%idesbread
recognition as a beneficial program, it-Must have the support of
the State Boardof Education. The State Board of Education, by
endorsing the program, would lend Considerable help to the efforts
qf the'School Nutrition DiVision.to expand the program Currently;
it appears that there is little support pt the state level for an
expandeld Breakfast Program. This lack of support_hampers efforts
by the Division to take strong, active steps to promote the program.

The State Board-of Education should direet the Division of School
Nutritiom to focus its expansion efforts on those school districts
where a high percentagdpf children come from low-income families.
As mentioned.earlier in this report, 53% of Maine's schools have at
least 2/5 of their children eligible for free and reduced-price
breakfasti. The neediest chools should be targeted in a logical,
sequential manner.

There is great concern in Maine COday that there be full util$-
zation of our tax dollars, For the educational dollar to be Vully
effective, children must be prepared to fully participate in the
leaFning process. By encouraging expansion of.the School Breakfast
Program the State Board-of Education would be taking a positive
step to combat the inattention and listlessness which impedes
learning.

3. THAT THE MAIOE STATE LEGISLATURE ADOPT LEGISI,ATION'
DIRECTED AT EXPANDING THE.SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM.

During the past two leglslative sessions, a bill to mandate the
School Breakfatt Program has been .introduced. While members of
the Joint Educaon Committee have praised the program and have
recognized the importantk of breakfast for schoolcbildren,_they
have not wanted to "maAdate" a prIpram.for the local school districts. \
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MCNP does not recoonnedd that the Legislature mandate the Breakfast
Program, but rather that it adopt legislation aimed at providing
incentives and financial assurancetto local school districts to
encouragelimplementaticm of thelprogram.

,

MCNP would encourage such legislation to include:

the publication arid wide distribution by the Diviston of
9thool Nutrition of 'information en School Breakfast;

the requirement that each school district hold rpublic hearing
to inform thcpublic as to the availability.of School Break-
fest and to feeklbpinions on possible imglementetion;

the requiretent that the Division of.School Nutrition conduct
training se sibns and informational meetings aimed at school
officials, teachers, parents, and other interested citizens
to more fully explain the School Breakfast Program; and

the allocation from state montes of a limited amount of funds
to ensure that no local money will be needed to provide the
Breakfast Program.

The later provision of the legislation is an assurance to local
school administrators and board members that.the Breakfast Program
will be able to pay its own way. 'This added assurance could help
calm the fears of administrators unsure 0 complete coverage of
costs through federal reimbursements, To date, the Maine school
districts operating the School Breakfast Program have not experienced /

problims in covering the costs of School Breakfast. However, for

some schools, knowing that additiopal funds are available could

help mike the difference between BPeakfast Program adoption or
rejectioff.

4. THAT THE DIVISION OF SCHOOL.NUTRITION ACTIVELY SEEK
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANNUAL
STATE PLAN OF )RPERATION FOR SCHOOL AND CHILD NUTRITION
.PROGRAMS.

4 A major problem in the Division's planning process is that i, t fails
10 seek public input. While USDA guidance has consistently en-
ccvraged public participation .in the plan development process, the
Sqhool Nutrition office historically has'avoided involving the pub-
lic; food and nutrition advocates, and the wily other organizations,
interested in the child.nutrition programs.

"t
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As stated in [he State Plan of Operation for 1979, the Division
has indicated its desire to work with other organizations and
interests in the expansion of the SChool Breakfast Program. How-
ever, dpring the time the 1980 Plan was being developed, these
orgpnizitions were not invited to share their knowledge or suggeq-
tiOnS to improve state efforts towards expansion of the School
Breakfast Program.

MCNP believes that the planning process mus-t be opened to public
participation and encourages the Division to actively seek public
input in its future plan development, and to consult with School
Breakfast nd other nutrition advocates in implementing its 1980
Plan: A much more effeaive expaesion program could be developed
if the Division enc participation of those who have had
direct experience wi lid nutrition programs. Mistakes made
in the past need not the future; much can be learned from
both.the successes and failures of past efforts to expand and improve
child nutrition programs. ,

5. THAT THE DIVISION OF SCUOOL NUTRITION ADOPT A POLICY OF
EXTENSIVE OUTREACH FOR SCHOOL BREAKFAST EXPANSION, IN-'
CLUDING WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF ESPECIALLY NEEDY REIMBURSE-
MENT RATE INFORMATION.

The Division of School Nutrigion must adopt a vigorous policy 4:
School Breakfast outreach.nreater acceptance of the School Br ak-
fast Program will come only when.people are aware of the program,
when the misconceptions about'the program are laid to rest, and when
school officials are made aware if the simplicity of program admin-
istration and of the availability Of adequate funds.

. - .

The addition of a full-time staff.COncUltant to work on School
Breakfast expansion would be a inijor'step toward 'expanded acceptance
of School Breakfast. However, theremust be broad support for that
effort by the Division. The Division should target Maine schools
having over 25% of their students eligible for free and reduced-
price meals for Schoollreakfast implementation. There are currently
636 sueh Maine schools.

Information should be widely distributed to these cchools; on-site ,

visits by the School Breakfast eonsultant should be made,,straining
sessions fbr.school administrators and school board members should
be held on a regular basis; use of public service announcements and
appearances before commUnity organizations should be pursued to bet-.

ter inform the general public; and other innovative methods of progrem

3d0
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promotionishould be developed by the Division. The greater the
Division's commitment to expand and improve the School Breakfast
Program, the faster its growth will be, end the sooner Maine school-
children will enjoy its benefits.

-

6. THAT THE MAINt TEACHERS ASSOCIATIOU AND THE MAINE
,SCHOOL FONT SERVICE ASSOCIATION ENDORSE THE SCHOOL

i BREAKFAST PROGRAM. -/

Support from the Maine Teachers Assodation and the Maine School
Food Service Association would provide a significant boost to the
School Breakfast Program: Although neither organization has endorsed
the program, MCNP believes it is certainly in the best interests
df their members to do so.

Teachers flys across the state have witnessed the improved class-
room perfoffiance of students who haveilad a good breakfast. Also,
in schools where the program is operating, MCNP has heard of no
supervision problems or loss of class time due to the Breakfast Pro-

. gram. Sifte-it enhances the learning environment and better equips
students to.participate in the learning process, the School Breakfast

a`
Program is northy of support from 04 Maine teachers.

A

Food service personnel have 4 direct interest in improving and ex-
panding the programs they operate. The'addition of the Breakfast
Program does not mean personnel must arrive at the schools at three
o'clock or four o'clock in the morning to begin preparation of the
breakfalt, nor does it mean the lunch program will suffer because

, personnel are still cleaning up from breakfast. On the contrary,
in many Maine schools cafeteria staff need only arrive half an hour
to an hour before the fir5t breakfast is served. The clean up for
breakfast is minimal; it is a simple meal with practically no waste,
as can be Seen by a visit to any Maine school offering the program.

' The School Breakfastlrogram will also provide additiohal work bows
for food servicepersonnel, meaning larger paychecks for workers.
Some food service directors credit the Brakfast Program with allowing
them to offer higher wages and increased benefits to their employees.
This has helpeti them to hire.qualifiled employees who will stay on
the job; thereby ending the high turnover rate elperienced by some
districts:

Endorsement by both the Maine Teachers Association and the Maine
School Food Service Association would help the Breakfait Program gain
acceptance throughout the state, especially among the meebers of, the
professional associations.

N,

.
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. ,THAT THE SCHOOL NUTRITION DIVISION OPEN A FIELD OFFICE
. IN NORTHERN MAINE.

.1

The Division of Sthool Nutrition, located in Augusta, 1; able to
'vtsit schools only once every three years. Part of this problem is
due to the-great distances one must travel in Main to get from one
town to another. These distances mean that much of the Division's
budget is consumed losi travel allowances,

To improve the cost effectiveness of the Division and N make it
possible for more frecident site visits to Maine schools, MCNP recom-
mends that a field office be looted in northern t1a1ne. The office
could provide assistance and outreach functions for this area of
the state much more easily and effectively than can currently be
done from the Augusta office.

With the increasing costs of pansportation, and thyoalue of staff
time, it magas sense to open another office so that staff can spend
more time asststing schools with their food programs, rather than
driving from Augusta tO Caribou or Madawaska or Medway.

*
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(source:

059 - Madison

A%hens Elementary
Sdherset Academy
Old Point Avenue
Weston Avenue
Modison Junior High
Starks Elementary

f54 - Skowhegan

Canaan Grammar
Cornville Con idated

*Mercer Elemen
Central Grade
North Elementary
Lincoln
Garfield
Park
Academy
Skowhegan Area Jr. High
Mergaret Chest Smith
Smithfield Elementary

f29 - Hoylton

Moulton Elementary
Moulton High
Lambert
R. Randall Youth Dtv. Ctr.

Littleton
Monticello

Wellington

f27 - Fort Kent

Eagle Lake Elementary
Fort Kent Elementary
Fort Kent Community High
Market Street Elementary
St. Francis ElementarY

' Wellagrass Elementary

'

APPENDIX 'A's ,

Maine Schools StryincOrtakfast in 1978-79

Maine Department of Education and Cultural ervices)

1

;11111121;i1

Fairmount Elementary
Fruit Street
Abraham Lincoln
Mary S. Snow
Vine Street
Downcast Elementary
Fourteenth Street_
Harlow Street

.

Glenburn -

Glenburn Elammntary

Old Orchard Beach

School Street ElementarY.
Jameson
Old Orchard Beach High
Loranger Memorial

f70 Arq!!!!!dat

f70 Elementary
Hodgdon High
Roosevelt '

Freeport

'Freeport Middle

f32 - Ashland

Ashland Central
Portage Central

a

'f6 - Bar Mills

Eliza Libby Elementary
Frank Jewett

' Jack Memorial
Samuel D. Hanson Elementary

.Bonqy Eagle Junior High
H011is Elementary
Hollis Consolidated
Harold B. Emery Elementary
Limington Academy
George E. Jack Elementary
Johnson
Bomqy Eag High '
Steep Fel s Elementary

f33 -4renchville

Dr. Levesque
Montfort
Wisdom High

flO - St. Francis'

Allagash Consolidated

f16 - Hallowell

Farmingdale Elementay
Hallowell Elementary

winthroe

Winthrop Grade
Winthrop High
Winthrop Middle

Flander's Bay E$0

flJa6ewis



13 - Unity

Morse Memorial
Walker Memorial
Monroe ElementarY
Troy Central
Unity ElementarY .

Mount View High
Mouot View ElementarY
Mount View Junior High

Caswell Plantation

Caswell Plantation Elem.

Portland

Marada Adams
Emerson
Fred P. Hall
Long Island Elementary
North
Peaks Island
Sheller
West
William B. Jack, Jr.
King Junior High
Howard C. Reich' Comm.
PREP Program s.

f22 - Hamaden

Newburgh Elementary
Leroy H. Smith

yeterville

Averill
Pleasant Street
Brookside ElementerY

Iletwa
Henry L. Cottrell
Monmouth Academy

f_Tar.t.1!_ll-Gwer

Pray Street
Pittston Consolidated
Theresa C. Remlim Elem.
West Gardiner Central

392

Indian Yowmshlp

Indian Township

-Pleasant Point

Beatrice Rafferty

Indian Island

Indian Island

.Island rent

southern Aroostook CSO

/4? - Oakland (

Belgrade Central
Oekland PrimerY
John S. Tapley
M. L. Williams Junior
James H. Bean

f51 - Chelsea

1Chtlsea Elementary

f40 - Waldoboro

Prescott Memorial

171 - Kennebunk'

Park Street.
Cousens
Kennebunk t Consolidated

High

Wells

Wells Element
Ogunquit Village
Wells Junior High
Wells High

Easton

Easton High
Easton Elementary

.

Dreads,

Dresden Elementary
Bridge Academy Public

FtitfFairfield ,

Grammer
Jenkins Elementary
Hacker Elementacy
Fort Fairfield Junior High
Fort Fairfield High

Wales

, Wales Central

146 - Dexter

Dexter Regional High
Dexter Priary ,

Exeter Cool1date j
Garland Ementary '

Auburn

Cheeperlain

1/56 Searsport

Frankfort ElementarY
Searsport Elementary

Richmond'

Hartle Buke0
41tichmond High

,Richmond Junior High

Readfield

Readfield ElementarY

Nobleboro

Nobleboro Central

Yarmouth

Yarmouth Junibr-Sentor High

Gooldfboro

Gouldsboro Grammer

4 gat

Roortkmeetary
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APPENDIX '8'

40% h ldren E Ole f

(Source: Mine Departlent of Education and Cylturai Services) .

. * denotos school with breakfast program

059 - I4ad4son

Wilson High
* Junior High
Sebastian Basle

* Old Point Avenue
* Weston Avenue
,* Athens Elementary
* Somerset Acadeey
.Starks Elementary

054 - Skowhegan

* Academy
* Canaan,
* Cornville
* Garfield
* Lincoln
* Nergarat Chase Smith
* Mercer'
Norridgewock

* North.Eleeentery
* Park

* Smithfield
* Junior High.

Bath School Department

1

Smell
Huse
Newell

- tridgton

Casco Junior High
Bridgton Junior High
Naples Elementary
Sebago Elementary

111.1

its

67%
68%
67%
70%
66%
68%
)1%
64%

41%'

58%

515
55%
46%
46%
48%"
46%
57%
48%

052

Leeds 49%

Area Junior High 115%

127 % Moulton

: liale4mbiritit 52%'lltih

53%

St. Mary's 44%

* Littleton 46%
* Monttcello ii 7%

021_- F3rt Kent '

* Fort ComeUnity High 71%

* Fort t Elementary 66%
* Eagle eke Elementary 65%
* Market Street Elementary 84%
* St. Francis Elementary 94%
* Wellagress Elementary 66%

026

SAD 6 51%

058

421 Phillips School Lunch 49%
Kingfield School Lunch 49%

CaribostDistrict

Caribou Jr. High 48%
Intermediate 49%
Hilltop 68%
Sinsock 421

42%
41%
56%
53%

395
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LiMest9fte School Sappt.

Town Ellreentary 46%
Damon Elementary

fl

44%

Cunninghap 42%
.SkYwAY 45%
Gouldville 45%
Westfield 52%

7.South Portlend Centralized

George F. Henlay 45%
James Otis Kolar 43%
Redbank Village

f50

54%

Lure Libby 42%
Cushing Consolidated 41%
Thcmaston Grammer 41%
St. George Elementary 76%

Somerville Elementary

Somerville Elementary

f67

Ion

Ballard Hill 521
Dr. Cirl Troutt 41%
Ella P. burr 55%#
Mettanawcook Jr. High 48%

038

Lombard Schcl' 74%
_Winn 56%
'Ella Nam 61%
Mt. Jefferson Jr. High 57%

Bangor centralized

Union Streit,Jr. High 65%
'* Downeast School 79%
* Fourteenth Street 06%
* Harlow Street $0%
* Abraham Lincoln 64%
* Vine Street 44%

'7

396v
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Corinna Junior High
Hartland Elementary .

Hartland Junior Nigh
Newport Elementary,
Newport Junior High
Palmyra Elementary
St. Albans Elementary
Nokomis Regional High

Harmosy Elementary

Harmony Elementary

!B.
Cannel
Caravel

DIENES

* SlenbuA ElemChtery

fie

Hudson Eleeentary
Morison Memorial
Stetson Elementtry
Central High

70%

'59%
69%
66%
89%

A 48%
70%

49%

47%

43%

t4%

49%

79%
.51%

70%
66%

Appleton-Hope CgemunitY

Hopi Elementary 521

f28 - Camden

. Rockport Elementary

Westbrook

Canal lb -65%
Congin
Forest Street 50%
&mamma 59%
Marren Kindergarten 59%

,

43%
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044 - dethel

43%
45%
59%
45%

043

Merob'y School

Mexico Junior High
Mexico High
'Hope

52%
56%
52k
50%

Apiover
CresceRt Park
Woodstock
Telstar Midd

068 038

Morton Avenue Elerentarx 48% Etna-Dixmont 038 67%

.001
Mayo Street Elementary
Stdoemcha Junior High '

47%
147% 090 - Union

'Charleston Elementary 47%
Morrson. Elm!entary 42% Dr. Lewis S. LibbY ' 63%

Old Orchard Biwa 032

* Old Orchard Beach High 41% * Ashland Central -55%

* Loranger Junior High 50% * Portirge Central 68%

* Jameson 58% Ashland Com. High 43%

* School Street 51%
09

,

*eMSAD 070 ElegiWary 61%

4
Franklin C.T. Senter
A.D. Ingalls

78%
41%

* RoOsevelt 75% G.D. Cushing 41%
* Hodgdon High 53% Wilton Academy - 41%

041 045

Atkinson Primary 67% Washburn Elementiry 45%
Brownville Primary 45% V.C.Foster 43%
Brmonville Jct. Primary 44%
LaGrange Primary 59% 06
Milo Primary 61%
()WO& Valley Middle 53% * H,B. Emery, Jr. 60%
Penquis Valley High 42% * Jack Memorial 49%

* Bonny Eagle Junior High 42%.

Wiscasset Consolidated * Benny Eagle High 46%

School 44% 025
A

Middle

Patrick Therriaul Sherman Elementary' 52%

4
Patrick Therriault 82%

Stacyville Elementary
Patten Primary

45%
57%

Patten Grarrar 67%-

Katandin Junior High 66%
Katandin High 61%

3 9
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033 074

* Wisdom Htgh 80% Garret Schenck 5811-'1
* Montfort 76% Mark Emery. 60%
* Dr. Levesque 65% Carrabec High 49%

Central Elementary 66%
Medway Salon Elementaty 70%

Embden Elementary 64%
Medway Middle 41%

04
010 - Allegash

Abbie Fowler 41%
* Allagash Consolidated 87% Guilford Primary 42%

017 - South Paris
Wellington
Guilfolsd Middle

86%
48%

Oxford Hills. Junior High 51% Edmunds Colipidaed

Mt. Vernon Edmunds Consolidated 61%

Mt. Vernon Elementary 57% Biddeford

Hancock John F. Kennedy 55%
Biddeford.Junior High 46%

Hancock 50% Emery 57%
Birch 77%

039

13 - Unity
Hartford-Sumner 64%
Buckfield Elementary 69% * MOunt View Senior 1 43%
Obckfifild Junior-Senior 54% * Mbunt View Junior 56%

* Mount View Elementary 60%
Peru * Monroe Elementary 57%

* Mbrse Memorial 63%
Peru Elementary . 41% * Troy Central. 61%

* Walker 67%
016 * Unity Elementary 51%

Maria Clark 63% Old Town

Iteuben Jefferson Street 52%
Herbert Sargent 45%

Steuben Elementary 68% Helen Hunt 49%
St. Joseph Public 51%.

Bucksport Centralized

S. Herbert Jewett 42%

<
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#34.
Brooklin

Geo. Robertson 48% Brooklin Elementary 63%

Edna Drinkwater 78% Brooklin Junior High 59%

Gov. Anderson
Kermit,Nickerson

42%
62%

Sedgwick PriMary
Open Door

56%

Sarsmont 64%

Gladys Weymouth 63% Brooksville

Belmont 44%
Brooksville Elementary 40%

Deer Isle - Stonington
Waterville

Deer Isle Eledentary4 45%

Deer Isle-Stonington Jr. 53% * Brookside Elementary 46$

Stonington Elementary '53% * Pleasant Street
561

Deer Isle-Stonington High 44%
'

092 - Union

Caswell Plantation
Ellsworth 40%

* Caswell Elementary
,

67%
litchfield

North Vassaltooro
Litchfield Central 41%

East Vassalboro, 44% Libby-Tozier 54%

Carl 8. Lord 44%

Riverside 49% #43 - Monmouth

Winslow Central.
Kenry L. Ccittrell 45%

Halifax Street 43% #11 - Gardiner .

Portland Jr. High 48%

Middle 49%

* Jack Jr. High 49% * Pittston 54%

* King Jr. High 58% * Hamlin 59%

* North 91% * Pray Street 49%

Clifford 41% So. Gardiner 43%

* Peaks Island 48%

* Long Island 67% Indian TO6ship - Princeton

P* Reich* 72%

R4verton 50% *. Indian Townshfp 90%

'* West 64%

* PREP 100% P4easant Point. Perry

i22 * Beatrice Rafferty 100%

* Smith 51% Indian Island. Old Town

* Newburgh 51%
* Indian Island 95%
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Smithern Aroostook

77%

#41 - Whitefield

52%* Southern Aroostock CSO

Princeton

Whittfield

051 - Cumberland-North Yarmeuth

Princeton Elementary

#47
.

52%, Chebeague Island

Chelsea

40%

.* Oakland prlmary and John * chelsea 54%
:. S. -Tapley",for
* M.L. Williams Jr. High
* James H. Bean

43%
43%

.49 .
4

Miller 50%
#2 Friendship Street 57%

A.D. Gray Jr. High 41%
Greenville High 46% Friendship Village 43%
Nickerson Elementary 45% Warren Intermediate 49%
Shirley Elementary 64% Frank 0, Rowe Primary 49%

* Prescott Memorial 65%
#19

Brunswi k
Lubec Consolidated 62%

f5
bl :Hawt ne 41%

053
Rockland Jr. High 45%
North . 53% Burnham Villa§e 58%
South- Dorothy R. Cookson 50%

Eastport I.

Manson Pirk 4 47%
59%

)

,Grammer
Marie Bradford 86%

Eastport Elementary 53% Vickery 58%
Warsaw Jr. High 54%

Augusta

Easton
Buker J. High 41%.

' Gilbert Elementary 55% * Easton Elementary
* Easton High

55%
44%

Lisbon

Fort Fairfield,. .

Lisbon High 43%
Midde P.W. SUgg 46% * Fort Fairfield High

* Fort Fairfield Junior High
47%
62%

#49 * Wm. Jenkins Elementary 66%
* Fort Fairfield Grammer' 60%,

,Tlinton Elementary 43% * HackerrElementary 66%
Lawrince Middle 44%

a.
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Sanford Consolidated

,

' Lafayette
Lincoln
Middle

52%
53%
48%

037 - Rangeley Lakes Regional

.'Rengeley Consolidated
Vs%

Wales

* Wales Central 72%

,046 - Dexter

* Garland 50%

* Exeter 71%

013 .

S. .

C.E. Ball 43%

Caratunk 56%

Moscow Primary 49%

Quimby E)ementary 4' 44%

Valley High .41 46%
t

Benedict&

.

Benedict-a Elementary 73%

Auburn

45%
55%
65%

4
* Central
Chamberlain
St. Louis
Sherwood Hetghts 41%

. Walton 1 40%
Washbr 44%

Madawas a

.....tcadia

vangeline
50%
56%

it Madawaska High 46%
4.

057

So. Waterboro Elementary 44%
'Alassabosic Middle 511%

Lincolnville

65%'Lincolnville Central

Sa6ittus

Sabattus ElementarY. 50%

/
Durham

51%Durham Elementary

Connor Consolidated

Connor 54%

143 - Richmond

* Marcia Buker 47%

* RiOmond Jr. High 45% #

Dayton

Dayton Con;olidated 50%

01 - Howland

Burlington 60%

Hichborn Middle 54%

Penobscot Valley High 45%

055

Sacopee Valley 50%

Porter Elementary 49%

Parsonsfield 63%

Cornish 66%

'

Milliken
Baldwin

52%
42%

walls

New Sweplen

New Sweden Consolidated 50%

046

. Dexter Middle-Pr .ry ..45%

_
Nanceboro

mk Vance6dtl'o Elemental' 54%
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40%

42%

51%

48%
It

45111

46%

411

43%
52% .

13%

,

bit%

52%
42%
69%

69%je-

-Acton

Acton Elementary,

Rom

431

66%

50%
41%

64%
46%
62%
56%
611
71%

so%

50%

45%

v

*

50%

"13%
70%

.

t

s),N

Trenton

Qak Hill

Oak Hill
S.C. Boost),

Palermo

* Rom Elementary

Dresden '

* Dresden Eleemntary
* Bridge Academy'

#77 - Mechlas

Palenno

.410bleboro

* Mobleboro Central

193 - Penotscot

.

Fort O'Brien
Mery C. Burns
Elm Street
Whiting Village
Cutler Elementary
George L. Bucknam '

.Reed Pltn

Penobscot Elementary

#122- Stockholm

Stockholm Elementary

129

Elm Streit
Water Street
Law lne

Schood1c

Reed Pltn.

Kingman_

4
Kingmen

012
4

.,
Forest Hills Middle

.

172

C.A. Snow

Jonesboro

,

Sullivan Grammer:
Franklin Grower
Sorrento Grainer
Mt. V1rm Middle

#14 .

East Grand High Elemehtary
Jonesboro Consolidated
Jonesboro Gramnar.Winter Harbor

..
1136 a .

Winter Harbor drawler 56%
' t

-

Livermore Falls Junfor High 41%GoOdsboro

044kem* Gouldtboro Grammar 68%
.4Whale 48% .

C

S.

6
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RuiWord

Rumford Elementary
Rumford Center
Virginia

vl

fit
Bridgewater Grammar
Bridgewater Primary
Central Aroostook High
Central Aroostook Middle
Fort Street

Windsor

.Windsor

037

Daniel W. Merritt 71%
Cherryfield '45%

Columbia Falls 46%
Harrington 62%
Milbridge 66%
Narraguagus High 46%

#24 - Van Soren

Van Buren Secondary 87%

Gateway Elementary 87%
Kindle 84%
Grand Isle Elementary 91%

Rose M. Offner. MeGbiet

Rose M. Gaffney 64%
UMM Campus 75%

090 - 9reanbush

Helen S. Dunn 60%

#29 - Poland

Poland Consolidated 46%

Woodland

Woodland Consolidated 62%

53%
47%
41%

65%
52%
47%
44%
53%

45%
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Asndel

Mildred L. Memorial 43%

021

Dixfield junior High 55%
Oixfield Elementary 44%

Canton Central 42%
Carthage ElementerY 94%

Gov. Bfxter

Gov Baxter School for Deaf 100%

Idwiston

Farwell 44%

Martel 43%
4patello 60%
Lewiston Junior High 46%
Frye 96%
Jordan 82%
Wallace 79%

Multi-Purpose 85%

4
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APPENOrx '0'

kProgress Report for Each Target District

)

The need for schoorbreakfast.in these target communities was--and
ispressing. The numbers of children from low-income families,
as will as.children Vio travel long distances to school each day,
are significant. Yet, in spite of this compelling evidence of the
need for a breakfast program and the demonstrated public support
for it in the target communities. school board members have not
quickly agreed to install even a pilot program. Meebers remain
unconvincd 0 the need, wary of usurping what theylvimas "family
responsibility", and Ignorant.of evailable funds, service delivery
methods and assistance. Here is a sommary of MCNP activities in -

each target district.
,

Au usta Fon ine months, MCNP worked with a number of local corn-
unity gieups and individuals 6' establish aublic demand for ,

School Breakfast. Upon the recommendation o ttl Elementary Advi- +
sory Committee, the Augusta School Board agreed. o consider the
Breakfast Program and encouraged the school adminfstration to work
with MCNP in itsfinvestigation. MCNP helped to draft a deliverY
system for School Breakfast in one of,Augusta's schools, and developed
a working budget which would not cost the'Augusta Schools any local
dollars. With the strong support of the President of the School ,

Board, and the continuing efforts of the local Breakfast Committee,
the School Board voted unanimously to begin the pilot program in
September. 1979. .

Bethel Organizing efforts in Bethel began with the training of a
IftIlT6choel Board member nd the staff of Oxford ConOwity Services%
A proposarfor aeakfast implementation was brought before the School
Board in December, with general community support. The Board
directed a sub-committee to investigate the Program and the need
for School Breeisfast. At the completion of a parent and student
survey which showed 80% support for the installatioh of School .

Breakfast, the School Board, insisting breakfast was atomfty re-
sponsibility, voted against the Program. Advocates hav tried to
reverse the decision, but have not been successful. .

f
Farmington MCNP held discussions with the new Superintendent of
IchooTs during the Summer of 1978 and found him very supportive of ,

School Breakfast. Throughout the year, MCNP and local Breakfast
advocates conducted public information sessions and gathered local

V

support for School Breakfast. As the School Board bega

;d

eliberations
on the district budget, School Breakfast was included f the 1979-80
year. A pilot program for Breakfast has been suggette d , but no
action has been taken. Follow up work-in Farmingtdh continues.

ts

40s
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Lewilton/Auburn MCNPidentified rany local supporters for School
Ireakfest in both Lewiston and Auburn. Although Auburn has
conducted a Breakfast Program inAne of its elementary schools for

great e gh to warrant expansion to other schools. In Lewiston,

the palree years, the School Board does not consider the nerd

the climate is very similar. The strongest approach has been the
recommendation by the Lewiston Teachers Association to inveSttgate
the Program, but given the administraticm and School Eioar4's deposi-
tion, it is unlikely that any positive action will be tik80.

Machias NM, with the assistance of local School Breakfast sup-
136FfiFF,-prisented a plan for Breakfast'implementation t_sh.the Machias
School Board in January of 1979. The Board expressed concern as to
the need for the program and ordeised a survey to assess the need
for School Breakfast. Despite requests frce local advocates, this
assessment has yet to be made, and it eppears unlikely that any
stirvey will be conducted until the fall of 1979.

Pit field Initial support in Pittsfield looked promising, even
though the administration and School Board were apposed to School
Breakfast. MCNP trained an outreach worker with KennebecNalley
CAP in the fundamentals of School Breakfast and connunity organizing.
Although much time and effort was.invested in this effort, support
gradually oeteclgrtted as supporters sew the continued opposition
from the SchOol'Wftd as a 'no win' situation. As local support
dwindled, the effort was cancelled for the 1978-79 year.'

Portland In June, 1978, MCNP with the help bf many conriunity-
based groups and individuals, pursuaded.the Portland School Ccemittee
to reverse its- "no" vete on School Breakfast and expand the Program'
to 11 elementary ahd junior high schools, an addition ofil3 schools.
However, the Portland City Council then reversed the School Com-
mittee's decision,refusing to amend the school budget which would
have allowed increased expenditures for School Breakfast,in antici-
pation of increase4 revenues from federal ,reinibursement. Further
attempts at School Breakfast expansion during the 1978-79 school
year met with no success, due to the resignation of a School Commit-
tee member who had provided the.necessary majority vote.'

Presque Isle area MCNP's efforts in Northern Maine ccmcentrated
in three toms: Presque Isle, Caribou andliMestone. The Presque
Isle effort hes met with little siiccess due to the strongiopposition
of school adminiqration and board members; Coneunity support.. how-
ever, is slowly growing; a proposal will likely be presented to the
School Board in the fall of 1979...

Caribou, on the otherhand, has met with'some sucCess. MCNP has
, trained local supporters and has widely circulated public service
announcements in the arta. A'phone call,campaign WAS organized to"
dMionstrate.support for the School Breakfast Program and prompt tlie

A
,7114,
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school administration to support implementation. The administration
did propose a pilot program to the School Board, slated to begin
operation in September 1979.

Limestone's food service director attended a traintng session con-
. ducted by MCNP and went back to the,school system committechto

School Breakfast implementation. A bjlot program wit started during
%the '79 Summer Session with a decision to be made sabn on full imple-
mentation. '

1,Rockland area "MCP begah supplying.assistance to School Breakfast
WWW5771717 the gclikland area in late Spring of 1979. Only in
the town of Waldoboro has ,aoti,on been taken by a school board. The
Waldoboro board defeated a mion to-implement the program in the
high school.

Community support in Rockland, Vinalhavan, and_Thomaston is just
beginning to develop: Support from the Mid-Coast Human Resource
Cbuncil, Head Start Programs, hospitals, and other local groups
appears to be growing.

Westbrook MCNP has made"numerous attempts to involve individu'als .

iia-UFFRzations in Westbrook, and has found little support for
School Breakfast other than from the nutrition advocate df the local
CAP agency. Presentations to community clubs and school officials

. have elicited no positive response.

"a.
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Chairman PERKIN& Thank you very much, for a good statement. -I

Our next witness is Ms. Ahuja.

STATEMENT OF KAMAN AHbJA, SCHOOL BREAKFAST
COORDINAtOR, PROJECT FEED, CONNECTIMIT'

Ms. AHUJA. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
ctinmittee, my hpme is Kai lash Ahuja. I am a nutritionist for the
food emergency aotion-- 'development project; Prqject FgAD, a
statewide food advocacy group in Connecticut, federldirtanded by
the Community Services Administration with communiq food,and
nutrition program\ NM We do legislative advocacy at. the State
and national levels, enbnitor food programs at the State and local
levels 'arid, train the staff of the community action agencies and
other groupe in Federal food program areas. The overali goal of the
pl,gject is td increase awareness of and participation in federally
funded food programs.

School breakfast expansion is a second priority In our work plan
because this' program is drastically underutilized ,in- the States.
There are 1,100 schools in Connecticut serving school, lunches land
only 44 of these schools offered brealefast to the children last,year,
and this ntunber has incrkised to 56 'schools as of now- Project
FEAD staff has made a concerted effort toward school breakfast
expansion in the targeted, cities such as New Haven and Hartford,

4 where the schools have very high enrollments ofthildren from low-
idcome families. - ,

In Ole Hartford publie sehool system, thercare ,approximately
16,00T children eligible, for free meals and about 2,500 ,eligible for

,41educed price meals out of total enrollment of nearly 4000 chil-
Oen.. It has been a constant battle filr us'for over a year and &W.,
to get approval from the Hartford board of education to expand the
breakfast prograin from ", two elementary schoolsAo additional
Schools.

Just to giye yOu a litt1e-g1i1npee of where the board of educatio0
and its staff were and what' their attitude and knowledge level on
this issue was, when we started working on the breakfast issue irk'
Hartford, I.- woulcI like to read 'questions from a survey question-
naire of the 1977 lireakfast program survey conducted bY the
board.

The questions read as folio* bo you think that children should
have breakfast at school or athome?
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Do you 4,vant your chijd () children to participate -in a breakast
program next school yea); if t e program is approved by the Board?
Yes or no.

The third question was, once the .s0ool breakfast program. is
expanded we are legally required to offer breakfast in all eleinen-
tary through high schools. To do this will cost approximately
$82,000 per year from our city tax moneys. This would probably
mean a cut in the present level of some school sero-ices such as less
money for text books, fewer teachers or parpprofessionals or re-
duced maintenance services. Given these facts, would you support a
breakfast program? Yes or no.

The results of the survey on this last question indicated that 41.9
mrgent of the parents wanted their children 'to have breakfast in
school even if it meant cuts in other services.

But still, the board disapproved any further expansion at that
time. Therefore, in the fall of 1978, we formed a coalition in Hart-
ford involving community leaslers State agencies staff, the city
mayor, deputy mayor, the' press and the Board of Education staff.
After the education-of the coalition memblers, we slaw-lifted a pro-
posal the eatpansion of the breakfast program in all of the
Hartford schools. Last month, after a long struggle, the board
Improved expansion to 12 More eledientary schools ptovided that
the following two conditions are met.

One, the city council gives the Hartford Boara of Education
$70,000the pliojected annual deficit if breakfast is expanded to all
elementary schools.

'ND, the council sets up a separate line item account so that the
fund are assured for the subsequent years.

The Itity council has already [missed the resolution to give the
,N board $70,000 thig year and a city council hepring is scheduled for

November 19 for passage of and ordinance to set up a line item
account for breakfast in the city budget.

The basic problems in school breakfast ekpansicth that we have
come across are:

One, philosophical disagreement among some groups on the issue
of breakfast in sclropls.

:Two, principals and teachers disliking the idea Of breakfast in
8016els because it means additional responsibilities for them as far
as supervision is concerned and also that time is taken away from

, instru&ion, and .

Three, board members are against it, because they feel that the
Federal reimbursements can't cover, the cost of program and the
program will cost the board's budget. However every one agrees
that breakfast is, a very important meal of the du and all children
should havt a breakfast before the beginning dr tbe school day,
which leads me to believe that we will be able to overcome some of
these problems in due time through the education of the communi-
ties at the local leVel. But there are some problems whi0 have
solutions only at the nativnal level and, therefore, our recommen-
dations are as follows:

Our first recomniendation would be that all school districts re-
ceiving title I fundEOnust make the breakfast program available in
all title I schools.

400
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These sckpools hive Aivery high percentage of low-income chil-
dren and the households of these 41bildren several times have to
make a choice between eating and beating of' their homes and a
breakfast oro bus fare. If Congress does not mandate the provision
of breakfaSt in all Title] schools, I am afraid children will continue
to go hungry in the morning and billions of dollars on their educa-
tion will be wasted cause children can't learn efficiently when they
are hungr.y.

Second, there should a provision of earmarked futids for outreach
available toeach State along with the State administrative expense
funds. These funds mu be contracted out to statewide advocacy'

-_groups or local grou ho are capallle of doing cattreach work at
She grass roots le i the commynities and within the school

system. Nee.
To this end, I would like 'to add that the USDA awarded $230,000

in grants to six States tor breakfast outreach tiiis year under
section 18, which is a step in the right direction. However, the
amount of funds should be increased and the contracts shoutd be
awarded at the State level or regional level as opposed to 'the
national level.

Third, I would request that no cutbacks be announced in the
school lunch pi-6gram because this new§ scares away the boards of
edUcation from implementing the breakfast programs. It becomes
extremely difficult to approach the board on the breakfast pro-
grams when they facehard times for the survival of the school
lunch program.

Fourth, I woUld request this committee to have USDA monitor
very closely the meal quality in the school lunch program because
poor quality lunches in same areas create a problem toward school.
breakfast expansion. -

I commend the committee for hOldipg this hearing -and thank
u for this opportunity to testify.
,hairman 'PERKINS. Thank you very much.

Our next witness is Ms. Hess, Director of the Governor's Office
on Nutrition, Michigan.

STATEMENT OF LAURA IIES, DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
ON NUTRITION, MICHIGAN

MS. HESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..It is always a pleasure to be
in front of this committee. It seems that every titne I have come
before this committee in the past I have been able to tell you that
in Michigan we are working on a mandate for breakfast. We got a
mandate, for breakfast in Michigan and now I am very happy to
report tgat, we have held ovto our mandate for 1 more year.

To just kind of refresh your meniory, the mandate in Michigan
mandates all public schools as of October 1 last yearlo implement
a lunch program and beginning October 1 this year, the phase-in of
the breakfast mandate has begun. This year, schools in which 50
percent or more of the students participating last year in the lunch
program at a needy rate, had to implement a breakfast program
but it didn't have to exceed 25 percent of, the school buildings in a
given district. )

Next year, any school building in which 35 percent of the stu-
dents are needy will have to implement a breakfast program with
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you' but they won't have to exceed 60 percent of the school build-

ings in the district and by October 1 1981, school buildings in
which 20 percent or more of the students are needy, will have to
implement a breakfast program'. Simply because we have a man-
date though has not eliminated all of te problems.

The road to getting the.mandate wfs very rocky and continues to
be so. To share with you some examples of how districts have
implemented the mandate so far, we have had both sides of the
coin, the very negative aspects, for instance, in one district where
they implemented the breakfast program but said that students
eating' breakfast at school and do not use the school buses had to
be at the school to eat the breakfast and finish eating 30 minutes
before the other students arrive0. One would think, given, a reac-
tion like that, that the State department of education would call
them up-ind say. come on fellows, what are you doing?

Their reaction instead was simply to send a formal request to the
attorney general's office for an opinion of whether the breakfast
program was a school activity or an education program. It will
probabl3) be 6 months to a year before they have a response and I
think that a phone call would have been much more effective.

Another school district requested an additional 10 buses in order
to implemet the breakfast program. The feeling 920 as Mr..Rus-
sell and oilers have indicated that transportation is going to be a
major. problem, that you have to either add bus, runs or put on
additional buses: In another area, a more rural area, the principal
at the school brought in all of the kids and gave them a ledture on
the American welfare system and finished his lecture by asking the
six kids in the school who were eating beeakfast there to stand up
and identify themselves.

As a result of tibis, we were asked to'come to a series of commu-
nity nieetings to falk about the breakfast program and as a result,
there are additional childreq now participating in it that great
welfare program called breakflast at school.

There are a number of recommendations that I would make to,
this subcommittee for actions that would assist us in overcoming
the resistance that we'-continually face. During this year we have
400 schools that are going to have to implement the mandate. By

the time the mandate-is fully iniplemented it should be over a
thoutiand schaols serving several hundred thousands of children
but of course that is contingent on us maintaining the mandate,
which is a question we face annually.

There needs to be considerable promotional effort made by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, the State departments of educa-
tion, that informational programs will know longer suffice. It is
imperative that money for this promotional effort be funded
through the com-munity groups. One of the ,koblems that we have
had continualr in Michigat* the unwillingness or inability' of the
Department of Education to work with community groups. They
see their sole audience as the schools and feeling that the conithu-
nity groups have no place in the implenierftation of the program.

Even though these communiOes groups and the parents and
students represented in them who are affected most by this, one

a cannot legislate cooperation but one can legislate coordination, and

36-650 0 - 00 - 27
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to_that end Lwould r"..ommend-that pocific coordinating efforts be
uired between tfie USDA and t1e Department of Education.
ne of the things that we found aS we were going through the

legislative process in Michigan, was that there were a number of
individual principals, superintendents, teachers who were very sup-
portive of the lunch and breakfast programs, but because of the
position their board had taken, or in some instances their superin-
tendent, were very relncta, nt to speak out publicly in support of the
program yet they themseives'had indicated that they really wanted
a program in their schools because of the difference it would make
for the children they fought.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture should also be involved in
,developkng the amount, of the promotional material that addresses
the various audiences that-it needs to address, the superintendents,
the school boards, the teachers, the parents, the students, and the
community groups.

Some of this information should be funded through the Depart-
ment of Education so that the professionals, the educational profes-
sionals, receive it from a department with which they are more
closely aligned and from whom they view the support as more
important.

One of the things that could be considered is a mandate at the
ederal level. Given our experience in Michigan I would tend to

away from something that is a very extensive mandate. At the
v y least, something that does not require legislation, simply en-
fo ement,of current legislation would be the enforcement of the
titl I provision that requires title I schools to fully utilize all
res tirces available to the students. The school breakfast program
is deed one of those resources available.

hig committee has been very responsive to the needs of children
its efforts around the Junch and breakfast program. It is my

derstanding that about $75 million was authorized for equip-
ent for the meals programs but that the appropriated level falls

far short of that. I think that is another area in which Congress
could assist; the States.

One of the other recommendations that I would make is some-
thing again with which this committee has dealt with many times
and that is the issue of competitive foods. The proposed regulations
by the U.S. Department of Agerculture fall far short of those we in
the States would like to see. The continued sale of the so-called
junk foods will not help implementation of breakfast program' and
we would, theltefore, recommend at the very least, eveli if foods do
benefit the student organization, that if they are not an acceptable
choice of food for the breakfast program that they he prohibited
from sale in the schools.

I think one of the problems that we have, ip that school adminis-
trators in some areas see that the children have had something to
eat and they are not too fussy about whether or not that was a
coke and candy bar or cereal and/or orange juice.

One of the final recommendations that I would make that is not
in my testimony is that the Congress .require USDA to collegvi
certain ififormatpn from the States department of education. 11,
has been very difficult to get information from the State depart-
ments because they simply clon't have it.
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Again, going bark to the title I schools, I did a series/lot' work-
shops a few week ago in Detroit for the parents.advism* councils
about 200, 250 parents were entrusted with a breakfast prograin. In
trying to get information tor the meeting I calle0 up the depart-
ment of education to find out at the very least go w. many title I

schools there were in any given district. The Deparenient of Educa-
tion could not tell me. Within their own ranks tl%ff,. were not,..
coordinating the programs as they need to be coordinated. Requir-
ing specific infbrmation will help that coordination get,underway.

I would join with my colleagues here at the table in cOmmending
the subcothmittee and the committee fbi: its action, it( illingness
to hold these hearings, and thank you for the opportu ity to tes-
tifY.

IThe preptired statement of' Laura Hessfollows:1

Pat.:0,110A/ STATEMENT OF Dinticroa, GovEnNott's OFFICE ON
NtrruiTION, MicilmAN

Congressman Perkins and members of the ,subcommittee, I am !Aura ,1 I less,

Admunstraufr of the Michigan Office on Nutrition and of the Michigan Statewah.
Nutritmn Coimnission My testimony today is intended to apprise you of develop-
ments in the School Breakfast Program in Michigan and to offer some suggestions
for how it implementation might be enhanced nationwid(' through the efforts of the
Congress and the I S 1) A Of late, we in Michigan have ,heard ol the initiatives
taken by the S.D.A to promote the School Breakfast PMgrarn. While we appinud
those efforts where they have taken place, we must also point out that U S D.A.
promotional activities in Mictligan have been minimal, at best.

The importance of an adequate breakfast to a child's overall development and to
eaell dav's learning experience is attested to by scientific studies, both old and those
more reci.nt (hit of tin' recognition of these needs arose the Federal School 13mik-
fast Program ill the mid-19110's. In Michigan. too, the need was recognized in some
quarters, but the availability of federal support and overwhelming scientific evi-
dence were not .sufficient stimuli for the With.sprt.ad* initiation of the program.

In 1972, it becatne apparent that Michigan's greatest chance for broad initiation
of the School BreakfaM Progranl was through n State Legislative mandate: Support
for such a mandate was forthcoming from a wide variety; of interested groups
including the UAW. AFT, MEA, NAUW, AFL-CIO, and many individu-
al te;lchers i il ii tiCh 001 ad in joist ri if ors. The oilly organized opposition arose from the
Michigan Associations of School Boards and School Administrators who argued that
the prograni would he. m unbearNble administrative burden !loth these groups were
equally opposed to the state 111011(111p. for the.School.Lunch Program which became
effective October 1, 1975..

The Michigan Sclaml Breakfast mandate, as it was finally enacted, has the
lellowing provisions. First, there is provided ;1 phase-in period of three years begin-
ning October I. 1979. !hiring- thnt tittle, the program is required earliest in those
schimls wher it is needed the most. In order to achieve a legislative compromise,
11(nKever, I5lY all of even the most needy schools must be served until the third ye:ir.

Second, the mandate is only effective if the Legislature includes in the Depart-
ment of Education appropriation 11 line iiem to cover the difference between the
actmil cost of the program to the schools arid t in' filk,sal reimbursement, On
Octoher 1, 1979, Governor William G. Milliken signed thellepartment of Education
zippropriations bill which included $1.4 million fa State support of the School
Bre/ikhist Prowani. Governor Milliken liad been a supporter of the breaklast pro-
gram from the beginning.

A third noteworthy effect on the Michignn mandate is that, by requiring the
iwograni by law, it qunlifies every participating school in the State for reimburse,
ment from t I.S.D.A. at the,higher "severe need" rate.

hnally, it should notod that, by legislative intent, no enforcement provi..ion

were written intp the Michigan mandate.
Prior to the fail of 1979, and without regard to the impending mandate. a Humber

of school districts in Michigan chow to implement a breakfast program for. some or
all of thvir students. Those districts have been able to pay fin' the program from the
federal reimbursements, charges to students, and in some instances additional cost
to the school's operating budgets.
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With.the mandate. however. there.has agam arisen considerable opposition froM
school boards and administrators. Legislation has ben introduced, but not reported
out of committee, which would make the program a local option, and possibly
subject to a local referendum. There was also extensive lobbying against the $1.1
million State appropriation.

With the implementation of the mandate, all of the fears of administrators,
parents and Department of Education officials are also resurfacing. The negative
attitude, where it exists, is going to negatively impact on the participation of
students in4he program and ultimately on the success of the program'across the
count ry.

The horror,stories that people believe are those which we have all heard before
that students will have to be picked upf any where from one half to a full hour
earlier -to accomodate "those students" A.yho want to eat breakfast at school; it will
break !pp the family because all titudents will be required to eat breakfast at school;
schools will have to buy additional buses ofadd bus runs; the already financially
strapped school districts will have to spend their own money for supervisory costs
an others not borne by the federal reimbursements.

Unfortunately, these attitudes, in some instances, re being reflected in the
implementation efforts. In Dowagiac, school officials th d to require any stadent
eating breakfast at school to be finished 30 minutes be e the other students arrive
at school. A rural area, this effectively denies II ts use of school bus
transportation. In Iron River, a 89hool official r portedly gave the elementary
students -a lecture on the welfare system and fini sed by asking the six students
eating breakfast at schooLto stand and identify themselves. A third school district
included with its equipment order, a request for several new school buses.

On the more positive 4ide ate those efforts of E. James Kitson in Lansing. Kitson,
as School Food $ervice. Director, has hosted many administrators and colleagues,
shown them his district's program and changed a considerable number of hostile
attitudes. Carl Merkel in Jackson implemented the program in schools ot required
by the mandate and is trying to increase participation in four of e schools in
which it is quite low. There are other unsung heros.

In all, about 4q0 school buildings across the state's districts *Jere required to
implement the program on October I. Assuming the mandate goes as scheduled, by
1981, slightly over 1,000 schools will be offering a breakfast to several hundred
thousand students. Whether or not the mandate will remain in forcv is a question
that Michigan advocates have wrestled with frequently since the mandateioriginally
passed.

The efforts of this Sub-committee and the U.S.D.A. could be of great assistance to
Michigan, both in overcoming the opposition to the program apd in increasing
participation among the otherwise non-breakfast-eating student population. Among
the recommendations that I would make are:

1. Require. as a coadition of annifunding, that the State's Department of Educa-
tion substitntially increase their efforts to promote the breakfast program. Informa-
tional efforts have proven themselves a dismal failure.

2. Make money'available, either directly, or through Departments of Education
for community groups to promote the breakfast program.

3. Provide the U.S.D.A. with the funds necessary to develop and distribute public
service announcements and other promotional materials for use by States' Depart-
ments of Education and community groups.

4. Require greater coordination between the Departments of Education and
U.S.D.A. in order to proVide a positive image of the program to.school officials and
teachers from a source from which they may more readily accept it. Specific
programs should be designed to accomplish this.

5. Respire the Department of EduCation to develop its own or to distribute
U. .D.A.s p motional materials to groups of parents professionals who are
mo igned with its Department.

6. Require school districts, as a condition of receipt of school lunch money, to
promote breakfast and to offer breakfast at school, at least in those areas in which
an extended travel time is required or the percentage of needy students is substan-
tial.

7. At thb least, require enforcement of the Title I provision calling for full
utilization of resources by mandating a brvakfatit program in each of those schools
so designated.

8. Explore and implemeot alternative funding incentives that make additional
money available to the schools.operating both a breakfast and lunch program.

9. Increase the ampunt of equipment funds available to those schools implement-
ing the breakfast program..
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-10 Prohihit schools without a breakfivt program from makini.; competitive temids
available on the campus, regardkess Of their value to\ktudent Organizations This
should apply at least to those fOodIk which are generally not recognized as acceptable
breakflist chuices

We, in Michigan. firmly believe in the necessity of good nutrition at breakfast as
a part of good overall utitrition and as an adjunct to the learning process We
support the Committee'ti efforts and those of the I. S.D.A to increase participation
in the School Breakfinit Program As the Committee considers strategies to broaden
that participation, I hope it will bear in mind that those which are most, specific and
concrete are also those which are likely to be most successful. I fee) that, for
example, a Michigan-type manlate will reach much furttier than a public relations.
type outreach program

A final note I wish to leave with the Committee is that any new requitenwnts
legislated by the Congress will come in an atmosphere* of inflation pet, in many
cases, citizen resistance to increased governmental costs. U.S.D.A. sRould be pre-
pared to address the kcIlles in a positive fashimt that speaks of cost-effectivNess,
maximizinK education dollars and local money coming home.

Thank y6a4kr this opportunity to testify.

Chairman PERKINS. Thai* you for an excellent statement. Let
me ask you, Ms. Webb, did you have a statement you wanted to
make? ,

MS. WEBB. Yes, I do.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA WEBB, FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR..
GUILFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS, CONNECTICUT

Ms. W EBB. Thank you., Mr. Chairman I am Barbara Webb, food
service director in the town of Guilferd, Conn., located about 13
miles from New Haven. Guilford is an old, rather affluent, cultured
town. Eighty-seven percent of the children that come to our school
lunch program buy their lunch at school. Of the number of stn-
dents that participate in lulich an average of 24 percent cometo
breakfast. We have breakfast in all seven 'of our schools and we
charge 20 cents for a paid breakfast and five centsVor a reduced
priced breakfast. Seventy-three percent of the children buy break-
fast, 19 percent are free, and 8 percent are reduced.

Breakfast began in Guilford in 1975, and in response to a request
from some teachers for a snack about midmorning for children who
seemed hungry and restless. We started at one school and slowly

-'ntroduced breakfast in the -other schools. The watchwords for
growth have been flexibility and volunteerism with a strong push.
Although no indept,h study was made in Guilford on whethef
children who had breakfast were more attentive and/or learned
better, teachers and the school psychologist told us that they were
sure there was a perceptible improvement.

There are many positive points about brtakfast. Our superin-
tendent of schools said, it adds an extra dimnsion to the school
day. Usually we send them for breakfast because we realize if they
are hungry they are not going to learn.

Supervision is always considered a deterrent and in city schools
with several hundred childrew..participatipg, it would certainly be
essential. We have no supervision at khelblementary level. In the
'high schodl we met resistance on the rkart of the assistant princi-
pals so we extended some time for two food service employees to
serve as cafeteria aides. Since then there have been no behavior .or
messy cafsaeria problems.

4
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1;11!Wee"1n the process o1 hitifigii teacher for a half hour each
mornint at one middle schcol where no administrator has been
assigned in the cafeteria. It *as no problem to find a teacher who
wanted a little extra income. There is, of course, increased paper-
work but it folds into tkie lunch paperwork easily. In fact we find
there is much more paperwork and inconvenience provided with
the commodity program. There is much more paperwork and in-
convenience associated with the commo(lity program.

A ticket system which most sChools in Connecticut use to protect
anonymity can be adapted to breakfast. In fact, most administra-
tive atumbling blocks placed In opposition to breakfast can be
overcome if the desire is there.

.Should Congressi cut funding to the paying child in the lunch
prograin? I firmly believe that, breakfast programs would he more
difficult to initiate and establish. Should cuts in the budget be
necessary, why not cut the paying child in the -special millc,...pro-
gram in schools where the national school lunch program dxists?
.The cut would make no difference in the amount of milk purchased
from dairies since lunch and breakfast meals would continue to use
milk; children that choose to brown bag would buy milk even if the
price were higher.

To make starting sk breakfast program more attractive,. I suggest
ip that USDA provide 11:better choice of commodities for breakfast

only. School lunch directors in Connetticut were envious that Guil-
ford had apple juice for breakfast and the kids liked it. This month
the only commodity available for breakfast is dried egg mixwhich
we would really never do -to the kids. There should probably be
more publicity about the fact that seriously needy rates are .being
paid to schodl districts with breakfast programs, if their costs /war-

s rant it. 1

I believe breakfast is just what it saysbreak fast. In fact, a
breakfast program might be of greater nutritional need in the
1980's than a lunch progtam.

[The complete statement of Barbara Webb follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or BARBARA H. WEBB, FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR, GUILFORD
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, GUILFORD, CONN.

I am Barbara Webb, Food Service Director in the town of GuilfOrd, Connecticut,
located lamiles from New Haven. Guilford is an old, rather affluent, cultured town.
Eighty-seven percent of the students that participate in the National School Lunch
Program purchase their lunch.

Of the number of students that participate in lunch an average of 24 percent
come to breakfast. We have breakfast in all seven of our schools and we charge- 20
cents for a paid breakfaat, 5 cents for a reduced price breakfast. Seventy-three
percent of the children buy breakfast, 19Iercent are free and 8 percent reduced.

Breakfast began in Guilford in 19751in response to a request from some teachers
for a snack about midmorning for childry who seemed hungry and reØtleee. We
started sat one school and slowly introduced breakfast in the other sch The
watchwords for growth have been flexibility and vohintarism . . . with strong
Nigh. Although no in depth study waa made in Guilford on whether child en who
had breakfast were mdre attentive and/or learnq better, teachers and th school
ps chologist told' us that they were sure therewtras a rce tible impro ement.

here are many positive po nts about breakfast. Our Superintendent of Schools
mill "it adds an extra dimension to the school day". We believe we are performing a
nutritional service. When oatmeal was first served, many children had never eaten
hot cereal. We taught them to put milk and sugargranulated or brownon it.
Last week served baled apples. Most children had,never seen a baked niple and
Guilford has one of the largest orckards in the state. We also try to Make the point

4 1 6
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--by The foods we offer that breakfaat does not have ta.be traditional American (Otitis: .

We serve cheese topped toast, ham patties on a hamburg roll, turkey strips. etc.
One of our principals says the part he likes best about breakfast is that it is truly

a social time for the children. At lum ie students have been copfined in class all
morning and are usually noisy and .ergetic. At breakfast they are quiet and
usually well behaved; they sit and converse at the table. .

Serving breakfast .makes use of existing school facilities and personnel. Our

i or helf hour.
women are glad for the extra money they can earn by working an additional hour

ThA comment is ofton heard that a breakfast program will coat e school district
more money. Breakfast in Guilford is self-supporting and has engthened us
financially. It doesn't take an advanced course in economics to kii that more
production out of existing space and personnel is more efficient.

Many children are unable to eat early in the morning. flaying break ast available
fills the need of these children. Often buses arrive a half hour before schoel starts
and eating breakfast helpe take up time that might Otherwise be unpiAuctive.

There are administrative problems that are mentioned by school lunch directors
who have not instituted a breakfast program. There is the ques n of changing
classroom and bus schedules. In Guilford no changes have been ade te accommo-
date the breakfast progrdm. Buses arrive on a staggered basis d kids that have
breakfast simply go to the cafeteria or all-purpose room to eat before class. When it
snows and thA buses are late, the principal makes the decision of whether the late
bus children should go to class or stop off for breakfast first. .

-, Supervision is always considered a deterrent and in city schools with several
hunch-et' children participating, it would certainly be essential. We have no supervi-
sion at the elementary level. In the high school we met resistance on the part of the
assistant principals so we extendbd some time for two food service emplpyees to
serve as cafeteria aides. Since then there have been no behavior or messy cafeteria
problems. We are in the process of hiring a teacher for a half hour each morning at
one middle school where no administrator has been assigned in the cafeteria. It was
no problem to find a teacher who wanted a little Axtra income.

easily. There is much more
There is, of course, increasedpitwer work but it fblds into the lunch paper work

work and inconvenience associated with the
Commodity program.

A ticket system which oet schools in Connecticut tree to protect anonymity can
fdct, most administrative stumbling blocks placed inbe adapted to breakfatit.

oppoetion to breakfast can overcomeif the desire is there.
Should Congress cut funding to the paying child in the lunch program, I firmly

believe that breakfast protgrams would be more diffcult to initiate and establish.
Should cuts in the budget be necessary, why not cut the paying child in the Special
Milk Program in schools where the National School Lunch Program exists? That
cut would. make no difference in the anueint of milk furchased from dairies since

lunch and breakfast meals would continue to use mint; children that choose to
brown bag would buy milk even if the price were higher.

To make starting a brtellkfast program more attractive, I suggest that USDA
rovide a better choice of comm ities for breakfast only. School lunch directors in

nnecticut were enyious that uilford had apple juice for breakfasS, and the kids
liked it. This month the only commodit available for breakfast is dried egg
mix . . . which we d really neve o to the ids.I There should probably be more publicity about the fact that serious needy rates
are being paid to school districts with breakfast programs, if their coats warrant it.

I believe breakfast is just what it says . , . breakfast. In fact, a break fast
program might be of greater nutritional need in the 1980s than a lunch program.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mrs. Webb, for a good
statement. '

,

Now we will hear from Mr. Young, Baltimore County Public
School. System. ,

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. YOIING? ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PAL, BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

Mr. Yo NG. Mr. Chair :n Kid members of the subcommittee, I
want to4 nk you for . portumty to be *ith you this mOrning and
speak on behalf of I r. Itobert Du I, out superintendent ,, of
schools, w , by the way, regrets very p ing prior commitments



prevent-him-from-being -here this- morning We would like to sum-
, marize some of the efforts of the Baltimore County School Break- .

fast Committee of which I am ihairman.
Baltimore County has a school system of 103,460 students housed

j in 156 schools. It is a system comprising the entire metropolitan .

area surrounding Baltimore City and extending through largely
rural areas north to Pennsylvania. We do not have a school break-
fast program. Doctor iDu Bell, in his statement to the 1979 session of
the Maryland Legislature, which I will review, anIlL my summariz-
ing comments will piesent our reasons for seeking a more innova-
tive solution to feeding the hungry child, for we are deeply con-
cerned that small numbers of children are arriving at our schools
withokt having had e benefit of breakfast.

We are very con rned in Baltimore County w4h the.question of
how hungry childre should be Fed and no one is asking whether or
not.they should be fed because that answer stands on its own. We
allmgree thatpecessity needs 'to be.

, In the judgitent of the Board of Education of Baltimore County,
there is a more effective method of addressing this problem of
feeding hungry children rather than a systemwide feeding pro-
gram. We believe that the answer for Baltimore County public
schools lies in-the breakfast committee report which I will review
very shortly.

Conversely, we believe the approach which would be mandated
by systemwide breakfast programs reprew

t
an extremesexample

of governmental overkill in seeking a golution to a very seriousa problem.
We recognize that the position that we have taken in Baltimore

County is subject to my interpretations. We further recognize that
we run thisk of being placed in the light of appearing indifferent
oR callous to the problems faced by hungry children. Such is not
th)k case. Indeed it would be easier to tlome to the thinking that
massive Government intervention is the only way to go in solving
the probltm. And we 'are` pleased that the PTA Council of Balti-
more Cpunty, represeating all of the PTA's, several area advisory
councils representing the five 'geographic areas of BaltiMore
County, many local PTA's, and numerous individuals have ex-,
pressed suppoit for a more imaginative approach to this problem.

The overriding reasons for pursuing aher promising solutions is
to prevefht further erosion of family responsibility. We realize that
there are those who are golng to scoff at this,expressed concern but
we feel we have a hear) reeponsibility, being school people, to
stress the importance of the family unit in the American way of
life.' We place a great deal of emphasis upon family life in our
present curriculum.

It would be extremely egotistical for us to believe children would
be more inclined to at breakfast under our supervision than under

.. parental care. 'We.are not convinced that we should offer breakfast
Wc. ause of an atgiment presented by one parent that breakfast is a
hasile at home. We are not ponvinced that we should offer break-
fast because some children *ould prefer to, eat with their peers or
otheri would not like to eat when they first arise.

4. .
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We do not want to interfere with traditional family behavior!
patterns such as gatherings at breakfast for conversation as well as
eating.

As-a practical matter, legislation requiring school-wide breakfast
programs would cause the following adjustments in Baltimore
County, a very large county, with very large schools.

All school buses would have to be scheduled to run approximate-
ly a half hour earlier. Assuming that we would not take breakfast
feeding time out of the instructional day and gtodness knows, sir,
the instructional day now is short enough and we are moving in a
program of forward with basics and need every moment of our
time.

Principals throughout Baltimore County are unanimous in their
feeling that we could not operate a breakfast program in a shorter
time than a half hour.

Second, we would have to employ Ivrsonnel to supervise both the
cafeteria and other poqions of the 'Wilding where pupils are trans-
ported to school early. Many of these students wouldinot elect to
have breakfast at school and would have to wait until other pupils
lite their breakfast.

We have a few further concerns. Many children from families
with Moderate income yet eligible for free breakfast would not be
able to participate in the breakfast.program because of their inabil-
ity.to pay. This cost could well mount up. Since then, but as of this
date last year, ft would have added up to more than $2.25 per child
for a family., Many families would be placed under tremendous
pressures by their children to make these expenditures in addition
to the cost of a lunch. I will discuss in a moment the ways in whicb
breakfast can be financed at home at a much lesser cost.

We share the skepticism of our school breakfast committee that
this program can be self-supporting for an extended period of time,
in view of cost of supervision ever increasing labor costs, ever
increasing food costs, and inevitable request for more ambitious
menus.

Experience with our universal school lunch program has dictated
we must look to our budget and look very carefully. Further expe-
rience has dictated that we must assome ti,ustere budget through-
out our school system for the foreseeable future. A universal break
fast program'would likely require the diversion of funds from other
current priorities and we must weigh this request in relation to the
basic mission of our school system and theeducation of our chil-
dren.

.

We sense that the vast majority of our ci1tizenry in BaltimoTh
County opposes thisuprOgram and 'desires we provide furtherwaolu-
tions.

We realize that the legislation would not require .a breakfast
program in schools where less than 25 per6ent of children are
eligible for free or reducecl price lunches under Federal law but
believe that is an indefensible position.

If legislation pr6vides tge gnly answer to this problem then it
would seem that it is unconscionable to neglect children in a school
at the 5 or 10 percent frett'or reduced-prioe meal level, or indeed to
neglect a single child.i Obviously we do not think that legislation is
the only answer and we have undertaken to look to what we feel to
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.be an innovative and so far successful program. For the past 3
yeam the school brea,kfast coMmittee has studied intensively this
problem and has visited school systems that have breakfast and
have looked into problems,.have looked into the benefits, and. has
come up with a program recommending and indeed are directing
now, through the efforts of the school system, that each local

.school administer and undertake an intensive program of identifi-
cation, Counaeling, and instruction that will have a long-range
effect of improving nutrition.

Recent surveys in pilot schools have shown that 'the children
coming to school without breakfast have decreased to nearly noth-
ing and we are just beginning to implement this program. Through
habit, building an increased awareness of nutritional values of food
that may be available for breakfast, including those not normally
considered breakfast foods, and planning of extensive nutrition
education programs, it is anticipated a program for hungry chil-
dren will be greatly reduced.

As I have said, we are beginning to see further results. We do
not close the cloor upon the child who wishes to have breakfast but

financially unable to obtain it. Each school provides an informal
ieeding program designed to sassist these children utilizing such
foods as milk, cereals, and peanut butter.

It is hoped and anticipated that education will.prove to be a long
range answer to this pressing concern and the child who doesn't
wish breakfast can be brought to see its importance along with the
importance of seletting nourishing foods. He will he less prone to
neglect breakfast by choice.

Instructional units are even now being piloted for full implemen-
tation .next year. We already have a Guidegfor Good Nutrition that
was developed last summer. 1 could provide copies to the commit-
tee. His beihg used in every school.

This guide includes suggestions for a motivational campaign that
is being conducted through each school and through the media.
Breakfast ideas and recipes are provided to the parents, and. I
heard the mention a moment ago of nontraditional breakfast foods.
We are helping people see where this is valuable and children seem
to be enjoying these. This giiide includes suggestions for specific
activities that are used in the school to create both student and
parent interest in eating breakfast and in understanding of the
significant role that it plays in health.

The edubation of children is what our schools do best. A tradi-
tional role of schools has been that of teaching and strengthening
children, helping Children to make sound decisions, supporting and
promoting the family, the bqsic building block of society, building
and understanding of priv.illte and responsibilities of citizenship,
and building a strong and independent personal character;-which is
a prerequisite of a strong and independent nation and. society.

We believe that education will help children and their families
attain goals of personal and family re onsibility. To the end that
children are fed all year, not just the 80,-or more days that school
is in session.

It has been found in our school system that the children coming
to school without breakfast, as I mentioned before, are a small
minority and many of these do not for the convenience of' their
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Plif(MTS: ThesP eases will and should be addressed through t,duca-
tion. Our schools have undertaken to provide advice-and assistance
to the parents who would like to provide breakfast for their chil-
dren but find themsejves unirble to because of financial difficulties.

Many parents have been assiked through public assistance and
food stamps, through the efforts of counselors, pupil personnel
workers and adminis,trators. ThEvie effbrts are now being examined,
in the Baltimore Connty. school system. A decision to take fhis
difficult route rather than the comparatively easy route of offering
a universal breakfast program was made after careful and long
consideration and with full awareness of the risk of being callous,
or indifferent to the needs of children.

Being a school administrator, I can testify to the fact that imple-
menting the requirements of this guide is taking a great deal more
time and effort than that of implementing a bceakfast program.
But we do have a strong concern for the child from those homes
where families are at the very low end of the income scale yet fail
to qualify fbr the reduced price breakfast.

It has been said earlier this morning breakfast is a valuable
social expteience. We ask ourselves can.we' in good conscience deny
the child o the low end of the income scale yet failing to qualify
for free or reduced price breakfast, can we'deny that child this
valuable social. experience because his parents can't afThrd the
cost?

Finally, there are some practical considerations. Our food service
director states that the cost of breakfast under our present wage
guidelines and considering the amount of help that would be re-
quired in our hirge schools, would have to be set at some 60 cents.

If it is set at 60 tents, most of the costs would go primarily
toward the purctiase of labor and supplies. Only 20 cents would go
toward food. We feel that the .family could.provide a greater vari-
ety and abundance of food for the same 60 centt due to the elimi-
nation of labor and supplies factors.

Further consideration would be the addition of another program
into an already overcrowded daytransportation, logistics -that I

mentioned, diversion of funds to equip kitchens and supply labor,-
--'and the tendency of the program to grow and place increasing

wessure upon already very scarce tax dollars.
We do have an abiding concern for the children who need to be

cared for through adequate nutrition. We believe that this pro-
gram, along with those that are beigg developed and piloted in six
pilot schools, given time and support, Will work. This program is
already in effect as of this year in every school. We are piloting an
intensive program for the remainder of our schools that would be

. implemented during the coming year. We have already seen,
di through the surveys in the pilot schools, a dramatic decrease in the

nonbreakfast eaters through the implementation of the instruc-
ttional and counselin4 proceriures. We are making a concerted effort
to carefor those who cannot get breakfast through either of those
avemies.

We Firmly believe that the problem of the hungry- child must be
solved. We think that our nwthod has a good chalice of doing this,
while at the same time strengthening the role of the family
through its efforts to fulfill this traditiowl responsibility.
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-Thank-you-for The rtunity of-speaking this morning.
- [Statement of .Dr. Ro rt Dubel, superintendent of schools, Balti-
more, Md., followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROSERT Y. DUREL. SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, BOARD
Or EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY

4

At the 1979 session of the Maryland General Assembly, fegislation was introduced
to make the Federal breakfast program mandatory in schools where 25 percent of
the children are eligible for free or reduced price lunches under the Federal law.
Our School Breakfast Committee believes that there is a more effective way of
addressing this serious problem. We hope that the attached statement will be
helpful to the Congressional Committee which is studying this problem.

0.

i

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO 5.1. 354 AND H.B. 277

SCHOOL IREAXFAST BILL - WITH AN ALTERNATIVE WETHOD OF FEEDING HUNGRY CHILDREN

Robert Y. Dobel, Superintendent of Schools

February 22, 1979

'the basic question raised by S.11. 354 and H.R. 277 is "how" shall
4

hungry childivn be fed in the morning? No on. is asking "whether" they should

b* fed.

This legiplation would ansWes the "hoa" question through a massive school

((

re

.

bakfast program. In the jud thgment of e Roark of Education of Saltimore'County

there is a more effbetive method of addressing this problm. We believe that the
_

answer tor the Baltimore County Public Schools lies in The Breakfast Committee

Report which is attached. Conversely, Im believe that the approash which would

be mandated by this legislation represents an xtreme example of governmental

overkill in seeking the soluilon of a serious problem. W4 recognise that the

position we have taken is subject to nisinterprotation. and that we run the risk,

therefore, of being placed In the light of appearing indifferent or callous

to the problems faced by hungry children. Such ill.-inot the case; indeed It-would

be easier to suocumb to the thinking that missive goverment intervention is

th

)?an

e ofily way to go in solving this,problem! Ws are pleased that . PTA Council

'of Saltimore County, several Area Educational Advisory Councils, y local

PTA's, and numetous individuals have expressed support for a more Imaginative

approach to this problem.

The overriding reason for pursuing other pronising solutions to this

. 4 2Q
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problem is toprevent further rosion of family responsibility. We realize

that there are those who scoff at this expressed concern of ours. but we feel

,that we have a heavy responsibility to stress the importance of the family unit

in the American way of life. We place'emphasis on family life in our curTièulum.

It would be xtremely gotistical for us to believe that childreo will

be more inclined to eat breakfast under our.supervision then under parentalA

care. V. are not convinced that we should offer breakfast in'schoo1 because

as one parent told us "breakfast is a hassle'at home." because some children

would prefer to eat with their peers. or ZroCIUJO othurs do not like to st when

they first arise. We do not want to interfere wih traditional family behavior

patterns such as gatherings it breakfast for conversation as well as eating,

As a practical latter. this legislation would cause the following

adjustments In our prOgrsm:

1. All school busses would have,to be scheduled to titn approximately

-a half-hour earlier. This statement is biased on the assumption that we will not

take breakfast "feeding time" out of the instructional day as we have insufficient
a

time now to do as much es we would IA* to do with our "Forward with Fisica"

program of instruction. Our principals inform us that anyone who states that

we could operate a breakfast program in a shorter time period isebeing

unrealistic.

2. V. would have to dmploy personnel to supervise both the cafeterie and

other portions orthe building.yhere pupils who were transported to school early

would have to wait while the other pupils ate breakfast.

We also have the following additional concerns about instituting a

universal school breakfast program:

S

123
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1._ Many children from families with eoderate incomes (yet ineligible

......4"0"k
for free brea)fasts) would not be able to participate in the breakfast programa

because of inability to pay. This cost would amount to more than $2.25 por week

per child for a family. Many fanilies would be placedtunder.tremendous pressures

by theirckildren to make these exposdituros,- in addition to the.cost of lunch.

(Broakfeet cam be financed at hone for a much lesser cast becauSe of the labor

factor.)

2. Me share the skepticism of our School Breakfast Committee that this

program can,he 111f-supporting for an extended period of time in view of costs of

supervision, increasing labor Costs, increasing food costs, and inevitable

requests for sore ambitious menue. Experience dictates that we muft assume

austere budgets for the foreseeable future. so a universal breakfast program
4

would likely require the diversion of funds from other current priorities.

This request for a new program must, therefore, be weighed in relation to

the lie mission of our school I stem.

V I. Me sense that the ft* jority of our citizenry opgess this program

and desires that wo provide hetlier soluiions to this problem. For example,

the PTA in one of our schools, which hos a large percentage of children who

qualify for fre, and reduced price lunches, voted unanimously !against a school

breakfaat propane,-

4. de realise that this legislation would not requirva breakfast program r
in sihools where lss than 25 percent of tio children are eligible for free or

reduced price lunches under the Aral laid. We believe, however, that this is

an indofensible'position. If this legislation provides the only answer to this

problem, then it would b unconscionable to neglect children in school at

the five or ten percent free or reduced price meal level - or eo neglect a

;

5.
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single child. Obviously, we do not think that this legislation is tho

"motor or the desirable answer to this problem.'

V. are in the process of implementing the following recommendations of

our School Breakfast Committee:

1. bbmitification of children who come to school without.broakfast.

2. Counseling of these persists on the impOrtance of providing breakfast

for thesilchildsynA(If the problest is financial, we will provide the aeons

to enable a willing parent to feed a child at home. If the parent is unwilling.,

we really have a mo.r(saiiioul problem - child atm.. After iii. a school

breakfast progran wouililtonly take care of half'of the breakfast iiroblem, because

a child is only in sca 183 days pir'year at best.)
A

S. Providing 4, breakfast on an inforaal basis if all other leans fail.

/his cin be done on p individual basis; if a generml breakfast program is

_
mandated, we Aust make breakAast availabl, to all children in a school because"

of Federal requirenents.

We hope that we ion rise.above the emotion of the concern we all have

for hungry children to consider the philosophical ieplications concerning the

of our school system in relation to the issue of family responsibility.

wo!We d welcome the opportunity to meet with mombers of the General Assonbly

this time next year to report on the results of,out concentrated efforts to

meet this challenge. V. firmly believe that our approach will be more effective

than a mandated program es provided by S.B. 354 and H.B. 277.

A
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FOREWORD

The purpose of the committee was to maks recommendation. for
the imglementation of the School Breakfaot Committee Report which
was redeiVed by the Baltimore County Board or Education on February
8. 1979.

Recognising that 'student. come to scRool without breakfast fort
a variety-of reason., this committee has attemgted to organize its

recommendation. around the sreas.of instructions identification.
eounseling,and implementation of an emergency early morning snack

program.

The recommendations contained herein provide in-school ad,,
miniatratots With procedures for tip impleohtation of an instruc-
tional program end a procese for aadreasing the problem of the

hungry student.

427



tI. Recomm dation* Concerning The Instructional Program

A. El entary Schooleide Nutrition'Education
Prosiest

Responsibility

l. Use several elementary schools to develop Div. of Administration
approaches for carrying on a schoolwide Off. of Elem. Ed.
nutrition ducation program with emphasis Off. of Health Ed.
upon the importance of Rating breakfast

2. Develop a packet of suggestions for carrying
out a schoolwide nutrition progrilm

3. Orient principals, assistant principals, and
teachers to suggestions for a schoolVide
nutrition program

4. Impleaent the schoolwido nUtrition program
in all lementary schools

5. Periodically, emphasise the need for ating
breakfast

6. Periodically, evaluate the effoct of the

schoolwide nutrition program on the eating
habits of students

Off. of Elem. Ed.
Off. of Health Ed.

\vOff. of Elem. Ed.
Off. of Health Ed.
Div. of Administration

Local school staff

Local school ataff

Orf. of Health Ed.
Off. of Elam. Ed.
Off. of Research &

Evaluation

R. Nutrition Instructional Units

.1. D'evelop nutrition instructional units for Olff. of Elam. Ed%
inclusion in the existing elementary Healthltd.

'school curriculum . .

j, of

2. Pilot the inetructionmAunits within 4ff. of Elem. Ed..
selected lementary schools Off. of Health Ed.

1 1 428.

Time

Apr.-June 1979

Summer 1979

Aug.-Sept. 1979

Sept. 1979

Oct.7May 1979-80

Oct.-May 1979-80

May-June 1979

Sept.-May 1979-80
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3. Continue nutrition ducation throughout
Responsibility.
Off. of Science

She secondary school level Off. of Homo Ec.
. Off. of Health Ed.

'10

II. Recommendations For the Identification of Students Who Do Not Kat Breakfast

Time

Sept.-June 1979-80

ReSponsibility Time

A. Self..teentification through the use of the school- Student
wide nutrition Classroom Teacher Sept.'79 Junc'80

B. Teacher observation Classroom Teacher

C. Nurse observation , Nurse

D. Cotinsolor observation Counselor

E. Identification through free and reduced price Priocipal
lunch list

F.
'-

Information received from home and/or other'
sourcas

III. Recommendations For Counseling'

A. Several elementaey schools to pilot a
.counseling program

-

B. Teacher-cougmeling for those students vho
frequently fill to ft breakfast

C. Referral fo the counselor names of students
who consistently come to school without
breakfast

D. Individual end group counseling essions
4 conducted by ihceounmelor to-include a

discuesion of the importance of nutrition
t, and an esessual0 of the !taunt's ability

to obtain br4akfairt at home

ft
429

Principal
Asst. Principal

(

Local School May-June 1979

Classroom Teacher Sept. '79-June 80 r

11 '11'Classroom Teacher

Counselor



E. Ia.-schodi behavior modification programs

F. counseling by the school nurse as a part of the
health Import activities 1

,.

G. Organization of parent.discuasion groups
through PTA and/or Title 1 Parent.Advisory
Councils

H. Provision of consultants or speakers for parent
discussion groups including but not limited to:
nutritionists, physicians, home conomice
teachers, public health nurses, dairy.council,
dentists, and PPW

I. Direct contact with the parents to discuss the
importence of nutrition, he economic
need, and determine their wilpngness to accept
assistance

J. Outreach to community agencies to assist
parents in obtaining help, e.g. - 4ocial Ser-
vices, Chiidren's Aid and Family Services,
local, churches, service organizations, etc.

A
Teacher
Counselor
Principal
Asst. Principal
School Psychologist

School nurse

Counselor
Title I Resource Teac,ler
PTA

Principal
Agfa. Principal.
Counselor
Nurse
Title I Resource Teacher
PTA
PPW

Principal
Asst.' Principal
Counselor
Nurse
*PPW

Parent
Principal
Asst. Principal
CoOnselor
Nurse
PPW

4io

Time

opt. '79-Juno '80

* The PPW will.be involved after the school has exhalitellpte resources in dealins with the situation.



V. ReCommendatione For Implementation Of An EarlyOlorning Snack Program

The chool gill provide a mhort term, emergency early morning 'meek program for thoRe Htudentn
who are identified as havmng an [nubility to obtain breakfast at home. ThIn inability may atem from

social and/or economic needs. Counseling of the parents will begin as noon aH the problem hau !leen

identified. Appropriate ctimmunity agencies will be involved if and when practicable.

-. The school will continue to Oerve the needs of students who wish to eat breakfast but cannot obtnin

it at home due to long term problems,

The following steps may be taken in order to meet the needs of the hungry-student:

A. The school and PTA funde Ivey be usial to provide
a short-term feeding serviSt ai a part of the -

counmelingltocess.
Loa

B. The school will advitie the parents of the iden-
tified students that this temporary service '

will e provided until the home can undertake

its sponsibilit7. The School will advise the

paren of the avenueg wheieby help may be ob-

taine from community agenciee.

C. The school will stablish a procedure whereby
tho identified studente pay be made known to
appropriate school authpiltles.

-

D. the,anonymity of the reipients of feeding
seritice will be respect,d

,

. A private location wiq b4 eetabliehed within
the school wherein the snack will be served,A

E

F. tvatudents who. raced/to this servlce should be
,

a ed in a period te the beginning of
instruction. This se vice may not intrude upon
instructional time.

4ai

Time

Principal Sept. '79-June '80

PTA President
VTA Exec. Board

Principal
Asst. Principal

Principal

Princtpal

Principal

Principal

Studentm

1 It

V I

V I
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Responeibility, Time

C. Peanut butter, at no charge, and milk, at cost, may Principal Sept.'79-June'80
be obtained through Baltimore County Public
School's Office of School Food Service.

The school authority shohld contact the Director
of FoodServiCe. in order to make arrangements
for this food.

H. Feeding service will tie provided by volunteers Principal
and/or member of the school staff.

I. In schools where the number.of identified Principal ft
students needing a morning snack, exceeds
the possibility of inTormal nack serviee,
the principal should contact the Director of 1

Schoolt/tood Services for asiistance.

This assistance will be ought only After the
achool lms made a total effort to overcome the
problem.

J. Morning snack programs might be conaidered Principal
for students on a lats lunch chedule. Teachers .. 9

V. Recommendations For Evaluation of.tha Attempts to Meet Students' Nutritional Needs
.

o
oA. Suryey all elementary schools to determine Off. f Research 6

daily average numbers of student. continuing Evaluation
. to coma to school without breakfast.

B, Report from local._ elementary ochoola on the
provisions made for early morning nack program.

II

eNov.-ec. 79

Local School December 1979

VI. Recommendation. for the Future

A. de instructional, counseling, and Tesding.componente
of this plan should be implemented on an annual bee

Locill School 432
B. The Breakfast Committee should monitor this plan.

annually and elike recommendations as needed.

Po"
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APPENDICES

Summary of the ?larch 19,9 Elementary School Breakfast Survey

Average number of tudents coming to school without breakfast and corresponding number of schools.
i.

Average f
Studsots f of Schools

.

Average f
Students f e Sthools

-

Averngc
Students

a

VLof Schools.

1 1 28 4 54 1

2
.4,

1 29 2 56 1

3 1 30 3 57 2

4 1

-
31 3 58 2

6 1 32 3 63 1

7 1 33 1 66 1

10 5 34 1 67 1

11 1 35 2 70 I

12 2 37 3 71 1

14 2 38 1 74 2

15 1 39 2 79 2

16

17
Or

4

1

40
41

4

1

80
87

1

1

18 2 42 4 95 1

19 3 43 1 1446 1

20 2 44 5 107 1

21 5 45 3 112 a 1

i3 1 47 2 122 1

24 .
A

51 1 130 1

25 2 52 1 182 .1

26 1 53 1 250 1

4 3 3
e t

,
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Eifel of Counseling Upon Numbers of Students Arriving at School

Without Breakfast in Selected Schools

11.
,

, ree pilot.-sehools reerisentative of various geograiiphic sections and cio-economic

levls were selected in
4
order to test the effects of /the counseling as4ities recommended

herein upon the numbers of students iFriv g at school vithoutimmekfaet. The results of

aka survey which vas identical to that ta e, by the Office of Research reflect the. effect-

0,
illness of the resoimendatiens as a means of reducing the numbers*/ students.who arrive

4

at school withou having had breakfast.

6..

.

Average Number Arrivint Without Break et

Initial Survey
ill (March 1979)

Following qns.1in1
(June 979)

A
School 21 1

Achool B 15 6

4'
School O 13

434
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Effect of a School-Wide Nutrition Education Program (Emphasis on Breakfast)

Upon Numbers of Students Arriving At School Without Breakfast

In Selected Schools

Six pilot schools representative of various geogliaphic sections and socio-economic levels
were Selected in order to test the ffects of the nutrition education activities' recommended
herein upon the numbers of students arriving at school without breakfast. The results of the
survey which vas identical to that taken by themiffice of Research reflect the effectiveness of
the recommendations as a means of reducing theIgmbers of tudents who arrive at school without
having had breadfast.

Merge 14401 AirlYina Whout 1114140

'Initial Survey Following Instruction

.School

(IWO l979)_ (Juip 1279)

1821 26

Shool 1 93 45

School 0 230 44

School D 112 25

School 1 74 22

School F 71 20

435i'"
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you all for your appearance here this
morning. 1 am sure the meihbers-have some

Now .Mr. Young, is the Baltimore Comity nutrition program
providing breakfast for those children whiise families are unable to
provide breakfast for finuncial reasons?

Mr. YOUNG. As j mentiohed a while ago, we are conducting in
each school an intrmal feeding program. The school system has
been able to provide some foods to the schools at its own expense
and the'principals, counselors, and nurses have this food on hand
in the schools, and any child who wishes to see the nurse, for any
reasonbecause we do have school nurses in our schoolsgo to see
the mirse and if the child indicates that he hasn't had breakfast,
she sees that the child its the breakfast.

Chairman PERKINS. n't you thinluit is very beneficial for the
Government to reimburse your school system for children who
really need breakfast; their mothers are working and are unable to
purchase any breakfast; and don't you think it is very worthy for
the school people to make sure that all of these children have
breakfast? And for that reason, I am asking you if it is, not good
policy for the Government to reimburse these school systems under
such circumstances?

Mr. YOUNG. If the school has a universal breakfast program, it
would be my opinion that certainly it would be a good policy for
the school to reimburse. I fail to understand the first portion of
your question when you said. that for the mothers who are woricling
and are unable to, provide or unable to afford breakfast for their
children. Are they unable to afford breakfast because they are low
income employment, or is it because---

Chairman PERKINS. There may be otherreasgns. Thiry duty have
gOtten out of bed too early and it is too early fiir them to eats and
nutrition is very important for that child during that day in
his--

Mr. YOUNG. We agree with that:We feel that, however, that the
family does have a responsibility in this area and that the responsi-
bility of the mother, if she can afford breakfast, is to feed the child,
and the school shitem at this point has not felt that that is its
responsibility to take care of the child wherethe mother is working
and earning perhaps a very good salary. But as you mentioned, if
the mother didn't, or was unable to 4et up in time to take care of
that need, that is where ottr counseling .process does come in and
we have talked to a number of parents and that is, I guess, why we
are findin a reduction in ,the number of children who are coming
without breakfast.

Chairman PERKINS:
numbei of single-parent
work, and whO leave the
ine

Mr. YOUNG. I do not
Mr. Perkins. I. am not
has this infortriation.

(*because I donT kn
Chairman PERKI

principals and teeehers in Michigan saw a need
Shoo' but.did not,feel free to voice their Support

you have any information about the
families, families where both parents

home before their children in the morn-

Wire at this mombnt any such information,
ure, but L do doubt that the school system
ut I cannot speak with authority on that
whether it has that information or_pot.

s. ,We have heard from Ms. Hpgs that many
r breakfast at
r the program.

43G
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'

'blein--Baltimore-Vounty for 'p .prineipal 4eAver
start' am in one school without advocattnr*Kt it be
Imp! county-wide?

M' . At the present time, our school system has taken
the stand t at it would need to be a county-wide program. Howev-
er, it is -still being studied and the fireokfast committee &is still in
operation. I can't speak for the future.

Chairman PICRK1NS. Are there many children who have long bus
rides to school in Baltimore County; and if these children eat.-
breakfast before they get on the bus, hadv long will they have to
wait before the first lunch period? 4

Mr. YOUNG. Many of our students are trt\a11-. ported, I should say,
the vast majoyity are transported. Few of th4m are riding Imre
than a half hour.

Chairman Pgaxibis. Ms. Hess--
Mr. YOUNG.. Lunch service starts in thS larger elementary

schools at approximately 11 or 11:15 in the morning and concludes
at approximately 1 to 1:30. In the high sch?iols it starts at about
the same time.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, now, Ms. Heds, in what way has the
State department of education diskerrraged xpansion of the school
breakfast program in Michigan?

Ms. Has. In what way have they discour ed expansion?
\ Chairman PERKINS. DiscoUraged it.

Ms. HESS. I think Mr. Chairman, that me of their discourage-
ment has been by their .attitude, the fact that they'd% not personal-
ly support the breakfast program, want to see quality lunch pro-
grams in 100 percent of the schools before they start talking about
the breakfast program, have not provided the technical assistance
on the bieakfast program that is really necessary.

I think the promotional effort that they have Made is similar to
what Mr. Russell said is going on in Maine, and that is maybe a
communication to school superintendents once, at the most twice a'
year, and one article in the school food service news talking about
the,breakfast program. It was a considerable battle to get them tx
even recognize the fact that there was a severe need ratio available
to the breakfast They_Aid not make this information
available sxtensi4e .

.Just in terms o collecting data gs I mentioned before, it is
difficult for them to know who even has a breakfast program,
where the needy students are, and then again, just generally pro-
viding good solid information to the school districts and also an
unwillingneits to works with community groups, to give them the
kind of support that they\nmlin order to promote the breakfast
program.

airman PERKINS. Now, how could the State department of
education in Michigan encourage the expansion, in your view, of
the breakfast program?

Ms. Hew. I think they need to do a promotional outreach effort
similar to What we all had hoped woulli take place with the food
stamp program for several years. I think there needs to be specific
money earmarked for outreach and this money should either be

\used by the department of education for the effort or that* be
'channeled through the department to commuriity groups.

r-eut
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I think that the the -department needs to make (minable A
siderable amount of information on the operation of the breakfast
p .ogram. Again some of the problems that Mr. Young is addressing
a e the ones that we have heard over and over again. Yet when we'
si one Immi service director who is opposed to the pograin, down

th one whose supportive of the program, and has one in opere-
ion the hospitality nd resistance seenis to me4t because they see
eed how the pr 'ram nationally operates. We think that the-

t ment of ed ation can foster and facilitate that kind of a
ni.

(hairnuih PERKINS. All right, let me ask you one more question.
How could, in your judgment, stricter,entbrcement of the provision
of title I of the Elementary and ::::Wcondary Education Act bring
about an expansion of the breakfast program?

Ms. HEM. Right pow, the title I provision requires coordination
and utilization of all resources available that would help the chil-
dren. "There is money available for thejareakfast program. If t-itle I

schools were required to fulfill that provision, to indeed utilize all
resources, then..they would automatically have a breakfast pro-
gram. It is a question of interpretation and enforcement of the
provision that I believe leaves the'ryir open for getting the break-
fast program in all tiye schyols.

Chairman PERKINS- Let md ask witness here what are the
problems in the local school istr t that are impeding the brenk-
fast program and what more be done at the Federal level to

'bring aboutthe expansion? All you ladies comment on it
Ms. WEBB. Well, I think that inertia on the part of school service

directors is certainly a large part of the problem on what you could
do. I think there have been many suggestions, one Ms. Hess has
made. I made one suggestion about the commodity program. I wish
we had commodities that were strictly for breakfast and people
couldn't have them for lunch and 'that might be a reason for them
to institute breakfast programs, if they could get rellily good food,
sausage things like that, that might be very Vlpful in the pro-
gram. That might be a carrot sort of.

I am sure that everybody in the State of Connecticut does n't
know about the severely needy rates being available. I think this
idea of the buddy system is awfully good and I talk to people about
my breakfast OFogram they say fine, and we have invited people to
the school system, and we have had a numffer of schools like in
Windsor and so forth, that I have started wrograms after seeing
ow's.

'Chairman PERKINS. Do you care to cordment on it?
Ms. AHUJA. I think-Mrs, Webb has already sateland some of the

suggestions that she has m ntioned are very goodbut I think we
do need a mandate for titl I schools because the Children coming
to thrse schools really cqtne from low-income families and these
familleS have very limited money. They can't even afford to budget
because the amount is so small and verx,frequetitly they have to
make choices which are not even chdices, like whether they are
supposed to heat the .houple or supposed to pay for the food.

I. think if the F*Ceral Government did Tass this mandate it
*saki help mev..children that are going;hungry right now in the
morning.

436
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Chairman PERKINS. Either one of you other witnesses care to
r

_

omment?
_

Ms. HESS. I think one that has just been touched on briefly that I
would like to even reinforce is, please don't let anyone fool around
With the school lunch program, don't let the cut the money for,
the paying children. If the school lunch progr is the fair haired
boy of the school district, if that program is pered with, they
are going to be more hostile toward the brea ast program and
they are going to see the fear that what the F eral Government
giveth, the Federal Goverhment taketh away and they' are going to
be more reluctant because they are going to feel that if the Federal
Government preelties the money now for the breakfast program,
what is to keep it a year, 2 years from now, after heavy investment
in equipment; and establishing the program, to reduce the amou4
of funds available and to put those costs back on the States and the

, lobal districts.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. young, do you care lo comment?

. Mr. YOUNG. We have often said in lialtimore Countythat we
would have no objection, in fact we would support any sort of
legislation that would require a school system to undertake to meet
the need,s of hungry Children. We plead, on the other hand, for
flexibility in doing this .and there certainly could be on the part of

4the Federal or State governments a monitoring of activity to assure
that something viable, other than words, is being done to assure
that.ths problem is being overcome as much as it can be overcome.

4 Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thugmall, Mr. Chairman. I would like to first

welcome Ms. LatuiPTILRYs before this, committee again.' We have
worked together. She has worked with many members of the State
legislature to enact some meaningful programs in Michigan.

Ms. Hess, you meatoned that the USDA efforts for promotional
acOvities in Michigan have .been minimal at best_ Could you de-
scribe briefly what they have done in the area of promotional
activities on the school breakfast program?

MS. HESS% Nothings
Mr. KILDEE. So its very minimal. It is nonexistent?

, Ms. HESS. We haVe heard they have been doing wonderful things
in the Washington, D.C.,,area and We are kind of jeelous of school
systems around here. We would like to see it- in Michigan or
through the national or regional office.

Mr. KILDEE. I believe we are going Ito have the USDA before us
,toniorroW on that very important point, so I will see what I eiln do

f to replicate what they are doing here in other parts of the country,
particularly Michigan.

Mr. Young, you mentioned that yeti have available at school in
the 'nurses office something to take care of the needs of children if
they feel that. tliey need help. Aren't you really saying that the
nutritional needs rnuet reach the level of a medical prohlem before
the child.gets help? When you have to go to the nurses office to get
food, you are really going there for medical reasons. Aren't we a
little tardy perhape----.

Mr. YOUNG. NO; we are going to the 'nurses office in our
eehoolslet me go back to the fact that nurses do not provide
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alservices in our schools. They are there.as a. service. te assist_
nts viiihany--
r. KILDEE. I recognize they can't perform surgery, but they are

not there to mop the floors either. They are there because they are
nurAes, nurses in simple laynian's terms assist with health qeeds.

Mr. OUNG. That is right. Nutrition is a health need.lit,
Mr. LDEE. I don'teeed any education on that. I taught school

for 10 years, people went to the nufse for medical reasons.
Mr. 'YOUNG. That is true. .

Mr. KILDEE. Then we shouldn't argue on that point.
Mr. YOUNG. I am not, we enceurage any child who feels that lw

would like to have breakfast, to go to the nurse because that is the
way to maintain anonymity of those children. Further, they don't
have to go to the nurse, in .some schools counselors do it. It is up to
the local school whether a nurse does it, or a counselor or secretary
in the office, whichever one is available.

Mr. Kg.DEE. I taught school. I fed a number, of students. It was
incidental. But my point is, that students tend to go to the nurse
for medical reasons. ..

Mr. YOUNG. I don't adthit that, beeause I 'have seen to many
students go to the nurse just to talk with her, for instance about
things that have happened the night before, mkybe concerns in

- some schools .We have some benevolent-type nurses who are good at
listening, and I don't admit to that being the reason. They feel free
to go to some nurses. )1' they happen in a particular school, or
where the administrator feels .free' to go to the secretary, perhaps
he sets it up where the secretary is doing this. In many schools it is
the nurse. In,some it is the counselor. So there is no unifbrmity
here.

Mr. KILDEE. Ill Michigan weI was chief sponsor of the Nurses
Counselors Actin which the nurse acts also as a counselor. But in
fact I have to live in .a real world, and in the real world, you don't
find a lot of students going to the nurse to chat: A lot don't go even
when -they have a medical problem becanse they have to take that
additional positive effort to do that. and very often will not do it.

I would think that that does indicate that perhaps you aren't
reaching those who do have a nutritional need. That-is my only
point.. . .

Mr. .YOUNG. We hope We are, We cannot. be sure that we.-are
reaching every single child. I am not sure we would reach thein if
we\ had a universal breakfalt program because, as I mentioned
earlier, there are some that I am afraid are Pot eating" in the
school lunch program. I could think right .now of some specific
children who really are at the Very minimal income level but do
not quite qualify for free or.reduced priced lunches. I know of' such
children. I ,could name some. And we are not meeting them, be-
cause they just don't quite qualify yet their parents are faced with
many expenses, heat, gasdline, high inflation, and these children
are unable to have the benefit of the school lunch becausi they
don't qualify for a reduction..:So we do lose some, I am afraid.

Mr. ICILDEE. School .administratots in Michigan opposed Public
Act 19$. Ptiblic 'Act 198 mandated special education for the phys-
icall, and mentally handicapped. They opposed that with about the'
same degree of fervor as they have opposed nutritional programs.

. .

4
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So I am sure thatt the first instance when they opposed,PublicA'
Act 198 it wasn't because or their concern for what it iiiay do to the
family.

Generally school administrators probably like any other adminis-
trators have a certain rOluctance to accept new programs. There is
a certain fear of the unknown. I just recognize you as being a
ptirson of goodwill, but I think all of us have to look to see whether

ayareust merely resisting something because it is new and
boKire trying to find reasons for that resistance. Many Of the

innovative programs were fought by the school administrators and
school boards because it was a new responsibility. I can understand
the human reaction to that.

But at the same time, those of us who are lawelakers, those of us
who have to look at the general needs, the overall needy, and don't
have the narrower vision of the administrative roles imposed upon
us, Weve to look at those broader needs. Very often we have to tell
various departments, educators, certain things should be done. We
have to tell the highway department that the end-all isn't to.cover
with. aspfialt and concrete e "ng they can find.

We have the broader v. w of t needs of society, and I think
that one of the problems in government is compartMentalizing.
People tend to develop narrow vision.

I have always felt that a legislative body has to have the broader
vision, try to haveNtharbroader vision and look at the broader
needs of society, rather than to let .the highway department decide
unchecked to change a two-lane road into an eight-lane road be-
cause it will move more vehicular traffic because they think in
terms. of vehicular traffic. Sometimes school people have limited
vision also. I think we Pill% to try to broaden that vision.

Mr. YOUNG. I couldn't agree more and that is why I feel we have
representative government and hope we continue to hqve that.

I should say in defense of the Baltimore County school system it
aid not resist special education. In fact.,.it was knOwn throughout
Many subdivisions on behalf of children in need of special educa-
tion early, before some of the Federal laws we presently have in
self-contained classes, 3,600 special education children, we have
seven special education schools, many of these existing before a
Federal law went into effect.

As I:tried to point outperhaps not too wellthat we have put
forth e great deal of effort during the past 3 years to meetAbe
nutritional needs of children. We think that 'we are doing it. We
have some statistics to prove that we are. And as Dr. Dubell
mentioned in his statement, it would have been much epsier to
take a universal approach, feed every one, it would have been
much .gasier. Our question is, would it have been the beet in view
of th4Puccess of what we feel we are going to meet through our
present efforts and we have not sat aside in Baltimore County and
said we are unconcerned about the children who are coming to
school without breakfast. That is why we have, through the past 3
years, worked on this problem, worked diligently and come Up with
the programs that we have.

Mr. KILDEE. I sincerely commend you for what Baltimore County
has done in the area of special education and I.sincerely appreciate
%your testimony here this morning.
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That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Whairrilan.PRRKINs. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. EROAHL Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, want to thank the

panel today for being with us this morning. I think we have had a
couple different 'viewpoints expressed well. It is good for us to hear
those viewpoints from both side.; of the issue.

One thing we have heard today, just to make a couple observa-
tions. is the view in this committee and this Congress to sustain
the school lunch program. I think you are aware, as we are, of the
mood of the present administration to cut back on that. It certainly
doesn't give anyone much encourageihent to expand it into some
areas where people consider it a new program. But hopefully in
this whole consideration that we will remember, the importance
for good nutrition for sehoolchildren. To me as a new Member of
Congress I am especially appreciative that we have had the appear-
ance of the advoCates of a good breakfast program, and also the
appearance of one from the administration pointing up some of the
difficulties, at least as he and some other people view them.

I want to thank the panvl. I have no specific questions at thiS
time, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions?
Let me compliment this entire panel for your appearance today.

You have been very helpful to the committee. We appreciate your
coming.

Personally I want to see the breakfast program expanded much
more. I =would like to see many more tiwes the number of young-
sters, schoolchildren, -participating in thV breakfast program and. I
think these hearings are very constructive. We want to work with
you and any time that vou have any suggestion to give the commit-
tee, we will appreciate hel tiig from you witnes s.

The, hearings will now adjOurn until tomorrv morning at 9:30
at which time we will resi.me the hearings.

We thank all of you for you'rrppearance. Some of you have been
before the committee before anal I:am delighted to see you back
again: I will be looking forward to seeing you sometime in the
future. I thank all of you.

[Whereupon. at 11 a.m., the subcommittee was adjqurned, subject
td-the call of the Chair.]

,



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHILD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Expansion of the School .Breakfast Program

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
`;;, oUBCOMMITITE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., in room 2175, Rayburn

House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins, chairman, presiding.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Goodling, Buchanan,

Kildee, Murphy.
Staff prpsent: John F. Jennings, majority counsel, and Richard

Di Eugenio, legislative associate.
Chairmarr PERKINS. Good morning. The hearing will come to

order.
Our first witness this morning is Ms. Margaret Glavin, Director

41kk of School Food Programs of the Food and Nutrition Service of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET GLAVIN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD
PROGRAMS, FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE, Itg. DIAPART-
MENT OF AGRIC1ULTURE
Ms. GIAVIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Margaret Glavin, Director, School Programs Division, Food and
Nutrition ServiCe. I am pleased to be here today in response to
your request to discuss expansion of the school breakfast program.

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the progress of the
school breakfast.program.

School breakfasts are now available to approximately 12 million
children, and the number of children eating breakfast at school
each day has risen from 2.8 million a year ago to 3.4 million today.
Between March 1978 and March 1979, 6,000 schools and institu-
tions joined the program, a 25-percent increase.

Nevertheless, in c9ntrast to the 94,500 schools taking part in the
national school lunch program, 30,500 schools take part in the
Schbol breakfast program.

The Agriculture Department has taken a number or steps over
the past year to carry out the intent of Congress, as expressed in
section 4g of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, as amended, that

(441)
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schools should provide breakfast wherever children need it for
adequate nutrition. -

In the past, a number of' faoors have slowed our efforts to reach
all the Nation's hungry and needy children with school breakfast
service. ,

Governments at every level are concerned about holding down
costs, and local jurisdictions are reluctant to start any new pro-
grnm without a iguarantee that no local c'osts will be incurred.

Schools are fear ul that breakfast will create problems of' sched-
uling, transportation, and stqffing.

Communities And schools often recAve little information on ,pro-
gram costs, and hn how successful programs operate.,

Finally, some schools and parents resist the idea of schools as-
suming a responsibility they believe should remain in the home.

These are real obstacles, whether nuiterial or philosophical.
"rodtly I want to discuss with you our progress in addressing these
barriers, and our plans to continue to make the breakfast program
better understood and better utilized.

Regulations to encourage breakfast. Sehools in special need of a
breakfast program have always been entitled to extra Federal
funds to offset the cost of preparing and serving breakfast. Despite
this fact, the funds have not been widely used. During t-he 1_078-79
school year, fbr example, only 28 States actually paid the addition-
al funds to some of' their breakfast schools. In several of these
States, only a handful of schools received the funds.

New regulations issued in August set minimum standards as
prescribed by Public Law 95-027, for determining 'which schools
qualify for extra funding/ because of severe need. According to
these national standards(schools may receive the extra funds if
regular reimbursement does not cover their breakfist program and
if they are required by State law to serve breakfast: or if they serve
40 percent or more of their lunches free or at redu'ced

Also, the Department requires yearly Stale plansqo show.what is
being done to encourage and expand Ole breakfast program. States
must estimate the number of schools that need but do not have a
breakfast program and their daily attendance. As a minimum, this
includes schools where at !least 25 .pefcent of the enrollment is
eligible for free and reduced.price meals. They must intlude a plan
of Ntion to encourage and-expand the breakfast program in these
schgols.

State agencies now send all minparticipating schohls information
on the-breakfast program twice yearly, and discuss it.during their
visits.

Finally, recent regulations makeit easier to give help to schools
that .need equipment to start a breakfast program. When schools
have signed a letter of intent to start a program, they DOW become
eligible for reserved food service equipment assistance funds and
have a priority claim for unreserved funds.

Intergovernmental and public/private cooperation. To be effec-
tive, these new incentives must be matched by an- effort, to enlist
the active support of administrative officials at all levels, hnd to
fully inform the public of the benefits'a.nd the operation of School
breakfast programs.
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The success of outreach efforts depends on close Federal, State,
antf locabcooperation, -Te-.develop models for _this cooperation.. II/
States, representing each of our'regions, have,agreed to work with
nia4prial and.. regional staff and-with community groups to expand
breakfast participation.

The projects undertaken include public information efforts, prep-
aration of feasibility studie,s for specific districts, contacts with
State 'departments of healtk and social services, and professional
orgarfizations to expand the base of supporC and statewide steering
committees for breakfast outreach activities.

-In addition to targeting States for special outreach efforts, the
Department has awarded $230,000 in grants to nonprofit organiza-
tions under section IS of- the Child Nutrition Act of 19 6. Under
these grants, groups in six States will develop and c iduct out-
reach projects over the next 13 months which will ser as models
for future Federal. State, and local efforts.

Also:4 of' the 20 State projects which are part_ of a cooperative
agreement'. btitween the National Congress of-Parent and Teacher
Associations and the Department will focus On the involvement of
parents in improving and expanding the school breakfast program.

A continuing national priority. In planning policies and activi-
ties,,we have worked closely with regional offices and state agen-
cies,vand consulted with sucli groups as the Parent 'reacher Associ-
ation and the Children's Foundation.

At the same time, we believe that strong. national leadership
remains essential if the breakfast program is to make its fall
contribution to improved nutrition.

The,- Department will continue Llb promote school breakfast
through a variety of media including magazines, .newspapers, and
radio. We will seek .to enlist the active support of national organi-
zations and of individual school administrators. We will provide a
communication link to enable school administrators and teachers
who report positive results from the program to share their experi-
ences, and their techniTies with schools that want to know how it
would work for them. We will provide materials and strategies to
help regional, -State, -and' community groups conduct -their own
efforts.

Through guidance and monitoring from the mieitnal level, and
the continued efforts of State agencies, national and local advoCiwy
groups, and individuals at the local level, we look forward to con-
tinued growth of the school breakfast program.

Chairman PERKINS. That is a good starement. Thank you very
much.

Tlw next witness is Mr. -Chat4es Nesbitt. from theAlabama
Coal i t ion 'Against Hunger.

Go ahead, Mr. Nesbitt.
We will hear from all of the panel before we question.
rrhe prexpared statement of Charles Nesbitt follows:l

S'I'ATEMENT NESINT1', 0)(11MINAT012. AI MIAMA
COALITION Al; AINST I IltNeOlt

iirtematot,Nn

The Alabama coalition Agiiinsi I lunger, is a eonnininn organi/at ion and advoea
cy grmip sponsored by Ihc Aloboma Council on Human Relirlions. Composed or

4
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inure than IS organizations ranging from self-help to civil rights, Alabama Coalition
Against- Hungeeis-tieeking-hrrradicate-hangertmrtymirmtrittun through rt-eautwiriV:
live effort. Since 1976, Alabama Coalition Against Hunger has been involved in an
effort to expand and upgrade the seven federal feeding programs. Over the past 3
years, Alabama Coalition Against Hunger, through advocacy, outreach activities
and community organization efforts, has added more than 3041,04141 persons as par .
ticipadts in the federal nutrition programs; while over 40,015) of these persons are
children participating in the school breakfast program

Alabama COalition Against Hunger's effOrts with regards to School Breakfast
have involved several aspects; Mcluding.gniasroots outrimch campaigns and Mini.-
mational campaigns. My testimony today reflects our experieiwes, both 'negative
aNd positive in the suggestions and recommendations we offer on the ,issue of
expansion of the School Breakfast program-Since the School Breakfted program has
been in existence for more than 12 years and still less than 21i percent of our
nation's schools participate and in Alabama lems than .15 percent; the foremost
question is why hasn't it expanded and how do we change this. In^seeking to answer
theseAuestions we must look eosely at the program, from inception to present. in
terms of the roles That Congre , educational institutions, and advovates
have phiyed in making the prog4ini available.

(-ONG RESS

In 1966 Congress approved tho School Breakfast program on a pilot basis; saw
that it was giasi and in 1975 gave it permanent status and unlimited funding. Since
the program was given permanent status, Congress has been involved in a key issue
surrounding expansion of School Breakfast; a mandate: 'l'he arguments over the
issue pro and con are numerous, but. at. the time when a mandate was debated some
of Ow negative aspects took precedent over the positive with regards.to legislation
and no mandate was approved. But-out of the debate over a man( ite, concern for
expansion of the program surfaced in the form of incentives. 'I7ius our iresent
kgislotion attempts to oiler a palatable package that will mita. school districts
across the country to drop their well worn excuses and accept the' breakfast pro-
gram.

While this is good in theory and will succeed to a small degree, this alone will not
make breakfast available to the millions of children in this country who go without
a nutritious breakfast or any breakfast at all. Congress must play a greater role
that. in the past and.there are several alternatives available:

il I Mandate; witkoat a doubt, a mandat is the strongest approach to take.in
making clear the iii4irtance of the school breakfast program. What Ow mandate
addrmses will obviously have a proportioaal eflect upon increased participatioe.
With that in mind, Cointretts should closely 'examine areas to be addressed in a
legislative'mandate and seek to develop p propo.al that will expanck the breakfast
program; hut most importantly, one that will become law.

The Aibvious area -to be addressed in' a moadute_is the percentage of children
receiving tree and reduced price lunches; but any future proposal should, go beyond
this. The reason being that one barrier to expansion of the breakfast program is
that many people view it 1.1e4 a poor person's program; while a large number Of those
who could and do benefit from the program are not necessarily poor. The Breakfast
Program must be seen as an eflart to improve the nutrition intake of all of the
sehool children in America; thus any foture pmpoaal should address the percentage
of participation in the school lunch program with regards to.nyerage daily attend-
ance. Future action in Congrem should_ address- the'rw40.16 reach a target popula-
tion consisting of ttuAle.children. who do not receive a nutritious breakfast befgre
attending -sclifiol:

Any. future action in Congress should idso aiklress the need to solicit and utilize
the input of those potentially benefiting Trom the program: parents; *hoot person-
nel and students. This need can be addres.sed through the use of surveys as a
determining factor in any school's clioice of' whether or not to implement a break.
fast program. hut this survey shoald be done on a population that has tun('rn1
knowledge about the breakfast program, supplied by-the school system. (This could
be a part of required input in the school nwals program).

(2) In the past, the burden has been on those in favor of the school breakfast
program to prove why a school or school district should implement a breaklast
program. (!ongress, through legislative action, should place Ow burden on all school
systems to evaluate their capabilities lir implementing a_ breakfast .program and to
prove why thereannot (10.50, if' they so claim. In addition, school systems should be
required to develop a plan, in conjunction with state educational agencies and
ll.S.D.A.,.that will result in anplementation within a set period of tune The
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implementation of the breakfast program should In developed ari it part ot atta

ovorail nutrition educattuvrogram designed to (mot ovc . the int1r11 11,11 intiOte ol
school children

5.1) A

P./1;6, (I .S I) A lints promulgated regulations on the School Breakfast Pro
gram and hold responsibility ho general adminispation On a national and regional!
level Inherent in this responsibility is the nereAlly to reflect congressional intent

the promulgation of regulations 011(1 subsequent ente,Ecennalt Although the Hs
seamed congressional intent. that of insuring outritious meals for school children.
amoang oilier things is clear, (1.5.1) A has merely beell ii ChiltMel FOr administration
of the Breakfast Programa. With no expressea Impairment of paaticipatiola for
schools. U.S.D.A. has had no mans of nasuring tlw availability of breakfast to those
children who neV it Although the Deinartment litis pronaulgated regulat 1011s
cerning state plans of operation, tlw process has been a mere formality in many
states; especially Alabama State plans of Operation have been approved seemingly
with very little though about their lack of sufficient expansion activities. Once
approved, the state plan has 1101 been monitored for achievement of those few glials
sot with reginds to Mere:1801g inert icamtion in the School Breakliist iwograna.
U S D.A's approval time and time again of inadequate state. plans hawalleviated
staates of their responsibility. to develop methods fOr t'xpa i1sio)l into tho breakfast
program

Alabama was allowed to target schools for expansion into the breakfast prognoll,
that had served breakfast the previous school year. In no year to Our knowledge has
the state met its low goal for expansion of tlw school breakfast programa and still no
delinit eve action was taken until the plan was obtained under the federal Freedom

(10-
of Information Act and objected to by antr-hunger advocates. llowever, 115.D.A.7*
officials out of an expressed concern for expansion of the school bre:del:list iirogram
have played an intermediate role ill resolviog problems encountered by the Ala-
bonne Coalition Agueinst !Imager in 0(1vocacy efforts with the state educational
agency. The willingneSS 10 become involved ii eflOrts to expand the breaklitt
program in Alabama show concern on 1 t f 0 some U.S.D.A. officials kr thffr
responsibility itt the effort to make the'program avallathle. The awardiag of School
nreakfloa outrealch grants to nonprofit groups other than educational agencies
opens a whole new area ot lw looked at in terms of expanding the School Breakfast
program.

This kind of effort by 1.1.S.D.A. will enhance any 'tither eflOrts that are made to
expand the school breaklaSt preigrame, Ind limited 11881:41111We ill olltrelleh activities
such as the aboverwill yield a limite4number of schools implementing the breakfast
'anagram. The Department of Agriculture must seek to develop other proposals as
well its to expAnd the pilot outreach projw.q.

CMICATIONAL At:ENCIEN

It is obvious. Wait the state educational agency has' laded in its responsibility to
make school bivakliist available. Mach year the state has developed a plan of
operation that has shown an apinerent lack of concern for expansion of the whotd
broakfiest prograni. Kvell efforts to educate sches)1 boards and school administrators
about School Breakfast hove been very lacking School officials across the state have
inaccurate conceptions of operation of the breakfast programa.

School boards frequently make negative decisions on thool/tvlementation of the
breakfast preagram based on Maccurato or limited inform/diem. The stale age.acy /MU

Illot only developed inadequate. state plans, but has refused to provide the doyenne-at
for public inspection and comment. The state should he re.quired to hold public
heahi rigs on these slit* plans.

Most advocacy efforts have treat met with at hostile retZjition: As mentioned
previously the state agency has used participating schools mi targets for breakfast
exparaiion and still only succeeded in expanding, the program to little. more than
half of the 7:1 schoeds targeted. The state agency ham encouraged the hostility of
local school boards through supplying inadequate ita formation than eonflicted with
necurate material on the breakfast program'supplied by advocates. This have givea
local ochool boards and superintendents aedditiolud excuses fOr not ninking the
breakfast program available, which makes eflarts of paronts and community people
futile; in situations where concerned 'parents have urged local school boards to
implenwnt a breakfast prOguern, no assistance has been received from the state

agency.
But the major problem inimpanding the. breaklast progranuarises out of' a lack of

concern and apathy on therirt of local school systems. Very often school boards

tv,
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that reject the breakfast program are composed of members whose children attend
edprivata-4saidernies-ond- 4-beret-ewe-see no -tweet-The -rigid-control -exercised Tgrtvr
school systems in Alabama neither solicits nOr accepts input from parents, students
or concerned citi,.ells in a large number of the schtiol systems. excuses Offered
for not implementing school breakfast are echoed by school boards and superinten .
dents across the state of Alabama.

ADVOVATK8

Until 1976. no coordinated or organized efforts had besql made in Alabama with
regards to expanding the school breakfast program. Slave that time, the Alabama
Coalition Against Hunger has continued efforts started on a MOH scIlle by a self.
help organization. Organizing campaigns and informatimial campaigns have been
implemented that have significantly raised the participation in the stichool Break-
famit program as well as the'consciousness of Alabamians. Ilut from the first effort
to the last, we as an organization. have faced hostility and opposition from school
superintendents or school boards, which made it necessary to implement grassroot
campaigns designed to educate parents and concerned citizens and organize them to
make requests for the breakfast pnram. hi Many cases, the campaign has fully
Succeeded and in others they have, not. For example, Ow superintendent of the
Auburn City School System met wijil a 'group of parents and citizens who farmed a
school breakfast committee and insured them of his support of the breakfast pro-
gram and willingness to work with the group. A newspaper article a week or so
later detailed the superintendent's presentation of why the breakfast program was
not logistically feasible. In the subsequent hoard meeting, 4Iw brea,kfast committees
made a presentation and requested implementation of the brenkfil§i progrm. Argu-
ments were heard from both'-sides lone being the breakfast committee; the other
being the superintendent and the School Food Services Administrator) and the
matters was tabled for conSideration. After a great deal of pressure and publicity
the superintendent made a recommendation to implement the program in the city ie
two middle schools only and that all children arriving at school betwevi 7:30 and
8:00 would have an opportunity to,porticipate and the remaining students; especial-.
ly those riding the latest bus would not. This recommendation was adopted irregard-
less of objections pesied-by the school breakfast committee. Since then, the ifrograin
has been terminated after two month's operation roc less than a $200.00 deficit;
reinstated after citizens pressure and fund raising; and now seems to be working
fairly well. News article's on this effort and others are included to show what ellinis
have been made to expand the breakfast program.

SUMMARY

As should be obvious from the general text a my testimony, I firmly, believe that
there is a need for a school breakfast mandate. Not that this will ever expand the
lireaklied program to all of them's' schools required to participate. Many school
systems in Alabama will seek means to defeat the.purpose.of such-legislationThis

not nusinthar-iiifiiiiidlite-woutd-be turraitless effort; rather, it means that a
nmndate alone will not make school Thwali.fitst available. On the contrary, however
the lack of a nuindate is n barrier to'expansion of school breakfast. For in Alabama.
where only 42 percent of the eligible schools participate, it tUok 3 years of advocacy
mid community organization to add' to the less than 35 percent that imrticimted in
1970. The effort involved everything from media campaigns to raising hinds to
giippor.1 a program terminated (or a deficit of $300, caused 'hy uncooperative admin-
istration of the breakfast Kogram. The news artides attached to my testimony bear
witness to t

buiddition to nunidating participation ifl the bienkfilst program, congress must,
mai. it an integral part of the nutrition education effort, for it is fruitless to teach
the importance of breakfast Iind good nutrition with one program (NKT.) while
withhe,Iding the opportunity tp obtain the sanw through another program---(School
Break fast).

The focus or this elThrt must be directed towards improved health for all schoOl
children who do not get lirealthist. School breakfast must be debated on as a
nutrition program and not as a poverty program.

Once a mandate is passed, U.S.D.A. must fulfill its responsibility to adequately
promulgate and enlarce regulations, so with any mandate must come the power to
enforce and the directive. to utilize that-power to expand school breakfast. Theri is
no doubt that advocates must continue to monitor, advocate, organize and educate
with regards to school. breakfast Being a recipient of a grant for a demonStration
outreach project will enable wino expand the.bresidast program, so.elforts ol' this
soo should be supported and expanded.
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Offering incentives to school systems, landing demonstration projects and mom
Wring state agencies efforts with regard to expansion will be helpful over the next
coming yenrs7Thir ilInTriis v7,11-6-are w-614(ing rdwitydirTnaking the-program-avathible
to all needy children in Alabama, need more to work with when faced with school
systems that inadequately serve their communities. ..

We must also recognize that there are things being considered that could cripple
any efforts to expand the school breakfast program. Any negative action with
regaras to either of the school meals programs would arm some 'School boards and
administrators with another excuse not to consider implenwnting school breakfast
and others with an excuse to drop the program. Again I cite Ore Aulairn ('ity School
System as one example. Any cut in Hupport such as the proposed section 4 cut could
reduce participation in the lunch pregram. Even if this were only a slight reduction
niany schools would refuse to take on another program or continue beyond the
required school lunch program.

With enough funds and resources, advocates in Alabama could make school
breakfast available to all of the neetly children in the state over a period ol' Ill years
or more. A nmndate with regards to school breakfast in addition to adequate
regulationsand the eflart of advocates muld make the program available in less
than half that time. Anything short of this done in a piece-meal fashion will never
achieve thiw (.l.

In conclu 1 reiferate our recommendation that Congress should:
I. Mandatepartidpation in the school breakfast program based on 'school .luneh

participation relative to average daily attendance. At a minimum all Title I schools
should be required to serve breakfast.

2. RequirtA public input on the information of state plans of Operation.
3. Required school systems to show why breakfast is not feasible and develop a

plan to eliminate barriers with a set time franw.
4. Have no Siltbacks in school meal prOgram.
5. Provide U.S.D.A. with clear enforcement power and direct them to utilize it to

make school b'renkfast available. .

fi. Focus on school breakfast as a nutrition rather than a poverty program.
7. Expand School Breakfast Outreach Projects.
X. Require input from parents, students, school personnel and concerned citizens

in any decision Made wheher or not to implement a School Breakfast Program.

STAIIIMENT OF CHARLES NESBITT, OUTREACH COORDINATOR,
., ALABAMA COALITION AGAINST HUNGER

Mr. NEssirr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf' of the Alabama Coalition Against Hunger, I would like

to thank you for this opportunity to testify with regard to school
. breakfast expansion. , .

I am the outreaoh coordinator for the Alabama Coalitimi Against
Hunger, which ie.a community deganization and advocacy group
sponsored by the Alabama Council on Human RelatiOns. Composed
Of more than 18 organizations ranging from self-help to civil rights,
Alabama Coalition Against Hunger is.seeking. to eradicate hunger
and malnutrition through a cooperative effort.

Since .1976, Alabama Coalition Against .Hunger has been involved
in an effert to expand and upgrade the sttken Federal feeding
programs. Over the past 3 years, AlabamA Coalition Against
Hunger, through advocacy, outreach activities, and cominunity or-
ganization efforts, has added more than 3001000 persons.aepartici-
pants in the Federal nutrition program; While ovey 40,000 of these
persons are children participatin in the school beeakfast program.

The following headline showe the beginning of the ststewide.
school breakfast campaign; It inc the number of schools par-
ticipating by 7 percent: The finst article is from the Birmingham
Post Herald, dated June 7, 1978, grititled "State APathy on School
Breakfasts At Schools Hit". The next article is an editorial in the
Birmingham Post-Herald from -June 8, 1978, erititled "Check It
Out". The next artiele is from the Montgomery Advertiser, July 30,
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1978, entitled "You Can't Teach A Hungry Child". The last article
is- from-the-Social Work-Network, September 1978, entitled 'State

Group Moves to Expand School Breakfast Program".
Our efforts with regard to school breakfasts have involved er-

al aspects, including grassroots, outreach campaigns, and inf a-
tional campaigns. toly testimony today reflects our experi 'es,
both negative and positive, in the suggestions and recomm da-
tions we offer on the issue of expansion of the school breakfast
program.

Since the school breakfast program has been in existence for
more than 12 years, and still less than 26 percent of our Nation's
schools participate, and in Alabama less than 45 percent partici-
pate; the foremost question is, why has it not expanded and how do
we change this? I think in terms of trying to find where the
problems have been, we look at Alabama and see one of the biggest
problem has been with our State ff.ttcational agency.

In the past, they have submitted plans of operations to USDA
which have been approved, which have not had any concern for
expansion of the breakfast program: To cite one exaMple, a plan
was approved in which 73 schools were targeted to be expanded
into the breakfast program. Over half of these schools had partici- ,
pated in the program die previous year. Our last year, we 4,ere
very?ruch pleased with the thought that there might be a break-
fast andate approved so that we would have some need to fight
the battle in terms of trying to make the program available for all
kinds in the State of Alabama. -

Unfortunately, that did not happen. What did happen was, oth of
this came incentives for the school system to start a breakfast
program. However, I don't think that that is going to get this job
done. It is good in theory, and it will succeed to a small degree, hut
it will not alone make breakfast available to the millions of chil-
dren in this country who go without a nutritious breakfast or any
breakfast 'at all. I think there has to be a greater role, and I think
one of the alternatives is a school breakfast mandate.

Without a doubt, a school breakfast mandate is the strongest
approach to take in making clear the importatice of the school
breakfast program. I think one of the other things that must be
talked about are the ai-eas that 9re addressed in terms Of the
school breakfast mandate.

In the past, the area that has been addrelksed is the percentage of
children receiving free or reduced priced lunches. I think any
future proposal should go beyond this, the reason-being that one
barrier to the expansion of the breakfast program is that many
people view it as a poor person's program, while a large number of
those who could and do benefiffrom the prograni are not necessar-
ily poor. I think the program must be seen as an eftort to imOrove
NIP nutrition intake of all of the schoolchildren in America. I think
that any future action in Congress should addreis the need to
solicit and utilize thj1Tput of thee potentially benefitting from
the program, incN1ng parents,. sôiool personnel, and students. I
think this need can be add through proper surveys as LI
determining factor-in any school s choice of whether or not to
ithplement a breakfast program, but I think any survey should be
done on a population that has general knowledge about the break-
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fast program, *and this knowledge should be supplied y the school
system.

In the past, the school system has not ,been Allty helpful. The
State educational agency has not done a good job of outreach. We
have projected the State plans that have been subutlitted and
through advocacy efforls the USDA has acted as en intermediary,
and it has been helpful in terms of changing the situation, but I
think what needs to happen is, there needs to be strongen.monitor-
ing on the part of USDA with regard to State plans. -

In loOking at the USDA's role in the past, I think that they have .
had no express requirement of participation in the schools, so they
have had no means of insuring the availability of bleakfast to
those children who need it. Although the Department has promul-
gated regulations concerning State plans of operation, I think the
process as been a mere formality, especially in Alabama. I have
quot the example' of Alabama being allowed to target those
sch s that have already been in the breakfast program the fol-
lowing year. That is one example of what we talk about. Another
example is tlatifact that Alabama refuses to submit a' public docu-
ment to people who were interested in viewing that document and
making comments on it. I think one of the things that shows what
a problem that is is that we had to utilize the Fedral Freedom of
Information Act in order to get a copy of the 'State plan and to
make comments on them, object to it.

I must applaud one of th efforts ofthe Department of Agricul-
ture, which is the demonstra ionaoilot outreach project with re ard
to school breakfasts, and note hal we are ourselves a recipie -of a
grant to do school breakfast kutreach. One, of the thin we gee
very clearly is that ell of our a vocacy efforts have :. met *eh
a hostile reception. The State ag cy has encourag- the hostility
of local school 'boards through sttpplying inadequate information
that conflicted with accurate material and the breakfast program
supplied by advocates.

This has given local school boards and superintendents addition-
al excuses for not milk the breakfast- program available which
makes efforts of pa nd community people futile in situations
where concerned parents' have urged local school boards to imple-
ment. a breakfast program. No assistance has been received from
the State agency, but I think the major problem in expanding the
breakfast program arises out of a lack of concerri and apathy on
the part of the local school systems. Over the past 3 years, we h
been working in Alabama to try to increase participation in s ool
breakfast. As this Utile, I woukl tall your attention to a seri s of
articles here that pertain to one particular school system in he
State of Alabama, and this is in the Albany City school system. I
will go through these headlines to point out the history of this
campaign.

On Wednesday, July 12, 1978, an article appeared entitled
"Breakfast Programs Not Logistically Feasible." This came as a
result of the superintendent's negative introduction to the school
board before a committee of citizens could go and present the
programs.
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The next article is entitled "Hunger Coalition Wants Breakfast,"
arid -thiS pertains -to "the presentation at the dhool board by citi-
zens.

The next article pertains to that, .and _is "Schoo nrd, Citi-
zens Debate the Free Breakfast Prekram Need."

The next artiCle again is a negative article that came ati-li result
of the school superintendent's reiiorting on the school breakfast
program feasibility. /

Finally, after much tlebate and ar6ineRt, the school system was
pressured and then articles appeared retying that:schools are to try
a breakfast program. Ano)4ierajticle to the same effect stated that ,_D. the breakfast program aie IliqP.F.oved for two schools in January
1979, two schools begah hrOakffiqt in Auburn City school system.
Less than 2 months later,-. other article appeared entitIed
"Auburn Breakfast Progr 'milt' Ouble."

February 1979, an e rial :opinion appeared entitled "Don't
Give Up. _,-

Weidnesday, March 7, 109,.. an article abeared entitled "Break-
fast Program Ended for lieake anet Boykin Schools," those are two
schools Which started the program in January.

Stinda)k,March 11, 1979, an. article appeared entitled "Cairns
Cala $4 a for School Breakf`ast Program." This amount was in-
creased up to $1,200., Again, another article appeared, a satirical
article from a letter to the- editor entitled,."Backs Breakfast Pro-
gram." .

Finally, March 28, 1978, an .article appeared, "Free Breakfast
Program Reinstated by the School Board. I think that this school
system that is quoted here in these articles has been one of the'
prime examples of the problems associated with trying to wand
the school breakfast program. School systems again and again are
very inflexible. .

,At this time, I offer a summary Of my gdneral testimony. It
should be obvious from the general text of my testimony I firm*
believe there is a need for a, school breakfast mandate,. not that
this will'ever expand the breakfast program to all of those required
to participate. Many school syStems in Alabama will seek means to

'defeat the purpose of Rich legislation. This. does n t mean that a
mandate would be a fruitless effort. Rather, it mea s that a man-
date alone will not make the school breakfast fi le.
, On the contrary, however, the, lack of a mandate is a barrier to'
expansion of school breakfast, because in Alabama,i.where only 42

f percent of the eligible schools participati, it took 3-Trears of adVo-
cacy and community organization to aff. to the less than 35 per-

. cent that participated in 1976. The effort involired everything from
media campaigns to raisihg funds to support a progrp terminated
for a deficit .of $300 caused by uncooperative adminis ration of the
p rogram. .

In addition to mandating participation in the breat ast program,
N.44ongress must make it an integral part of the nutrition education
ffort, for .it is fruitless to teach the importance of breakfastNand

good nutrition with one program, a nutrition education program,
while withholding the opportunity to obtain the sam through
another program, schvel breakfast.

. 1.
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'rlw focus of this effort must..he directed toward Unproved health
for all schoolchildren who do not get breakfast. School breakfast
must be debated qn as a nutrition program and not a poverty
program. Once a mandate is pass.ed, the USDA must fulfill its
reSponsibility to adequately proincilgate and enforce regulations.
o, with any mandate must come the power to enforce and the

ive to utilize that power to Apand school breakfast. There is
n mita. that 'advocates must continue to monitor, advocate, Orga-

.and educate with regard to school breakfast. Again, being a
rt ient of a grant* for a demonstration, outreach project will
en, le us to expand the breakfast program over the next few
ye , so this kind of effort should he supported and expanded.
0 4-ing incentives to school systems, funding demonstration proj-

. ,ects, and monitoring State ag-encies efforts will be helpful ovecthe
next coming years, but all of us are working .toward making the
program available to all net,!dy children in Alabama need more to
work with when faced with :.)chool systems that inadequitly serve
t heir com mu n it ies.

We, must also recognize that there are things being consiqered
that could cripple any efforts to expanA,the schocil breakfast pro-
gram. Any negative action with regard to either of' the school
Ineals programs would arm some school boards and administrators
with another excuse for not considering implementing, school
breakfasts and others with an excuse to drop the program.

Again, I cite the Auburn City school system as one exam ny
cut in support, such as the proposed section 4 cut, could ce
participation in the school !um+ program. Even if this., a,
slight reduction, many schools would refuse to take 'on
prof_train or continue beyond the required school lunch pr6grain.

With enough funds and resources, advocates in Alabama could
rilake school breakfast available to all of the needy children in the
State over a period of 10 years ormore. A mandate with regards to
school breakfast in addition to adequate regulations and the effort
of advocateg could make the program available in less than half
that time: Anything short of this done in a piecemeal fashion will
never achieve this goal.

Again, I reiterate our recoMmendations that Congress mandate
participation, require public input on the infortnation of State
plans of operation, require school systems to show why breakfast. is
not feasible and develop a plan to eliminate barriers within, a set
time frame, to have .no cutbacks in the. school meal program,
provide USDA with clear enforoement power, and direct them to
utilize it to make school hreakfasts available, focus on school
breakfast as a nutrition rather than a poverty program, expand
school brvakfast outreach projects, And require input from parents,
student *. school personnel, and concerned citizens in any decision
nuutc As to whether or not to implement ri school breakfast. pro-

. ..-
grettrvi

rl`hank you.
Mr:!.GootHANG [presiding'. Jim! I believe you are next. Are all

three af you going to participate?
Mr. STEPHENSON. Yes, we will be.
Mr. GOODLINO'. All right.
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STATEMENTS 10 .JAML 11. STEPHENSON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR. PENNSYLVANIA COALITION ON FOOD AND NCTRITION,
ACCOMPANIED BY FRANCES WILSON, WELLINGTON NEIGH-
IfORHOODCOUNCIL, AND BEN VAN HORNI SUPERINTENDENT,
NORTHERN BEIWOM SCHOOL DISTRICT

STATEMENT OF JAMES II. STtPlIENSON, EXECUTIVE.DIREC-
TOR. PENNSYLVANIA COAI,ITION ON FOOD AND NUTRITION
Mr. STEPHENSON. The Pennsylvania Uoalition on Food and Nutri-

tion is a private, nonprofit agency established to promote more
equitAle and hunmne food and nutwition policies for the poor in
Pennsylvania. At present, we post a membership of over 400 indi-
viduals who come from a wide variety of backgrounds. Our mem:
bership is largely composed of Federt;l food program cbnsumers,
advocates, ahd ku.oviders.

The coalition s testimony is divided into three parts. First. Jim
Stephenson, executive director.of PCFN, will analyze the need for
school breakfast in Pennsylvania, the problems with implementa-
tion, and suggested resolution of these problems.

The second part of the testimolly will be presented by Ben Van
Iforn, doctor of education and lit perintendent of the NKthern

'Bedford School District in LoysburO, Pa. Dr. Van Horn has been
operating the school broikfast program in the Northern Bedford
School Distiict schools for'the past 12 years.

The third part of' the testimony will be presented by Frances
Wilson of the Wellington Neighborhood Council, which is located
in York, Pa. Frances prepares a modest breakfast. for children in
the housing district in order that these children do not go to school
hungry.

First of all, l submit for the record an analysis of the school .

breakfast participation in the 50 States and the 'District of' Colum-;
bia utilizing a four-factor test. It is my conclusion that the .State of'
Pennsylvania has the second worst reCord in school breakfast par-
ti.ciwtioli in the entire Nation. There are over 4,000 school build-
ings in the State of, Pennsylvania which stive lunches but do not
serve bteakfast, and more than 400, 10 children who receive
lunches at a free or reduced rate yet d ot have the opportunity of
eating breakfast at school.

Tile primary reason these children do not receive breakfast
simply is &cattle the breakfast program is operated in only 9
percent of' the schoolbuildings in Pennsylvania.

Goom.ING. Excuse me..Are we supposed to Mve the testimo-.ny you arteleading from? Do we have that'?
Mr. STEPHENSON. You should.
[Pause.)
Mr. GOODLING. This is just statistics. I have a statistical sheet.
Mr. STEPHENSON. There.are two sheets with one ltterhead.,
Mr. GoomaNd. I orrly have copies of, the community progress

counsel statement and the ,Northern Bedford School', District
statement.

[Whereupon, documents were passed out.]
Mr. STEPHENSON. To provide a 'few succinct examples of' the

immense itralerutdization of the school breakfast progrieh, let me
point .out that the Pittsburgh-School District serves lunch at a

0 4
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reduced _price to 84 oeccent Q1. enrollment, totaling 25,000 chil-
dren. The Pittsburgh School District, however, serves ImIikfast. in
only 2 of its 107 school buildings that serve lunch.

I might note that student participation in these two Pittsburgh
public schools serving breakfast is 100 percent. The participation in
the school lunch program in the entire district of Pittsburgh is
slightly over 50 percent as, compared to the total enrollment. The
City of Erie SchoolDistrict places second in the school breakfast
underutilization, with absolutely no buildings participating in the
school breakfast program.

Of Pennsylvania's 67 counties, only half of them have a school
district ivplementing the school breakfast program. Of the school
distFicts in the 34 counties in Pennsylvania having breakfast pro-
grams, one-third of these school .districts are serving breakfast in
only One building within its boundaries.

Unfortunately, I could continue with these kinds of losing scores
for the entire length of time allotted for my testimony. Suffice it to
say that outside of Philadelphia, a city where a fluke court case
has instituted school breakfast programs in all of its 300 schools,
there are only 89 public schools in the remainder of the State
participating in the national school breakfast program.

The obstaeliks, or barriers,, to the implementation of the national.
school breakfdst program have wrought books on the subject. It
appears to me, however,.that the most prominent obstacle to the
implementation of the national school breakfast piogram in local
schools is that there is a severe lack of outreach, attractive, infor-
mational materials, and promotion on the part of State and Feder-
al Govtrnment. This is not a rarity. The State outreach compo-
nents dedicated toward the positive promotion and expansion of

.
Federal food programs in Pennsylvania have long been a joke.

My resolution of this issue may or may not be a popular one. I
believe the solution to this particular problem is for the Federal
Government to provide 100 percent of the outreach costs for the
expansion of Federal food and nutrition programs, setting mini-
mum ,and maximum levels of spending for each State. Theie are
Federal food programs, and the Federal Governn,nt shauld pay for
the outreach.

Inasmuch as the Stai`e\-4 Pennsylvania, from a fiscal point of
view, has everything to gain in the short run for not doing effective
outreach for these Federal food programs, I think the buck should
start here.

Given the entitlemeritenature of Federal food programs, the State-
of Pennsylvaniaistands to project a substantiaLgavings for eacil
school district4Pd each' student not participatitig in. the national
school lunch or breakfast programs and, for that matter, for each
poteptial food stamp recipient who is Unaware of the eligibility and
application procedures. In the year-to-year budgetary process at the
State level, token outreach may be viewed as being extremely cast-
effective. In the short run.
. QnVisitive note, I .would. like to' applaud the subcommittee
memb nd USDA for the 'use of section 18 nutrition education
experimental or demonstration project money to fund statewide
organizations to conduct school breakfast campaigns. I would like
to recommend, 4 this time, that tke.Subcommittee on Elementary,
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StIcoadary, and Vocational Education consider earmarking approxi-
mately $300,000 or more fm- funding 10 school breakfast expansion
projects during fiscal year 1981. I have considerable faith that
when the results are in on the six projects which are curOntly
funded under section 18 funds, you will feel that this is a wise
direction in which to go when earmarking school lunch and break-
fast program research and demonstration money.

Back to the obstacles. An ckvious obstacle to school breakfast
e n u
section 4 cut, there )), relieving school districts of 5 cents on each
xpasion wold oc ur if' the Congress would undertake to make a

meal purchased by a paying child. As I am sure you qe aware
from the hearings of 2 weeks past, this is both a financial and a
philosophical battleground which could, as a result, severely hinder
the expansion of school breakfast programs anywhere.

probability t tat a section 4 cut would have in simply killing any
r. think tl,i. s a given, and see no reason to elaborate on the high

significnnt school breakfast expansion in thth next few years.
.'lir third obstacle which I have found to be of prevaleptaconcern

amom, school districts is the bookkeeping -ak;pect. The cograccount-
ing system, as required under PubN; Law 94-105, is currently
being implemented in Pennsylvania and is literally driving Many
of the school districts up the walls. Although I (10 not begin to
profess an understanding of the idiosyncracies of this system, the
procedure of' costing out salt, which may or may not be placed on a
slab of ground beef', and of accounting for sugar, which often,.
adorns the grapefruit, is somewhat absurd.

This tedious process, multiplied by two in the acceptance of the
school breakfast program, is going to appear to be tknbearable to
many school districts. In addition, I understand that there is some
problem as to the classification of petionnel who work part time
during the bre4fast or lun h period, and who also undertake other
activities durneg the remai g portion of the working day.

If such personnel are pai out of the school's 'general fund, they
are considered an indirect cost. If they are paid with separate
checks, they are a direct cost.

Without proposing to have, or to find, an immediate solution tic)
these problems, or to .the problems relating to busing schedules,
supervisory personnel .at breakfast time, additional bookkeepimo
work, et cetera, L would instead suggest a simple solution to these
and other problems whicftind their way into the minds of those
not comfortable with .the pi5vision of breakfast at school. A

The remedy would be to provide a serious financial incentive
which will give school districts the wherewithal to plan and imple-
ment 'school breakfast programs; that is, startup funds. This sub-
committee has 'rightly recognized that the proceaures involved in
startup have been a serious hindrance.to the implemeptations of
child care feeding programs when authorizing Public Law 95-627.
Although this may or may not be the solution to the problem of
school breakfast expansion, it will certainly be worth the minimal
cost if it worksif it does not work, it would hite cost little or
nothing to have developed a. legislative provision by which State
agencies can make a good faith offer of starttlp moneys to school
districts.

4 56 'N.
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Short of some sort of school breakfast mandate, which I believe
may be the onlj, *ity or aehievrog tofigreggional intent of thespit 01
breakfast program, we need from your subcommittee some US

legislation, either mandate or incentive, which will feed hungry
children in the morning. 4'

Rather than deal specifically with the myriad problems which
school administrators fear when talk of a school breakfast program
is broached, and rather than give you a secondhand report of how
important a school breakfast program can be for the children who
participate in it, I would like to yield to a school administrator,
Ben Van Horn, who has been operating a successful school break-
fast program in Bedford County ever since I was in grade school.

Following Dr. Van Horn, Frances Wilson, of the Wellington
housing project, will speak on the community need for a breakfast
program in the local area; in this case, York County, where no
school breakfast program presently oxists.

Thank you.
[Information submitted by James Stephensonliollows:]

1.
.

ANALYSIS OF THE NEED Fos SCHOOL BREAKFAST IN THE 50 UNITED STAMI AND
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 1

I
CHART I.-National school meal participation hy order of percent of lunch.serving

schools also serving hreaktiast

(hi percent I

1. Wyoming
2. Idaho *
3. Michigan
4. Utah
5. Connecticut
6. Wisconsin
7. North Dakota
8. Nebraska
9. Vermont

-, ...
.10. Iowa

2.7
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.9
5.6
5.6
6.2
6.4
6.5

27. New York
28. Ohio
29. South Dakota
30. Virginit;

Oklahoma
J2. New Mexico

33. Texas
34.Misaissippi
3.). California
16. Delaware

19.6
20.0
20.9
21.3
23.2
26.5
27.2
27.5
28.0
29.3

11. Penrisylvania 7.8 37. Massachusetts 29.4
12. Minnesota 7.9 38. Maryland 29.8
13. Oregon 8.4 39. Arizona , 35.2

14. New Hampshire 8.4 40. Alabama 15.4

15. Missouri 9.8 41. South Carolina 35.8

16. Kansas 0.7 42. Arkansas 36.2

17. Alaska 1.4 43. West Virginia 37.4
18. Colorado 1.5 44. Florida.ar 38.3
19. Montana 2.3 45. Georgia r , 38.5
20. Indiana 4.7 46. Louisiana 38.7

21. New Jersey 6.2 47. Nevada , 43.9
.22. Washington' , 7.4 48. North Caraina 49.9
2:3. Rhode Island 7.5 49. Kentucky \ 4 51.9
24. Illinois 8.1 50. Hawaii 53.9
25. Maine 8.5 51. Washington, D.0 95.9
26. Tennessee 8.7 N..
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CHART 2 --National school meal participation by ordee-14' number of schoots
fferping tuneheg hut -hot Stikiiirig breokfii§1

I. California
2. New York
3. Pennsylvania
4. Texas
5. Illinois
6. Ohio
7. Michigan
8. Missouri
9. Wisconsin

10. New Jervey
11. Minnesota
12. Indiana
13. Iowa
14. Massachusetts
15. Kansas
16. Oklahoma
17. Virginia
18. Tennessee
19. Florida
20. Washington.
21. Georgia
22. Connecticut
23. Oregon.
24. Colorado
25. Louisiana
26. Nebraska

4,947
4,7,40
4,055
3,744
3,416
1,148.
3 ,075
2,276
2,271
2,134
1,947
1.926
1,891
1,764
1.462
1,446
1,413
1,344
1,254
1,234
1,111
1,105
1,087
1,084
1,078
1,053

27. North Carolina
28. Maryland
29. Alabama
30. West Virginia
31. Kentucky
12. South Carolina
13. Arkabsas
14. Mississippi
15. Maine
36. Arizona
37. Utah
38. Montana
39. South Dakota
40. Idaho
41. New Mexico
42. North Dakohi
43. New Hampsh ire .

44. Vermont
45 Rhode Island
46. Wyoming
47. Alaska
48. Delaware
49. Nevada
50.1Iawaii
51. Washington, D.C.

1,011
991
819
768

7i( :1:1:8)1

559
541
517
510
496
468
4:11
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250
194
154
125
106
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CHART 3.-Nationol school meal participation by order of percent of chtldren
weeiving free or reducedpriced meals also.sen,ed breokfizst

I In iwrcent

1. New Hampshire 0.8 27. Missouri 13.7
2. Connecticut 1.7 28. Tennessee 13.8
3. Idaho 1.5 29. South Dakota 14.6
4. Vermont 02.6 10, Illinois 15.5
5. Wisconsin 2.9 11. Mississippi 16.5
6. Michigan 3,8 32. Delaware 17.0
7. Utah 5.0 33. Kansas 17.5
8. Wyoming 6.0 34. Oklahoma 19.6
9. Nebraska 6,1 35. Alabama 20.0

10.-Iowa 6.2 36. Florida 20.1
11. North Dakota 37. Arkansas 21.5'
12, Oregon 8.2 38. Massachusetts 21,9
13.. Minnesota 8.5 39. South Carolina 22.0'
14. Colorado 9.0 40. Texas 22.0.
15. Alaska 9.8 41. Louisiana 22.7.
16. Pennsylvania 10.1 42. Arizona 23.3,
17. Maine 11.3 43. California 24.7
18..New Jersey 11.4 44. Georgia 27.3.
19. New York 11.6 45, North Carolina
20. Rhode Wand 12.6 46, West Virginia 30.3

., 21. New Mexico 12.6 47, Hawaii 30.3
2?. Virginia 12.7 48. Nevada 33.5,
23. Washington
24. Maryland

12.8
13.1

49, Ohio
50, Washingeon. D.0 384

25. Indiana 13.1 51, Kentucky 38.626. Montana 13.1

vis
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01.0T._4:--:-.1Yational school meal participation by order it number of children receiv-
ing free or rrdueedprieed lum.hes, bin iiiit risreiving me or rerimrd privvd-hrffile-

4

fasts
1. New York 937,102 27. Connecticut 108,834 /
2. California , 789,126 28. Washington 103,432

3. Texas 621,396 29. West Virginia 91,510

4. Florida 411,539 30. New Mexico 90,238

5. l'ennsylvania 403,366 31. Arizona 86.474

6. Illinois :352,787 32. Iowa 85,197

7. New Jersey 350,348 33. Colorado 83,393

8. North Carolina 345,772 34. Kansas 67,597

9. Louisiana 328,653 35. Oregon 65,910

10. Georgia 286,567 36. Maine 61,681

11. Alabama 282,870 37. Nebraska 4 1,160

12. Michigan 277,032 38. Utah 41,039

13. Tennessee 259,141 39. Rhode Island 40,784

14. Virginia 251,791 40. Washington, D.0 38,921

15. Mississippi 249,448 41, New Hampshire 31,954

16. South Carolina 232,533 42. Hawaii 30,761

17. Massachusetts 202,443 43. South Dakota 30,037

18. Missouri 187,057 44. Idaho 27,000

19. Ohio 170,976 45. Delaware 23,821

20. Maryland 161,138 46. Montana 21,458

21. Kentucky R 155,528 47. Vermont 18,888

-22. Minnesota 138,104 48. North Dakota 16,115

23. Wisconsin 132,998 49. Nevada 13,539

Arkansas 132,960 50. Alaska 8,960
.24.
25. Indiana 'I 127,705 51. Wyoming 8,318

26. Oklithoma 125,119

FINAL ORDER, AS TAKEN FROM CHARTS 1, 2, 3:AND 4

final order and Stale
Chart I

order

Chart 2
ceder

Chart 3
order

Chad I
order

Total
charts
I. 2. 3.

4

Avefage
third chart

1 Michigan .. 3 6 12 28 1

2 Pennsylvania I 11 3 16 5 35 8.15

3. Wisconsui 6 9 5 23 43 10 /5

4. New York . 21 2 19 49 12.25

5 New Jersey I . .
21 10 18 56 14

6 Coenechcul.. 5 22 2 71 56 14

Minnesota 12 11 13 22
58 9.10/4

8 10 13 10 32 65 16 25

9 Illinois .
24 5 30 6 65 16 25

10 Missouri ,
15 8 21 18 68 1/

11 Tenas .33 4 40 3 80 ,20

12 Netxaslia 8 26 9 31 80 '20

13 California .... .. 35 1 43 2 81 , 20.25

14. Indiana .. 20 12 25 82 '20.5

15. Virginia 1 30' 17 25 14 83 2015.

16 Nagai, .
. 13 73 12 35 83 20 75

11 Tennessee 26 18 28 13 85 21.25

18 Utah 4 37 7 38 86 21.5

19 Idaho 2 40 3 44 89 22.25

20 Colorado- 18 24 14- 33 89 22.25

21. Washington.. 22 20 23 28 93 2325

22. Kansas. . 16 15 33 34 98 24,5

56-650 0 BO - 30

ti.
4 59
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FINAL ORDER, AS TAKEN FROM CHARTS 1, 2, 3, AND 4 -Continued

23 New Hampshire

14 Ohio

25. 11oeNa

26 Vernon! =

21 Wyoming

28 Massachusetts

29 Oklahoma

30 North Dakota

31 Mmlanil
32 Marne ,
33 Mississioui

34. Alabama

35 Geoffna

36 Louisiana

37 New Mexico

38 Rhode Island

39 North Carolina
40 South Carolina
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42 Alaska
43 Arkansas

44 South Dakota
45 Arizona
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50 Washington. DC
51 Nevada .
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14 75

25 5

25 15

26
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26 /5
21
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28 25
.28.5
28 75

'30

30 15
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31 75
32
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' Indicatem MidAtlantn. State
'Indicates tiedion IN funded State
'Textus has since implemented statewtde scluxd brvaklast law. which would reiltwo its priority significantly

Mr. GOODLING. Jim, may I interrupt just a minute?
Unfortunately, down here, we don't schedule nearly as well as

we did back in the public schools when I was an administrator.
Therefore we find subcommittees competing with subcommittees
and subcommittees competing with their own full committee, and

'that is part of my problem this morning, and my colleague from
Alabama has the same problem. He is running back arid forth
between this hearing and a simultaneous meeting of the Foreign
Affairs Commitfee as I shouldrbe doing.

He would like at this point to just aiiik a few questions of -Mr.
Nesbitt, or respond to something Mr. Nesbitt said so that he again
can run back and try to know what, is going on in tke bther
committee as well.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I thank.the gentleman from Pennsylvania, and I
do apologize to the panel for the nnfortunate fact that we, as no'
colleague has just said; operate in conflict with ourselves around
hereo.

Mr. Nesbitt, I am particularly disappointed to have missed your
testimony. My timing was bad. I intended tolet here in time to
hear you, rather than just after you had testified. I havb a thrve-
way conflict this mornin . Unfortunately, that is not at all unusual
around this place.

460 1.4
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I.-want to simply join Hi welcoming the panctleind in indicating.
that there is some concern among the members of the committee,
that I know members of the panel feel, about the inadequacy of our
hweting the nutritional problems of' the children and other people
in the United States.

Mr. Nesbitt, I will ask one question, and then I hope40 return to
participate in the questioning of the panel. You indicatelii a concern .
over the studpnt breakfast program in that the student breakfast
program was considered a poverty program rather than a nutrition
program. I wondered what elements creater1hat psychology, be-
cause certainly we want the school' breakfast program to survive,
grew, and prosperfn Alabama and elsewhere.

Mr. NF.ssrrr. I think basically what happens is, very often in our
efforts to make a school breakfast program available, and in talk-
ing to the press or in going before school boards, we make it clear
we are there, No. 1, because we want to feed those children who do
Dot get an adequate breakfast in the morning or who don't get any
breakfast at all.

think what is very often underplayed is the fact that even those
kids who pay for the school breakfast progyam do not pay the full
cost of' it, and that in fact there are many kids who participate, and
it also helps them in terms of many of them not getting breakfast
in the morning.

So I think .what has happened is pretty much the public for the
most part has cast the program in that light in Alabama.. Again,
referring to the list of articles I brought with me, you will see that
the very last article I brought, the headline reads, "Free Breakfast.
Reinstated by the School Board." That doesn't say anything about
the reduced price breakfast or the paid breakfast. So, again, I think
it is that focus on the fact that some kids eat a free -Or reduced t
price breakfast and not on the fact that breakfast offers an oppor-1
tunity for kids to get good nutrition.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you-very much.
Again, I apologize for the interruption, and I hope to be back in

time for the questioning of the panel. Thank you.
Mr. GOODUNC.-Thank you.
Dr. Van Horn?

STATEMAT OF' BEN F. VAN HORNL SUPERINTENDENT,
NORTHERN BEDF'ORD SCHOOL DISTRICT

Dr. VAN. HORN. Members of the committee, I am happy to be
here today and to bring you greetings from Congressman Bud
Shuster's district. It is my privilege to testify to the value of the
school breakfast program and to the need for continued Statg and
Federal support for the program.

'As one who speaks from the firing lines, as far as the operation
of the program is concerned, I want to say,' first of all, that I am
100 percent enthusiastic about the program. We in the Northern
Bedford CountY School District for grades K through 12 were a
volunteer participant in the pilot bfeakfast program which w9s
authoYized by the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, -and we have contin-
ued to participate under Public Law 94-105.

161
vt.
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Our school district covers an area of 1-1 2 square iniles and _quali-
fies as a participant. on the basis of the distance traveled and time
spent on buses by our pupils.

I would like to give you a little background and maybe some
philosophy add some of the findings that we have observed from
the 12 years of operation. Our home room teachers and others
working with our children and youth observed that many of them
were coming to school without breakfast. Upon investigation, a
number of reasons were identified. One, they were not hungry at
6:30 or 7 in the morning. Two, they had to rush to.meet the bus
and didn't have time to eat. And three, the bus ride made them
nauseous if they ate breakfast. Four, there was no one at home to
get breakfast, as both parents had left for work. And finally, many

-4.44,41y girls indicated in particular that they didn't. eat breakfast
for fear of getting fat.

In addition to those pupils not eating, we were amazed to find in
our preliminary survey what a so-called breakfast consisted of for
many who did eat at home. A cookie or a candy bar or a coke was
freqttently mentioned. Seldom even an apple or a glaiis of milk, in
our rich agricultural area. .

Begin*aware of the evidence presented by tbe Iowa studies which
went to poor 'health, poor academic progress, and-discipline .prob-
lems to lack of a nutritious breakfast, we recommended that our
district take advantage of the opportunity to participate in the
pilot program.

After 12 eyears of observation, Ye can, testify to many positive
features of the program, and Elite Of the opinion that the service
should be offered in ill schools.

First, on the basis of many teacher reports, and of one scientifi-
cally conducted research study by a faculty member', we have con-
cluded that students participating in our program are., more alert
physically and mentally in the late morning hours,than otherwise.
The payoff is in better health, better grades, Efnd better school
attitude. i

We have:attached the summary of the study made by one of our
faculty members. . '

Second,rwith approximately 40 percent of our mo ers working
away from home, and I reemphasize, nearly 40 pe ent of our
mothers are working away from- homemany leav the house
before the school bus arrives. We are voviding a service which
parents appreciate. The f.ichool breakfast program is a response to
one of the social realities of our times.

Third, we have found the breakfast program to be one of tiI.,_,_
most effective- and practical means.of educating all our pupils an
their families as to theco.mposition and importa,nce of a good
breakfast,ieven though they might not be eating at sthool, a spin9ff
frotn\the school emphasis has made all parents more concernbd.

As a school adminiatrator who has experieneed the scheduling of
tl:le.breakfast +-vice, I can attest to the ease by which it operates.
4 reduced staff of the regular school lunch cooks arrives an hour
early to prepale and serve the breakfast. The pupils unload from
their bilses and move op their own, without supervision, to the
cafeteria, eat, sometimes with a brother or sister orboyfriend or
girlfriend, and then to their home room or first period class, as the
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-pr-inc-ipal has -planned, without confusion_ The minimal clerical
work involved is handled by a building secretary stationed on the
fine, also without complications.

I state these three observations simply to negate many of the
objections made by fellow administrators. It is not a complicated
program to operate. It is very simple. Personally, it starts my day
off on a positive note, as I observe the children and youth enjoying
a good breakfast in a happy social atmosphere, knowing that their
day will be better for having eaten breakfast.

From the observable benefits of the school breakfast program
durinethe 12 years of operation in our school, tVe are convinced of
its value to our pupila who would not otherwise eat a nutritious
breakfast. We believe strongly that it deserves the financial sup-
port and encouragement of both State and Federal agencies in the
interests of the children and youth of our Nation.

Again, I thank you for this opportunity to speak on behalf of the
health and education and yvelfaree of the school-aged children and
youth of our Nation.

[Information referred to follows:1

SUMMARY OF THE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENERE OF THE NORTHERN BEDFORIt.SCHOOL
DISTRICT BREAKFAST PROGRAM ON PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EFFICIENCY IN TIIE LATE

MORNING HOURS

(By Milford (Rick) Miller)

The purpose of this study was to analyze the .relative effectiveness of the Northern
Redford School District breakfast program on physical (Ind mental efficiency in the
late morning hours.

Techniques for diagnosing the information net;ded included teacher observation,
interviews, teacher and student questionnaires, class marks,..and unannounced third
period subject tests. The data accumulated from the techniques mentioned were
analyzed and evaluated. lhe findings were presented and discussed in twelve tables
and six figures.

On the basis of the findings of this study, it was concluded:
1. that students with the same ability level, who had a nutrition breakfast

before an unannounced test in the !Atte morning hour scored significantly higher
grades than students who did not have a nutritious breakfast.

2. that students with the same ability level wilo were classified as breakfast
individuals achieved better third period subject grades (averaged for the year)
than students who were classified as nen-breakfast individuals.

3. that students with the same ability level who had breakfast at school
achieved higher grades in third period subject tests than non-breakfast students.

4. that there was a significant relationship between teachel observations of
stildents who were not mentally or.physically alert during the Third period class
and non-breakfast students.

With the drawing of the above m'entioned conclusions, this study has indicated
that, in general, students in the Northern Bedford County School District whp at a
nutritious breakfast regularly are more alert physically and mentally in thj late
morning houra than students who do not eat a nutritious breakfast.

It was-recommended that further research of a wider scope and gteater dep
conducted in the future.

Mr. GOODLING. Ms. Wilson?

STATEMENT OF FRANCES WILSON, WELLINGTO
NEIGHBORMOD COUNCIL

Ms. WILSON. First of all, I would like to thank isou for diving ne
the opportunity to speak.

kor 3 years now, I have been serving breakfast to 30 elementary
school children Mr attend Phinins Davis School in York,, Pa. This
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breakfast has been toast and hot chocolate, but it allows the chii
dren to start the day with sOmething hot in their stomaChs.

I come to the center about 8 a.m., half an lotilLbefore my regular
rting time, and provide> this meal for the c iildren, who get up

early enough to come to the Wellington Nei thorhood Center to
eat. All the children I feed come from tI Well ington !lousing

rProject. For the past 2 years, I have made arrangements with the
Mount Wolf Bus Co. to pick the childrei up at the center, take
tlwin to school, and in the afternoon ret rn-them to. the center. I
rent t his bus because the school i,§ too far away for the young
children to walk, especially in cold weather. It takes 25 minutes to
waljc to the school from the center, and the children would have to
get up too e y to eat breakfast and get to school on time.

The York Ity SchoorDistrict says that these children livim! in
the radius of 4 he school, that they must walk, and the school can't
provide transportation for them. I collect $2.30 each week from the
mothers to cover my expenses, but it is not enough to pay for the
food and the bus. People can't always afford to pay their share, so Id
am forced to reach into my pocket to help pay.
:Many children are waiting for me at 8 a.m. because they wake

up hungry and know they can get. somethinW to eat. at. the center.
The cost to parents fvr breakfast mid a bus ride to and from school
is 45 cents a day, bat I have seen many older children spend at
least that much at the corner store on their way to school for a
soda.and a bag of chips to start their day with. .

I have offered the breakfast program to the older kids,.too, but
litany are embarrassed to eat in the center with the younger chil-
dren, so they don't come, and instead start out their day with junk
food, which is not any good for them. I am sure these ,children are
hungry long before lunchtime.

The Wellington Neighborhood Council is just beginning to re-
seat;ch\ school br lasts. We didn't know schooN could serve break-
fast j4t like,rhey could,serve lunch. No one had ever asked us if
we wa ted breakfast in our 'schools.'Breakfast in schools could be a
glass or-milk, juice, id cerpal. It is a simple meal that can be
prepared in a ca eria and served at the children's desks during
the first IO minutes of the day. . .

Breakfast served at school could take care of the transportation
'problem we have of feeding the kids and getting them to school on
time. The school has equipment t.o preparef a hot meal in the
morning, but our center does not. This meal" could be paid for by
the Government, with tax money, instead of by .0arents that. don't
always have the money.' ..

All children should eat iii thmornifig, not just the lew kids we
feed. Since 50 percent of the-York City schoolchildren re:ceivei free
lunches because there are so many poor childrgn, the school could
receive the 45 cents per day per child that thtrcenter Charges and
cerve a better meal.

We need your help, since no one'das asked us if we want break:
fast in our schools, the t ouncil thinks that the school is not inter,
ested in feeding our children a good meal in the morning.

The Community Progresti ComDcil, Inc., the CAA (Comcunity
Action Agency) in York, served 4011-kids two meals and a snack all

vo
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\ summer througli ilie summer 'feeding program. There are iungry
'kids in our city vitio could use breakfast.

Maybe no one is putting any pressure on the school to provide
breakfast. The council is going to begin a campaign to get breakfast
in our schools. Maybe the school district will listenand maybe
they won't. But they would listen to you. Please help us feed our
hungry kids by telling all schools that if they, serve lunch, then
they must serve breakfasr Sometimes the children eat at 6 o'clock
in the evening. They don't gpt anything else until the i*xt day at
lunch. That is 18 hours before the children eat. Teachers have also
stated children who are hungry are not prepared for the day learn-
ing-wise. The breakfast Program would not make all children A
students, but it would give all children -an equal chance in learn-

.

ing. . .

Chairman PERKINS [presiding]. Mr. Goodling'?
Mr. GOODLING. I have several questions.
First of all, Ms. Wilson, have'you talked to the superintendent of

the schools? .,

Ms. WILSON. Oh, yes,' I have/ called the schools. Yes, I haveI
tried there first before I went anywhere else.

Mr. GOODLING. What is his response'?
., Ms. WIISON. He just said, it can't be done. That is all he always

says.
Nlr. COODLING: Did he give you a eason wliff- it could not be

done?
MR. WILSON. No, that is all th y say.
Mr. GOODLING. What kind of public pressure has there been?
I ask this question because I am generally concerned yvhen wit-

nesses urgeCongress to mandate a wecificcprogram the Federal
level; sometimes I get the impression that they want us to mandate
on the Federal level what they are unable to achieVe at the local
level. What have they done as a c munity?

_

ms. Witsm. The only thing w ave done as a 'corm-dimitythat
was juk the Wellington Neighbo ood Council we had looked into
this year. ,

Mr. GOOICiLING. How about PTA's?
Ms. WILSON. I Aon't know about the PTA. I am just talking ati'out

what.we have done, the Wellington Neighborhood Council. .

Mr. GOODIANG. It seems to me that ih the city of York, where you
are saying 50 percent of the students are receivink free or reduced
price lunches, there should be enout public pressure if in fact this'
is what the public wantS. That is the only point I am trying to
.make. Ask your superintendent what his thoughts are add why
they have not partictpated in the program% I woulcl think he Would
be very much interested in the program in the city of York.

Doctor, I was glad yougeliminated 'fried potatoes when you gave
your oral .report, 'since I noticed it was in your written report. In
your area and my area for 200 Years fried potatoes have been
pretty important in getting the day started. [General' laughter.]

You said after 12 years of observation you can testify) many
positive features. The second thing you said was: 1'

Approximately 40 percent of' our mothers are working .tkway from home, many
leaving the house before the school bus arrives. We are, providing a service the
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parente appreciate The iii:h9e1 breakfast program le a, revonst lo one of Lhe eqcial
YeT:It Hies

Did your pressure then come from the local level, since 40 per-
cent of the parents are working? Where did the pressure come
from to bring.about a school breakfast program?

Dr. WAN HORN. We were not pressured to do it. The fact of the
matter is, it was a matter of observing the need by our staff. Our
pressure worked the other way. We had to use a little pressure to
sell to the school board'and to offset some of the objections by some
of the parents in the community, and I think maybe this is a part
of the problem in other areas, that people still think it is a home
responsibility.

Our theory is that every child needs a bfeakfast. We don't care
whether they eat at home. We hope they would eat at home. But if
they are not eating at home, which many of them are not doing, we
feel then that we have not only a responsibility but an opportunity
to provide it for them at school, and it is so pimple, this service,
that ,I for one cannot understand why Dr. Grant,Moore cannot see
the feasibilityefroviding it for the

Mr. GoonLING7So you are sayi idn't need any Federal
mandate to help you sell the pr iou could sell it fo your-
selves?

Dr. VAN HORN. We got into a pilo rogram as an experiment,
and we felt that any time.we had 1 opportunity to participate in
something of this kind, we shoul . It was well supported in the
beginning to do that, and it is very important that the support be
continued, and I feel as an administrator I,, am not too much in
favor of mandates, but I am more in favor of centives. I think the
thing to do, really, to get it off the ground ac oss the Nation is for
the Department of Agriculture to first of all,Ibelieve it themselves,
and I think if you want to know wher it starts, part of the
problem starts here in Washington with t lack of enthusiasm by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

So, by some more incentive, I,kMniI this program can fly on its
own without a lot of mandates.

Mr. GOODUNG. That brings me to a question for Jim. He was
talking about mandate or incentive. I like the incentive approach.
Now, would you explain what you have in mind when you talk
about incentives?

Mr. STEPHENSON. It is somewhat of a difficult question. The one
that I mentioned was the possibility of, insofar as incentives, waS
the pm:ibility of startup costs. Many administrators onschool
boardse very many obstacles or barriers to a school .breakfast
program when they first hear about it, and my suggestion is, if
there were startup'costs in which they cotild solve those problems
without being an internal cost from the general flinds, from their
own pockets, that they mightkbe more willing to start a breakfast
program.

Another ape is to pfbvide an additional reimbursement advan-
tage for those schools th4Loperate school lunch and breakfast
programs, but I think thatlhe gist of-my testimony was that we
need ti serious financial incentive in order to expand breakfast. If
not, we need a mandate.
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I would say that the incentives that have occurred so farThre
good. I am glad for the equipment incentive, and the commingling
of costs, which will eliminate ..i!ome paperwork in the reporting
procedures for school lunch aqt' breakfast programs. I am glad
those twq4accurred. But I do noVbelieve there are serious fiscal
incentiveM expand breakfast prog.rams.

Money talks, and I think that is what school districts are going
to look at, especially in the next few years, when motley will be so.

Mr. GOOPLING. I suppose you know what the subcommittee hear-
ings has been investigating in'the last couple of weeks before we
got to the breakfast program. The hearings had dealt with the
reduction of 5 cents per meal for the paying students in the school
lunch program. With that staring us in the face, the financial
incentive you, are talking about may be a problem, because we tire
going to have to fight, in the face of a 13-percent inflation rate, just
to hang onto that nickel. As a matter of fact, I believe the Budget
Committee is assuming that the nickel rection will in fact take
place. ky .

Mr. STEPHENSON. I understand that, and I see that as a serious
battle, so that the 5 cents does notso thatIthey \would not lose
that 5 cent reimbursement opportunity, and I ehink on that basis if
we look at it realistically perhaps the only al4rnative we have is
some sort of a mandate, either a parent survey or a mandate on
the basls of substantial povertyjJ1tjIe school d1 1;

ts.
Mr.- GOODLiNG. NOW, the area in which 3ou what kind of

public pressure is there for the school breakfast ijk '
Mr. STEPHENSON:. AS I mentioned in my., :Wink the

primary problem is that parents and ilidhy sc h istrators
do notparents do not know about the prog -Chao] admin-
iserators do not understand theprogram. They know about it, but
they don't understand why it is there, what it is for, what it dgoes,
and what problems it would solve. We plan to do a school breakfast
campaign in Pennsylvania as part of our Community Services Ad--

. ministration grant for special support projects. We are going to be
linking up with the State of Pennsylvania and the USDA regional

-*office, and hopefully a number of other agsociations and organiza-
s4 tions across the. State of Pennsylvania, to bring the awareness

thi-ough public media of the breakfast program to parents as well
as toitielp to generate public pressure at the local level to institute
breakfast programs, and basically anything we can do to feed4fiungrylchildren.

Mr. GOODLING. I mention this simply because after over 20 years
as a school admlnistor, I have discovered that I. could sell almost
anything to the boird if I had enough public pressure, because like
Congressmen; members of the board of education like to be re-..

elected; too.
Mrs. Glavin, what are you doing, or what might you do to help

with this idea of informing it to the community in the first place,
making people aware of what is happening.

Ms. GLAVIN. We age, as Mr. Stephenson said, wOrking with them
on thtir project, vWh involves, among other things, a hotline for
people to -call, and public service announcements giving the.-
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,
number of this hotline to people to p,-et more information. So, wecare workMg with the coalition in their eflotts in Pennsylvania.

* lytt. GooDuN. Mr. Van I lorn, I would like to ask, knowing your
district, what were your major -problems iii relationship to trans-,
portation, the school breakfast and getting the students to classalfr
and.so ten. I low do you work tluit? For ilistanl.e, how do you handle
the last busloads that come in, let's say, 2 minutes before school is.
supposed to begin? .

.
-------

Dr. VA N HOR N. Wel l, as I s4ia, we qualify on the brtsis of time
traveled, the -distance, and SO\ forth. We are not in under the
qualification based on poverty. In many icases, we have two runs of '
buses. The early run primarilythose are the ones who take .ptt'rt, in the breakfast program. IP .

Mr. GoonLING. What happens to the secoad run?
. Dr. VAN. )RN. Many of them don't have to start to school so

early and t can eat -at home, but they do have-the opportunity
to eat at school. Buses are in, most of them, 10 mituttes before time
to go to clases, There is no problem with it as far. as the grade school
is concernedlIn he high schbol we have really eliminated the
homeroom atte9 ef, period,and they go directly from the cafete-
ria to theirefir" riod class. They sign an attendance slip in 'the
cafeteria beft.oe y leave there. that goes directly to the'.ofke,
and the office sta knows that they are not absent because th'ey
have signeki the attendance slip in the cafeteria.

Mr. GOODLING. What is thepercentage of elementary youngsters
A participating in relationship to seconciary students?

Dr. VAN HORN. TIW participation in thy foul- buildings, the three
, elementary and the one high- school, .in one of the elementary

buildings it is About half Of the. people, and in the other two one-
_fourth, and in the high school` about A perc nt. The participation,
to answer your' question is, in high school i is not as great as in,
tke eletnentary, anti this is one of the thin s we were-To address'
ourselves to as a pllot program;to try to find waysrlo persuade .

teenagers-to eat breakfast. We have not been as sucdessful in that
as we had hoped lo be. ,

You,'having ekperience, Mr.- Goodling, in school administration,
know that highPtchool boys and girls, if they have a little free time,
would rather walk around the hall holding hands or stand in the,' .
corner then they wouldgo to study hall and breakfast in this case.

,. Mr. GOODIANG. Yes, Thenutritionists keep insisting that there is
some way they can make each high sohool youngster participate in
the school lunch program. I remind them that high school young-
sters tiave giber ideas in mind at lunch time.)

Dr. VAN`MORN. We don't have trouble .with theni at lunch time.
They all eat. We have a high participation.,We don't have junk
foods for sale in our buildings, but the participation in breakftst
foil the high school is, as I said, only alitout 20 percent.

Mr. GOODLING. We must run. We.have 4. mitiutes t9 'et to the
floor to vote, andthe chairman should be on his wriy back.

w. [Paused
Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Gjavin, the Department is to be con-

I. gratulaied for securing a 25-percent increase in the breakfast pros
.gfiam in 1 year's. time. What iI am very coacerned about Is your
statement that only 28 States have provided the extra payments

L 44,
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'for our free breakfast that the Congress mandated last year. Wluit
I% the problem with the other States?

Ms. GLAVIN. That 'information mythe number of States is from
last year. We don't have current inTormation yet for this year, but
we have put out reguhltions to implement last 'year's law,.which
requires,ail States to have a minimum standard for severe need,
and we re very hopeful that that will increase the number of
States utilizing and the number of schools able to,utilize the severe
need rates. This is the first time we have had a minimum standard,
but the figures on, the number of States using those rates precedes
the implementation of that law.

Chairman PERKINS., Now, I want to ask you again, Ms. Glavin, a
-witness from Michigan yesterday told the subcommittee that al-
though the Department's' outreach initiatives in ether States may
be lAudable, she described four effortii in Michigan as minimal at
best. What have been your national outreach efforts to date, and
are your efforts concentrated in some States and not in others? If
this is the case, what is the reason?

, Ms. GLAVIN. Our media effonts have taken a. number of forms.
One is the production 'in- Om 'Department of feature stories on
successful breakfast programs whichswe provide to newspapers and
magazines acro the country. Of course,they are free to pick those
stories ap or ' as theY see fit. In addition, we have done a
timber of ead spots on the bpeakfast program using, various
sptrts and entertainment celebrities to volunteer their time to do
the spots. 4e.

Again, whether those are picked up by local radio station, is
beyond our control.

In addition, we have tried to get.some pf the'national magazines
that have Wide circulation to be interested in doing stories on the
breakfast program: As you4now, a few years ago Redbook maga-
zine did a story on the progrAm. This yedr, just a month or so. ago,
the magazine, Working Mcither, ran a story on the breakfast pro-
grAm and provided a lot of inTormation.

Those get very wide circulation, and we are delighted to see that.
In terms of' how much the local media, in a State, will pick Up

things like news features or radro spots, that- can _be_helped if we
can get local Reople in the- States to hand deliver, for example,
spots to a radio gtatiOn. We do this a 'lot with our TV spot fot the
National School Lunch Week. We get the local school food service
people to actually take'the spot down to the TV statioii avid ask
them to play it. Olbviously, that has'a lot more impact.than'ti spot
that just arrives in the mail,'

So, tit the extent that we can get that, kind of personalization of a
spot bythe local people, it is much more kuccessful.and much more N.410
likely to be played: . .

Chairman PERKINS. I would like td ask one final question,. and
that is, what effect would Federal cutbacks in the school lunch
program have on the expansion of the schodl iolgarikfast program? I'
would like to begin at the end of the table and go all.tthe wity
across. So you-Answer first, Mr. Nesbitt.
r Mr. NESBITT. I think what would happen in inany cases in Ala- '

wherd manY 8004Wards 'already win not implement .a
breakfast .program because of fiscal concerns, if there were a cut-

.*I #A
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back in support for the school _lunch program, it would cause them
to be even nmre cautious, and many schoolg would not only not
implenwnt the program, but many schools would drop the school
breakfast program.

Again, in the case of a school system whew we had a campaign
to get all the schools op the breakfast program, after a very short
period of time, 2 months, as a matter of fact, with a deficit of less
than $300, the program wzis dropped.

If, let's say, in addition to OW we have gathered those two
schools back in the prograw, but if they receive a cut in their
school lunch funding, that would make them, I would think, very
hostile toward school meal programs.

Chairinan PERKINS. Thank you. Ms. Glavin?
Ms. GLAVIN. Mr. Chairman, as you know, we have proposed .a 5-

cent reduction in the section I payment. We believe that to be a
very modest reduction, and as you know, it is directed only for the
payingchild inrfhe school lunch program. Our budget estimates do

-not indicate there would be any drop in breakfast participation lie
a result 4rthat cut.

ChairiThin PERKINS. Mr. Stephenson?
,Mr. STEPIIENSdN. AS I mentioned in my testim n I think it

would have a disastrous effect on the developing t udes in pro-
moting the school britakfast prop-4ms. I think it w(Wld be extrem,e-
ly difficult to get hninistratov and school boz ds to accept a
s&hool breakfast program because Ofe obvious questicin they are
going to ask, whether it is a valid one or not, is, where is the iwxt
cut going to come, zind when is it going to happen.

I .Thould also say, if it does come down to a choice between
reduction of the eligibility for free witMeduced price lunches or
breakfasts, and the 5-cent cut, our tilvIrter would put us-on the side
of preferring that there net pe a redtictidn in the eligibility.

Dr. VAN HORN. I would observe, first, that if Such a cut were
made, there would be-.no further expansion in the breakfast .pro-
gram, and secondly, speaking from'experience, it would be a death'
knell, I think, to our program. We are now surviving on the basis
of13 cents per kreakfast that the State supplements at the end of'
the year. Other than that, we are not breaking even, so we cannot
afford any furthet cuts.

Ms. WitlxiN. Really, I really don't' know too much' aberirrh s , t
I really would not like to see any cut either. All I would like to see.
is somebody get something irt these Schools to help our children.

airman PEAms. Thank you all for excellent testimony.4 am
go ng to call dn Mt..Kildee oflYlichigan riK for questions.

Mr. KILDEE. I think, Mr.- Chairman, While I was attending the
Small BusThess Subcommittee, there watiPsome rmntion about the
need to spread more information about the program. We had a

-.representative from Michigan here ,yesterday who felt ,that the
effo-rtsAwere minimal at best M-Michigan, so I would just urge ydu
to use all means possible to disseminate this infbrmation,' both
through Miblic sevvice broadcasts, and the use of' your imagination
over there.

. -
I think when.we offer Ahese programs, it is because we recognize

there is'a need. We are *king it out of love fir; our fellow man. We
. A
`.1
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should look for innovative ways to inform the children and their
parents of the program..

So, I urge you to keep informing innovative ways.
Yes, sir?
Dr. VAN HORN. May I follow up on what you,are saying?
Mr. XILDEE. Certainly.
Dr. VAN HORN% I may get in trouble witti Ms. Glavin here, but

what you have said is exactly. right. There needs to be more push
from the USDA publicity. Now, somehow or -other, whether it is
because we are out in Vie mountains or what, I don't4Lnow, but the
message is not,,getting down into the schools. They want_to know
why more administrators aren't cooperating, and.that is one of the
reasons. We aren't getting the message. We can read, but we are
not hearing it. Somehow it is not coming through, and I think the
USDA does need to take a stronger stand, more help trying to sell
a program of informim out to the field.

Mr.. 4#LDEE. I hope they would brainstorm ahd try to figure it
out andwork i.with people n the fieTd who are concerned about the
delivery of these services and solicit their ideas as to how this
information can bt cominunicated. I think it is extremely impor-
tant that people know..

Thank 4,06 tery much, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I want to thank all of you distinguished

ladies and gentlemen. You have been moat helpful to the commit-
Ptee. We want.to carry-out. your point of yiew in every way possible.

We want to strengthen the breakfast Sand the school lunch free and
reduced programs in every way possible. We don't want it dimin-
ished in any respect, and we will work with you td that end in
every way we possibly can.

Mr. Goodling, do you have any further questions?
Mr. GOODLING. -No.
Chairman PERKINS. 1,19t me thank all of you for your testimony.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.] ,

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
NATIONAI4C11001. BOARDS ASSOCIATION,

Wa, ington, D.C., November :la 1979.

MOP CARL D. PERKINS, 40
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor. House 'of Remrsentatives, ,Rayburn

House Office BuiVing, Washington, D.0
DrAu MR. PERKINS: The entire area of child nutrition and its impact on children

attending public schools i6 a Major concern to the members of the National School
Boards Association. We feel that opr testimony before the Subcommittee' on Elemen-
taav, Secoakirer and Velcational Education on November 1, 1979, succinctly stated

'our concerli/151 the healthiand well-being of children, and the importance of Federal
.funds for tkhool nutritioeprograms. Although our testimony of Novemher 1 was in
'support of the premenitlever of Federal funding for school lunch, our members are
deeply concerned with the possibility of connecting school lunch eligibility with the
operation of a breakfast program. In the absence of full funding by the Federal
governmnnt of school. breakfast programs, we must object to any legislation which
.would in effect mandate school breakfast programs. In the abgen,0 of Federal funds,

costs would., need to be absorbed by increasing lopilkl property tax, dr by increas-
mg the price th childsan..This program has several 'administrative an'd operational
components not:associated with the delivery Of the lunch program.

We believe that scientific data have demonstrate that there is a direct cornice-
' tion between the quality and quantity.of nutritious foods consumed and the state of

general hoalth and learning capacity of children and youth. And, every effort
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11should be made 0 ensuir that the highest nutritional ..,landards 11111 the goal for
ever% student 't'l e attaminent of this goal is not ((AA,. within the capacit of each .
and everN school liSt no

Pt ogiainniatic goals of local schools are ranked and pursued within the context of
competing demands for limited re_aources and the constraints of the public's accept
ance of various programs To ignore these factors in proposing itew programs
(foci edisos the plait:11,0a%, at a isacetissual program change or ipiplementat ion

School board members 'madel certatuly applaud and encourage the Vsit loll of
many groups which work for imptoved nutritional standards fat children in st hool
lunch and hreakfast piogranis However. we disagree with the means of attaining
these 2oal4 and would point out that the delivery of- breakfast in schools is signifi
cant 1,. different from that Of 5t11001 101101 WI far that to connect lnyaklast and
lunch programs may produce' the most undesirable outcome

We would (1110.v yollr ail ttit ton to 50111e 01 I Ill' tilltvi711Ct's ill I Ill I Wu prOglittlIS
The rt. :UP dist rli'lti wnli higlwr levels of participation tu hinch plograins tall paidan
part w(pat ion) Intl '('I' few eligible free or redui.ed prfce participants la thegew'w
circumstance's. to require breakfast would identfy children rectving bre.akfast as
-pow children- with the.attendant side-effects Furthernawp. Whirl l' t rallsp011:11 1o11
1`. I eglIt.1 NI. extensive changes in schedules wq.uhl be necest-iary. or double bus routes
%%mild be needed. or non eligible children would have In be transported at ;to earlier
hour to accommodate on, the breakfast participant's needs These kinds of logistwal
pi ohleins. are not a part of the lunch program

Thei 0 e, :Ike the matter of unknown program costs (inlike the school lunch
(a ()gram. the school breakfast Prola'nni incur a variety of hidden or indirect costs
not associated w a 4 _wild, .

.

Some of I la'sr COst5; naiad(' 1 ) Init.ial program startlelp costs. 12) extending hours
(in- t.'01).1 erlil V. ollit'r.,, I C:Itilerk tld..or zednimist rat ive staff. (31 morevaansportat ion
costs. i le selieduling changes. I. expanded storage capacity, teo increased parchasing
demands, 1 i t higher utilities. and i?,t longer bus schedule's. just to mem tem the most
obvious ones With the tight money .sit not ton in Congress and the lark of clearly'
identified cost..items of a breakfast program, we feel it would he unwise' to make the
serving of breakfast a requirement fiw lunch ()minion! um A go slow approach on
this issue at this tinw is more compatible with t he up-coming IISIM research on
child nutrition requested by the Congress in S Res an (lin il that study has been
completed. the Nat team! Sciion,1 Boards Association feels that it would he premature
to hulk the breakfast and lunch program partUlpatiem

Sincerely.
Al Ita,ST W
..4.tiSnelot Lrecutive Drrerfor...

()flute of 1?elattons.

A LouistANA Ilurvealt Conl.rrjoN,
New Oth'oz 0' Lii. December 6. f!

.110N . CARL PERKINS,
1}'hatrperson. House Committee on Rilcuattni and Rayburn Moor Glike

Badding. Washington. D.C.
DEAR oNGREssm AN. This letterond enclose'd materials are to he intitided in the'

re,cord of testimony of the hearings On Selmol Breakfast recent ly. held at the request
of the Children's Foundatioil. The series of letterst newspilper ;.irticles and -petition
Ttkt'tI 'describe the year long .battle Sew breaktnst by a citizens' group in St

Helena Paritili, Loytisjitna. Pkase read all attachments carefully Yon will be both
appalled by the extrema' anti-sehool breakrast stance of. the school superintendent
:end impressed by the determinat of the citizens waging this ceenpaign.

The St Helena Little Citizens, a,group,composed mainly of women who now have
school-agergraneklhildren, has be/it conducting. a Schmil Breirkfast campaign in St.
'Helena Parish for over a year, With' the teohnical assistance of the Imuisiana
Hunger Coalition, they havo disseminated information on the availability and the

of t he prog ra in, attended and addressed school board- and 1 Yll'A meet ings
regularly, and secured 200. signat ures on a petition.requesting implemenhition. All
of these measures have been !net wit h irrational Opposition by the parish school
superintendent, Clarence SPeed, who is also, simultaileonsly the mayor of the porksb
seat,. Greensburg, La. Singlehandedly this one man has blockeil implementation of
the Breakfast Program. '

Following are soine.addetional farts not reflected in the attachmepts:
On July 25, 1979, 0 School Bnialerast meeting was called by the St. Helleim Little

Citizens and the 1,1 IC to discuss further strategies. Parehts, teachers, school bus

472
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drive..)rs, and sch(iol board 111P!nbers v./ere invited At thin Ill 001 ing, a recently ap-
pointed schist! supervisor ()tiered us ii "deal." The program would be tyied On it pilot
basis in one school for one year. This offer was made, mit to theentirv group, but to
nte, a stan. member of the. lAm is iana Hunger Coalition What it :intimated to wils

this: "call off the: dogs and we'll give you one school The response was "no deal.-
'Hie entire group ay reed thial impkmentation in one school was fine, hut it would
not change the group's resolve to make School Breakfilst available to all children in
the parish. Two additional factors made this deal even more unacceptable:

1. The parish has already participated in the federal pilot program which preceed-
ed the Act of 1975. St. Helena Elementary School served breakfast succesM'ully with
100 percent participataiin roP one year. The oply problem they NW( at ntered was t he
failure of the school board, or the state, to apply ler reimbursement paynwnts for
labor The ctkik was paid by collecting donations front the children, although almost
every child hi the school was eligible for and receivN1 free lunch. d have not been
able) to secure.rec0s of this program because state records are kept for only (hree

e years.)
2 New Zion school was designated for the proposed pilot' program in the deal

offered. This school has the lowest number of freelretlucedprice eligible children +46
percent), and the highest white enrollment in the parish. Other free/reduced-price
percentages in the parish range from (6 percent to 98 percent. (See at tachnwnt 111
for complete list.) In addition, New Zion previoullly participated in the. ScBl
Breakfast Program some tune alter it was discontinued at St. Helena Element ady.
No records are available, but according'to parish residents, New Zion was tile only
school with the program at the time, its enrollment then was 100 percent. wiTite, and
the school's principal then was Mr. Clarence Speed, the same man who is now the
school superintendent and mayor of Greensburg.

Nori....7-Since there are no records. I ant unclear as to wliether New Zion's
Breakfast Program was also a filderal pilot, progrant_lt proceeded the Act of 1975
but it Was not a "needy" school as other pilots Were.

The St. Helena Little Citizens and the Louisiana Hunger Coalition made it clear
that we would never oppOse implenw tation of the Schoyl Breakfast Pro/ram in

any school. What we opposed, wa e of the,remaining schoo 's front
participtition in the program. Ilow er, the outcome of all'of'this was that New Zion
was not allowed to implement the program,%even after it was officially requested by
the principal and by the School ard member who represents that school.

flaying exhausted an local st$ttegies, we began to seek other sources of help. The
1;tate Department of Educatioa1 told us that there was nothing they could do if the
superitendeht said no to the program. The Southwest Regional Office of USDA
tit)ferred us to the U.S. Justice. Dept. Regiogal Office. A Mr. Robert Alexander of
that office beeame very interl?sted in this matter and has devoted much time and
effbrt to this local camp,aign. He came to La. in October and personally met with
the St. Helena Parish superintendent and school board. As a result of this vist and a
fetter be wrote to the superintendent subsequently, we may be closer to voluntary
implemetation of School Breakfast, but there is still no guarantee.

The moral-of this story, Mr. Perkins, is that while nu. one can deny- that all

children need breakfiqt, or that School Breakfast, is one of the best things to happen
to Anwerican education in dectides, a% long as the children's nutritional and educe'.
titm fate are left up tu.sethool superintendents like Clarence Speed, the sheep are at
tIA.) mercy of the waves, if the intent of USDA really-is to make School Breakfast
availablt) where it is needed, then there must be some criteria to determine need
and some wo,y-41' insuring implementation once need is determined. St. Helena
parish is only oyie case, The 'poverty and health statistics contained in'attachnients

Jiff and VI denfonstrate it is an excellent one to concretize this point. However, it is
not only parish in thistate where a superintendent has acted as a brick wall on
this issue,.vr is LouiMina the/ obly state in whichhthi's is true.

IP' BRENDA WANT, .
l'rogiymn Speetali.td,

School Brenkfast and Summer Feeding Pawronis,

lAttachmout II

F10111 011%0+1 ielvna Echo. June 6, 19791

SCHOOL BREAKFAST PK<KIKAM NEEDED IN HELENA PARISII.

If you lethpped a group of schbol children any weekdpy and asked theni what theY
had for breakfast, chdnces are you would be both surprised and dissatisfied with

VP
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their responses. A recent survey of 80,()00 school children showed that only oiw out
of every 20 children ate a good breakfast.

For a number of different reasons, children often skip breakfast or eat a very poor
breakfast. But the fact reamins, "they are still children and if they go toeschool
hungry. its not their fault," says a St. Helena Parish parent.

('lassroom teachers can usually tell which children have not had breakfast. They
are often tired and sleepy before lunch time, sometimes they are cranky and even
sick. Teachers will also tell you that when a ch6 stomach is empty in the
morning, his mind is not on the three R's, his mind is on lunch.

Realizing the need for better child nutrition, many Louisiana schools (44 percent
. of them) have implemented the School Breakfast program. The Breakfast Program,
like the School Lunch Program, is a permanent federally funded program available
to all public schools and non-profit private schools. It provales children with a
nutritious morning meal to help them get the most out of their School day and
fosters good nutrition habits.

The School Breakfast Program does not cost the school anything. Federal reim-
bursements are paid to tile school for each breakfast served.

Students reveive their. meals either free or at a reduced price or full price'depending on family income guidelines which are the same as the school lunch
guidelines.

Many schools and entire school districts across the state are successfully operat-
ing breakfast programs in both urban and rural areas with little or no changes in
bus or school schedules. Several parents of St. Helen/ Parish ate working toward
getting the program into schools here. They have been collecting signatures on
petitions for the Breakfast PrograMs and are seeking support from other parents,
.teachers, administrptorslind community leaders.

The 'School Breakfast Program is needed in St. Helena Parish. Not only can this
program improve the naisiiiiie of our children, but it can also create new jobs for
residents iaid bring additional revenue into the local economy. St Ilelena Parish is
losing $131,000 per year in the form of federal reimbursements for the School
Breakfast.Program.

If you are interested in lweking this vaivable program implemented in your
parish, please contact. Brenda Quant, Louisiana Hunger Coalition, 203 Carondelet
Street, Suite 801; New Orleans. Louisiana 70130, (504) 52:1-3663. You may call
person to person, collect.

1Attachment 1

Sr. l,lLnNA PARISII SCHOOL IOARI),
Greensburg, La., June 16, 1.97.9.

Mr.- Atoll.;
Area GoorJn Quad Area Community ActionNgency,
Hammond, La.

DEAR SIR: This is iiranswer to your question on the Breakfast Program.
The St. Helena School Principals andTeachers feel that this program would put

extra work on them with record keeping, supervision and extra unpaid hours. The
St. Helena Parish School Board is in no financial position to be burilened with more
expense.

Personally, I think the parents or guardians can provide _breakfast sMce food
stamp4, W.I.C. ond welfare payments are provided foe this item.

The school system provides one English, math, science, reading, writing, lunch,
etc. and I feel that is safficient.

Next time around it will be a brown bag for supper.
Sincerely yours, .

CLARENCE K
Superintendent.

, (Attachment 1111

'1F,om ow tit I leluna Echo. July II, 19791

BREAKI"AST PROORAM RMECTED /WAIN

(By Brenda Quant)
Ika . . 4 .

This year, 1979, has been designated the "Fnternational Year of the Child" brall
pf the countries that make up the United Nations, iltjAine the United States. Mr.
Clarence Speed, our school superintendent, Would evi4ittly like to re-nanw it Hie
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41111,.
Intivrnnturanl Year al All tin- Children in the .World EXCEVP Thoi4e Attondtag
Public Schools in St 114.11.1111i Parish

Over the past year, a small committee of dedicated. hard-W(441g volunteers have
tried unsuccessfully to get t me School Breakfast Priigrain implemet .(1 in the St
Helena PO 1-14,11 Sc SAS. 'NV latest effort was a theee-tapith petition dr ve to collt.ct
signatures of paris residents ill favor of the Breakfast Program Tlw commIttee
was Ale to collect vet: 200 signatures But for every one IRTS011 W h0 Sig nee! the
petit ion, they ran into twit or thrse who were in IIIVOI" Of t 11 v program but refused to
siga for fear a would get them in trouble 'I'his niade the work of the cominittee
tctrice as hard.
N,

.

The petition for SAool Breakfast was presented at the School Board meeting Of

July 2. 1979 After all ti,A hard work, tlitt Nrperintendent and school board did not
even Kik at it They did not even mention it. They conducted.t heir discussion of the
program wit hmit ever once saying anything about the petition, and the filial out-

,
come as that the program was once again defeated.

While the members 4 the committee attempted .to addresn, the nee( r t h e1\ lO

Breakfast Program, some members of the.board e'xpre. -ed their tolal conten pt and
disregard for any'child whose mother was "too lazy to get up at fix breakfast."
They completely ignore the fat't that over one-third of the working people in St.
110ena Parish are women. In fact, some nwmbers of the board employ women OS
personal maids to work in their homes. They should ask themselves who is fixing
breakfast for the maid's children while she is fixing their breakfast.

Seventy- tire a percent of 1 he4hildren in the parish could be receiving Invakfast
at school tor free. Another six percent .qualify for, reduced-price breakfasts at 10

ce,tim. For the paying children, 25 cents is the most they can be charged. This
program) 'would benefit all the children in tiw parish, regardleus of income or race.
And the entliv plogram is paid for by our federaol tax dollars. The cost of buying,
Iransport lug. storing, preparing and serving breakfast is paid completely by federal
funds. Vet the superintendent and school board choose not to offer the iirogram, ...
because they Wel that the poor already get "too much." ,t .

Mr. Speed stated publicly in the school board meeting of July 2 and on paper in a
letter to a local commuliity worker on June 18 . . .

". . . l'ersonally, I think the. parents or guardians can provide breakfast since
!nod-Stamps, WI(' and welfare payments are provided for this item.

The school system provides one English, maih, science, reading, riting, lunch,
etc:, and 1 feel that is lulficient.

Next time around it wi9 he a brown bag kw supper."-
. ' These are Mr. Speed's personal thoughts. Ile sbould.keep them to hinitself. But
since he chooses to turn his personal thoughts hito schooliboard poltcy, then we
must compare the facts to his fantasies. Ixt's look at an average laiility which
part icipates in the three programs he named. I i. .

Forty-louepercent of all familiqiin St. Ileltal Parish Qre poor. There,are 1,219
households in the parish eligible IW.ceive Fom 4tamps, yet only .151 are receiving
them. This:.meatis that a little Over One-third of the poorest families in the inkrish
are receiviits the benefits of the Food Stamp Program.

Aid to Families with Dependent ('hildren (AFIX.:) 1 wid a small monthly
income Ibr eligible chttdren, The maximum monthly AM( payment fbr a lam. ii or
foal' in Liitfisiana is $172 This comes to $2,041.1 per year. If this family also ree ives
tOod :itamps, the ma imam alaionts of their copperas would be. $201 per month. This
would brivg iheir e ire yeaeTy iocome to $4,512. That's not ti lot of money, Mr.
Speed. The ()Irwin! is) aty line lot this country is $0,700 a year for a family ol fou.
Therefiire, our family is $2,188 below the poverty line.

The WU' Program is a health program operated through the Parish Ilealth Unit
and is intended to add certain high protein Inods to the diets of unhealthy wttmen-4-
inflints and children It is only open to pregnant 'women, nursing mothers, i,nfants,

and .ehildren under five years old; School age children are not eligible for the WI('
Program, Mr. Speed, so ho'w, can it be a substitute for the School Breakfast pro-
gram? .

'' .....

41%
The facts speak for themsolves, Mr. Speed. With forty-faur percent- of the familiej,0

. it t. lieltCna Patish living in poverty, we nt'..ed all the programs we can get ;that, 4
WI hvnyfit the poor.

Nu schools in St. Helena Parish have a 11Yeakfast, Progritn. This chart lhows
percentage of children receiving free and redticed-priced lunclatititnd average,yvarep.
reimbursement the scheols will receive the Breaklan Prograi is impleniented.-

,

56-650 0 -
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---PEICINTAGt OE CHILDREN RECtIVING NEt AND RFDETUD PRIcE" LUNCHES AND AVERAGt YEARLY

REIMBURSEMENT,

ilth Wald Itementun

yhyty
11,dnixowinont

$1 48t,
tiity9W)utg 66 ?I 069 .

New /inn 46 / 191
Pine 6700e tlement,sy 85 22.6.15

St Hetena 11(Ivanlary 4 95 3/136
SI Helena High 98 17.?40

Woo413nd 94 1?.630

lotoi revenue liBt. In pant6 131.368,

(Attachment IV]
S.

IF.,11) mom, Moi lung Advin-.17t. Jul%

4\BREAK I: T PEOURAM EY En HIN ST. ELENA

(By Joy Workman)

GraEr,Nsausi; A group of residents seeking a breakfast program in public schools
in St. Helena Parish met with reprfsentatives of the Louisiana Hunger Coalition
Wednesday night but left with no certan solutions.

All of the parents at the tweeting sa they favoted the breakfain program, byt
some teachers and food service workers questioned he feasibility of admiistering
such a pro ram. . -

Brenda Quimt. reakfast specialist for the Coali n, said .16 XN'cent 'of the schools
in the state have rogram, and that it wou bring $131,368 in federal money
into the parish. a

,

Discussing the need 1 r student supervision d ing the serving of breakfast, some
parents suggested it be handled with a volonteer program. Ms. Quant also sin, the..
school board could pay for supervision if it *ranted. ,

"It would be cheaper to feed all the kids free than it is tojeap trac4t of who's
eating free, wbo pays part and who pays full," Ms. Qoant commented. "I think
there will be a move to do this nationwide.", I.

She also said the program could be provided for a single school if the principal
applied to the state. ,..

. 'All we're saying is, Try it',"sarliarbara Majot, director of' ttal Coalition. "We
hope, food seieriee le will say 41 parents, 'We'll fAd your kid..41 the morning, but
you'll have to get ter3ve minute early.' . .

i'We re trying to get some teachers to go to a board meeting and say they're
willing to work on the .program so the board can't tell parents 'that All teachers are
against the program." Ms. Major said.

"Some teachers are threatened About their jobs, 'and understandably so," .she
added. "We've never run into sueh opposition in'otherparishei, and this is one pf
The poorest in the state."

...01 Earlier Wednesday, Superintendent of Schools Clarence Speed said the program
Would take time away from classroom work.

"We'-re not opposed to the breakfast program, hut we are oPposed to -taking
classroom time away from boys and girls," Speed said. .,

"Teachers are hOt trained to be carhops, they're not in the restaurant bus'iness:
And it's not right for teachers work st 6 a.m.," Speed said.

'From the Baton Itilugo. tii,uii,g Advil-nue, Aug 2. 19791

LIMEES-- BEEKK EAST IN THE SCHO*1.8

tBy Albertine L. Miller)
Editor, Morning Advocate: I wish to express my feelings toward a

tionthe breakfast program in'St. Helena Pavkish.

. . 4 76
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We have 41-breakfast program in St. James Pari Sli and it wiwks beautifully. -A11
p incipals and our sclool board officials agreed to try the breakfast program in
th "e schools on mtrial basis. It was immediately miplemented in all of the sdusds
in S .*ntioss-Parish. .

Teachocs should not be threateiwd about their jobs because they 'think tlw 14ta

dents should have a breakfaRt program. They shouldn't have to smother tlwir
thoughts because of that feeling. A good teacher is concerned tvitgh the tgital child,
not Just part of that child. .

If other parishes can have a broaklast program and their students can go to the
banquet table, all parishes should have such programs and all fitudents should be
abb. to go to the banquet t ible. . .

Everyone finys tpxes a this is a very, very small price tpipay for a nutritious
breakfast in our tichools. he program does not take any film) awa4rom classes and
represents common sense.

( onnients I've alually heard iiF31144.1411.4aagmots itglude ones that stomach aches
are less prevalent in he classrooms, students pay naire attention in class it helps
famil. wliere both eats _}...y..t._ joibe away from home at work, a 8 ..aier for
study ) get break t at school Ulan to attenipt to prepare it t henisevo alone at
home.

Sine le program includes funds to pay for people to monitor the breakfasts,'
teachers don t have to expend that tinw and jobs are provided for some people who
need employment.

Teachers, of course, are not ttrained to be carhops, but a breakfast is easentia# to
an.individuars health. Thet should be such a rogram in St. Helena Parish and in
all others where it hasn't ye been implementet .

When there is a will, elec ed politicians will su iely make a way. Voters should be fp,
honest with theinselves a elect honest, dependah e and loyal politic:ins who will
think about all the trople they represent and 2mplement programs beneficial to
those people.

:.1.

At tachtnedt V

l'it0mtAro4 Sr %HELENA

The Louisiana -Hunger Coalition IMO bps ran ed each parish in the state
aocording to relative need, hased on health and pov ty factyrs. l'he Louisiana State
Department of Health and Human Resources . 1.11.12.) as requir4rd by the U.S.

DepartinIdnt of Agriculture, has also compiled a anking of each parish and use this
ranking to set their priorities for expansion of he WIC program into the unserved
areas of the State. . çj

. Priority ranking fin. St..Helena, as set by'

Louisiana Hun Ter,Cot tion, second. r
Department of Health nd Human Resources, twentrfirst.
There 4 currently ep rational WIC program in St. Helena. There is bne clinic

located in (rreensburg at the ,Parish Health Unit at: Courthouse Square, 120, PI),
Box 216, 6reensburg, Lo*iana 70441.
' the history of the WIC patient caseload for tilt Greensbtirg clinic since.Deeember,
.1977 has been:

X-onth:
, December 1977

. January 1978
February 1978 , ,

March 1,58
'Ajalt .1978

Number Al WIC patients, by month
/ Month:. -'

1,13.6 May 1978
$ 'N1,028 une 1978. . 744

896 July 1978 146

620 August 1978 689

i 037 September .178 620

iworst mid Nti bQrng tlhest ii.

VKis decline in the number of WIC laitients served i h St. Helena has (tecurrelk
becalise of a decision Made by the Louisiana Department of Health and Human
Resources in DecembOr of 147(rte make' WIC a statewide program, adding thig-
program to the then 23 unserv0 parishes without viaiting fOr additional monies to
co e ihr_Federal kovernment. Therefore, people were removed ftilak the
pr r, n in thog parishes which already had an operating WIC,programiniorder to
free the Money needed to open new 61inith in unserved paq.shes.

. .
M.

' Ranking by parish with No 1 A.bring be
,

.. I.1,

f
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r
HEALTH INDICATORS FOR ST7 HELENA AS COMPARED TO STATE AND NATIIN-AL FIGURES: 5-YEAR

r AVERAGES 1971-75

Ibles fic I MO hi* dithI

Inlant deaths Mal (Paths

BAh Atrtqv Big lk Wh.lv 11,,eige

.
St Helena 24 2 36 4 28 5\ 19 8 16 2 18 5
Louisiana 26 1 16 3 20 2 18 0 9 2 17 6
United States

s
26 3 . 15 7 17 6 18 4 10 1 10 I

NOIe Pone!), Hikattss Numbyei or, I 000 populallogi dnlei II yojis un pa( Ykslance in 1.11/ 188 ii 11115 ixsulallun
Slurp lamina !logo. C031111171 ,

lAttachtnent VII
[Frorn the tit I It-knit Mtn. Seitt ft. 19191

LOUISIANA HUNI:ER COALITION,
New Orleans, La., August 22/, 1.97,9.

Mr. IIARENeK SPEED,
Supe ntendent, St. Helena Parish School?,
Green irg. I,a.

DEAR SIR: I have spoken with Mr. B3 t5 Alexander oirthe United States Justice
Department oconcerning implementation of the School Breakfast Program in St.
Helena Parish Schools.In his telephonCconversationiwith you (Wednesday, August

. 22, 1979) you stated that you would be willing to support implementation of the
Breakfast Program if the People of St. Helena Parish v9ted for a tax increase.

,.Evidently you have. a. misconception of the way the progrlim is operated and sup-
/ ported.

If you refer Go the written materials we have provided you and the school board,
Jou will note that the School Breakfast Pcogram is completely paid for by the
'federal government. It is not necessary to levy loeal taxes, to pay for the program.

tkl'he federal breakfast reimbufsement covers the,cost of purchasing, transporting,
Ntoring, preparingnd serving the meals, and the amount of money provided has
proven sufficient to rtm successful programs in hundreds of schools in the state.

We again offer you our assistance irr-geing the program started in St. Helena
-Parish. Please feel ''free to contact us if. you need any badditional infofmation.

Sincerely,
BRENDA QUANT,

.."'"'
* ' 4 Prirrn Speeialisit

(Attachment Vf. )1. . .,

I From the St I !Mena Ittn. Nov

U.S. DEPARTME T OF JUSTICE,
COMMUNITY It .1,ATIONS SE

Dallas. Tex., NovenibIS197.9,
Mr. CIARENCE E. SPEED,

.

Superintendent. St. Helena Parish School Boom',
Greensburg. La.

.. 4
DEAR SIR: This 'letter is being sent ,to records the objetti to a parish-wide

r breakfast -program lor school au, citizens who ar 'linable to a ord a breaklitist at
home or school, Which you mentioned during olir tonversatiOn la w&k. Also, this
is to urge consideration by you and the parish schdol board of the sçeraI sips you
might take to 'rovide a breakfagt for the conomicàr disadvanta ed gawpl age
c izens enrolled in the schools of St. Helena.

YOut first stated objection was: "Our teachers-poidd have tq.ebue.to setaxil before
7:00 atm. and be on duty. We have no fuhds available to rein3ruise them' for their
time and effort." 1 .

i A

, Your second objection was: '&elitchen help could not be paid for the extra hpura
worked, if they had to prepare Me breakffis4pnd then prepare for ltineh. ,

The third abjection was: The clerical aild Ndministrativd help dtbeded to process
, the papers required 11)x ther state and fe&ral agehcies could net be paid out of

progeam funds becatu fe hos6 funds are noradequate to cover that type of expense.

- ?e
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In response to your stated Objections, I C1111 find no basis. Therefore. I have I
conclude that, either you have been misinformed on the cost of the parish wide
bh..akInst program, or tlw allowable expense items, or perhaps both

. I have talked"- with .meIrtbers of your staff, the ImuitIliana Office of Foial and
Nutrition Service, and the Food and Nut rit ion Service of the Department of Agricul-
ture and have, based on statements made, concluded the program costs are covered
by mioney allocated and/er charged in the reducod price category. Also that, based
on contacts with other operating breakfast programs 01 Louisiana, the educational
and community benefits far exceed the inconvelfience 811(1 other burdens.

Because I am confident that you will not deny school age citizens the opportunity

_ t enjoy breakfast and confront classes for the remainder of the day, I reconiniend
00 meet with persons from the community% the parish education community, the

minority community, and those who have signed petitions requesting a breakfast
program. a,

I am coiWident that assiStance and support availa le from %le staff of the
coalition against hunger, if you desire their assist ce.

If I might be of help, please call.
Sincerely, ZonEur A LEXAN nEit, ( 'earthaor.

1Attachnient V II

I FI mil I ke Baton Rotavy. 1,3 , Mot el 1 141 Ad% QC:iii._ NU% .5). Mg'

BIWA K FAST STANCE A NSW ER ED

( RN Jay. Workman i

C REENSKIR(1. The U.S. Justice D'epartment has notified St. ffelena Parish SchOel
Superintendent Clarance Speed that it finds "no basis" for his objections to a

------N -pro breakfast program for school children.
r vs.Vnt to be sure, the superintendent understood he could have a beneficial

program at nb cost to the SC.bool board," Robert Alexander, conciliator for the
Department of Justice in Dallas, said Monday.

Alexander Wrote to letter to Spetd Nov. 9 eating this, and said Monday he would
check with the superintendent next week to see what was going to be done.

"If he juit doesn't want to do it, we'll want to know why," Alexander said. "We"
wil first determine if there are racial overtones in the objections. although I don't
sa there are.

\Then we'll talk. with the federal agencies that have money .going to the pmish
andsthe town," the *Justice Department official said.

Akxander's letter to Speed said in part:
"Ytiktc\ first stated objection was: 'Our teachers would tve t ,some to school

lebefore 7 \a:M. We have no funds available to reimburse them for their time and
effort.'

"Your second objection was: ",The kitchen help could not be paid for the extra
hours worked if they had to prepare breakfast and then prepare for lunch.' .

'The third objection was: 'The clerical and administrative help needed to process
the paRers required by the state and \federal agencies could not be paid out of
prograr,n funds because those funds are not adequate to cover that type of' expense.%

...
"I have to conclude that either you have been misinformed on the cost ot.the

,.parisMvide breakfast program,.or the allowable expense itemsA or perhaps both,"
',. A lexatider's letter said.

.;,,. '''Tltp program costs are covered by money allocated. Also . . . based on contacts
# with other operating breakfast programs in.l.ouisiana, the educational and commit-

-I.: nity benefits far exceed tlie inconvenience and other burden*" the letter said.
r "."-We're just talking about juice, milk' and toast or a muffin," Alexander said

Monday. "Additional lunchroom help can be hired part-time, or teachers paid extra,
.Alt or volunteers used. .

"The program cap be used very pnsitively, but it is tied to leadership at the top,z'
. Alexander :mid.

He 'also said he had a list of 100 plirish re idents who have petitionea in an,
,

r ir.. attempt teget the free breakfast program stark . 4

. 1
The St. Helena Sago! Board offices are close for-Thanksgiving vacation this). .. week and Speed could kit be contacted for conunent.

< ?b.



OVERSIGHT HEARINGt4 ON THE CHILI) ,

NUTRITION PROGRAMS

The School Lunch Program

SATURDAY, NOVEMIII:IR to, 19,79

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Helena, Mont.
The subcommittee met at 9:20 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the

library of the Four Geor ians Schoolj 555 Cuseer Avenue, West,
Helena, Mont., Hon. Pat Williams pre dini.

Members present: Representatives 1iller, Williams, and Eidahl.
Staff present: Marian Wymann, s kit assistant to the Chak-,

man , and 'Beatrice Clay, staff assistant.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will call this hearing of the Sub-Committee on

Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education tO order. This is
an oversight hearing on. the national sctido/ lunch'program.

The school lunch program is a prime example co
commitment to using the abundance of our Nation nefit
of all our people. The school lunch program bega a means of
feeding gchodlchildren while using surplus commoditir. Its import,
ance as a farin support progfamc is unchanged, but now it is also
recognized for its contribution` to good nutrition. Wellrbalanced
meals improve the development and blikssroom performance of our
children and serve as Ji effeetive tool itiNeducating childsen_about
nutrition and its importbnce in their lives. --.

We are blessed with.a frpitful land and we halm a responsibility
to See that our feeding programs are well run Ain& that our food
resources are the best, possible use. In receh weeks, the
news has show4 us the hunger of children less fortwia an mirk
and we need t4 do everything we can to help them. It wo4d be a
cruel irony ó r ognize this wnnt without workin 'to see tN,t our
own domestic.prograts are qperating as they shou d.

This is an important part orOur work here today: to seek waynof
making a successful, beneficial program even better. We need to
discuss proposed, changes' in the program, especially the proposalS
to reduce it.' We want to know how these reductions would affect
Montana and the Nation. We also want to look closely at Montana
progranis to see if there are ways in which the choor lunch pro-
gram can be adjusted to better meet special needk and characteisis-
tics of our State and similaiy States ttkroughout e country. In
Montana we serve some 15 millidn hot lunches in s hool per year.

(479)
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SO- we especially want las hear frorn the most.important 'people
involved with school lunches, the youngsters who sit at the-Junch-
room tables. I don't think they will be at all shy in letting us know
what they think of the program. ,

I am delighted to weldome our distinguished witnetams and all or
you who care about children's snutrition to this oveisight hearing

, on the school lunch program.
I want to introduce my two colleagues who were generous

enough to take time out to come to Montana and be with us today.
First let me introduce to you one of the moot- effective and respect-
ed members of the FAutation and Labor Committee, Congressman
George Miller of California.

We are most fortunate to have Congresqman Miller with us
today because of his active interest in this program and his long
history of concein for the well-being of this Nation's children.
Con man Miller has built an impressive record of advocacy_ for
chilgirr: through his role in shaping legislation in areas such as
adoption and foster care, child abuse prevention and services, edu-
cation for handicapped children, as well as child nutrition. I am
pleased, George, that you are with us.

I would also like to introduce another higiO respected member
of our committee, Congressman Arlen Erdahl froM Minnesota.
Minnesota has through the years made a number of important
contributions to education policy through the work of members of
its ,congressional delegation, ,several of whom have served on the
Education Committees of the House and Senate. So Congressman
Erdahl serves a constituency that is very sensitive to the impor-
tance of education, and he serves them with the same dedication as
his predecessors.

I would also note, Arlen, that our two States share a number of
characteristics because they are both'rural and we have the kind of
winters where hot lunches are of special importance and have
special meaning to us. So I look forward to your contribution and.

Gerfe. '
George i you have an opening statement, we would ibe gliid to

hear it.
Mr. MILLER. Just quickly beilause we have a great number of

witnesses, Mr. Chairnairrt-I.1 aailidelighted to be here. I think it is
important lhat we have this opportunity to get out and to listen to
people who have to live with our handiwork on a day-to-day basis.

I think already this itsrning we had a rather candid presenta-
tion by Mr. Ridgeway explaining to US smile of the difficultiW he
had in the delivery of the program and some of the burdens, if you
Will, that he has overcome to incriase the ..participation In the
program.

I hope that the witnesses will be relaxed and share with us
exactly what they think.' We spend a great deal of time in Walsh-
ington listening to witnesses who posture themselves to say what
they. think w& want to say. That m why we are here, so I would
hope you would take this opportunity. And thank you, Pat, for

, ap-anging this.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, George.
Arlen.
Mr. ERDAHL.'Thank you very much, Congressman.

01'
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It is .a.rehj pleasure for me to be he* in Helena. It is my first
visit -tb this part of youiState. Aril told rat as we came -out here
this morning,'to.see the beautiful scener that surroundstihis city
and the beautiful city itself was ahnost wOrth the 8-lhour trip on
the airplane. [Laughter.]

I think before the aay is over, we,wfll be getting the experiences ,

from people who are actively involved and personally involved in, .

the, school lunch program, whether as administrators, students,
teachers, 'people in the community. We hAve a lot of people on the

. ;
Vanel. .

. As Pat said, this is an oversigh
c

t hearWtg..We have two basic
types ef hearings in Washington, and this is A new experience fors
me. I was elected about a year ago to serve id the Congress, and we

.. _deal with legislative hearings as tar as changes in laws and amend-
..

.
ments'and so forth. . ,

I

Now we are in a very,important part of tht legisfative p'rocess. I
think it is good that we come, out in tke qountiy and get out tO the
real, world, as We properly call it, out of Watlhihgton, to have .an

) oversight hearing. This means we try to find out from people
involved in a program tha ie based on legislation just how that
program is functioning. Does it need to be'changed, does it need to
be strengthened, is it working quite well? '

This is really what we hope to hPar today. I think that all three
9f us are basically htre not to talk but to listen. Again, l' want to
thank yoU,.Pat, fat the opportunity to be ,in your beautiful district
t4is morning.. It

3 Mi. WILLIAMS. Thank you, congressman.' < '
We NIZill continue now by calling to the witness table our first

' p\anel, Alve Thomas and Brisbin Skiles.
I will aanounce a couple of times during the hearing that be-

cause of the strong interest. in the hearing, we have a large numlier
of people who we want to hear and who wdnt to tekify. So we
would appreciate it if the witnesses would confine their testimony
to about o minutes, and we will try to be equally brief in our
questions. .

Alve Thomas is the deputy superintendent of public instruetion.
\Brisbin Skiles is thq manager of the division of school food services
for the office of the kuperintendent of public instruction.

Alve and Bris, it js 'nice to See you again- this morning. Alve, you
may proceed. . '

.

J'S
STATEMENT OF, PRISM SKILES, MANAGER, DIVISION. OF

scHopi, O -SQD ERVICES. 'OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF ei!B IC INIIITRUCTION, STATE OF MONTANA, ACCOMPA-

NIED B ALVE` THOMAS. DEPUT; SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, STATE OF MONTANA

.
i

Mr'. THOMAS. For brevity's sake, Bris wilUgive the position of,the. ,

.. officd, and he .will,keep it down tO 5 miputes. , ,

.

Mr. &Elms. Tllapk you. ... .r i.As manager ofthe division of school food.services n the office.of
putlic, inStruc4ion; I. pfea40 to be able. to present the views
of the office ,on., the national school lunch program for your
considexation: v

482
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The school lunch pa/grain has traditionally -leen acknowledlied.
as a model of Federal, State, and local cooperation in bringing the
benefits of the program 'to all participating children. Its st/rength
has been its perception as a program for all childreW and it rela-'
tive freedom from charges of fraud, mismanagenwnt, and misuse of
funds.

There is, however, in our yiew a grave danger that all 'that has
been accomplished in the past will be erased by two USDA propos-
als. The first proposal is the proposed reduction of 5 cents per 4AW,
in Federal support of Meals served to children who pay the'rtill
price.

This matter is now befote Congregs. We oppose tits..proposal on
the following basis. Section 2 of' the national school lunch program
states that:

it is hereby declared to be a policy of ('ongress, as a. vieasuw of national security,
lo safeguard the health and well-being of the Nation's children add to encourage the
domestic consumption of nutritious agricultural commoditie$ -by aasisting the
titates for the establishmet, maintenance, Operation and expansion of nonprofit
:,clnail lunch programs.

.. .

The USDA estimates that up' to 1 million feWer' children will
participate eaCh day if Federal assistance is redticed by 5 cents. If
Congress adopts this proposed cut, it would apOear to mg to be in
opposition to its otvn policy to safeguard the health .and well-being
of the Natign's children.

The USDA also estimates that through ..a 'reduction of up to 1
million participating children dniN, a savings of $27 million will be
achieved in the purchase of domestically prodUced foodehis also
appears to be in opposition, to Congress sti4ed policy. . .

It has been a longstanding USDA polid that all meals served to
children receive the same basic general assistance.' A categorical
reduction in support for meals served toe nonneedy children ei

changes this policy. This change, once established, will mean these
meals .will be subject to further redtiction in Federal support and
will eventually result, in the school /lunch program being perceived
as a welfare program. Poor nupritiOn does not respect family
income.. It is as much a probletnief middle and u,pper income
children as low' income. The,school kmch has made a significant)
contribution to improving the:1Talth and well-being of childreK
through better nutrition. ,/ / .

Children who are heal,thyl atid alert because of good nutrition
have better school attendake and improved.physical and academic
performance. x

The school lunch progeam has been a significant factor in utiliz-
ing. domestically produced agricultural products. This helps pro-
mote a degree of sta'bility.in marketing these products.

The USDA proposes,to save $100 million throtigh ab5-cent reduc-
tion in reimburseMek of meals served to the Payin child.' In
Montana, lesS thEin one-fourth of the families eligib or reduced
price meals 0-.ttnit applications for such meals, prefer to pay
the full price,/

The percekage of participation for the school year 1978-79 was
74-percent/iDaid, 21-percent free, and. 5-percent reduced. Although
the percolitage may vary from State to State, the number of fami-
lies eligible for reduced price meals nationally is at least stmilai ta.
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the number ejigible fbr free meals. Yet, the number of niezils
served at A reduced price is approximately one-third the number
served free. a -

As the charge for lunches increases, however, thew is a corre-
sponding increase in the number of applications for reduced price
mealti. Due to the additional special reimbursement provided for
free and reduced price4meals, a change of one meal from the paid
category to the reduced 'mice category will mare than ()Met a
reduction of 5 cents in support for 11 paid lunches.

'The second proposal is perhaps not as widely known, but it is the
proposed rule to implement the assessment, improvement, And
monitoring system, whose acronym is AIMS. The USDA has re-
served $4 million in State administrative expense fonds to imple-
ment fhis proposedsystam.

Briefly, the stated purpose of AIMS is to .require that States
insure the general integrity .of the child nutrition programs
through a series of economic sanctions.

It is the view of' the office of public instruction that prograul
mOnitoring systems already in place have in the past and will in
the future assure program integrity. It is our view that, allegations
of fraud and rpismanagement brought by the Office of Audit,
USDA and other agdncies are far ovtirstated and have little basis
in fact.

This is peoved by final disposition oflaudit exceptions, which are
far less than the original report may indicate. It is our view that
additional requirements in manpower' and funds will-not be cost
effective nor productive in bringing about program iniprovements.

Our major opposition to the concept of AIMS,khow4ver, is that
jmposition of sanctions effectively destroys the longstanding, coop-
eratior betNken the USDA, State educational a encies, and local.
educa ion agencies. The primary function of the EState agency will
no longer be one of' rendering assistance to local rograms, but one
of demanding cmqpliance to all requirements..

In our view, tht future of' the school lunch pro ram in Montana
and the Nation, is not bright if.USDA implements either or both of'
these proposWs.

There are other areas of' consideration that 1. w uld like to bring
to your attention. It is our view the differential in the earning

afactors between free nd reduced price meals. shou be established
at 20 cents for all States. To.iny knowledge, Mon ana and Idaho
are die only States that have maintained a 20-cen charge to the
child since January 1 of last year. To My knowled e, every other
State mandated a 10-cent differential in order to continue the
earning factor at 10 cents.

It is also our view that no child nutrition $rogram shou1d be
mandated. The .success or failure of.. the school lunO, breakfast,
and milk programs is dependent upon local implementation and
support. Efficient operation comes from administrative concern,
good management, and community support. Financial sanctions
cannot correct deficiencies in these areas.

Changes in meal pattern reqairements for the school lunch pro-
gram being implemented this year and next will add substantially
to the cost of operations. Many Federal requiremwts imposed in
the last several years.have added suWantially to the cost of pro-
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duCing a .114ich without adding p the nutrition& qtmlity of- the
eal. A

Although the school lunch program is.a Federalprogram, in-
Montapa, two-thirds of the operating costs were paid fronli sources
withierthe Staten The total cash costs of operating the school lun)ch,
breakfast and milk programs lor the 4978-79 school, year was
$18,165,880. This Is an increase of 15.77 wrcent over the prvious
year.

It is our vie,/ii that program costs that derive from Feder-al Iv-
quireinents should be compensated by' Federal funds.

We want to thank you for your consideration, :old if you 'have
any questions, we wpuld be pleased to answer them.

.Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you vei-y much, Bris and Alve.
In your testimopy you mentioned that less than one-fourth of the

fltmilies eligible for reduced meals are included in that part of the\
,pri.4.,,Tam. How do we improve that situation?

Mr. 4I1.Es. Well, I think that primarilx it is a matter 'of' pride.
'rhey simply prefer to pay the full.price rather than receive what
they consider to be welfare assistance. I think that is the general
perception for families in this income category.

However, as I itidicate, when the charges to children for latches
increase and other inflationary factors impact on their income,
they find they haVe to overcome the matter of pride and submit
appl ications.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do the various school distri$ have a choice as to
what commodities they receive?

Mr. SKILES. Yes. Every school district, can refuse whateyer
commodities.

Mr. WiLigAms. Can they orde
4r? Can they request certain

commoditieg?
Mr. SKILES. Most commodities are widely accepted. The schools7.

m the allocatipn procep will accept all the commodities that are
allocated to them. The only commodities that we may Wave 'in
reserve are some that may n'ot be so widely accepted and conse-
quently rejected by some schools because they may have difficulty
with them, btff other schools mtty.find use for them and can accept
a greater quantity than that originally allocated.

!qr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Congresman Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Are you suggesting that there is a fair' number of

children or children and their families.who will not participate in
the free or reduced price meal as a matter pf their owii sense of
pride,.in Montana? 4

Mr. SKILES. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. We have heard this'testimony elsewhere but gener-

ally it is involved with some of the urban areas. But you tell us
that the situation is the same here;

Mr. SKI1E9., Quite so, yes.
Mr. MILLER. Do you think, if the prices were to remain the same

in the reduced category and, let's rtRgume, even across the board,
are you seeing any impact of just the general increases in food
costs in terms of families deciding that this is a bargain for them,
or is the full payment still too expensive to prohibit them from
coming into the_prograM?
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Mr. SKIM?. I see that therperceive it as a bargain at -this tithe.
However, what-we are Jooking at because of inflation, I would say
that probably most schools next year will have to increase their
charges by at least 5 cents in order to overcome the impact of

Wilation itself.
If there is also a cgrrespostding 5-cent reduction in Fedcral reim-

bursement; then we are looking at least at a 10-cent indease. Up
until 3 or 4 years ago .when inflation really began to make itself
felt, with a 5 cent increase in the charge to the child, you could
almost predict that there would be a 5-percent decrItse in partici-
pation, at least for 2 or 3 months.
'People generally h ve I think, come to acgept that schools must

increase their c Her to keeNup with costs. So we do not
see so much a drop ticipation at the 5 bent charge, but we do '
note that where s last year increased their charges by 10
cents, they experienced apprhimately .a 5-percent drop in partici-
pation.

Mr. MILLER. Do you think that if you were just to have tiro
categories of programs, eree and fully paid, thatOthat would make a
difference if obviously free was expanded up to the limits of re-
duced? Do you think because of the broader number of households
that that would cover, that that would eliminate .-s9me of the
problems of the feelidr that they are .singled out Or they are
especially poor, or the matters of pride, iryou took the free to the
level of reduced?

Mr. &ILES. No, I do not. I think that it- would accentuate the -
problem. I feel that in fact the great majority of families in Mon-
tana would prefer to pay-fmrobthing rather than accept a meal at
no charge. I think Apt they wbuld rather Pay something, whatever
that may be.

As I say, we did not mandate a'10 cent cbarge. It was-my view,
that the4great majority of people in Montana in and out of schools
preferred to stay with the 20-cent maximum charge for reduced
price meals. I don't think a charge of 10 cents would have any
effect, whatsoever in increasing participation in that particular
category..

Mr. MILLER. You obviously can't supply the program with a
single universal charge. In your case where it is' your testimony
that people desire to pay, and1 think that -is true in most areas, at
least where we receive testimony, that ople prefer to pa , a low
enough universal charge, free, reduced, and fully paid, di are
either going to have to make the decision to go o a fret program
or----

Mr. SMILES. Or a charge of some kind, yes.
Mr. MILLER. Which will never ctwer the cost Of the program.
Mr.ISKILEs. That is correct.
1411. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. CongressmanErdahl.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a followup question to Mr. Miller's,question. We know, I

think, those of us who have children or work with them as school
administrators or teachers, that the last thing any of the kids want
to do is be different from the other people in their peer group.
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Do y u make some kind of an attempt to see that the person
receiving a ,free meal or reduced meal or the regular one is not
singled out, so that there it§ a gertain kind of anonymity to the
iirocess? . .

Mr. SKIMS. We make every effort and I think our local -schools
make every effort tq protect the anonymity of the child participat-
Mg in the tree or reduced .price category. As a inatter of fact, we
frequently will visit schools and there are only two people in the
whole school system who will know which children are participat-
ing at that level. That is the school administrator and the secretary
who has to keep the records.

They will go out of their way to asSure that teachers or anybody
else don't know. Occasionally a school will inadvertently, in trying
to bring about improved accountability, inadvertently implementa
system that( ,doesn't protect andaymity. In that case, a telephone
call or just'a comment that you have to.change is made, and there

/ is no reluctance once it is pointed out..
I have riot known of an instance where school administrators

will deliberately violate that particular segment-of Ole regulations.
Mr. ERDAH1,. I at is :4. . I think originally the reason for the

regulation was t at the was a distinction made. Kids would haye
to go ,through a iff, nt line and bave some colored ticket 'or
something. I am pleased to hear what you are doing here in Mon-
tana.

Just one other point before we go on to some other questions and
o,ther people on other panels: You made the statement in your last
paragraphand I think it is, one those of us who happen to be
associated with the Federal Government need to hearabout the
cost of complying with regulations, various reports and what not.

I think you made the point, one that we sho remember, that
these regulation requirements add substantially the cost pro-
ducing a lunch without 'adding to the nutrition quality of the
meal.I think that is a good thing for us to remem

Mr. Smits. I. would estimate, talking to van us adininistra-
Urs, that the implementation- of Federal regulations that make no
contribution, regulations in regard to accountability, regulations in
regard to free apd reduced price policy, add from 10 to 15 cents to
the actual coot of the meal.

This additional cost may be absorbed by the school district, but it
is a cost factor.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

'Mr, Mum What is the experience of Montana in terms of audit
experience?

Mr.' &Om. Our program audits to meet the requirements are
card* out basically by auditors from the 'department of comrhuni-
ty affairs, a State agency.\ Mr, MILLER. But in terms of USDA or Federal agency coming in

1 and. auditing and finding problems, have complaints been leveled
in the State? ,

Mr. SKIM. We were auditecl by Federiil auditors a year ego, last
spring. To illustrate -the thing that we are' talking about, they
audited four school districts and they submitted the original reliort

. including substantill overclaims against all four school districts.
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-Now,--by substantial, in Montana .substantial is .$5,000 to 47,000.
When the auditors came in to rewiew, these particular lhings, I
pointed out that what they were overclaiming against was actually
permitted in the regulationsr Basically it had to do with adjusting
meal size..

.1 tqld them that we encouraged -the serving ormeals to elemen-
tary children, that these be &busted to serve the particular needs
of the child being served. ye ended up that there...was only one
.overclaim against one district. All the others were actjusted com-
p! tely out. 1-

r. MILLER. Th,ank you.
r. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Mr. SKILES. Thlink you, sir.
, Mr WILLIAMS. Let me find out how many of our young people
are here today. If you will stand when I call your names, we will
know how to seat you here at the witness table, whether we need
more chaits. Will you standpwhen I call your naine, please.

Miss Chapman, Mr. Davis, Miss Tomich, Mr. Skinner, Miss Sy-
skowski, and Miss Bakki. Kease come up to the witness table, and

- we will get some more chairs.
Who is from the Blaine School? I used to teach over there, you

know. Are you in the sixth'grade? .

Miss TOMICH. Yes. .
Mr, WILLIAMS. How are the fractions coming? I use4 to teach

sixth grade over there. FrastionA were murder when I taught there.
Who is your teacher?

Miss Tomicx. Mr. VOuglas.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Is your room on the playground side or is it on,

the other, side?
Miss ToiwicH. It is on the other side.
Mr. WILLIAMS. It is on the other side. They moved it.
Who is with the Smith School? Jarrod'? Whab grade are you in,'

Jarrod?
Mr. DAVIS. Fifth.
Mr.fWILLIAms. Did you know Erin Williams? Did yOu know Whit-

ney_Williams?.
Mr. DAVIS. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. My kids vent to Smith School. They are not very

well-known, are they? [Laughter.]
Let's start with Miss Tomich. Yoli give us whateier testimony

you have, ma'am.

PANEL PRESENTATION. DAVENE TOMICII, BL4tIN11::;S.CLIOOL,

BUTTE, MONT.; JARROD DAVIS, SMITH SCHOOL, HELENA,
MONT.; ANGELA CHAPMAN, WEST 'JUNIOR HIGII SCHOOL,
BurrE, MONT.; MIKE SKINNER, 'HELENA JUNIOR .111(al

SCHOOL HELENA, MONT.; AND CINDY BAKKI, EMERSON
SCHOOL, RUPEE, MONT.

STATP.MENT OF DAVENE TOMICII, 14,AINE SCHOOL, iturrE,
MONT.

Miss TOMICH. I think the hot lunch program is viol because it is
tlte only hot meal soole childi'en have. For some cfilldren, this is
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the-oply-meethey
,
have. I think that the program helps when

students forget tbeir lunch at home.
Some of the favorite meals they serve are beef-o-lay and tacos.

. There are some foods I don't really care for, but I don't really care' for them at home either. [Laughter.]
Mr. WILLIAMS Thank you.
Mr. Davis.

STATEMENT OF JytRon DAVIS, SMITH SCrOL, HELENA,
MONT.

Mr. DAtis. I think the Smith School hot lunch program is good
because it gives you a balanced meal and fills you vp. Mr. Hart-
man, our principal, does a good job of runnjng the program at
Smith. I think that Mr. Hartman letting the kids work in the
lunchroom to earn the lunches is good.

When you get the lunch it is still hot..When you are done, the
cooks will take your plates and you won't wake your recess time. I
also think lily should have recess ,first and then have lunch. I
think when ybu are done, your milk and most of your meal should
be all gone.
(I like when they put the food on your plate and they don't ask

how much you want. It. wastes time. I also like the way you don't
have to eat all of the food on your plate, just some of it. They are
not pushing you to eat everything. When you think you are done,
you raise your hand' and an adult will come over and tell you to eat
more or you can go.

I also think they have hot dogs too much because they have
them evey week. I really iike the Smith hot lunch program and the
whole school. It is really good.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Jarrod.
Angela.

STATEMENT OF ANGELA CHAPMAN, WEST JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, BUM, MONT.

Miss CHAPMAN. Congressmen, my name is Angela Chapman and
I halie eaten on the hot lunch program for 10 years. I have also
worked on the hot lunch program since September of this year.
Ever since the beginning of tliis year, I have seen a lot.

To begin with, I feel people paying for the hot lunch are getting
a pretty fair deal. Working in-the kitchen, the students come to me
with their compliments am/ complaints. Here are some of their
compliments on the hot lunch program.

One, the food is very tasty, for the best part. T tv, 0. they keep
thefr 4itchen very clean. Three, the staff Aeems nice and
helpful. Four, the hot lunch line goes through very aP. Five, they
like it when they get a selection of what to eat.

Here are some of their complaints on the hot lunch program.
bne, the hot lunch is cold instead of hot. Two, sometimes there is
not enough to eat. One of the most comthon complaints is that the
milk is sour or starting to turn that way. Four, at enough .supervi-
sion in the lunch hall. Five, sometimes the food is too spicy or not
cooked enough. ,

Eating the hot lunch 'for as long as I have, I could probably go on
and on. But since I have to make this as 'brief as possible, I will.
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Wen 1 was in grade scho4 we -dirt -not have-the teleetiod we
have in junior high and high a'hopl. We had to eat what they gave
us. I feel that since they call it a hot lunch, they should serve hbt
foods at the grade schools anti do like they are doing for the junior
high and high schools instead of serving foods like peenut butter
and jelly sandwiches and chef salads.

I feel that ,in order to do this, we are going to need at le4st the
money you are giving us now, instead of cutting it back.

thank you for asking me to express my feelings and others'
towards the hot lunch program.

Mr. WILLIAMS, Thank you, Miss Chapman..
Mr. Skinner.

STATEMENT OF MIKE SKINNER, HELENA JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, HELENA, MONT. I

Mr. SKINNER. I am not really prepared to have-4--
Mr. Mumma:- That is how we do it in Congress, Mike. Just go

ahead.
Mr. SKINNER. I think- the hot lunch prograni is a good program

because it is quick and gives you good nourishment, and that you
get several things aed sometimes a choice of what .to eat. I ,like it
because you get a chance to-get to know a lot of the kids a lot
better when -you are in the hot lunch line. You get to talk With
them when you are eating.

I think it is just a pretty good program and the kids like it.pretty
well. Sometimes you don't get in early enough to eat, but I think it
is a real good program and I think they should keep it.

Mr. WILLIAMS. All right, Mike. Thank you.
Miss Syskowski.
There was no responie.
Mr. WILLIAMS. She is not here.

** Cindy Bakki.

STATEMENT OF CINDY BAKKI, EMERSON SCHOOL, BUTTE,
MONT.

Miss BAKK1. I think we should keep; the hot lunch program
because most of the people eat it. If they forgot their lunches, it
would be a great deal.

So if we were to drop the hot lunch program, most of the kids
wouldn't have time to make their lunches iLijie morning and
therefore they would have to go home. Most-inothers and fathers
work, so they wouldn't be able to come home and make lunch for
them. If they had to use the strive, they could get burned or cut
themselves cutting a sandwich in half.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thankyou, Cindy.
Down at West Junior High, A.ngela, and Mike, over here at

Helena Junior High, we are told that not a lot of the students eat
in the hot. lunch program, that they choose to bring their 'own
lunch or gO out for lunch, particularly in high school. I recognize
you are not there rt.

What do you think would be the reason that your friends would
be eating in the hot lunch program.

Miss CHAPMAN. I think mostly it is becausewell, it is kind of a
hard queition.
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WILL1M1S- DO yaw.have any friends who don't eat a hot
lunch at school?

Miss CHAPMAN. I have lots of them, but they kind of like to bring
their foOd from home. .

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do you eat the hot lunch each day pr do you bring
lunch frOm home sometimes?

'Miss CHAPMAN. It depends on what I am doing. If I am going to a
meet or irmething, I will eat my sack lunch or something like that.
If I am in school and am-going to be in all da'y, I will eat the hot
lunch. The hot lunch is fairly good food.

.Mr. WILLIAMS. DID some of your friends who do not eat the hot
Tunch not eat any lunch:or do they all bring a sack lunch.

Mil% CHAPMAN. There are only a couple of them who don't eat at
all. Some of them feel they have low income and they would 'have
to get the free tickets, and they have too mech pride for the free
tickets.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mike?
Mr. SKINNER. I have4luite a few friends in jun* high who don't

eat the hot lunch becadse they just don't like the meals that they
serve, and they kind of feel Cheap buying it, so they just bring their
own lull& to school.

At the high school, a l(ot of the kids don't eat the hot lunch
because they serve about the same thing every day so they just go
off to a store at something.

Mr. WILLLAMS. Cindy lind Jarrod, which is best for you: a hot dog
or a dish of chocolate ice cream?

Mr. DAvis. A het dog.
Mr. WILLIAMS. A hot dog. What do you think?
Miss BAKKI. A hot dog.
Mr. WILLIAms. Cindy, what are the four food groups? Do you

know the four 'basic food groups, the names of them?
MiSS BAKKI. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Can you tell us what the,y are?
Miss BAKKI. Fruits aiid vegetables, bread and milk, meat.

. Mr. WrituAms. Okay, milk and meat. Those are the four.
In your hot lunch programs at school, or when you bring your

sack lunches, do you get those four food groups, -either when you
bring it from home or you have it at school? Do you know whether
or not you are getting that?

Miss Bloom Most of the time.
Mr. DANIS. Pretty much of it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Angela?
Miss CHAPMAN. Serving the hot lunch, we do give them a little of

each group. They can take the milk if they want it, chocolate or
white. They get their vegetables, and they always get: bread no
matter what they get. And they have always got meat of some kind
or another, some type of meat.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Congressman Miller.
Mr. Mu..La. Cindy, I think you said that some of the kids maybe

don't eat the propain because they don't want to get the tickets for
the free lunch. Is tliat how it is done?

Miss CHAPMAN. I said that.
Mr. MILLER. Excuse me. Angela said that. The free lunch stu-

dents are given tickets?
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MISS CHAPMAN. Na: y aren't giving their tickets-away, It- i4

just that the people wbe have low income, and I know a couqle of
them, feel that they will lower their pride by getting the free
tickets, and they don't eat at all.

Mr. MILLER. Right: Are they a different color, .erttre they the
'only ones that get a ticket? When they come throqgh the line
where you serve the program, is there a differeire in the tickets?

MISS CHAPMAN. I don't think so.
Mr. Mimin But they don't want to participate because they -

don't want other students to know?
Miss CHAPMAN. Yes, I think that is pretty much it.
Mr. MILLER. Mike, whar are you eating?
Mr. SKINNER. What am I eating?
Mr. MILLER' Yes. It is obviously working. I just wondered what it

was. [Laughter.]
you eat, the sch9o1 lunch every day?

Mr. SKINNER. MOst every day, yes.
Mr..MILLER. How do you decide whether you are going to eat the

lunch? If you don't eat the lunch, what do you 4o? Do you pack

your own lunch?
Mr. SKINNER. No, I usually go out for lunch.
.Mr. MILLER You go off canipus?
Mr. SKINNER. Yes.
me MILLER. You go out where, to a burger place or a 'store?

Mr. SK4iNift. Yes, Taco John's or--
Mr. MILLER. Taco Johp's..Only in Montana would it be -Taco

John's. [Laughter.]
In California, T:aJohn would starve to death. Excuse me.
What does it you to go to Taco John's te have lunch?

Mp. SKINNER. At Taco John it depernds on what you want.
Mr. MILLER Just to eat.
Mr. SKINNER., Just to eat it would probalty cost $1.25, maybe.
Mr. MILLER. So you look at the menu of Rut School lunch and

deCicie if you want that, op if you have something else going on in

school. Lunch comes before recess, right, in most of your programs?
So you have to try to finish your lunch and then/et your free time
to play sports or to talk to your friends or whatever you want to,
do, so it is sort of crowded in.

One .of you suggested that the lunch should come after the
recess.

Mr. DAVIS. Yes, I did.
Mr. MIUXR jarrod, my kids say that sometimes, too, that they

just gobble up the lunch or they throw it away or whatever because
they want to go out and play. They want to get the basketball
court or whatever it is they are going to play.

Mr. DAVIS. Most kids will hurry up and eat and then try to go
out there and get a swing or something.

Mr. Musa Do you think you might be hungrier if you came in

at the end of the half-hour recess or 40-minute recess?
Mr. DAVIS. Yee.
Mr. MILLER. And then you would eat all the peas and carrots,

maybe?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
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Mr. MILLER. Thatis....very interesting _because a. lot of teachers
who have testified before this cOmmittee and who I have talked to,
.Jarrod, said the same thing. They have said that they think part of
the participation- problem, and certainly plate wasteand I have
eaten la let of school lunches, and I look like it, toowith students
it, and it is very clear in the, cafeteria, that ,tliey are trying like
crazy to get ott of there because they have 20 mihutes left cr 40

1minutes left and they have to go back into the school.
Maybe if the probess was reversed, they would eat more of it.

What do you think, Cindy? Do.yeu think you would .eat more after
romps?

Miss 13Anni. Yes, because then you are more .hungry after you
have recess.

.

Mr. MILLER. And you are thirsty, so you might finish the milk?
Miss BAKK1. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Maybe that is something we can think about. I

assume that schoor districts have the flexibility to do that or not do
that, whatever they would determine, but it certainly would have
an impact en participation.

. I assume wi,ijk your friends in high school or your brothers and
sister13 in high school, that they would rather go cruising. at noon-
time than eat the school lunch program, maybe? .

Mr. SKINNER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Yes. It is the same everywhere. .'

I Thank you very much.
Mr. - ERDAHL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thanks to the

young people for adding much to our being here today, I think, by
their personal observations.

Just to 'follow up on Congressman Miller's comment., Do you
think it M. a good idea for kids to have cars in high school to use at
noon hour, or should they leave them on the school if-they have to
tlrive to and from sdhool? What do you think?

When you get to high school, do you think you want to drive
your car around at noon, or would you rather park it there if you
had one? .

Mr. SKINNER. Well, I would probably park it because it costs a lot..,fordas.
ERDAHL. I wish a lot of other peoftle would feel the same

Vllc;[Laughter.]
mehody mentioned, M aybe it ivas Angela, that th e milk is not

resh. Is that a common complaint? It seems to me that usually on
your milk container it is stamped to use before such and such a
date. Do you think some of the milk is not kept cbol, or why would
it taste stale or kind of sour or bitter?

Miss CHAPMAN. We have special people who serve it on the hot
lunch line.. We serve first, second and third, but. on first, weserve--

Mr. ERDAHL. I don't understand what you mean by first, second
and third.

Miss CHAPMAN.' There are three lunch periods, breaking it down.
Mr. ERDAHL. Oh, OK.
Miss CHAPMAN. On first, we serve the,first half. Then we leave

our stations and go and eat the second half of first, and the milk is
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while-we-eat,lfhen we_come. back _and put it in. I feel that
it gets warm during that period of time.

ERDAHL. Kids-don't like warm milk in Montana? [Laughter.)
Cindy, you am in what grade?
Miss 13Akiu. Sixth. .

Mr. ERDAHL. A sixth grader. Do you . find that 'some of the boys
and girls in your class don't take part in the school lunch program?
We have learAd this morning that the student participation is

pretty good in the grade school and the juujor high, but in high
school 'it falls off, evidently because tliey can take off and go to
McDonald's or Taco John's or wherever it is.

Do you find that "a lot of the kids in school would rather bring
their own sack lunch from home, or do most of the kids at your
school eat the hot lunch?

Miss BAKKI, It is half and half. Half the pewle bring their lunch
and half the people eat the hot lunch. .

.

Mr. ERDAHL. Do you.think that is because it costs a little bit to
buy the lunch or because they would just rather bring something
that morn prepared from home? .

Miss Bmaxi. I think they would just rather bring their .own.
,Mr. Damn,. Very good. Thank you so much. I have no further

questions.
Mr. MILLER. What do you think is the one thing that woukt

really. make the program much better? If you can't think of aay-
thing, you don't have to. But just what is the one thing that really
bothers you about the program or you think they ought to change
to make it letter, or that your friends tell you? Can you tell us7

Jaribd?
Mr. DPArIs. In one school they have hot dogs almost every other

day or something, or at.least every other week., and y9\u get kind of
siclç of it.
M. ERDAHL. If you would yield, Mr. Miller, what wpuld you

,rather eat than hot dogs? I thought you guys all liked hot dogs.
Mr. DAVIS-Well, I' do.
Mr. ERDAHL. Would you rather have a hot dish or what?
Mr. DAvls. Probably tacos or pizza or something. I like hot dog

but if you have them every week, (you kind of get sick of them.
Mr. SKINNER. I think the same way, but I'don't think they are

reitaya sure of' what the kids like. They could probably find out
s whiPPIthe kids liked and then maybe change their selection. They

could probably get ti lot more kids to eat in the program.
4114r. MiLLEL: Do the kids ever get tv help the menu, that you

know of? I know in many of the schools in the district I represent,
the kids help put the weekly menu together.

Angela?
Miss CHAPMAN. In a way, they to help put the menu together.
Mr. MILLER. What dp you think would help the program the

most?
'Miss CHAPMAN. Probably 'a better selection of what to eat. They

do have stuff over and over and, over again, It gets kind of boring.
Or you get too much of one thing and you don't wapt it any more.

Mr MJLLER. When I first got married, I told my.vife I loved her
la a. I bad lasagna for 6 months.

188 CHAPMAN. Try stew. [Laughter.]
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_ _Mr. MiLLER Cindy,.what do you thirik? Cold milk? \. .Miss BAKK1. Well, see, we just keep our milk out most Of the
time. It gets hot, so the kids don't like that either. I think 1.4
,should get cold milk and have better selections on food.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr.Chairnain, could I ask another question? This
came to mind. I betray an ignorance by not knowing,'and maybe itisn't offered here, but do you people in tha.schools represented here
have the availability of a breakfast, or do you haVe a lunch in the
middle of'She day? In grade school do you still have a lunch or a
cookie available in the middle of the morning or middle of the
afternoon? Do you have that&

Miss BAKKL.NO. a'
Mr. ERDAHL. And you don't have the breakfast in thes hools.
Miss BAKKI. No.
Mr. ERDAHL. In some places that is done..Thank you very much.
Mr. 'MILLER. Dolyou get hungry before lunch?/ miss BAKKI. NO.
Miss CHAPMAN. Sometimes.
Mt4.,MILLER. I do. I just wondered if you do. (Laughter.]
Mr. WILLIAMS. Miss Tomich, say Tour first name for me?
Miss TOMICH. Davene.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Davene, at the Blaine School over in Butte, does

everybody pfly the same for lunch? Do all the students pay the
same amount of money to buy lunch that day?

Miss TomicH. Some of them get half'.
Mr. WILLIAMS. How do you know that? How do you know they

get half? You are right, some of them get half. What we arewondering is how is it you know some of them get half. Ndione is
supposed to *how, but everybody does. And that bothers the Con-
gess a great deal.

Wqw, you know somehow that they get half. That is good thatyou know, and we would like you to tell us how you know that.
'Miss TOM1CH. Because the kids tell you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The kids tell you. Squealer. Is that the only way

you know, that they tell you?'
Miss TOMICH. I do.
Mr. W114.1Ards. Do the tickets look different?
MiSS TOMICH. No. You'can buy them in 10 or 20 days. The 10, I

thiltik, are yellow: and the 20 are blue.
Mr, MILLER. You can buy them for a period of time. Whether.. it

is free, reduced or full paid, you buy a ticket and you get 10 meals.
Miss Dimwit. YeS.
Mt MILLER. If it takes you 20 days to ..use it, _you still get 10

meals.
Miss TOMICH. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. How, about oter here .at Smith, Jarrod. Do somestudents get lunch at less cost fhan'others?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; otiii klid I know does:He is kind of poor, I guess,so I guess he only has to pay a little bit for it. And sometimes, I

ttliink, in the beginning of the year, abOut a week after we were in
school, they gave you this thing to take home. It said do you want,
your. child 'to have free lunches, or something, and it had all thesedetails oft it.

V
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Mr. WILLIAKS...I want You to know how much we appreciate all

of your coming out ows-weekend-moroing -wheit-4011.-could-114YP

slept in. YTh thank you very much for hvlping people in the coun-

try understand more 'about 4E4 stupents think about hot lunches.

Thank you very much. [Applause.] -
4

Our third panel' is Tom MCKenzie, Kay Iliby,.and Rick Kravas.

Tom McKenzie is with the,c6mmunity food and nutrition project,

Human. Resources Division of the Department of Community Af-

fairs. Let me introduce these other people too, Topi. Kay Kilby is

the, preiiiclent of the Montana School Food .Services Association.

Rjcl$ Kravas is the hot lunch director, over in Butte, and also

secretary-yeasurer of the Montana Nutriiion Council.
We welcome you all here today.
Tom, we will hear from you first.

PANEL "PRESENTATION: TOM MCKENZIE, COMMUNITY FOOD

AND NUTRITION PROJECT, HUMAN. RESOURCES DIVISION,

MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS; KAY

,KILRY, PRESIDENT: MONTANA SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES AS-

SOCIATION; RICK KRAyAS, SECRETARY-TREASURER, MON-

TANA NUTRITION. COUNCIL, AND HOT LUNCH DIRECTOR,

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1, Burn, MONT.

§TATEMENT OF TOM McKENZIV, COMMUNITY FOOD ANI)

TRITION PROJECT, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, MONT A

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

4

Mr. MCKENZIE. I would like to begin my 'statement with quote,

Rom /*presentative Carl Perkins of Kentucky, the chai an Or_

the I-louse Education and Labor Committee: He stated: .

The proposed cuts may
potentialli.unde'rinine all of our efforts er the papt

theeet. decades in behalf of child nutrition. If we were to turn ar nd now and

legislate measures that would eliminate needy children from th programs, we

could be losing sight of our objectives. We would also be forfeii7ing recious gi.ound

we have worked so hard for over tilp past 33 years.
t

I would like to speak to thre.pi.ollosed cuts in the hild,nutrition

programs in gendral..While they are still rather d btful this year,

it looks as though each year we are going to faced with the

Same battle.
Right now, the proposed cuts in the sc hool lu h program, in my

opihion, undermine the importance of progra likWSchoOl' breaks

fast, which as .a nutrition advocate we are orking .so hard to

expand, particularly here in Montana.
/light now *ei have only 11 percent par Lotion Of'Nr schools

in the school brbakfast program. Studies ntinkte t1::? concie out en

the impdrtance of a nutritious breakfast. feel,that we are on the

verge of losing all the momentum that aas een gained by con-

cernedsgroups and that the entire sch breakfast program could

take a giant step backward. .

I alsb fe04bat We can't sacrifice o Child nutrition program to

save another.,:oite. The WIC progra Which directly 'tErves the

nutritional fieeds of pi.egnant wome infants and nursing mothers, t
provides a Vasis to insure good nut tion at the most critical stage

of development. -..----,_

, , -, ,

t.
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The child care fbod program continues the opportunity for goodnutrition in child care settings. School 'breakfast and lunch logical-ly follow, along with the summer food program filling in the gapduring the summer mon0s.
.The object of these progragns is to guarantee that our childrenAet 0* proper nutrition to pfovide them with the right to becomehealthy and productive citizens. Instead of looking at proposedcuthack.s in these programs, we need to support and push forexpansion of all of them.

,In terms of school luvh, I hink we are provided with a greatOpportunity to provide nutrition education for our children. Sincethe inception of the school lunch program, nutrition education has'never been required as an integral part of the program.Moreover, nutiition education is not a requirement in the cur-riculum of Montana's public sehools but is taught only if the teach-er elects to do so.' Since the mikjority of teachers do not take anutrition course in college, they are often not properly prepared toteach a series of lessons on nutrition.
In eastern 'Montana we learned ettrlier is year that someschools were bringing in people from health food stores to teach'nutrition in the schools. We became very alarmed at this, notknowing the bac,Itground and training of these people, and obvious-ly\ they hAve a vested interest in selling and promoting healthfoods. .

The nutrition education and training program authorized byCongress in 1978 is a step in the right direaion, but 'because ofregulatory problems and administrative problems at both the stateand Federal levels, Montana lost $45,000 of the nutrition education,and training money this year.
Why create a separate program? Why not amend the schoollunc pr ram to include minimum requirements for nutritioneducatio and training? State administrative expense. futids could'be ear arked with specifieds-perceptage, for nutrition education.Including nutrition education as an integral part of the Schoolh Act would assure funding of nutrition education and Pre-vent fiagmentation between the food sefvice cotiponent and thenutrition edubation component.
The WIC program currently opqrates on this oncept and 'hasproven to be a successful program in improving the health of thepopulation it serves. .----. I would like to also just briefly,speak to a couple ot.her issuesthat I think ,are wiry iinportant when we look4at the school foodpcirogram. That is food quality. I think 'we have a responsibility,listening to the children this morning, to insure proper quality of-the food that is scrved.

.In September V' this year, we had a Jegfslative workshop inHelena, looking at the competitive foods issue, and whatA should bedone in terms of banning or legislating eliminating junkifoods fromthe school: It seemed to be the conSensus of the group that one ofthe thingAve really had to do was to look at the food quality thatwas served in the lunch programs, improve the nutritiOn educationin thr scilools so that children would make a choice; not ban thefoods altogether, but offer alternatives and givt them the informa-titn to make the proper choices.
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would Itist like to speak briefly to the nonfood assist-

ance money that we reteive in the State-tb ii-ortip new programs.
In speaking with the Office of Public Instruction; I learned that we
'receive approximately $90,000 every year in' nonfood assistance

money, and that this money, has been alretidy committed for the

next 3 years.
So it is very difficult to look at expansion for new lunch pro-

grams and/or new breakfast progranr. It is estimated that for

some schools, the cost, of setting up a new kitchen would be
$100,000, which is more than we receive totally. I think this is
particularly critical in small schools where the school dikrict is
very small and the cost is just prohibitive for starting a new
program.

I thank you for letting me share.thbee thoughts with you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Tom, thank you yery much.
Kay.

STATIPMENT OF KAY KILBY, PRESIDENT, MONTANA SCHOOL

FOOD SERVICES ASSOCIATION
.

.
,

Ms. Kiumr. I am. Kay Kiliiy. I am the president of Montana
School Food Services Association, and also the supervisor in Great

Falls of the school food service.
I would like to express irir concerns about the administration's

proposed budget cuts in. ohild nutrition programs. The national
school lunch program :has been successfully prdviding low-cost,
high-quality meals to chil4ren from all income levels for the past

38 yearst -
This program was established to promote the health of our Na-

tion's children .by offering a nutritious lunch and to utilize excess
agricultural commodities m the preparation of these meals.

The administration's propoeal to reduce reimbursement to the
paying child by 5 cents trill have the shoit-term effect of,reducing

Federal expendituree, but its long-term effects Are not known. In

Great Falls, this will mean an added cost of $63,042.'30 to the

community in the 5 'cents added cost on the cliarge of meals.
The rising coets of food and labor may force us ,to raise the price

of meals by 10 cents if the 5-cent cutlgoes through.
rThe Great Falls program operates selkufficiently with revenue

from Federal reimbursement, meal ticket sales, and a la carte
sake. This is poasible through an efficient use of labor and 'high
percentage of participation, about 63 percent. This keeps our meat

costs down.: .
During October we served 8,493 student meals. Of these, 18 per-

eent'were tree, 8 percent we're reduced rate, and 74 percent were

full pries. Th'e Qreat Falls school have been suffering from a de-

clini enrollment over the Oast 'veral ybárs. Last year the board,se
of tr tees *as forced to clove five elementary schools in an effort

to con in costs.
With the closure, we lost 5 feeding sites and 16 positions, so 16

food service positions were eliminated. Even with thjs, our salaries
increased about 9 percent. We raised the minimum wage to $2.90

for the starting worker, arid our salaries still went up about "9

percent.
. , ...
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With the debcreu_se in enrollment. we have ingi about 500 peak a
day and our food costs have also gone up around 9 percent. /Po keep
up with these rising costs, we are looking at a 5-cent increase fornext year.

In 1978-79, we had a meal price increase of 5 cents. At that time,
w'e raised the elementary prices to 45 cepts and the junior and
senior high prices to 50 cents. The .reduced price applications in-
creased from September 1977-78, with 510 iipplications, to 848 in
.September of 1978-79. This is about-a 57-percent increase.

With this past history, if we have another increase in prices, the
chances are that more reduced price applications will be filed. Thiswill be an added. cost to the 561/4-cents reimbursement we rem/lyein Federal assistance, special assistance reimbursement.

I feel that we will lose the savings that you will receive when
you cut the reimbirsewedt by 5 cents.

I thank youlor listening to me.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Kay.
Rick, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICK KRAVAS, SECRETARY-TREASURER, MON-r TAMA NUTRITION COUNCIL HOT LUNCH DIRECTOR, SCHOOL
DISTRICT NO. 1, BUTTE, MONT.

4

.' Mr. KRAVAS. Gentlemen, the proposed cuts, as I see it, will have
the following negative consequences on the entire program. First of
all, lunch prices for the paying student will increase, thus lowering
the participation in this group. And paying children are the back-
bone of our lunch ?rogram.

4

If something isn t done about the cuts, it will mean the end of aprogram for middle and upRer income family children and thebeginning of another welfare pt`ogiam. That is exactly what it'
mean% in my opinion.

Inileition has hurt everybody, not only-the rich and ppor, possibly
the middle class and the middle-class pdor. People in this class, the
middle class, pay the majority of taxes in this country, t they seethe rich getting by and the poor being subsidized by th Govern-ment, while they work to keep the entire rnstem afloat. ow wetell them/hey must make further sacrifices. I feel we should givethe porents and the.children a break in this income bracket; and
somewhere to start is with the schodl lunch program.

The Government shouldn't take the blame for everything. Ithink there are a lot of areas in schoollilunch that Ahould be.up to
the individuals in charge of that program. I have ohly .been inButte about 1 year as a hot lunch director, and when I came there,frankly, it was fairly poor. They only had one selection in the, high
schools and junior high schools to choose from, every day. The wayto tOt over that, of course, wa.S to offer variety.

Contrary to popular opinion, in the junior high and high sch4s,
we offer nine entree choices a day. That /includes tacos, pizza, hot
dogs; hamburgers, taco dogs, chile dogs, and taco salads. Those areavailahle every day. They also have choices of th'ree fruits, like
peaches, pears, whatever.

The children can, in essence, build their own merit They have
the selection and they haye the choice and they have the food
available. Furthermore, we also have other marketing gimmicks,

49'9.
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whatever you like to call them, thitt-ow Ft further increased
participation, and that is theme days.

We have 25 theme days in the Butte Public Schools this year. We
take advantage of current movie trends, like "Star Wars." Well, we
had a "Stars War" day buffet. We used characters in the movie to

op our food. If you notice on your letter there, we have R2--
w, chicken in a crater, Darth Vader triad, stuff like that.

Ily like these. '-
leo have put in stereos id our high sclkools and our junior

. This was lthe single Most important thing we have done
re, putting stereos in. It is their environmentir Children, teen-

era in particular, like music. They like the type of food I men-
loped and they like to go to movies. So when you hit them with

,the three, you have a synergism: Music, variety, and the theme.
That has helped us out tremendously.

In Butte High, we were only serving 201Thr so a day when I came
there. Now we are. serving approximately 600 a day, and that
varies, I have to be honest with you, with the day and the weather.
But tit has really helped us out.

At East Junior High where we have all of tWese things together,
we are hitting approximately 78, 88 percent a day, and that, again,
varies too. At East Junior High we put a stereo system in, we gave
them the variety, and we also painted it.- The majority of the
cafeterias in Butte were painted kind of a mortician's green, which
is not the color you want to have in a cafeteria.

Research psychologists have proven that Color plays an impor-
tant part in any setting. In cafeterias, the colors that are of the
primary, importance are called earth,tones, and those are orange,
beige, and brown. Those are colors that psychologists have found
increase the most sales. This is the primary reason why, MacDon-
alds,' Wendy's, and Burger King have them }n their restaurants. In
any restaurant you go into, you will find this. You will also find
mueic in the background. That induces talk, it puts the chent at
rest, and it makes them relax. And they will Initially buA more.

That was the case in Butte. With the stereo and other added'
features,twe had mbre cash volume during the period, less rough-
housing, which is the first obvious thing we noticed. There is less
talking, lees flipping of food and butter pate, and there are more
repeat sales during the period. It has helped my program out
tremendously.

So many kids have mentioned that they really appreciate the
stereos. I hate to keep emphasizing that, but it has really helped:
When you go out to eat, you usnallyi go out to a nice restaurant.
You don't go to any truck stbp, you know. This has helped us keep
the kids in the bafeteria and wet have more or less gained their
favor.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We atank the three of you..very much.
Rick, whst percentage of Butte students are paid and reduced

aqd. free?
Mr. KRAIMS. In Butte is running abtr 40 percent free, 40 per-

cent pld,and abidt 20 percent reduced.
. Mr. mismar In the high school, what percentage of the stu-.

dents art1cipate in the program.

V'
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Mr. Ka.vAs. Wl, in the -high schools the majority are the paid
students. I can tell you that for certain, because when I get the
reports of daily cash sales, we-have more paid meals their we have
free or reauced. Students.have the money. They wait to see 'what is
on the menu. But like I said, we have these nine entree items..

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do ybu know the percentage of the student popu-
lation in the high school that participates in one of the three
programs'?

Mr. KRAVAS. At Mist Junior High--and West we are not com-
plete with ye(-----it varies from day to day. But I Would say it
averages around 68 to 73 percent at East Junior High. On theme
days, it is higher still.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Are students in the junior high and high schools
allowed to leave the school grounds in.their automobiles during the
lunch period?

Mr. KRAVAS. Yes; they are.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Rut you have something over 50 percent ,partici-

pfttion rate in Butte.
Mr. /CRAVAS. In the high school apes?
Mr. WILLIAMS. High school and jiWiotr high.
Mr. KRAVAS. Yes. The junior highe: pre higher. The-reason for

that is that they have more area. Butte High has an enrollment of
about 1,100 students; however, our cafeteria was only hiiilt.to hold
500 at a time. That is really peeking it in there. That 4i4trrages a
lot of students.

We have two serving lines at Butte High, and even with the new
cash regisNrs and the like, we can't get them through fast enough.
That discourages a lot of the students. There is not much we can do
about that unless we build another cafeteria.

,Mr. WILLIAMS. It seems curious to me that two cities 60 miles
apart w' mild have such a yarying degree of student participation at
the junior high and high level. In Helena, approximately 1 out of
10 students participate; in Butte you are saying about 6 Out of 10
participife. I don't know that the Congress can do much about
that, but it seems to me that there may be some room for work at
the State level and local levels in you all coming togetherand
perhaps youdo in your associationand sharing thoughts and
ideas.

Mr. KRAVAS. Like I say, there is a difference between adminis-
trating school lurihes and marketing school lunches. General
Motors builds a fit* car, but if theY don't market that car, they
appeal.
don't sell it. General Motors has to consider/price, promotion, and

The oldie thing goes fc:I. school lunches. 'You have to market
them. You have toconsider the clientele you are serving. We are
fortunate ijthe school lunch that' we have a 'captive 'audience.
They are a certain age greup, and it Is very easy to appeal to
this. grou like I said, by -giving. them ihusic, variety, and ,an
environ 'that is up to,their levetl.

Mr. WI LIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Mil er.
Mr. MI LEL Rick, I think to grea extent you are again a

witness t thb fact that we hear again and again that no matter
'how we.dftslgn the programs;be it school junch or any other school

5 0
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jimgranthat -we design, it 'very often boils down to a matter ,of
personality. Certain people can Inakb things go, and certain people
have problems making things go. We find, this in child care, in
classroom teaching, th libraries, anywhere else. To replicate it be-
coyhee a difficult item, but it .is nice to see someone who takes that
much intereSt in trying to market it and trying to make it really
acceptable to the young people.

Tom, let me ask a question, and Kay also, or all three of you,
actually. What is your sense of the relative merits of school 'break-
fast versus school lunch? Let me say why I ask that, and rloi so
much as if you had to trade one for the other.

When I got into this businessk a long time ago running the
California school lunch program, ohr real concern was the lethar-
gic child, the child that was trouble in the classroom, the child that
had what we considered problems that were related to nutrition.

One of the concerns I have would be that as we see 4onomics
curtail the school day, if you will, or maybe just a change in
teaching\philoeophy or whitt have you, I find that in some cases, in
the school my children go to, that they are eating the school lunch
at 12:30 and they are out et there at 2.

I just wondered which part is the learning period and how you
relate the time at which you serve in relation to academic subjects.
Some people would argue there is a much greater benefit in giving
them a good breakfast in the morning, either at home or in school,
and letting them cruise through the academic day based upon that.

I just wonderd what your impressions were, if you think one is

better than t e otherin the merits or the acceptability of One
versus the ot er.

Mr, McKs ZIE. I realty hate to speak to that except that I can't
overiamphasize the importance of the school breakfast, or the
breakfast in the morning. 'Studies have been done "in terms of
children's performance in school, the drop iii the rate of absentee-
ism, attentiveness in school. The total health package of the child
.is greatly improved when the child is participating in the.breakfast
children:

I guess I would say I prefer that over the lunch program. I see it

as definitely more important.
Mr. Mum Kay. .

Ms. KILBY. I feel' they are both equally important. Breakfast is

very iniportant. In the schools that we do have breakfast in, com-
ments from the administrators and teachers have been that there
is less sickness in the morning. Children would say that they were
sick when they actually were hungry. They are betier, more atten-
tive. Their learning is better. c

But still, in the case of some chidren where lunch is their only
good meal of the day, I see the importance for that, too. They are
equally important and important to the child fof his nutrition and
his well-being.

Mr. KaAvAs.'In Butte I have been trying to get a prqgram going
at Butte High; however, it is subject to board approval, and thy
want some sort of proof that it won't be another burden on the
district. I think it would be a good idea if we start at Butte High in

my program. If that -works out, we could expand it out to. East .and
West becaqse we have the facilities there to prepare the breakfast
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_if _theypayfor themselves: -That is -the general consensus in--our
district: if they pay for themselves. .

Mr. MILLER. What would you have to charge?
Mr. KEAvAs. It would be the same as lunch. They would just

submit.their lunch ticket. . .

Mr. MILLER. I am not sure I follow you. Are you talking about '
giving them a choice? .

Mr. KRAVAS. YeS.
Mr. MILLER. The student could choose brealfast or lunch?
Mr. KiAvAs. Well, they could have both if they want it.
Mr. MILLER. They could have both.
Mr. KRAVAS. 3tres. At Butte High in particular, there' are a few

kids I have talked to n would like a breakfast program. Whether 1

they would participate r not, I don't know, but they said they
would like one. But wi h .breakfak, you are limited in what you
can serve, waffles and pancakes oc whatever. Once again, you have
to have variety. You can't serve the same thing every day. That is
the hard part. Participation might rise in the curve, but over an
extended period of time it might drop because of the nature of
breakfast itself. . .

But I think over about a 2-month lime period, we would find
where our level was, and if it would start to pay for itself, it would
be fine. We would go through with it.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you..
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAWL. Thank you, Mr. ChSirman.
Thanks to the panel for some good presentations for us.
Mr. McKenzie you started out quoting from Carl Perkins, and of,

course hejs our chairman of the cbmmittee and of the subcornmit,
tte. 1 think he does make a valid point that in this time that we
are faced as members of Congress, and I guess all of us in society
as taxpayers, with picking proper priorities: It does seem hard for
me, at least, to defend that the administration has picked Ch.is one
for cuts while we spend billions and waste millions in other areas.
But you can be asstired that Mr. Perkins is a good champion for
your cause. .

You mentioned in your comments, Mr. McKenzie, if I heard'you
correctly, that the State of Montana lost $45,000 in Federal nutri-
tional educational funds because of failure to comply. Why was
that lost to the State of Montana?

Mr. MCKENZIE. I am not, positive of the reasons. The State plan,
as I understand it, or plan for usage of the money, was not accept-
ed by the erkd of the fiscal year, and therefore it was returned.

Mr. ERDAHL Do any others know why that was? I am just
curious to see why there was some lack df compliance or fulfilling
the requirements, evidently, to Secure these funds. .

Mr. MCKENZIE. I am not sure. Perhaps there wotild be someone
else in the group who might be able to answer that better.

Mr. ERDAHL. Another comment we have heard is about the wide
variance we have had here as far as participatioN not only in
Montana. Also)we have listened to many hours of testimony on this
in Washington. I think the point about the music is interesting. We
hear some things over and over again, and that is good, I guess, to
reinforce a concern, but we have heard some new ones today. I
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think your comment about the music piped in or available and the
variety is a good one.

I was thinking of another thing. Maybe the high school girls in
Butte think you have a slight resemblpnce to Burt Reynolds.
[Laughter.]

Anyway, that might be a big part of it. [Laughter.]
We have heard so much about the need for good nutrition. This

is true. It seems to me if the schools will do what the private sector
is doing, you really are competing with the McDonald's and Taco
John's and these other places.

One of the things that may be obvious that the schools haven't
doneand I can think about my own experiences in school cafete-
rias and visiting them, and'you' say it is sort of a yucky.green color

or whatever it Might be--
Mr. KRAVAS. Mortician's green.
M. ERDAHL [continuing]. Is just to have a more attractive set-

ting. As one of the young people mentioned today, you get to talk
to your buddies. You get the chance to visit. You have got to be

reasonably still in clasp, and this ia chance to visit. The visiting,

the pleasant surroundings visually, the pleasant sounds, hopefully,

not tpo raucus sounds of music, you see those just as very impor-
tant, maybe just as important as how the food tastelit

Mr. KRAVAS. Yes, exactly. We have good food in Butte. You have
tO market it. Take, for instance, the stereo. At first they had a lot

of resistance.
Mr. ERDAHL. Do the kidA or theteachers pick the Music?
Mr. KRAVAS. I will teftou what I do. I play middle-of-the-road

music. We don't play Kiss or anything like that bkause with the
acoustical qualities of Kiss, they just bounce off the walls. Put it
that way. But to prove that it would work, we had' cake sales to
raise the money to pay for the stereos. None of this money was
appropriated through a.budget.

We bought the stereos in 2 weeks 'with cake sales. We went. to
the stores and bought the stereos, and then I had the problem of
financing the'records or tap& or whatever. Well, it just happens
that recording is a hobby of mine, so I get the records from the
vendor, and I say to him: If you will supply me with x number of
records, contemporary pop records, middle of the road, I will give
them back to you plus we will run a coupon stating that Budget
Tapes & Records gave .us these 11 tapes this week, and if you go
there and buy these 11 recilrds or whatever, you get $1 off on each
record. That has proved very successful.

So the local vendors gain from it and I gain from it. It costs us
nothing. It is self-sufficient. It has been very popular in Butte. It is
getting more acceptance. Like I said, I have drily been there I year,
'but as the 'kids become more aware of it, their partici'pation keeps

going up. That is ono way.
I have been having some problem with the colors, from princi-

pals, in' partiCular. That is one group you have to deal with. They
have their idea and I have mine, and never'the two will meet. But
those earth tone colors have really helped. They brighten up the
cafeterias, the,painting, if there i sunlight available or if there is
not. The colors will change accordingly. I slid have some color

mples here but they are not there. But they really do help." Like I

&0(1
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said, behavioral psychologists have proven that orange and the
primary colors that make up orange--=beige and brownreally do
affect your eating habits.

Mr. ERDAHL. You have also testified that not only do you have
more young people participating, but you have had less discipline
problems during the lunch hour. In some schools we have heard
that gets to be a real hassle. Some of the schoolteachers said they
didn't even want it because they are assigned to keep thpse kids
calm for half an hour during the noon hour.

Mr. KRAVAS. This is true. We have some teachers in Butte High
who monitor the cafeteria. They have mentioned_to me that they
were opposed to the stereo at first but they notice there is less
roughhousing, less fighting in the cafeteria.

Kids come in, and they just kind of tune in to the music. They
,are listening to the music and there is less time for anything else.We am playing their favorite tunes ahd they sit around and they
talk. When they are through eating, we sell ice cream during the
last 10 minutes and they can sit around .and halie ice cream and
talk.

It is still noisy, I mdst be honest with you; but it is not as much
so. In the past we had koblems with yds flipping butter pats onthe walls, tied that doesn't happen any more. At Butte High we
have rock posters of Chicago and the Bee Gees and the Eagles and
all that. It is like walkitig into a lunchroom disco; if you want th
call it that. It is what they like.

What do kids do when they have Friday. evenings off? Theyeither go to the show, they go buy a record, or they go to McDon-
ald's, Burger King, or Wendy's. This is their environment and wehave to bring it up or down to their environment, however youwant to look at it.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Excuse me. Just one question. Are all your mealf1-1

onsite preparation?
Mr. KRAVAS. Yes, at.East, West, and Butte High.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, members of the panel, very mu
Before we go to panel No. 4, I want to call a brief few min

recess.
[There was t brief recess.]
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will call this meeting of the Subcommittee on

Elementary,.Secdfidary, and Vocational Education to order.
Will the participants of panel 4, Connie Skousen, Andrea Pagen-

kopf, and John Board come to the witness table, please. Are Connie
and Andrea here?

[There was no response.)
Mr. WILLIAMS. John Board is the president of the Montana Edu-

cation Association. We welcome you here today, John, and look
forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF. VHN BOARD, PRESIDENT, MONTANA
EDMATION ASSOCIAMN

Mr. BOARD. Thank you very much, Congressman Williams.
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Wheii We g-ot v-Tord from you a few weeks ago about. our being

viiere to testify on tie school lunch program, what we did in the '
MEA was to Send out a questionnaire to all of our local affiliates
and to ask them to comment on the sltengthit the weaknesses, and

then to meke,any additional comments about the program.
I think I would like to read to you maybe two or three of the

responses that 'we got, which I think pretty well speak to the
strengths of the school lunch program.

One school wrote back:
All children are provided with a well-baltinced, energy-producing meal. With some

of these children, it is the only square meal of the day. This is especially true in our-

area due to the high number of low-income families. VVe also provide free lunches or
reduced price lunChes for children from low-income families.

111 Another unit replied: .

(---." If it were not for our lunch prograh many of our kids would come to school

hungry and woUld not be able to expect solid meals. 'Our entire educational goal

would have to be significantly lowered because of malnutrition without the lunch

program. For us in
And then the name of the school district

it is essential. ,

In tlie weaknesses, I think most of them stated that if there were
any weaknesself in the program, it-was due to a lack of quantity,
qiiitlity, and variety. Now, in quiintfty, one of the 'things which
seemed to appear, in the varfous responses was that very. often
what they 'noticed was in the elementary grades, the students were
given the same portion as they Were given in the high school, so
there was waste in the elementary grades because they perhaps
didn't eat it all. In the high sehoo they could have had more and
they weretnot given it.

In quality, let me read this one.
. .

Funds should not be cut back under any circugpotances. Preferably, funds could be

reased so as to put more red meat into the prilram.

his is one thing which came through, that if there was a weak-
ness, it was perhaps too many carbohydrates and lack of variety in
foods. One of the things was that perhaps what we needed was
more meat in the_,program and less on the carbohydrates.

So in general, I think those three points were the main things
that came back from our units: the quality of the food, the quantity
of the food, and the variety. . .

Now, after receiving these back, then I received from your office,

, Congressman Williams, the diil before yesterday, the Library of
Cqngress Congressional Research Service thing on child nutrition
ptograrcts, "Legislating and Budget Issues 'of the 96th Congress."

Muchlof this was new to Ltie because I am not in administration
and I don't know all of the larious programs that are being offered.
I thought there was school lunch and maybe in some places there
were breakfasts in some schools. Then I was a little distressed ,
when I read this and saw that there was by the administration a
desire to cut some of the school lunch programs, the milk pro-
grains, and this.

There was a mention someplace for reducing...the amount by 5

cents, if I remember correctly, .and where the student population
was more Affluent, then we would increase. theirs 5 cents, and this
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type of thing. There was an attack upon the summer food service
program.

The whole thrust, it Appears, in what Congress has been consid-
ering, is a cutback in school lunch programs and related programs.
This proMpted me .to recall .an article that I read in Harper's
magazine which I don't think anyoneehtts spoken to this morning,
the general theme.

I think what I am seeing now is 'something highly Ironic in our
society. This article in Harper's, May 1979, was entitled "Child-
hood's End." I would like to quote something like this. It may seem°like I am being fragmented, but it speaks to essentially what I
want to say regarding school lunches and the whole business of
'education.

Scott Spencer, the author of this article, begins it .by aying
When in recent memory has it been less a privilege to be young in America. This

is a time of-dwindling national expectations, closing schools, sliced domestic budgets.
Now the nominally liberal elements in the society, once the counsel in defense of
the limitlesaness and abundance of times to come, advise us to curtail economic
growth and find in ourselves the moral strength to make do with less.

He goe 4. on and says:
Yet, what can be more befuddling to our sense of the moment than the voices of

children clamoring for their place in the world.

He goes oKi and says: pMr
Two recent 'developments are indicative of our changinifeelings toward 'child-

hood. In the past few years, n ore and more school districts across.the United States
'have Voted to close public.scIols, pleading fiscal crisis.

He eays:
The closing of public sc ools in the most prosperous of nations is a bizarre and

shameful phenomenon.

He continues in hs article saying that:
The young. today are Ignored in society and reap this collective neglect With a

harrowing and pervasive lack of self regard.

Now, this does bear on schoof lunches. It does. He says that on
. the sharpest statistical rise are teenage and child pregnancy, teen-

' age and child alcoholism, teenage and child drug addiqion, teenageand .child Astitution and pornography, teenage and child venereal
,diseaSe, truancy, illiteracy, and criminalitY.

But the most terrible aspect Of the flight from childhood is suicide, the third
leading cause of death among Arnerican children and teenagers under 18, following
accidents and murder. While the number of children who end their ow-ii lives is not
astoundingly high, the rate of childhood suicide is increasing radically. In the pastdecade, it has risen more- than 100 percent, and the rate of attempted suicides is
rising even faster.

Following that up:
Thus, underlining the degeneration of our romance with ,childhood is the perva-

sive idea, half-grounded -and half-hallucinatory, that children cab no longer,, be
afforded. o

It finally ends, in the next to fte last paragraph:
In the International Year of the Child, there seems tq lr little hope for the

improvemeat in the lot of American children.
.

Now, once you have that as background, then you ;Tad what
Congress has asked for, in the Congressional Library report, about
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what is being done to the school lunch programs. I think something
is wrong' someP1ac4. Here we are closing schools, and we are not
only closing schools, we are saying we cannot expect more, and

then we come along then and we read that we don't want to feed
the kids as much as we did in the past because it costs too much

money.
.

I think I can sum up my whole comments toward the attitude of
cutting school funds, and the school lunch program by saying that

we cannot continue toiplay the game, saying, and I am beginning

to think it is hypodritically, on the one hand that the children are
the hope and future of America, and then on the other hand treat,
them as an afterthought.

I thin that if anything, in a country as abundant as ours is,

where we have to seek foreign markets to sell surplus food, to say
that we c n't feed the kids in our classrooms, that is nothing but
pure hypocrisy. So that is where I am. Is that clear? (Laughter.),

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think the MEA has always been able to make
themselves crystal clear on These matters, and you have continued

in that tradition this morning. I know of the Montana Education
Associatioo-and your parent group, the National Education Associ- -

ation's, long support of quality education for all students without
regard to varying factors that might discriminate one student

against another.
I know, too, that the MEA and the NEA have long understood

that schools are the mechanisrii to provide Americii with that
special genius that has seen us through on our long, historic march

of the last 200 years.
-We have one education program left in this country that violates,

it seems to me, this matter of providing our students with educa-

tional opportunities without regard to their status in the society,
and that is the program that we discuss here today. .

I am wondering if 'on behalf of the MEA you would like to
discuss the matter of how we track students depending upon the
income of their families with regard to their access to hot lunch:

Mr. tiOARD. Yes; I will respond, Congressman Williams. It may

not be .popular, but I will sN, it because I happen to believe it is

true. I go back to the 1960 s when a district judge in Cascade
County by the name of Paul Hatfield, who later became chief
justice of the Montana Suifteme Court, and later U.S. Senator and
is now a Federal judge, around 1965, 1966, made a decision in
district court that a student in school must have, materials pro-
vided for' him or her. That is to'say, it should .1).e free. If they
needed paper, the school must provide paper. If therneeded sweat

socks, they had to provide sweat socks. Now, I think at that time
he was well far ahead of most Americans, and there was a lot of
steam and furor and all that.

Now we ha;re adjusted to it. I think thai we need to say essential-

ly this: That if we in the public schools are going to have these
students from 8 o'clock tn the morning until 3:30 or 4 o'clock, and

if we must provide them with a textbook, We muSt provide them i\
with sweat socks, we must provide them with a desk, we ought to
provide thew just as well with a meta.

That means, then, that they don't pay for i0 Nobody pays for it.
We don't make a differentiation on textbooks. I think we are
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abundant epough in this country thin we can give to every student
alree meaPwhil-e-they are in school.

Now, that would mean it would cost more money. Bub I think
somewhere we have got to put our money where our mouth is
when it comes to education. I grow a little wea6 qf people who
apologize for what public education costs. They are.getting a gooddeal at a cheap price.

Consider that those of us in the classrooms in theschbOls and the
administrators who have the responsibility of administrating the
program are dealing with the most essential part or..a humanbeing, and ,that is the mind. We will pay a dentist.$por $30 tolook in our mouth and fill a tooth, and then we gripe if t't costs us10 cents for a meal.

I have had students who have -gracluated; been in automobile
accidenti.- They have total brain damageThere is nothing. left. Butyet whenitoomes to really paying for-that which treats that mind

- and the.way it is going to be treated, mthether we are going to have
good programs or not, we become awfully cheap on that.

Now, there are students in our schools who will come to class,
who are listless and that type of thing, and a lot of times it is due
to the lack of a balanced diet. But yet on the other hand, we canallow in our public schools junk food machin.e.ii, because we !misthave junk food there so we can get the money to buy pom-poms for
the cheerleaders. We will permit that instead of saying maybe weshould have machines in schools with apples and oranges and.
nutritional things. They could still get the pom-poms if they sold
fruit as well as the junk candy that is there.

That is a long way -of responding to you, but what I aril saying is
we have got the resources if we want to do it in this country. If wecan build bombers that become obsolete 5 years later, a human
being has a life expectancy now of about 170 years, and we should
certainly be able to invest in the early part of their life as much aswe invest in bombers.

I remember the first convention I went to when .1 started teach-
ing in 1958. I think Lippmafin or Winchell or one of those people
spoke, atid I have never forgotten it, saying that if the public,
schools had the defense budget for 1 yearand this was in 1958
we could at that time have leveled every school building in this
countrA built brandnew schools that would have been there for 20
years* that would have lasted for 20 years.
'Now, where are our priorities? I go back to what I said earlier.

We cannot say that the children are the future of this Nation and
then treat therii as an afterthought. I think all of this business ofatteMpting to cut down on one of the basic needs in life, wlikch is
food to live, is just asinine and ironical in our -country.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER Well,' I would just have to say, John, that. I tend to

agree with you. The gulf. between the politicians' continual state-ment,that chilOen Are our moot precious resourceand some even.,get so brainy all, to say the children are our futurearid their
actions is very broad and, unfortunately, terribly troublesome tocross at this time.
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that_ if we would_simply just stick to the scientific evi-
dence as to the return that we can bring on that investinent in
terms of nutritional dollars in the** children in the formative
years, it is clear that it is, in fact, an investment rather than the
simple expendituie of money. ,

But I am sure that, given the mood of the cotintry for some time,
it will take a great deal of time to say that. But I think that it will
happen. Unfortunately, in my own State we finally had a stabilized
school population, we finally had a chance to pursue excellence,
and instead we chose to go pbach. Now we are starting to suffer
from that. I

I am not suffering arid a lot of?ther people are not suffering, but
I suspect that some children are. Class days have been reduced.

\ Class hours have been reduced. Programs such as this are no
longer mandatory, they are optional at the State level. I am afraid
that we will nowI always like to speak of children in terms of
investments in deferred maintenance, and the deferred mainte-
nance on the child that is,ignored is very, very expensiye.

These children, if we ignore them at the nutritional level, if we
ignore them at the Head Start level, we see them again. We see
them on the suOways, we see them in the courts, we see them in
drug addittion, we see them in the alcoholism program.

I read the article that you quoted from, and it is a very chilling
one for someone tn a position of pdblic policy that is concerned
about children. We just recycle them, and eack time we recycle
them, those of you in education kno*,what it cosfs to teach remedi-
al reading and then what it costs t teach a veteran remedial
reading, and Allen what it costs to retrain somebody who is 25, 27
years old before they can get a job. It would would have been a hell
of a lot cheapqr-to teach them to read when they were 4, 5 years
of age.

But that deferred maintenance this country insists upon.p,iei-
pating in.

Mr. BOARD. The thing is, I don't think many people recognize,
Congressman Miller, he* costly it is not to educate them. Now, I
don't know the current figures, and that is my fault. In Montana
now, Maynard, what .does it cost to keep an average tttudent in
school, about $1,600, $1,700? That is to ke6p a kid in school:

Now, that sounds like a lot of money, but I would dare say that if
we went to Deer Lodge, which is our State prison here, that it is
costing to keep a prisoner somewhere in the neighborhood close, I
would say now, to $20,000 a year.

So we get the idea after a while that maybe people want to
incarcerate more than they want to educate. Now, back in 1968, I
know that the average prisoner in Deer 1(odge had attended about
8 years of public school, had an average keading attainffient level
of 5 point something. Of approximately 90 percent of them who
were there, they may not have been alcoholics but alcoholism
figtired in as a factor in their being there. Plus, when you have
conditions like that, there is not then likely to be' a balanced
nutritiongl progrant For sonle of theSe people, the school is the
only place where' they get it.

Mr. MILLER. Well, we could go on like this all day, but I would
just say that in that CRS report there is a discussion of cutting
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baelk the WIC prouam, which is very near and dear to my heart,
.Thiire it Wag not the testimony of the Federal Government or IIEW
or anybody else, but if was people like the Red Cross, the March of
Dimes and others who had done studies on infant birth rate and
retardation and birth defects generally, that for a lousy $20 a
month for 9 months ckuring a woman's pregnancy, and maybe for 1

year afterwardand maybe it wouldn'l be necessary afterward if
you did it soon enoughbut for $21 A month, we could avert
literally tens and hundreds of thoustinds of doltars of care later if
we could keep that child at that time above 51/2 pounds in bill
rate. We had one-fifth the hance of mental retardation than othe
wise.

That program hils done that and it has proven out to do NA
consistently, but it costs $21 a Month. :For a severely retarad
child, it costs you about $40,000 a year to take care of them,
forgetting thsqragedy of the child and the family that goes with it.

So someday we will have to decide whether you want to plow
now or you want to plow late?. Iqut you are going to have to plow
sooner or later.

Mr. BOARD. Pam sorry that I do not see in the crowd today some
people who could speak to this much better, I thinl, than I can or
what I have heard before. We 'have, I think, seven reservations in
this State: Anyone who has studied the reservations knows the
economic plight Of those people.

.0 is 'easy to say, well, they are just lazy or they don't care. I
don't believe that. No human being does twt care or they would not
live. But I am sorry that we do not have fepresentatives here from
the tribes in Montana' because I dO know that for many of the
poverty people on the reservationswho are not, as many people
think, carried At by the. Federal Governmentthat for many. of.
the children from those reservations in our schools, this is the
balanced,meal.

I am sorry that they are not here to better speak to it\than I can.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Etdahl.
Mr, ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr.

Board, for your 7rery candid comments.
This is not a partisan issue. I happen to be a Republican. My two

concerned colleagues on tilt panel here on ttlis side happen to be in
the other.party. But it 'certainly goes across partisan politics.

I would agree that the administration has its priorities out of
whack in coming before us in the Congress requesting that we cut
back on the school lunch. In fact, I confronted Carol Foreman
when she was there representing the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture advocating this cut.

It struck me as being'ironic because the same' week that she was
there, some of the representatives of t'he administration and people.
in the Congress were down the hall advocating we spend not mil-
lions but billions of dollars for an MX missile which I was one of
the few Republicans to vote againet, and a nuclear carrier which I
think was a good idea in the Battle of the Coral Sea in 1940 but
doesn't make much sense today.

So I think we have our priorities so out of whack. Just.to echo
what George Miller said, apart from the humanitarian. concerns,
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certainly we should be concerned that every person develop and
achieve -his- Zif her full potentiality. We can look at it as George
said, and--he has the. hurpanitarian concern. I know that from
listening to him b4ore. Eviln from an economic view, I think What
we spend on this is a good investment, so it puzzles me why we
have to go through trhe struggle in the Congress to maintain a
program which I think not only is good for people in that we
should have that concern for our fellow human beings, but, it is
good economics. I think that is what you toldsts.

Mr. BOARD. Yes. And Congressman Erdahl, you know, it is

alWay S the poor, I think, who get it in the rear, so to speak. In
Great lls this year, they closed five elementarY schools. Three of
the ele n ry schools that were closed came from the poor eco-
nonc areas. Arhd if I am not mistaken, those schools had the
school breakfast program. .

Talking to one of the ladies here this Morning, the breakfast
programs have not fully been reimplemented in the schools where
a lpt of these kids were transferred. Now, that is not rightirwould
say, coming from Minnesota with so many distinguished people,
and certainly your present Governor Quie, who was long good on
the whole qOucational thing, I would like to ask all of you to go
back to 1971-73, in there, when the durrent Vice President Mon-
dale headed up a lipecial committee on education and the resulfs of
education and what happens when we don't educate. This all ties
together in food and how we treat people from the very-beginning.

I have taken, I know, more than 5 minutes, but I don't have a
chance to speak very often. [Laughter.] .

Mre MILLER. I don't believe that. [Laughter.] s.

Mr. BOARD. I will depend upon you as a teacher to do everything
that you dan in Congress to completely reverse this trend that I am
reading about in the attempted cuts. If you need me to coipe back,
I will be glad to come back.

,

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, John. -

Panel No. 5. Is Stan Juneau here? I haven't seeir Stan. He is
from the Blackfoot Tribal Council. He was invited to attend, and
like John, I am sorry that he was unable to be here.

Pat Maphies with Helena Low and Moderate Income Coalition.

STATEMENT OF PAT MAP IES, .HELENA LOW ANI) MoDERATE
.. INCOME COALITION

Ms. MAPHIES. I am being 4iiiitrnsored by the Helena Low and
Moderate Income Coalition to represent the consumer.

I have two children, and the oldest one has been on the free hot
lunch program for 4 year-s, He was eligible for 5 years; Wowever,
when he was in the third grade, the school that he attended did not
offer a lunch program. Conseuently, he had to take .cold lunch.
And although I could affordt pac it for him, I did 't feel that
was as good for him as hot lunc-h would have been.

I was not able to provide as much variety, nor w I able to
(Wide any hot food. It was a big raief to me when he r turned to

aj school that had a .hot lunch program. Besides the fa t that he
received a better lunch at school than I could send him, the money
I saved by not having to buy lunch foods has enabled me to
imirreve.xisfamily's nutritional status.



I nun able to provide better quality and variety of foods. Sin'qe I
have a little extra money. I can even buy things in quantity, for
example, a case of macaroni and cheese or a case of string beans. I
am basically pleased with the quality of the food. 'My son doesn't
have very many complaints and Most of the'parents It havekspoken
to say that their children feel the same way. Some of them don't
like one thing or another.

The only suggestion that I have is that I hope that they continue
to tnAke sure that the children can have seconds, e cially of the
main dish. I know occasionally there are not secon available.

I hope that the confidentiality will be maintained. I know that
some parents and children are very concerned that no one knows
that they receive either a free hot lunch orone at reduced' price.

I would love to_see breakfast programs staked here. It would
help me to improve the quality of the meals I serv,,Since I could
spend iiiore per meal. I am also concerned about ake children who
come to school hungry because they don't receive afiy brealdast at
home.

.

With the current rate of inflation, I am finding it more and more
difficult to stretch my food dollars. The school food programs are a
great help to me in combating this problem. I hope they will be
continued and expanded ti those schcrols that don't have them.

I appreciate this chance to express my feelings about the school
lunch program.

..
`4Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, PatPat, how is it that students such

as we have here today know who many of the students are who
receive reddeed free lunchil

M. MARHIES. The only tAing I can tell ydu is last night I was
asking my oldest b v, who is in sixth gtade, about the lunch
tickets. I have heard ifferent things about children receiving dif-
ferent color lUnch t ckets. Apparently that is because of the
amount that they buy. They get one color for weekly'and one color
for monthly and daill

He Said that he rlitived a different colon( lunch ticket. I said,
"Why?" And he said he was sure that that .'nis because he got a
free hot lunch. So I called up a niece of' mine who has three
children who,get free hot lunch, and they said the same thing.

The only thing I can think of is that these children arepapparent-
ly misinformed. I- think it is because probably the children who
receive a free hot lunch, since they Are eligible for 9 months,
probably get a monthly ticket, ilnd they just are misinformed.

A couple of years ago he told ts.r_the same thing, that he was
sure it was because he got free hot lunch. He doesn't care, but he is
just sure that that is why it is.

Mr_ WILLIAMS. Bill, do we understand correctly from our tour of
the facilities this mornjng, the central kitchen, that there is no
discriminatory coloring on the tickets?

.

Mr. RIDGEWAN. That is correct. If there is any color difference, it
has to do with-whether it is dailyi Iteekly or monthly. There is no
discrimination as far'as whether they Are free or reduced or paid

,t ickets. I
..

Mr. MILLER. Can the child eligible for the free or. redueed price
meal pick4ip a monthly orr daily?

q4 Mr. RIDGEWAY. Yes.

4-



Mr. MILLER. Because we had testimony in Washington that some
----aiiti-iCtivvoia-fiTlet-the-Me and reduced have a monthly ticket:_

they would only give them a dailyticket, so they° hal to keep going .

back. But that is not so here. -

?

Mr. RIDGEWAY. They can pick it up weekly, monthly or, daily.
Mr.....WituAms. Pat, i p your opinion, is there a significant per-

centage of students lib would be eligible for free otreduced price
lunches who do no participate because of the stigma they would
find attached to thos lunches?

Ms. MAPHIES. I don know how many it is. I dlink it is the same
as people not applying for either welfare or food stamps. It is any
of that kind of thing. I did talk to one Mother who would rather
ha* her children aybe take only a sa0Wich and an apple rather
tharl get a free t lunch. She was very adamant a,bout that, and
she would not pa ticipate in food gtamps.

There are not many people that are quite tiiat rasdical:Most of
them would take sOme kind of help. I think it is good when the
'kids can work Irt the lunchroom. I don't know as they have enough

\ positions for them to all work off their lunch, but I really think
that is a good idea.

Mr. MILLER. There is some-question as to whether that is against
the law or not. We will have some people here afterwards who can
testify to that. My understanding was that regulations prevented
that. Whether -they should or not is open to discussion. But you
have no problem with your child working in the lunchroom?

Ms. MAPHIES. No.
Mr. MILLER. Would your child iitive 4ny problem' with that'?

th Ms. MAPHIES. He did last year. SomehoyHhey took turns. I don't
even know. I had to sign a note saying thtit he could woyk in the
lunchrooth.

Mr. MILLER. Do you think that would help other parente, to let? i,

( their -ehildren participate in the free or reduced if they thought
\their children were wdrking for it? - -

MS. MAPHIEg. Right. I really do. I think that is a good way to
grov.up too, working. ',You are not getting it free. It is not charity.
Yop are doinif homet4ng. There certainly, I would think, would be

.. some little thing, putfing napkins on the table. .

. Mr. MIIeLER. 1Do you see how that might be abused'?. It is some-
thing that\ we constantly wrestle with in Washington where we

. make these flat prohibitions, and I think currently the regulations
say/that. the childI don't know whether it is required, or just
shall not work,

Ms. MAPHIES. I wpider if it couldn't -be voluntary for those
children who wanted to. I think Bobby would like to have mo're

a chance. I don't remember 6xactly, but it was something about it
wasn't his turn or there wasn't a position for him. I am sure h
wouldn't want to do it all of the time, but even if he could just 1\ day_ a week, or howev,er that could work. It could be voluntary. .

Mr. MILLER. So you think maybe it should be up to parental
diseretion. Obviously a-parent can talk that over pith the child,
and if the 'Child is embarrassed, they could prevent their child from
having_to work.

MS. MAPHIES. Yes. r
Mr. MILLER, Thank you.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Erdahl.
ERDAHL. Thank you for your testimony. I have no special

questions.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Pat.
PAnel No. 6. Bob Raver..Ray Collins is unable to be her but has

submitted testimony which, without objection, will be included in
the record. Glennadene Ferrell, Ken Lane, Wayne Lersbak and
Penny Bullock.

(The prepared statement of Ray Collins follows]

PREYARF.D STATEMENT PuBMITTED ON BEHALF OF RAY COLLINS, PRESIDENT,
MONTANk'ASSOCIATION OF SEtONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPA124

Rahn," Mont., November .9, 1,979.
Holt CA I. D. PERKINS,

'Chairm Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Mucation, Ray.burn ouse Orfice Bgilding, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: I wish to testify in opposition to the proposed five cent reduction in

general reimbursement for paid student lun"ches.
School District No. 2 in Billings, Montana serves lima to students in all of its

thirty. two 132) schools. The annual participation of students in all, categories is
approximately two million lunches. Eighty percent of these lunches are consumed
by students who pay full price. ..

A five cent reduction in general reimbursement would coot approximately $80,600
per velar. This coet would necessarily be reflected back to the paying student in
increased lunch prices. Combine this with the inflation factors and it becoMes
predictable that student lunch prices will escalate to a level that precludes partici-
pation by paying students. .

School lunch has been in a crisis situation for many 'years with food and labor
costs escalating at alarming percentages.. The general reimbirsement has not kept
pate with these increases and the difference has necessarily been picked up by the ,
payipg student.

School District No. 2 has been forced to increase lunch priees three times over thee
paste five years and'each time a five cent increase has reflected a reduction in the
paying student participation by about ,four percent. It is clear to us that further
price increases broUght on by reduction in governmental support of the payingchild will cause this group of students to drop ut of the School Lunen Program.

If a reduction in hinding for nutritional programs is .in fact necessarN, it seems
that reduction in areas other than school lunch would certainly be imposed rather
than cripple a program that is probably the moat succesaful program in government
for delivering direct service to students.

If the past philoeophy of the Natiorfal School Lunch Program is still viable, then
the delivery of lunch service to all school childrin of the nation is our main
objective. This includes the children that cannot pay or cannot pay full price but in
*our situation is aimed' prirmari1y at the student who pays for his or her lunch.

It will be a disservice to the students and parents of 'school districts that partici:
pate, in lunch programs primarily funded by paid lunches if a reduction -in general
fund reimbursement becomes the vehicle for mandated butt reductions.

Sincerely,
WALT LAIR6,

Director of Special Servift.`......-...../

4

VIRGIL R. POORE,
Superintendent of Schoola.

Mr. WILpAhts. Penny Bullock is the director of the Montana
School Boards Association and on the board of trustees.

Penny, it is nice to see you this moining.' You may proceed.
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PANEL PRESENTATION: PENNY BULLOCK, DIRECTOR, MONTANA j
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, BOARD OF TRITSTEES

WAYNE LERSBAK, REPRESENTATIVE. MONTANA ASSOCI-

ATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS KENNETH LANE, BRESI-
DENT MONTANA . ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PRINCIPALS

STATEMENT OF PENNY BUIAA)CK, IHRECTOR, MONTANA
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Ms. BULLOCK. Thank you.
I think a good portion of my testimony probably has ben given

several times, so I think I would prefer to direct my tmments
primarily toward ihe 5 cent reduction in reimbursement.

The administration and some members of the Budget Committee
have proposed to cut back the Federal subsidy for paying children
under the school lunch program. Proponents of the cut argue a 5 -
percent reduction rate for paid lunches would, result in a Federal
expenditure reduction ofI have heard everything up to $148 mil-*
lion, to be absorbed, of course, by either parents of the school
children or by local tax levies.

The USDA has projected '4 percent of the Nation's 600,000 paying
children would drop out, effecting another approximately $26 mil-
lion savings to the Federal Government.

I believe a legitimate concern for child nutrition proponents
would be whettalternatives would be available for these dropout
children, especially qt a time when real income is falling and it is
expected to fall further. Appropriation cuts can have a serious
impact on thoSe faMilies which are jukt over the income level of
the reduced ltmch program.

To the extent low.- and middle-income children are forced to drop
out of the program as.a result of other increased family costs, the
health and educational opportunities of this group will suffer.

Further, especially since the paying, children subsidize the non-
paying portion of the program, the economies of scale lost through
students dropping out will ultimately jeopardize the financial and
political vialTility of the free lunch component.

Equal access. to nutrition without regard to family income lifts

long been viewed as one of the benefits of the School Lunch ActO
am concerned about the President and the Congress this entitle- /
ment program in the. last-minute negotiations in the budget proc- .

ess. Sound budget ptanning mid meal price setting at the local level
cannot tolerate this kind of uncertainty..

Finally, I would urge &ngress to look closely at the hidden costs
associated with regulatiAs and people working in the school feed-

ing programs.' The Government needs to design the most efficient
system possible as a means of saving tax dollars before it considers
forcing children to drop out of' the choo) lunch.

For the* foregoing reasons, I a strongly opposed to any cuts in
the school lunch subsidy. Thank oulbr the opportuhity to present
this testimony, and also thank you for the remarks that you have
made today.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank ybu, Penny.

/ft
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Wayne Lersbak is Et representative of the Montana Association of
-Schl Administrators, an old friend who I haven't 'seen for a
while. I-Itice to see you again, Wayne.

Mr. LERSBAK. Good to see you, Congressman-.

STATEMENT OF WAYNE LERSBAK. REPRESENTATIVE.
MONTANA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Mr. LERSBAK. I would like to 'speak first of all to the point' of
mandated nutritional education in the curriculum of our schools. I
think the first thing that happens to an administrator when tie
hears about mandated curriculum, anything mandated, from the.
Federal Government or State government, is that right away there
is an apprehension there.

I would like to assure you this morning that the schools in
Montana already cover this area and I don't really think there is a
need for it; The reason it is covered is because of the health classes
that are mandated already by the State of Montana.

Within those health classes, there is certainly nutritional educa-
tion elements in there, and a good number of students in the State,
of Montanstalso receive it in home economfcs class. So I think that'
is already bking done. I know it is already beira done in Montana
and therefore would certainly not want any Federal currioulum
mandated, not only in this area but in any other area.

On the topic of the reduction of 5-cent reimbursement per meal
served to each student, we have already heard about inflation this
morning. As an example, I would like to talk about Cascades
specifically.

We served 46,782 student meals last year. If we are going-to have
to pick up that 5-cent cost additionally, that is going to cost the
district $2,339.10. Our general fund budget last year was $11,000.00.
That is the amount that the district saw fit to budget for the
support of the hot lunch program. -

So that would mean, then, that we would have to increase that
portion of the budget 21 percent to pftk up that particular -cost.
Now, that is a bubstantail part in anyone's line item budget. We
normally think of increasing the budget 6 tO 7 percent a year to
pick up all the increased costs in all the areas, including heat,
light, maintenance, salaries and so on.

Also, the other things we have heard this morning. We would
have to increase meal ticket costs,. which we haven't done for the
last 4 years, or increase surplus commodities. I think then, too,
specifically it is a matter of where we are going to address our
priorities.

I would just hope that you do take the input and the ,advice
previously:given that the program not be reduced but it in fact be
fficreased. And with a decrease of financial support and not a
decrease of the rules And regulations that w'e have to abide by, I
thihk that is' just essentially pulling the rug out from under us.

Thank yon.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Wayne.
Ken Lane is the president of the Montana Association of Elemen-

tary School Principals.
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STATEMENT. OF KENNETH LANE, PRESIDENT, MONTANA
ASSOCIATION Or ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRIN(7IIPALS

Mr. LANE. Thank you, Congres,4man, for the opportunity to speak
to yob today.

I am currently serving as an elementary principal in a very
large elementary school in fillings, so a lot of the data that I will
be presenting will be from -my local school. As the students were
giving their comments about the hot dogs in their local situation or
the gentleman was mentioning his .particular program, mine will

also be on that particular basis.
Montana Association of Elementary School Principals is opposed

to the 5-cent change in the reimbursement, and primarily for the
reason of those numbers that we serve. If my- school, which is a
large elementary school with a middle class constituency, is

common with the students that we have as any indication of over-
all State nunibers, we can use it as a guide, possibly.

We have a student population 4,640 students (K-6). Of those 640,
approximately 540 are eligible forlunch. We do not serve lunch to
our kindegarten students. They go home before the lunch period
starts, and the afternoon session comes after the lunch period is
over. -

We serve five lunch sessions, approximat4ty starting every 15
minutes. Bast week we served on an average of 419 lunches per
day. Of this 419 lunches, 77.6 perebnt were using the school facili-
ties for lunch, hot lunches, at least. Of this number, 12.6 percent,
or 53 of them, had free lunch, and 15 percent, or 64 of them, had
free or reduced, which left 72 percent of this total population .

paying the full bill.
In breaking thisdown for the total number of students who are

eligible, approximately JO percent, or rounded off to 11 percent,
received the free meals, 12 percent are receiving reduced meals,
and 77 percent di'e receiving the full paid meals.

Now, there are some of our students who do not eat hot lunch,
approximately 20-some percent. Of these, a few of them go home
for lunch. We have a period that i,s long enough that for those

) living close by and where there are parents at home, they may go
home. But there are a large number that bring sack lunches.

...
This could be for the reason that we post theamenus. The mgnus

are listed in the paper, listed on the televisionrand if a child does
not like Italian spaghetti, he will probably ask to bring his own,
lunch. Or if he doesn't like hot dogs, he might do that, too.

But we serve 72 percent of our students each day with hot lunch..
With our students, there is no difference in the color of tickets.

Free and reduced meals are usually monthly tickets because of
convenience in administrating the program. It. is Irss tiqkets to
make up. With the reduced meals, if the parents send $1,. that

tem could be for a week, and $4 would be for a -month. But it is the
same color as the child paying the full week's price.

We do.,pot give daily tickets for fFand reduced meals. The
administrating of the program would be kuite large. So there is no
difference in color, no difference in line. he kids Who eat the hot
lunch might sit right next to a. kid w is eating a cold lunch.
Occasionally there might be some trading off of something that is
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c.Pid 0Pd hot: But there is no difference in the kids coming-through
t he line.

ln looking at sonw of the cold lunches, though, someOnes there
is a twanut butter sandwich or half a peanut butter sandwich, an
apple, and that is a cold lunch. The four basic groups are not
always covered as with the hot lunch program. I am not i-kure the
reason why, if it is pride, if the parents/don't want to apply.

I do have a few parents who do apply for free or redu,..ed lunch
and they do say, "As soon as I get on my feet, I am going to
reapply and get off of this particular program." May of them do.
Many of them don't, and they(atay on this particular program.,tio
it is a personal situation with each of the parents. But there could
possibly be more that would be applying if there wasn'uthis partic-
ular hangup.

Overall, our group is oppOsed to the change in the reduced cost
and we would like to seg it increased to where there was more
reimbursement and it did not cost. our students so much money.

Thank you very much fOr the opportunity.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Robert Raver is the President of the School Administrators of

Montana,

STATEMENT OF RtMERT RAVER, PRESIDENT. SCr1001,
ADMINISTRATORS Or Mt1NTANA

Mr. RAVKR. Thank you, Congr6ssinan.
I want to make some brief points this morning, and my state-

ments will be brief, and then I would like to auk you if you have
any questions that. you would like to address to us.

I think, gentlemen, if you will be attentive to the remarks and
the testimony that Bris Skiles gave first this morning, I think
there is some vemaccurate and good information in what he said,

; and that if you in Washington can make your colleagues aware of
that, hopefully We will alleviate somewhat of a disaster that. is
trying to occur here.

From the school district that I am employjd in, and I am a high
s chool principal, in 1978-79 they served 89,330 full-price lunches
that students paid full price for. Some simple mathematics showsthat a nickel gives us a cost of $4,466.50 that would then be a
burden 0 the school district.

II' we take into consideration an inflation factor of approximately
another nickel. or .thereabouts, we are at .a dollar item of' about
$10,000, which in this particular school (listrict would amount to
almost a tax mill. ,,,

As the president of the School Administrators of Montana, we
continue to have a concern about support of' the programs that we
are.required to have and do have within our schools, and 'this
particular item, the adequately provided for hot lunch program
that is made present to the.children and State..

If thereoWere some guarantee with the absence of this -nickel that
there would be relief as far)as our requirement to pay Federal

taxes, maybe it would be somewhat more palatable to, us, but I
don't see that, in fact, happening, and I don t know what the $100
million is or whatever you are talking about in terms of total
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dollars is as far as the big pie is
newspaper oncein a While

Butt it would be very expensive
continue to provide these services
nickel, and I hope, gentlemen, that

coilcerned that wt. see in the
_

to. t s on a small tax basis to
even fth the absence of the
you can,.. . responsive to those

concerns.
Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank yeti very muclu
Whaiwe have heard this morning and are hearing again here is

a microcosm of what we hear across the country:- not this commit-
tee, but. the Cong.kess in generalthat Americans are speaking
pretty much with one voice in saying balance the budget, but do it.
unto others, not unto me.

Now, 1 have to side with those of you here today,who are saying
that schools and hot lunches hre no place to start when you are
tryiing to balance the budget, and that children shOwitin't have to
stand in the budget cutter s line. I agree with thaC .

But I do want youlito know that the Congretts is faced with a very
difficult quandary because our constituents are absOlutely insistent

a that the budget be balanced, and individually insistent that they
not have to suffer any of the balancing.

ile I can assure you that I think every member of the .Educa-
lion tonimittee, and I know both George and Arlen are going to be
insistept that we not make the children startd- in the budget cut-
ter's line, and I think every member of that committee will I'M the
sanw way, there are nonethoiess 535 members of the Ilouse and
Senate and it is a chore to convince all of them about the right of
what we aretwaring here today.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MItAxtrin that regard, no one has ever accused me of being

in the majority. .

You testified that you serve .75 percent of 80 percent of (he
children or whatever it jah,and some of the children bring a lunch
from home. You tie not Eidtgesting that it should bit the goal of the
program to serve 100 percent. of the children, are you? .

As you said, the menu is published a week'in advance and is on
TV, and I know in our household my two sons make different
determinations. Some mornings they make their lunch and some
mornings they decide they are going to buy their lunch. My young-

% est son-Sakes his lunch in such secrecy, I am sure none of the
basic four are in that -bag when it leaves the house. Ile just won't.
let you lpok in the bag. I don't know what he is taking -Mir-.
cigaret , probably, or something. IIitughter.I

Let w tell-you what I think, and you can tell Ape if I am right or
wrong. I don't think it is the goal of the program to serve a hot
lunch to 100 percent of the cifildren under its current gtructure. I
have always supported a universal free hot lunch program. That is
a different situation.

But under the Current situation, does that concern,you that you
.. . don't serve all of them? That is what soine familkts prefer to do, I

guess. ,

Mr. RAVER. It doesn't ctincern Me one bit. It is personal choice.
My own daughter doesn't like -hotdogs, like, the young man .here.
She will want to pek her own lunch. That is fine. We have found

420.
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that by changing the nnus; some, things are more applicable to
-some-stud

i
ents.

We met with our kids last year to try to find out what hey liked.
ne group of kids met with me first, and they liked macaroni and

When I met with the whole group, macaroni and cheese
Was on the bottom of their list. Some kids like chile, some kids
don't. So it has t.d be theirnChoice.

Mr. Mnaxs. Mr. Raver, you agree, apparently, in.'your assess-
ment thnt We would see this cause and effect relationshiii between
the reduction of the nickel pitted against Your increased costs and
the dropoffs of particiPation. You think, in fact, with the people
who tell us that would happen, that that would also be the ea- in
Montana?

Mr..RAvEa. I would have to think thlat that would cause tha
type of situation.

Mr. MILLER. Now, you are a principal, correct?
Mr. RAVER. Correct. High school.
Mr. MILLER. At a high school. In your mind, what would make

this program go better? Again,_ let me express my personal view
and you can :agree or disagree. There are only a certain number of
things you can do to get a'*child to eat. Sometimes a high school
student is going to just want to hang out with his or her friends
and not eat lunch, or -they are going to want to go downtown,
beetuse you have open campuses, apparently.

As you look at the Program, you obviously go through the lunch-
room, you see children who eat and children who don't eat. In your
mind, what makes the program go or causes it to be less than the
success it might be, in layman's terms but who has obviously some
expertise in children?

Mr. RAVER. I see in one of our own children that one day some-
. thing is adequate and the next day It is hot, as far as food is

concerned. 'Those things change all the time. I think we observe
that.

-4 'I think having some selection, especially at the secondary level,
which is something that has been tried in the district I am in this
year. There are nbt a great deal of selections but there are some
options there, and this has cbeen a fairly attractive type thing.

When I look at lunch programs, I look at, the faCility that they
are developed in, where the meals are.served, how they are served,
and all these types of things, and I think this his a great deal of
effect on the program and' the advantage that it has taken.
4" A lot of people complain about food that is produced on large

. levels, and we think that they attach a stigma to it that it is not a
Mwant. I think the people in

ina
food and not something that we

have been pretty creative to try and overcome that.
Mr. MILLER. Would'anybody else care to comment:on your obser-

vations dthe program?
Mr. LANE, My. colleague RaY Co llins, who wasn't here, and I,

both work in the same schoOl system. He left with me some figures.
It is interesting to note that 'the elementary is, -percentagewise of
numbers. eating, at 72 percent. The junior high is at 79 percent.
High scht;p1. is at 54 percent.

.I think that the handiness of a McDonald's, Taco John's, what-
ever local, restaurant; vdtli the chance to get out with'your buddies,
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is fbr some reason or another encouraging at the high school. Plus
they also-have-an-open-campusi-while-the junior high-and ektmen-

,

tory do not have an open campus. -

Mr. MILLER. Do you think that we should maintain the effbrt to
present the program from kindergarten through 12, if Sou will, as
o posed to maybe taking those same dollars and concentrating

em 'through K through 8 or K thmugh 6?
Mr. LANE. If I understand you right, your question is to--
Mr. 'MILLER. Well, you get a higher participation of younger

children in- the program, maybe, because they are just more in-
clined 'to followthrougit the' line and 'do the same as others. We
know that obviously a kreat deal of growth goeS on in that period
of time and.a lot of fundamental learning takes place at that time,
and those are the principles on which high school experiences and
other experiences are built.

makes sense to look at a concentration of t resources in those
If we are caught in this dilemma of deicrg dollars, does it

years?
Mr. RAVER. I think that in doing that we would only be encour-

aging the thing that we are trying to combat, and that is to
ourAge good souhd habits as far as eating is concerned. I think

it is just as important at the secondary level ati it is at the
elementary level.

A I think we have an obligation and you have an obligation for us
to continue to try to promote th4) and provide that service for
children in that age group.

Ms. KIMMET. Mr. Miller, do you allow anybody from the audience
to address a question?

Mr. MILLER. Why, surely. Mr. Williasms woutd ,never shut off a
constituent. [Laughter.] #

MS. KIMMET. I am Lois Kimmet from Cut Bank; Mont, We have
just in the past year implemented a high school lunch progfam,
and it has gone over very well. They Alid quite aqot of survey, and
used the newspaper to get Both the students' reaction,and the
parents' retiction to it, just in the past year. It has gone over very
well and I, for one, would not like to see dropped at the high
school level,

Mr. MILLER. It is a problem that we face. I think there is great
worth in the program for a lot of other reasons, but given our
chintsiness, if you will, in termS of funding what is probably about
0 percent of the need, both in nutrition 4ducation 'and actual
delivery of food, I am not convinced that we will reverse children's
eating habits with one meal a day or even two where you have a
breakfast program. I just don't think we will reverse those habits.

Hqpefully, we contribute some nutrition. But my copcern is when
you' get to.older children, they one, have mobility, and two, have
probably a little more money than their younger counterparts, and_
you are bombarded with Ronald McDonald and the Burger King,
which is acceptableI take my children there to eat and everybody
else does and it is very acceptable. Otherwise you coulen't sell 30
billion of them

I am jugt concerned that we make sure that what we are doing is
delivering nutrition that will give the greatest benefit 'to the learn-

36-1150 0 - SO 34
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ing experience and that the resources are not spread so thin that
we are failing across the board.

I am not sure that we are failingrabut that is the dilemma as we
get pounded by the Congressional Budget,Committee to cut 00
million or $500 million out of the program to cut summer feedi
or breakfast, to oppose lunch. We have got to start figuring ou
how to start marshaling these resources to keep a credible'pro-
gram.

Ms. KIMMET. Cut Bank is so small we 'have no McDonald's.
(Laughter. J

M . MILLER. You are probably tcky.
M .

.
.

WILLIAMS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1

I think it was Penny Bullock who mentioned something about
economies of scale, and that while the potential cutback is for the
paid or the reduced lunch program, we have at least the possibility
of jeopardizing the whole program. Do any of the rest of you want
to comment on thae from your experience or perspectives? Do you
see that as a danger?

Mr. LANE. I think it would be because I think if we put the 5
cent charge on the paying student, pretty soon it i8 going to get utt
around a dollar and they are going to question whether they pre
getting tile right kind of a meal for a dollar or whatever it might
be, and therefore they will quit providing that particular lunch
program. , -

If they start dwindling down anfl you then are starting to feed
I20 kids compared to 400, the meal program is no longer' that
effective. You can't buy in the quantities and value that yoli could
before. .

Mr. ERDAHL. I think most of you were here earlier in the morn-
ing when the gentleman from Butte was talking about the'decor,
let's say, of the lunchroom and of the music. Have any of you had
some experience with that in your areas, as far as participation, or
is that a very unique situation here in Montana?

Mr. RAVER. In the situation that I am in, we are now serving the
hot lunches in the gymnasium, which is kind of removed part of
the building. Out of a student body of 595 udents, we serve
anywhere from 70 to 80 a day. Of those, there a 0 that are free
and reduced lunches, and that is what I was speaking to
previOusly.

. I think that if we had an attractive lunchroom, we would greatly
increase that number.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Raver, you also made the comment, or wOn-
dered just how significant this cut is in the whole scheme of things

, in Wastingtbn. I hope I don't stay around that place so long Chat J4,
0 get insensitive to the expenditure of a lot of money, logit the late

Senator Evforett Dirksen once said you spend a billion ilbre and a
billion there and pretty soon it adds up to a lot of money.

When you talk about this is the whole-scheme_of things, if my
memory serves me correctly, at the present time we are talking
about a national debt of, I think, $886 billion. Just the interest on
that comes -close to $160 million a day. I can't believe that the
school lunch programs we have had have added very significantly
to that national debt.

(41
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I will just share a l ttle trivia here. Another one that I have uSed
raking-to setiCol Ca ea 3 1--have-met with young -people_ is that.

we talk about tnillion and billions. If you take a stack of thousand
dollar bills and you ant to make a million dollars, you have a
stack about 8 inches high. In 'order to get a billion dollars, you
have to have a stock higher than the Washington Monument.

I think that kind of puts it in perspective. Sure: we are talking
about a lot of money, but as a percentage of our budget, it is
miniscule. And again, I think we are picking on the wrong priority.
That is just to emphasize what Pat has already said.

Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Arlen.
I remember seeing an ad hot too long ago which said: NN)'ouldn't it

be wonderful if the schools had all the money. they needed and the
Department of Defense had to hold the bake sales? [Laughter.]

Thank you all for your testimony.
Before we go to the last panel, I am going to have one of the staff-

people go tO this corner over here, and if there are any of you who
wish to testify and didn't have an opportunity to have your name
placed on the panel, 'would you just talk to Sandy andb have her
take your name and who you represent.

We are going to have at least two more panels Ather than one
because we do have. two people who have asked to testify and we
want to give thbm that opportunity, particularly inasmuch as we
are ahead of time.

Panel No. 7 will be Connie Townsend,..' Karen MattsonreChris
Johansen and Lois Kimmet.

While you are coming to the witness table, I do want to intro-
duce the staff people* from Washington who accompanied us out
here to Montana. The two committee staff ladiesthat are with us
are Marian Wyman and Beatrice Clay, both sitting here. From my
staff are Sandy Wallace and Bessie Wong, sitting out there*Avith
"you. We have heard a lot about McDonald's today, but if you are
going to stay around Helena and eat tonight, I suggest Wong's. I
said that just as you wrote it, Bessie.

Connie Townsend. is the president-elect of the American National
CowBelles and pa resident of the Montana CowBelles. It is nice
to see you here, a congratulations. You rriay proceed.

PANEL PRES 'NTATION: CONNIE TOWNSEND. PRESIDENT-

ELECT. AMERICAN NATIONAL COWBELLES. AND- PAST PRESI-
DENT. MONTANA COWBELLES: LOIS KIMMET. WOMEN IN-'
VOLVED IN FAIIM ECONOMIC'S: CHRIS JOHANSEN. SECRE-
TARY-TREASUMIR. MONTANA FARMERS UNION: AND EARL
LIND(W.N..?RESIDENT. MONTANA BEEF COUNCIL

STATEMENT% OF CONNIE TOWNSEND. PRES1DENT-ELECT.
AMERICAN NATIONAL COWBELLES. PAST ,PRESIDENT. MON-
TANA COWBELLES
Ms. TOWNSEND. Thanyoll.
I am pleased to have t e opportunity to appear before you today.

I personally believe in good nutrition and nutrition.education and
the school lunch program. I alsO believe that beef as a food is
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nutritiou ,cIwait hful and wholesome and has very definite place
in the- American -Vit. --0

This relates to the school lunch program becaue of the currrent
effort on the pare.of the Federal Government, spurred on.by- anti-
meat activists,.to downgrade beef' because of its alleged relationship
to heart disease and cancer.

This summer, the Suwon Gen\eral of the United States pub-
lished' a report called "The Surgeon General's Report on Health
Promotion and Disease Prevention." Chapter It), page 21, says
Americans would probably be healthier' if they consumed less red
meat.

No less an official than the Assistant Secretary of' Agriculture,
Carol Tucker Foreman, apparently subscribes to the theaetical
relationship between many animal food products containing choles-
terol and saturated fat and chronic disease such as heart disease
and cancer.

.

In a speech in Washington, D.C. dn October 2, she said the
Department of Agriculture has taken on the responsibility of' offer-
ing practical advice to those who wish to follow the Su eon Gener-
al's advice. One step, she said, is to p4lish a series of' nu guides
designed to_rneet the Surgeo6 General's recommendatio .

She further stated that steps Have been-qaken to implement
some of these recommendations in Government-funded feeding pro-,grams, which include the school lunch program.

s I said at the outset, I firmly support good nutrition and
libtrition, education, but I feel strongly that the Governmeat is
giving the Anierican public only one side of the story. I fear Gov-
ernment-funded food Elssistakice prop...anis, including the school
lunch program---Will be used to advocrate this antimeat philo o hy.

Dr. Robert Olson, professor and chairman of the Departai of
(Biochemistry .at the St. Louis Ntedical Centet School of Medic' ne,
and former Chairman of the Food and Nutrition Board, says there
is no evidence, from 15 clinical trials involving 50 000 man-years of
study, that diet modification would Change the nitality rate

11
fitOm

coro ary disease., All of the results have been neg ive.
Re Tring to the dietary'goals, Dr. Olson says that putting forth

prema re and unsubstantiated public health information is dan7
gerous and will mislead the public. He said there is no evidence
that the proposed diet modifications will modity the morbidity or
atortality rate from any of the killer diseases.

There is evidence, on the other hand, that such diet modifica-
tions may itcluce malnutrition in some segments ,pf our population.

, More recently,the Department of Agriculture published "Food,"
the first of a new series of nutrition booklets designed to. help the
public choose healthful diets. I have heard one scheduled use for
this booklet is as a nutrition guide in various Goyornmont pro-
grams. That could include the school lunch program.

, In the selection ,on calories, "Food" makes some unfair compari-
sons, which' are apparently designed to detract from beef value as a
food, by- nvt. using equal measurement or similar cooking methods.
Is it fair, for example, to compare.two tablespoons of peanuts with
one 3-ounce hamburger patty on a bun? "Food" depicts peanuts. favorably by showing only 105 calories for two tablespoons, but 365
calories for a hamburger patty on a bun. Uut USDA's own food

.

.
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composition guide, "Agriculture Handbook No. 8," says.3 (Awes of
peanuts with skin contain nearly 500 calories; half again -as much
as the hamburger and the bun.

Again I want to emphasize that I favor nutrition education and
the school lunch program is a good vehicle for nutrition education.
But let's insist that such programs be based on scientific a&uracy,
and let's NI/air.

Beef is a-highly nutritious food. The protein in beef is complete
and highly available. Beef is also an excellent soutce of the highly
available nutrient iron, and when eaten along with vegetables, it
enhances the availability of their protein and iron.

Beef is also an excellent source of B vitamins. It retains its
nutritive value to a high degree during cooking, canning, dehydra-
tion, or freezing. It is highly digestible, it satisfied, and has served
as an important adjunct to good dietary halts.

I am told that one of the biggest problems confroriting the school
lunch program is plate waste. Sometimes that is due to poor prepa-
ration, but it is *No because some foods just are not popular with
young children. Beef is popular, and served in conjunction with
other, less appealing foods, it can make the entire meal more appe-
tizing and appealing and less likely to be discarded.

I do not and would not ask that beef be served rive times a week
at the expense of other foods: To do so would be ill-founded., selfish
and nutritionally improper. I ask only one thing: That the school
lunch program not be allowed to be used as a vehicle to advocate a
relationship between beef, cancer or heart disease, on evidence that
even tliose who support the correlation will admit is theoretical
and unproven.

Thank you.
[The complete statement of Mrs. Townsend follows:]

vw.ws AND ('OMMENTS RELATIVE TO 'no: NATIONAL. ScIIOOI. 1.71.1N(11 PROGRAM

(Submitted by Mrs. Herb (Contlk Townsend. President-Elect. American National
CowRelles, Wliite Sulphur Springs. Montt)

I am pleased to have the Opportunity to appear betkire yo,u today, but have to
admit I have some apprehension about it.

4 personally believe in good nutrition: nutrition education and the school lunch
program. but am apprehensive that some of my remarks will be misinterpreted. I

am alSo apprehensive that my concerns will only be superficiallywnsidered because
I have a vested interest in the beef cattle business. That I have A vested interest in
the beef cattle business has. over the past few years. caused me to do sane serious
Soul-searching. but I have come full-circle to my initial conclusion. That conclusion
being that beef, as a food, is nutritious, healthful and wholesome, and has a very
definite place in the American.diet.

That relates to the school.lunch program» because of the current effort On the part
of' the Federal Government, spurred on by anti-meat activists, to downgrade beef
because of its alleged relationship to heart disease and cancer. 'This suninwr. the
Surgeon General of the United States published a report called tlw "Surgeon
Oenernl's -Report on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention." Chapter 10. page

says. Amerkans would probably be healthier if they consumed Iess red meat.
It No less an official than .the Assistant, Secretary of Agriculture.`Carol Tucker
Foreman, apparently .subscribes to the theoretical relationship between twiny
animal timid productsrcontainkng _cholesterol and saturated fat and chronic disease
such as heart disease anti cancer. In a spee6h in Washingtun. D.C. on October 211(1
she said the Department of, Agricultpre has taken on the responsibility of' offering
practical advice to those Moo wisii to fellow the Surgeon General's advice. One step.
she said, is to publish a series of tiwnu guides deSigned lo meet the Sitrgeon
General's recommendations.
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She liirther stated th epa IIIIVV. IMPIl tilk011 to implement some of these recom-
mendations_ in Governin funded feeding programs. ,Nliall includes the iftnool
Waal piiigrarn. One 1901111ple IN the reduetion of the maxillitilli filt IVVVI ill Nina/Ur
ger from 2s to 22 percent seemingly rather innocuous, but representative of the
current prevailing philosophy held by many Washington, 1)(' , policy makers iii(1
admin ist rotors )

As I 5111d Itt the O(Itti('t, I firmly 501)18)1.1 good nutrition education But. I feel
strongly that the Government is giving the AmericalS publie only One side of the
story. and I foal Government funded food assistant`e pwgrams, including the. school. lunch program, will be used tO ildVO011t t' I hili 11111i 1110111 phil050phy

IIII cOla'ol'Ill'd I hilt W1101081111' i'l1d0I'S0l1l0llt of recommendations like that coming
from the Surgeon Gerieral of the United .States, and Concerted attempts to apply
them have potentianor economic damage to the Led !twat industry and even to
the la.alth of Americans whose life expectancy of 71.2 years is the longest in history

Dr Robert Olson, Professor and Chairma of the Depart mei or Biochemistry at
the St IMUIS I hliversay Medical Center Scl 1 of Medicine a 01.11101. Chairman of
the Food' and Nutrition Board says there . no evidence from 15 clinical trials.
involving 50.4010 Mall years of study. that diet modification will chmige the mortal.
Ity Pate from Corollary disea, .. All of the ['mutts IllIVP bet'll negative Referring to
the "Dietary Goalii," Dr Olse I says that putting forth premature. and unsubstanti
ated public health informath I is dangerous and will mislead the public Ile said
thew is no evidence that pr( msed diet modifications will modify the morbidity or
mortality rate irom any of the "killtr 11i14ea5e:3" There is evidence, Oil 1 he 01 het
11011(1, that such (hot modification may exacerbate malnutrition in some segments of
our populat ion

I mihmit there is no justification ror the Federal Government to advocate only one
side of the uontrovrrsy. through the school lunch progt-am or any other ilivalls of
rOillillifi1 ll'iltl11, hel'011tie Or political infighting between ngenCleS in Washington.
14C or political pressures hom activists who are Pililosophically ant ibusines5, ant1
profit or anti-free enterprise. I have not fOrgotten, and I'm sure Jnany Amesacans
have not forgotten the debacle resulting from the 41011 of a few years ago to protect

1

Americans from mi epideitc of swine flu
Let till.' 18' more specific.

,

The recent 141.0(8)5111 by the Department of Agriculture known HS the competitive
Ifi rottds proposal, and by some as tlw junk lood ban, is an atteipPt to iiiirtall sales of

certain low nutrient density food prior tO hOlell Ott the surface this proposal ap-
pears to have merit and would evoke little argument

. My concern is not with the proposal, per $0, [An lot ih:OPUTIAli'llt Swill' het iiiltitti
!IOW 1111W14'd the proposal a "farce," a "token." saying it doesn't go far emaigh "Far
enough" to these vocal critics would 84..1 limitations On fat and sugar My concern is
that it's only II Mattel' Of 1 illle bt'fore a pl'OpOsIll 'Ili' Ill4HIC 10 1 illOt the eot18111110 toll Or
animal food products containing a10le8ter01 mid saturated fat OS illl appropriate
adjunct to the Surgeon General's Revort ! even thmigh, as Dr Olson and many
other retipl trd WU/ frpUhibie selentists huh' pointed 41111. t he relat ionship bet Ween
diet and major chronic discascs is Mil/II/V(4i

More recently, the Department of Agricillture published "Food,- the first of 11 new
series of nutrition booklets designed to help the public choose healthful diets
"Food," is colorful, attractively illustrated, and easy to read. I have !ward one
scheduled use for the booklet is as a nutrition guide in various Sovernment pro.
grams That 04)111d include the school lunch program.

Again, on the surface. the b >it let presents a favornble image. I notice the subtle-
ties which to my way of are ant i.nwat in nat LI re.

First, the booklet put.. nto live groups, instead of the Irmlitional hair, with
fats, sweets and alcolml laip five.- Meats are pictured ill group hair. instead of
group one. One nutritionist recently suggested that meats might be pictured graphi-..._
catty in hi small box as all illdiClai011 (41 11)61' diminishing importance in the Ameri-
can diet. Perhaps putting them ill tlw fourth box is a first step. Throughout the
book are other references to the unknown relatioaship some suspect exists between

/ some animal 11881 products and heart disease_
In the section on calories "Food" makes some unfiiir comparisons which are

apparently designed to detract frenn beers \AOC as a food by not using equal
measurements Or similar cooking MO 11(815.

Is it hill', for example, to compare two ta 65p8ons of pV141ll1t8 Wit II II 3 001104'
hambuager patty on a bun'? "Food" depicts I 11111118 filvorably by showing only 105
calories for two tablespoons, but '365 calories rom a hamburger patty on a bun. But,
USDA's own fOods composition guide. Agric turf. I hindbook No. X, says 3 ounces ofit
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peanuts 'with skins contain nearly 500 calorieehalf again as much as the ham-

bumei. alai the bun.
Another example 6WV-Ening phttasaphy-wits-prtr)ect-SCAT (Skills-for Consumeni

Applied Today) which was developed as a teaching aid for use in Florida schools and

financed by an HEW grant. It was anti-neatly everything connected with our
rgodern fbod.supply. "Rotten" was the word used to describe the average American

diet. Too much meat_waa listeitas one of the most serious mistakes.
Again, I want to Aiphasize that I favor nutrition education, and the school lunch

rrogram
is a good vehicle for nutrition education, but let's insist that such programs

It:fed

on scientific accuracy, and let's be fair.
is a highly nutritious food. The protein in beef is complete and highly

available. Beef is also an excellent, source of highly available nutrient iron When

eaten along with vegetables it enhancee the availability of their protein and iron.
Beef is also an excellent source of B vitamins; it retains its nntritive value to a high

degree during cooking, canning, dehydration, or freezing; it is highly digestible; it

satisfies; and, can servtas an important adjunct to good dietary habits.

. I'm told that one of the biffgest problems confronting the school lunch program is

plate *este. Sometimes that a due to poor preparation, but it's Mao because some
foods just aren't popular with young childinn. Beef is popular, and served in

conjunction with ether less appealing foods can make the entire meal more appetiz-

ing and appealing and less likely to be discarded. k

I do not intend to be negative toward the school lunch progrsm. In general, it is a

fine program. It has given many an opportunity to have at least one nutritious meal

each day who might not otherwise have that opportunity. To my knowledge, the
administrators, from the federal level down to the local level, have conducted the

program admirably and for that are to be cominended. I do not and Ihuld not ask
that beef be served five times a week at the expense of other foods. To'do so would

be ill-founded, selfish, and nutritionally improper.
I ask only one thingthat the school lunch program not be allowed to be used as

a vehicle to advocate a relationship between beef', cancer, or heart disease on
evidence that even those who support 'the correlation will tdmit is theoretical and

unproven. .

Thank you.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Connie.
.1 think it might be appropriate to have Earl Lindgrery join the

pepple here. Earl, I didn't see you sitting lsabk there. (Why don't
you come up and join' the fdlks at this table inasmuch as you are
with the Montana Beef council.

Karen Mattson, Women Involved in Farm Economics.
[There was no-030004e]
Ms. KIMMET. Karen didn't make it today.
Mr. WII.LrAbis. Karen didn't make it.
Lois, wepppreciate you being here.- You may proceed.

I.

STATEMENT, OF LOIS KIMMET, WOMEN INVOLVED IN FARM

ECONOMICS

Ms. KIhntwr..Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
Lora Kimmet, a membet of Montana Statewide Women Involved in
Farm Economics. We have 500 members in our State organization,
and tad? I represent the entire membership.

I wou d like to thank ytu 'for allowing me. 'to speak at this
hearing on elementary, secondary, and 'vocational education. I will
address my remarks to the value of beef in the school lunch
profi-ram. '

We in WIFE are concerned with the implications of some of the
beef research findings, now being published, that they cut conflict-

ing and inconclusive and will have an adverse effect on the amount
of beef used in the school lunch program.

Since proteins are the basic materials in our cells, we cannot
exist without them. Proteins maintain body structure and keep the
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body in repair. Protein supplies the amillo acids necessary. for
. ,----growth -during-infancy -and-childhood aii4 Aidf; the lisiiiie-biiilding

process function for the healings of burns and wounds, important.
factors during the child's formative years.

One of the'best sources of this all-important protein is beef. Beefcontains all nine of the essential amino acids that the body does
not produce, in the proportions and amounts needed. Beef' is one ofthe best sources of blood building iron and if. makes the iron infoodEl eaten with it more available.

Nutritionists agree that the most difficult diet requirement tomeet is iron. Beef becomes an fi so4even more signicant urce of.. piotein when you consider that. in addition to the amino acidsfoiind in beef, a 3-ounce serving supplies tho following: 32 percen1of the iton, 51 percent of' the zinc, 20,percent of the pho.qphorus, 7percent of the magnesium, 7 percent of the thiamine, 28 percent ofthe riboflavin, 24 percent of the niacin, 27 percent of vitamin 11-6,and 88 percent of vitamin B-12, based on the recommended dailyallowance for children awl 7 to 10 S'ears.
I know of no other fo4 that haS staying power in the stomach, isso pleasing to the taste, and cam...supply all these vitamins and -minerals needed by growing children and young adults.
Quothlg from a letter I received concerning the school lunch

program from USDA Assistant Secretary for Food and Consumer
Affairs, Carol Foreman, she says, "The Department is fully awarethaeno vegetable food source can supply the esrntial amino acids,
zinc, and iron, which meat can." She also states in her letter thatin fiscal yew 1978, the USDA purchased appioximately $95 million.worth of Illrf in various forms for the school lunch program, andthat in fiscal 1979 they planned an estimated $116 million in such....-- purchases. -

We would .ask them why th# emphasis on grains, fruits, and *vegetables as nutritional necessities,, ant the Clowngrading of beefand other rekl meat at the conferences t5 set up dietary guidelines
sponsoted by our GoVernment

.,t We in, WIFE applaud the use of these foods in the school lunal3b, r
pogram, but we feel the reduction of beef and substitution byvAlketable p ins in the program would. be detrimental to the-health of o atton's children. . ,.

Right n6w, peanut butter is available daily in my children'slunchroom. At the present time; kt is complementary to the regularmenu, but will it someday become a meat substitute? Beef must .not be replaced by less nutritious Vegetabl'e protein if we are tomaintain a high quality lunch program. It may well be the' onlyI Intll containing meat for many of our children.. .

Therefore, WIFE recommends that beef be incruded in all aims,goals, and dietary planning fot' the schodt-tiinch program. Wefurther recommend that there be more State and local control
regarding school lunches served in our areas.'

Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Lois, thank ,you very much.
Mr. Johanieii is secretarPereasurer of the Montana Farmers*Union.
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STATEMENT OF (7HRIS JOHANSEN, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
MONTANA -FARMERS UNION

Mr. JOHANSKN. My name is Chris Johansen. I am secretary-
treasurer of the Mqntana Farniefs-Union, an organization of over
6,000 farm families in Montana. ,

The Montana Farmers Union opposes any reductions in the level
and quantity of Federal Aid to the school lunch program. We find it
is inconceivable thatduting this time of increased public aware-
ness and concern over diet and health, that the administration
supports a program that would lead to deereased'nutrition for our
children.

, The relationship between diet and many tmijor illnesses is be-
coming more evident. The cost to society fro,m diet-related diseases,
although impossible to calculate, is easily in the billions of Iv liars.

.
Therefore, we feel that`tte savings from eliminating school lunch
aid may end up costidg sociky many rtimes m6re., in the future.

A 5-cent increase in the cost of the school lunch program for an
individual participant may not seem significant,jbut when it is
combined with the added ost from inflation, frinay be enough for
a parent to 'withdraw t child from the program. It is these
marginal cases who do n t quite meet 14 qualifications for Vov-
ernment lunch eicl that will suffer.

On one hand, as a naltion we are disturbed aver the consumption
of junk food in schools, but yeti we withdraw support from pro-
grams that counter junk food uSe. It can only be viewed as inappro-
priate. As.taken from the 198 policy and program of the Mon-
tames Farmejs Union adop November 4, 1979, we advocate the
continuation of schnol lunch nd Achool milk programs with U.S..
meat and U.S. dairy products. I wont to emphasize U.S. meat ond
U.S. dairy products.

I am probably one of the few in this room today that personally
has had nothing to do with the schoOl lunch program. In the days
%Own I went to school, being raised on a farm and walking Maybe
11/2 or 2 miles in 20 below weather, with lunch carried in a Union

T Leader tobacco can, the lunch was frozen by sthe time I got to
school. And by the time you got ready to eat it, it Iwas hardly
unfrozen.

So I know that we would very much IC
4

Ive liked to hgve a hot
schodl lunch waiting for us during the no°. n hour.
, We are a little bit concerned, I think, about when the school
lunch program was originated; we used surplus commodities, I
think, provided by the U.S. GovernMent, commodities that they
had obtained through the loan programs and various commodities,
and they were, if not given, at very sniall cost to this school lunch
program. .

We feel that maybe the present trend is degeneradng, if I may
use, that term, into a welfare program. We don't like to see that.
We would like to see lurich available to every schoolchild who
wishes it. '

With that, I thank you.
`Mr. WILLIAMS. Thatik you very much, Chris.
Earl Lindgren, with the Montana Beef Council.
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STATEMENT OF EARL LINDGREN, MONTANA REEF (MINCH.
Mr. -Litiqincimu-Thank you, frIF-Cliiiitiiiiiii. ,

This past year, the expenditures for beef in the school lunch
program have been cut well over 25 percent. Now once again,
another cut in the overall program is in the making. We in the
beef industry council feel we already have come under the ax, and
with another cut in the school lunch program, we feel we will have
to sacrifice another decline inithe use of our product.

In talking to some of the cooks in our local schools, the item they
would most like to see increased in the Federal program is beef.
Beef is one of the best sourctis of protein, iron, and the 13 vitamins
that we can have in our diet. All of these are esfikially beneficial
to children's growth and development. /It is not 'only a safe, wholesome food, but very delicious, as well.
Beer is one of the few renewable resources that we have in this
country of ours, and it is in plentiful supply. We would like to see
this readily available source of nutrition used to its fullest extent.

, Beef also utilizes land that cannot be used to grow other protein
foods. A vast number of children.go to school each day' with very
little, if any, breakfast at all. The meal they receive at noon, in a
lot of cases; is the only solid 'meal these youngsters get during the

. day.
1 I feel that if good, solid, wholesome meals with more red meat

were included, more of the food would be consumed and less go into
the garbage cans. These solid basic foods cannot be purchased with
another cut in the school lunch budget.

Let's keep the lunch program properly funded se that our young-
sters' Minds and bodies can function as they are supposed to in qur
schools. It seems strange to me that we in the United States can
send billions of dollars overseas to help other needy people, and at
the same time ask our taxpayers for a decrtiagle in the funds needed
to properly feed our own schoolchildren. f .

I 'am sure thepe are many areas in the national budget that can
be cut, but on6 affecting the health and well-being of our young
schoolchidren is not one of them. I hove and pray that the testimo-
ny and information given at this hearing today will be used by our
Congress in Washington 'not to saerifice our young children's
health by cutting the funds in the school lunch program.

It does appall me to think that the funds needed to satisfy the
nutritional requireTents of our schoolchildren would even be con-
sidered to be cut in this, the -1nternationa1 Year of the Child.

Thank you:
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Earl.
I want to bell you that we are delighted that you are here

reprezienting the Beef Council, and I want to apologize for our
inadvertent mistake in not including your name on this final

el. We wanted the Beef Council here and are very appreciative
at you are able to lie with us today.
I want to assure all of, you of something that I think you.-know
t I want to say it again. John Melcher and Max Baucus and Ron

Marlenee and Pat 'Williams want more beef in the hot lunch pro-
grams and all the nutritional programs for students across the
country. We haye said that to Assistant Secretary Carol Foreman,
we have said it to Secretary Bob Bergland, to Secretar Joe Cali-

, .
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fano, to Congressman Perkins and to Senator Williams an
Piesident Caner, a-rid we are going to-keep-sayingit

We are going to do everything we can to be assured that Ameri-
ca's children are fed properly. And it is' not just a parochial inter-
est with us any more than it is with you. It really gets at the
essence of what we are here about today, and that is to see that
our children have at least some opportunity for a good meal in the
middle of the afternoon, and that, of course, has to include good
red meat. .

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILER. The people where I come from want their products

included in 'the nutrition programs of this country, too, but beef
always seems to win out because nobody wants to put artichokes
and asparagus ii.Ohe program. But we are working on it. We are
trying to disguis We will tell them th4y are green potato chips.
[Laughter.] -

I appreciate your testimony and I think it is an important part of
this program because t think that perhaps those of us that live in
more urban areas, and certainly the millions of young children
who participate in this program and their parents in urban areas,
have got to understand that this program is clearly a program of
coalitions.

Mlybe that is the value for someone like myself from the San
Francisco Bay area to come out here to understand that. As much
as I have the humanitarian approach and the strong interest and
desire to help children, this program wouldn't survive 5 minutes in
Congress if it dtdn't .use the products of this region and the dairy
products of Mr. Erdahl's region, and the vegetables of California
and the grains of the rest of the Midwest.

I think that as people like your own Congressman, PatoiNfIliams,
come under pressure from his constituents to cut out social pro-
grams and to knock off educational programs, and as you are hit
with the propoeition 13 fever of Califor4iia as the Congress is,
people here .better understand that there is a little return in some
of these pro I rams because a market is provided. Just as people can
get angry a. out the.§ale of wheat to the Russians, it is a market
for somebody's wheat and it is a market that is very valuable in
terms of our own economy.

We go through this all of the time. I hope when we present this
legislation to the Congress and we try to beat back these cuts, that
our friends on the Agricultural Appropriations Committee continue

, to understand that their producers are one of the beneficiaries of
this progran4 along with tIke children and the families and the
fUture of this country.

At the saine time, thou h, I think we have the very strong
obligation to continually m nitor the scientific evidence about the
impact of various foods ol nutrition and disease, as has been
pointed out here. I don't think it is anybody's desire to cause
nutritional imbalances onto bring about heart disease from what-
ever cause, whether it is/ milk, beef or potatoes or whatever it is
tdkat we do. lob

We have an obligatiln to continually do so, as your stssociations
obviously do, because You are concerned about the mafketplace for
your product.
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I guess that is one of the reasons I participate in ttu.se field
SOmetimeA you g0 a little isolattd down in oil parts of
y _and you forget that that steak in Side sed to have

s and horns and just wonder where it came from.
I appreciate your support for these programs, hut it is going

to be very important with this administration and future adminis-
trations that they don't view jithit. as something that feeds poor
minority children in New York City or elsewhere and that is all it
is. a welfare program.

I would like tcrohear more, because obviously you would be a
greater beneficiary, of support from the farm community for a
universal lunch prognkm. I mean let's get with the business of'
taking care of the children in this country and maybe they will
have more change in their pocket and they will be better-educated
and better off economically to continue to buy the4 products as
adults.

But I thipk it is clearly in our interest, and you have heard that
discussion earlier this.morning. So 1 apPteciate the support, and I
am sure the kids, even though they dion't know they have it.,
appreciate the support from organizatiomi uch as yours.

Mr. WILLIAMs. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDA111.. Thank yoq, Mihairma
I 'too want to underscore vhat Mr. iller said. Certainly this

program started out initially as a two- dged sword, one to provide
\ better nutritional meaki for the young people goiqg to the schools

in this country, and also as -a market for some of the surplus
a ricultural commodities which we in this tiCiNtry can grow in
al.jst an embarrassing abundance.

As George mentioned, before I got into this business of politics, I
farmed in southern Minnesota. We could always count on having
good, sturdy calves coming oui. of Montana for our feed lots and I
milked a lot of cows, or at least I milked a few cows a lot of times.
[Laughter.]

Nnyway, I think this is one thing that we want to rememlier,
that this is a market. And as we look at the importance of agricul-
ture in our whole society, it has been the one economic salvation
we have bad in countering the tremendous -deficit of payments, as
we are importing now about $50 to $60 billion a year of oil. Cer-
tainly the grains and some ot the other things that we have
shipped out of this country have been a very pobitive force.

So I think it is extremely good that we get on the record and, as
George said, not only that we get on the record but that we solicit
support of our colleagues who are specifically involved in the Agri-
culture Committee, iand others from agricultural regions, to realize
the importance not only of the nutritionI think we have to put
that as No. 1, the concern of the childrenbut also that in so
doing, we have a good economic market. And t think it is well that
you people that are in the beef industry as ranchers or as farmers
are .hely to support that..

I thdught of another thing as Mr. Lindgren Was making his
statement. The headline story here in your paper and every, place
is what is going on over in Iran. Yet, last year, and I had one of my
staff people look this up yesterday, we sold or gave $2,4004anillion
worth of arms to Iran. The year before it ,was the largestlfharket
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. for arms in the world from this countri. Iran has been the biggest*.1

last several years, it has been in the tens of -billions of dollars.
H re we are talking about $2,400 million last year, and the

,Adm

mak
, gol

4. TAr.
me, this

-buyer-in-reeent-yeare---but yeas especially. Over the

nistration is trying to cut $100 million. There are 1,000 mil- , )
in 1 billion. I think we need to emphasize where we could be
ng some cuts, but I ,hope the child nutrition .program is not
to be ode.
nk you very muc .

ILLRR. YOU kiow, before I got to the committee, they tell
dm used to look lust like the membershi of the

committee. a my first year on t e committee we had a hell of a
right over the inclusion of strawberries. One of the gentlemen from
up in the Seattle area wanted to mandate that strawberries had to
be part of this program and served.almost every day.

But we finally got away from that because everybody had their
turn in mandating what they wanted. The kid couldn't carry the
tray with all the food we wanted to put on it on a daily basis. But
it has kind of gotten back to the basics of nutrition and decent
eating.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We are all particularly appreciative of your 13:1t3
rshere today. The past few yea have not been particularly

years for farmers. Thip year is somewhat better for our cattle
people, but not as good as it ought to .

, You have done.everything A er asked when they first asked
you to feed this country, and have done it so well and -the
production has been at such a- record level that you have suffered
some from it in the form of low prices. And you have gone beyond

e.the challenge .and even produced enough to feed- a large share of-
the world and make America, I guess, the most generous NatIon in
the written history of this planet.

I am not sure that Americans have appropriately thanked you in
the past, but let, me assure you that people like George and Arlen
and John Melcher and the rest of us recognize the Contribution
that Montaria and American agriculture hawmatt to this country.
And we are going to- keep working to see if we c n't convince. the.
rest of America to be equally appreciative.

Mr. ERDAHL. Pat, could I jug make.% comment, if you would
yield, please? Vhear so much every day in the Congress, and as
you read your newspapers or listen to the media, about the energy
shortage. I am persuaded it is a real, one, *hateVer caused it.

Xet the other item, next to energy, the itenrof great shortage in
thavorld. id food. We 'thin't hear mucb jbout that. We live in a
world where about 1.billion people go to bed hungry every night.
We have heard about the starvation in Cambodia, and I support
President Carter on this and the Congress has responded in tiling
to get about $70 million in food to the people if we can get through
the horrendous mess of their Government over there and their
transportation system. I think the American people have
resironded.

Ut just to underscore ,what Pat reminded me of, we really do
live in a world wherfrnotimly do we have a shortage of energy, but
IhiLother item,tha9hae such a thin margin of supply around the
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world, basically because of a poor distribution system, has been
food. .

So I think that we all owe a salute to American agriculture. And
certainly oftentimes, as Pat mentioned, the very productivity has
resulted in depressed prices, which is hard thing, I thinli, to
defend in this system of ours.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you all very muc
Our final panel is Dottie Sparrow, John ampbell, Mary Musil,

and Pat Hennessey. Please come to the witns table.
Previous to your testimony, because we don't have you identified

on our formal witness list, please identify yourself and who you
represent for the record...

Let's beginVith Dottie Sparrv from Lincoln.

PANEL PRESFANTATION; DOME SPARROW, MARY MUSH., PAT.
HENNESt;EY, JOHN CAMPBELL

STATEMENT oVinornE,SPARROW. LINCOLN,\MONT.
Ms. SPARROW. I am Dottie Spariow from Lincoln, a little town

across the, hill here. I was lucky enough to have 6 months of glory
feeding mY children. I only fed 100-some children, but I know that
I fed'almost 100 percent of those kids. And they needed this food.

I made my own menus out. I did my own buying of my food,
other than the commodities I received, and unluckily I didn't get
tol many a(that time. But I know these kids need this food, and
thiey enjoyed-every second of it:

I did not acknowledge what I was going to feed them. They never
knew what they were going t6 eat until the day they got there.
And ironlcally, ti*y could smell iihe odors from the lunchroom as
they came in, and said, "Oh, what's cooking today, Dottie? .1 can

. smell it. It smells awful good."
I nver made arfy menu out for them. They came and ate, and

'they ate every bit. There was so little waste, you wouldn't believe
it, because they were so lucky to have this food. I really believe
that for some of our Children in Montana, that was the only decent
meal that, they ..hak_that bot -luneh pzogram.

I implore you: please do not let this go by. Please do not let this
go down the hill. As I Wok at this schoolroom right here right now,
if you had to cut conkers, cut on some of the building that you are
doing. 'You don't have to be quite so extravagant, I' don't believe.
,Cut out sortie of the building 'first before you. cut out the food.

This is what I really feel down deep in my heart. Our kids neq
lood, hot the fancy buildingg that we have. Keep our commoditieP
coming in: please.

That is till I have to say.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Dottie, thank you very much.
Mary.

STATXMENT OF MARY MUSH., MANAGER OF NIJRITION, CHILI)
NUTRITION PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND EN-
VIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Ms. Mum. I. am Mary Musil, manager of nutrition for child

nutrition program's% administered by the Department of Health and
4 ol
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Environmental Sciences, to include the USDA child care food' pro-
gram in day care centers,family day,care hoines, and Head Start
programs, and the school breakfast program, natiOnal scliOOT-Iffneh
program, and special ?fink programs for group homes, after-care
home1:and homes for developmentally disabled children.

These programs serve 5,000 of Montana's children, to include ;1
million in SDA (unds.

I am he today because I learned of this meeting through the
Helena neivspaper, and I do wish I caild have received information
prior to enable me to prepare to participate in this meeting more
fully today.

The Department does wish to enter into the public record our

,* statements concerning these kograms, and we will do so within
the next few days.
-Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mary. We apologize for

inadvertently overlooking the Department of Health and Environ-
mental Sciencei, but we,will, as I mentioned to. you earlier in the
morning, hold the hearing record open for 10 days so that you and
others may submit written" testimony, and without objection it will
be included in the hearing record.

Pat.

- STATEMENT OF PAT HENNESSEY. AMERICAN IETETIC
ASSOCIATION

MS. HENNESSEY. I may collapse of malnutrition. I am not used ie
going thisIong without food. [Laughter.]

Mr. WILLIAMS. We do it all the time.
Ms. HENNESSEY. I am Pat Hennessey, a registered member of .the

American Dietetic Association, mother of three school children,
and a strong supporter of the school lunch program.

,As nutritionist for the children and youth project, a preventive
health program, I work with children and their parents to prevent
health problems and to correct identified - nutrition problems':
anemia, obesity, dental problems, undernutrition, and so on.

I refer to the school lunch prograin to help solve some of these
-Problems, because after all, that is one-thirU of the child's daily
nutrient requirement, right there, and that is a grearyesource.

In C. .8r Y. and in WIC, we incorporate the menus 'from the
school and from the day cares in teaching meal planning to dye
parents, and we use the nutrient approach to do this. This is only
one4xample of our educationaliprogram. -

Our professional association has placed high' priOrity on the de-
velopment of a national nutritional policy which includes an educa-
tion program that would be inteerated into educational, health,
and food delivery systems.

The position paper calls for a kindergarten through high school
plan that would introduce nytrition concepts as part of basic educa-
tion in order to influence lifelong attitudes and habits anil to
provide wtOol for assessing new. information.

I agree wholeheartedly with my colleagues that the school lunch
program shopld be more than a feeding program. It should be the
visual, aid of'the educational program, a real teaching.tool in living
color. I believe that the total prograrp should be available to every
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child regardIWof structural inadequacies of the schoQl building or
.o.f_pkysical and .handicapping--conditions of the child. Rather, it
should meet the needs of these children.

I believe that the nutritional educational program that is begun
with the child and his or her family in C. & Y. and WIC should be
the basis for continued nutrition education in elementary and sec-
ondary schools. This is a dost-effective process.

I believe the cooperation between parents, teachers, children,

* 'elation program that will: One, increase his " or her ability to
the Congress is essential if our children are to have a nutrition

make witie food choices throughout life; two, understand the rela-
tionship between food and health; three, gain knowledge of nutri-
ents and their roles in the body; 'four, devskgp the ability to evalu-
ate advertising and other claims made about f nd nutrition;
five, understand the influence of emotional and c u al factors on

.4fild or her to reach goals 'he or she sets for him or herself; seven,
choices; six, become aware of the role food c n play in aiding

gain knowledge of career opportunities in the field of food and
nutrition. .

----- In the past 10 yea , otorii-IW. oil schoel program has made great
strides. I have had more than 100 percent cooperation with the
administration, the food service and the teachers. For example,
three Rhildren who through no fault of their own were consistently
being sent to schoolwithout breakfast were not only given lunch,
but the school staff made arrangements for them tp have breakfast
at the school.

,

We need" a breakfast program also. The school lunch is the best
food bargain in town. As a mother, I would be broke without it. As
it. mother 4nd a htttritionist, I urge expanded benefits from it.

Thank you.
Mr. WIWAMS. Thank you very much. ,
Mr. Campbell, we appreciate your tenacity in hanging in there

with us until the end.

STATEMENT OF JOHN CAMPBELL:, ASSISTANT.SUPERINTENDENT
FOR BUSINESS, HELENA SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, I appreciate very much the opportunity tb
present testimony.

I am John Campbell, assistant superintendent for busine:win the
Helena School District. I have presented prepared testimody,Tilong
with several other prepared testimonies. I was fortunate to have
a little bit of advance notice and to be able to prepare some
testimony.

Also, before I get to the testimony, I would like to express the
11114cna School Dist ct's appreciation for your having the hearings

in. Helena td reviewing our program persona), here #in
Helena.

The Helena School District is proud of its school food services
program and the. success of its Operation. We have increased the
pupil' parcicipation 130,000 servings, or a 50-percent increase, in the
.past 4 years. The success of our program has certainly been en-,
hanced by -the Federal school lunch financial assistance we have
received.

.

a
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The operation of a lunch program by a school district is subject,
dtseverat limitations. -The most obvious are-the Federal imd-State
regulations of the program. But perhaps the more limiting are the
realities of the school districtai ability to offer the program.

It is the school diStrict that must provide ihe preparation and
feeding facilities, the equipment. There is a Federal program where
we do sometimes receive assistance in acquiring equipment, but
basically the school district must provide the equipment.

They also must hire the employees and they must acquire their
food. In other words, the school district must manage a school food
services business.

I will divert from my prepared testimony for just a moment at
this point in time inasmuch as we seem to have some. kind of
comparison going on between our school district and another school
district in the State. I would like to provide you with a little bit of
data with respect to this comparison.

First of all, we have 25 percent of our participation as free meals,
another 5 percent as reduced meals, and finally, 70 percent of
them, the parents are paying the total cost of their .food service.
My.point there is if a lot of your participation is going to be related
to how much application you have for free and reduced price
meals, you will note that our percentages are lesser than the other
district that provided you with data.

Other facturs come into play here, too. What is the length of the
lunch period? Is it a closed campus for the lunch? I do not know
the other district's length of their luncoperiod, but I can and will
certainly attest to the fact that our luffch period is 45 minutes. I
think how long a child can be gone from school during the noon
howj is going to have an ,effect on the participation in the lunch
pro ram.

ere are various ope ational options available to a school dis-
trict in the selection of the gleans by which to conduct a fo9d
service program. Basically, title school district must determine
whether it wishes a financially self-sustaining program or that
.is financially supplemented from the financing availa for the
instructional program.

Another option is whether the program will
scho:ol district employees or a self-operated pro

business firm contracted by the schpor distr.
Pistrict has chosen to have a selç,sIpforti
private contractor. I might s

e operated by
m or by a private

. The Helena School
program operated by a

it is the only one in the State that
as chosen that athat option.

exercise,4fth ik option is a cause for concern and that Which
we w nt to point out to you. The USDA regulations for the school
lunch pro am provide double standards for school district self-
operated programs and contracted programs. Contracted pro-

grams must be monitored and' audiped more frequently by federal
regulation:

Contracts mtist contain conditions for easy tern?ination by .the
school district, which serves to provide for needlessly more expen-
sive contracts. And-finally, the Yederal regulations limit tbe-types

Josue' of co*atts that a school distil& moly enter into as far as contract-
ing a private firm to conduct this business for them. .

S.
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School districts should be able to exercise the option that best
fulfills the abihtieS4iIiid the 'needs-of the individual district on an
equal reguhkt ion basis.

But regardless of how the district provides the school lunch-
program, the Federal financial assistance is very. much appreciated
ancl.vital to the operation. Thu; is especially true in Our current
extreme inflationary state of the economy.' Inflation not only af-
fects the cost of the school lunch operation but also affects the
ability of the parent to pay.

You have heard this several times today. I will get to the bottom
line of my testimony and just indicate that we acrtainly recom-
mend that you do not entertain the idea of reducing the reimburse-
ment kw the school lunch program.

I think you have also made it cleir to us today dip we have to
establishoational priorities, we must establish priorities within
this program, and we just might not be able to continue the sup-
port that has heretofore taken place. If that be the case, I would
suggest to you that you review the various facets of the school
lunch program, namely, the free, requced, the reimbursement off
the lunch program, regardless pf what 'status, free, reduced, paid,
commodities program, the breakfast program, the special milk
program.

I would-suggest, in evaluating those priorities as far as the school
lunch program is concerned, that the breakfast program is prob-
ably of the least importance, at least. in our evaluation, inasmuch
as the breakfast program is placing t.he school. district, more in the
welfare realm.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify to the committee, especial-
ly in view of the fact that I didn't make the schedule. Thank you
very much, Representative Williams.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, John.
./Your comments concerning unique f'actors which strike a dalè .

ence between this and other school districts in Montana will be
very helpful. I am glad you had the opportunity to describe those
to us.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. MI'. Campbell, why would a breakfast, program plaCe

the program more in a welfare role than a lunch program?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Not the program,.the schoel district itself. The

school district is in business or is there for the purpose of educating
the children. The more we have to divert moneys from the instruc-
tional protram (or other programs, the more we are detracting
from the instnictional program, the ability to finance the inStruc-
tional/program.

Mr:rMii.ixtt. Then it is not the program you are concerned with
creating a welfare status or something, it is the financing.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. You yvould have no objection if' we came in and said

we will have a fully federally funded school breakfast program.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I would not be concerned under those circum-

.sta.nces, no.
Mr. MILLER. You don't see that as a welfare program. If scientific

evidence shows that--
Mr. CAMPBELL.1 do.
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Mr. MILLER. You do.
Mt: CAMPBELL Yes. , . , -
Mr. MILLER. What would be the distinction in that and a fully

funded Federal lunch program?
Mr. CAMPBErL. It is part of the schoolday. Many chikirety cannot

leave the -school during the schoolday. I think it is part of the
instructional program to see that they are able to continue to
concentrate, to Wye a full stomach so- thnt they can continue
through the afterffoon session.

Mr. MILLER. You don't think that is ,applicable to 0 child who
hasn't eaten, maybe, since the night before and now is required to
sit in a classroom for 21/2 to 3 hours before they eat?,

Mr. CAmpmo.L. Well, I think the parent also has.. sonw obliga-,
tions.

Mr. MILLER. I agree. But if that was wMt we were addressing
ourAelves to, we wiaddn't have any paying students, would we?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Paying students?
Mr. MILLER. Well, we provide a :10-cent subsidy for every paying

student who goes through the line, and the assumption is that the
paying student's family can afford -to pay that price or perhaps
even more, that they are working or something, and the subsidy is
in fact maybe even greater in, terms of ability to pay to the paying

i student than to thes nonpaying student.
I think that is what the administration is in fact saying, that

they ought to concentrate their resources just. on those who have
the least ability to pay the reduced price or the free. See, I view
this. as part of the educational program,. breakfast or lunch. If

-.. clearly nutrition enhanceli your ability to receive a better educa-
tion, your alertness and.till of' that, then we ought not to diminish
that. .

That is the second time I heard that today, th'e feeling that a
breakfast program would be in-the welfare realm but not a lunch
progrm.

Ilow many young people in Montana are in the other settings
outside the school that wp provide for in the legislation, in the
group homes and..i stituti6ns? .

.Ms. Mum.. Du ng the fiscal year 1980, there will be approxi-
mately 4,500 chil ren participating in the child care food program
in Montana, and above 200 children participating in the school
breakfast, lunch, and milk program that, reside in residential fitcili-
ties.

MCMILLER. These are children outside their own home in one
form or another.

Ms. Wm.. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mary, I think you are the one person 'who has been before us

today who is really talking'about these lunch programs outside the
regular school setting, at least for some people, special .classes and
so forth, and we will look forward to getting your statement.

But if you could just in. a few moments, from your personal
experience in working with this program and others that are di-
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rectly .involved, tell us how you see this as working for the people,
in a sense, that you represent here today.

Ms. Musn.. I will address this in the writtbn statement following
*AIM I Say at this time. In coming to this position, I inherited these
programs for residential child care. As it is, the Department of
Health and Environmental Sciences began administering them in
1977.

ERDAHL. If I could interrupt for a minute, when you talk
about residential care, could you give us sonic examples of what
you are talking about?

Ms. Mum,. These are group homes, after-care homes, homes for
developmentally disabled children, wherein they, havt a bed and
they are cared for 24-hours-a-day.

ERDAHL. Would they be day care centers, vsc hoo l pro-
grams? -

Ms. Musn.. The distinction would be that one is less than 24-hour
care and't he other is 24-hour care. -

Mr. EROAM.. So you are dealing with the 24-hour care?'
Ms. Musn.. Yes. The children residing in those places are ekgible

to receive benefits under the school breakfast, lunch and milk
pr9irams.

V. ERDAHL. Thank .you. Go ahead, then.
Ms. Musn,. The reason why the Department of Health and Envi-

ronmental Sciences is administering them is historical, and to my
twderstanding it was that at the time the MontAna Department of
Health was interested in the programs, they 4would have been
offered to the administering agencywamely the Office of' Public
Inst ruction.

However, the interpi-etation of their scope of' responsibility did
not include children residing in group homirs and so'forth! So when.
the Department. of' Health and Environmental Sciences agreed to
administer the child care food program, that along with the pack-
age, we also agreed to accept administrative responsibbity for the
breakfast; lunch and milk program in residential child care
institutions.

Mr. ERDAHL. Yaiur feeling is that as we think oversight
functions here, that_these programs.are working very

Ms. Mum.. What I do not fully understand the history of' is why
Congress did not include residential child care in the child care
food program, .foi- in fact, children reside-for 24-hours-a-day and .
they do not receive reimbursement for a supPermeal, which ap-
pens to be their largest. meal.

Mr. ERDAHL. That is a very good point.
Ms, Kum. I belieye it had to do with the price tag of the child

care food program at the time it was under debate! Yo uld
probably tmswer thqt, more fully than I if you were the t thr
time that decision was made.

Mr. EROM-11,. I wasn't there, but George, do you have any recol-
lection? We are dealing with a myriad' of difThrent subjects. I am
not trying to put him on the spot.

Mr. MILLEH.*1 have a lot of recollections. Part of it is simplyff
there are other reimbursements that go for the care of' those chilt
dren, and meals are figured as part of' that, in which all three.
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toy

meals were taken.' care Of before this amendment was put in a
. .

couple of years ago. -7

So in a sense, I think this amendment was looked at as tacking
on an additiorl reimbursenient over and above what you would
ordinarily be reimbursed to ,keep a child in foster care or residen-
tial care or whatever. So it was viewed at that time as a bonus, and
the feeling was if you were going to put ,on a bonus, that you
couldn't very well expand it, to supper too Ifecause you would tIwp
be going beyond those programs you were trying to make them
e4igible for.

We said if you are in this living situation, you are eligible for
these programs. We couldn't do that at that time and then politi-
cally also say we will also take money from these programs to.pay
for tin additional meal. I think that was what happened. Now it is
not viewed, as a bonus but as a necessity, but at that time it was.
' Mr. ERDAHL. Tharik you, George.

The first lady that made a presentation. You had a little differ-
ent ekperience. We have heard from some of the young people and
others that have said we really have to have variety, you have to

, give-them a choice of menus so they know what is coming up. Your
experience evidently was if you have good food, the kids came in
and they ate it. Correct?

Ms. SPARROW. That is right.
Mr. ERDAHL. So you don't see there is really that/need that some

have expressedmaybe you did provide a variety anyway.
Ms. SPARROW. I did. I am a nutrition nut myself, so I made sure

that those kids were getting everything they needed, the basics.
And of course, it was p new program up there. We tried to get .it
there for many years, and we managed to have it, for 6 months
before our schOol burned down. So they were thrilled to death to
get a decent meal, believe me.

Asefar as hotdogs go, I very seldom served hotdogs. I had more or
less casserole-type meals, spaghetti-type things, chile, and very
seldom, like I said, hotdogs. Hamburger, yes, because we got that
from the Government, thank God..

Mr. ERDAHL. So you are telling us really that maybe the variety
is really' the thing rather than printing a menu ahead of time.

Ms. SPARROW. 1 think this is real good because, like I say, when
they came into the room they could smell the odors, and they were
hungry right now. But also, I had _no idea whatehildren- I was
feeding _for free.-I never kneW, and that was fine, because it didn't
make any difference anyway. I had no handling of that whatsoever.
That was fine.

Also, while you are talking to me, is it more economical to have
a centraljood service tha'n to have each school make their own? I

mean transporting. Great Falls and Helena evidently have a cen-
tral service.

Mr. ERDAHL. We Would like to find out. That is one of the
reasons, I Think, that we should be grateful to Pat for having the
hearing here. We .want to find out if one system is better.

MEL SPWRROW. I wonder if, by the time the food .gets there, it is
hot enough to serve these kids, health-wise. It should be a certain
temPerature by the time it gets there.

5
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Mr----Wit1AA-ms,--11- is a -question- of -the tremendous- expense of
providing each school with its own kitchen.

MS. SPARROW:11a transporting all this food costs a lot of money,
too.

Mr. WILLIAMS. It doe% indeed, hut not as much as building a
kitchen in each school.

MS. SPARROW. I used to live in Great Falls many years, and at
one time they all had their own kitchens, I believe. Those are
probably still sitting there, aren't they? You don't know.

Mr. ERDAHL. Anyway, Mr. Chairmans thank you very much for
providing us with another good panel.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Pat, are you a nutritionist?
Ms. HENNESSEY. I have wondered of late whether we are properly

educating students or adults about good nutrition. It seems to me
that we are not. 1 am just guessing. I don't suppose that 2 people
out of 1(1 in a restaurant ordering from a menu know whether
what they are ordering is better for them than what they didn't
order. I don't think most"of us uncles:stand which foods contain the

, vitamin Ca and which contain the carbohydrates and in what
amount, and so on.

I am wondering if we can't. find a way to use the hot lunch
program as an educational device to help solve some of that.

Ms. HENNESSEY. This is what w pose. We are trying to cor-
sleet the problem with our educatttInaVprograms in WIC and in*C
and Y. Head Start, Children's World, any of our day care programs
have excellent nutrition education components.

Mr. MILLER. Excuse us. What Is C and Y?
Ms.. HENNESSEY. Oh, wash your mouth out with soap. [Laughter.]
C and Y is the children and youth project, .one of the five re-

quired healti' programs. That is another story. It is a comprehen-
e health care progratn. It is a preventive health program. There

is a team, a doctor, pediatrician./Our progran\ in Lewis and Clark
Couhty is available to children between 6 ikeeks and 13 years- of
age.

We have two nurse practitioners who do physical assessments,
well child program. We have different disciplines represented. We
have a farriily counselor,-we- have a dental component to this, and
we have speech and hearing. I aM the nutriticalist. PuBlic health
nurses do follow up, as well as the rest of us.

The idea is that you identify a problem early Tough and you fire
saving money.

Mr. MILLERk Undgr what program? Is this fecierally funded?
MS: HENNESSEY. We wei't federally funded until--
Mr. MILLER. Were you started under,the early periodic screening

-program?,
MS. HENNESSEY. That is anether program. No. The Social Secu-

rity Act .was the original part of it. TlIen it came under the pro-
gram of programs. And now the money is at the State Department.
Lewis and-Clark started their program. in 1967. It is the only C and,
y program in the State of Montana.

Mr. MILLER. It may be the only one.in the country.
Ms. HENNESSEY. No, there are 67 of them in the country.
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Mr. Mit.m. All 1 get are comphiints of why we don't have it in

dia-triet. That is why I am asking, liteause- we have gone
through this.

Ms. HENNFSSEY. it is because someb&iy wasn't 00 the ball and
didn't get the grant written soon enough and get iiLthere. We get
the same thing from other cities around the State:Mow come our
cities don't have it? It is a great program.

Anyway, we are trying to educate people' as far as nutrition goes.
I think that what you will find is that. 'your children are much
better educated as far as the nutrients in the food go and are
better able to make wise food selections than you .are, but yoU
might be able to learn from them. We are certainly attempting ta
educate them all through our programs through the school.

Ms. SPARROW. Excuse me. Speaking of nutrition, 1 day a week,
the 6 months I had, I would give a ttkacher in each class, even the
first graders, the little booklet that came from the school lunch
program on what they were supposed to have basically, and I
would let tfiose kids pick out their oNivn menus, basically. And thtly
would come up with some good ideas. They knew what they wee
supposed to have. Then they would be satisfied, kecause 1 day a
week they had theil?- own choice, each class, first through eighth
grade.

Ms. HENNESSEY. This is one good way to make a school lunch
program work, is to get the kids involved. But you need the parents
backing you. You need, the school administration, the teachers,
everybody working together. And, of course, Congress with The
money. (Laughter.]

Mr. ERDAHL. George controls all that. [Laughter.'
Mr. MILLER. Yes, I control all that. We always appoint someone

before we have one of these hearings and say you Wee the guy that
has to come up with the money.

If this the last panel, I want to thanA the panel and thank
everybody else who participated ih this. Sometimes people ask you,

, if you live out where I do in San Francisco, what are you doing
here in Helena, Mont. I was thinking about that last night at ?
o'clock in the morning as we got here on eastern dine. It all came
back to me very early this hsorning.

I was standing and having a hot dog at a snack bar, and I said to
' Congressman Williams', "Gee, I just heard someone make a deroga-
tory remark about the Helena school district and what is going on
.up there.in their nutrition programs," and I was kidding him. He
didn't think 'it was a joke, so he said he was going to prove that

that wasn't so, that that wasn't the case, that he had heard about
those charges and that they weren't to be substantiated. As a
matter of fact, he was going to prove it to me and I ought to comf
out here and find out.

ne just kept it up and kept it up and kept it up, so here 1 am
and I think I am ready to say that, certainly from the questions we
have asked, I will rule hot guilty, Pat. I hope you are satisfied and
I,can go home now. But it is a pleasure to be here.

Mr. BanOL. I would just like to make a comment, and ,tnaybe
Pat would like to have the last word here. I would just like to
commend him publiqiy for holding this hearing to give us an oppor-
tunity to come out and listen to people. As politicians we have all
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kinds of opportunities to1 talk to people, but maybe if we would
igiend lisiti-me-talking, the whole-cotintry
would be better off. So this has been a good opportunity to listen.

I also want to publicly salute Pat Jiere, in the presence of hi&
constituents and the people he represents, for tke fine job he does
ih Congress and for the attentiveness he has portrayed. Most of our
association over the 10 months now that we have been together in
Congress has been on the Education and Labor Committee. The
committee's jurisdiction obviously goes beyond just the nutritional
area, but it is one that we are particularly zeroing in on now.

I want to thank him for inviting me to be:here today. I think it
has been a productive time. I think we will go back to Washington
knowing a little bit more than when we left.

Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks very much.
Firstmof all, I want to thank those of you who care about child

nutrition. Thank you for being here and for everyone who testified
who had to leave. We appreciated the involvement of all of you in
this and encourage your continued concern.

I particularly *rant to thank you, Arlen, for those kind com-
ments. I think it is most generous of you to take the time to come
out here: And George, I don't wanttyou to go back thinking that
California can now apply for these various programs that you
didn't know anything about.

I have a theory that we ought to be generous in Congress, and I
am willing to split- everything half and half: half for the Nation
and half for Montana.

Mr. MILLER That is what we found out. [Laughter.]
Mr: WILuArbis. With that, this oversight hearing of the Subcom-

mittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education is
adjourned. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record followsi

MONTANA CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS,
Missoula, Mont., November 8, 1979.

CARL D. PERKINS,
-Chairman, Subcommittee on Etementary, NeCondary, and Vocational Education, Ray-

burn Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRIVENTATIVE PERKINS: The Moniana Congress of Parents and Teachers

sUpports the ekhool !tidal program enthusiastically. A. hungry child cannot concen-
trate and, therefore, cannot learn.

Our emaciation preeently is concerned with _the attempt to reduce the federal
support of the lunch program. With the rising cost of food, school !uncials will cost
more. This cleans local school districts will either have to raise the cost to the
student or increase local taxes to make up the diffeience. Spme districts may even
drop the program.

If the federal share is reduced five cents, many children Who are now paying the
full price for lunches will apply for ryduced or free lunches. This will mean fhe
actual cost of the federal share will increase, not decrease, because the five cent cut

,will only apply 'to students paying the fp cost. The program may end up costing
more than it does nor.

To get greater student particiPation in the program, we support USDA efforts to
remove junkefood from the schools. But we are concerned with the proposal to allow
artificial fortification of "junkfood" to pass minimum nutritional requirements.
We'd prefer that fruits, nuts and other nutritionally desirable foods be allowed, but
not artificially fortified junk food.
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The school lunch program should be supported as a method of teaching good
nutrition-and-provide-nutritious meals to all students.

Sincerely,
CONNIE SKOUSEN,

Presuknt.
MARTHA ONISIIUK,

Legislative Coordinator

, BILLINGS PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Billings, Mont.. November .9, 1.97,9.

,

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
o

Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Ray-
burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: I wish to testify in opposition to the propoeed nye cent reduction, in
general reimbursement for paid student lunches.

School District 'No. 2 in-Billings, Montana serves lunch to students in all of its
thirty-two (32) schools. The annual participation of students in all categories is
approximately two million lunches. Eighty percent of these lunches are consumed
by students who pay Nil price. .

A five cent reduction in general reimbursement would cost approximately $80,000
per year. This cost would necessarily be reflected back to the paying student in
increased lunch pricee. Combine this with the inflation factors and it becomes
predictable that student lunch prices will escalate to a level that precludes partici-
pation by i itig students.

School kin has been in a crisis situation for many years with food gild labor
coats escalatin at alarming percentages. The general reimbursement haehot kept

with these increases and the difference h necessarily been picked up by the
;1e7ng student.

as

hool District No. 2 has been forced to increase lunch prices three times over the
past five years and each time a five cent increase has reflected a reOuction in the
paying student participation by about four peregift. It is clear to us that further
price increases brought on by reduction in goveramental support of the paying child
will cause this group of students to drop out of ME School Lunch am.

If a reduction in flinding for nutritional programs is in fact n ry, it seems
that reduction in areas othet than school lunch weuld certainly. be mposed rather
than cripple a program that is probably the most successful program in government
for delivering direct service to students.

If the past philosophy of the National School Lunch Program is still viable, then
the deliver lunch service to all school children of the nation is our main
objective. This eludes the children that cannot pay or cannot pay full price but in
our situation ii aimed primarily at the student who pays for his or her lunch.

It will be a disservice to the students and parents of school districts that partici-
pate in lunch programs primarily fkinded by paid lunches.if a reduction in general
fund reimbursement becomee the vehicle for mandated budget reductions.

Sincerely,
WALT LAIRD,
Dinector of Special Services.
DR. VIRGIL R. POORE,
Superintendent of Schools.

Statement, Submitted by Andrea L. Pagenkopf, Ph. D., R.D., Food and Nutrition.
Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service

'FUNDING CHILD NUTRITION

It appears that the proposed changes in ftmding for child nutrition programs have
been approached from a strictly economic standpoint, with little regard for the
effects on the coneume these p rams, the children participating. I have been
asked to address relating tithe School Lunch Program.

Great strides h e been made in the est few years in feing needy people in this
country. One example of success is tlé offering of school lunch free or at reduced
prices for those who qualify, ro

One proposal to decrease the mist of the School Lunch Progrgm Ds to decrease the
. subsidy to the local programs by five,cents per meal for non-needy children. This

would appear to have no effect on the provisions of lunches to the needy. However,
also proposed is the lowering of the income eligibility levels for qualification for free
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or reduced priced immls The total effect, therefore, to a local ( rict would lw to
decrease the number -of free and reduced price meals and deeres4 the subsidy ter
the other meals. With less money' coining into the school I 'II praIn, the school
district must make some difficult decisions. lii order to aintai a high quality
lunch program with less federal support, additional money must Iv found. One
source of additional funds may be increased charges for lunches now offered As
such costs incremw'to families it is to be expected that participation in the program

"Will decrease. ThiS will be especially true among that group which previously had
qualified for a free or reduced price meal and now must pay a price greater that the
"full price" charged earlier. Yet these children are the very ones who can least
afford to go without a nutritious lunch at whol because the food available at home
often lails to meet their nutritional needs.

If students'no longer participate in the School Lunch Program, there are several
alternatives they nmy chooev. Some will bring a lunch from homt, A tarried lunch
caq be highly nutritious: however, surveys have shown that the average carried
lunch provides fewer nutrients than the school lunch. This alternative, then will
likely result in poorer nutrition for the students who choose it.

A second alternative to School Lunch may be purchase of food from an outside
sourc ch as a vending machine, nearby store, or restaurant. If limitation of funds

.vhe
its purchase of School Lunch, a restaurant alternative would not be feasible.

food available from MUM vending machines could not be considered a proper
su titute for a meal. The common purchase by many students in a super market is it
a bakery-type item or snack crackers, again, in no way nutritionally equivalent to
the Type A meal.,

A third alternigeve, which is chosen more often. than I would like, is to go without
a noon meal. This choice may accompany a decision to also forego a morning meal.
Needless to say, this is an unacceptable alternative.

One assumption often made about the nutritional status of adolscents is that it is
related directly to income, those from higher income homes have better nutrition.
This --has been found not to be a simple relationship, however. Nutrition status
studies have shown that youth from non-poverty homes have eearly the same
incidence of nutrition-related problems as those from poverty homes. This points out
that faoors beyond economics alone determine nutrition needs of youth.

It thus appears to me that reducing reimbursement for School lunch to non eedy
'participants and adjusting thq eligibility criteria can.only decrease the eff vsness
of the School Lunch Program as a positive force in the nutrition of yo reould
be assumed that decreased participation- brought about by these adju nents would
cause some schools to be Unable to continue any type, of school f -ding program.

One suggestion which has been made many times recently%wid ajparently ignored
is the proposal that a universal free lunch be offered in the sc ools. Some have
calculated that the cost of such a move would not be.much greater than the current
program costs. The elimination of the burden of determining eligibility and design-
ing systems to maintain confidentiality .as well as the monitgring of compliance
with all participation regulations should greatly reduce the adThinistratiye cost of
the program. I urge that this alternative be studied.

The tremendous savings obvious on paper of eliminating the Special Milk Pro-
gram would likely result in a great cost to the American health status. Ma
children get the only milk of the day through this program. Since calcium is one
the nutrients the American pubTic appears to ingest tialeas than adequate amoun
the reduction of access to milk by school age children becomes especially serio
For children who carry a lunch from home to a school which provides a Mol
Lunch Program, no milk woult1 be available or it would be available at much
higher cost than currently. A higher cost will put the hardship particularly n thoee
children from lower income homes who probably most need this extra kalcium
source. Some children may carry milk in a lunch from home. Many of the thermos
bottles available in lunch boxes are not of geod quality and do not maintain propl
temperature. It could be foreseen that a child carrying milk in a defective thermos
could develop food poisoning because of bacterial growth in the milk during the
hours the temperature was not controlled. This is an unnecessary risk.

The School Breakfast Program is one whrch is gaining more and more support
from school teachers and administrators. In many cases it has been documented
that children are better able to learn after having had breakfast than if no break-
fast is eaten. Again, thoee children from the most needY, homes are more at risk.
However, eliminating the eligibility of some of the needy, but relatively leas needy,
students 'may save money but irk the fin& analysis coat the children, the school
district, and the nation far more t an the firice of breakfast.
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Progrnms that have been designed to improve the health of youth in the country l'"4

and .to help teach them .dilieatie preventi(?n through primer nutrition should not be
cut; if anything, extra resources should be allocated:The objEkliVe et holding-down
costs is laudible, however, when the wssible consequences are considered it yen be

seen that a tremendous price will be paid hy the youth in the schools in the
country.

MONTANA COWBELLES,
1 Poison, Mont., ,Januoty 5, !,480.

DON. PAT WILLIAMS,
U. S. House of Representoti
WaShington, 11C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM The dietary advice from USDA, HEW, and other
federal agencies continuee to pport the diet-heart hypothesis first put forth by the

--DDietary Goals Report of 1 '7. The litany remains the same: Americans would
probably be healthier if they ate less red meat. .

Nutrition advice from these federal agencies is one-sided as it does not adini to

the fact there is a growing body of evidence and a growing number of nutrition.
researchers who say dieç modification does not alter the incidence of heart disease
in the general population.

Nutrition advice from these federal agencies iti misleading when it advises the
genertil population to eat less red meat and does not tell consumers what red meat
contributes to a balanced.diet and general food health.

Nutrition advice from these federal agencies is erroneous when it tells consumere
they eat " t oo much" protein in the form of red m6at. Per capita consumption of
edible meat after it is boned, trimmed, cooked) was 2.8 ounces per day in
barely half o he two 3-oz. servings which is the Recommended Daily Requirement
by USDA standards:

Why does the federal government persist in recommending against meat:when
there is no clear evidence that the general health ot the American public will be
improved? There are many answers.

One is politics. HEW and USDA are engaged in a fierce battle to see who will be

the leader in nutrition programs. Both are competing for millions of dollars in
appropriations, so they are supporting a theory that is currently popular.

Another answer is that persons in government want to give the appearance ot
(Wing "something" about health, even though that something may not be productive
and may even be counter-productive.

I
.,

Some acttvists holding influential positions in Congresg and within the adminis-
tration, have combined eocial goals with science and are using the diet-health
theory as an argument, in favor of less livestock feeding, more grains consumption,
and a changed agricultural structure.

Another.answer has to do with vying face. It is difficult foc anyone to taXe a
position and then later on have to admit being wrong. It is particularly difficult for
scientists to change a position. It's not good for credibility. -

The Montana CowBelles adyocate good nutrition, and we min good diet conies
from eating a variety of foods in moderation. We think it is that Americans
are interested in good nutrition. We think the federal government has an important
role to play in nutrition educatieli and research. t 4.....

We do not think, however, the federal government is justified in basing nutrition
programs on preliminary findings, supposition, inconclusive evidence or political 11 /,

considerations. .

Enclosed is a copy of a resolution the Mon a Cow,Belles presented to the
Montana Governor's Ad Hoc Committee On Agr' ture. It was passed unanimously
by that group. Through this resolution the Mon a CowBelles are asking for your
advice and help in dealing with a proble t is of great concern to the beef 1

producers (as well as other f(56-d producers) of M tana.
Sincerely,

, I

,.., PENNY JA ECM, Presidenti

RMOLUTION To MONiANA GOVERNOR'S AD Hoc COMMITTEE IINelk RICULTURE FROM

MONTANA COWBELLES,

Whereas, the beef industry is an important segment of Montana's agriculte. and
economy;

Whereas, the health and welfare of are of prime cone n to the
Montana beef industry;

51s,
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Whereas, the meat_group,.of the basic food groups provides More nutrients per
calorie than any otherlobd group;

Whereas, meat provides all of the amino acids in the correct balance, and red
meat provides the moat absorbable source of iron, other trace minerals, and impor-
tant B vitamins;

Whereas, there is an increasing body of knowledge that challenges the therory
that cholesterol and saturated fat in the diet cause heart disease;

hereas, the USDA, the Dep/Artmen4 of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
federal agencies continue to move toward the issuance of dietary guidelines

c indirectly, if not directly, discourage the consumption of animal products,
lulling beef;

hereas, the USDA has spent more than $100 million of taxpayers' money in
1 1979 to get nutrition information (which includes information based on hy-.

esis, not fact) to the public, then, therefore, be it,
olved, That the Montana Cow Belles, Inc. ask Montana's Governor Thomas L.
by way of the Governor's Ad Hoc Committee on Agriculture to demand that

t e federal government disseminate nutritiOn information based on' scientifk fact
and that the USDA abandon its plan to develop a national agriculture policy based
.on a "national food policy," and be it farther

Rvoked, That Governor Judge bring this matter before the governors of other
states aa represented on the Westein Governor's Conference asking t 'r aid as this
affects beef.producers in our acjoining western states, and be it furth

Resolved, That the organizations represented on the Governor's A oc Commit-.

tee call the activities of the USDA and other federal agencies to the attention of the
Montlana Congressional delegation securing their cooperatioa in this matier. The
Congresaional delegation is asked to ensure thattlederal monies spent on nutrition
research be allocated so that all sides of the issue are investigated.

Unanimously passed December 20, 1979.
.

STATE OF MONTANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVg'i5II,

Helena, Mont., Janua 1980.
Hon. PAT WILLIAMS,
Rouse of Representatives,

. ,..1`.

,Washington, D.C. .

DEAR PAT WILLIAMS: Recently; the Governor's Ad Hoc Committee on Agriculture
in Montana adopted a tesolutton calling on the Department of Health, Education
rind Welfare and other federal agencies to revise dietary policies that discourage the
consumption of animal products, including beef.

I strongly support the purpose of this resolution and recommend that the UgDA
abahdon its plan to develop a national agricultural policy based on national dietary
goals that woulld discourage public consumption of meat.products.

Much of the criticism of meat is based on hypothesis and we cannot allow
unproven dietary theories to destroy an industry that is criticallyjmportant to the"
economy of the western states.

There is increasing evidenCe that challenges the theory that cholesterol and
saturated fat in the diet cause heart disease. There is no audition, however, of the
nutritional value of meat" as a sour& of essential amino acids, iron, other trace
minerals and p vitamins. In fact, meat provides more nutrient per calorie that any
other food group. And I would strongly oppose any agriculture policy hased on
dietary gordli for the American people that ignore these facts in favor of unsubstan-
tiated theories.

I ask you to resist this attaCk against, the livestock industry and to work with me
to assure that the millions of federal dollars spend annually to collect and distribute
nutritional informgtion is not used to promote prejudices and unproven opinions
regarding the role of meat in the American diet.

, incerely,
THOMAS L. JUDGE, Goatnor.

'



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE CHHAD
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Innovative School Lunch Program

THITRSDAY, DECEMAER 6,1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND' LABOR,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:30.m., pursuant to notice, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkin*chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Kildee, Williams,
Good ling and Erdahl.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel, and Beatrice Clay, staff
assistimt.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
I want 'to welcome all of you today to the subcommittee's 11th

day of oversight for the child nutrition programs.
Today we will be focusing on three innoVative school lunch pro-,

grams. I am looking forward to hearing our .panels' statement;
because, too often these days, we only hear what is wrong with our
bregrams. I think we ferget that as we learn from our failures, we
also learm,from our successes. I am not *re that-we always give
equal time to both.
s Therefore, let me. commend, thet441. We have heard of the

success of your programs and we look forward to your testimony.
l'oday we will hear from Mr. Thonwi Farley, past director for )

school food services, Milwaukee PubIre Schools; Mr. Len Fredrick, I
pait director for school food services, Las-Vegas; and Ms. Elizabeth
Cagan, director of school fi)od services, Long Island City, N.Y.,
accompanied by Mr. Melvin Taylor, principal, BenjiAnin Franklin
High School.

All of you come around and we will hear you as a panel before
we commence our questioning, in view of the shortage of time this
morning. The House-ees in at 10 o'clock, but we will hear all of
you.. 1

Mr. Farley, we will hear fi.om you first. Identify yourself for the
record and proceed. We will take, you the way your names appear
on the list.
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STATEMENT OF tHOMAM FARLEY, PAST DIRECTOR FOR
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES, MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mr. FARLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Twenty-twLi_years in school lunch, and I have been asked to

appear before a congresiional committee to tell about innovative
programs. I appreedate this opportunity. I will read from the record
I have given you. I won't digress from it, but there are a lot of
things I would like to say. Perhaps you are not interested in it, and
perhaps you might ask some other questions that I will be very
glad to answer.

In 4-0 innovative school lunch ideas,. school food service has been
variously described as, No. 1, "Considered by many knowledgeable

Miple
to be the best in the country." This wa8 said by Mike

l lace on "60 Minutes," CBS, 1978. Another statement about it
was made, "Best school lunch in the U.S.A." in. the PTA Magazine,
1974.

In 1970, Milwaukee was chosen as the recipient of the Gold Plate
Award as the "Best Food Service Operation" in America. This
includes universities, elementary and secondary schools, hospitals,
hotels, private restaurants, and so forth. We do not say we are the
best. I am juit quoting what other people are saying.

The school food service program in Milwaukee can be identified
by these characteristics. There are 11: First, we liave all federally
required meal patterns. That used to be called the type A lunch
program, all hot food, no box lunches, served 'in all schools. This
was accomplished 10 years ago. This was the first major city to
have t,pe A school lunches in all schools.

No. 2, menus .tailored to the sthadents' tastes. This is done by an
electedand that is an importgint thingan elected 68-member
Student Council School Lunch Committee, meeting 8 to 10 times a
year in regularly scheduled workshops. These are not gripe ses- -
sions. This is nbw in its 16th year. Food and nutrition service has
been, trying to get this, going over the last year in the cOnntry.

Equally Important, I would say, with menultailored to the stu-
dents' tastes is something hardly ever spoken about, rapid food
service. We hear a lot abodt fast food, fast food. Milwaukee has the -
fastest food in the Weest, high quality, attractive. Nutritious food is
not sufficient. Students mon't wait in line. For 15 years in our
school system new and remodeled schools have been incorporating
a system of serving hot home-cooked meals fresh out of the oven's
at a speed of 40 meals.a minute.

Students argierved as fast as they can walk through.
No. 3: In otifschool food service system we have no junk food or

vend,ing machines. Now, food and nutrition service has been cray-
fishing and threatening to put this through nationallY and promis-
ing to do something about this for a number of years, and finally
backed out of it./ I Woul like to read to you the school board rule, which was put
tlirOu Milwaukee. It is the strongest in the country: "No food
or bev rage of any kind except type A. school lunch and milk is to
be sold to students between 8 a.n-ind 3:30 p.m."

Now, this rultis 3 years old; n other mEkjor city has tried it; no
pop, no candy, no sweet cakes. I will tell you this: There are no
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complaints from the students either.; but it would be insane to go in
just putting bans on things unless you have a lunch program which
has been tailored to what the students want.

No. 4, one menu for all; no exceptions; no special meals for
teachers or.administratori. Each day is a completely differek- meal
with dessert. Variety is built into program participation.

I would like to enlarge on that for juSt'a moment. I say to some
people,. "We have one menu in our whole school system." They say,
;'We have that, too." I say, 'What about.youe high schools?' "Oh,
Ino; we don't do that in the high schools. That is all a la carte." I
say, "Rubbish." In my home some years back we had a daughter in
college and another daughter in high school, a son in elementary
school. We all ate the same. food. I ate it with them. The thing
about natiouslity tastes and ethnic foods, that is so much hokum;
nothing cot& be more false than that.

I come from an Irish family, raised on boiled potatoes. I eat
sauerkraut; I love it; it does not make lip a German. I eat fried
fish; it does not make me a southerner. Teat cornbread; that does
notAaake me a black. This stuff about ethnic food disgqits me. It is
propagated by people who know nothinilAbout food or, more impor,
tantly, know nothing about studentsgind children.

No. 5, 'food for the elderly. All schools are open in our city to
senior citizens, and I say all schools. The elderly are welcomed into
..the schools because this place has balanced mealp within a 3-block
walking distance of 98 percent of the citizens. Now, this runs
counter to the center idea, which requires 'transportation. Many "of
your elderly have lost their driver's license, can't afford it, can't
buy cars, can't afford gas and anything else. We have the same
meals for children as we do for adults.

This is in its ninth year. I read soi much stuff coming out of the
food and nutrition service about hoC,v we should do these things.
Sixteen yeapA with studefik-planned menus, 9 years with the elderly
lunch program in everrhingle school. I would like to tell jou
something about this: A lot of people say, "Oh, you have to plan
special menus." You don't. We don't have hamburgers and hot dogs
in our school lunch. We have foods which people eat normally,,and
naturally, and it is acceptable to adults, and adults love the flood.
You don't have to do something more for adults than you do for
children. This is the one thing, one menu for all. We don't hale
higher priced menus fis, those who can pay a la scarte. We don't
have menus for rich WIPP We have one philosophy in Mictvikkee: If
the menu is not good enough for a rich kid, it is not g nough
for a poor kid either. That is the same menu our elderly citizens
have. It has made a tremendous difference in our schools, the way
the elderly people can handle kids, especially the so-called bad
acting teenager. The teenager and the grandpapents get- along
beautifully; they get along better than with teachers.'

Food nutrition has been taking advice from the wrong source.
No. 6; we have onsite food preparation. This is the Method to

produce the highest quality food at the loweSt cost, both to the
students and to the Community. Onsite food preparation equipment
is not only less expensive.to install but lessicostly to maintain and
is most responsive to the comMunity needs and changing condi-
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tions, and the conditions are changing year by year, responsive to
the community needs on site. Ake,

We had trucked-in food, shipped-out food, receiving kitchens for
years. In the 22. years I was with food in Milwvkee, ending Octo-
ber 1 when I retired, it was a constant struggle to get rid of
shipped-out foods and receiving kitchens and replace them with
onsite food preparation centers.

No. 7, nutrition education, has been in .effect with student-
planned menus for 16 years. We have had another more recent
program in elementary schools for the last '2'`years. This year, the
project is also in kindergarten for students and parents.

No. 8, we, differ from many school systems in this, administrative
internship in school food-service management. This is the only
postcollege training program approved by the American Dietetic
Association. We have graduates in 18 States, administering school
lunch at district and State levels. It is entirely supported by Mil-
waukee, with no aid from the Federal Goverivent. We asked for it
and were refused.

A recent national study showed that the cost of duplicating our
progra n? of training food-service administrators would cost
$350,000. This is now in its 10th year in our city of Milwaukee. We
are not training for our city; we are training for the Nation, with
the old idea of seed. You train leaders; you just don't concentrate
on training cooks, because if you train good leaders they will carry
the word iind they will train administrators and cooks and manag-
ers all the way down the line.

Basically, this is what has been nsing in America.
No. 9, professional staff: In Milwjrikee we have all professionally

trained and de reed people in f and nutrition. Backgrounds are
very diversifi ; they come frorn'su'h places as Eastman Kodak, a
variety of hospitttls, hotel chains, places for the elderly, universi-
ties, the Armed Forces. Minimum requirements for getting a job in
Milwaukee are professional rating of registered dietician. You can
go on beyond that.

No. 10, financial stability. It is easy to paint pictures of all the
great things that can be done, but everyone should recognize that
this takes money. This program of high. quality .food service pre-
pared on site has consistently paid its way4ith one of the lowest
priced meals in the United States, in spite o -Iceing in the high
wage industrial section of the country. Our food service meals in
Milwaukee; one meal for the entire city, of 40 ents for elementary
and 45 cents in the secondary, I have been ask , what doelit cost
us? We don't have any deficit left over.for the school board to pay.

No. 11, control, is vested directly in the handLof the food service
director and the professional department staffwho have retained
the authority Its well as the responsibility to make things go. I
wouid say that in general throughout the country, food service
directors are lomstrung either by administrative rules of school
boards which give them responsibility without control, or rules

'from the Federal Government which take away their freedom of
action.

I have some recommendations that I would like to Wilme:
I wctuld say the primary need in America is a restructuring of.,

the leadership anct control functimis at the national, regional, and
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State It_wels. "There are no national goals.'after 33 years." This .
statement was made by the Federal GovernMent GAO. No goals
after one-third of a century.

My second recommendation is that there must be prolegsional
training and tight requirements for all decisionmakers in the f
and nutrition service. It is inconceivable that after one-third of a
century the head of Food and Nutrition., Service in Washington is
neither a professional in the food field or qualified in the technical
area of nutritionthis is a vqDy technical fieldalso unqualified as
an administrator of any seffool food service prpgram. Sad to say,
this has been an established pattern for all the time+have been in ,

school lunch, lack of training at the top, lack .of professional abili-
ty, lack of administrative know-how and failure to ever have run a
school lunch-program on the loca) district level.

No. 3, food waste. I have a recommendation here. The largest
single cause of food waste is the unrestrained use of substandard
food purchases by the U.S. Deyartment of Agriculture. From an
4ducational program in many years past, to teach food acceptance,
the national school lunch program has become a dumping ground
for not only substandard food but also food so bad it could not be
sold on the open commercial market at Any price.

Why do we continue with this insanity of purchasing between
$100 million and $200 million a year of food that is inappropriate
to our needs and totally unacceptable to students? Much of the
food from the U.S. Department of Agriculture isand I quote, as a
food technologist: "USDA grade substandard." They say they don't
have that grade anymore. It used to be called crepe label. The stuff
we get has all the information of crepe labeling but they have
taken off some of the warnings; but it falls below any standard.
They have cute names such as Procurement No. 1, procurement
No. 2. The kids won't eat it. We don't serve it in our school system.

Some food from the USDA is exceptionally good, which proves
they can do the job; but some is incredibly bad. My question is:
Why can't it all be good? Why can't they not use their own grade
standards? This is inexcusahle. This is basic.

We are constantly being hit on the head by inspectors from
Washington, looking for food waste, people who know nothing
about food. The greatest source of waste is the bad food we get
from the Federal Government, warehouses full of it that you can't
use.

No. 4 recpmmendation: Stop the continuing biannual harassment
by mcmagement and technical assistance and AIMS teams. AIMS is
the new name for it, composed of emotional misfits untrained in
the technical aspects of food and unfamiliar or unsuccessful in.,past
management positions.

The adversarial position of .the Federal Food and Nutrition 'Serv-
ice toward local districth is a shameful disgrace brought about by a
lack of professional, knowledgeable control in Washington, D.C.

There is no continuity ofi thought in the Federal Food and Nutri-
/ tion Service Office. Control changes .from month to month and

even day by day. We are firmly anchored tq a floating object going
downstream and, boy, I mean that.
*The stated will..of Congress in regard to national school lunch is.

.constantly being thwarted by "interpretation" by Food and Nutri-
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tion Service. Senseless rules are entbrced one year and forgotten the
nekt. RUIes whieh never should have been issued in the first place
are amended, rescinded, revoked, or quiet :forgotten after causing
untold harm at the local level. Lack o raining, thought. or judg-/
ment is the. hallmark-.of the "'ederal ood and Nutrition Service.

What we need" in this 'Pouptry is 4oeionally qualified nation-
al food and nUtrition servicë leader with ),tLecessful school lunch
administratien at a district level; however, thAt-person n ust also

,have guts and be goal oriented.
School lunch succeeds at the local level in spite of the atienal

Office and that situation must change.
Thank you. I will answer any questions you might. have.
Chairman PERKINS. We have several questions. We want to

thank you for your excellent tfttimony.
In order to expedite the time, we want to hear from the entire

panel first.

STATEMENT OF LEN F'REDRICK, PAST DIRECTOR FOR SCHOOL
FOOD SERVICES, LAS VEGAS, NEV.

Chairman PERKIN§. Our next witness is Mr. Len Fredrick, from
Las Vegas.

Mr. FREDRICK. I am grateful to Hon. Carl D. Perkins for inviting
me here today to testify to this committee on the subject of innova-
tive school lunches. As I see.it, the great controversy in nutrition
today is the conventional school lunch versus the fast food school
I unch.

What is fast food .anyway? It is good, wholesome, nutritious food
that is usually eaten Out of hand. It is served superfast and usually
at a very reasonable price. It is assimple as that.

I have titled my presentation, 14Fast Food Gets an 'A" in School
Lunch," and in it I- will answer the following questionic One, can
food waste be eliminated in school lunch programsrTwo, can
school lunch participation be doubled or even rebled? Three, can
school lunch programs be self:supporting aitçl even profitable?
Folir, can fast food school lunches be as nutri us as conventional
school lunches?

I hope to prowt to you that the answer to all these questions can
be "Yes" with the innovative "Frederick Fast FdI Combos."

Fast food chains spend over one-fourth of a Ilion dollarik on
advertising every year. The advertising is aimed 1t chilren, teen-
agers, and young_ adults, and in the process, like it or not, they
have revolutiairlied a nation's eating habits: They created a
demand not simply for a type of s so but also for a style of eating,
and that spells fast food" in any, y's language.

With "Big Macs," tacos, pizza, french fries, and shakes sizzling in
every teenager's head, how are you ever going to interest them in
meatroal, mashed potatoes; and green beans? When students of
today move into junior high and high school, they are no longer
turned, on by the conventional plate-of-the-day school lunch Rro-:
gram. They want to choose the food they eat, just as they choose

4 their friends, their clothes, and their attivities. "Hey, man, that
type A lunch is hot for me. I'm a today person," says the average
young adult. You' are not going to get space-age teenagers to eat a
horse-and-buggy lunch.

..
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The other day I saw a. cartoon in our local paper that portrays
the kiw esteem the younger generation has for the conventional
school lunch. The cartoon shows a boy and a girl on their way to

school. The boy said, "I hear the government has been conducting
experiments in the school cafeteria. They've been feeding labora-
tory rats our school lunches." The girl asks, "What have they
.found out'?" And the boy replies, "Ninety-seven percent of the rats
have started bringing their Own lunches. '

Dr. Haward Appledorf, associate professor at the University of
Florida Institute of Food and Agriculture Sciences, is also an offi-

cial science lecturer for the Institute of Food Technologist, lie is a
believer in the nuttitional value of fast food and has been bringing
this message home from coast to coast. la a letter to me from Dr.
Appledorf he wrote: "I recently addressed the California School.
Food Service Association in San Diego,' and echoed your senti-
ments. I suggested they follow your lead a`nd replace wasted type A

meals with more relevant meals, from tacos to burgers. I make my
statements on the basis of 8 years of compositional food studies of
the nutritional value of fast foods done atodthe University of Flor-

ida."
There Wan article in- the October 1978, issue of People magazine

about Dr. Gilbert A. Leveille, chairman of the department of food
science and human -nutrition at Michigan State University and
head of the 63,000-member national nutrition consodium of profes-
sionals-in his field. Dr. Leveille says, "There is no such thing as
junk food. There are no good or bad foods. It is the combination,
that counts in nutrition. A hamburger and milkshake provide a
good array of nutrients, everything except vitamin C."

Remember that with our Rig Nevadan Combo, students not only

get a delicious hamburger and a low cholesteroVinilkshake, but
they also get an order of vitamin-C-enriched french .fries',.. hat a
superb combination for good nutrition, according to Dr.. veille.

That is just what we have with the combo, a balanced conbination
of nutritious food that students will eat.

A few months ago I received, the following letter from Dr.. Le-
"Thank you for your letter of March 15 and_the enclksed

materials. As you may well have guessed from my earlier com-
ments regarding junk food, I am not in agreement with the current
proposals regarding school feeding programs. I feel it is important,
as you obviously do, to pa-cognize what appeals to the palate of
people, including schoolchildren, andlo attempt to build adequate
nutrition into foods that will be consumed. YoUr efforts in this
direction are caertainly commendable and VI benefit all of us
concerned about the feeding of children. Keep up OA good work.
Sincerely yours, Gilboa A. Leveille."

You may be surprised at who else is on the side of fast food.

Fasten your seatbelts when 1 read. this. Remember when HEW
blasted the school lunch program for its low participation, iioor
food, excessive waste, et cetera? This is from an article in- the
American Education magazine whichis put out by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Wafare, Office of Uducation, the
June 1978, issue. The title is "Good Shake in Vegas."

Two tacos, french fries,46nd a shake," orders a student in a high school cafeteria
line, and the order is speedily filled. Is that any way for a school to notirish
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- groweng Youngster:2- Theff-1 thought the hatehet would corm,- down on me It didn't

I say, "You bet your burger it is, when it's served in the I,as Vegas, Nev , school
cafeterias.- The tacos, cheeseburgers, pizzas, and milkshakes have been slyly forti-
fied with wheat germ, nonfat milk and egg solids, iron, and vitamin C to conlbrm to
Government specifications for the type A school hinch And while nutrients have
hem added, some of the saturated fats have been subtracted With such a tree-
ment, a cornts) 'lunch, say, a cheeseburger, french fries or salad, and a slaike, more
than tneets USDA requirements Frederick worked it mirticl by followIng one
cardinal trade motto: Give 'ern what they want lie also gave tIAni what Was good
for I Iwni .

i
There you have it: An unpaid, unsolicited testimonial fromrHEW, praising our fast-food combos.
Nationally known nutritionist Dr. Jean Mayer, Family Ilealth

magazine's nufrition expert, says, "Fast, foods have gained an unde-
served reputation as junk foods. The standard ingredients of most
fqst-food meals are excellent."

Anothei. famous nutritionist, Dr. Fredrick Stare of Harvard Uni-
versity's prestigious School of Nptrition, wrote me that "Much of
the criticism of fast food comes frZ>th pseudonutritionists whd speak

1 mostly nutritional nonsense. Fast food is not junk food; to the
contrary, it can be very nutritious."

I must confess at this point that 1 atin only a retired business
administrator. When just 48 years old I sold out my interest in the
Hughes Super Market Corp. of southern California and went fish-
'Mg full time. You can get too much of even a good thing, so qt the
young age of 57 I decided to start a new career as food service
director of the school district r Las Vegas. flaying no experie&te
in school food service at first a ared to be a handicap, but later
it turned out to be a blessing in ....sguise, for I was 'able to view the
situation from. a new perspective and implement innovative ideas
to accomplish the main purpose of the school lunch program: to get
more students to eat a nutritious and healthful lunch. I wbuld l4ce
to share with you my ideas on how this can be accomplishid.

After surveys were conducted to see what the students were
going off campus, ta buy, and after much consideration, we made qn
agonizing decision to discontinue the conventional type A plate arid

}-, go to fast food in all of our junior and senior high school cafeterias,
realizing, of course; that we also had an obligation to serve a
nutritious lunch, a lunch that would meet all-the requirements of a,
type A lunck, thus providing students with one-third ortheir nutri-
tional needsVor the day according to the USDA Food. and Nutrition
Service guidelines.

We created our own version of McDonald's Big Mac hamburger,
Pizza Hut's pizza, Taco Bell's taco, Arby's hot roast beef sandwich
and so on. The students wanted milkshakes, so We developed ttie
now-famous Len Fredrick "Super Shake" that was recognized in
Nevada as a type4A.beverage because it can replace the-eonven-
tional one-half pint of milk in a school luncha first for the
'Nation. ...

The students also wanted french fries, So Basic Americtin devel-
opedv french fries that can be deep fried and still, after cooking,
each serving Will contain 20 milligrams of vitamin C which meets
thetype A requirements for thievitaminanother first for the
Nation. That is two firsts in the 30:-*ar history of the school lunch
program. .
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--The- innevative-way- w&-make our shakes, fries, and_ other fast
foods is 'the reason we received the,award from the Nevada Heart
Association for outdianding achievement in dietary planning of
school hinches, and-Teducing the cholesterol count in food lunches,
and this, gentlemen, was done with fast food.

Here are some facts that seem unreal: The Super Shake has up
to one-third more protein, vitamins, and minerals than a glass of
whole milk and yet the Super Shake actually has less cholesterol
than is found in a gloss of %%hole milk.

.

Our Super Shake has no ice cream; it is made from fresh, grade
A milk with added grade A nonfat milk solids, sugars, flavorings,
qtabilizer, vitamin A palmitate, and vitamin D3. We use a stabiliz-

4r to give the smooth, rich, velvety texture of ice cream to our
*----ehake. The stabilizer in our milkshake is derived from kelp.

I had some of the nutritionists jump me for putting an additive
into our milkshake. This is what our additive is: It is kelp. What is
kelp? Kelp is a seaweed, a health food. In mineral content, seaweed
outstrips virtually anything growing. It has traces of 50 or more
min rals. 1

.

w let s look at our fries: Ordinary french fries are cut from
raw.potatoes and then fried for up to 4 minutei in a highly saturat-
ed, hydrogenated cooking oil because ravVpotatoes giv6 off tnuch
moisture that will break down nonhydrogenated oil. Our french
fries are completely different and just as-good, if not better tasting,
because they, don't leave a greas ftertaste.

Basic Amehcan Food Co., wh makes our "Farm Fries," takes
ordinary potato flakes or gran s to which water is added for
mashed potatoes apd from this dehydrated product they add water
and vitamin Cascorbic,acidand a binder. The binder is nonfat
milk solid.

This mixture is then extruded from a machine and the finished
product has the shape and appearance of regular french fries.
Because the Farm Fries are already cooked, vie have to fry them
for onlyL60 seconds in pure liquid soy oil, high in polyunsaturated
fats and absolutely no cholesterol.'

An o,rder of our vitamin C-enriched french fries, cooked accord-

ing to our instructions, actually has more vitaçnin C and less
chqlesterol than a serving of mashed potatoes with a pat of butter,

which , is almost a standard. part of every conveètwrnal type A

school lunch.
Fast food must look like, Knell like and taste like the commer-

cial products presently being sold off campus. Teenagers will just(
not accept phony tasting, so-called health foods; they want the,rea,
thing.

Please look at our' fast-food school lunch Tenu which is at- -
Aathedzthe long yellow sheet. (Retained in subcommittee files.) We

. Made up this menu of lt different combos that give our teefiagers
full freedon; of choice, the freedom to choose to eat any of the fast

' food that tlky could possibly buy at any of the commercial fast-food
oqtlets anNivhere in the city.

Then we said, "Move over, McDonald's; move over, Taco Bicll.
move over, Pizza Hut; move over, Arby's; move over, Kentu
Colonel; sand' here we come." High school teenagers who normally
wouldn't be caught dead eating a conventional 'type A plate are
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eating our school last-food combos as though they were going out. of
style. Food waste is a thing of the past when students are served
fast food; 16 lunches are served every day. You don't even get a
menu like that in a commercial restaurant, gentlemen. McDonald's
saia they 'couldn't handle 16. Burger King said they couldn't. We
handle 16. We handle it with' women and childryn and two-thirds
of our help are students 13 to 17 years old. -

With the introduction of this menu and the.fast-food combos, our
school lundb program has gone from red-figures to Itscool $3 million
in the blacl even though we have noifaised our school lunch and
breakfast prices in the last 3 years.

Please refer to the.-year financial earnings and growth patterns
chart which is attachwAit A. Look in the middle of' the page, at
the column oh the left with the beading, "Type A Lunches Only."
You will see that participation in type A school lunches increased
from 1 million in 1970-71 to 7 million in 1978-79a fantastic 600-
percent increase, and with only a 20-percent increase in enroll-
ment, a feat never befbre heard of or even dreamed of in the 30-
year history of the school lunch program.

Also look above at the upper middle of' the page, where it show
that our school lunch program is now $3 million in the black; even
though we haven't raised our school lunch or breakfast prices in
the last 3 years. Breakfast is as low as 25 cents in both "elementary
and secondary schools, and elementary school type A lunches are
50 cents; secondary school lunches complete with milkshakes are
from 60 cents to 80 cents.

People tend to think that a lunch cposed of fast foods such as
burgers, '7.7 , or tacos, with french fries and shakes is excessively
high in fa nd low in protein. To the contrary, according ,to lab
tests and vernnutpt food charts, our fast-food comboseven with
the super shake and french friesactually have 30 percent more
protein calories and 15 percent Less fat calories than the conven-
tional meal. . .

Please refer now to attachnlent B, which is titled, "Combos
Calories 'and Percentages." In the "Prottin" coital-in on the left,
look toward the bottom of the page. You will see that 16.6 percent
of the calories in the average-combo are protein calories, whereas,
in the average conventional meal only 12 percent of the calories
are protein calories., , ..

In the next column to the right, headed "Fat," you will see that
43 percent of the calories in- a conventional meal are fat calories,
whereas, in the combos only 38.2 percent of the calories El fat
Calories. Onr fast-food combos, even with super shakes and f nch
fries, have 30 percent more protein calories and 15 percent les fat
calories than the average conventional school lunch.

Following is an excerpt from a nationally syndicated article .by
Associated Press, datelined Washington, D.C., February 10, 1979:

The Chairman of the Senate Nutrition Subcommittee yesterday saisl that on the
whole fast food, despite its reputation Wthe contrary, is not junk food. "cite image
of fast food IA that it has little or no nutritional value," Senator Georg McGovern
said. "I think that is an unfair rap. On the whole, fast foodS are a nutritiousaddition to a balanced diet,"

, \
The health of our students is very important to us. Last year we

began a 'program yf installing self-service salad bars in all of our

/f.
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----high schools. They -are very popular with both the boys a.hd_ the
girls. On the salad bar we offer 10 or more veetables, half of them

, h

raw, plus 4 protein items and also low-fat

em the foods they

or fruit juice and
\--eraCkers. Our salad bars are very successful a , 'remember, if we

didn't keep our students on campus by giving
like, they simply wouldn't be around at noqo try the salad bar;
they would be off campus at your fast-food laèes.

Over 1,200 people from school districts all 50 States and also
from Canada, Japan, Mexico, Switzerland 3ird England have made
inquiries either by phone, by letter or in person about our fast-food
combo pro am that has been so successful in our school cafeterias

'in Las Veg . Here are some excerpts from a letter that I received
from the U. General Accounting OfficeGAO:

i, We are plamting to assesW the various alternative and innovative school-hmch

Tprouarns, of which yours is one of the most well known, during the next school

year In this, connection, we would very much appreciate the opportunity to
take advantage of the information in your book, "Fast Food Gets an 'A' in School

Lunch," which contains valuable background on fast-food lunch programs. Sincerely

yours, II, E. Birkle, Deputy Director. . ..,

,- I have a copy of my book with me, if any of you would like to see

it. Any of'you who would like it can have it. Many U.S. Senators
and Congressmen have my book__ iand they halve been very generous

,with their commendtations of our faKt-food combo school lunch pro-

gram.
Senator McGovern received the book And he said, "Dear Len, I

_give you an A plus." I am a Republican and I still treasure that
7letter.

Our combos are priced at less than half the price students would
have to pay for similar foods at offcampus fast-food restaurants.
Students know thiS and appreciate it. Take No. 8 combo on the
menu, a student gets a jumbo deluxe hamburger plus a large 14-
oun e serving of our famous super shake, and also a generous
setvi g of oip-super french fries, and all this fbr only 75 cents. This

food rould 'cost a student at least $2 off camPus, at even the most

conptive fast-foo4istauant, such as McDonald's.
Remember, geiTt1men, with these prices we still have that em-

barrassingly large surplus of $3 'million. Maybe that is why the
GAO has been coming out to our place. '

Up to 90 percent of our all day students in all of our junior and
senior high schools patronize our school luncheterias. Our princi-

pals verify that truancy has decreased subqtantitilly because of -the
* fast-food combo lunches. Very few kids leave campus at noon any-

more. They used to leave and then forget to return for their after-

/ noon claimea. Score another point for fast-food combos; thvy help to
improve the education of the Now generation.

VVe serve only the foods our students want to eat. When wiles lag

on a particular combo, it is replaced with a gew Gale that students
have voiced a preference for through theie-student councils. We
view students not as a captive auOience that has to take what we
decide to give them bilt, rather, at customers whose wants we cater
to, just as any successful businessman would do. Remember, I 'am
not a school food service operator; I am a retired business adminis-
trator who took this over to he1i them with a programsin which
they needed help.
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Our fast-food combo program is so innovative and revolutionary
you must see it io believe it. We extend an open invitation to
everyone here co visit our schools. We want you to inspect the
empty trash cans in our secondary schools. We want you to see the
thundering herd Of teenagers as they come en masse to our chfete-
rias to buy fast-food combos.

There are approximately 28 million students in the United
States eating a school lunch every day. Aboiat 65 percenti or* 18
million, of these studentg are in grades 1 through 6, bulonly about
10 million are in grades 7 through .12. Simple atithmetic shows, us
that about 8 million secondary students have dropped out of the
school lunch program. This is why wa zeroed in on our secondary
schools first. If more schools ser4 the ptipular fast-food combos,
these 8 million teenage school lunch -dropouts could be brought

/ back to their school cafeterias for a nutritious lunch.
By the way, may I insert this? The great percentage Qf the

commodities we receive from the FNS are excellent commodities,
gentlemen. Nobody is perfect. Also, II\ have received excellent coop-
eration from the Food and Nutrition Service. The only thing I have
run into trouble with is When I broke some of their rules. Nattlial-,k,
ly, they got mad atme. I showed them by breaking the rules it was
helping the schocil lunch program. When they told me I' did not
have a good milkshake, I showed them it was more natritious.
Then they came out with a bulletin, "It is the best thing since."

When I showed them the french s had xitsmin C. and less
cholesterol, they bought 180 milli pou s last year.

I hope that I have been abl to co vince you that fast food is
nutritious food and that fast food and the now genePation are as
inseparable as government and taxes.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for somaise cellent testimony.
[Attachments to prepared statement of Len Frdrick follow:I

<
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CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT FOODSERV10E, DE RTMENT
449,1outh Arville Street, Los Vegas, NV 891

8-YEAIFINANCIAL EARNINGS AND GROWTH PATTER S CHART

At the Giose of the school year on June 30, 1972, the.Clark County School District Foodservice

Deportment was in the rod. During the next seven years, with the introduction af fast food (the

Combo with the Super Shake) in our secondary schools and the "Special Today" lunches In our

satellite elementarischoals, the financial status of our foodservice department turrseci-oraund

a full 180 degrees to the plus sldir of the ledger. Over these last eight years, we have spent

opproximotely 1.6 million dollars out of foodservke earnings on items like new kitchen equip-

ment and trucks, glvinius some af the most modern and efficiently operated school cafeterias

in the country. Our net profit balance, not Including fixture expenditures, on December 31,

1978, was opproxirnate1y1.4 million dollars.

Financial Earnings af CCS6 Foudservice Department

July), 1972 through December 31, 1978

Expenditures out of earnings on fixtures, etc.
Net balance (cash plus Inventory)

Foodservice Total Earnings

$1.6 Million
1.4 Million

$3.0 Million

The following chart reveals octuol numbers and typos of meals prepared, reimbursement and

total dollar volume fions the 1970-71 school year thtough' the 1977-78 school year plus projec-

tions for The 1978-79 school year.

Type A Lunches k La Carte Lunches All Breakfasts Federal Total Dollar

Year Only Only Served Reimbursement Volume

1970-71 1,023,000 2, 545,000

1971-72 1,972,000 2,064,000

1972-73 2, i74,000 .2,172,000

1973-74 2,906,000 2, 223, 000

1974-75 4,094,000 2,156,000

1975-76 5,085,000 1,750,000

1976-77 5,950,000 1,450,000

1977-78 6, 3b0000 1,850,000

1978-79' 7,000,000 1,995,000
4...,

'Projected

0

0

ON.
137,500

792,000

1,600, 000

1, poo,000

1, 950, 000 *

2, 100,000

ATTACHMENT A

$ 257,000

$ 550,000

$1, 784,000

$2,097,000

$ 638,000 $2, 555,000

$ 821,000 $3, 346, 000

51,533,000 $4,450,000

32, 040,000 $5, 235,000

r
$2,400,000 $6,400,000

$2,830,000 $6, 920,000

$2,950,000 $7, 800,000
........
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CLARK COUNTY SCHOCH DISTRICT FOOMERVIC I DLPARIMI NI
4499 South Atville,Sheet, Lot Verzat, Nevorlo 89103

IONAL INFORMAON MOO) I AST I 001) COMBOS"

AAtilito it o lost tuod I ype A st. Irani lunch me;fing ot est tredirr§ the nutritionol °Monts ot
kilimr Ad enrol ii °riding to the USDA t NS, C.orniros hove no derseits. the Super '3ml.° alight im

arnidered a dessert ond if so, p student ournmer g cpi opt ..t volt. whe-I rie,ontt 5 errtun,

f-OMBOS - CALORIESV)p PERCENIACAS
In file loi l owing Lgit.Xirt 1010 is 0101;;T:entugeT; oil tona15 irKlude the Sober Slutke rind h...

, .

loco Combo
. _

(Iwo Dluxe Combos)
'One toco with thokt and
hies 760c

. - _

8.v Virgin...II Combo
. Il.ri Ham & (hensn

rr SOSOIne BIM)

- _

Pi t(1

1, 3.of rr 17 l'Izzo) .

Big Nestrd'e Combo

all the trimmings)

Combo Aueroge

onventionol Meal
Notional Avoroge 108c 17% 387c 43"4,

II n student were to fixer.: se th opt on that is uvoiluble'44 every Comb
low lot milk in place of th Super Shalt, and the Tcesed green sulad-wi
plu, e of.the hench fries, the !clot COlgrie ct.xinteof each Combo would

Example- Big Nevad'n Combo v",/ith 5hok and hies

Big Nevud'n Combo with Low Fat Milk ond Solod

Protein
It..oloties Percent

167c

163c

1.,48-ct

1S-k

16.2%

101

Color i es Perc ent_

393. 1' 39. 3%

16.9% 336c

corBohydratel
Coloriu Per. On

4.15r 44.5%

36". 11 404
'

4,1

19.1% it 441,
;

-

38.431, 391c.:

-10

191,11

Calories Perr.ent

, 000. I 00'S.

AP

3183r I ()1l'i,46i.

44 , 7"i,

967c

875c

-
930c

d chodse rhe 1/2 pita of
orratoes and dressing in
reduced by 245 calories.

875 culottes

630 culot tes

"With a solodand low lot milk, lire Fredrick Foil Food Combos can be a dieter's delight. The Combos,
ever. with Super Shrikes and french fries, hove 30% more ptotein calories our] 15% less fro calor is
'hurr the uvroge ccoverilionul moot.

Information computed hctrn lobotalory test data, manufacturers' fapd wrappers, ond U.t S. Department
P of Agriculture Handbook 1456, Nutritive Valve of American Foods.

ATTACHMENT B

*1

"

..

100%

100%

100')h

10031 1



STXTEMENT OF ELIZABETH CAC:AN, DIRErTOR OF' SCHOOL
* FOOD SERVICES, LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y., "ACCOMPANIED BY

MELVIN TAYLOR, PRINCIPAL, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HIGH
SCHOOL; AND ERIC DRIVER, STUDENT PRESIDENT, BENJA- R

AHN VRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. w
. * ,

STATEMENT OF' ELIZABETH CAGAN, DIRECTOR OF Si_11001TI.), ik

SERVICES, LONG ISLAM) CITY, N.Y.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next\witness is Elizabeth Cagan, director
-,

of school food Services, tong Island City., N.Y. We are deligted to i

hear from you. ,
* Ms. CAGAN. Mr. Chairilihn and honorlible members of- the sub-

committee, name is Elizabeth Cagan.1 am the chief administra-
tor of the, ice of School Food Services for the New York City
BoarA of cation. My function and responsibility encom asses
the overaTha ministration and supervision of moret an 1,20 feed-

ing sites, dhout 10,000 employees, a budget that totals more than
$100 million And food service program that pi.ovides approximate-
ly 98,000 break and f150?000 lunches on any given day to eligi-
ble children. :

In additlop, ave 12 unions Oithin the opera-tion of the 1 ,000
employees. . .

._ I want'to take this, opportunity to tfiank you, Mr. Chairman and
honorable members of the . subcommittee for affording me, Mr.
Melvin. Taylor, principal, Benjamin Franklin High School, Mr.
Gene Brown, assistant principal absigned as coordinator, of the
energy factor prkilm at Benjamin Franklin High School, and Eric
Driver, studertt,president, Benjamint Franklin High School energy -,
factor program to speak orVivhat wk believe to be a most innova-
tive school lunch 'program. \ ,

.. The energy facivr is a unique concept for la 9cho ol lun h program
employing a metRod of service 'which appeals to high school stu-
dents. -While the,main reason itn- instituting the ene gy factor was
to upgrade and improve Vae school food program, the benefits go _ -

far beyond thelunchroom. The energy factor has become a catalyst
for turning tl* school around. ,

Because the emphasis was placed on student involverneht in
everything from ment planning to the oolor of lunchroom furni-

., ture, a spirit evolved, a commitment and a dedication. The energy .,.

factory became a learning 'laboratory and students and staff
worked as a team. This kind of participation by students in deter-
mining the nature of the food service program made it the,success
it is. ,-"

.

The program has become an integral part of
,
the school's tOtal-

educational program. The essential ingredient is that the progrdit
- "Ss operated by and for the students, that is, a student ad4sory

council that recominends decorative, structural cluoges, dail7 ,

. menus, and food selection. There -are few adults in /the program s _.

operation; the students organize, administer, tind are responsible
for the implementation of the eng factory ro ram.

To give you- a brief higtorical ackqroun , t e energy factory -

1 program was an outgrowtho of a joint effort sponsored y disaict
council 3'7, local 372 and the New York 4E1ty I3oard of Education.

In October, 1977, the New York City Board of Education agreed
to support the energy factory as- a pilot,projkt in. tbree New 'York
City schools. The first energy fadtory opened in April 1978, at the
John Dewey High School in the Coney Island..section of Br

- 1
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N.Y. The John Dewey High School has a highly motivated stuheat
body. The students actively participated in and were directly in-
volved with the,dining area design and the renovations that were
necessary. Meetings with staffIvere coordinated.with the student's
independent study program at the school. s ,.To give balance to our energy factor program, the second school
seAted was Benjamin Franklin High School in the East, Harlem
section of Manhattan. This poverty area has a high incidence of
crime, drugs, and all other ramifications of' Milan ills.

.I am providing you with this background information to indicate
to you that the two schools represent a sharp contrast of the
student population to be served; the first school student body
highly motivated, the second a very low-motivated group of teen-
agers. Naturally, each had to be, uniquely suited to its situation.-
, The third school in which we are going to open an ehergy factory
is situated in the south Bronx. I don't have to tell you gentlemen
about the blight in that area, because what we have discovered
happening at. Benjamin Franklin High School has ,made us realize
that this might be *the 4nswer to solving a lot of the ills for the
youngsters who are growing up in the flarlems and the Browns-
villes and the south Bronxes.

The energy factory is just one of' several food projects that we ,fcurrently h p in operation. In conjunction with the energy fat:
tory, the .amin Franklin High, from the utrition educatiala and

School was awarded a grant
training program, through ,

USDA, to integrate nutrition education with t'he emr,p factory.'
This is being done in the following mariner:

The establishment of a uutrition education class whicie meets. .

daily:The class is assisting in developing a survey to determine the
choices. and frequency of food -eaten by students in the bnergy
factory. We have three types of' service at our energy factory.
When we made a surve?\of the student body at Dewey aad Benja-
min Franklin, we' found there were some students who do-want the' .

\ traditional hot type.A. There were some that liked the idea of the
last-food service.

Of coUrse, we introduced the salad.r3sar and we take great' pride
that they immediately went bananas over the idea of' selecting .

their own nutritious-type meal through all of-the componen,ts in ,

tire salad bar. Therefore, what we are doing now is makitig an
evaluation with the cooperation of thp school foOd 1a,w project by
following the:actual.students daily in'Nvhatthey select, Oat there
is no such thing as a child going day after day aftpr'daY to stand
on the fast-food line where thetservice is; they get the same food in
the other sections if they want it; and to"show that they are 'now
goiNg from the salad'bar to the traditional and occasionally wilJa.

.pick up a pizzaitem at the fast-food lik
It iS interesting to noteWhen the students first-come in that this

is something new to them; there is a great rush toward the last-
food line. When they are: in the school I atiazth or 6 weeks, they
are floating back and forth, deciding what it is titat -they would like
to have that. day, and there is a tremendous variety. We take
pride in the deNielopinent of the energy factory concept, tha we

.began to .develop some_new food productsr4because we could not
separate the idea of-good'ilntrition and good foodproducts.

.. s.
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So we take vt;ry great pride in having developed a whole wheat
haniburger sesame bun, which is a popular 'item. We also have
deVeloped the whole wheat Tina shell, which is absolutely deli- \
dons. Every food item that is on the menus at these schools, and,
of course, at others, we do the same thing, Ili% students will modify
the broduct to their ow.n taste, whether they want more cheese or

tomato on the top, tomato underneath, or whether they want gravy
.on their turkey. That is the only concession I Will make toward
working with what children wanil, because it does not make any
difference to me. For example, we could have 1,200 different menus
in New York City on any particular day because we also have
implemepted the part of the law about the inclusion of very active
student committees in these schools.

These menu items don't vary but _they might have them on
different days. It. can be agood program on a different day in
different partw)I the country within the parameters of the laws

and ta regulations.
Now, this class that we are talking about, whkth is now going op

in conj ction with the energy kictory, is assisting in developiQ
an agriculture §urvey to determine the choices and fquecy of
fbod eaten by students in the. energy factory. Tlw c ass is being
taught basic nutrition education. They will resear he difThrence

between the food rved in compercial fst-foodfVestaurants and
that served in the en rgy factor/ in t(rms of nut ifr ion, quality nnd

cost.
This infbrmatim), along with other nutrition information, will be

disseminated to aft the students at Franklin means*of stuttbnt-

made materials and personiil communication at a nutrition infbr-
mation kiosk located in the cafeterifi'vrun by the students. The
students will also prqduce poster ereate slogans to he printed on
hamburger wrappers and milkshtika'rups, and generally act as
nutrition spokespeople.

Itci,s important to note that none of the food served is different
from that which is served in all of' our other schools; however, the
merchandising)is different. The outstanding donated commodities
()rogram whioh we have in New York State helps make aAilable'
to New York City only thoso foods which we utilize in our pro-
grtims. This, Of course, helps to keep the cost down a;siaroviys a
rich 'variety of menu items.

Words alone, cannot adequately describe the success of' our pro-
gram, its impact on the st@dc,nt body, the staff and the school's
Mucational program. We jir recieving a maximum return with

'only a minimunWnvestment
*

We laaye had visitors to our energy faCtory program from
Sweden,.aw Netherlands, and Japan,mis well as from many States.

As ikiceiltly as mont,hs ago We were indeed forttwate to have
members of the subcommittees',cqngressional staffs viqit. We were
particularly pleased to halte received their most. laudatory xoin-

Only by making an .onsite visit to our energy. factory can one

o ional climate and, more particularly, on thereally observe and apkreciate the positive impact the prograte has

n the schools' educa
lives of the students and their families.
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I would like to extend an invitation to all of you to visit our
energy i'actory program. ..

We have just laid the foundatii3n of our t-nergy factory and:look
forward to having another oppottunity --if you don't want to hear sit today, some Juture dateto share with you our many other
innovative practices in our school food prygram. .

Before I aak Mr. Taylor to tell you flow this has affected his
program, I would like to state that we are aware that the subcom,
mittee will be examining all the child feeding programs during thenext session of Coyress. I Want to express our deep appreciation
for your recognition of the importance of nutrition education and
sincerely hope that thee new legislatjon introduced next year will
further improve our feeding services, as well as integrating nutri-
tion education into.our total education program. ....

I also would like to recommend your support for a comprehen-
sive omnibus feeciaig,bill that will consolidate all fe(fding programsinto a more yiablVand manageable unit, one that will reduce the
ma'srof mperwoik and ameliorath administrative burdens.

IPrepareild statement of Elizabeth Cagan follows:I
4

PEEPA Ft IN) STATEMENT O ELIZA UM! CAGAN, DlItECTOK, SeMol, [ARM SEnvIcrs,
LONC ISLAND Crrv, N.Y.

i Mr. Chairman, ihniorable Members of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary and Vocatipaal EducatMn, my nanw is Elizabeth Cagan, I am the Chief Admin.
istrator 'of tlw Office of School Food Services for the _New. York City Board of/ Education. Ky'lunction'and.respoosihility encnmpasses the overall administration
and supervision of more than 1.200 feeding' sites, about 10,000 _employees; a budgetthat totals more than $1(8) million, and a Food Servke Provrani that provides
approximately 98,000 breakfasts and 550,000 lunches on- any given day to eligiblechildren.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you Mr. Chairman and the Honorable
Members of the- Subcommittee for atThrding me, Mr. Melvin Taylor, Principal,
Benjamin Franklin High School, Mr. Gene Brown, Asaistant Principal assigned as
coordinator of the Energy kjictory Program at Benjamin Franklin Ifigh School and
Eric Driver, Student President, Benjamin Franklin High School Energy Factory
Program to speak on what we believe to be a most innovative school lunch program.

The Energy Factory is a unique concept for a school lunch program iniploying a
method.of service which appeals to high school studen4. whire the Main reason for
instituting the Energy Factory was to upgrade and improve the schobl food pro-

e

gram, the benefits go l'ar beyond the. lunchroom. The Energy ictory has become acatalyst for "turning the school around-. liocause the em basis was placed onstUdent inviibibment in everything from menu planning to t color of lunchroomfiwniture, a spirit evolveda coineltnwnt and n dedication: The Energy Factory -
became a learning laboratory and students and staff Worked As a team. This kind of
participation by students in determining the nature of the food service program
mado it the succeseit is., . rThe program has become an intergral part of the school's total educational
program. The essential ingredient iOliat the program is operated by and for the
students, that is a student advidory iefincil that recommends decorative, structural

,. ellangesAllai menus and food ,selection. There are few adults in the program's
operation'TTe studentskrganize, administer and are responsible for the implemen-tation of 'the EnerifFactory Program.

To give you atrR' historical background, the Energy Factory Program was an. outgrowth,of a joint effort sponsored by District Council :37, Local :372 and the NewYork City Board of Education. , , t /
.In October 1977,Ahe New York City Board of Educatioitagreed to support the

Energy Factory as a pilot project in three New York City schools. Tbe first Energy
.oFactory Opentd iii April 1978 at the John Dewey High School in the Coney Island

section of Brooklyn, New York. The John Dewey High School has a highly motivat-
ed-student body. The students actively participated in and were directly involved
with the dining area design and the renovations that were necessary. Meetings with
staff werq coordinated with the student's independent stitdy program at the school.
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To give balance to our Energy Factory Program. the second schoollIrlected was

Benjamin Franklin High School in the East Harlem section of Manhattan This

poverty area has a high incidence of crime, drugs and all other rainifirations'

urben
inn proViding yoti With this background information to imlicate to you that the

two schools represent a sharp tontrest of the student population to lw served. the

first school student body highly motivaiej. the second. a very, low motivated group

of teenagers. Naturally, each had to be uniquely suited to its situation.

The Benjamin Franklin Energy Factory gives teenagers several choices of nutri-

tionally balaiwed meals in a setting they enjoy. Since it has been in operation, it is

obvious' that students are eating more and better. It, like most schools, has a
declining student population. It is interesting to note thnt, as the register declines, -

the number of students that are fed nwreases. Prior .14 the installation of the
Energy Factory, we averaged 400 feedings a day. We are now feeding more than 900

students a day. In addition, almost none of the fOod is vOcisted. By comparisoq. in ANL

years preceding the Energy Factory, garbage cans were laden with left-ower food."'
Now the garbage cahs are,filled mostly with paper waste. It is obkious that young-

sters are consuming more food on the school premises and, that .the food is more

nutritiyus and more attractive to the students.
The Enere Factory, as conceived at Benjamin Franklin High School, is both a

nutritional program and an educational program. A decision Was made to involve

students in the development au,d. planning of the cafeteria. An Energy Factory

Committee was formed. This committee was ceinprised of students who were achiev-

ing students as weli-wis students who.were diflicult or problem youngsters. We were

able to get' these students to lork. tokether to devel6p the plan for the Energy

Factory._ This student committee, ingde suggestions, took several suxVys from the

entire student population and developed the "nuts and bolts" of the Idea previously

conceived at John Dewey High School. The student committee made the actual and

final decision on menus, design and sfructure, furniture, general decor and decora-

tion.
During the summer, when construction was taking place, a committee frgni the

student group met with the contractora each week at a contractors' meeting to

discuss the progress of the work. They learned a great deal about budgets, delays in

work schedules, bids, et cetetal, to the point where they wouldlesk serious, intelli-

gent questions about the work that was 'going on and were able to help hmke
meaningful suggestions about,both budget and construction modifications quit were

necessary.
.

Because of their involvement in the develnpment of the Energy Factory,. these

students came to see this as "their" cpfeteris. For the west part they are correct,

for, with the exception of food handling, the sOdents actually, run the cafeteria.

There is only one staff member asSigned, to the cafeteria as such. Ile is. plso

responsible for maintaining the Energy Factory Committee. Students from the
conimittee supervise the 1i/tea, the exits, the entrances and control the student `'.

lounge which is part of the cafeteria "set-up": We are proud to say that this is a

superbly run cafeteria .

idigh School cafeterias have been. known to,be tnikjor problem areas for schools. A

great deal of negative behavior including fights, drug use and salea, violence, et,

cetera takes place in many schools' 'cafeterias. In the past, Benjamin Franklin High

School was plagued with numerous untoward ingidents. Since the Energy.Factory

has been in operation, We huve had few ,incidents and all of those have been minor.

Another value 04 the Energy Factory Caumittee is that we have been able to Mse
this involvetnent im the school program to' tarn a number of 'youngsters "around".

Many youngsters,who were truant and failing have become attending and passing

students. School tone has improvwf. We have had a marked improveMent in student

behaviof And class performancerparticularly those involved in the Energy Factory.

Another plus for our Energy. Factory is the spin off into involvement of other

.activities throughout the school. A-large number of our Student Government par-

. ticipants, leadership participants, Cheerleaders, et cetera car from students whose

first involvement was the Energy Factory. It has given us more student involvement

throughout .the entire school.
In summary, our Energy Factory has enabled us to feed student); nutritious and

balanced meals. More t,Itudents have begun to take advantage of the Intich offered'at

school. Of equal importanee is the educational value we have derived from the
prggram. We are unable to calk:Mete in dollars and cents what the full value of this

program is. Its vane certainly goes far beyond simple cost figures. The-program,
properly designed' and implemented,.can bring valuable 'and important changes. in
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%, ming people that will lead I11:1111 to life goals That will make them effective
producers in this societ) rather than 11011 prOdUll Iv('

The Energy Factory is just one of several food projects that we currently have in
operation ln conjunction with the Energy Vailory, the 'fieriglinin Eriinklfn high
School was awarded a grant from the Nutrition Education and Training Program
ithrough tISIMI to integrate nutrition education with the Energy Factory his isbeing ihtiii l I)11 billowing manne The establishment of a nutrition isfiletit Ion
class WibRil meets dady The class is assisting in developing a survey to determint:
the choices nd frequency of food eaten by students in the Energy Factory The
class is being taught basic nutrition education They will research the difference
bet WC111 OW food tift rVIO in commercial "fast food- restaurants and that servd in
the Energy hictory in terms'olnutrition. quality and cost This information. along
with other nutrition information, will be dissennonted to all the students at Frank
lin by F1,lins of student made materials and personal communication at a nutrition
inforinntion kiosk located in tfie caletetia run by the students The students will
also produce posters, crvate slogans to Ile printed on hamlnirger wrappers mid milk
shake cups and generally act as nutrition spokespeople.

It is important to note that none of the fOod served is different from that which is
served in all of our other schools. however, the merchandising is different. The
outstanding Donateid Commodities Program which we have in New York State helps
make available to New. York City only those limits which we utilize in our icnranis
This. of course, help; to keep the cost down and provides a rich, variety of menu
items

Words alone cannot adequately describe the success 91 our program, ris impact On
the student body. the staff and sclasd's educational program We are receiving a
maximum return with only a minimum investment

We have had visitors to our Energy Factory Program froln Sweden, the Nether.
!alias and apan as well as from many .States. As recently a two months ago, we
were indeed Iiirtunate to have members of the Subconimittees' Congressional Staff ..
visit We were particularly pleased to have received their most laudatory comments
Only by making an on-site visit to our Energy Factorit can one really observe and
appreciate the positive impact tlle pilograin ITIIS on tli.0 schools' educationed climate
and more particularly, on tile INes of the students 11110 -t3wir families. I would like to
extend an invitation to all of you to visit our Energy Factory Progralp.

We are aware that the subtcommittee will be examining all the child feeding -
programs during the next Session of Congress. I want to express our deep apprecia-
tion for your recognition of the importance of nutrition education 011d 'sincerely
hope that the new legislation introduced next year will further iMprove our feeding
services as well as integrate nutrition education into the total educational program.

Feeding Bill that will coitsolidlite all feedi g programs into a more viable and
In addition, I would like to recommend for a comprehensive omnibus

manageable unit, one that will reduce paPek4.vorlt and anielionite administrat ivy

WePhave just laid the foundation .for otii Energy hicto-ry Program and look
burdens.

forward to having anothes opportunity at smile future date to share with you our
nhiny ot herr iunovative practices in our School. Pood operation.

MS. CAGAN. Now P would like to turn this over to Mr. Taylor.
STATEMENT the MELVIN TAYLOR, PRINCIPAL, IfENIAMINAt,

FIR*KLIN HIGH SCHOOL, IMNG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

Mr. TAyi3OR. My name is .Melvin -Taylor, principal of Benjamin
Franklin High, chool, New York City. Thank you for this opportu-

_

nity toffpeals to'you.aiJout the energy iactory.
1 ca6 point ve.ry eis1ly andnvery luiTkly to the increased involve-

ment of food service at 'Benjamin Frank.lin High School. With an
entollmeni which is declining roughly '15 percent a year, we have
been increasing our food service. For example, the first year with a
15 percent decline in student enrollment, we doubled our feeding
from approximately 350 'students a year to '800. Last year, with
another 15 percent decline in student popuh.ition, we, increased .

from 800 to about 1,000 lunches a day. So, even as student enroll-,
menViS declining, we are feeding more youngsters. -
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We can point to the fact that as you search the garbage cans,
and it seems they do on inspectiohs, instead of finding large quanti-
ties of food, as they did, before, you will find the garbage cans now
filled mostly with paper, because the food 'that is served is being
eaten. The youngsters seem to kw happy; they are better, they eat
more. ,

More importantly, I would like to spend gdtne time talking about
another aspect of our program which seems to me to be of equal
importance to, if not more than, food, and that is the atmosphere
of education. Educators are constantly looking for ways to improve
their educational programs. I don't think I have tq tell t.he mem-
bers of thecommittee that high school cafeterias in urban settings
are usually a source of a great number of problems. Of course, our 4IP

cafeteria was such. With the inception of the engergy factory 2
years ago, we were-aable to reduce the number of major incidents
from three a day to less than three in 6 months. I think that
speaks for itsiilf. Our energy factory is not. run by teachers or by
adults. We have one adult, Mr. Brown, who basically supervises Ow
cafeteria. We have operations in the caftieria run by the
dentsthe students; because of the involvetilent in the selection of' '
the food in the cafeteria and choice's, see that it is their cafeteria
and take a great deal of pride in it, and they run it.

Wehave done something which almost no other school in New
YorV would dare, that is, open the students' lounge during the
lunch period. The youngsters run it; they control it.. It works exT
tremely well because Ile youngsters feel that it ith theirs. So, the
atmosphere in the cafeteria you will find not bubbly, juth-ping, full
of probletits, but you will find a quiet atmosphere Where youngsters
are relaxing as part. of their school day,,enjoying a good food lunch,
while getting ready for the next class.

We can- add thAt the educational . inoffs are very, iikry' impor-
tant. Th , oungsters who formed under the energy factOry commit-
tee hay .rmeated the rest of the Ahool and have taken that
commitme to theexcellence of the energy factory in the school in
general. For example, last year our student government, which was

. newly reinstituted as the commitment of students got bigger, the
'student government was comprised largely of' members from the

energy factory. One Nung ripin .who was elected as vice president
of the student government had been a student' who was truant,
who had fitiled most of his classes, who hardly ever went tt2 school.
Because of' his involvement in the pnergy factory commiltee, he
was able to turn himself around as a respected member of the
school comnrunity, vice president. of' our student government ldst
year. We expeV this' year he is going to graduate and *go on to '
college. As a matter of' fak, we did not select members to be'
involved in the energy factory Committee because of their being
good students or turned-on students. Many of the students who
were selected were selected primarily because they were disafiect-
ed. .

I can say that many of these students have turned themselves
aligt_thd, have 'model) positive impact on their lives and have made'

..*.positive impact on tithers' blips.
We are now integrating in our 'educational program, ProgrTims

atiout nutrition, using the energy factorya," a base. We have start- .

Y1-10,0 ( 110 - ;7
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ed One that we liom will become the basis of zi total school nutri-
tion progr4m.. and We Will do some things by tiennparing M.cDon-
ald's and Burger Kim? and their types of Iiii,;t -food se4lice on .t hose
fast-food- iten s that we Shave at Benjainkr-Frank lin High School.\

liven as vve alk about food, the process of' students' involvement
is something that is' reallor them. As parents, theoretically we talk

obout student involvement, and we do it hypothetically because we
, choose things which students can't really get involved in. In a food-

service program it..-is somethinersal for the students; they can get
inv6lved. By using that involvement, we can not only tun the
school around but also change studeht's lives. These yowng people

pike, are now becoming 41id citiwns who .are contributors o soci-
t\iin nmny instancv who may become cases of criminals ( mil the

ety, rather than detracting from it. It is NI becattse of their in-
volvement in the schoorprogram,

We invite you to visit our school and our energy factory.
We would be willing and happy to respond to questions. Mr.

Brown and Mr. DriNkeLeare with us and will help us ansvier any
quest ioits you may have.
--A 'hairman PERKINS. Thank you v,ery much, Mr. Taylor.

I +now the investigative staff were complimAting you highly.
., You have all been excellent witnesses. I just. wish the full commit-

tee and all the Members of' Congress could have lward,your testi-
mbny here this morning. It has been .most outstanding.

We will now proceed with some questioning. .

Now, Mr. Farley, your hot lunch program has met with great
sucress in the Milwaukee public schools; however, we have heard
from .a number. of witnesses that the hot lunch program does not
have universal appeal, especially in large urban high schools. What
alternatives to the type A lunch would you recommend in tfiose

' high schools that have rejected it? , ,I
.

Mr. FARLEY. I would not go along with that statemenl,J.hat Ilw,
type A hvich has not been accepted.,I rould say that this informa-
tion comes from people wIlo are probtiVy uninformed. ThO type A.
lunch ithe basis on whicl the lunch pattern is built; it is a good
basis; it(i.is not a hollow thing; it is not a ballol You can build
anything pat' please imthis. 0

Our lunch proaram in Milwaukee has always had about 75 lper-
cent 'participation. In many of our high schools it is oVer .90( We
have no cLosed igh sckbols. I would like to brhig that. point up.II,L
Those who say t 's are minformed. We have built into our lunch
program, because the students plan it, such things as'tacos, such
things as- lasagne, such things as the beefburger; but People_whq,
criticize the type A lunch program always bring in this thing:. Who
wants spinach? We have never had cooked ,spinach in 20 years.

Many of the things that ))ve have been accused of doing have
never occurred..What we do to make greater participation in th

s lunch pr,ogram, particularly in the central' city, the high schools,
1

vaqii-k witlit, as we have for 16'.years, our V-member elected school
lunch cominittee of the Interhigh School Counci . These kids; Are
not iti there because, they love us;. they ate r utionariel ,a(r. '
they are out to change the world, and that is the k d of peo4)le I ,
like. -
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I take the persen.who stands on his fret, who says what he is
thinking, rather than the rear rank. looney who doesn't tell you
?what he is thinking. From that, we develop all foods that students
like. There are so many foods that students'-like, there is no sense

, in the world of putting, on foods that students hate or actively
reject.

Now, this is very important, that we include the things which
the students want. We,don't 3mve auch -thngs as "In the Latin
schools _we serve Latin food:" That is a fraud; it is sort ,of weak
kneed. I don't like anything like that. The student. council' meets
with us ancl they.serg"What they want.

Chairman-PE:1mm. I. wish our so-called nutritionists in this
country had your ability.

Mr. FARLEY. I am a registered dietician. I am alsv an expara-
trooper with infantry combat, World War II and K4ea; when I'
retired from the Armed Forces I went to college to learn .food. For

, 22 years I have been in the arena of a central city, Making mekils
for all. This is very different, the best that can be. .We have 42/ ilifferent kinds of breáJ. You go in a restaurant; it is the same day-
old, stale bread. We'u the--whole wheat germ, the bulgar, 'every-
thing. We brought in last year four different kinds of bread whioh
students want. When we serve tacos, everybody gets tacos, not just
Latin kids. Jihen we ,serve lqogne, it is not for Italian kids. The
Irish, the Crermans, the Poles-A-they all just love lasagn if it is
cooked right.

think the one w used to show us h to Make lasagne and tacos
Do you kliow ow we did it? We u closed tircuit television. I.

was Maria Carmelita Gonzowski. Sh was the cutest thing in the
world. We put her on closed-circuit television, instead of fighting
this thing for 2 years on what books want,to do and don't like to
do; we put her On there. This is how you do, is the menu; in
45 minutes, 1,200 cooks in the city learn how ID clo tacos. Another
time, 1,200 learn how to do lasagne.

You may say we are a little hardnosed. Yes I firmly believe yOu
have Lake hardnosed With-11 democrat\c back blind. You have to
haye leadership. You have to say this is what students have

'decided ubon; these are the recipes they have approved and' God'
.help those who -change if, because we are going fof the students.

I donT feel any compulsion of getting along with my,employers,
although Move my employers. We are dive f4 kids; we. are not
there to give meals to teachers and administrators. They all pltink
their money down; nobody gets a-free meal except a kid. It is the
No-. 1, primary thing; you can't skirt around it and say the kids
want crazy things. I will tell you that in working with the students
for 16 years; 10 meetings a year, these are workshops, not'gab or

.gripe sessions; thest ki4s come' up with 'better ideas than the
adults. The adult& are tMe ones with the crazy ideas about what
kids like..Kids will work with you. Hey, food and nutrition serving
says dea ith the kids. You deal with the kids; you don't have%
strainin influence of what the parents like.and what the teachers-
like, be'c use the teachers were raised in a different generation.
The food I ate and liked as an Irish person in an irishfamiLy
growing up in a German city my kids. won't touch. It is not ,s
matter of nationality; it is a mattot of time.

1



There I's more #lifference in time than there is in ethnic baclv
-ounds or re[igion or nationality or race. You have to work with

th think this is the [host rewarding thing I have encoun-
tered in my years as a lyod service director, working with students.
It 'takes the test panels, what they want; then you4have:anel her
meeting with the students; their suggestions for. improvenwnt:
"Hey, don't stand there and tell me what you don'l want; tell me
what you want. It is easy to criticize. What wonld you like?"

Here cwne tilese Wds, the revolutionaries, and I like tlwm; they
stand up and tell you what they like. Tlwn we hovi, what things
they yant off t,41V menu, what things on, suggestions for next. year
and away we go with the student-phinned menus; 16 years, the
newest, the.oldest thinglo 't know where else you wou)d.gb t.o
get it, but we have one menu fOr all...We include-all of tl{e things
that the students like. A have page after pag71 Of things .which.
they like. When it drops below about.92 percent acceptance on the
acceptance scale, woe 'dou't put it on. We don't put on the crazy
health foods. We have 42 different kinds of bread. Wlwn virt mffke
laSagne, it is like the .st Italian restaUrant.

Thank you. J to.

Chairman PERKINS. I just wish that we had an individual like
yourself who coukol visit the khool lunch programs and sbme of the
schools in every-State of the Union, where.you could give so mai
of these people ideas, where they tire having problems(' and st,a
rightqfhere until those kids begin to see they are under a difThrent
atmosphere and commence to enjthe school lunch. We just don't
lire dedicated people in a lot of the ar s, which makes it (tali-
cult. *

I am' pleased to see you here this orning, all of you, because
you are the best witnesses we have h. d.

Now, I would like to ask Ms: Ca nwe have heard from orne
of the larger school districtsthat if.giveri t e option, they' would
prefer cash in lieu ,of Federal commOdities. ey have statkd that(

(
with cash they 'Wou have a greater menu flexibility and that they
would bbable to pni -hase the same quality of commodities, but at
a more ,economical price:What lids beenyour experience with the'

4 Foderal commoditieg program and what recdmmendation do you
have for its iimprOvement?

Ms. CrGAN., I am only in this position 2.years, celebrated oi-
'ed, on November 1. 'When j made my quick survey of' what

was going on, I- took a look at our inventories in which we stotedm--
0 the donated commodities, and I was aghast to find, the shelves

filled with items that wer not going to be ever used, some of' theth
very e)tgbnsive items, nI one of the first qu stions I put to FDA
was,How does one g about having a garag sale, and,is it legal

At that time, the ption of going for cash in lieu of the pilo"
. thiilgyou knowwhen the commOdities-carne out in the Federal

ftegister, I immediately *led up the State Department people and
said I w coining up at4c1 have somebody there from tbe LIPA
a omm ties program, because L Wa ted them to sign; off; I
wantedlhem to go into cash in lieu of. .. 41. .

r- SO I understand exactly what you w re ctilg, and that must
..

have been thventiMent. - w
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When I went up -there, I met a Mr. Burger, Wad of the New
Veal(' State commodities program. He sat down ar4;1 asked me what

, I would like to have, what my specifics would be,--and so forth. So,-I
had all these liaperS signed. I said, I will give it a try.

Now, I can tell you, as I stated earlier, that we get nothing that
we don't request. We get it according to' iny own specifications;
because we have removed all nonbeneficial additives, preservatives,
and artificial colorings from the fOod, and I am getting that.

I think we Gave had an impact tit the top, because Mrs. Forman
ordered all of her fruits now-with natural juices or in .light sirup.
You have to learn that you' can't have things overnight hecause
you have to- tie' in the fruits with the.canning season.

Also,. I don't accept Any items, and the States do not accept any
r mei that do not meet my s-pecifications. Excess sugarwe do

ftnot get it of red; it goes to such places that-may wa it. As I 'said,
. .

I find that I save money. I find it gives me an option of haying
tnuV More y. As I said, in less than 6 months. from the time
I ca t on I began to see the difference.

J 'art completely a proponent of the commodities-program when
it is done like it is done in New York-State.

You milted for Kecommendations. 'Most Iff us have been going-
around -trying to share with ez4ch other and help each other. I have ,

been going around to various cities in the various States. If theY
.

have a workshop, I have been sitting in whatever workshop that
does not voincide,with the panel that I am supposed to b e oik I am
aghast to find that 'in some States -thai I have been in, they are

I. still having a commodities program such as the one I described
when I came in. When I spoke to my, commodities State director,
there is no reagon why they cannot run their program as it is being
run in New Yorit State.

So, the recommendation I'Wbuld definitely makeI am- gure
th-ere -may be other States Plat" are as good' as 'New Yorkqhat
those are the places that the other S14e copimodity people niust
visit; they mulst be helptest the? nuts! get --fechnieaI assistan in
how to operate a good, can prognqn that results in the
lunch program, as I 'said, being get a lot of the st fftat
lesser cost and providing a. great deal o riety to .our peogram.

Of course, I save on siorage now.
Chairman PERKINS,. Thank you very much.
Now let me ask Mr. Fredrick, hop./ are lize teg.chinglt school

children improved dietary, habit& IT we are allowing them the
choice of eatingfor school luncha heinburger, french tries, and
a milkshake every day? Aren't we re nforcing their, preference for
fast food instead of exolliding their d4fts to include vggetabtes and-,
fruits?

N Mr. FREñatca. A very good quegtion, lViro Chairman, but we must
remember this: The students eat 1,200 meals\a_year. Only -180, are
consumed at school; the other 1,00 are at hoite. Welmist never
forget that in the home is wilefe everything.begins. Also, if you are .

sto teach these childry nutrition and what they should east,, you
should begin in yoUr frist, seconet and third.gradeg. When you try .-

tq tell teenagerk in. your junioiertd senior high Sclibols what to do, e
you a-re turned-15ft. I

a
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You know, your committees and the Congress have spent more
money than ever before, hundreds of milliops of dollars, .telling
students how dangerous smoking is; yet there are more teenagers
smoking than ever before. There were a million teenagers that
took up smoking.

So. I would like t4 leave the education of this to our first, second,
third, and fourth grades, and encourage our parents -at home.
When the students have come, they already have their preferences
an when a student eats a meal at, home, there is no reason why

can't have something different at school. He has .already been
tau ht a d indoctrinated. r

hat e have done is taken the food he want jdwill eat and
we have turned it around and made it into nutritiou food.

There is one other aspect of this: Some of us thifik that the only
one and proper'way to eat is to have your meat oaf, your mashed
potatoes, your stringbeans, and your piece of read. Some of us
think if anybody ate differently than that, th are heathen. If we
go to Italy and we see a mother feeding pizza, e go to 11Mxico and
see them feeding tacos, we have to remembe gentlemen, that
5metimes there is a change. We don't any Ion collie here in a
horse -and buggy. There is a ttemendous change going on in the
way studehts are eating. Let us take this change and let us make it
supernutritious for them.

Mr. Chairman, may I add one other comment? I am happy to say
that the Neye York School District a couple of years-ago, I think
before Ms. Cagan:had tot: 11c)ut and they wanted to copy a schdol
lunch program in,the United-States. 'they spent a bit of money and
they deci&d to use the innovative ideas we had in Clark County.
They sent a group of people and some o hem stayed 2 full weeks.
We gave them all the expertise on- the fas foods, so th could use

I am 'happy to say it has been so success 11 in their 'energy
.factory.
oChairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.

Now let me ask Mr. Taylor, you -stated that the energy tactory
ha not only doubled the. lunch participation in BenjaminY.ranklin.
Hi School but has alsd modifiad behavioral problems. Could you
ple e elaborate on this for us? \

Mr. TAYLOR. I guess I would haveitiregin by explaining some .of
the Problems that we had. I think you know them; the headlin)eg
point them out cdnsistently.

. In NeW York ,City we have problem4 in our schools with -drop-
outs, With attendance patterns, with .youngsters rult graduating .from high school. I will not say that we have reached ilie millenni-
um and we have solved all the problems. I can say for an nrcreased
number of students 'that by their involvement in the schdol, by
their commitment to doing something, a youngster who' is, ria4t of
the energy factory c minittee can't be a member of the energy

rfactorY committee un ess he is making co mitments,to do certain
'kinds of things. If 5,9' --dn't mind, Mr. Ch Man, maybe it would
be better if Eric told you how' that happe ed, because he, is a

I ktident wIio is involved in the process.. .

I think it woad be more effective if you hear from-hith. .
Chaiiman PERKINS. Go ahead.



575 4'lliiih/ Mr. DRIVER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Eric Driver, president of
the energy factory program, 13enjamin Franklin, High School.
Thank you for bringing me here to speak with the panel.
; Let us st)irt from the beginning. The energy factory program at
Franklin was in chaos; students weren't coming to school, weren't
going to classes. lnsicle the cafeteria tIrre were more than four or »
five fights a day. I, for one, stopped going to school because every
day I went to schobl I would get into a tight I could not learn. Lt,

With the energy factory program, the studentsare now going to
classes and doing their work. The students do not stand in the
hallways; they meet in the cafeterit2eating the fbod and then stay
in the lounge. So, you have a lot Irinvolvement with the energy
factory program. .

.
.

The grades have gone up. Now, you come to school more; you go
to your classes. If you sit there and do nothing but listen, you learn
something. The next day you come back and, learn something else.
There is 'repetition; you start learning more and more; and wades i
have gone up. .

4

Tony ower, a good friend of mine, is involved, working hard,
comes school every day. He was averaging 42; he is now averag-
ing 75. -. .

7,
. /

Grades. h ilbne up-repeatedly. it- changed ouz attitudes. We
have learned to.work as a group instead of as individuals. As a
group you can aecomplish a lot of 4kiings; we have learned that.

,.

That has helped us so far.
Chairman PERKINS. We will recess for about 5 to 10 minutes. We

have to go over and vote.,We will be right back.
[Brief recess.] .

Chairman PERKINS. We will now continue with t .

I want to accept that book from you, if you will le e have' it. I

would like to look at this and let the other corn ittee members
look at it lifiewise, 4

.

Let m address' a question to,oll of you distinguis ed witnesses: I
am su all of you know thatThe Caper administration is propos-triring a utback of one, f a billion dollars in the child nutrition
,progr s, including ut of 5 cents a meal for the payirestUdents.

Wha ffect would such cutblIcks have oft -your food programs?
. .

Let me start with you and go across. '-....

.
Mr. FREDRICK. It would not have any. I say the 'tkent cutback to

us would nOt have any effect whatsoever, because lig year our
school lunch proRram made another $1 million in the black; so, we

iil%can absorb the 5 cents; we can absorb a 10-cent cutback an .till go
another' year, Ahe feurth year without a price increase, an still

-. -.., give these kids thescabulous lunches that. they like.r Chairman PERKINS. Your lunches'are 75 cents though, aren't ,

they? .
Mr. FADRICK. No. We h e ) cent for the elementary lunches

and we have from 40 cents to 6O cents to SO cents fdr secondary
lunches, depending upon-- . 4

Chairman MAKIN& This says 75 centh. A ,) o Mr. FREDRICK. There are others there, too. There a're other,s as
low as.65 cents. We have 50 cents for the elementary. The elemen- ,

(ary kids do get practically the same food.

15 76
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--Chairman- Pinttilis;---Let- me:- ask- you for your answer ..to tAitt
question. ,

Mr. FARLEY. An incredibly serious, deleterious eflkt, Mr. Chair-
man. You see, we people in the 'city know factg and finance. Every ,
year we have financiai accountability. A major city is very differ-
ent from a county out West that is 9,000 square miles.. When you
have a central cq, for every 5-cent increase there is a 15 percent
drop in participation; however, that is not the most serious thing.

When you cut the paying child, when yqu have to iaise their
price another nickel, it takes about 14 to 18 months to bring it up
to the point where it Vas previously.

Now, several serious things happen, Mr. Chairman, which most
people are not aware,of. 'When you cut your paying child out
because the John Q..Txpayer cannot afford to have money for his
kids, several things occur. No. 1, the reimbursement from those(
free meals is based upon what you charge for your Paying. Every
time you go up a nickel, you decrease the reimbursement from the
Government for the free meals a nickel.

When we raise the price of a meal, we have found this in our
books every year, and in 20 years we have gone up three times; we
cut the number of meals about 1 to 1.5 million in our city of

ii,Milwaukee. We ere about the 13th largest city in America. We
have 155 schoctls. The drop in participation is dramatic. Of course,
you don't drop the free meals; you don't pick them up in free
meals; you don't pick up the paying child in the reduced-price
meal. Peopkt think it is an automatic switch: Because of .0e-change
in reimbursement you get a nickel less on your free meals because
your reimbursement is based on the paying child; you 'come to a
net loss.

One of our board menibers figured if he- raised the price of a
meal 5 cents he would make $500,000 in the next year, because,
based on so many million meals we serve, we kise 13/4 times that. It
mitts $750,000. We lost on that deal. You don't gain money when
you faise'the price -of meals; 'you lose. You lose about 1 t/2 times as
much as the price increase.was, but you lose something much more
important. You lose 1.5 tnillioit,meals. We lose in our city qn a 5-
cent raise-15 percent is What *e lose.

Chairman PERKINS. Go:ahead.
, Ms. CAGAN. I want to E /import what Tom said. I think it is a very,

very serious mistake.
Thete is something erse, and it is funny; people wondered why I

am in complete support of not losing that 5 cents, where in New
York City we have only 9 percent reduced and 6 percent paid.. Why
am I making such a point abqut it? For all the reasons that Tom
has stated, because 'the whole impact.)-of the lunch program
changes. The kind of feeling that the, students have been participat-
ing in a lunch program that is just for the free and reduced kids; it
will have 'a deleterious effect on it.

In New York City, something else is happening. The middle-class
parentand that middle-class rangelook at the application forms

. and income levels that are set; there is quite a difference between
having an income of $7,000 and $14,000. That is the approximate
area that makes one eligible for reduced. They are being squeezed;
they are the tax-paying group. That is the revende bale in urban

OP
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areas such as New York. This another reason for their friglit; they .

don't have to go far; they just move from the Brorix into Westchest-
er or from the edge of Brooklyn and thence into Nassau.

There had to be something that keepe.theni. One of them is good
schools; one of them is seeing that their kids get an education, and
One of them is to see that they are not made the fall guy eVery '

time. That is why I am in complete support of areas of the country
that have the paying child, because we must stay together on this.
I definitely agree we Will lose people moving out of the city alto-
gether, land that is a terrible blight. We have to do everything we,,,,
can to keep. the middle class in these urban areas and start rejuve-
nating them, and start making 'them what they used to be; other-
wise, I think therm is no hope in the country.
' Chairman PERkINS. When you don't have a strong, regular
school-lunch ptogram for the paying student, how does that affect ,
the free and reduced program? Let inceput it another way.

Mr. FARLEY. When you don't have a strong school lunch pro- /
gram?

Chairman PERKINS. I mean, for the regular paying student.
Mr. FARLEY. How does that affect the nonpaying studerit?
Chairman PERKINS. I mean, the nonpaying enrollee ih ihe school-

lunch program/the fre and reduced price. .
Mr. FARLEY. How does that' hffect the free and reduCed price

lunch program? It is difficult to reply to that, Mr. Chairman. The
program should not be looked upon as a welfare program. I think
this is a terrible mistake which has been made through the last 15
to 18 years, that school lunch is welfare; it is not welfare. This is
probably the most successful Government program in the histqry of
the Unite4 States, on the basis that John Q. Taxpayer is getting
more out of his yixes in the lunch program thpn he is pn anything

,

else; and he feels it. ,
ViFfen 4ohn Q. Taxpayer has three or four kids and he reach4s

on top-of the dresser for money and he can afford it, it is great; he
loves the school system and everything else. But the momentayou
falter anti start making it into a welfare program, your Afire
community begins to feel why should they support school lunch,
why should they pass the school bond referendums? I have beep in
this thing so many years, politics on the local level in school lunch,
It think, should..take precedence over politics on the national level. '

For instance, I hear many times on,the national level we would
like totdo all these things, banning vending and junk foods, but it
is political, and we can't. We do this on the local level..We take
action which we must take and we are always taking action with
the public behind us. I would say we are on three television sta-
tions, two radio stations, tile newspapers, every day. This is pblic
relations. You build it in your city; that is the reason I stayed in
school ,lunch. It is my city; I aril a fifth generation, Milwaukeab; 14
feel I owe allegiance to my city. I could have moved anywhere,
anytime in those years.

But you. build a.base of oper tions in the city. This is the;under-.
standiag of the kids and their

t
arents, that you are working for

them; jou are not working just or the children of poor families. .
John Q. Taxpayer will revolt on this. That is what is coming when-
you cut the paying kid. You have public support for this. There is a
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Tot" of supjórt -hii-tioiide for theifitional fc-h-ool lunéhpiograrn. T
am afraid it gets skewed out of perspective by the easteip section .
of our country around Washington and in New York C ty as to
what is.happening there.

Acroas the broad base of the country, arid I have spoken in 22
States,- there is intense ground roots support of national school
lunch, more than any other program. We damage it by just looking
at it as welfare. Aft'Chairman PERKINS. Go ahspd; Ms. Cagan.' r

M. CAGAN. I think Mr. TaWr wants to add something.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think,Tom has kind of covered my point. I have a

great fear that once vie begin to look at anything as a program for
those poor people solely find exclusively, that along with that goes
a kind of psychological letdoviti in terms of what we do for those
programs. As long.as that program includes in its purpose service
to all people, then there is a larger commitment to making the
program operate and operate better. But once it becomes only a
program which is welfare ta'sed or poor-people based, then psycho-
logically. politically, something happens to those programs:

Even though our school is the beneficiary of a large free lunch
program, I would argue very. strongly that Once we reduCe the
lunch program for the youngster who pays, and although we do
have a few of those, that we psychologically reduce the program.
Anything that does that,1 am vpposed to.

M. CAGAN. I ivould like to add sumething to that. I have had the
experience of, going into a school where children MI() were, and
had valid applications on file, eligible for free lunch, were hot
taking advantage of eating in the school lunch program;.they were
leaving the school premises nd some of them, L1.,Javing any
money to'buy lunch, were ng without lu h. When I ied a few
,of the children why, they 'd, "We don't w ànt to go in ere so
they know that we are the r kids."

I began to see:--t think I mentioned it to you wh n I first came to
your schoolhere we had a school of all minority kids and we are
now creating another caste system of those that it seemed had $1
in their pocket and could' go out and buy it, and those who were
the poor kids who had to go intp the lunchroom.

Now, 1 think we have enough differentiations in our society
Without creating another differentiation among students, especially
when we are supposed to be concerned with nutrition of all the
kids snd fa part of the Federal legislation we are not allowed to
discriminate.

Mr. FARLEY. May I.,,speak additionally? We went into one-menu-
for-all tap that we would not have this distinction between those

s who cotild buy better meals and those who could just have the
school lunch, which wps always looked upon as a welfare thing. So
we did for 20 years tr9 to build a quality .1unch program: one meal
for everybody. It does not matter if it is free, reduced' or paid; one
meal for everybody. It is tIve same thing in every single school and
it is the same quality'. There is no difference.

1 think we destroy this if we start raising prices.
Mr. GooDLING. We aie in the business now, where bells are

beginning to ring fairly regularly. This is a delaying tactic, appu-
ently, for some reason or other.

ei
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Let me just say that everythini that the Chairman has said -err
the record to the stenographer, I would srky on the record, and
amen. #

What you have to do is find some way to get pov;er and control
in relationship to what I get accused of calling "fuzzy-headed nutri-
tionists" who come beare us regularly arid who seem to be running
the show.

You ate the first witnesses I can remember wlio have, come down, si)i
here and did 'not ask us to do things that could not get approval
back at the local leyel.

We appreciate ydur testimony. For a while I made the mistake of
sending my nutritionists off to college in the summer. They would
come back after 2 neekreand, oh, what a problem we had for a long
time. They would try to do those impossible things, the spinach
down the kids' throat, -

Ms. CAGAN. Excuse me for interrupting. There, again, it depends
on the school. We can't serve enough spinach at Ben Franklin
High.

Mr: TityLog. One of the most popular items in tour salad bar is
raw spinch.

ulMr. GOODLING. They come back Ed they are supposed to give
,

the new students cooked spinach. I'vGould tell them the only nutri-
tion in that cooked spinach is in the jilice, which iou don t serve
anyway.

At any rate, I certainly appreciate your down-to-earth testimony.
get very upset because I think it was Mr. Farley who said we

need some people at the head of these things down heke who have
been in the field. That is what I fear frorn the Deliartnient of
Education. The first appointment we get'as Secretary of FAucation
is a lawyer, not an administrator or a school teacher but a lawyer.

Food for the elderly, I appreciated that, part because I have been
saying so many Pmes here, we duplicate efforts, antl money is so
scarce; I see you'are doing what I have been trying to tell people to
do for a long, long time. It is a greaty joy for them, first of all, to
associat e! in the school building and, second, it is economical and it
is good nutrition.

Eric, I am sorry we didn't havelmore time for your testimony.
Ofteritimes I make the point that we nevet. hear froin the people

\who are supposed to be the beneficiaries of whatewg we do. Those
are the students. I am glad that you are involved.

Ms. Capin, J am 'sure tbat all of us on the committee would like
to join with you in some kind of Omnibus feeding bill tfiu,,,ecan mkt
out much of the paivrwork and duplication that you talked 'about,
whip!) includes the senior citizens. 74-

Ms. CAGAN. That is right; we had a pilot program for setiior
citizens in our school and we are extending that. It was during the.,
summer. We never had it in' the centers.

Mr. Fameit. The center foods cost about 4.50 'a meal; ours )i 50
cents. .

GOODLINCL NotonlY tha i,. but it is hauled a hundr miles.
I 'Mr. FARLEY. It costs the taxpayer $2.50 and in many pia ea more.
' Ms. CAGAN. Because of the nutritionists that are on elderly feed-

\ Mg.
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1Cfr.---GodDLING. We have beenodoing what .people out there are
telling us to do. You didn't get here before.

Mr. FARLEY. Excuse ine, sir, but Move 'never had a nutritionisi
of any sort visit in 22 years in managing a school luhch in a major
city. 'The people I have had. ard entirely nonprofessional, unknow-
,ledgeable in food, untrained in the technical health field of nutri-
tion and utterly lacking in any administrative ability on the local' level. r have .never had # nutritionist come out and inspect my
school system. We have had uneducated people.

Mr. GOODIANG. Or no practicaTexperience? ,
Mr. FARLEY. No practical experience whatsoever,

' Mr. GGODLING. The only thing I would talmexception to, I guess,
iat your report is item No. 3 on page 3. 'I think it is an overstate-
*lent. I 'realize there is no question that food, waste is partly due to
what you are supplied by IUSDA, but I think it is maybe an
overstatement the cooks, the people who are doing the serving, the
participation of the Children in doing the planning, are aIso respon-
sible. .

Let me say one thing, Ms. Cagan, in relationship to whal you
have said: You made an issiie about the foods that were being sent
to you; however, suppose that was done and followed through all4
over the United States? The Original purpose, of course, was, how
do we distribute these surpluses that we have? That was the origi-
nal purpose. That is the only way Nvegot into the business.

If everybody made the same demands that you made-- '.
Ms. CAGAN. I gave you an example or how that ip done in the

canned fruit. NoW, that, is 'being done in the canned vegetables.
You haye tip get in before the diming season; you understand.
There is no reason why they could not reduce. With the fruits, it
was very simple. . . .

Mr. GOODIAtio. The things that were sent to you, the.foods that
were sent to you, if evecybody specifically indicated that they were
going to have, then the system that was originally set up to distrib-

. ute sutpluses would' break down.
Ms. CAGAIC I think there was better coordination and people

such as we have in New York, or in other States, used their heads
and started to trade items. is.

4To give you a perfect example, one of the things I .found that
Wok up almost half of one of my warehousesby the way, $600,000
a year is what it cost me for storing donated commodities that I

, couldn't use; that is why I got onto this issue 'very quickly.
Mr. Goofuria. Plus what it cost the Government to ?hip them to

you? ,
Ws. CA0AN. Yem, of course. One-half of' the warehouse los@ was

lemon juice. which lunderstood was sent out to everybody. We got
one of our suprdirit , and we did this on publiftid, who for 1 penny
and a quaker was able tO meet our specifleations and make lemon-
ade and put itin little containers. Itzas such a popular item that
I put out a call, "Who has lemon juRe in their warihouses that
they have nb intention of using?" I located Connecticut, who had
loads of lemon juice. We called the Commodtties Connecticut guy
and they made some kind of exchange of what they needed in
Connecticui;, and they use a lot of iteiffs I don't use. ThatA me, is
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a simple administrative problem. We havee all-dilThrent ta'stes ii TRI'v
. . _

all different needs.
1 remember in the intkior cities meeting in Chicago last May that

this kind of discussion was going-on: hl don't need-that sttiff," and

. somebody else would call out, "But_ 1 do." This is a matter of ,

deployment. Maybe you ought to have a good warehoyse perscin
doing it. .

rttr, GOODLING. All I was trying to point out is that the original
purPose of the N-1711-ole thing was to distribute commoditiva and get
rid of surphises that we don't know what to do with. It cost a lot of
money to store. I gOt lettertl- saying, "Hey,o,ve are getting raisins. 1

t ugHt raisins ce. I thought they were the most expen-
ve thing arou some rélzson or another, we were buying

raisins and shiPpi rte.-, ,
Ms. CAGAN. I heard-on TV that it was a good crop; that is why

we have a let of raisins. We had heard originally we would.not be
geeting any.

Mr. GOODLING.'Last year it was a short crop and the most expen-
sive thingon the 4helf. What I was trying tu point otit is that the
.whole purpose of the distribution of surplus food was not to go ont
and purchase and move in that direction. That is why some sc ools
like to do their own rchasing. Take a rural district/ wher iiey

are next to everything,, elementary and secondary sehool They

know they can get the bei3t right where it is.

,..--Isc
Let me again thank all.of you. I think we have 01 agreed this is

the first realistic, down-to-OW..h testimony that we have had.
Mr. FARLEY. You know', this committee was apthorizeci by Cbn:.

gress. I thinlr Congress inlint..has been thwarted many times by
Food Nutrition Service. Two years ago a regulation was Out out:
There will be formed committees in every State to resolve this
problem of improppr food productS, fo0 products that don't meet
the needs, food products that cannot be used, food productS that
fall below stand ds, and We will get together on a State basis.

So far, ip my S te,.and I have, filet with the directors of cities'in
other States, it ha not been implemented. There is footdragging.

You see, there is no.requirem.ent for a technical degree in food.
We graduate thousands of these people every year out of our
colleges; but there is no technical requirement for a State director

. , to have anything. The regional directors see themselves merely as

. warehousemen, shifting cargoes of food into warehouses through-
out 'the country. They know mithing of food. They are not
interested. , i.

When it goes up tcr Food and Nutrition Service, they say every-
thing is fine. TWo years ago Congress,said yea are going to form
these committees and we are going to stop this nonsense of sub-
standard food that.they can'.t use and shipments at the Wrong tame
and warehouses full .of it. It has not been implemented yet, Mt.

_ Chairman;and I think it is A step in the right,direction.1 am not
saying cash in lieu of commodities; I say force the Department of
Agriculture to provide us with the quality food they origlly

1" started to when the school linich was formed in 1946. They have
' departed from that. I don't Want cash in lieu of commodities; j

. P
. )want good commodities.

,
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Mr. GOOMING. 'Or course, we are well aware 'that we are not the
support that we think we are, becaust we know what happens
downtown with that ever-growing bu'reaucracy that legislates by
writing regulations or doing nothing vometimes. We are aware of
that.

HopefuqyN we goe getting better at slapping their wrists and
making them CoThe back" for approval of' regulations and making
them ',Itistify what the a done, and justify their existence.

Mr. FARLEY. They cent inspection teams out. Here is new
inspection team, tl* new AI S report; it has six cl sifications
tity are going to harass us with. Look at this crazy thing.

.Chairman PERKINS. They just don't know, what they are doing. It
is just to be doihg somefhing.

Mr. FARLEY. They have six standards that they are going to get
us on, I would like you to know what. we are being subjected. to.

Performance standard No. 1: All applications for free mid
duced prie meals validly approved..That is a bookkeeping thing.

Performance standard No. 2: Free and reduced price meals
claimed at renhbursement are actually less than the number of -

tickets, et. cetera.
Performan'ce. standard No. 3: The total number of meals claimed

for reimbursement is equal to or las than the average daily at-
tendance. This is a bookkeeping thing. '&1:pig change in Food and
Nutrition Service. I have suffered through this 22 years.

Performance standard3No. 4: The system of counting and record-
ing meals sold for payrng and reduced claim for reimburseme7a,
and so on.

Performance standard No. 5: Reimbursement claims for meals
are limited, to allowable cost dOcuniented by reviewable records.
They think we don't have rgcords? That is all we do is keep
records.

Performance standard No. .6: Maybe we are getting into food
here.some place.

Chairman PERKINS. You knowayou ha;le had smite military expe-
rience, and I have had somemilitary experience, too.'

Mr. FARLEY. I got shot several times but I didn't die.
Cbairman PERKINS. I way on KP and you have been too, but this

stuff is just nonsense. I want to invite 57-ou back down here so that
you can respond when they make those statements here. Maybe
you can educate some of these so-called' mitritiOnists in this
country. ,
. Mr. FARLEY. I wbuld appreciate that, Mr. Chairman; butyou
know, I had to pay, my way here and it is a little expensive to come
here.

Chairman, PERKINS. I know it is a little exiiensive, but we don't
have any way io pay your way.

Mr. FREDRICK. Mr. Chairman, may I speak? I have not spoken in,
20 minutes.

Chairman PERKINS. I would suggest that. a national' organization
take care of a situation like this, a situation wherein we have the
Department just trying to tear down tlie sehgol lunch program and
don't know what they are doing. We want to show them how silly
they are. That is what we need to do, and we are going to do this.
We are not going to go with these recommendations to the Presi-
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dent .thIs year:Wtrare-going to-wait until-we-have-him beaten and
take it to the floor next year, and show the Depprtment up, too:

So they might as well urfderstand it right now.
Mr. FREDRICK. Mr. Chairman, we have been speaking here about

what problems We have with the School lunch peogram. I believe,
Mr. Chairman) the greatest problem v,lith the school lunch program
is the excessi4e a'h{?unt of bureaucratic regulations. Lt is choking .
them to death, as you have been told. That is just a part of it.

When I came tb the school district out of busikess and came into
Qovernment, I. found out what the laws were, andl found what the
regulations were. Then I found out this: Confiress last year passed

'400 laws. Your bureaucrats passed 7,260 regulations telling us..
I what-you had in your mind, but you failed to put on paper. I don't

believe them, because I have two Senators and a Conkressman who
are extremely intelligent men and I know that these stupid, inane
regulation§ were not in their minds.

Chairman. PERKINS. I have been here 30 years plus. When I came
here the regulation§ stated ,simply and in small words, what the
Congress. intended. You *rote 1 page then when you write' 100
pages today. That is what we are trying to eliininate. You have so
many smart people who feel .that way .in the Department. They..
want to carry on and try to demonstrate how shA§wd they are to
their superiors, and so forth. That is the answer that they gave me
when I questioned some people about it not long ago in the Office
of Education.

So, the same thing fa true downtown in this Department, 'and we
are not going to stand for it.

Mr. FREDRICK. - Could not Congress pass a law requiring that
every bureaucratic regulation before it is implemented would have
to come back to Congress and be passed on bya majority of both

Rouses?
Chairptan PERKINS. Absolutely. We could do that.
Ms. CAGAN. They do have that in HEW, a 30-day period for

review.
.

Chairman PERKINS. We review all the regulations4of HEW under
the law, but we do not revipw any of the regulations of, Agriculture.
I just wish we did. We would have to amend the tlaw to giye us any

s
oversight jurisdiction in that regard.

We are going to keep on, to see that they carry out the intent.
I have been fooling around with this school lunch program for 30

years. We are not going to let it turn back and go in the opposite
direction.

Mr. FARLEY. Congressman, X hap'pened to be over in Japan. I was
in Japan in 19,74 and was one of the three Americans who formed
the Japanese school lunch. I was Invited t,f2skpan as a gueSt of the
Govern ent 2 years ago. I teaveled the length and breadth of that
countryl where I worked for 4 years. I was shocked and amated that .
conipar tively their.viewpoint is so far, ahead of ours. When I was
in Japa as a conquering hero in the fall of 1945 within 3 weeks
after the big bomb was dropped, I walked through Japlin and r was
a giant touring among the little Japanese and I am' just a little
American.

.
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Whig- time I came Back ti-nd I went in the schools and the girls in
high school welie taller than 'I. You should see what school lunch
has done for Japan.

We have a lack of vision in .this country because we have no
goals. We have no leadership in food and nutrition service worthy
of the name., As a registered dietician, a working person who deals
with the city, I went from city to city and town to town and I ate
the lunches and I wfts amazed. In every city'inevery school in
Japan there is a re*stered nuttitionist, either trained after high
school or postcollege or during college, assigned to these places to
see that food is not only good and attractive and nutritious but the
thing worked.

There is a goal in Japan and Japan coming from a bombed-out
nation that I lived in, with nothing but smokestacks, there is naw a
nation of wealth, yes, but the tchildren, the difference in their
children is absolutely amazing, vibrant health. 7ey say them-
selves it isechool lunch that did it. It was thb chan e in their diet
that did it. We Americans who have never gone through bombing
and defeat and lives shattered have never come to realize the
importance of nutrition.

It is Iiicked around from pillar to post. We have poured dirt $26
million uselessly in nutrition.educational things sponsored by food
and nutrition servicesthat didn't knoiv what they are doing. Japan .
knows. Nothing goes into those schools unless it contributes to a
formula for success in nutrition edueation.

They don't read it. I dealt with 60 schools of nutrition to write
this up because we have the only dietician internship in America
in school food service administration. We have had it. for 10.years.
We contacted 60 colleges of food and nutrition. What is it that we
can do? They replied, 90 percent, of what they had, basic nutrition
education for every teacher in the elementary school.'

We said what subjects should they have? They said these` are the
subjects and they listed them. We said can you teach it? Eighty
percent of them said we are already equipped to do it now. We
poured $26 million down the drain on nutrition education because
nobody in food and nutrition lies a technical degree in food or
health which is complex anpl never has been in the school system.

Sure, they have one hidddn awaS, to take the curse off what they
are doing but that person is not in a decisionmaking place and that
is what we Reed. When I was in Japan, Mr. chairman, I ate the
school lunches and I said, "When I was here in 1945, 1946, 1947,
1948 I ate all Japanese food, rice amj1 fish." I said, !'Where is the
rise and .fish in the school lunch?" Because it wik noticeable
cause of its absence. They said you do not have to teeli a Japanese
child to eat fish and rice. That is the difference here. It is educa-
tional, it has some good for children. They are eating whole grain
bread. They are eating beef that they get from Australia and New
Zealand and potatoes and whole milk.

The difference in the children is absolutely fantastic and amaz-
ing, and I have lived with them for almost 4 years. I wils amazed at
the difference in the health of the people. School lunch did it-4 to
6 inches taller' than their parents and grandparents. It is because
school lunch hi Japan is educational, it is part of education and
respected.
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My -wlfe- arid myself vhsretinvited into the royal residence. We
were treated with great respect because I was a school lunch
director. God, you have to go away from home to get that.

You see the difference in viewpoint, Mr. Chairman. We have
been a third of a 'century without leadership. We have to have
professional leadership in Washington. We can't have someone that

- is appointed there and going to do a great job and 3 or 4 years later
plowing up the same groundome have plowed for 20 years and
doing it badly.and not even knowing what kind of food--

Chairman PERKINS. I otiserve we are doing it worse than ,we did
30 years ago. \

Mr. FARLEY. It was much better 10 years ago wherfl came in.
Chairman PERKINS. It was muc tter 20 years ago than it is

today. Why cover tge the same Lground today when we really
plowed it 25 years ago and did a mubi betterlob?

Mr. FARLEY. If we had .a national eader of stature and experi-
ence with profess nal trpining we wo Id be going ahead instead of
in afl different dir ions. We wouldn'tl have these problems.

Ms. CAGAN. I hate o disagree with orn on the $26 million in the
nutrition educatiop fund as it came down to New York City. I
think we are unique in the country. Seed grant money was given to

' New York. City through tbe Office of School Food Services.
Wouldn't you have liked that? It makes sense. Let me tell you
some of the things we were able to do with that.

We are koing, in those first grade and kindergarten elasses,'8those
early years, to introduce them to new foods before it is on the
lunch menu. We have to use the lunch rooms as classroom labora-
tories so that the children can come in here and we have found
that has reduced waste. We now have teachers eating with their
classes as a result of the nutrition education and small grants. And

aio principals liked the idea and teachers got involved.
We have family-style type of service in other schools as a result

of one ot the little grants. The little minigrants we gave out to try
new ideas were fantastic because they were all tied 'up with the
lunch service. There again the concept wiis great. We are having a
fight now with New York State that wants to go back to doing it
across-the-board State' programs which they will administer from
their high offices in Albany when I have publicly stated and I will
state again that we have had experiencewa'other title funds and
the$, are 'afraid to come into New York City and some of those
areas and we have found that the onsite little community tied up
with school lunch progriims is th e beat Way to do nutrition
education. ri

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Erdahl.
Ms. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to add thanksI know you have expressed it and I

, trust Mr: Goodling did for this panelfor Eric's partickpation. I
have a son, Eric, about the same.size and age as you are.

These hearings are unbearably dull sometime), they really are.
This is one of the most interesting and lively ones that we have
had. Even though the testimpny from Milwaukee was different
from the testimony from Las Vegas and New York, 'I think if I
were to pick out three things that were consistent, if this lunch
program is going to work is that first of all we have to have
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nutritious, atifiittiveTtaity Triod. Another thing we must have is
the student involvement..

Die third thing seems to be an attractive surrounding, a pleas-
ant hinch room. Maybe you have music in there pr something else
within the olive grey walls. Those are some of fhe observations I
make that I think ran through all of your testimony.

One of the things that came to mind, and maYbe this was aled
in my absence, is about the commodity program which as Mr.
Goodling said and which our distinguished chairman also made
reference/fa:started out as .--way to get rid of the excess agricul-
tural production. How in the world can that be made to work
better? I think' the whole program is tied in, to the embailrassing
surpluses we still'have in this productive land of ours when we still
have hungry people in this country arid thoovorl4.

How can that be made to work? You mere one of the first to
mention it and were quite critical of how it worked.

Mr. FARLEY. As a food technologist, I don't 4gal in generalities. I
did note go to college until I was 37 years old.1 graduated 4 years
later with a wife and twd kids'. I OA it seriously and then I went
into school lunch.

Specifically the shattering change in the commodity program is
this. It originally was genuine surplus food which woulI level off
the ups and downs in production and grant agricultural people, our
farmers, a fair return on the work they-had put in in raising the
crops..It was good food.

Now this is 'all gone. The good fodd is siphoned off in many,
many cases. We get some good food from the Goveynment but there
is much of the food that we are getting which is the type of foods
which are relegated to substandard. They are saved up and then
they are frozen and then they are prepared and packed and sold to
the Government at outrageous prices.

Ms. ERDAHL. What kind of food are you talking about?
Mr. FARLEY. I am talking abdut frozen chicken which was sub-

standard. There are grades A, B, C. When you get below that you
come tO substandard. This was precooked, breaded. It was rancid.
You could taste it when you got it. This dropped it into procure-
ment No. 1. They said, we' don't have grade substandarcl. They
have procurement No. 1 grade. They never used to do this with
Government commodities. We had good food, we had high quality
food. We had canned chicken which' is a disgrace. We had canned
pork and canned beef which is so bad you cannot use it,

In many school systems and I have met with many city directors
who say, well, we take it and we cut it about one part Government
commodities with nine parts we buy so that it is acceptable 'to the
students. I say this is nonsense. The price that is beingrpaid is
more than the price of good food.

We have cheeses, just to be specific, which are artificial Cheeses
and the Government Mid, "Hey, let us try artificial cheeses in
cheese food." Ttigse things would, gag a maggot. They are terrible.
They bring the! in. NoWy will buy them. It was a bad thing.
"Let us give it to school 4unch."

I have absolute records in my office about the acceptance by the
Government of millions of pounds of substandard ground beef
which was so bad that it failed Government inspection in a meat
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processing company idriny own StiiV)-of Witkoniiifi dh-d- it-was
rejected by the Armed Forces and then came into the school. lunch ,
and I saw why it was rejected. Anyone who is knowledgeable about
food could see it as it came in, white with fat, the fat percentage
way up, over 30 percent, black With dried blood. It was not proc-
essed in zero temperatures and the blood all ran out, gathered in
the bottom and turned black.

We get this stuff. We have warehouses full of peanuts which we
can't use. We can find ways of using it that are not allowed to
count in our meal. You know, we had some of the Government
inspectors who came around. They said, "You have counted this in.
You can't count peanuts as a protein." Unknown to him it has .

higher protein than meat. I said, "We do count it." They said, "No,
you can't count it. It is a nut." I said, "You idiot, it is a legume."

We have in the warehouses pork that is bad, this mimed food
diet we get at immense cost. I am not talking about yAr require-
ment being so terribly different from mine. There are only two
animals. There are only six vegetables you can serve hot. Can't
*they get their act twether to have USDA grade A or B standards
for the six hot vegetables you serve? ,

There is only a beef crittei and a pork critter .and there are a
couple with feathers, chicken and turkey, and then there-is fish.

There is nothing strange and unusual with the things we have that
the tastes in New York are different from the tastes here. What I
ant sayitig is this. We get, all tied up in these things about you
want cash rather than, commodities. No, I don't want cash. Nobody
in his right mind who knows food and merchandising and account-
ability would take cash because the Federal Government can buy
high quality food 4hich they buy for the Armed Forces, excellent
food for the Armed Forces. They dbuld use the same thing fiir us
and get it cheaper because they are buying it for school lunches as
well as the Armed Forces.

They don't use their own standards. Theyre using Substandard .

ir many cases. In Some cases we happen to get good-food. It is not
that.there is a great difference and we trade around. I am sick of
paying warehousing and tollecting it frmn the schools and shipping
it back ,at terrific expense. No,' there are only six hot vegetables
and there are only a couple of meat critters.

Can't we get those things standardized and buy them at a decent
price?

Ms. Eaiman. Does the gentleman from Nevada have a comment
on that arta.

Mr. FRWRICK. I have a comment on tliat. I must say for some
unexplainable reason over the pait ybar the school district has
received tons and tons and tons of peanuts. Now we have received
a lot of peanuts. But we are usihg those peanuts--

Me. EiRDAHL, If the gentleman will yield, I don't know if the
chairman can say this. I come from Minnesota, they don't grow
peanutsc but they do in Georgia.

. Mr. napalm. We .took peanuts and started counting them
toward the protein in our type A lunch. One of the bureaufrats
dame out and said, "You Can t cOunt it." "Why?" e'Because it is not
in the book.". "Peanut butter we count." He said, "Yes, but that is
in the book." "I tell 'you what yre are going to do. We will count the

71.
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protein in the peanut the same quantity as you would on peanut
butte'r."

He said, "You will lose your lunch reimbursement." I said, "If
you do, I will take if to courfand you 'prsove to a judge that peanut
butter it; not intide from peanuts."

We have wat heard from him since.
. Chairman-PERKINS. Have your peanuts increased in the last year

or two?
Mr. FREDRICK. ft, started '21/2 years ago and they just eame and

came and dune. We got solid peanuts, blanched' peanutl, peanut
-igranules, peanut butter, peanut oil and peanut shortening,

Chairman PERKINS. You, haVe gad more peanuts in fhe last 2 V2r
years than ever befere?

Mr. Fapinnoc. That is the one thing. We are always ,using our
innovative ideas to use in our lunch prjogram that have really tried
our innovative ability.to use all those peanuts.'

Mr. 'FARLEY. The sanctions imposed .on the individual school dis-
trict, no matter how you do, hOw well you cook, how well you txain
people, and these people who come around don't understand you
train peoplwou work with the kids and principals, they don't
understand fhis and.they put sanctions on you. ,

Surprise, surprise, surprise, no matter how good you are you get
sanctions and.you had better not raise your head and fight or they
will come ataou with libel and slander; "Hey; it has been done,
false official statement, They canTback it up."

They.figure on intimidation. The sanctions always cover the cost
of putting their aims and M'EA teams into' your city, into the hotels
and eating their heads off for weeks at a time, totally uninformed
people. ,Their expenses are all paid by the sanctions imposed
against us.

We will never come out without sanctions. I think this is an
A adversarial position that our food and nutrition service takes

against us who are running the school system.
Chairman PERKINS. Have you been able to get an adequate

supply of peanuti in the last 2 or 3 years?
Mr. FARLEY. Have we got pettntits. We have warehouses full of

peanuts but we quit accepting the stuff 2 years ago. We won't take
it. You know, the cute thing then, "Sorry, there is a law. Congress

'said if yoti refuse it you will get an equal amount of something
else."

Well, we don't have it. They ddli't haVe it. So, you go without it.
So you get mipleasant, then you get it. I have to be unpleasant.

Mr. TAYLOR. Let me support some of the things that have been
said over here because as a building principal when the people
frOm whatever"StSte or Federal agency come to visit the sch
the first ,stop they make is at the principal:s office to
what they are going to do and they are going to inspect th school -
lunch program. They go visit the cafeteria and they do al these
crazy countahe is talking about. Before they leave the 1 place
they stop is the, principal's office. We have been inundated with all
of the, crazy bureaucratic service serving .youngsters or feeding
youngsters, that seems to me not to be to anybody's consideration.

As a building principal I am tired of being told that in a thou-
sand applications there are four that dpn't heve the i's dotted or

08'i;
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the tlistossed and therefore-we are in trouble and will lose some
kind of reimbursement. There needs to be some kind of human
feeling to the whole question of food service. We tried fo do that
with our youngaters and somehow the other bureaucrticies ha0\to
live with -that.

I can tell you from the principal's point of view that the bureau-
cratic procesa in food service is horrendous. Thank Go:d for Ms.
Cagan.whom I can live with very easily but in other placet; if you
.don't havea Ms. Cagan you are in serious tiouble. .

Mr. ERDAHL. I have a couple of observations for our principal
guests today. Three weeks ago I was in a hearing in Billings, Mont.
There was a lady from -Mudbank, Mont., and you can't get a place
more different from New York City, telling that the deportment of
children in the school was so different becagse.of the attitude that
carried over from the noon hour. I think that is a very relevant
thing. Thd nutrition value of the food is important but it seems to
me the deportment arid also the grades are important, also.

There was remarkable similarity between people who have a
nutritious meal and healthy surroundings and their conduct and
grades.

Another thing that came up today is involvement of the older
folks and senior citizend in the school lunch program. Two or thrge
of you mentioned that. Do you have any difficulty as far as the
funding of lunches? How does that coincide? How do you work that
in Milwaukee with the senior citizens coming to the school instead
of trucking food, a hundred miles to some senior citizen center or
church basement some place? ,

Mr. FARLEY. We put our local assemblyman to present a resolu-
tion in the State asseffibly and it went through the State assembly.
Who is going to vote against people walking in the school and
.getting a school lunch for 50 cents? Everything is covered. In our

Y school system in Milwaukee with our low priced lunch program,
about the lowest in America, we cover all costs. You are going to
cover the coat of feeding these old people at 50 cents a meal. 'After
all, they built our schools with their taxes. This is forgotten.

0 This is not welfare. This is not welfare at all. You are going to
brin them i,rit and give them a good meal for 50 cents. Are you

otifto stick them out in the county hospital for a $100 a day at
pu c expense? Why not let them spend their own 50 cents? When
they come in the schools these are their schools.

Mr. ERDASL. How do the kids accept them?
Mr. FARLEY. That is another thing. These are voters. This is the

segme of our population that votes, the senior citizens. I don't
have to you people about this. When you are ringing doorbells
in Milwau ee.the greatest support we get is from this segment of

the population in their. sixties. They went to school when you
memorized poetry and they believe in arithmetic and that stuff and

\ American history.
They are about the only Segment in Americealtat loves schools

and.respects their schools and they built th ools with their
taxes. Now they are living on $3,000 a year social seturity. They
doil't have money to go to these centers. i
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_ Slow is.a -powerful thing, the support you get from this
tremendous voting segment. It is just another segment. I think it is
great.

Mr. TAYLOR. We have in recent years defunded a program where
we have had 45 youngsters from our school who worked in a senior
citizen's center with senior citizens, helping them go to the store,
do their, shopping for them, spent a great deal of time with them:
There was a tremendous acceptance on the part of the youngsters
very easily of the senior citizens. It took the senior citizens a little
longer to accept the young people because they -were fearful of
them. We found within a p4siod of 2 to 3 months that there was
such a tremendous rapport between the senior citizens,and the
youngsters that even. though the program has been defundleckthere
are still\several young people who still go to see their parents,
their grandparents as they call them, who still spend a great deal
of time with them.

I think youngsten fool us. We adults judge youngsters in many,
many ways that I think are wrong. I don't want to .bring up other
issues but we had a reporter come to school yesterday to question
youngsters,on the Iranian situation. He was -convinced, becAluse we
are minority youngsters,- that they would ,be very muchvagainst
what the Countty was,doing. To his amaiemeht and to the credit of
the youngsteis the.), were all 100-percent Americans.

You gee, we adults read youngsters differently. I think that
youngsters will accept the adults. 'We have to be able to work with
youngsters and understand youngsters and talk to youngsters'and
listen to youngsters. I have no question in my mind that in east
Harlem with youngsters coming from east Harlem, south Bronx
and Harlem Who are supPosed .to be very difficult youngsters, that
we will have no problem whatsoever with a senior citizens feeding
piogiam. I think it would do something for' senior citizens, do

- something for our kids.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me make an observation here. I want to

state that we Will have these hearings next week on all this new
paperwork system, which-is contained in this pamphlet that you
showed us hereloday. In one sense of the word that is disgraceful. -
These people who prepared, that bulletin should go back and read
what was going on in the school lunch program 25 Years ago when
we commenced to build this program. It is my hope that the
American School Food Service Association can pay your expenties
here next week to respond to some of these people downtown about
elimiiaating paperwork.

Campaigns have run on eliminating paPer work but we let the
bureaucrats go ahead and create more paperwork than ever before.-
I think it is tithe for some of us to show how ignorant they are.

I hope you can come back here and listen to these people next
week and then respondvto them. In fact I would like to see all of
you back if you have a Way to pay your expenses.

Mr. FREDRICK1Whert I came to the school lunch program I was
Annfamiliar with it. But I had good women who knew all the details.

went to the schools and I saw them making out what you call
meal planners. Every time they .made a meal they-had to- fin out
everything that went on that meal and how many lunches. I said,
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"We are serving I lunehes,- not 1, 16 meal planners and 50 schools, .

180 times a year." f
I said: 'Chat is 125,000 forms in triplicate. What. do you want

them for'?" They said: "To show us on your Government six cont-
modifies times 'your factor count, you serve enough lunches to
qualify."

I put a form out, I said. "Hers is what it is. Nou put down the
total amount of commoditysix commodities times yot0- factor
count. Then we will put down the number of type A meals. If the,
type A meals exceed or meet that, then we have met it.".So for the
last 7 years we have cut out 125,000 forms every var. We do not
make meal planners. I sent this to the'White House when they said
they wanted ideas on how to cut paperwork. Maybe it got lost in
the mail.

Ms. CAGAN. I would like to make a comment if I may. I am not a
food person. I am a pedagogue. I started off as a teacher, became
assistant principal and principal.

Then I was brought back to headquarters to supervise the pro-
gram and all of a sudden I am in school lunches. The reason I am
mentioning ,it is that whdn I became ateacher-1 like kids,you can
see and I actually bought the school lunch, I thought they- were
pretty good. This was the old soup and sandwich days. I found if I
bought the lunch and ate with the children they ate so much

- better, but I could not undersiand why under the table we had
these slices of bread.

In this schOol alone we had 10 loaves of bread. They were forced

to talfe the two slices which they cut. in half and the other half
would go down under the table.

INIot knowing anything about school food regulationsi said this is

nonsense.
Mr. FARLEY. Where did you get the bread? .

Ms. CAGAN. They were served it with theiy lunch.,I went up, and
had a talk with thisclunch lady. I said, "We don't-want to wkste
food. What we will do.is start them off with a half and then We will
walk around with a tray and have thenf take the other half." And
it was great. We cut out w:: e.

I did other things. For xaMple, leftover food was kept for the
program of the children horn we kept for remedial Work 3 to
npt put in the garba e all. We didn't run the sewers 'white with
the amount of milk t t was going down Jie drain because of the
badly planned meals nd so forth. I Liughed when 2 years ago I
looked over ,the lu h program and rè& the laws and read the
regulations, and fo nd that we had a muchmore reasonable and
sensibly, program oing 30 years ago than ,We seem to have how.

However I m t disagree with Tom for one important reaSon. I

.am .a ffghter, j st ae Tom is, but you fi ht for what you want; not
just'slt back and say this is no good, let us throw it out, Jet us
throw these people Out. One of the things I have found is that
there is absolutely no uniformity of application of the Iaw and the
-regulationivacrbss this country. If yr% are in one regional area this
is how they, interpret the regs and hold you toit.

They were talking about counting the protein of the peanuts.
That .is right, itis stupid. I was in our regional office last week
wnrking with them. They don't even count the protein in the milk.

'7
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-LW -taot,n- The-4atest-regulatiens--fer the first time-they -have -ac-
knowledged there is protein in milk.

. I noticed in my first year many of these things and I brought it k
to the,attention of the proper people. Maybe we had different kinds
of people.

TurkOz\for example. We have 1,200 sites in New York gity, 400
of them ar'e meal packs.. About 200 are still those soup and sand-
wich, two burner stoves and so- forth. So if you are ahead of the
game and you are feeTditig kierA since 1946 you never get any food
assistance money because they are out drumming trade . whereA % people could not care leas alSout feeding kids.

If the food directors shared their- experiences we would really
make a lot more, progress than just talking. We found out in
Bridgeport, Conn., they ate soup. 'They got loads of food assistance.

\ We learned to get copies of court orders and so forth. There is
\ always a lot of donated turkey. Some of my schools cannot put

/turkey into ovens because they have those two burner tkings. The
only.thing that came out of some of this turkey, if they process it,
it was a roast. That is fine but we wanted other products.

Eighte*n months ago I started to work with my regional office in
the dirriated cemmodity program and they have .developed the
lowest nitrate and nitrite amounts in any processed meat and they
have' found that the processing companies can make turkey, frank,
.furter turkey, ham turkey, Canadian bacon, and I ha4 a demon-

, stration for my supervisors and didn't tell them what these prod-
ucts were made of---

Chairman PERKINS. Let me intetrupt at this point. We are.going
to have to go to the floor. I would like to ask Mr. Farley if he can
find out befoie next week -what it is going to cost the Department
of 44.grVulture to put out this bulletin causing all of this extra
papervkrk and so forth.

Mr. FARLEY. The AIMS report. It is called the assessment im-
rovement in monitoring system, AIMS, Department of Agricul-

,e, Washington, D.C.
Chairman, PERKINS. Let me thank all of you f r.your 'appearance

today. You have been most helpful. We appreciat it.
I don't think we have ever had a more kn wledgeable panel

before this committee. ThEink you all .

Mr. FARLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Wherey'pon at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of rile Chair.]

e
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OVERSIGHT HEAIRINGS ON THK CHILD
NUTRITI9N PROGRAMS

.4;
USDA Proposed Regulations for AIMS

WEONESDAY, IlliICEMBER 12, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

/ AND VOCATIONAL gDUCATION,
. COMM:TEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washingeon, D.C.
,

The subco mittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:20 a.m., in room
2261,.Raybi,lrq House office Beilding, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the, bcommittee) presiding'. .

MemberS resent: Representatives Perkins, Andrews, Murphy,
Gdoçfling, and Erdahl.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Beatrice Rittel Clay,
.staff assistant; and RichEttd D. Di Eugenio, minority legislative

iate.
h:fgan PERKINS. Let me say I am deligh ted to welcome all the
here today to this oversight hearing on the .USDA pro-/ posediregulatiens for AIMS.

/ In tesponse to recent Pr am audits condudted by the, Office of
// . Gen ral Counsel and the G 0, the Department of A,griculture has

dev loped a proposed assessment, improvement, and monitoring
sys m. The AIMS system is designed to improve the program
in grity of the child nutrition programs.

ent audits have disclosed that there Ate Weaknesses in the
Accountability and meal uality of the child nutrition pro-
on both the State and oc 1 lelels. I don't :wed .to tell

anyone ere today that if theri r weaknesses in the t hild nutri-
tioi , I, as well as eve ther member of the committee,

rn in,fix 1 s part of effortsrto strengthen program administration.
'However, 1 week, I heard some rather disturbing reports from

iichool lunch ad *nistrators pn the impact of this proposed AIMS
system on both th hool lunch and breakfast programs. In my
mind, their objection ertainly warrant our. takiv a very close

i look at these regulations eyy.
In light of the fact that bese regulations are still in propositd,

form, what we learn today c id have a significant bearing on the
final siguations. Therefore, would like to 'welcome all of the
witnessee here totray. We are 1 g forward to your assessnfent of
the AIMS system and any recomm dations that you have for .less
burdensome alternatives. 4,

Let's'hear from the Department, first. 1
(598)
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A PAVEL CONSISTING OF' MARGARET ci.A.Y4N, DIRECTOR.
SCIMOL 'PROGRAMS DIVISION, F'OOD AND NUTRITION SERV-
ICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF' AGRICULTURE; THOMAS J.
F'ARLEY, F'OOD SERVICE DIRECTOR (RETIRED), MIJ.WAUKEE
PUB11(7 SCHOOLS; GENE P. DICKEY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICK DIVISION, NORM' CAROLINA DE-
PARTMENT OF' EDUCATION; JOSEPIIINE MARTIN, DIRECTOR,
LOCAL SYSTEMS SUPPORT, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION; WARREN VANN, JR., CHIEF', DIVISION OF' F'OOD AND
NUTRITION SERVICES, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF'
EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH NACY, DIRECTOR,
SCHOOL, F'OOD SERVICES, PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL DISTKICT

STATEMENT co' MARGARET GLAVIN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL- PRO-
GRAMS filIVISION, 'FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF' AGRICULTURE

Ms. GLAviN. Thank you, Mr. ChairmEin. I guess I am pleased to
be here today. I am Margaret Glavin, Director of the School Pro-
grams Division at the Food and Nutrition gervice.
' The national school lunch program, school breakfast program,

and spyial milk program constitute.one of the largest institutional .
feedinV efforts in the world. Over 27 million children participate in
these school feeding programs in 94,000 schools and institutions in
nearly every community in America.

Chairman PERKINS. You tell Mr. Greenstein we welcome you
here; and you are a better witness, but he is a good man to kide
behind the kushes: You impart that to him.. We know how he has
hidden behind, the bushes down there all the years, and we are still
not going to let +he school lunchprogram be cut back like he wants
it cut back. You can impar that information to him, too.

Mr. GOODING. But you h e to admit you went down to see
Phyllis George yesterday, not The Governor of Kentikky, and this
is better than Greenstein.

Ms. GLAviNi. Through the school feeding programs the Federal
Government spends 3 billion tax dollars yearly with the objective
of providing nutritious meals to students 'served by school food
services. Assistance is given in the form of donated food and cash
reimbursement for meals served. In addition, States are provided
with State adtninistrative funds to help cover the cost of adminis-
tering school lunch programs. As the agency charged with Federal
administration of these programs, the Food 'and Nutrition Service
is responsible for insuring that schobl. food service operatiOns are
nutritionally sound and responsibly administered at both the State
pnd local school levels.

in recent years, national program audits conducted by the De-
partment's Office of Inspector General and the General Accounting
Office have revealed.weaknesses in-State and local management of
the school lunch program, in terms of both accountability for Fed-
eral funds and the qualitrof tile meals provided.

In 'some cases it was found that Federal cath reimbursement
exceeded allowable costs, or that- reimbursement was claimed for
more free arid reduced-price meals than the number of needy chil-
dren approved for meals. In other instanc4s, meals served- failed to
provide the 'type rd quality of food required by the Department.

5 9 5
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As yoU 'know, -in 1978, Congress acted on this problemThe
Agriculture Appropriation Act of 1979 earmarked $4 million for:

'Activities, including audits, to identify and take any needed corrective action
concerning administrative problems in the school feeding programssuch as non-

uphance with meal standards (or standards for implementation eligibility
'it and the Submission of reimbursement' claims which exceed actual meal

sponse to Congress concvn, the Department has proposed
eAment, improvement, and monitoring system to help,,State

a ncies identit), and correct problems in the way local school
stricts manage and use Federal program fullOs. AIMS sets per-

ormance standards for school food authoritieliin the following , ...

(areask First, application review procedures for ree and reduced, -

1,iprice meals; iitecond, counting, claiming, and costing procedures for
meals served; and, third, nutritional integrity of meals claimed for'
reimbursement.

The standards are designed to address the following deficienkies
in program operation: First of all, claims for reimbursemenis for
meals served free or at reduced price to students whose eligibility \
is not properly established in school records. Our reviews'and

I audits frequently found g to 10 percent of these applications'invalid
on their (ace. This means that theqichool hasj approved the applicar
tion for a free or reduced-price meal, even though the information
on the applicatiOn was either)ncomplete or showed the applicant
to be ineligible. ./

Audits have also found that some schools have sdbmitted claimV
for more free and reduced-price meals than there are childrel
approved for such meals. In an internal USDA analysis of a selec-
tion of 33 OIG audits conducted over fiscal years 1975-7a, nearly 70
percent of the audits reported problems concealing improperly ..

approved applications. . .

It should be noted that these problems are fully within the
contra of schools. The problems discovered here are not tl* result
of false infortnation being submitted by Rerents, but rather hre the
consequence of ina.cjequate and improperproceclures by schools in
approving the applications they receiv And in filing claims for
reimbursement. . ..

" 'The second problem area its inadequate,records Of the actual
number of free: reduced-price, and Ad meals served. Of the ;33
OIG audit reports analyzed, 45.5 percent found problems relating
td inaccurate meal counts. .ln some cases, schools have computed -

paid' lunches by subtracting 'frorn a the daily total of meals served
the number of free and reduced-price applications on file. since not At

all students approved forrn free or reduced-price meals eat a lunch
every day because of absence, this results in a claim for free meal
reimbursement for some meals that really were served by payin*
children. .

Incorrect claims also include meals delivered by a vendor' or
central kitchen, but not seared, and ineligible meals, such as a la
carte meals, or Is served to teachers, none of which are eligible
for F eral rei rsement. Finally, smile schools _have ckaimed
more otal mea for, reimbursement than the ,totaf average daily
atten aiice a t the school. .....

,

-
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claims-for reimbursement of-costs-not

allbwable or not properly documinted.
Some sChool districts do not maintain adequate' accounting rec-

ords. In 12 of the 33 audit reports analyzed, there were instances of
reimbursement exceeding documented allowable costs. Recent man-
agement evaluations found that States frequently fail to adjust
reimbursement rates among school districts to reflect differences in
local costs.

The fourth problem area, and this is perhaps the moSt important
one, is failure to comply with meal pattern requirements. This is a
major problem. In a study of the national school lunch program,
lunches selected at random were tested by independent laborato-
ries to-determine whether school districts are serving meals which
meet the meal pattern standards. Preliminary results of this study
indicate that in the five school districts sampled, the percentage of
meals not meeting the meal pattern standards ranged from 35
percent to 99.1 percent.

The deneral Accounting Qffipe i a report dated June 15, 1977,
also developed statistics demonktrating, the severity of meal pattern
noncompliange. The GAO report on a %major city school lunch pro-
gram indicated that 40 percent of all meals served failed to meet
Federal requirements.

These findings emphasize ihe need to improve program integrity
and to reduce waste and error and assure nutritional standards are
met. The AIMS proposal was developed to achieve these objectives.

The new rules will require all States to monitor school meal
programs on a regular basis, to identify probleths, and to take
corrective actions to insure that local programs are operating in
aecordiince with Federal regulations.

The And system outlines how State agencies ate to evaluate
performance standards, how they are to take corrective action, and
how they are to take fiscal action to recover funds improperly
Maimed by school food authorities.

The AIMS system provides for a revi of each school food
authority, in the country at least once every years. This is ossen-
dal to assure quttlity control of all school nutrition programs.
Larger school food authorities are to be reviewed by the State
.agency more regularly and more extensively than smatter school

, food authorities. The two largest- schoql food authorities in each.
State as well as all school food authorities ith enrollments over

.40,000 will be reviewed on a 2-ytiar cycle, fill others will be re-
viewed oh a 5-year cycle.

The AIMS system also pirovides that State agencies thlit fail to
prOpeHy wry out the provisions of AIMS will be subject to Sanc-
tions appliad to their school program SAE funds: Sanctions would
not.be fixed, but instead_ would be individually determined within .

specified ranges, depending upon the seriousness and the extent of
the failure.J ,

On October 25, the Department p ly announced the AIMS
proposal and Vrseeking ptiblic comme throu h January 2. To
assist the public) in, its understanding of-the AIMS objectives, the
Ekepartment has conducted seven -regional pibll briefings. It is
expectea that these .briefings will assist the public in developing

9 fi
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re-me\iiingful-commelits-that_will be. of benefit to the Depart-
ment in the finalization of the AIMS regulation.

As a result of those bribfings and ether meetings with interested
State and local officials we are already aware of some of the
concerns with our proposal. A maior concern of the States is that
the AIMS system layers yet another requireinent on already over-
burdened State and local officials.

Mr. Chairman, the Department has no desire to increase the
administrative burden of the school feeding programs. ThekAtIMS-
system does oot add a ne'w layer of requirements. It formalizes
current review requirements so that States conduct more standard-
ized, comprehensive reviews of local school food authorities. The
proposal allows States which have comprehensive audit and review'
systems in place to use them to 'beet the AIMS objectives.

It is important...that State officials in their comments on the
AIMS proposal identify those parts of the proposal which will
cause a duplication of existing efforts. We welcome such comments
and will,be responsive to them.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state once again our strong',
belief that the AIMS system will improve the quality of the child
nutrition programs in our schools. We cannot allow for deficiencies
in these programs to continue to* go undetected and uncorrected.
The Department's Inspector General regards the correction of
these problems as one of the highest management priorities of the

.4 entire Department. AIMS provides for a systeiiietic and compre-
hensive approach toward accomplishing these goals arid inAuring
the integrity and nutriillonal soundness of the programs.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
OUr next vtitness will be Mr. Gene P. Dickey, associate director

of school foot' service division, North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction, and I call on our good friend, Mr. Andrews:
fl-om North Carolina, to introduce this witne.ss.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am pleased to do so, Mr. Chairman, and I will
certainly be brief. Mr. Dickeyolias done a very good job in North
Carolina with this most important prbgram. I will not try to pre-
ernpt what I believe he will say but I am pleased to present, from
North Caiolina, Mr. Gene Dickey, the food service division asso-
ciate director, departnient 9f public instruction.

STATIOIENT ap GENE P. DICKEY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE DIVISION, NORTH CAROLINA . DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. DICKEY. Thank you.
-

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I understand that we are under a
tight time frame, so I will submit mx testimony for the record and
try to be brief and summarize those points.

Chairman PIRKINS. Thank you very much.
Mr. McKim ,I cid appreciate the opportunity to prOvide testimony

-on the. assessment, improvement and management system, with
has been proposed by the DePartment of Agriculture'sFood a d
Nutrition Service.

I would likei-however, for us to review briefly how wt.arrived at
the position wliere we are; so, therefore, I would like to highlight
figme historical aspects of Ole child nutrition programi.
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In the late sixties it was evident that -considerable work was
needed in this Nation in order that we would be able to eliminate
poverty-related hunger. The legislation and resources at that time
were not adequate. The National -school lunch program at, that
particular point was reaching about 19 million cfiildren, of' which-
about 2 to 21/2 million were being reached at a frelkor reduced price
to those individuals. We were plagued by low participation, inad-
equate free and reduced-price meals, almo gt.. no breakfast programs
and a large number of schools without a food service. 1

Documented studies at. this, particular time were ide\tt4ing this
pfobkm, and I believe it is important to understand that it was
against that backdrop that the child nutrjtion programs were re-
structured and additional restources were made available at that
particular time.

As a result of this backdrop and these additional resources thechild nutrition .programs were determined to be and identified to
-be one of the major components of the fight against hunger in
America.

Consequently, a very aggressive campaign was begun, and overthe next few years legislation was frequently revised, additional
resources were made available, and performance funding was es-
tablished, and, frankly, the officials at that time, public officials,
were iven the mandateto seek children out and make sure that
they were reached and plso to iniliate additional programs.

Program'bregulations' were revised -which had rather elaborate
outreach procedures, public announcements; eligibility standards
were changed to insure that eligibility was determined on a self-
declaraOm of individual fainilies based on their income and size.

The fact of the-matter is that at thartime the audit reports and
'The GAO reports were bringing to task local and State administra-
tors for being too reAtrictive and unimaginative in their efforts to
reach children and establish new programs.

During- this period we had many administrative and manage-", natilit questions that were raised concerning the programs. Deci-
sidiks on these issues, however, were very often delayed or made on
the basis of current priorities and the existing expansion philos-

sophy that was prevalent at that particular time.
. Consequently, there were -many ,provam policies that, were
tither definecl with considerable latitude or they just did not re-
ceive the appl.opriate attention that many felt they should receive.

Also, training, technical assistance and guidance was severely
dilutecLin this particular period..-Therefore, I feel that it was inevi-table that the child nutrition program§ would be questioned as
thetgrew, as they expanded, and as our national priorities shifted.

TR'at is precisely what we have loday. We have a program that
has expanded rapidly and is exlfttely successful in light of the
originally stated objectives that we operated the program under at
that time, but one that is now being Challenged on the basis of
accountability and utilization -of resources.

Recent studies have shown that we have made considerable prog-
ress. We are now reaching 27 million children, and, about 13 mil
lion of those children are being reached at a free or reduced price.

'Malnutrition is being reduced. However, this program continues to
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be operated under the existing legislation and influenced by those
original objectives kind philosophies.

It becomes extremely easy to criticize a program when its initial
objectives have been accomplished or wheh,.'as far as some people
are concerned, they are out of step with current priorities or phi-

.' losophjes.
I believe it is important to note, however, as national concerns

change, that it is necessary .to accommodate thie with additional
legislation, regulatory or administrative fine tuning, because-if one
does not do this, it is impossible to'superimpose a precise manage-
ment system on a program as finite as the AIMS sptem proposes.

There are those who believe that the school fd service pro-
grams today are being managed casually and that a national man-
agement model precisely drawn with sanctions is necessam in
order to get the attention of State and local officials.

The data being used as a basis for AIMS is questionable. The
justification is partially based on USDA audits, OMB summaries,
and 13A0 findings! These are not nationally significant. The
summer program, to draw a parallel,: is being administered today
by-a set of regulations that were developed on the basis of findings
from a few major cities.

-A clirsory review of those regu/ations will demonstrate just how
complicated, .work-intensivei and technical they are. Additionally,
before this data is Accepted, it would be appropriate for a more
detailed analysis to be performed concerning the methodology, the
procedures, and the implications of such data that is being used as
a justification.

The national cost of implementing the AIMS program should
also be carefully studied.

Over the years, the lateness of regulations, irregular fiscal poli-
cies, and lack of guidance and Mining have paralyzed certain
aspects of the child nutrition programs. This leaves on many occa-
sions State and local officials with only one alternative: to..continue
feeding children; to do the best they can; and to take the ribk that
their decisions will be suppo4ted.

The child nutrition programs are extremely complex. They in-
volve '11 Federal accounts, 90,000 schools with an enrollment of
approximately 46 Millioh children; A mandated management
system suchfas AIMS will not insure thak all of these prograni
participants in these numbers will fall into ranges as precisely as
this system envisions.

Perhaps our current regulations and policies may be out of step
with national priorities, but program administrative and regula-
;tory decisions are needed along with some positive action when
;discrepanciesare found instead of-a national management system.
, Local and regionalized information should not ,be used to discred-
it a nationviide program or to justify a national vstem that is not
applicable to.all States and jurisdictions.

AIMS is another sYstem overlay which. is deolged to correct the
ills of a successful "program, which, according to some, is riot in
keeping with contemporary philosophies. For years, the USDA has
mamtged an evaluation and audft program. They have been effec-
tive in identifying certain problems by type and location. However,
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this-is Another-example of establishing a-requirement, emphasizing
as implementation and then changing direction. ,

Originally, all programs w.ete to be audited every 2 years. It was
later interpreted that only the financial management system of the
LEAs need be included. This reduced the audit effectiveness and,
as a result of this, yeats could pass before child nutrition programs

ii vs were included. Fortunately, most States continued their audit pro-
gram as originally structured. However, this depicts how unrealis-
tic a national methodology can be.

.

. The AIMS system will require additional personnel and travel.
This comes at a time when States have instituted employment

' ceilings and are concerned with expenditure levels and energy
utilizat'on. It ignores the multitude of State management systems

' that a cutrently in place, and the fact that they are continuously
idepti ying problems and taking corrective action.

State and local governments are in a better position to structure
and implement their audit and management programs. The audits
performed in North Carolina indicate an error rate in free and
reduced-price ineal applications of less than 3 percent. When this
occurs, we establish overclaims. I am sure that there are similar
examples in other States.

One of our primary responsibilities at the State level is to train,
direct,, and provide assistance to local educational agencies. This
effort will severely diminish as a result of AIMS. The North Caroli-
na staff is made up today of approximate/Sr 50 persons. We project,
to implement AIMS," that 7 additional positions will be necessary
and that is only if the current monitoring efforts in child care and
technical assistance are substantially reduced.

The current pattern in Government is to use resources for the
issuance of regulations and the verformance of audits without pro-
viding time for training and impleinentation. In recent years, the
Department of Agricultuie's techuical assistance effort has been
severely reduced. 'this is a dangerous trend as programs and regu-
lations become more complex.

The AIMS program will have the same effect on State agencies
because it is work-intensive and acknowledges no tolerances in the

, course of performing reviews. This will result in termination of
many programs because local administrators will decide that the
risk of administering the school lunch,program is just too great.

The AIMS program will require the tiltgeting of review activities
to schools with the largest number of free and reduced-price meals.
This will, in fact, encourage increased attention to those schools at
the expense of others. As a matter of fact, it could result in relax-
ing supervision in i"ise schools that knowingly will not be includ-
ed in the review.

There are concerns relating to the calculation of overclaims. The
amount of overclaim for the same violation will be dependent upon
the time of year the review is performed. Those reviewed toward
the end of the year,wjll not receive equal treatment under the

'system for the same violation. Consequently, it is advantageous to
the LEAtq have the AIMS review as early in. the year as possible.

The method of calculating the overclaims pertaining to the nutri-
tional integrity of the meal is also very crucial. Of particular
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Importance is the methodology whit* would be proposed later con-
cerning the required quantities of foil.

This is a particularly difficult iseue, particularly when we are
faced with such iiisues as offered veisus served, problems of label-
ing, standards of identity. As with the other standards proposed in
AIMS, I feel it would be inuch sounder to develop the pcOicy first
and then the performance standard.

Fe recognize that there is a need to addrees accountability and
nutritional integrity of meals. In the child nutrition programs Con.-

recognized this and identified $4 million in the fiscal year
979 budget to be devoted to such activities. They did not, however,

aglirect that a -national management system be developed in order to
ilwcomplish this.

The national implemeniation of AIMS will greatly exceed the $4
million authorized under this budgetary provision and will be at
the expense of other high priority areai in the program.

We would support a performance standard or set of perfOrmance
standards with reasonable tolerances for State agencies which
would be monitored through the FNS management evaluation
system. Obviously, these atandards should be measurable and es-
tablished on program policy. Violations which exceed acceptable
tolerance levels could be a basis for requiring a system such as
AIMS to be implemented in certain locatfbns.

This would provide State agencies with the flexibility needed to.address the program requirements 'through their management
system. It would also eliminate the need for a standard nationwide%,r.
management system, allow States to 41 'rget their resources to those

talocalities ,which needed the assisn and needed to have pro-
grams identified, and at the Same time provide a set of stpdards
or.the Food and .Nutrition Service to measure the effectiveness of

h State. !

r. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for a good statemfot.

, Our next witness is Mr. Warren Vann, chief of the division of
food and nutrition, and , I am going to call on my colleague, Mr.
Goodling, to make the introduction.

Mr. GOODLING. I am very happy that Mr. Vann is with us repre-
senting the great Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Mr. Vann is the
chief, division of food and nutrition services, bureau of manage-
ment support services, in the Pennsylvania Department of Educa-
tion.

I have met Mr. Vann on several other occasions, and I am sure,
iilthoudit I haven't read all of his testimony, it will be to the point
and give'us some real food for thought. So I am very happy to have
yoU with us today, Mr. Vann.

.
[The prepared statenient of Warren Vann follows:]

PREPARID STATEMINT OF WARRRN M. VANN, JR.; CHIEF, DIVISION OF FOOD AND
NUTRITION SICRVICICS, BURILSU OF MANAORMINT SUPPORT &MORS, PENNOVI.V.ANIA

DEPARTMRNT tlir EIMIATION

Mr. Chairman,: and members of the Committee: I am Warren Vann, Chief of the
Pennsylvania Department of Education's Division of Food and Nutrition Services. I
come before this committee as a formea director of the Pennsylvania Bureau of
Government Donated Pood, a member of the American and Pennsylvania School
Food Service Associations. I am also a father of a six year-old daughter who enjoys
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Ahe_benefita_of the National-School Lunch _Program and -iny wife recen(ly initiated a
Women's, Infant's and Children's (WIC) program in the COmmunity Health Center
in HarrisbUrg.

I appreciate the opportunity to share with you my concerns for the Assessment,
'Improvement and Monitoring Systtim as proposed by the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture. I am extremely concerned that the ous concern with budget balanc-
ing and the recovery of federal funda has drilialcted the thinking of the designers of
this manegement system. It appears that we have lost track of the idea that federal
and state governments have a responsibility to help local sponsors provkle nutrition-
al meals to children. Over the last few years of my involvement in these programs,
it has become apparent that our concern for protecting the integrity of the federal
tax dollar is considerably more highly emphasited than our concern for meal
quatity and nutritional services to children.

On page 62460 of the October 30, 1979 Federal Register under the heading of
Sanction Areas, the following key issues are raised:

1. "Outright failure to initiate and carry out AIMS reviews." This threat with no
clarificetion on how USDA plans to reach theirjustification for decisions is a matter
of grave concern. What recourse will state agencies have to challenge USDA deci-
sions? We must alio know who will run the programs after U.S. Department of
Agriculture imposes a sanction and takes our SAE money. I believe it is critical to
clearly establish the complete cause effect relationship.

2. "FaUure to conduct required number of reviews." In Pennsylvania, there are ten
people wlho, believe, will be able to conduct 1,000 administrative reviews under the
AIMS or any other system each year. filised on our initial analysis of the criteria
that has been proposed, we will have no problem meeting this goal. I support
establishing a formal process for determining the number of reviews to be done
annually. Clear and logical goal setting is a commendable . However, in
many statehisiring freezes could strangle state administrativeftlf7Nutrition Pro-
gram management.

3. "Failure to cover the six performance standards in AIMS reviews." It appears
that the intention is to find faultpunish schoolsrecover funds. Is USDA saying:

Do not use reviews as a management tool.
' Do not help those who need help.

Do not educate the uninformed.
Do not manage.
Do audit.

4. "Substantial failtire to detect existing violations of the six performance stand-
ards." This sanctionftrea works to bring statistital sampling from the summer
program to the lunch program. Thie appears to be their justification for second
guessing state staff decisions. A handput which was disseminated by USDA at their
'AIMS conference November 14, 1979 butlines several aspects of the AIMS proposal.
Under the State Agppcy Responsibility section it is stated that, "When a statistical
sample is reviewed, chinna must be assessed based on statistical projections for the
period of thegeview across the schoel food authority."

We have hired food and nutrition advisers in the past. These people have exper-
) tine in food preparation, sanitation, nutrition and related fields. This pro

section of the system could only be properly carried out by auditors. Additionalry7dns
the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, food stamp regional
office people are being trained to do school reviews. I am sincerely concerned that
these people will begin to second guess our experiepced field staff and federal-state
controversies will ensue.

5. "Failure by the state to provide timely program reports." We muet provide
timely information to those people and agencies who receive the benefits' of the
Child Nutrition Program.. However, it is extremely difficult to organize staff along
lines which Alio* for time to be spent simply sending reports to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. We all work diligently accumulating data and filing reports:
.Unfortunately, much of the 'information which is requested each year has no poten-
tial managerial value to state agencies. It appears that we could be penalited for
not hiring more pebple simply to pub papers and provide statistics to USDA. The
intention of this section of the proed regulations clearly violates the concept of
paperwork reduction that has been propoeed in federal legislation several times
during the last few years, t 4

In 1977 when Public Law 94-105 was passed, a fUll cost accounting system was
plandated by the Congress A variety of problems have developed because school
districts have not learned to properly account for the MI cost required to serve
meals-to children. However, at the local level we have' been working diligently to
implement the system, In many cases we have not had sufficient USDIA adviCe and
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support. The increase-A proper accountability-in the Commonwealth -of Pennsylva-
nia leads me to believe that we are moving in the right direction. However. the
AIMS System is designed to penalize rather than educate. We are required by this
system to seek out problems and to recover hinds.

Specifically, the Department of Agriculture has stated in their proposed regula-
tions that "when the state agency is conducting a first review of any school food
authority, and finds serious problems before visiting the required number of schools,
the review can be suspended and superseded by corrective actions. Cialms must be
assessed for violations found at the schools that are visited."

I contend that once a problem has been identified it is appropriate to determine if
a financial sanction shoup be impoeed. The tiroper question which should be decid
ed by the state agency is whether or not punishment in the 5.orm of a financial
sanction is the appropriate course of action or if recommendations should be made
which will enable the local administrator to know how to properly conduct the
operation.

In many cases school board's, school administrators and local constituents have
taken the point of view that child nutrition programs are nice to have but that the,y
are not abeolutely essential. In the U.S. News and World Report of October 18, 197(1,
an article was published which raises questions about growing educational values
and social programs. Specifically, they state "that in addition to teaching academic
subjects, schools today usually provide lunch and often breakfast, operate huge
tranaportation systems for students, and offer a variety of cultural and recreational
programs." I s,in concerned that more and more people today consider child nutri-
tion progranis to be an unecessary extra. If we do not have the flexibility to
negotiate with school administrators, to educate, to advise and to provide technical
and consultative services, We will only have the responsibility to find problems and
to impose financial sanctions, a negative responsibility at best. It is critial that we
take a look at the administrative trends which we are involved in and that we
design a system which will serve us both now and in the future.

It is apprwriate that weitandardize the requirements for the number of adminis-
trative reviews which should be conducted annually. It is absolutely proper for Us to
make sure that reimbursement does not ekceed program cost's. I also support the
idet of verification that all components of the meal, whether through offer versus
serve or a traditional Type "A" meal or some new system, are met on a daily basis.
We must be able to report to you, the'United States Congress, to our local school
authorities and to parents that the National School Lunch Program does in fact
provide a service; that it is a nutritional program with a measurable value and that
it is in the beet interest of ou'r national seurity. Every time one of our staff goes out
to a school to deiermine exactly how the program is functioning, we make recom-
mendations (or improving the expanding services. We are, in fact, educating and
serving rather than investigating and punishing.

Ultimately, we must be concerned with whether or not school administrators
'believe .that they can continue to accept U.S. Department of Agriculture child
nutrition funds More and more frequently USDA attaches too many narrow restric-
tions which obligate time and involve paperwork beyond the capabilities of the
average school system. It is my opinion that the frequency of administrative reviews
required by the AIMS System is &Signed to supplant audits. I suggest that apbjects
like full cost accounting, double entry bookkeeping, perpetual inventory and free
and reduced price meal keplication processing detract from thei time required to
properly plaq, prepare and serve nutritious meals to children. It is difficult to know
if we am involved in the development of a system which purportll tq help us protect
the integrity of the programs or if we are involved in the development of a system
which. ii designed to reduce the agricultural budget. On the other hand, I cannot
endorse the wholesale distribution, of federal revenues without accountability.
Therefore, I Must say that many of the aspects of this program are truely commend-
able.

. The concept of ;tiutual cooperation has clearly Wen ignored by the designers of
the AIMS regiklations, I firmly believe that the school superintendent, business
manager, building principal andclarsroom teacher are critical to successful Nation-
al School Lunch l'rograms. These people all get involved in free'and reduced meal
review, approval and implementation systems. We must be allowed to educate them,
not be required to disenfranchise them. The AIMS program seems to put their free
and reduced Weal application approval responsibility under rch close scrutiny that
continued,coopeRtion may not be assured.

Mr: Chairman, !Aeon help us make the National Sphool Lunch Program better
than it has been in the past. Please help us build op a solid foundation of proper
management:Please help us continue to serve a legitimate need. Do not allow
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IJSDA program regulators Wititkinichisol lunch frrograni wiiiimpment ar awkward
and difficult as summer feeding program management. We can protect the integrity
of our tax dollars. without segments of the proposed regulations which circumvent
principles.of good management.

Thank you for your kind consideration of my comments. I 4bps that my few ideas
will help your uhderstanding of these important issues The staff-of the Departnwnt
of FAucation in Pennsylvania stand ready to assist you in your deliberations.

STATEMENT OF WARREN VANN. CHIEF'. DIVISIO14 OF FOOD
AND NUTRITION. PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. VANN. Thank you very much, Mr. Goodling, a4 thank you,
Mr, Chairman.

I am Warren Vann, chief of the division of food arld nutrition
services in..our department of education. I tim a former, director of
our Stat4bureau of government &mated food. I am a -father of a
child- wht-does participate in the national school lunch program,
and My wife recently initiated a women's, infants' and, childOn's
program in the city of Harrisburg. In that perspective, I have sOme
involvement in a variety of child nutrition programs.

I appreciate the opportunity to share with you my concerns for
the assessment, improvement, and monitoring system, which
USDA Aas proposed. I am extremely concerned that the overzeal-
ous concern with budget balancing and the' recovery of Federal
funds has clouded .the thinking of the designers of this manage-

,ment system.
,It appears that we have lost track of the idea that Federal and

State governments have a responsibility to help local sponsors
provide nutritional meals to children. Over the last few years of
my involvement in these programs, it has, become apparent that
bur concern for protecting the integrity of Federal tax dollars is
considerably more highly emphasized than our concern for meal
quality and nutritional services to children..

Mr. Chairman, I would like to paraphrase some components of
my testimony today and skip to an-area which I believe is critical.

In 1977, when Public Law 94-105 was'passed, a full cost account-
ing system was mandated lAy the Gongress. A variety of problems
have developed becaufie school districts have not learned to proper-
ly account for the full cost required to serve meals to children.'

However, at the local level, we have been working diligently to
implement the system. In many cases we have not had sufficient
USDA' advice and support.

The increase in proper accountability in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania leads me to belielie that we are moving in the right
direction. However, the AIMS system is designed to penalize rather
than to educate. We are required by this system to seek out prob-
lems and to'recover funds.

Specifically, the Department of Agriculture has stated in their
proposed regulations that when the State agencY is conducting a
first review of any school food authority, and finds serious prob-
lems before visiting tlie required number of schools, the review can
be suspendekand superseded by corrective actiOns. Claims must be
assessed for violations found at the schools that are visited.

I contend that once a problem has been identified, it is appropri-
ate to determine if financial sanctions should be imposed. 'The
proper question Which should be decided by the State agency is

/*-
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whether or not punishment in the form of financial sanctions is the
appropriate course of action or if' recommendations should be Made
which will enable the local administrator to, know how to properly
conduct the operation.

In many cases school boards, school a ministrators, and local
constituents have taken the point of view that child nutrition
programs are nice to have, but they are not absolutely essential.
U.S. News & World Report, October 18, 1976, an article was pub-
lished which raised questior's about growing educational values.
Specifically they stated that in atldition to teaching academic sub-
jects, schools today usulillY provide lunch and often breakfast, oper-
ate huge transportation systems forstudents and offer a variety of

, cultural and recreational programs.
I am concerned that more and more people today consider child

nutrition programs as unnecessary or extra.
....-- It is appropriate, however, that we standardize the requirementss for the number of administratiVe reviews which are conducted. It is

absolutely proper for us to make sure that reimbursement does not
exceed program ceets. I also support the idea of verification that all
components of thie meal, whether through offer versus serve, a a
traditional type A meal or some other new system must be verified
on a daily basis.

We must be able to report to you, the U.S. Congress, to our local
school authorities, to our parents, that the national school lunch
program does, in fact, provide a service; that it is a nutritional
program *iih a measurable value, and that .it is in the best inter-
est of our national security.

Every time one of our staff goes out to a school to determine
exactly hoW the program is functio g, we make recommendations
for improving and expanding vices. We are, in fact, educating
and serving rather than inves gating and punishing. '

Ultimately we must be concerned with whether or nbt school
administrators believe they can bontinue to accept USDA child
nutrition .funds. More and more frequently, USDA attaches too
many narrow restrictions which obligate time and involve paper-
work beyond the capabilities of the average school system.

It is my dpinion that the frequency of administrative reviews
required by the AIMS system is designed to supplant audits.

I suggest that subjects like full cost accounting, double entry
bookkeeping, perpetual inventory, and free and 'reduced meal appli-
cation processing detract from the time required Co properly plan,
prepare, and serve nutritious meals to children.

It is difficult to know if we are involved in the development of a
system which purports to help us protect\the integrity of the pro-
gram, or if we are involved in the development of a system which
is designed to reduce the agricultural budget. ,

On the other hand, I cannot endorse the wholesale distribution of
Federal revenues without accountability. Therefore, I must say
that many of the aspects of the program are commendable.

The concept of mutual cooperation, though, has clearly been
ignored by the desigrters of AIMS. I firmly believe that the schOol
superintendent, business manager, building principal, and class-
room teachers are critical to successful national school lunch pro-
grams.

,
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-These people all get involved in free- and reduced-meal reviews,
approval, and implementation of systems. We must be allowed to
educate them, not be required to disenfranchise them. The AIMS
system seems to put their free- and reduced:meal application ap-
proval responsibilities under such close scrutiny that continued
cooperation may not be assured.

Mr. Chairman, please help us make the national school lunch
program better than it has been in the past. Please help us build
on a solid foundation ofr proper management. And please help us
continue to serve a legitimate need. Do not allow USDA program
regulators to make school lunch program management as awkward
and difficult as summer feeding program management. Wel can
protect the inteirrity of .our tax dollars without segments of the
proposeckirlationsrwhich circumvent principles of good manage-
ment.

Thank you for your kind consideration of my thoughts.
Chairman PICRKINS. Thank you very much.
Now, Mr. Joseph Nagy, the director of school food services.
Did you want to say something?
[The prepared qatement of Joseph Nagy, followsi

PREPARED STATEMENT or JOSEPH R. NAGY, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICES DIVISION,
SCHOOL 'DISTRICT Or PHILADELPHIA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Joseph R. Nagy, Director of
the Food Services Division of the School District of Philadelphia. I appreciate this
opportunity to share with you my concerns on the assessment, improvement, and
monitoring system and cHanges to Part 210 of the National School Lunch Program
as proposed by the United States Department of Agriculture. I also am extremebr
concerned witik the overzealousness on budget balancing and the recovery of federal
ffinsls which seems to have overshadowed the main concept of the National School
Lunch Programs.

What., is the real purpose of the overall AIMS system? It seems khat sanctions anci
methods of dealing with violations take up the greateet portion of this proposal. Our
concern is this; is the primary purpose of thie proposal to help and whit school
districts in being able to correctly administer their lunch programs or a license for a
witchhunt. In Section 154, titled "Funding," it seems to promote activity by the
state in the various school districts in order to safeguard their SAE funds. It states
"Substantial failure to detect exiating violatione of the sift performance standards"
equals lees of SAE money. Hilprically, it seems that any agency that is in danger of
losing funds from year to y unless they matptain a certain level of expenses or
fault finds will push to maintain those levels whether justifiable or not.

If the proposed two y&tr review cycle is put into effect, what it would mean he
that large school districtsole., Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New York, Chicago, and so
on, would be reviewed every other year. On the off years it wouldhe fhir to assume
that they might have a USDA audit. Therefore, in essence, theY would have an
audit or "review" every year.

Presently in school districts, the pressure from federal, state and local politics,
parent groups and other citizens advocate groups, etc., ittaadx bite heavily into the
time of the Food Services Division. Our concern is that' thl IMS does not become
another time consuming entity but rather hn aid to improving the National School
Lunch Program. ,

intOPOIRD CHANGESPART 210NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAy

Under reviews of *chopl food authoeMies, the initial review period %is defined as
between Octolmir 1 and December 81, In many %school districts, getting the facts
necessary to have the currently enrolled children:4 applications for free and reduced."
price meals by October 1 is unrealistic.

Statistical samples should not be allowed to be usedthey could be biased and
unfifir, forAhey project individual problems across an entire salmi district. This
could be tjeftstating to a school district, and is unnecessary.

60 ;#
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Schee)! !bed iaithoiltieli d rr semetimes, but usually endeavor to etirreet thtm
mistakes_ However, there can bit individual schools in a system that for one reason
or another may be out of step. II seems unfair to "star sample and then condemn
the entite district, for the shortcomings of a few individual schools.

In my own School District of Philadelphia, tremendous effort has been put into
our present system of chetks and balances in cooperation with the State authority
on monitoring of the National-School Lunch Program.- As sonw of you may mealt
back in 1975, ouksystem was considered as being less than perfect. We had prob.
leras in accountaTility of nwals. incomplete applications, miashig applications, you
name it, we had it. Since Own, with the cooperation of both the State and Federal
age:nciett, we have inaugurated a tightfisted control over eligibility applications and
meal accountability. Even with the tremendous strides that have been made and the
constant emphasis placed on accountability, we still have some minor problems with
the individual schools. These problems are mainly centered in the area of receiving

, the eligibility applifations properly filled out and back in tinw. In many instances,
we lave to return them three and four times to the parents. It would be unfair to
"stat- sample triese schools and Plea penalice our entir e. school district. I have
attached a sample of the original letter mailed out to the parentla and principals,
and the followup that goes out when the applications are not received on time.

A poasible alternative would be the right of conversion to universal reduced meals
for any school disCtict where the free and reduced meals account for over 80 or 90
percent ofthe meals served. This would reduce accounting and eligibility applica-
tions costs considerably. Applications could be sent out every years to verify that a
school system is still in this 80 or 90 percent category.

The integrity of the present system could be improved if, instead of the parents
filling out the present form of eligibility application, a new simpler form could be
used wherein the hlod of the household would merely insert the adjusted net
income from their IRS-l040 form. This figure would be equitable becauae it takes
into consideration all of the usual expenditures; that is, medical bills, interest
payments and dependents, et cetera. In conjunction with this, if income guidelines
could be Published in April; forms could then be sent to the parents and eligibility
determined before school closes in the summer. This would permit accurate and
correct claims, counts, et cetera on free and reduced meals to be put into effect at
the (*ening of IR:h001, ill September rather than as they are presently, in October or
November..

In summation, I hope that whatever changes you will make will not ohly protect
the integrity of the tax dollar but also improve and not harm the National School
Lunch Program. Thank you for your consideration of these comments,and HI be
happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

THF. SCHOOL DISTMCT OF PHILADELPHIA,
BOARD OF EDUCATION,

21st Street S. of the Parkway, SepteMber .5, 1979.

To: All Principals With a Lunch and/or Breakfast Program. .

Frion; Richard D. Hanusey,,Associate Superintendent for Field Operations; Joseph
R. Nagy, Director, Food Services.

.
Subject: Information Pertaining to Free or Reduced Price Meal Applications.

1. Applications for the 1979'180 school year are being shipped under separate
cover.

2. If you need Spanish applications, please call 29P-7163 and request sane.
3. Only pupils who have an approved or pending 1979-80 school year application

on file are eligible to receive a free or reduced price meal; all other pupils pay the
regular established price of the meal. There must be no exceptions.

4. A parent may file an application for free or reduced price meals for each child
at any time during the school year, and if approved, the pupil becomes eligible on
the date of approval.

7i. In cases of foster/institutionalized children, the child is to be c ified as the
only person in the household; also, the income section must be compjeted with the
amOunt received, or allocated for that child. See enclosure refereijce to foster/
institutionalized children.

6. All applications a roved for freeor relucedprice meals must h ve "Number
of Persons m Househo " and "Household Income sections completed , there must
be no exceptions.

7. The "Food Services Administration" copy of all applications for free or reduced
price meals is due in Food SerVices by November 1, 1979. Copies received after that
date are to be forwarded to Food Services at the end of each Week. Submit to: Food
Services Central Office, J:F4 , Center, 44 ciuyIkHl Ave.-4th Floor.
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cepieeof applicatiem-must-be-either-signed-or -stamped with. the prinoleal's
signature; this is particularly important regarding the school copy which is-retained
as the official copy.

9. For kdditional information we Food Services Division POlicy and frocedures
Manual (Section 4.4), or call the Food Services Division.

Thank you for your cooperation.

PHr ScHOOL DISTRICT OF PHIIA1PrnA,
BOARD OF E CATION,

Slet Street S. of the Parkway, Sept brit:, 19f9.
To: All Principals With a Lunch and/or Breakfast Program.
From: Richard D. Hanusey, Aasociate Superintendent %for Field Operations; Joseph

R. Naa, Director, Food Services.
Subject: Guidelines for Processing Free or Reduced Price Meal Applications...,

The following guidelines may serve to reduce the amount of exception iiotices
being sent to the schools:

Application humber.Plesse use strict numerical order witli'lsehool colr. Exam-
ple: 101-1 ISOhool Code 101Application No. 1). A column is provided for room
number wIlbn nieded.

Thinsfer number.Plesse advise Food Services when a student transfers in or out
or when ,dropped from school rolls, showing original application number and new'
number where applicable.

libster u one. Inconieamount received for child must
be shown.

Insitutionalized child.--Family sizelist as one. Incomemay show a; "none".
Income. Complete only one column. DPA/Unernploynlent compensation dollars

must be listed.
Household expense.Must be itemized. (Mortgage/rent, gas, electric, heat, taxes

only.) Only those amounts oven& percent of income may be deducted.
Approved/denied block.Be Ale to complete the section.
Reviewed by Signature. ,Thank you for your Alf eration.

rik No, 419.
To: Principals.

From: Dr. Richard D. Han y, Associate Superintendent for Field Operations;
Joesph R. Nagy, Director, Food ervices Division..

Sukiect: 1919-80 Confidential Applications for Free or Reduce4 Frit% Meals. .

1. A. of November .5, 1979, oñjy pupils who h ve an approved or pending ap Hen-
don on file for the current achodl year may recóive a five or reduced price mea . All
other pupils who wish a breakfast or lunch must pay regular price.

2. A parent may file an application for a ftee or reduced price .meal -anytime
during the school year, and if approved, the pupil becomes eligible on the date of
approval.,

Questions may be directed to Mr. Calvin Weeley, at 299-7582.

,
Ns Scum, DIRTItlet OF rMLATIRLPHIA,

BOARD OF EDUCATION, JOHN F. KENNRDY CINTICR,

.
Philadefhia, Pa., October 55, 1979.

THR SCHOOL DIDTRICT OF PHILADRLFHIA,
BOARD OF EDICATION, JOHN F. KINNIDY CRNTIR,

Phi4delphia, Pa December 11, 1979.
Pile No. 41i t . I ,

i

. To: Principals. /

ls.'
From: Jov9-80

Applications for Free or, Redd Price Mea
h R. Nam% Director, Food Servicee DI ision. -

Subject:
A recent review of our files indiCates that w4 have 'not received copies oft, the

1919-80 Confidential Application forms for your sbooI. However, we notice that you
are continuing to serve free and reduced meals.10n October 25, you should have

4
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received a letter from -Di-% Tranusey ififd myrielf, stating timt-November 6 was the
deadline for serving free or reduced meals with approved applications on file.

Please advise as to why you are not able to comply.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH NAGY, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICE, PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL DJSTRICT

Mr. NAGY. I have* very short list of contments.
Chairman .PSIIKINS. Without objection, we NA,* put your state-

Ment in the record and summarize it.
Mr. NAGY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Josoph Nagy, director of food services division of the school district
of Philadelphia, a d I appreciate this time that is spent with you.

Our concern is what is the real purpot of the `overall AIMS
system? It seOma hat sanctions and methods of dealing with*viola-
tions take up the greatest portion of this proposal. Our concern is
this: Is the primary purpose of this proposal to help and assist

. school districts in being able to correctly administer their lunch
programs or a hunting license?

In section 14, titled "Funding," it seems to promote activity by
the State in the various school districts in order to safeguard their
SAE funds. in essence, "substantial failure to detect existing viola-
tions of the six performance standards" e4uals loss of SAE money.
' If the proposed 2-year review cycle is put into *effect, What it
would mean is that large school districts, such as my own, Pitts-
burgh, New York, Chicago, and so bel; wpiild be reviewed every

6 other year. On the odd years, it would be elate to assume that they
might have a USDA auclit. Therefore, in estience, they would have
an audit or review every year.

Presently, in school districts, we Nave great pressure from Feder-, i
al, State: and local politics, parent groups, and other citizen advo-
ate. groups, et cetera, which already.,bite heavily into the time of
he food sertices division. Our concern is that the AIMS does not

become another time-cOnsuming entity but rather an aid to im-
provik the national school lunch program.

.4 Under4 reviews of school food authorities, the initial review.
period is defined as between October 1 and December 31. In many
school distkicts, getting the facts necessary to have the currently

. enrolled children's applicatipns for free and reduced price Meals by
Octgicor I. is unrealistic.

Also, STAT samples should not be allowed to be used; they, in
many instances, are 4itised and unfair, fbr-they project indiviclual
prbblems across an entire school district and penalize a school ,

district.
,

As an example, i y school district of Philadelphia, tremendous
effort has been pu our present system of checks and balances

,.. in cooperation wi the State authority on monitoring of the na-
tional ichool lunch program. As some of you may recall back 'in
1975, our system was considered as being less than perfect. .

We had problems in accountability of meAls, incomplete appiica-
tioni, missing applicatiois, you name it, we had it. Our rate was
far in excess of 10 perceiit., Since then, with the cooperation of both

, the State and Federal aiencies, wi -have inaugurated a tight-fisted
control ovet eligibility applications and meal accountability.

4 6
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Even with all of these- controls, we still have some minor prob-
lems with the individual schoolS. These problems are mainly cen-
tered in the area of receiving the eligibility applications properly
filled opt and back in time. In many instances we have to return
them three and four times to the parents.

It would be, unfair to STAT sample these schools and then penal-
ize our entire school district. If that would have happened back in
1975 with the fines that would have been imposed with the sanc-
tions, we would have had to drop out of the national school lunch
program.

A possible alternative to improve the integrity of the present
system instead of the parents filling out the present form of eligi-
bility application, maybe a new simpler form could be used where-
in the head of the household would merely insert the adjusted net
income from their IRS 1040 form.

This figure would be equitable 4ecausellit takes into consideration
ail of the usual expenditures; medical bills, interest payments, and
dependents, et cetera. In conjunction with this, if income guidelines
,could be published in April, forms cOuld then be sent to the parents
and eligibility determined 'before School closes in the summer. This
would peimit accurate and.correct claims, counts, et cetera, on free
and reduced meals to be pdt into effect at the opening of school, in
September rather than as they are presently, in October or Novem-
ber.

In summation, I hope that Whatever changes you will make will
not only protect the integrity of the tax dollar, because none of us
wants to stend too many, Hut also improve and not harm the
national school lunch program.

Thank you for our consideration of these comments, and I will be
happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

Chairman PERK INS. We will have some questions a little later.
Ms. Josephine Martin? -

[The prepared statement of Josephine Martin follows:I

61
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF -SOBE-PHINIL MAT. DIRIVTDR, "LOCAL. SYSTEME fitiPPORT
DIVISION, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

r

NT. Chairman. and Members of tl;s Committee:

I am Josephine Martin, Director
of the Local Systems Support Divieion of

the Georgia Department of Education. With me is Annette Somer. Director of

the School Food and Nutrition Program for the State of Caorgia.

On behalf of the Georgia Department of Education. I would like to present

our concerns on the USDA's proposed regulations covering the implementatioe of

the Assessment, Isprovementr and Monitoring System (AIMS) published for comment

in the Federal Register on October 30, 1979.

According to the Federal Register: the objectives of the AIMS preen:ma are to

analyse current school lunCh and school breakfast management by statee; to monitor

effeekively.the use of federal funds; and to protect the nutritional, integrity

of meals served under the programa.

Briefly. the ADIS proposal is as followi:,'

The ATMS proposal has set six pkrformance stendards to be met by local school

disteicts. A rsview system is proposed which requ'Ires suite educational Agencies

11

to undertake a specific 'ember of reviews at definite time intervals. For ench

performance standard violet on, a claims eseessment (or reclaim) is described.

Sanctions art proposed mgainit SEA. for SAE fundeOfer failure to comply with

the AIMS proposal.

Authority for the AIMS proposal was included in PL 95-627 which revised the

fermula for SAE funds and increased the entitlement to 1 1/2% of program funds.

The legislation also permitted the Secretary to use 1/22 for allocations to

states for improving program performance. The AIRS prop-deal is the FNS response

to the legielationt

The Georgia Department of Education is supportive of nutritional integrity,

fiscal accountabilityi.coot effectiveness, end coat containment.

We fully support the concepts contained in the six performance standards,

because they represent the statutory provisions. On many occasions I have

1
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toothied before this committes'in favor of the legislative provisions. A. a

member of the National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition authorized by Pl. 91-248

in 1972-75, 1 sponsoted a repolution asking that UShA develop a uniform cola

accounting system because /, and otharrprefeselonals in the field, recognized

that discrepancies existed in reporting for meals' and funds. Our requeeta to

USDA and to the Congress have Included requests for audits, for personnel

standards, for funds for training.

The Georgia Department of Eduestion hms implemented many controls to assure

program accountability and nutritional integrity. Since 1958 the Department of

Education has paid variable reimbursement rates. Since 1965 the' Department of

Education hair had a statewide system of 'cost accounting which hat; been refind

to respond to the requirement of FNC-796-1, 2, 3. The hepartment of Education

developed 4:statewide audit program as required by OM Circular A-IO2 and A-I10

and has completed the firat complete two-year audit cycIT Since 1971 the Depart-

ment of Education has required local lichee] ayeteme to maintain a meal production

record to document Neale served and quantities of food prepared. Each year the

Department of Education requires local schools to send MOM'S tO ststo office where

they are reviewed for components. Each menu is evaluated and corrective action I.

taken by staff where menus fall to most the pattern.

The Department of ltducation hns not been reluctant to alun!ein reclaims whore

Improper meal counts or inval applications were identified. Until the oifer

versus erved provieion bec a law, the hepartment of Education had an edit in'them2°

computer program which disallowed payment of any meal claims for which an !mint-

ficient quantity of milk was purchased. The Depnrtment of EduCation objected

several years ago when MS dincontinued the quantitative requireMent for administra-

tive reviews, and maintained tht requirement on a statewide baste.

Last year, tha Pepartment of Education lapsed anveral hundred thonmand

dollars because meal costs did not OuPport the national average payment. We
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believe in fiscal responsibility. Wo believe An trCnting the federal tax dollar

with the same respect as we treat the state tax dollar. We racognixe that only

those program. with fiscal and program integrity will survive. We perceive

those programa as nutrition programs.

Therefore, the concerns that I preeent to this committee todny are not an

xpression of opposition to the concepts contained within the syntem. The view,

that I present are concernn about the proposal for n'll additional system of

monitoring, the constrainte (time and financial) which will make it impoenible

to implement, lack of clarity in the performance standard. and absence of basic

policy decielons necesenry for uniform nppliention, specific reqeirements of the

system and perhnpe ost of all, about the role in which the Department of Educe-

tion is cast u der the AIMS concept. flisiorically, the Georgia Department of

Iducation has eettmed both a regulatory and a leadership role for the LEAa.

AIMS will cast the Department of Education in n ntrict pAlcint role. The LEAs
m

will not ask the state for technical nasielfance; once.a violation la'identified,

the DOE must first ssssss an overclaim, then offer help.

The views of the Department of Education will be presented under six major

topics, which I believe will describe deficiencies in the proposed eystem, nnd

will finally offer an alternative. These six topics are:

1. AIMS superimposes an additional monitoring and compliance system on presently

O.
eff4<1ve systems.

2. The proposal to implement AIMS appears to be a statement of the USDA's

inability or unwillingnosa to 'apply the present monitoring and compliance

system, in a uniform and consistent manner.

.3. There ore iniquities and,ftedequacies in the proposed )pging structure for

A1MO.

0

4. Implementation of AIMS according to the proposed schedule is unrealistic.

.3. There are specific problems with each of the six proposed performance etnndards.

no,\I
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6. there are elternatives available to the UiDA which would accomplish the

objectives of AIMS without the necessity of adding a new program which will

destroy local-state relationships for program improvement.

'I shall discuss tech topic.

1. AIM; superimPOls, nn 291Pnr.01 nd compliance eyetem on presently

ffett1v6 YetSpe. Currently published regulations provide both the

authority and the methodology through which an effective_monitoring and
4P

compliance system may function. The following specific parts of the Code

of Fedpral Reguletions contain the authority and methodology to which I

have referred:

7 CFR 210.14(a)(1) provides: "Each State ,agency. or FNSRO, where

applicable, eball provide consultive. technical, and magogerial personnel to

administer programs and monitor parforpance and to memeure progress towards

achieving program goals, as specified in the State Plan of Child Nutrition."

It is through this authority.that the State of Georgia performs superVlsory

assistance reviews of school food authorities. These reviews cover import nt

program objectives. The administrative management and the operations of he

LIAs are ttoroughly analysed and valuated through this process,i/poris are

prepared and corrective action is taken and documented. Followup ie made by

the state agency to ensure that deficiencies noted in the reviews are corrected.

Each LEA is reviewed on a five-year cycle. All schools are reviewed inifhis

process.

7 CFR 210.17 includes the requirement that school food authorities (SFA0).
A

shall be audited not less frequently than once very two years. This mule:-

tion mbraces the yequirements of OMB Circulars A-102 and A-110. The audits

Are conducted in accordance with the General Accounting Office, Standar% for

Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities and Functione. /n

a
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_4_
addition, this section provider that audit

guides:evallablo from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's Office of Audit
shoultOte utilised in ihe develop-

ment of audit programs to be coltducted by the states:

The proposed regulation would require thnt Mks whIFh have an enrollmont

of 40,000 have an AIMS review ovary two piers, and other Litios would have an

AIMS' review every five years. However, since the existing nudit requirement

is on a twe-year cycle, all LEA. would be required to have the fincill audit

every two years, and the complete.performance audit (AIMS) ott n five-year

cycle. USDA has indicated that they'd() not wish to require unneceannrY

duplication of service; Unless one or the other of these requirements is

modified, there will have to ba a duplication of serviee. The two-year nudit

requires the review of parts or all of ilve,oe the mix performance seandritds.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the existing regulations and

the ststut'Ory prov.Isions are adequate for.a system of monitoring. The proposed

relulatione ata causing a hysteria among school foodlliOple. The irony of tho

system is that the AI S is tergled toward school program, which have tha

avountability crite la designed in, or have the capacity for accountability.

Other child nutrition programs. which have received widespread publicity

fo'r lack of compliance, are not(tergeted for AIMS.

2. The troposel to implument AIMS appears
toa.jetatur.cnt of the USDA's

inebIlity ur unwillit.gnualre apply the existing monitoring, end uumtliance

provisions in e uniform end consistent manner.
One of the principal reasons

. for the implementation of AIMS appears to be that states have not uniformly

implemented the monitoring and compliance
systems presently prescribed in

thtisgulations. liven though the requirement to audit MIAs no less frequently

than mite :very two years has been in ffadt since fiscal year 1977-78, it is

row sd by various USDA people that throe years later many state have emir"'

y taken the first stop toward implemenitation of an nudit program.. Sanction,

0
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ire 'currently available to USDA against any recalcitrent states yet there

is no evidence that USDA ham exercised those sanctions. What evidence do

we have to Indicate that USDA would uniformly employ the sanctions it has

requested in the proposed AIMS resulajione against those states which do

,pot comply with AIMS? State educational agencies are concerned chat USDA

will very its oWn administration precticur in implementing the regulations.

If this system fails, will USDA impose yet another system in two years?

The Prosram Aids or Guidance materials provided by USDA have been

inadequate. For example, the USDA (FSS) publishes a Food Buyina Guide to

be used by LRAs to determine the quantities of food needed to be served.

?NS insists that it is a Guido. Mt, the aüditore use tha Guide as the strict

measure to determine adequacy. The Guide is inadequate in coverAse and

accuracy. The FRS has Provided weak beep material, to be used in monitoring

varioua regulations.

The USDA position-on many of the program requirement, has vacillated.

Oh th4 one.hand..the ORAstave been told to be eoncernad only with the,

status of claims from the SFA since that is the legal entlty with which we

deal. Now lase than two years'after VMS retOmmended the elimination of

school+Mlaims, regulations are proposed which.require information by school

ahd necessitates Implementation of this nroeram kx school.

M. ChairMan. it is'essintial that the USDA attempt to provido some

stability in these progrees. The 'LEA* and the SZAs can hardly respond to

the rapid changes imposed by.the USDA.

3. -There are inequities and'inadequAcise in the proposed funding for ALMS.' /

llen address thi inequities first..
'

fl

151 made available four million dollars to fund-the AIMS program. The

formula for distributing Om funds way published as an Interie Regulatial

7 CFR- Fart. 235. The formula ccotains four factors: Sass, Number of School

4"Noo
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food Authorities within the state, free and reduced price meals, and large

1

school districts.

This formula with its weight favors states with small meal volume and

large numbers of school district.; conlbreely it handicaps large states

with consolidated districts and large school systems. For example, state A.

aong tge ten largest tates in velums of meals, enrollment, and number of

echoole enroll. 1.2 eilion children and 501 economically needy children:

The AIMS allocation is 485,000. ,State which enrolls 525,000 childrensnd

has 251 free meals, receives an AIMS allocation of 495,000.

Under tbe formula Georgia will receive $82,1359. We believe that the

distribution formula could be improved by chahglneVik second factor from the

basis of school food authorities to number of schools in the state. There may

be soma difficulty in the definition of a school for the purpose of making

this calculation. but I submit that there is enough liandard terminology. tob

provide USDA with a basis for allocating fund. 'equitable to the states baeli

on workload; and this workload .121;lexpreseed in the number of schools required

to be reviewed within une state and not9.n the number of school food

authorities. This inequity becomes transparent when one considers that

Georgia has approximately 1,800 public achools within 487 nchool districts:1

whereas in some other sates the number of school districts ie almost as

large as the :lumber of our schools.

The foreula for allocating the funds le inequitable.- But perhaps even

more important, it is totally inadequate. A projection of tho cost-of

implementing the AIMS 11.47-arisone in Georgia is based.upon the assumption

that the firs& review could be Coordinated With the,existing supervisory

assistance and audit program. The cost projected only.for the additionel

requirements Deposed on the SEA through the %MS proposal ls $375.000.
4

. 46?6150 o 110 - 40
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Georgia'. share of the four million dollars is $82,099 or $292,000 less than

44

nestled (Exhibit A). Perhaps this figure help. to eXplain some of ths hysterin
\\

connected with the proponals. More time would be required at the LEA in

preparation for the stat reviews and to monitor the state reviewn (Exhibit A).

No provisions are made for the LEA coat. The minimum violation which would

neces.itate a econd or third visit AL school eyetem ie a $150 dolls:.

'!claim per school reviewed. If Georgia reclaimed $150 dollers froMiltch

school required to be visited through the AIMS procoau, we would reclaim

$6.7,050 welch year, coneiderably Voila than the cost of AIMS. The unfortunate

angle of thy AIMS program is thmt NO time 1. availmble to assist the LEAm in

correcting the deficiencies.

4. Implementation of AIMS according to the prop_aned schedule in unrenlistic.

The funds proposed to be mmde available under tbe ADIS mllocation mre

inadequate to buy staff to comply with the proposed schedule. Existing

regulations and an approved state plan of operation which outline specific

requirement. such ms training requirement, outremch efforts, mdminimtxation

1

of Food Service Equipment Assimtance, on:going record and reporting require-1

wants, procurement ptmndmrde, coordinmtion with NET Progrmm and Audit place

the state agency in an untenmble position. A decision must be.msdo regarding

which regulation will not be followed when there le insufficient staff to

fulfill oll the requirementa. Oftentimes the regulations are contradictory

or overlapping. Amsuming thmt funds were avmilmble to purchame an additional

nine.field popitions in Georgim, I doubt that the personnel could be recruited

and trained by September 1980, considerini the other progi requirementsl.

There is some reference In the preliminary material of t possibility

of Implementing some of AIMS in this school year.. It it unreaeonable to

believe that a progrmm of this scope on which the regulations have not Yet

been adopted could be implemented prior to the beginning of the 1981-82

-4)
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idhOol year. I fact, by its own requiresints the state agency'. State

Plan of Child Nutrition Operations must detail how a state agency will

implement AIMS. The administrative adjustments necessary to get the current

State Plan amepded would take sore time than ts available in the remainder

of the present chool year. It is my understanding that State Plan Cuidance

for 1981 doss not comtain information about AMIS. This mean* that the 1981

plan will require revieion.

The followop reqUirements of the SBA for AIMS are o complicated that

computer program will bo necseary to provide scheduling information to

neure that state staff are in the right chool diatrict in tho right month

to do the ri&ht followup. It would require some.study(but I recommend that

USDA)consider a impler formula for determining which schools in a school

food'authority will be reviewed in the followup phase of AIMS.

5. There are pecific problem* with each of the ix pet-to/mance standard*. A

complete analysls of our cossent will be filed with FNS prior to January 2;

however, I wish to name a few of the problems as examples of the toncerno.

Performmpce Standard 1: All applicationssafor free And reduced ifico

1

meals are validly approved or correctly denied. Briefing aeseions by USDA

have indicated tat a technical error would cause tho application to be

considered invalid. A claim would be assessed again:If/the school back to

the approval date. A technical error, could be the failure of tho principal

A to sign a valid application, or the recording of information on incomm in

the incorrect block on the application. V. have no problem with the standard

am it relates to valid application., but the USDA definition of valid causes

great concern. A school could be e d an overclaim for meals served to

children who qualify for meals. The correction of a techniCal error permits

the school to claim that meal in the future, but would haverto restore the

funds received for that meal prior to the'corfection of the error.

-
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The hardship prvialon of the free and reduced meals policy creates.

mnother concom. It Is our belief that Allis would virtually eliminate the

discretion of principals to.seke thin kind of decision. USDA hes not

delineattuispecific criteria for hardahltbut has allowed discretion. Fear

of penalty vould discourage discretion. USDA has not indicated Any plena to

provide definition guidance for hardehip.

performance Standard 2: Free and reduced price mraln Onims for reiquve-

sent are less than or,equal to the number of currently enrolled_0111dren

pproved for (D free and (2) reduced price mealsLrespectively times the

dere of opera4p for the reporpngleriod. Tie stIndard in ambiguouu. 4

What is the sea ing of currently enrolled?. Does it mean enrollment on the

last day of the reportin period? If so, what happens to the meal erved

to eligibly childIe'n during the eirst fifteen dayn ef tl,t canith who Loved

away? What happens to the migrenao What'about those menle seryed to pupils

enrO'lled in child care programs'but arc not counted As part of the "enroll-

sent"? What about the difference In reporting periods? Schpol enrollment

is keptinn a 20 day reporting period; school meal data is on a monthly heals.

Rerformance Standard 3: The total number of meels claimed for reimburse-
.

sent ie equal -to:nese than the averajoLdeily attendance for deys of

woold.be especially punitive for the schools with high pii,rticIpation. Because

operation timem the days of operation for the reporting petlod. Thin ulandhrd

4k

of the difference in reporting p6riod for attendance and pnr ipntion, it' is'-c. ,

\po ible for seale,to exceed 1002 ADA for any one reporting pbriod. Satellite

oper ions serviced on th baeis of the previous dny's.menl count or child

care seals served to children who are not part of the ADA could crente a.

reason for an overclaim. USDA advised that such things as serving children

in child care programa who wore not enrolled would probably have to bo die-
*

continued. What about eligible children who come to school.for meals only?

6 2
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_

The SFS? allows any child who shows up at a site to have lunch.
,

Needless to eay, jt seems Lhat tho USDA interpretation in many of these

standards le a contradition to program expansion.

PerfWmince Standard 4: The ay_atem for_countlpfLand recordinA meal totals

for free, paid and reduced wale cldimed fot reimbursement as both *school and

SFA yields correct claims. The'Cuidanre given for this standard indicates a

contradiction of the regulation providing for implementation of the 80X.and

100% provision contained in PL 95-166.

Under the offer versus erve provisicurand thilUSDA to

provide flexibility in meal offeringa counting meals becomes quite a task. l.n

Cobb County, Georgia when two USDA people counted meals, each secured n

1

different nuither. Neither agreed with the eash register and the eounter control,

Validation of total meal counts would require a minimum of one person throughout

the entlre meal period for eachserving lino. Many secondary schools have

four or six serving lines.

Performance Standnrd 5: 'Reimburaement
claimed for meals are limited to

allowable costs as docOmented by reviewable records. Unless FUS 'developi, .

additional constraints On this standard, we believe that our existing system

would fully monitor this standard. I would like to relato briefly 80M0

Interesting figures ilemonstrating the eluccess of the School Food Service

Audit Program in Georgia (Exhibit B).

Performance Standard
15:41Neele,laimed for reimbursement contain food

components and quantities as required
by regulations and_ as documented by

reviewable production and student participAion records. Ile preliminary

Asaterial indicate, that this standard
will'eonsider only components at the

present time. FNS hets'indicated that a later tegulation wilL detail guidance

for monAtoring quantities of food.
NevPrtheless, the standard contains tbe

requirements for monitoring quantities.
And this make: Din uneasy.

'62 2 J.
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There'are many concerns with thin standard. Tho offer vernue serve

provision permits tudents to take 3 of 5 iteme. In order to document that

adequate food was prop,ared, must the school prepare f(l.re of five and allow

the extra fled to be wanted? '

What Ilappens when the Staten! milk m44eting order permits ; tolerance in

the filling of milk.cartoes, and the revitwer determines that some uf the

cartons do not have the full eight ounces of milk? I. the claalompasesned
. 1

.

against' the dairy? tho school? Wlmt happims when milk in recycled (au

permitted by 0SDA)?
. .

Jr

What happens'when nn ado ate aired meat fiortio pun was rchased, and yet

the portion shrunk while sta ding on the servieg lino? What happens when

the school serves a turkey-frankfurter which has no standaid of identity,

and the local system cannot prove that.it contained 2 ounces of meat? What

haPpens when the combinatioh school which fuclUdes primary children se well

'as older children, adjusts the portione downward !or the younger children

in accordance with the regulations? Voes the acheol prepare a 2 ounce

portion for all, and wAthe food?

What happens when the meals are planned fdr 801 of the children and

901 decide to eat that day? Are all the mealn disallowed, or only the 10X?-
_Meat foods C.],e weighed tel'd measured?

There are many questions which scare all of us in regard to thin standard.

There are a number Of currently exiiting reghlations which are contradicted

by AIMS. Lack of adequate base materials cc) trale personnel, lack of training

for managers and personnel, lack of funds ti) attract personnel with the

competence to fully implement the sophisticated
progrAm prescribed in AIMS.

The AIMS system doesn't provide for !tny tolerance.

These programs are operated by human balngs, and some human error will take

place. We believe that u1 eranee factor is essential. Any claim assessed

823
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to be $150 dollars per school reviewed would trigger a follow-up vieit.

Two orals incorrectly nerved could goon ndd up to that nsount when the

national svea payment' is 93c. We believe Oust the dollar amount for

triggering revisits should be eliminated.

While I have not attempted to.enumerate all my concerns with the

performanott standards, I hope that the examples given have demonstrated

the validity of the contemn.

6. Thereare alt.ernativl.t._nvailnble_to_the_USDA.which would ncvomplish the

objectives of the Attu; coneu,s without addiefi.a new progtam. We, in Georgid.

believe thAt USDA has promulgned aufficient regulatiol to enforce compliance

without superimposing another symtem on stnte agencies and local dfstrlcts.

We propose that Congress direct the USDA.to analyze the current regula-

tions and 'develop its own administrative dod management strategy to provide

for uniform implYmentation of the euttent regulations. We believe OW USDA

could require the State Plan of Child Nutrition Program Operations to contain

a plan for implementing and monitlring the six performance standards within

the framework of existing supv-visory assistance nnd audit requirements.

SCate agencies that have been progresalve in implemeltijoit regulations should

not be penalized, but should be given latitude in refining their owe:programs.

to accomplish the AIMS objectives.

I.

We believe that a prrfor:Mrowe mIdit Which would combine supervisory

assistance and audit info one comprehensive review would meet the proposed

objectives.

After' such perforMance nudite were made. followup would be required by the

same perfoehance audit tenm with the anme frequency proposed in USDA's

follow-up procedure.

This propoenl would permit the state agency to effectively use existing

staff for performance audit. However, additional stiff would be required
.

4.

a
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for the followup activity. This has been .n recoenized weakness of both our

-or

4

supervisory assIstance and audit program. The agency does not have sufficient

staff or funds to provide the LEAs with the technical assistance to develop

new eking for correcting deficiencies noted. The ptopoeed.standard 6 will

require considerably more time and staff than existing reviews, and this I.

good. Emphasis in monitoring has tradition/Illy focused on the fiscal matters;

this standard recognises the nutrition requirement.

Even though more staff will be required, we believe :hat giving the state

agency latitude and responsibility would promoft program Improvement. If

the state agency fails to meet the performance standard, we believe that USDA

has the authority under present law to apply sanctions. If the state does

not have an approved State PliC it would not be eligible for.funds.

In suspary.

. we believe that USDA hes a responsibility to develop effectivNlose materials

prior to implementing any yrogres bf sanctions

AP believe that USDA must develop some policy dicisions to manure national

\uniformity of program implementation

we belieullthat with minimum revision in current regulations the monitoring

programa could be improved and controlled

. ur believe thnt USDA nhould exeWnd the comment period until Februnry 15 to

allow maximum input

. we believe that USDA should thoroughly ennlyze etsting regulations a'nd

eliminate contradictory provisiona
01.

um.. we believe that USDA should teat any program of monitoring to idntify
IR t

li

problems, frimes, and project costs.
. 1

rMr. Perkini, members of the committee, we appreciate your concern and

support for school nutrition progress. We know that you understand the sensitivity

"s)
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_ .

of tatelocal relAtionshipe. and the damage that a punitive monitoring system
%

could do to the well-being and ffectiveness of all Child Nutrition Programe.

thank you for allowing me to present.this tatement. If you have questions.

Miss Bomar or I will be pleased to answer.

0

\em.
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Exhibit A

PROJECTED ADDITIONAL STAFF COSTS AND TIME TO IMPLEMENT AIMS
GEORGIA DRFARTMENT OF EDUCATION

-

I. Field Monitors

Mandays/Year Nandays/Year Mandays/Year
Second Vieit Final Visit Total

5 year LEAs 261.6 6O 881.6

2 year LIAe 126.0 392.0 518.0

A. Total Now Labor Days Required 387.6 1012.0 1399.6

R. Total Labor Wseke Required

1400 days 280 labor weeks required

C. Total New FTEslequired

,280 weeks
32 available weeks 8.75 FTEs Required for field Monitoring

D. Cost - 9 0 $30,000 $270,000

2. State AIMS Manager - 1

(to coordinate schedules, reports, etc.)

Cost - 1 I $25,000 $25,000

3. Claims A sssss sent Manager - 1

(to coordinate claiip assegsment, appeals,

Coot - 1 0 ,241c000 $20,000

4. Clerical Staff

a. for field monitors

b. for accounting section

c. for claims a sssss wont control

coot - 5 I $12.000 $60,000

5. A. Total Nueber New VTR. - 14

B. Total Staff Costs - $375,000

6.* Georgia'e.Share of AIMS Funds - $132,...000

7. Needed Additionnl Funds - $292,000

s.-.. 62
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NAX1NVN SCHOOLS TO BE VISITED AND PROJECTED RECLAIMS

Schools to Visit - 2 Years

Required Nan Days

Schools Per Year

Tines

Reclaim: 161 $150 $24.150

Schools to Visit - 5 Yars

Required Man Wye 1308 1308 3100 dhis

School* Per Year .65.4 65.4 155.. Z86

Reclaims: 286 I $150 $42.900

Total Reclaim/Year . $67.050/Ysar
c-

First

Review

Second
Review

Finsl

Review

63 63 196 ,

252 252 784

31.5 31.5 98 . 161 schools
Max haus

327 327 775

0
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RISULT8 OF A PARTIAL REVIEW OF AUDITS
PRRFORMED IT THE GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF

IDUCATION FROM JAHUARYL 1978 THROUGH
JUNIto 1999

Tim statistics shown below were derived from 142 of 187 audits
performedin the State of Georgia. The audits were reviewed for non-compliance withAIHS Performance Standards One through Five.

8X11181T 8

Performance Standard 01

The verification of the correctness of freo and reduced-price epplicationele standard audit procedure in the State of Georgia. In 187 audits conductedin Georgia since January 1979, every instance of inaccurate or invalid fres and'reduced-price applications was corrected by the SFA during the coulee of the

f
audit. It is standard audit policy in'the School F d Serellcos Program toparait SFA's to correct-technical errors in free a reduced-price applications
during the.couree of the audit rather than punish hem for these errors. Within

?
the limits promcribed for our auditors there have oen no documented instances
in which's fres or reduced-price application woul have been disallowed.

Performance Standard-02

Auditors found non-compliance \in.,41x (6) au its. Audit adjustments wars .made disallowing 1,498 fres or redukid price se 6 claimed for reimbursement.
These audit adjustments were mad. during a curr nt fiscal year to reports already rtubmitted by the local School Food Authority an reduced tho amount of reimburse-ment paid.

Performance Standard 03

4
The test called foi in Performance Standard 03 is a specific audit step

0411110our audit program in'the State of Georgia. In.the 187 audits conducted since
January, 1978, the total number of meals claimed for reimbursement has not4 exceeded the average daily attendance for days of operation times tha days of
operation for the reporting period.

Performance Standard 04

1. Auditors found non-compliance in 19 audits. Audit adjustments were ludo
for 67,231 meals and 86,464 half pints of milk served. These audit adjustments
were made during a current fiscal year to reports already submitted by the
local School Food Authority,and equated to a reclaim of reimbursement.

Actual monetary reclaims for reimbursement for prior fiscal year* totaled
84,644:49.

Performance Stendard OS

Auditors found non-complionce In ninety (90) audits. Audit adjustments
to allowable coats of $363,154.66 were made in audits conducted durfhg
1978-79 current operating fiscal year. Actual monetary reclaims for reimburse-
ment for prior fiscal years totaled 880,749.75.

(
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-STATEMENTOFJOSEPHINEMARTIN IMCAL SYS-

TEMS SUPPOgT, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AC-

OMPANIED BY ANNETTE BOMAR, DIRECTOR OF THE

CHOOL FOOD AND KUTRITION PROGRAM

s. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the coMmittee, I ani.

J phine Martin, di tor of the local systems support, division of
th Georgia Departrbnt of Education.

e is. An tte Bomar, who is director of our school food
and nutr tien ifrogram in the State.

In the inlerest of time, I would like to highlight my statement
and have the full statement entered iRto the record.

I am pleased te present the concerns of the State Department of
Education in Georgia on USDA's proposed AIMS system. We sup-
port nutritional integrity, fiscal accountability, cost-effectiveness,
and costtcontainment.

Yesterday Superintendent McDaniels told the regional adminis-
trator that he supports the concepts contained in the six perform-
ance standards:4o indicate our support of these kinds of things,
the department of education has been out front in full cost-account-
ing, in developing an auditing program, in having an administra-
tive review system, Nand so we feel that we presently have -an
effective system of cost, I mea of

Chairman PERKINS. Let me rupt you at that point to make
an observation. I intend to pa upon all the State departments in
the Nation for their comments and 68k them to comment on this
proposal by the Department of Agriculture, and I intend to put it
all irt the Congressional Record, especially in view of the Public
Law 95-166, where Congress mandated that:

The Secretary shall reduce to the maximum extent possible the paperwork re-
quired of State and local educational agenciess participating in the child nutrition

programs.

In addition, the Secretary was to report to Cogress 1 year later
on the extent to which paperwork had been redfIceit

The date that the study was to be completed was Noveniber-of
last year. We have not received any %Lich report from the Depart-
ment of 4,gricWture so far.

We want tolet the States show who is derelict in the responsibil-
, ity. The' Department of AgricUlture is trying to cut back on these

school lunch programs.
), They have got all of the statutes in thi wind, at least 50 statutes
Where people can be, indicted, that mffite a fraudulent statement
today, and they watt more regulations. Since we have not received

any such report from the Department Of Agrieulture, I don.% know
how the Departinent has cut boack on paperwork. In fact they want
to a d new and much morelgierwork. I don't know what their
obje4thie is of coming here with these proposals when they formu-
la this.

I ate to interrupt y ur testlinony, but my staff will corttact all.
State departneqts,ko get me a foundation to put in the Con-

'----itigesional Record to s ow how, the paperwork is growing, instead
a-being curback, as we mandated.

It is growing, growing, growing'. You go ahead.
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___Ma__MART-mDr.MeDaniels indicated- yesterday to Mr. Alspach
that he would be pleased to prepare a statement or response to the
regulation, so I am sure he would appreciate that opportunity. We
have not been reluctant under the prese provisions of the regula-
tions to assess claims against school d trigs that have invalid
reports or even to -assess claims, where eals did not meet the
requirements on a continuing basis.

Therefore, the concerns that I present tO this committee today
are not an expression of opposition to the conceOts of accountabil-
ity contained within the system. The views that I present are
concerns abombt the ptoposal for an additional system of monitoring.

Two, the constraints, time and financial, which will make it
impossible to implement the program and, three, the lack of clarity
in the performance standards and the absence of basic policy deci-
sions. .

Four, I am concert* about specific requirements that each of
the performance standards and, five, about the role `in which the
Department of Education is cast under the AIMS concept.

Our vieWs fall under six majd topics. One, AIMS superimposes
an additional monitoring and compliance system on presently effec-
tive tystems. We have a program of supervisory assistance that is
mandated by the present regulations.

JD. We have a program of audits that is mandated and yet there are
mpny schopls, many States, we are told, in the Nation that havenit implemented an audit program, even though that requirement
came into being 3 years ago.

Two, we are concerned that the proposal to implemvt AIMS
appears to be a stlitement of the VSDA's inability or unwillingness
to.apply.the present monitoring apd compliance systems in a uni-

. fotmand consistent manner.
., We are afraid, akain, if we come in with this AIMS system, that

the USDA will not implement whatever system they come up with
unifohnly, and 2 years from now, they will come back with some-

.c. thing else and keep another system on top of AIMS and audits and. .supervisory assistance. ...-
,

I mean also in connection with the USDA's apparent inability or
Unwillingness, we find that they have not given us the basic base
prbgram materials in Which to work.

' For example, the Department of Agriculture Oublishes what is
.called a food buying guide, and yet we are told by the Department
of Agriculture that is a guide to schools to be used in determining,jo lquantities of foods to be purchased and served.

When the auditors go into the individual schools, they use the
big guide as the law and the gospel. The buying aid does not take
into account a lot of information about the foods which local school
systems are purchasing or does not even consider such things as1

vending meals, Sp we do not have the base materials from the
Deptkment of AgriCulture or basic policy decisions on which to
work. .

Our third cbncern' is that there are inequities And inadequacies
in the proposed fuhding WuCture for AIMS. They propose to spend
$4 million for this,endeavoi. There are inequities in the funding

*structure. . ,.. .;,.
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For example, they use tour factors to allocate the $4 million. The
four factors ere a base amount,-the-riumber -Of large school systems;
the number of free and reduced meals, and the number of school

food'authorities.
Chair1nan PERKINS. Let me interrupt you one more time, ,and

then I I stop interrupting you.
I somet'hnes down home get in some of these food stamp lines to

see how this.thing works. I will visit the school lunch rooms and it
, would seem to me that they could well spend their efforts in other

areas where the programs are administered so much more loosely

than the school lunch program.
I have never seen an instance *that I have observed where the

school' lunch program was abused, but I can't say that for other
food service programs, for other people.

Somehow this Department is prejudiced in only one area and is

letting all of, the other areas go wide open. Fraud is committed

every day, and they afe taking it all out on those little schoolchil-
dren.

Go ahead.
Ms. MARTIN. There are so many things that ytou say that I would

love to respond to.
For example, it is not in my text, but I do say i&ere that AIMS

is 'geared toward the school programs and this concerns us because

we do feel that public education in America has a more account-
able system of fiscal and nutritional accounting than some of the
other agencies that get the Federal funds.

Just this last week we were told by the Departnient of Agricul-

ture to reconsider a certain group of residential child care institu-
tions which we .had taken off the 'program or declared a moratori-
um on last spring because, number one, they were getting USDA
funds which did not appear to us to be going into improving meal

service but supplanting other Federal funds.
Two, we did not find documentation that the meals were not

meeting the requirements, and they were being operated by a
"profitmaking management company. 4

Three, we found that they were not maintaining adequate rec-
ords to support, so we recommended taking. them off lut now we
are told that the moratorium has been released and we should put
those people back on, so there is a lot of inconsistency wheii we
have to implement this kind of system and our public education
programs and our private schools.

To get back to my statement, there are some inadequacies in the
proposed funding structure. We have done a costing out of the
AIMS system tor the State of Georgia, and assuming that our
present audit staff and supervisory assistance staff would make the
initial review, we still find to implement what. they have proposed
here would cost $375,000 a year, and the State of Georgia would get
$82,000.

Now, to indicate the inequity in the funding formula, f did a
comparisop of two States, and one'happened to be North Carolinas

gene, I 'hope you don't mind. They have about 1.2 thillion chil-
dren 'and 50 percent free or reduced meals would get $85,000 under
the SAE formula.
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Another State in another part of the country that has half asmany children enrolled, half as low, I mean 25 percent economical-
ly needy children would get $95,000. There has to be somethingwrong with the formula that has been used to allocate the money.Our fourth concern is that the implementation of AIMS accord-ing to the proposed schedule is unrealistic. It would take a comput-er program in a State as large as ours just to make sure that the

,ete agency people were where they wqre supposed to be on thest, second or third review at the right time, and I am not evensure a computer would be able to keep up with that System.
Five, I have concerns with each of the specific performance

standards. I have outlined some of the cvcerns with each of the
specific performance standards. I wish I haa time to give them. Letme give you one example that really frightens me', and it has to dowith performance standard 1.

ao Performance standard 1 indicates that all applications for freeand reduced price meals are validly approved or correctly denied.
Now, according to the briefing sessions that SDA held, they told usthat if a school prin a ance failed to sign the applicationwhich is otherwise alid, the income is correct, everything, thechild is eligible for a free meal; but if the principal just happened
to fail to sign that application, that application would be consid-ered invalid.

The State akency would have to assess a claim against that
school back to the beginning of the school year for that child's
meals. Now, the principal could sign the application the day thatthe State agency was there, and the child and the school would be
.eligible to claim reimbursement from there on out, but that sort oftechnical -eTror would cause the State agency to assess a claim.On that basis, we see that practically every school that we gointo will have some sort of human error mad.e, and' that we willhave to assess a claim. Any claim that amounts to an average of$150 'per school will trigger a second 'Visit, and I nuide a costprojection.

I indicated to you that we will get $82,000 from AIMS to do thisand a cost projection of $150 per school that will be required to he
visited woul.d reclaim $67,000.

Now, this is not considering any local time that is spent in this.
For the amount of State time going into AIMS, there wi,1411De anequivalent amount of local school system time that will have to gqin, and no one has attempted to calculate the amount of. time orcost for this.

We think there ape some alternatives that should be va-ailable tothe Department of Agriculture, and I have outlined those on page13 which simply ays that we believe that if the liepartment ofculture would1Tthe regulations and the authority that 4represently in the law and in the regulations and the State plan ofchild nutrition program operations, that the State agenoy couldcome up with an improved system of monitoring without having tosuperimpose another system.
.

e believe Oka with a performance audit, which would be coop-eratively done by our auditors and supervisory assistance person-nel with soine more funds to implement follOwup, we would be able
to accomplish the goals of improved management.

e3.1
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,Finally, we believe that USDA, before it comes up with anything
Mc has a responsibility to develop effective base materiaL We
believe that USDA must develop some policy decisions to insure a
national uniformity. We believe that with minimum revision in
current regulations, the monitoring programs could be improved
and controlled.

We believe that USDA should extend the comment period until
February 15 to allow maximum input. We believe that USDA
should thoroughly analyze existing regulations and eliminate con-
tradictory provisions. Your paperwork reduction provision that
USDA has implemented through a regulation is contradicted by
what they have in AIMS to a certain extent.

We believe that USDA should test any program of monitoring to
identify problem time frames and project costs.

Thank you for letting me have this opportunity to express the
State department of education views.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to thank you very much.
We are going to send a joint letter, Mr. Good ling and myself, to

other members, and ask that this State be postponed. Your recom-
mendations are sound.

We are going to explore and let the Congress know what is going
on.

Now we will hear from the next witness. He has impressed me. I
think he will impress the Congress.

This is really not pertinent here, but I found out that he was
awarded the Silver Star as a company corander.

This gentleman is "an extraordinary itness and we need men
like this in charge of the Department.

That is the trouble today. We do not have a man of this caliber
or a lady of this caliber ('. oWn there in the Department. If we did,
we would have a better w rld.

We have got all of the laws in the world. We have operated all
through the years. When-a gwerintendent of schools or a school
lunch director makes a false statement and certification for reim-
bursement, it is the duty of the Department to proSecute him.

Go ahead now, Mr. Farley. We are glad to welcome you here
again today. You have heard the administration's proposal. I feel
like I know a little something about nutrition myself:

Go ahead and answer these problems to the proposal.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. FARLEY, FOOD SERVICE
DIRECTOR, RETIRED, MILWAUKEE PUBIAC SCHOAS

r. FARLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman ,and members of the
com ttee.

I went in as a private. I got made a sergeant becaUse everybody
else was killed, and I finally became a first lieutenant, second
lieutettant, captain, two wars, cimbat injury, wounded nine times. I
am used to combat. Thaels what V found in the school system.

You .have heard here a very interesting comment, and I found it
very enlightening from the Department of Agriculture, from Food
Nutrition Service, from the State director.

I speak th you in'a different fitin, and that is as the man who
has runr a large major city schdol hunch program for over 20 years.
I retired October 1.

634
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As food service director of' the city of' Milwaukee Public Schools
. Ibr over 20-years1 18 my recommendationthatthe AIMS phui 'beheld up indefinitely. I *ould hope, Mr. Chairman, you would grantthat my remarks which I have here-may be included in the record.Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, they. will go into therecord.

(The prepared statement of Thomas Farley follows:)

f milwaukee public schools

1C11001 10(n) SI In I( Is DIVISION

AdemsqcessSaadag
S;ls Weu vcel sneet
P.0 lhavIrt 1015
Milw,INkkee omin 51.'111
AICtl 411 475 81:0

1Xscerbel 9, 1979

The Bonorable Carl V. Perkins
Chairren

Subcormdttee, Elementary, Secondary
Vocational Fdocation

2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washingtonr-D. C. 20515

RE: EVALUATION OF 1VOPOSM. PEPAPTITET OF
ACIUCtTTURE_ASSE:SNREr11,_IPPIIM:ftENTPNV

MONI1OTTIDS1-11i-CAiNST
-----------------------

AA Baod SerYice Director of the City of Milwaukee Public Schools for over.2C years,it is my recommendation that the AlMe plan lx held op indefinitely.

The new proposal is merely an outgrowth of the Manzi:I:meet and Technical Asnistarce(MTA) of three years ago which wan a flop te,ause of failures in severed areal..

But more importantly, ATMS should nut be imilemented becaurc of its avoidance ofcertain long standing crucial probleo areas in National School Lunch. lhere area nvmlrer of fundamental orcanizaticnal
flaws, which weigh heavily upon dist:;cladministrations and which caust great financial loss an well

Thir proposed plan concerns itself alsost entirely with counting free meals andclaiMs for reimr.bursement while professina to high sounding goals cf "analyringprogram management" and "foster Improvements".

This is fine sounding rhetoric,
but an examination of the plan sho it to be

superficial, unknowledgeable, confused, and totelly disinterested e en ih the
fundahrental accounting method urgently needvd for years.

Futhermore, the preoccupation of counting meals for 5 of the 6 standards loavesonly that oria.remaining most irrortant area of food. Cue would think tLe Foodancl Nutrition Service would at least be knowdedueable on .this point: instead itiS the least believable of all sectionc, and from pact experience it will cause
mostyptrouble because it is ancl always has been thp major tone of contention.

The Food end Nutrition Service
is isproperly Arganized to do Any kind of A conpetentjob on any question of food

quality; nutritiqn, nAllagenent skills, personnel train-ing, purchasing, design, labxrr formulas, syrtemn analysis, or wen student menuplanning, or school administration. It in planned thai way. qiw then can theseperiodic visitations be lermed management ast.istaiice?

But the financial segment is poorly though out also. When reason fails, there in
heavy reliance on "sanctions" and financial penalties even in those areas in which.teit Food and Nutrition Senvicoirs most confuted and contradictory.

z
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Before proceeding, I should perhape identify those aspects of my thilllng and-experience

which qualify my speaking on ANS.

For more than 20 'pears previous to my early retirement tvio monthntago, I hadleen

rood Sorviee Director of the Milwaukee Public Schools. Professional trainine In

Food and Nuaition, root! Technology,
Registered Dietitian, and graduate degree in

school administration.

Milwaukeil vas the firemajor city to bring the hot ;ype )t lunch to n11 165 schools

10 years ago.

All meals have been tailorod to tho students tasted for 16 years by an elected

611 member Student School hunch committee meeting In scheduled work Cessions /I times

a year.

All school have been open to the senior citizens for their lunyhes for 50 cente for

9 yders.

All junk food, vending machines, and food sales of any kind beyond school lunches

and milk'aro tanned in Milwaukee schools from tIt00 a.m. to 300 p.m. This written

official action wan takepi by our Board three years ago laren flood and nutrition Service

failed to support legislation.

Milwaukee lws the only American Diototic Association
alproved intetnnhip In School

Fbod Service /drinistration. Graduates operate school lunch in 18 states. A

recent., study by an outuido profennicnal group attftfrpting to duplicate the program

prepared A study showing a cost of $350,000 to do so. Not ono cent of the cost

of this profeasional training for our country Ih received from rood and Nutrition

Service.

All seven supervisors aro hired with a minimum professional requirement of Registered

Dietitian: they bring valuable practical backgrounds .f,rom industrial catering,

hospitals, olderly institutions, and the armed forces.

Thero aro many other things such an one of the lowest priced meals. $.40 - $.45, in'

the country, ono monu in all sch Is, automated fast neivice at 40 per minute, and

the Only Gold Plate in competi on with other School systems, uniweroitien, hospitals,tri
an active nutrition education pr gram in operation for many years. Such things au

hotels: this is the only pchool lunch program oo honored in tha quarter centuty of

the existence of the INgEUNATICNAL AWAPD. v

Ihe above items are not provented as a nucleus
of self aggrandizement Aince I have

rotired, and Rolf praise only infunes hostility in ottlern lens successful. The

n's\

remarks are intended to form a basin for your judgemort when I toll you that not

only is the new ADC program poor, but that tho rood and Ilutrition Sorvfce is

urgently in need of restructuring ahd thatrIew
leadership on tho nntional level

should bo firet concern rather than the
implemolation of a hacknied old approach

to administration which has failed to function for 33 years.

t

Do the committOe momborn know that this propobal comes directly from Washington with-

out any outside input? Two weeks ago one of our Milwanko0Tood Service Supervisors

made the trip tp Chicaco; she had been instructed
to,presont a certain written state-

Mont to the MPS mooting. '

.e

It was not permitted since thin was not a hearing.
The next dhy the written cont.ri-

butioft was left with the chaiAnan of the Hajor Citien
for'pronentation: thin could

0"
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WSVii. The AIME preientition team wes so embroileit in shoutimg matches with
state directors that no city school' lturch ditectors could speak:

*41Fis highlights a long standing misconception that Food and Nutrition service hasabout National School Lunoh: Mood nd Nutrition service talks to ntate directorsbelieving thet they operate the programs.

Therefore the Multimillion dollar project in 50 poorly written pages is nothing motethaftan attempt for a disoreanirad headquarters to aitablis4 financial control intha guise of management advise by WONAS of coercion and sanctions in what laactually a minor but necessary part of the overall picture.

Nb one minds a good, tough audit; it's a part of life, litts dentistry: correctiveaction in time helps prevent worse pain later No well-run busihns can functionwithout financial checks.

But that is jolt what we get in a federal audit although the words ue and thetitles thrown around make it appear so.

We tan only judge the future by the past practices of Food and Nutrition Service
Representatives three years ago when tho experience wall.lebeled Management and .Technical AssiBtance.

The People sent in were for the most part nonprofessional!) in food and lacking inany experience in school administration;
this we could take because we had becomeinnured to ignorance in.dealings with USDA.

ButAphe continued, indeed increased invasion of our schools biannually by isCompetent,
tInsTilled boors treined chiefly in ubtrifuge and devious practices tries ourpatience. They were generally speaking, emotional missfits and job hoppers.

Let mo illustrate. The last MIA teem visited schools in secret, took food off the;Lees and weighed it iA side rooms on little scales concealed In ourCiao a finding on this basis was used syetem wide to condemn t program as "short
of protein" because after scraping a fish portliik of its breading it weighed 1.98
os instead of 2 oxl 1110 visiting experts weramIEftwale of basic food knowledgein that truth of the meat

passes into the breading, that this methOti tolls nothing
and in addition, all boxed poitions had

been weighed electronically and naaled by
a USUA grader in the plant. The MTA team did not know the fundamental diffetence
between inspection and grading!

I would not plow up cal ground except 0;at
deviousness was the hallmatk of the

entire visit. Furthermore, in Sectioef. of the run. AIMS proposal; the only part
which deals with food at all, it is clOarly

stated that food samples will bo taken
out and sent to testing laboratories.

Let us look at just one pert of the AIMS proposal, the only one dealing with food.
In it the USW., fails to have a clearly defined meal pattern and peitandard
interpretation of the requirements. For example, meal pattern requirements must
*4 Not on a weekly overall basis mestated

im,the Federal Register, Prdtmosed Rules,
'vol. 42, No. 173, Friday, September 9, 1977. Meal pattern requirement must be
adjusted to the.age leenl of the child (sane issue ofiFederal Register).

On one hand, thy USDA talky about controlling fdod
wilts-and ite.the save breath,

serves the save portion sizea of fruits and vegetables to -018-young children am
well as a child of age 12 years old or over.

Me protein requirements of 3 oz. for a child 12 years or oldqr is ridiculous. It

I.
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is unrealistic in regard to cost, site of verving of certabi entrees, conhumption,

and avoiding of waste. ror xample. thin would re'an solving 7 hot dogs and buns,

2 taoos requiring higher fogd cost and additional labor. rho recommended daily

allowance 1979 for.an 11 to 14 year old male is 45 gram daily. Not 90 at one

meal.

Question! Now is AIME monitoring the offer vu. serve trot}, of Ulna?

W. munt take into conaideretion Current thinking as evidenced by the i079 hevined

R.D.A.'si USDA hould establish dtandardm accordingly.

Required meal pattern sandards ehould be evaluated and standardi7ed not changed

every fee months. Professionally trained dietitians with a degree in Focxi And

Nutrition end experience in achool foodsorvice should have this responsibility --

not a politicel appointee.

In regard to PERFORMANCh STANDARD 6, Again Auditors do not have the professional

expirtise to determine the required food componentn and nutrition valuen to noel

th6 required Veal pattern standards. This is a deviouu approach to attempt to

evaluate corpliance. Sending school lunches to a laboratory for analyuis is

expensive and of no value. The laboratory analysis would not indicate the food

valuv.of-two different items used to meet the meAl pattern requirement. Thin

analysis should not be based intotAl on the R.D.A. since it covers only one meal.

There should te a tolerance factor and covered on a weekly ovelall bania.

Inamiluch as the first five or the proposed six standards Are'pulAcokkeeping
jobs better handled by proper accoenting nationwide If only standard forms wine

developed, it is our roc:emendation that competent people in the, field be engaged

to forrmlate and tandardize Orrethod of taking the daily count mi All dittrictn.

With such equipment, the same printouts could also be sent to sta4 offices as

claims for reiebursements. Nilweitikee is now the first city ih t) country to

experiment with using programmed discs to ascertain if this could eliminate Bove

or all of the voluminous hand reporting now carried out.

One machine now in use with UB can also, in addition to the above, be progiammed

to evaluate the day's menus for adequacy. This could also bo sent to the state or be

run back by federal auditors,at any tine.

The waste of millions of dollars on untrained-so-called management experts could

be eliminated and funds transfixtred to new approaches showing promise of succesu which

have bean lacking since 1946. We might just then get something efficient and useful.

'One of the.grcat priority necessities of National School Lunch promiaed since

1957 is a standardised method of accounting for the cots which makotup the pricp

of Type A - Acquired Meal.rattern. Instead of wasting money on untrained outside

people, lot us utilize the really qualified experts in our schools to do thin job --

ASSDO, The American Socioty of SchOol Business Officials, who are saddled with

government reports every day, would w.lcork the opportunity to got soma rhyme and

reason out' of the morose of meal costs.

The rood and Nutrition Service talks loudly About plans to curtail food waste, while

at the Sara time beisa unable to.rocognizo that the purchasing practices of the

USDA anctioned by rood and Nutrition Scrvice aro largely)resmaible f6r_voltvf_

Ahs wets. __

_

Xi a food tochnologist, I Day to you in exact kochnical.terms that much of tho'

food supplied to National School Luc by government contract ds substandard by

. . 4
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definition and identigication.

The 2.0 which often hipdles school audits, has carefully avoided this field of
enquiry becauee over the years when the Food and NUtzition Service failed to
deVelop any goals, the purchasing practices of the Headquarter. changed from
furnishing quality surPlue commodities to promote new eating habits, to a practice
of foisting upon schools whatever was left whether or no t. theme foods are unnpeakablY
low grade or unacceptable to children.

The present practice of unroadintj the very worst on the nation's childten runs counter
to the avowed original purpose which was to teach food acceptance.

WO one other than uneducated novices in food would accept the substandard canned
chicken', pork, and beef. Shipments of ground beef are delivered white with excess
fat'and black with dried blood which clearly indicates a surplus of fat beyond
specifications and processing in an unsupervised,ungraded ostabliAmen* without
telpeiature safeguards.

The frozen breaded chicken was also prOcured by specificetions below US Grade tandarde
which by definition rakes it. substandard. In addition, the product wan cooked in
rancid cooking oil which would properly have made it totally unacceptable under any
US acceptance standard.

Tha list woos gn and on: turkey rolls that tante like sausage and are poor, mediocre,
or good depending on the whim of the manufacturer because there is no grade standard.

Potato flakes of low quality fn poor packaging Go that they cannot bo stacked in were-
houses.

Bulger in 50 pound bags even though usege is in small amounts. Froten meat in 55 pound
Rackages which fit into nothing but walk in f . what do elementary schools do*
fs this a weight lifting gate or just slt ty?

4

Canned beef with gristle end large blood vesnelst it look* and taefes like dog food.

Butter in heavy inventor:ies and sweet pot;toes kids don't want..
'Ns

How Food and Nutrition Service is getting us canned plums which are another all time
loser.

up in Wisconsin we are islued a kind of artificial cheese made up of dried milk, oil,
and whey. When a slice of this is cooked on top of a beef patty as a cheeeeburget,
it dissolves into run-off oil and white spepks like popcorn. Can't rake grilled
chess* sandwich., with it. It wrecks our lasagna and pieta. What do wejlo with this
substandard stuff?"

But why go on? Food and Nutrition Service denies it all in spite of contracts with
suppliers calling for substandard.

Only taste blind pedple in Food and Nutrition Service or those utterly uninterested infood quality could pereit this situation to continue. This was not the will of the
Congress, but it is the way the unknowledgeahle persons have upswerted Our only national
nutrition program.

The records and accounting muet be very slip shod in USDA to permit thin minute of
public funds% for children.

There should be an alloation of alMS fund% now to tench food buyin'g to the rood and
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Nutriiion Service. Even-whin simeafTelltiann'Tffe fiaelnate there le A .r.qmInr-suveereion

of waivers whicb knocks out any intelligent purchaefng.

Our suggention am one of the first tepe to cut down on food waste in to force the

UBDR to purchase by the ttinA Grade Standardn an is done for the AlsAlliblcen. This is

a huainenslike wey to run a food operation which will ravO millions of dopers. Thin

ix a positive approach instead oi the threat of sanctions and cheaing thy uslhage pails

which is the only level the "management teams" seem to 4ndorataml.

All of this is, however, secondary to the mut pressing nned which iv profennional,

dynaStdc, trained and experienced leaderuhip heeding the Food and Nutrition Selviee

office in Washington.

After a third of a century there is no soal for Our national school hmich according to

the (0.0 report of twoWyeare ago.

Since that tiro it hay gotten steadily worse/ no one in in

long. Orders end regulations ale /wended, recinded, revoked/ or

after imposing sanctions a year before. Unrealistic and uninforc

of anything very
tiotly disregarded

LIe ruleu are

denied xistence after a year of turmoil in the sehools. If one can even leach the

Lemon who wrote a questionable older, it its often found to have the opponite Int it

of what the teams drand.

The stato ofilees of Food and Nutrition Service are 4n coquiderable chnon ale binge

they are the rdddlejsen in a flamco of counter rules, revisio,s, ritid misint pretatione.

r\

In the last tcn yenta, I have run workshops in h statvi and regional moo ngn. I

speak only for myself, hut 1 say to this committee that the country goner Ily ix

disgustod with Food and Nutrition bervice.

To continuo with a proved failure like M.T.A. now called MPS after 33''years of no

gain is unwise. If the studant.hann't learned, the teacher haen't taught.

Ne need a system of professional requirementa ttt all levels of rood and Nutrition

Service. At preeent, generally speaking the onlyikual professionals aro at the local

district level.

Only in America could it occur that the appointed head of DDOD & NUTRITIC# SERVICE

has no knowledge of FOOD and no acquaintance with a degree in NUTRITION./ Corbin() that

without any experience in tho cold reality of solar administration and You have a

recipe for our preeent stagnation and failure.

Start with steady forceful leadership now a/ter 33 years of incroasing.confusion end

a year and a half from now there would be drastic changes for the betpior.

Division (retired)

Ibis is a technical field; get rid of the areteura.

Thomas Ji earley, R.
rood Technologist
Director, Food Service
Milwaukee PubliC Schoo s9
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Mr. FARLEY. They have to be curtailed today. We realize you
have to-run-the country. The new propoeal -is merely an outgrowth
of the management and technical assistance, MTA, of 3 years ago
which was a flop because of failures in several areas.

But, more importantly, AIMS should not be implemented be-
caUse of its avoidance of certain long-standing crucial problem
areas in national school lunch. There are a number of fundamental
organizational flaws which weigh heavily upon district administra-
tions and which cause great financial loss as well, if we are going
to talk about money.

This proposed plan concerns itself almost entirely with counting
free meals and claims for reimbursement while professing to high
sounding goals of "analyzing program management" and "foster
improvements".

This is fine sounding rhetoric, but an examination of the plan
shows it4o be -superficial, unknowledgeable, confused, and totally
disinterested even in the fundamental accounting method urgently
needed in our country for years.

Furthermore, the preoccupation of counting meals for five of the
six standards leaves only that one remaining most important area
of food. One would think the Food and Nutrition Service would at
least be knowledgeable on this point; instead it is the least believ-
able of all sections, and from past experience it will cause most
trouble because it is and always has been the major bone of conten-
tion.

The Food and Nutrition Service is improperly organized to do
any kind of a competent job on any question of food quality, nutri-
tion, management skills, personnel training, purchasing, design,
labor formulas, systems analysis, student menu planning, or school
administration. It is planned that way. How then can these period-
ic visitations be termed management assistance?

But the financial segment is poorly thought out also. When
reason fails, there is heavy reliance on sanctions and financial

nalties even in those areas in which the Food and 4Nutrition
rvice is most confused and contradictory.
Before proceeding, I should perhapa identify those aspects of my

training and experience which qualify my speakini on AIMS and
make it worth your while to listen to me.

I have a page here of my qualifications which I will skip. I am a
registered dietitian, a food technologist, and had 20 years of experi-
ence and after retiring I went to college to get my degree.

I have met very few people in food and nutrition that think
enough of the job in order to go out and-get it, but roughly,my city
10 years ago put hot type A school lunches in all schools.All meals
have been tailored to the students' tastes for 16 yeArs.

Three years ago we threw out by board action-all vendiug ma-
chines, all food sales to children. We have got the toughest Law in
America, and the Food and Nutrition Service doesn't know how to
do it. I had to go to my board and_get this done because Food and
Nutrition Servicexrayfished on thrs set question. We won't tolerate
it. We got no help from the Federal Government, so we did it on
our own, as'is true of almost everything in school lunch.

It is the most successful Federal program today, and it succeeds
- in spite of Federal interference. We got rid of all junk food by
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board edict, and it is from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. You get that stuff in
there and we got rid of it, and we also had meals for the eklerly for
9 years.

We have the only dietetic internship in America. Not 1 cent
comes from the Federal Government. We asked that this he sup-
ported in riutrition education. It was turned down. A professional
group seeking to duplicate our program for college graduates of
food and nutrition found that this would cost $350,000 to duplicate.
At the present time graduates of oyr program in the city of Mil-
waukee are running programs in cities and States in 25 States.

We did it for the country. All of my seven supervisors have a
minimum requirement .of registered dietitian. They come from in-
dustry, industrial catering, hospitals, the Armed Forces and the
elderly, but so much for that.

I wonder if the committee members know that this proposal from
AIMS comes directly from Washington without outside input. Two
weeks ago one of our Milwaukee Food Service supervisors made the
trip to Chicago. She had been instructed to present a certain writ-
ten statement to the AIMS meeting. It was not perniitted since this
was not a hearing.

The next day the written contribution was left with Ow, chair-
man of the major, cities for presentation. This could not 1% done.
The AIMS presentation team was so embroiled in a shouting match
with the directors that no city school lunch directors could speak.

Chairman PERKINS. That is the part that we have got to over-
come some way, and we hope, if it has tfigo to the President, of the
United States from the Secretary of Agriculture, that the Secretary
of Agriculture would step in in a situation of this type.%

It is degrading and disgraceful,
Mr. FARLEY. I hope so, but this highlights a long-standing mis-

conception that Food and Nutrition Service has about national
school.lunch; Food and Nutrition Service talks to State directors
believing that they operate the programs. They do not, and few of
them ever have.

Therefore, the multimillion dollar project in 130 poorly written
pages is nothing more than an attempt for a disorganized head-
quarters to establish financial control in the guise of management
advice by means of coercion and sanctions in what is actually a
minor but necessary part of tHe overall picture.

I would like to stress this next point: No one minds a good, tough
audit; it's a part of life, like dentistry; corrective action in time
helps prevent worse pain later on. No well-run business can func-
tion without financial checks. I have suffered through four or five.
Federal ,audits in the time I have been there, and I know what,I
am talking about.

9 But that is not what we get an a Federal audit although the
words used and the titles thrown around make it appear so.

We can only ju he fut e by thQpast practices of Food and
Se representati es 3 yea hen the experience

was labeled management and t hnical assi tance.
The people sent in were fo the most part nonprofessionals in

food and lacking in aly experience in school admini'stration; this
we could take because we had become inured to ignorance in
dealings with USDA.

-612
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But the Continued, indeed tncreased invasion of ou schools bian-
nually by_incompetent,-unskilledberes traineachi -subter---fuge and devious practices tries our patience. They wre generally
speaking, emotional misfits and job-hoppers.

I would like to give you an exact example of what I am talking
-about. I am not talking in generalities. Let me illustrate.

The last MTA team visited schools in secret, took food off the
lines and weighed it in side rooms on little scales concealed in
purses. In our case a finding on this basis was used'systemwide to
condemn the prograjn as "short of protein" because after scraping
a fish portion of its breading it weighed 1.989 ouncota instead of 2
ounces.

'The visiting experts were unaware of basic food knowledge in
that much of the meat passes into the breading, that this meth6d
tells pothing and, in addition, all boxed portions had been weighed
el nically and sealed by a USDA grader in the plant. The MTA
teen did not know the fundamental difference between inspection
add grading, and there is a world of difference.

Chairman PERKINS. That' is a shameful situation.
Mr. FARLEY. I would not plow up old grounds except that devi-

ousness was the hallmark of the entire visit, and it had been for
many visits before. Furthermore, in section 6 af the new AIMS
proposal, the only part that deals with food at all, it is clearly
stated that food samples wAl be takeh out and sent to testing
laboratories, and they will give you whatever answers you want,
depending on who is paying for it.

Let us look at just one part of.the AIMS proposal, the only one
dealing with food. In it.the USDA fails to have a clearly ddined
meal pattern and a standard interpretation of the requirerOhts.

For example, meal pattern requirements inust be met on a
weekly overall basis, as stated in the Federal 'Register, proposed
rules, vol. 42, No. 173, Friday, September 9, 1977. Meal pattern
requirement must be adjusted to the age level of the child.

On one hand, the USDA talks about controlling food waste andin the same breath serves the same portion sizes of fruits and
vegetables to the young children as well as a child of age 12 years
old or over.

The new protein requirements of 3 ounces for a child 12 years o
older is ridiculous. You "see, I am talking about the picky, picky
little things that people don't even want to hear about on the Sta
or national level, but this is what is killing us in the cities,
want to tell you about it.

The protein requirement of 8 ounces for a child 12 years or lderis ridiculous and unrealistic in regard to cost, size of serving of
certain entrees, and consuMption and avoidance of waste. They are itelling us there is too much waste, and now increase the meat
portion of 50 percent.

For example, this would mean serving, two botd and buns, two
tacos requiring high food cost and additional la r. The recom-
mended daily allo.vance in 1979 for ab 1 1 - to 14-year-old male is 45
grams daily. They are saying put 90 grams on the plate and it is 45
grams per day, and a third of thai j what you are supposed to get;but let me tell you, in order to g t°3 ounces on the plat* you have

6
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to_ start with a quarter pounder or 4 ounces and McDonald's
chargesVIM-for-that:

What are we talking about in school lunches? We are going to
destroy the paying child; and that is exactly what ing to
happen.

I am going to drop several pages here of my testimony.
Backing up what I say about bad foodpackers, but I just ask a

question here.
Chairman PERKINS. Plou are exactly right. Thely are trying to

destroy the paying child presently. If they took AIMS they couldn't
hit the target more accurately than what they are doing presently.

Mr. FARLEY. Ilow is ALMS monitoring the offer versus .serve,
--ven with two conflictint rules which say you must serve this and
you don't have to do that.

We must take into consideration current thinking as evidence In
the 1979 revised recommended daily allowance for children and set
tile standards accordingly.

I am going-to skip lots of testimony here. Inasmuch ati the first
five or the proposed six standards Dtre pure bookkeeping jobs better
handled by proper accounting nationwide, if only standard forms
were developed, it is our recommendation that competent people in
the field ke engaged to formulate and standardize a method of
taking the anily count in all districts.

This does not mean nationwide control, but most cities are doing
it on pieces of paper. One city has it one way. One has it another..
With the standardized forms, the same printouts could be used and
sent to the State offices as Claims for,reimbursement.

We don't even have the same ones within 'the State. Milwaukee
is now the first city in the country to exp4riment with using'
programed discs, to ascertain if this would eliminate some ocall of
the voluminous hand reporting now carried out.

One machine now in tise with utralso, in addition te the above,
can be programed to evaluate the day's menui for adequacy. This
could also be sent to the State or be run back by the P'eder,al
auditors at any time. The waste of millions of dollars on untrainted
so-called management experts could be eliminated an funds trans-
ferred to new approaches showing promise of cc , which has
been lacking since 1946.

We might,just then get something efThiçnt and useful.
One of the great priority necessities f dational school lunch

-promised since 1957 is a standardized method of accounting for the
costs which make up the price of a type A, required meal pattern.

Instead of wasting money on untrained outside people, let us
utilize the really qualified experts in our schools to do this job,
ASSBO, the American Society of ScbJjBusiness Officials, who are
saddled with Governmeht reports evey day, wouIçl welcome the
oportunity to get some rhyme and .reas6n out of the 1iorass of meal
costs and mountains of book w'brk.

The Food and Nutrition Service talks loudly aboitt plans to cur-
tail

\

,food waste, while at the same time being unable to reco nize
that the purchasing practices of the USDA sanctioned by F nd
Nutrition Service are largely responsible for most of the was .

As a food technologist trained in it, and I have a degre9f in it, I
say to you in exact tgchnical terms that-inuch of the f supplied

a.
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to national school lunch by Government contract is substandard by
definition And idirfctition.

The GAO, which often handles school audits, has carefully avoid-
ed this field of inquiry because oi/er the years when the Food and
Nutrition Service failed tO deverop any goals, and the purchasing

actices of the headquarters changed from furnishing quality sur-
, commodities to promote new eating habits to a practice of

Wing upoti Schools whatever was left whether or not these foods
, e unspeakably low grade or unacceptable to children.

The present practice of unloading the very worst on the Nation's
ildren runs counter to the avowed original purpose which was to

h food acceptance. I have here a page and a half, and I have
gned my name to it as a food technologist, a registered dietitian

with 20 years of experience, thesame types of foods we are getting,
and these are no exaggerations, the frozen threaded chicken, the
canned chicken, the canneil pork, the canned beef, the shipments of
ground beef delivered white with fat, black with blood, illiich clear-
ly indicates surplus of fat beyond specifications and processing in
an 1unsupervised, ungraded establishment without tempqrature
safeguards.

They say, oh, well, supply us with frozen breaded chicken. It was
U.S. substandard. They say, oh, no, it falls below U.S. Grade A, B,
and C, and if you ,are below all grades you are, therefOre, U.S.-
below substandard, and they dodge it.

You have a cute thing called procurement No. 1, whic what
we get, and sometimes we don't get procurement No. 1.

For one thing out of thiipages here what wap thiS ; we
got? Not the canned chicken, which is too bad to talk ab4tit,1but
this frozen chicken, tough, dehydrated, freezer-burned chicken. It
fell below U.S. grade C. It then went into procurement No. 1 but it
was cooked in rancid fat which dropped it below procurement No. 1
and 2, and. it was, therefore, inedible and should never have been '
used.

----r-Chairma,n PERKINS. It may be that we 'ought to develop some
regulatis- where the States, I mean some regulatkon where the
States would have a right, your organization is to inspect some of
this food themselves, and put the shoe on the other foot for a while
to make sure that we don't get this substandard food.

Ms. GLAVIN. Mr. Chairman, we would be delighted to have any of
the people here or any members of the committee come dovm and
bring it up here and see our commodities. If you saw the foods that
Mr. Farley is talking about, you would be surprised at the differ-

... ence between his description and çhat you will see.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. ,will take the man's word with

the Silver Star.
Mr. FAULEY. I cut tWo pages of y testimony out. I can bauk up

every 'single statement I have m de and I signed this document.
'el*irman PERKINS. Abielt the best wtiy we can find would be to

get 'Mr-Greenstein up here and lpt him assik you some in answer-
ing, scl that we can let this gentleman respond. We will set up such
a meeting at any time, because we want to go to the Department
about this thing.

Go right ahead.
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I . 4
-MT. FARLEY:- Up in-Wisconsin-we-are-issued a kind of artificial
cheese made up of dried milk, oil, and whey. When a slice of this is
cooked on top ot a beef patty as a cheeseburger, it dissolves into
run-off oil, and white -specks like popcorn. You can't make grilled
cheese sandwiches with it.LIt wrecks our lasagna and pizza. What
do we do with this substandard stuff?

But why go on? Food and Nutrition Service denies it at in spite
of contracts with supphers calling .for substandard. These things
are not U.S. graded. They are substandard graded, and I have read
all of the specifications which came out of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture that had called for below grade.

I am not speaking subjectively. The records and accounting must
be very slipshod in USDA to permit this misuse of public funds foi'
children.

I have recommendations. There should Isoe an allocation of AIMS
funds now to teach food buying to the Food and Nutrition Service.
Even when specifications are adequate, there is a regular succes-
sion of waivers Which knocks out intelligent purchasing.

Our suggestion as one of the first steps to cut down on food waste
is to force the USDA to purchase its own USDA,grade standards
as is done for the Armed Forces7rhe Armed Forces food ia, excel-
lent. This is a basic way to run I' food operation and will save
millions ofdollars. This is a positive approach instead of the threat
of sanctions, and checking the garbage pails, which is the only
level of supervision the management teams seem to understand.-

All ,of this is, however, secondary to the most pressing need
which is profegsional, dynamic, trained, and experienced leadership
handling the Food and Nutrition Service Office in Washington.

"After a third of a century there is no goal in our national school
lunch, according to the GAO report of 2 years ago," and I am .
quoting it.'

Chairman PERKINS. Well, what gets me is st} much of it is sub-
standard now compared with 20 or 25 years go: During the days of
Harry Truman, we had'wonderful supeTvision down there and even
up to the Eisenhower years. It has deteritirated down there in 20
years.

The people who set themsetves .up nutritionists don't know
what they tire doing and areconfused and ask for more regulation
to tity to cover things up. ,,

Go ahead.. .
.

Mr. FARLEY. Well, since that time it Iras gottep steadily worse.
No one is..in charge of anything very long in the Food and Nutri-
tion Service Office. Orders are qmended, rescinded, .4r revoked or
quietly disregarded after imposing sanctions the year before. Unre-
alistic and unenforceable rules are denied existence after a year of
turmoil in our schools. .

I can quote you these ithings. If one can even, reach a, rson who

intent of what the teams dernand. If this work was ev found in
wrote a questionable order, it is often found to have t e opposite

Our school system, the schobls would be adjudged as being very
remiss. How could such bad management exist in a school, and this
is what we hadin Food and Nutrition Service. r4 'N

The Stat6 offices of food and nutrition service are in considerable
chaas also since they are the middlemen in a fiasco of cqunter-

'
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-rules,revisionsi ariemisinterpretations. In the last 10 years I h6se
run workshops in 28 States on school food service management and
I have run them for regional meetings also.

I speak only 'for myself. I don't claim to be a spokesman for
anybody else or any other director; but I say to this committee that
the country generally, from what I have heard and Observed, is
disgusted with the Food thid Nutrition Service.

To continue with a proved failure like the MTA, which is now
called AIMS after 33 years of no gain is unwise.,If a student has, not learned, the teacher hasn't taught. We need a system of profes-
sional requirements for all administrators at all levels of Food and
Nutritibn Service. .

At present, generally speaking, the only real professionals are at
the -local district level. This is a pyramid standing on its point.
Only in America could it occur that the appointed head of Food
and Nutrition Service has no knowledge of food and no acquaint-
ance with a degree in nutrition. Combine that with no experience
in the cold reality ofschool administration, and you have a recipe
for our present stagnation and failure.

As I have spoken to school lunch national meetings in foreign
countries, I om shocked at what we have here compared with other
countries. I vkish you would start with a steady forceful leadership
now after'33 years of inoreasing confusion, and 1 V.2.years from now
there would be very drastic changes for the better. ii

This is a technical field. Let's ket rid of the amateurs, use these
billions of dollars Intelligently to start to build for the first time on
a firm.professional basis.

Thal is the end of my testimon
y

. .

I Thank you. i
Chairman PERKINS. I think we, ought to give the Department, if

they want to respond, a chance to respond in view of the state- ,
ment. .

Ms. GLAVIN. There are a number of things I would like .tp re-
spond to.

We regret that Mr. Thomas Farley, the forger didctor of the
food services,division for44e Milwaukee Public School System, has .<

determined that somp of tffe donated foods distributed to schools in
his city have heen unacceptable. Those in USDA with food procure:
ment responsibilities are determined that only highly acceptable
food products will be filinished to schoolchildren and others receiv-
ing our commodities. M are concerned with apparent misinforma-
tion aboyt theAWlity bf food products purchased43y USDA for age
in school lunciM. The Department purchases only thOse food items
which mee. t definitive specifications .clesigned to insure that only
unifotm, high-quality food products are distributed to schools and
other outletk-The. products are processed under the supervision of
USDA inspectors and graders.

Produc purchased by USDA for distribution to schools and
other e le outlets are virtually the same as. top-of-the-line, com- .
mercia available items. Some changes in specifications arelnade
to acconimodate. school-preferences. P'or example, in .'our chicken
and turkey purchases, necks and "lets are not purchased because
schools generall5f do riot use them. The overwhelming majority of
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schools.receiving Aetna purchased by_USDA report these products
as either acceptable or highly acceptable.

Where U.S. grades are available, specific grade requirements
apply. For example, the cut-up uncooked chickens and whel tur-
keys must be U.S. grade A, although some U.S. grade B eurkeys
are accepted. Where there are no official USDA. standards for

products, sucfr as canned boned poultry, cooked turkey rolls, and
cooked; fried, batter-breaded xihicken, specifications are used to set
forth requiremens for rair`product, processing procedures, et
cetera. USDA agents supervise all phases of the manufacturing
processincluding production, packaging, and shippingto assure
oompliance with the specifications and other program provisions.

There is no "U.S. grade substandard" for poultry so we do not
know the meaning ot' the term. USDA purchases commodities.ac-
cording tq published specifications. These specifications are devel-
oped by poultry specialists in the Poultry and Dairy Quality Divi-
sion of the Food Safety and Quality Service. Canned boned poultry
is,processed from poultry of4.1.S. procurement grade II or better
quality. Procurement grades measure meat yield ratluv than ap-
pearance and were designed for use by in'imufacturers Of fabricated,
products such as rolls, canned boiged poultry, poultry pies, et
cetera. Unsightly defects, such as cuts, tears, discolorations, and
missing bony parts, are ignored in the procurement grades but are
_included as factors and quality in consumer grades. There is no
difference in appearance, nutrition, quality, or tests between
cooked deboned poultry-meat from U.S. grade A and U.S. procure-
ment grade II poultry. In fact, one could not distinguish between
canned boned poultry made from procurement grade II and grade
A product. Frozen cooked breaded chicken is processed from pro-
curement grade I or better qualityno bony parts as in canned
boned poultry allowedand provide* the same nutrition and qual-
ity as grade/A chicken. a.

All of the dairy prodtillis distributed by the Food and Nutrition
Service are inspected by USDA dairy inspectors and determined to
meet the USDA's grade standards for U.S. grade A butter, U.S.

extra grade nonfat dry miik, and U.S. grade A Cheddar cheese. The
process cheese must be produced from cheese equivalent toNU.S.

grade A Cheddar cheese. CCC, the contracting agency of USDA,
dem not purchase artificial or imitation cheese and such a product
cannot be used in makigg the process American cheese.

Although not all Slips were willing to accept canned purple
plums this year, there were a total of 250,800 caseS Aluested
nationwide. However, USDA purchased only 50,800 cases because a
hefivy drop of fruit occurred between the time the Department
advertised for offers and the time offers were due. While the State
of Wisconsin dedined to request any canned plums, the product in
light sirup 'is popular in some regions of the countfy, The distribu-
tion of the 50,800 cases was confined to the Western region of the
Nation.,

Obviously, riot every school in the Nation will find each USDA-
purchased food product equally acceptable and they can decline to

iorder the fOod- f they wish. If other foods become available, they
are given the opportunity to accept the fooils as a replacement for
those items they declined.

6.4 8N
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You asked some questions on our efforts in our other programs,
and I--would -be-delighted -1.43-pilivide- you with informationlek-W1
management efforts we have in all of our programs in order to
insure that they ate properly managed, and awe is proper ac-
countability for the funds in them.

Second of all, it is important to remember that as Mr. Dickey
from North Carolina said, that the programs have grown very
quickly over the past feW years and that there are problems in
them.

We have to recognize those problems and we have designed a
system that we believe will bring about a coordinated and compre-
hensive approach to addressing those problems, and to the extent
that our proposed system would cause duplication or would cause
another layer of effort to be imposed at the State, we don't want
that eith.er, and we will adjust it .to the extent that this proposed
system would do that.

We plan to adjust the system to allow Stat to use the existing
1r systems they have to meet those needs. Where States have systems

that can address these problems we want to encourage those sys-
tems, hit we feel in many areas those systems do not exist or are
not sufficient to meet .the problems.

I would like to stress that we had a great deal of outside input in
developing this proposal. We have worked with the State and with
local people for a period of about 2 years to design the system. That
is not to say that the State and local people are totally in support
of the system we came up with.

I would like once again to invite y4.i to allow us to provide you a
sampling of our commodities and t ave a tasting for you because,
again, we are very proud of them.

In terms of Mr. Farley's statements I really don't think that I.
can respond to them. I think they are in many cases inaccurate
and irresponsible. I really can't respond to a charge that I am an
emotiOnal cripple or whatever the particular charge .was. I don't
think it is appropriate.

If you have any questions on the system or what our plans are in
terms of summarizing comments end trying to develop a final rule,
I would be delighted to respond.

Chairman -PERKINS. Do you have anythineto Any, Mr. Farley?
Mr. FARLEY.. I would question emotional aril irresponsible. I

would like to ask this past speaker what .are her professional
background, experience, to make such a statement that rnyetate-
ments and the food we are getting is irresponsible.

Ms. GLAVIN. I think that I said your statemepts were inaccurate
and irresponsible in that there were a number'Vf statements that
you made that were inaccurate; for example, that we had no out- 1'
side input and, second of all, the irresponsible, I think that your
Charges against the Department saying that Department officials
are emotional Misfits and job-hoppers, and I think that kind of
thing is irresponsible.

Mr. CroOm.ING., Mr. Chairman, this isn't going to get us any-
where.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GbODLING. OK.
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FireLof all, the thing I guess that upsets hite, most of an in mr
time in Congress is when people say, "Bill, -you are too practical.
That is a charge I get often in the Congress of the United States. I

think that basically what everybody is asking for here is practical
solutions and practical directions.

You know, that is my objection to the Department of Education.
I said that they should have teachers and administrators who are
in the pits working and heading those programs. But I was sure
that wouldn't happen, and of course, I am always happy to say the
first 'person to head the Department of Education is a lawyer. We
didn't have any educators good enough to do that.

I got the impression that most of you were saying that you are in

support of the aims of AIMS but you don't need AIMS to bring
about the needed improvement.

Is that a proper evaluation of what most of you were saying?
That gets us back to the practical support of the aims of AIMS,

but you don't need AIMS to bri* that about. I noticed Mr. Dickey
and Ms. Glavin talked about this; you say on page 4 that it ignores
the multitude of State management efforts that are currently in
place, and the fact that they are continuously identifying problems
and taking correctiVe action, and, Ms. Glavin says on page 7, the
proposal allows States which have comprehensive and review sys-
tems in place to use them to meet the AIMS' objective.

We don't go out punishing the mass because of the sins of a few
which usually is the way we operate. Can you reconcile those two
statements?

She is saying that they are giving you that opportunity and you
apparently don't read it clearly in the AIMS proposal.

Mr. DICKEY. Surely. I perhaps have missed some of the points in

the AIMS proposal. However, in response to that kind of question,.I
have a mEkjor concern that is contained in the proposal, that it 'is
precisely drawn, so precisely drawn that it directs State agencies in

-the methodology of the employment of their resources along a very
narrow and restrictive target base.
-- Frankly, two areas: One free and reduced price meals tind, two') a

partial targeting on the nutritional integrity of meals. "!

I think that is an extremely narrow base in terms of what really
happens in the school lunch program.

These two target areas will require considerable resources, and
the methodology that is tied into AIMS outlines for the Statep in
narro rspective and also requires them to establish a preiise
methddology and, two, establishes veryçprecise followup visits and
very precise sanctions when in fact th State agencies should not,
and I think in most cases, do not igno those narrow targets that
the AIMS regs 'put us into, but they In fact need to target tOose
resources into a lot of other areas as well, training aspects, the food
quality issues.

That has been pointed out here in A whole range of basicciOmin-
/istration. I think it is improper fOr the Federal Government to
superimpose on State and local governmeny the precision that is
envisioned in AIMS in terms of taking away the flexibility that

111Stote agencies Inust have in terms of identifying problems, use of
their resources and managing programs.
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GOODLING. Let -me bring -a-third person into this discussion.
Ms. Martin says on page 13 of her statement, "There are alterna-
tives available to the USDA which would accomplish the objectives7"
of the AIMSvconcept without adding a new program."

If we don t need another program and if you can work out aprogram with, the program that you already have why have an-other new program? So between the three of you, I am bringing allthree of you into this discussion so I undemtand what the oblemsare.
You are saying that we already have everything that is needed

to accomplish the aims of AIMS in place.
Ms. MARTIN. In my judgment, Mr. Goodling, we do have every-thing that is needed to accomplish the objectives of AIMS. We have

the two components that are required in the regulations. One is
the supervisory assistance program, and J quote that specific regu-
lation in my paper, and we have a requirement for audits.

The fiscal audit covers five of the seven performance standards.The final audit requirements require the State agency to audit
every local school foOt1 authority every 2 years.

The.AIMS requirements require that school systems with morethan 40,000 be audited every 2 years and schools with less than
40,000 haw the AIMS review every 5 Years, which is an inconsis-
tency, and we in Georgia have not figured out how we can resolve
those two kinds of contradictory activities since tile auditors will be
looking at the same thing every 2 years in all the school systems.

Do we assess the same kind of claim? We don't know. We feel
between the supervisory assistance that "is required and the audit,
that we do have the mechanism. A

In addition to that, I would lilge to say up until about 2 or 3years ago we had a- numerical rOquirement for State agencies tomake a specific numberwe were to visit every school every 3
years: Some of us objected to the elimination of that requirement,
but FNS discontinued the numerical requirement and now here we
areovith another numerical requirement.

.40-So I really feel we have the mechanism for doing it.
Mr. GOODLING. Ms. Glavin, where is the breakdown? Why do weneed anything 'new? It appears everything is in place if we only

would supervise properly, or edwate properly.
MS. GLAVIN. First of all, the proposed regulations specificallyallow for States to use their audit visits and their supervisory

assistance visit...4,6meet the AIMS revieW coverage.
AIMS is more comprehensive An that it requires followup in

certain instances which the other *ograms dO not, and it provides
for a coordinated effort, that all of those efforts that are going onin the State be coordinated into a single effort that is managed at
the State level.

It also will cause States that do not have comprehensive systems'
going on now to develop them.

4 Beyond that--
Mr. GOODLING. Why can't we go after those? Why do we have te

go after those who
'
are not--

Ms. GLAVIN. To the extent States already have AIMS systems inplace, they can utilize those under the AIMS system, and tr the
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-extent that the_proposal does not allow that, 'we would like to
adjust it to do so.

Mr. GOODLING. Who makes the determination whether they do or
don't? ,

Ms. GLAVIN. We need to hear specifically from the States where
specifically the proposal would cause an additional layer to be put

.on an already existing 13ystem.
Mr. GOODUNG. Let me touch one other area.
I got the impression that there is a real concern about this whole

punitive bit. I too have a real concern about that because practical-
ly every time we 'have a piece of legislation on the floor, we ask,
what are you doing to try to help them rather than punish them.
We g6t people in the field who lose all cOntact with reality. Their
feeling is you are doing something wrong and I am going to nail
you for it. ?

I seem to get that feeling from the people who are' testifying
here.

Do we have too much emphasis on the punishment bit? Because,
you !chow, one of the Chings I get so many4imes from good service
people andipeople in teduc ion all over is they eithei never get the
regulations on time or. t regulations are not clear or the regula-
tions have,never been oduced,-so there is always a question, am I

doing it right, am I doing it wrong? What is the right way?
MS. GLAVIN., There are no penalties assessed against the local

school districts in the system.
Mr. GOODIANG. But Mr. Vann says if you take away his supervi-'

sory moiey, who runs the program, if that is part of the punish-
ment?

Ms. bt..AviN. There are penalties assessed against thb State if
they fail to implement the system.

Mr. GOODLING. Do you come in and spend Di lot of time saying
this is what you are doing wrong, this is what we would like
improved, before you get around to the business of slapping them?

Ms. th...AvIN. There is a proce4ure outlined in the proposals which
extends over a period of months in which we would envision wOrk-

ing with the State to insure that no penalties would need to be

imposed.
Mr. GOODLING. One further. question.

.....,
. .

Would you agree wish the chairman and myself,that an exten-
sion of this deadline is vefy, very important and would you carry
that back down the hill, or don't you agree with it?

. Ms. GLAVIN. I would be glad to carry it back down the hill. We
have had the proposal out since October 25, a fairly lopg eomment
period.

Mr. 149PDLING. The only problem with that is until it really
appears that it is going to affect yot4 you don't really, getotoo
excited about it. This happens 1 million times, you know: and I
always tell my constituents, I don't get excited about legislation
until I actually see it on.the floor, I think that is true. .

Now the people are beginning to studi, *hat it was that you
proposed, and I really think there is no use trying to introduce
anything if it isn't going tb get off on a good footing and actually
help youngsters and help the child nutrition program.
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So I think-the chairman .and-l;--- I- don't know. how -many others,are going to put up as much fuss as possible to make sure we do
have an extension. So I would like you to take that back down thei. hill.

Ms. GLAviNAI would be glad to.
GOODLINCL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ANDREWS (presiding). Mr. Murphy?
Mr. Mu Kern% Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I want to make a comment that I agreewith the chairman andMr. Good ling, and I hope you will carry the word to USDA, be-

cause too often our Federal agencies always look at people in theState or local municipalities or districts as incompetent people who
are out to bilk the Federal Government, so you thrust upon them
so. many rules and regulations and paperwork and audits uponaudits.

There are a lot of competent people out there administering ourprograms, and I think we should give them that benefit and the
opportunity to review these regulations.

I might say there is"an increasing wave here in Congress to putthe veto approval or veto rights of Congress on all of the depart-ments' rifles and regulations. It is quite possible this is hastily goneinto, and I don't think that October to December is too long a timein which to allow 50 States and all of their school districth toreview this,
It is not too long a time and I would certainly encourage thedepartment to take more time.
MS. GLAVIN. QK.
I would like to point out as soon as the regulations were pub-

a

lished we did hold a series of briefings across the country in ordl
to assist people in understanding what the proposal was so ththey could comment both comprehensively and in a timely basisiSo we are very aware of this need.

Mr. MURPHY. May I ask *hat percentage of food is supplied byl
the Department of Agriculture and purchased locally?

Ms. GLAVIN. It is roughly 20 percent purchased by the Depart-
ment; and 80 .percent pUrchased locally. Obviously, that variesfrail district,to district, but that ia nationally,- a rough figure.Mr. MURP4t. So that at least 80 nrcent of the food cannotpossibly fit in the category that Mr. Farley pointed out?

MS. GLAVIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you have a system of monitoring or sending

someone into the local school district to pick .up some of this fried
chicken or whatever it is?

Ms. GLAviN. Only on our regular review system we look at anyof the food being served. We do receive, we call it a can cutting,
everything we purchase. We receive samples of it, and wo openthem, look ot them, and test them.

Mr. MURPHY. It might be a good idea, and I will suggest it to mychairman, if we would have some of our staff go somewhere in the
couniry and go into a school cafete.ria and maybe ask someone
from your Department to accompany our members of staff without
announcement. Just take a look and see what is in the pack.

5 ,c3
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--Ms: GLAvt,N,We_couicLdo it. here._ We get something out of' the
shipments, we get packs out of thve shipment, that We 1,Vi TIM he

glad to open in front of your eyes. .

Mr. MURPHY. I would be interested in seeing that.
Ms. GLAVIN. We would be delighted to.
Mr. ANDREWS. May I suggest that it tieems to me that the pro-

gram you propose is apparently based on certain findings referred
\ to as standarda.or designed to address the following deficiencies in

program operation, Lind you'have them as one, two, three,rand four.
First of all, I am aware, and I am sure you are, that the people

in the lunchroom program, particularly teachers who determine in
most instances, I suppose, which children are eligible or not eligible

44---for free or reduced price meals are, of course, not trained in that
sort of thing.

I know something of that. I know many teachers, including my
wife and mother and dqughter, tell me they are in a very awkward
circumstance to determine who should or should not,ond I am sure
you know and I know that various discrepancies do occur and are
going to °deur no matter what program you institute.

Butot any rate, it seems to me that in No. 4, beginning on your
page 4, you recite two statistics that it seemaje me give some
credence to your contention that a better system is needed.

However, in the first three I find none. These are to me rather
ridiculous alleged certificates. Th y have percentages, but the per-
centages refer, it seems to me, t

If you will follow me, at the inning of your No. 1 on page 3
ntially nothing.

you say nearly 70percent of audits reported something. Now when

you say 70.percen!l, I am sure anyone that reads that, is impressed
that that is a very high percentage. Seventy percent is going to
show us something bad, apparently, reported problems concerning

_improperly approved applications. .

Seventy percent of the audits showed how M5-y- prohlems, one?
One problem may be in a school? Isn't that all that says? Which is
nothing. It says nothing. In other words, it says that you have 70
percent of instances in which something is less than perfect.

To Aat extent is it less than perfect? You peed the second
figure for that sentence to have any real meaning hatever. ven- '
ty percent of the audits reported problems cons ting of at?

TwentS, percent, 40 percent, I percent 0.0, 0.0001 cent, or w at?

It doesn't say. ,
.

i' ( -

Likewise two lines later, 80 percent, that is a high percent. That
is very impressive. What we are going to read now, 80 percent of

the 186 school food authorkties audited had submitted claims for
free or reduced meat when there were not enough valid applica-
tiops on file to support these claims. ,

'-' To what extent were there not enough applications op file
, Again, 0.0001, or do you mean 50? You don t finish it. You need the

second statistic in that sentence for -the sentence to offer, in my
opinicin, av validity for imposing some sort of new stringent regu-

lations.
GO to No. 2, lop qf the page. Of the 33 OIG audit reports ana__.

lyzed, 45.5 percent, and when you read that, you said more than
45.5 percent. That is again a very sizable number. Of what? Found
problems relatinx to incorrect meal counts. To what extent? Incor-
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rect to what extent? It doesn't soy, Again, is. that 0.000 or ome-thing?"It doesn't say.
You say in No. 3, in 12 of the 33 audit reports analyied therewere instancesthat is plural so there must have been two ormoreof reimbursement exceeding documented allowable costs.Ilow many instances? I don't know. Your statistics are eitherpoorly restated here or you don't have any statistics, it seems tome, that warrant making any decision as to whether the programis operating efficiently in these areas or whether it isn't.
Ms. GLAVIN. Mr. Andrews, we have not done a national study to

Mr. ANDREWS. I was referring to the studies you did. You haveno report. worthy in my opinion of any determination.
Ms. GLAVIN. We do not hove fiord data on the exact extent ofthese problems. What we have is a range of reports, both auditreports, GAO reports, our own management evaluations over aperiod of years, which show a consistent pattern of problems inthese areas.
Mr. ANDREWS. I don't doubt there is a consistency of problems inall areas. Where some 27 million people are being served by any-thing there is no doubt consistency of problems, but I think, first, ofall, you should have known something about to what, extent of aproblem.
You' paid somebody, '1 take it, to make this study, didn't you?Ms. GLAVIN. These are studies that were done over a period ofSrears as part of our regular monitoring of the program, rs.Mr. ANDREWS. Do your reports have some definitive findings? Inother words, could you finish any of these sentences for me? Nearly.70 percent of the audits reported problems concerning improperlyapproved applicatiorP. Could you tell me the percentage of problems

you found?
GLAVIN. Yes, I could do that. I don't have that information

with me now, but I could do that
Mr. ANDREWS. Why did yot half the%entence id here hi eachcase?
Ms. GLAVIN. These are not, by any means national statistics.Mr. ANDREWS. To the extent they are statistics of something,why don't you finish the sentences as they relate to yherever thestudy. wils made, one or more places? Could you finish these sen-tences?
Ms. GLAVIN. They could be finished, yes.

.Mr. ANDREWS. Would you get that for us and that would give usa better understanding as to Whether some new stringent, programis justified.
Ms. GLAVIN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. In No. 4 you do finish the sentence. You only havetwo statistics but they, it seems to me, are of some meaning. Yougive a range of 35 percent to 99.1 perCent of total. You finish thatsentence. Forty percent of all meals served. Those are two mean-ingful statistics it seems to me, hut none of the others are worthanything in my opinion.
10o you agree with that? Do you thirik these other slyatisticswouLd you read one of them and see if you can find one in eitherNo. 1, 2, or 3 that etincludes anythipg?



M82GLAVIN. I think as indications of problems that have contin-
-tied over a period- oryears and have shown up in a number of
States across the country, that they

r-r---Mr. ANDREWS. Please pick out one of the ores you are referring
to.

MS. GLAVIN. If we take the first one, whAch has to do with 33

different audits which were conduCted overi a period between the
years 1975 and 1978, that these audits Wowed that there were
problems concerning improperly approved dpplications--

Mr. ANDREWS. You didn't have to have a study to know that, did

you?
.Ms. GLAVIN. We didn't do a study, we just looked at some of the

reports we had in hand. These are audits that are done for other
pu;diaoses

r. ANDfivws. But I say again, you wouldn't have to have an
audit in order to know before the audit started that you are going

to find some problems. When you are dealing with feeding 27
million children a day, of course there are some problems. I

wouldn't think an audit would be necessary to determine Witt

there are soine problems.
And that is all the sentence says. Newly 70 percentI am

amazed that the other 30 percent apparently revealed no problems
,. because there are lproblems in every one of these schools obvionsly.

According to you, 30 percent of them have no problems and 70

percent have some number of problemi that is not reported here.
'All of these sentences are similarly, it seems to me, meaningless,

except in N. 4, and that is apparently what you base the need for
the AIMS program on, are these statistics, is that jak right? 'Nat
seems to be what your statement is essentially saTint when fou
made these findings, that based on these findings ,we determined
that something as stringent and difficult and as expensive as AIMS
neas to be instituted and it seems to me the statistics you Ocl
yo± conclusiomon are meaningless?

s. GLAVIN. Based on the existence of 'certain problems that
cbntmnie to exist over a period of years in a number of diff?ent
places, yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, do you think if you institute any program,
AIMS or otherwise, that you can't go back some time later and find
that there would be some problemd.P

Ms. GLAVIN. I think we can do great deal to improve the extent
and the continued existence of th4se problems. '

Mr. ANDREWS. You make no fihding of the extent of any prob-
lem, at least not reported in your statement?

Ms. GLAvIN. Thatis jight. No, I don't have data on the extent
nationwide of the problems.

Mr. ANDREWS. YOU don't have data Ilre recited as to the extent
of any problem anyway.

Ms. GLAVIN. We do have data on thOeXent in each
audit report.

Mr. ANDREWS. If you can get.Aat to us, I think we could better
understand what yod are attempting to correct.

Ms. GLAVIN. I wouldJ glad to.

7
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1E*se audits were made by the USDA Office of Inspector General
(0i6). They include thrity-three State coordinated audits and
a special nationwide audit of financial management in the
School Nutrition Programs. In makfhg the financial management
special audit, the OIG visited twelve State agencies distributed
across the country to examine fiscal practisto in use by Syate
organizations administering the programs. On the basis or their
findings in these twelve States, the auditors drew cdflclusions
about the overall conditidh of the financial management of our
programs.

Regarding the thirty-three State coordinated audits, a State
coordinated audit is total examination of ,a State's adminis-=
trationnof the School Nutrition Programs. While the State
educational agency is responsible for administering these
programs within the State, most of the requirements governing
entitlement to Federal funds under -these programs are met at
the local level. Therefore, pie auditors not only examine
operations at the State agency itself, but also select for
audit a sample of schools and school districts (which our regu-
lations 5,efer to generically as "School Food Autherities'!) for
which the State agency administers the programu. These School
Food Authorities are visited and their program operations are
examined far compliance with Federal regulatiouph The Inspector
General.issues an audit report on the State agency itself and
angher on each audited School Food Authority within the State.
Thus, the State coordinated audit consists of the State agency
audit report and a collection of School F000d Authority audit
reports. Theoplyexceptions to this auditing procedure are
audits of entities Oat perform the 'duties of both State agency
and School Food Aukhority. Examples of such entities include
Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.

0

Each of the-thirty-three State coordinated audits cited in the
464MS preamble include audits of from three to nineteen School
Food Authofities. Despite this small sample, the Inspector
General r4orted aggregact ineligible food assistance pa)',ents
of over $3 million. If the School Food Authorities' covered in
those audits are at all typical, then tiles total amount of
ineligible food assistance payments natiohwide is indeed quite
substantial,

4-
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This becomes partieukIrly afOificant when one notes that the

audits in our sample are equitably di tributed geographically.

The sample included three of the six te agencies in the New

Eagland Region; srven out of ten in Mid-Atlantic Region;

three out of eight from the Southeast Region; four out of nix

in the Midwest Region; four of the five in the Southwest Region;

five of the twelve in the Western Region; and seven of the ten

in the Mountain.Plains Region.

The audited School Food Authorities within these States ranged

from large cities, such as Washington, D. C., and Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, on the one hand, to mall rural-school districts

in Nebraska, on the other. The deficiencies diarlosed by the

Inspector General are nationwide deficiencies.

It should also be noted that earlier reviews codected by ENS

haye noted similar problems to those identified by the Inspector

General. The Management and Technical Assistance effort, carried

out several years ago, identified and helped to solve problems

with approval of free and reduced price meal applications and

accounting for the service of meals. In addition, ENS' on-going

Management Evaluations of State Agencies' program administration

I 'have identified areas'of weakness in States' administration of

the program which would be addressed by ATMS.

The.

USDA Inspector General has eXpressed strong concerns that dis-

closing and reporting the same deficiencies year after year has

been an inefficient and costly use of the Department's audit

resources. He has maintained that if problems reported.by

additors would be corrected Statewide and nationwide, the OIG

could avoid continually reporting essentially the same matters

and direct its efforts to new areas needing attention. If

existing management structures were capable of accomplishing

this objective, the Inspector General would not be making these

statements. The, Inspector General has been urging FNS to develop

a management sYstem such as AIMS for some.time.

65
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Mr. ANDREWS. Excuse me, Mr. Erdahl, do you have questions?
Mr. ERDAHL. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like f6-niri1ea couple

observations and maybe a covle questions.
Today is evidetitly ()fen sekson day on the USDA so I want to

thankifs. Glavin for being with us and ,let you know I am pleased
that you are here today, and also trying to get input from others.

Since we have heard sonie rather serious charges, and Mr.
Farley is entitled to his opinion and views, one being thkit the
USDA unloads the Nation s. wOrt3t food on our children, I ask
unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that the committee record be
kept open so that Ms. Glavin or someone else in the Department
would be permitted the opportunity to respond to these rather
serious charges.

Without it, I fear the record will appear rather lopsided and I for
one am not going to automatically rejeat AIMS out of hand.

It seems to me we are involved with this program of feeding
schoolchildren, a program of *great nfpgnitude. We have heard
about billions of dollars involved kand Nbout 27 million children
being fed. There is no question we rfeed administrative accOuntabil-
ity, that we need performance, and financial audits.

I think that Mr. Goodling stated that well and the question is,
How do we carry this out? Do we needsl revision in existing
Federal programs to ,see that this . is done: well in the various
States? .*,

I dome from Minnesota,,aad4lthink mayl, .done rather well
there. The lady from Georgia and gentlema Pennsylvania
would also say it is done well in those States . '031 47 other
States.

So I think we need national coosainatio 'Jr her' this be of
Federal involvement or admirristrative cs rol in a sense, over
local or State audits, I think that is something we need.

I would ask you, Ms. Glavin, a couple questions. It hak been
touched on a bit by the acting Chairman Andrews here.

You mention in your statistical report about the meal pattbrii
standards were riot being met. Could you explain, make it clear to,.
me perhaps, what you mean by meal pattern standards and some
specific examples of where these standards under your findings
would not have been met?

.Ms. GpANTIN. Yes, sir. We have a meal pattern requirement that
requires every school that participates in the program to serve on
the lunch each day 2 ounces of meat or some meat alternaie, which
couldf be peanut butter, eggs or fish; a servingOf bread; three
quarters of a cup of two or more fruits or vegetables; and half a
pint of mille

So -if, for exatriple, one of those components was missing, say,
there was no bread served that day;that meal would not meet our
standards.

Another example would be if one of the components were short,
if, for example, there was less than three-quarters of a cup of fruit
or yegetable, that meal would not !Net the meal pattern require-
mentt

'These are pre inary results from gome work that was done
this past year an some of tbe findings are very shockilig. Some ols
them are very minimal misses.'In other words, the milk might be

iS)
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sh6rt several grams and that means the entire meal did not meet
%he standards.

Others of them are much more substantial problems, problems
where the meals simply didn't have a component or one of th
components was substantially short on many. of the meals, so therF
is a real variety of what is included in those figures.

Mr. ERDAHL..Mr. Chairman, I have mother question.
What about the concern we have had expressed herg today that

some of the USDA food is waS, below standard? MayUe this isn't
the area in which you specifically mirk, but do you get other /
charges or allegations of that nature?

t

__...,"

MS. GLAVIN. Obviouslymin a program that provides food to the
extent that we do, we get complaints, As, and we are very sensi-

. tive to th complaints where either foods do not come up to the
specificatio that we imposed when we bought them or foods are
not the thin, that schools want for a particular_reason, or in the
wrong size 'pack, and we have been trying very hald to be respon-
sive to those toncerns and to adjust to them.

The kinds ot , cerns that Mr. Farley raised, no, we don't get
that kind Of ii very often, concern that none of the f' is c'N-

good at alt die v is just so bad thitt, it is unusable. .

Mr. ERDAL. 1 ink also for the record we should say that s.
Glavin has given good evidence by hel performance here today, of
both competency and emotional stability.

A MS. GLAVIN. Thank you.
.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Vann, when I asked a question I see that you
were seeming toswEiht to answer and, Mr. Clriairman, if I could ask
Mr. Vann for vi.response to the queltion I asked about experience

. you might have had with fled you\ feel either was substandard
quality or the type of food kids are not.inteevsted. in eating.

I am sorry I 4ssed your testimony, ba I will revi w it here.
Mr. VANN. I thihk one of the problems that has bee

one with .the Goyernment-donisted food program is t at the State
a perennial

agen'cies are not 'able to tell schools specifically when food' will
arrive, and that there is the problem of making decisions regarding
purchasing dr their own local foods and then receiving. Govern-
ment-donated commodities.

The difference between a shipping period system and a delivers /
date'system is one which has been proposed to the U.S. ,Depa'rt-

.. ment of Agriculture many times in the past.
The argument that I have heard for years is that it is not

practical or feasible to determine exactly when food should,arrive.
HoweverAt is appropriate to. determine thlit it sihould be shipped
during a particular 2-week period.

The records that I have seen in our State indicate that when foda
is not, shipped during that 2-week period, stringent sanction4 are
not imposed on Pie suppliers of those foods on.a regulak, recurring .

basis, and therefore ignoring the system iti a rather common occur- .
rence in my opinion. . .

This has in some cases caused 15rob1ems with food that,has been
frozeri too long or in translt too long and therefore contributes to -

,
Aithe quality of some of the ft:4d that is re&ived. .

In the main, in Pennsylvania. we havelenot found massive food
quality problems and the genefal acceptability of the selection Of

1



the foods is fairly high. However, in school districts like the PhilLf-
delphia school district, difficult problems do exist where they re-
ceive almost a Million dollars }worth of Government-donated food
each year, if not more, more than a million.

Mr. EitDAHL. Tharik you very much, Mr: Vann, and thank/you,
Mr. ghairman. I would hope that the rather tandid and provoca-
tive testimony that we have heard today will be usefufr in our
deliberations in trying to make a good program even better.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Erdahl.
I might just in closing offer a word, if I may, of sympathy or

empathy for all of you. I know a little, very little, but a little bit
about the food serviSe business, and I think it is, I believe, the last
business on Earth I would want to be in. It is all extremelY difficult
Business, a matter of not knowing exactly how. many you are
feeding, when food will arrive, and all or that to some extent is
inevitable.

So there are problems such as 'you recite in Your testimony
rather innocuously about the problems in the schools or the lunch-
room, and I am surethat Is true and I am sure there are problems
in some degree of ineptitude in tile performance of .the work here
in the Depa ment of Agriculture food service system ai3 well.

It is very plex snd I feel sorry for all of you, and certainly it
is the duty desire of this cOmmittee and of-the Congress to be

Pof assistance rather than to mAle things more difficuU, and to not ,
only criticize maybe whatever the degree of problems ratty V, but
to compliment you on certainly a lot of the good work that. i done.

I think Ms. Glavin, that Mr. Dickey statcd.a statistic far more
meaningful than any you cite in_terms_ef indicating the need that
all of us' need to examine as to whether and how we might improve
this. _

According to your figurs, Mr. Dickey, as I converted them .into
percentages, about 10 years ago about 10 percent of the meals that

.)were furnished in the phblic schools were furnished free or at
reduced prices. You say that is 2 to. 21/2 million and some 19
million, about 10 percent. In other words, about 90 percent of the
students 10 years. ago,. I presuine, were paying full price for their
m(als.

You cite on the- following page that today some 13 of s'ome '27
million, almost 50 percent Of the mealq that are served are either
free or at reduced .riites. In other words, slightly more(than 50
percent of the students are payipg for the meals at a redt4ced price
whereas it was 10 percent.'

I ikhink we all know that the economy has not gOne downhill
withili this 10 years to that extent. They obviously is out there IV°.
ehange of aftitude. Somehow or other the students,.the parents, the
system, somehow is not causing as Many of the children to pay -for
those meals as I believe should be paying forkem.

a That to me, Ms. Glavin, is a statistic tha"Ou don't recite that
'supports perhaps that something needs to be done mab than4the
statistics in fact you do recite. That is rather alarming and I thrl
that should tell tis all, if nothing else does, that at some level here
More consideration shoat-he giiren as to how many Of our students
in fact, by.reason of family income, awl numbers within the family,*
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et cetera, how many of these over 50 percent ot' the' children who
are not paying.full price should in fact be.

I think that alone might alleviate a lot of' the financial problems
you find both at USDA and at your respective levels.

Well, that is the first vote. We are lucky. I don't recall for a long
time Mien we have had .11/2 hours of time when Congress was in
session without being interrupted by votes. We do have one on now
and this is an appropriate time to adjourn.

Again, we thank all of you and Etain congratulate you and ask
you to keep working wherever-you are to improve the school lunch,
a very necessary, important program, as much as you can, and we
look forward to working with you in that pffort..

4 Thank you very much.
We'stand acklourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the subdommittee adjourned.]
[Additional infwmation submitted for the record follows:1

STATE or GEORGIA,
DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION.
Atlanta. Ga., December 1.4 1979.

('Atu. I). PERKINS,,,
U.S.- House of Reprvsentatives,
Washirtgton. 1).C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE POZINS: r appreciated the opportunity present ing t he.
views of the Georgia Depa lent of Eductition on the.USDA's #oposal for AIMS.

The Statement given by Mrs. Maggie Glavin ;indicated that . 5 peirent to 991
percent of the meals sampled in five school districts failed to meet meal pattern
Mandards. I would be grateful to have the following information submitted as a ppl
of the record. /

The preamble to the proposed regulations, iirepared by USDA (FNS) indicates
(page 13, AIMS): toll

OKI audits and studies have shown that failpry to comply fully with existing meal
pattern requirenwnts issa major problem whi% impacts heavily op the ability of the
programs to meet their ultimata. goal. In anetheklitudy, OIG conducted statistical
samples otthe National Schoo) Ian& Program in randomly selected school districts
in the New England Region to determine whether the school districts were serving
meals which met the school Itmch meal pattern standands and which meals, COMP-
quently, were eligible for federal reimbursement.

The selected school districts had food services which were either operated by food
sermice management companies or were provided meals or portions theregl' by
vendcWs.

Since the information cited referred tb meals prepared by vendors orloocl man-
agemek conwanies, and no data 'was presented on meal adequacy _game megki
were prepara on-site, it appears that the 'rationale for USDA's 0.)-Olial niQs
questioning. I believe that our review efforts must include nutrition review. I am
concerned, however,. With conclusions Ipsed on limited samples.

Sincerely,
JOSEPHINE MARTIN,.

4 DireCtor, Meal Systems Support Division.
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